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ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT,

William Southall, Esq,, F.L,S.
nELIVKUED AT THE ADJOUHNED ANNUAL MEETINO, APRII. 5, 1881.

Mr. President, Ladies, and Gentlemen—
At the commencement of the present session I had the

honour to address the Society on taking possession of its new

quarters in this noble building. The prospective advantages

which I foreshadowed as awaiting us have been amply realised,

and I have now only to congratulate our members upon our

estabhshed position in rooms so excellent and suitable for the

purposes of the Society, which the enlightened liberality of

the Council of Mason's College has enabled us to occupy.

I propose this evening to address you upon the subject of

Botany in general, entering a little into its history, and a little

into some of its more recent developments, hoping thereby,

although I may not follow a strictly scientific path, to interest

some who have not hitherto made a study of the second great

Kingdom of Organic Life.

All the world is fond of flowers ; the factory girl of the

smoky town, who mostly has to content herself with artificial

substitutes, equally with the Hawaiian'-' beauty, who, with

exquisite grace, garlands herself with wreaths of the splendid

Hibiscus ; the shoemaker, or the grimy smith, who, on his

little suburban patch, grows auriculas or carnations for show,

equally with the well-got-up gentleman, who goes down to the

House of Commons with a bouquet of exotics sent up fi-om his

place in the country' in his button-hole.

The attractions of the woods and the fields depend wholly

upon the beauties of the vegetable world, ever present, but

changing with the changing seasons, whether in the outbm-st of

* See " The Earl and the Doctor."

^.
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delicious green, the blaze of flowers, or the teeming Avealth ;>f

fruits ; even decay itself brings forth its special charms. The

loftiest trees and the lowliest plants—witness the cushions of

brilliant green moss or the splash of lichen upon the rock—each

have their place, and combine to make up the perfect whole.

Most people profess an admiration of the floral aspect of

Nature ; with many the admiration is most genuine, and yet

with all these attractions there are comparatively few Botanists

—few who care to study the history, the life, the relationships

of plants, which constitute the science of Botany.

Why should this be ? In this room we are most of us

Naturalists—how did we become so ? The schoolboy, if he be

at school in the country, and has a taste for Natural History, is

very apt, if he be of the ordinary type, to prefer any branch

which involves killing something, or, at all events, stealing, as

collecting eggs—hereditary instinct you will say ; but if he

have a real liking for Natural History, he will probably keep

pet toads or snakes in his desk or pockets, and will acquire a

most particular knowledge of the habits and natm'e of his little

friends, and thus begin a practical acquaintance with Zoology
;

or he may be an Entomologist, and besides collecting, keep a

farm for his caterpillars and larvae. The Botanist is more rare ;

the attractions that draw him have not power over the many,

but those who do take up the study are often apt learners, and

do honom" to schoolboy science, acquired in schoolboy age.

Botany as Natural Histoiy, and Botany as a science have

rather a different look. Of course we know that now-a-days

science of ail kinds is taught in schools, and doubtless very well

taught, but it is not schoolboy science ; and whether those who

commence their studies under the blue heavens, or under teachers

and the voice of professors lay the best foundation, I have not

to judge. I have only to say that those who begin the study of

natm'C in the class-room miss a very pleasant experience. Nor

must I omit the ladies. From what we have heard of ladies'

schools formerly, nothing would seem more foreign to their

teachiiig than Physiology, animal or vegetable, but ladies seem
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now likely to leave the stronger sex boliiiul even in these

subjects, Tnis, iiovvever, is merely a suggestion.

To many minds tliere is something forbidding in the very

aspect and idea of science of whatever kind. Scientific know-

ledge is supposed to be something inherently different fi-om

common kuo\yledge, a knowledge for which ordinary sense and

observation will not suffice. On the contrary common sense is

most necessaiyfor the unprejudiced observation of the phenomena

of Nature. The carrying oiit of an investigation may require

patience and skill, but not any recondite power unavailable to

the ordinary intellect. Moreover, whilst science as such has a

forbidding aspect, there is no doubt that a great scientific wave

has rolled over modern thought and speculation. Never had

scientific discoveries a greater interest for the bulk of thinking

people than at present. Metaphysics liave lost then- popularity

—

somewhat limited as far as England was concerned—and the

cultm-e of the age no longer talks of pure reason, but of the

potentiality of matter, evolution, protoplasm, life and organisa-

tion. The study of Botany may seem a very long way from

these high things, but how can a man talk, not to say think

about them, unless he knows something of the facts upon which

modern speculations are founded. Animal life is the great

arcanum, but it cannot be separated from vegetable life, side

by side of which it lives in its lower forms, and without which

it cannot exist.

The terminology of Botany is a stumbling block to many.

It is the tendency especially of om* Teutonic friends to multiply

terms that are unattractive and uncouth. For instance, I

noticed the following announcement:—"Dr. Eriksson has

recently discovered at Leipzig the protomeristem in the roots

of Dicotyledons. It appears that the root apex consists of three

zones of meristem, the pleroma, the periblem, and the

dermocalyptrogen," and so on. Pretty well, this, for the point

of a root, but I hope to show that a great portion of the most

interesting featm*es of Botany may be studied with very little

requii'ement of the use of scientific terms.
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Mr. Ruskin has recently auuouuced himself a botanical

teacher. He complains that the scientific names of plants are

too numerous, therefore he proposes to abolish them and give

new ones. He also complains that the current Englisli names

of plants arc, many of them, of the Devil's own contriving,

founded on some unclean or debasing association. His new

names are pretty, but will, probably, never get beyond the

volume that contains them ; but this volume, like others of his

works, contains exquisite descriptions of plants ; and if some

parts of " Proserpina " are very wild, you will also find, if not

science, much that will attract you to Botany, and the deriva-

tion of many common botanical terms most happily given.

Botanical writers are soundly rated, but that is what may be

expected.

At what period in the world's history does Botany begin ?

Pray do not be frightened—I must conclude some time—if I

suggest that a practical knowledge of plants, which we may

call applied Botany, began at a very early age, in fact earlier

than any written history. In the earliest written records

preserved to ws man is described as already a tiller of the

ground, therefore a grower of cereals, a bread-eater, or, at all

events, a cooker of food. He also used the fibres of plants for

the manufacture of textile fabrics. These facts indicate a large

advance in the arts of civilisation from the conditions that the

advocates of the view of the antiquity of man would ascribe to

him in his primeval state. He was originally a frugivorous

animal, and over large parts of the district commonly supposed

to have been the cradle of the human race, the date-palm yields

a nourishing fruit that may be obtained without much difficulty

or care. Other fi'uits, as the fig, also flourish ; these, therefore,

may have been his earliest selection.

The science of the Greeks originated about 600 b.c. In

its earliest periods botanical notices occur. Hippocrates of Cos,

the physician, was acquainted with many plants still in use in

raedicine. Spices and gums were early prized. Xenophon of

Colophaucs was ac(puiinted with the true nature of fossil
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plants and animals—a knowledge which lapsed for many ages.

Herodotus gives occasional information in Natm-al History. On

his visit to Egypt, about 400 b.c, he says he was shewn an

inscription on the Pyramid of Cheops, built some 3,000 years

before, which gave the value of the garlic, onions, and radishes

consumed by the labourers whilst building it—namely, one

thousand six huudi-ed talents of silver. He does not mention

the salt, however, with which the whole should be taken.

From his own observation, he informs us that the lotus, the

fi'uit of which is contained in a pod like a wasp's nest, in which

are berries fit to be eaten—the Neiumhiwn—and another lotus

are used for food ; the roots also being eaten. The byblus is an

annual plant, the upper parts being used for various purposes,

and the lower part of the stem eaten—the Egyptians cooking it

delicately.

Aristotle is the first to notice plants from a biological

point of view. In his " History of Animals " he says :
" The whole

genus of plants, however, compared with the other bodies,

appears to be nearly, as it were, animated, but, when compared

with an animal, to be inanimate. But the transition from

plants to animals is, as we have before observed, continued.

For, with respect to some of the bodies in the sea, it may be

doubted whether they are plants or animals." In a March

periodical of this year the writer of the scientific article says :

" It seems but yesterday when we regarded the sponge as a

vegetable product," and yet two thousand years ago Aristotle

classed it among animals, though, as might be expected, he had

not a very clear notion of its structure.

Theophrastus, the pupil of Aristotle, is usually regarded

as the first Botanist. He abandoned the transcendental element

in his master's teaching and taught "positive" science. He

classed plants as herbs, trees, and shrubs, and wrote, as a

seventeenth century A^i-iter says, " of plants in general, their

aftections. parts, and differences, and not of each species in

particular—a hard thing," because, in his own words, "there

is nothing common to all plants as the mouth and belly to
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living creatures." After liim came Dioscorides, in the time of

Anthony and Cleopatra, whose excellent work on plants and

the materia medica, edited and commented on by several

writers, hold its position imtil the seventeenth century as the

leading work on the subject. Pliny provided for the Romans,

in his renowned " Natural History," a cyclopaedia of universal

knowledge of the earth, about a third part of which is devoted

to plants. Pliny was said to be credulous ; he was certainly

industrious and gatliered a vast amount of iuformatiou, but, I

suppose, very few look into Pliny uow-a-days, and yet his

book contains many good things, and is the reverse of dry.

The works of these two men and of Galen, who lived not very

long after, supplied the botanical knowledge of Europe, except

a little rill that trickled in h-om Avicenna and the Arabians,

until about the sixteenth century, when a number of writers

appeared, but their works are almost entirely founded upon

the three above mentioned, except that of C^salpinus, who

took Theophrastus for his model. In England the honour

of the first work on Botany of any importance must be awarded

to Dr. Turner, whose "New Herball" was published in 1551, in

the reign of Edward the Sixth, and is dedicated " to the Duke

of Somersette's grace." Turner is a quaint writer; he says, for

instance: "Leopard's Bayne layd to a Scorpione maketh

hyr utterly amazed and mum." Who would not carry a sprig

of such an admirable remedy for " irresponsible chatterers ?"

The book is in black-letter, well-printed, and is illustrated with

excellent outline engravings, which had, I believe, appeared

before in the works of Puchsius, published at Basle. The

name of Fuchs has become a garden, if not a household word,

in Fuchsia ; and old Fox—for that would be his name in our

vernacular—might be amazed that he also fm-nishes a

patronymic for the intensely powerful aniline dye Fuchsine.

A pleasant paper might be written on those hne old folios,

Gerarde's "Herbal" and Parkinson's " Theatrum Botanicum,

or Theater of Plants," which appeared in the next centm-y.

Folios are out of date now except with book collectors who buy
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thera. and with an occasional student who refers to them, but

there is much diversified reading in these two volumes, as well

as solid information, and tliey reflect great credit upon the

troublous times in which they were issued. With them it may

be said that the age of Dioscorides closes.

Up to this time very little system or arrangement is to be

found in botanical works. Certain plants were so naturally

and obviously associated that they were placed together, but

beyond this there was not much attempt at order. The names

of plants were also variable and unsettled ; sometimes a species

had only one name ; occasionally they were numbered as

Brassica pnnia, B. secunda, B. tertin, B. qwirta, whilst often the

name became quite a description, as Uhnjmnthemum majus,

folio valde laciniato, H'H'e croceo, (Anthemis tinctoria, L.)

Under these circumstances, the identification of specimens must

have been difficult.

An English Botanist has the honour of proposing the first

important step in the classification of plants. John Ray, the

originator of the natural system of classification, published his

Methodns Flantanuii Nuva in 1682. He instituted two great

divisions of plants, namely, flowering plants, and plants that

were flowerless, as ferns, mosses, lichens, &c. The flowering

plants he again divided into Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons.

For the benefit of my non-Botanical hearers I may say that

the foimer are plants with one seed leaf, the latter with two.

The young mustard plant when brought to table has two, and

all grasses, oats, and barley, &c., only one. These differences

may appear trivial, but they are accompanied by a totally

different stnictiu'e of stem, leaves, and flowers. Many of Eay's

fm'ther groupings were adopted, but he persisted in some of

the old errors. This great Naturalist—for he studied and wrote

also upon animals, birds, fishes, and insects—lived for some

years at Middletou Hall, near Sutton Coldfield, the seat of

his friend and pupil Francis Willughby, and afterwards at

Sutton. Whilst there he published his " Catalogue of British

Plants," upon which all catalogues since published have
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been fouuclecl, and Wanvicksliire has thus the great honour of

being the birthplace of Enghsli Botany, if not of that science

itself under its modern aspect. I fear we have not much to

show by way of memorial of his connection with our county.

None of his Natural History works arc, to my knowledge, in our

libraries. Wc should endeavour to place them there. We have,

however, the great and living monument raised by the Ray

Society to his fame.

Tournefort, the eminent Botanist, was Ray's contem-

porary, and acknowledged the correctness of his views somewhat

unreadily. The next great master was Linnaeus, who failed

to appreciate the importance of Ray's divisions of the vegetable

kingdom. His o^Vll ingenious but purely artificial system has

not survived. It was founded upon the arrangement of the parts

of the flowers only, and consequently plants were brought into

strange companionships. Ray, on the other hand, considered that

every part of the plant—root, stem, leaves, and flowers—should

be considered in natural grouping. The principal gift of Linnaeus

to Botany was the establishment of the genera upon a scientific

basis. His introduction of the binary nomenclature was of the

greatest value in bringing about a clear and systematic method

for the distinction and arrangement not only of plants but of

every class of living organisms, By it there was no occasion

for Brasslca prima, secmida, or }>rassicii flure croceo, but Jirassica

being the family or generic name, Brassica (dim, nvira, mumlis,

&c., were the names given to the species.

Bernard de Jussieu arranged the genera of Linnfeus into

natural orders under the primary divisions of Ray. In 1827,

Robert Brown discovered the direct action of the pollen tube

upon the uncovered ovule of Conifers and Cycads, thereby

afl'ording a sure basis for the sub-division of Dicotyledons into

two groups, Angiosperms and Gymnosperms, and in his various

works he so greatly improved upon Jussieu's orders, that these

two Naturalists stand first as the expositors of the natural orders

of plants. Their classification, modified by the De CandoUes,

is usually adopted in this country and in America. In Germany
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the system of Endlic-lior, wliicli is inucii less simple and is

burdened with a cumbrous nomenclature, has been followed

until recently. A new system is now m vogue, which is intro-

ditced into some of the class books published in this country.

Such is a slight sketch of the natural system of classilication
;

it possesses difficulties sufficient to attract the highest intellects,

but anyone may obtain sufficient knowledge of it for the study

of this branch of the science. As a sequence to this part of the

subject i had intended to say something of the riches, the

wonders, and the oddities of the vegetable world, but time

obliges me to pass on.

" Stones grow, plants grow and live, animals grow, live, and

feel." This is an ancient generalisation, but it hardly goes far

enough, as some plants appear to feel after a fashion, even if

they do not think. At present we have to concern ourselves

with their lives in general. Every observer is acquainted with

the external aspects of vegetable life. Heat and moisture are

required for the germination of the seed, sunlight for the pro-

duction of the leaves, flowers, and fruit. For the performance

of the various functions of life a number of organs are necessary,

and the differentiation during growth resulting in the formation

of these various organs is termed vegetable Morphology, whilst

the movements of sap, water, air, &c., and the chemical changes

that take place in plants are considered under the designation of

vegetable Physiology. From the time of Ai-istotle to that of Ray

little was done in this branch of the work. Ray made, amongst

other experiments, some on the flowing of sap. Cffisalpinus had

also worked in the same direction. Henceforward the study

of the life of plants advanced rapidly, but it is chiefly German

Botanists of recent date who have advanced this part of

the science. One of their countrymen says that the Germans

have mostly concerned themselves with exact knowledge, rather

than the discovery of general biological laws ; and it was not a

Botanist, but the poet Goethe, who, in his " Metamorphosis

of Plants," struck out a new path. He there shows that the

various parts of flowers are truly modifications of foliage leaves.
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and he therefore pointed out that all tlie endless varieties of

plants may be said to have arisen from a single type, a simple

fundamental form. Had he known that the leaf itself is built

up of cells, he would have declared that the cell is the real

fundamental organ, by the multiplication, transformation, and

combination of which in the hrst place the leaf is formed, and

that in the next by transformation, variation, and combi-

nation of leaves there arise all the varied beauties of form

and colour which we admire in its green parts, as well as the

organs of propagation in the flowers of plants. Is it to be won-

dered that this cell, this epitome of vegetable life, that is gifted

with so wondrous a potentiality, should possess a certain amount

of attractiveness even to many who have little or no scientific

knowledge '? Every cell is bound down by the laws of heredity,

but is to a certain extent subject to adaptation under the power

of surrounding influences. If anyone who has not done so,

desires to examine a simple vegetable cell, let him take a little

of the green stain so common on trees or old palings, which,

in a drop of water under the microscope, is resolved into a

multitude of round unicellular plants. The mode of multiplica-

tion of these may be observed, the use of the chlorophyll, which

gives the beautiful green colour, and the formative powers of

the protoplasm they contain. The woiii done is a type of that

performed by all vegetable cells, for a plant is a system of

individuals, each of which in its inception has a separate life.

Carlyle, in a striking, but somewhat fanciful passage, says .

" All Nature and Life are but one garment, ' a living garment,'

woven, and ever a-weaving, in the ' loom of Time.' " What

precise ilea Mr. Carlyle had, I do not pretend to say—that it

was scientific is unlikely, for he always spoke contemptuously of

science ; nevertheless, the simile is fine, and the weaving still

goes on, the loom is never idle. The warp and the woof are

visible, but the motive power is hid in mystery. Some say that

the pattern once set, never changes, though parts may fade out

—that what it now is, it always has been. Others, that the

work began with a slender, filmv thread, that it widened and
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spread out, forming the splendid garment it now is, perfect, but

perhaps to become yet more perfect ; tliat its work is automatic,

and that it has written, and is still writing, in its every form

and fashion, the history of its growth.

Let us hear what was said by one who took the latter view,

and was the tirst to propound a well-considered and coherent

theory of the development of organic life :

" Organic life beneath the shoi'eless waves

Was born, and nursed in ocean's pearly caves
;

First, forms minute, unseen by spheric glass,

Move on the mud or pierce the watery mass

;

Then as succesive generations bloom,

New forms acquire, and larger limbs assume
;

Whence countless groups of vegetation spring,

And breathing realms of fin and feet and wing."

So wrote Dr. Erasmus Darwiii, of Lichfield, the pioneer of

the evolutionists, whose works were highly valued by his con-

temporaries as poetry, but the point of whose philosophy was

altogether missed by them, for he was before his age. A little

while ago his works appeared to be consigned to a well-merited

obscui'ity, notwithstanding the}^ abounded with original obser-

vations and reflections. Now, interest in them is again revived,

but it is transferred from the poetry to the science. Dr.

Darwin's philosophy was the antithesis of that of Eay, who

wi'ote " The Wisdom of God in Creation "—a book on the

evidences of Design—but as Botanists they had common interests,

and the same stretch of couutiy must have been familiar to

both, as Middleton is not far from Lichfield.

Darwin was accustomed to travel over the country in his

carriage, or on the old horse that ran loose behind, ready to be

mounted when the roads became too bad to drive. Kay must

have vralked over the district, but he appears to have taken his

" simpling '' journeys on horseback.

Dr. Darwin was a prominent member of the cele-

brated Birmingham Lunar Society in the Augustan age of

Birmingham science ; Watt, Priestley, and, I believe, Wedgwood

were the greater lights. Among the lesser, the eminent Botanist

Dr. Withering, of the Old Square and of Edgbaston Hall, had a
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well-deserved celebrity. His "British Plants"' ran through at

least six editions, the sixth being edited by his son Wm.
Withering, of The Larches, Sparkbrook, in 1818. Let this

reminiscence of past grandeur induce us to emulate men who

have left their mark upon science and upon our town. Our

Town Council do not seem to remember it, as with this

wealth of names to choose from they have called their mminum

opii^i " Corporation Street." (> tempani, (> mores !

But to return to the garment of vegetation. How did it

cover the earth ? Are there centres or zones of vegetable life '?

Can the dispersal of plants be traced ? Has tJie character of

the vegetation changed in different lands in the course of ages,

and if so what have been the causes of the change ? Tem-

perature, we know, has a marked influence on the economy of

plant life, therefore a fall of temperature would be followed by

the disappearance of many plants. Again, a rise of tempera-

ture would be followed by the disappearance of Arctic plants,

except those left upon high mountains scattered perhaps over a

large area. There are evidences of great changes in Britain.

The Glaciers of the Cumbrian and Cambrian mountains once

despatched their icebergs over the channel covering what is

now mid-England. A great region that came under this cooling-

influence is now called the Paliearctic region, and it is so

distinctly recognised that I noticed a bookseller's catalogue in

which works relating to the Palaearctic region are classed

together. So we must learn a new geography. Amongst

eminent English Botanists who have written on the distribution

of plants is our own member, Mr. W. Mathews, who has contri-

buted an excellent paper on the Flora of Algeria. Let us hope

that his next contribution may be laid upon our altar.

Let me give a few facts. As regards the British Isles,

respecting which Mr. H. C. Watson is the chief authority,

we have no flowering plants of accepted species that are peculiar

to them alone. All are European except an orchid (SpiranthpH

cernua,) growing in the S.W. of Ireland, and the pipewort,

f Krincaxdnn septunijulun',) a curious water plant, common in
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Nortli America but unknown to tho Europe.'in Hora. Tlio Irish

Hlmy feni is also non-European, and is a native of the Azores.

About twenty species and sub-species of plants growing in

Ireland are not met with in Britain, and, on the other hand,

many British species have not reached Ii-eland. Some are

restricted to the East of England, others have arrived on the

south coasts and have travelled up the western sliores; and,

again, others are Alpine, vscattered here and there on the highest

hills. Some species are clearly natives, others colonists or

aliens.

If we turn to the great continent of North America, we

ftnd that the flora as we pass southward from Canada through

the United States does not alter essentially, but whilst becoming

more luxm'iant as we reach the extremity of Florida, it still

preserves the character of a temperate flora. But if we cross

the Straits to the Bahama Islands, a distance of only about fifty

miles, we find that almost all the North American t}'pes of

plants have disappeared, and that we are in the midst of a

tropical flora mostly identical with that of Cuba. The inference

of some former connection between these two last seems evident.

The discrepancies and resemblances between the flora of New
Zealand and that of Australia, the nearest continental land, are

so remarkable that their relationships have proved a ditficult prob-

lem. New Zealand and Australia both possess temperate floras

which have considerable resemblance, but apparently at some

recent period Australia has acquired remarkable accessions, among

them thet Eucalyptiis and other trees that give such a character

to the Australian landscape. The tropical flora of New Zealand

appears to have been derived fi'om north-east Australia at a

time when that part was separated fi-om the temperate and

southern parts by a channel, but united to New Zealand in a

direction where the sea is still comparatively shallow. In many
slands there is almost an identical flora with that of adjacent

continents, indicating former union. In the Sandwich Islands,

on the other hand, far away in mid-ocean, the flora is rich

and almost three-fifths of the species are indigenous
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and peculiar to tliem. This indicates a very ancient flora,

and that it may have originated in a much more extensive

area than tliese islands at present possess. The newer part ot

the flora possesses aflinities with that of South America. It

has been shown that seeds may be transmitted long distances by

the waves, by birds, or by the winds. Arctic plants are trans-

mitted by ranges of mountains. Some floras, for instance that

of the Old World, seem to have a power of emigration and

settlement similar to that of men of European origin. Sir J.

Hooker traces the vegetation of Scandinavia from Lapland, by

way of the Alps, the Caucasus, the Himalayas, and the

mountains of the peninsula of India, to the Malayan Archi-

pelago—and after a considerable Inatus to appear again on the

Alps of New South Wales and Tasmania, in rapidly diminishing

numbers it is true, but in vigorous development throughout.

It matters not what the vegetation of the bases and flanks of

the mountains may be, the Scandinavian asserts its prerogative

of ubiquity from Britain to the Antipodes. This study of

botanical geography, and the deductions that may be made from

it, is becoming a question of the deepest interest in the

researches of naturalists. It is so wide that it embraces the

whole history of the past in geological times as well as in

recent, and yet within the scope of a county a Botanist may find

an ample field for investigations, as Mr. Bagnall has so ably

shown us.

To those who are not interested in such far-reaching

investigations, and to whom strictly technical Botany is also

unattractive, glimpses into such secrets of Nature as the

relationships of insects and flowers, may jprove attractive. Every

one knows why bees require flowers, but they may not know

why flowers require bees. The flowers of many plants are self-

fertilizing—that is, the pollen falls upon the stigmas when the

latter are in a fit and mature condition to receive it. On the

other hand, in many cases, either the one or the other of these

organs matures a day or two the earlier. Such is the case in

the common arum, now about to flower. The wide green
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slieatli oiiclosint^ the sint^ular columnar flower is inHatod below,

and the fringe of reversed hairs on the spadix allows flies to

enter tlu'ough the narrow throat, but prevents their return.

They seek the honey from the ripened stigmas, taking their fill

until the anthers ripen and the pollen is liberated ; by this

time the fringe of hairs has withered, and the flies are released,

bearing their burden of pollen to another flower, where the

stigmas may be in a tit state to receive it. You will often find

many flies shut up in a flower. In the crocus you may see the

bees busily worming themselves sideways round the anthers,

which open outwards, covering their legs with pollen, and then

invariably alighting on the stigmas of the next flower. In

many flowers the floral organs are of different shapes. This is

the case in the primrose, where some flowers have long stamens

and short pistils, and in others this arrangement is reversed.

This is also to ensm-e cross-fertilization, for Nature is " careful

of the type."' Into the flower of the meadow orchis the bee

seeking for honey inserts his proboscis, at the same time detach-

ing the pollen masses, which affix themselves to his head, by a

viscid disc. At first they are reflexed, but shortly after

recover, and bend forwards like the horns of a bull, ready to

attack the stigma of the next flower the bee enters. These

singular arrangements are well known, and have been shown at

our meetings ; but they may, perhaps, be new to some, and I

wish to encourage in the young the habit of observation. The

most curious of the provisions to be met with amongst orchids

is that to be found in Catasetum, where, the pollinium being

placed out of the reach of insects, the flower is provided with

an antenna endowed with a peculiar sensitiveness, which, on

being touched, loosens, as it were, the spring of the hidden

pollinium, which is expelled with considerable force, striking

the insect, and the disc adheres to his head. This singular

bow will carry its arrow a distance of three feet. By the way,

a state of tension is often met with in seed vessels, promoting

the expulsion of the seeds. It is amusing to the uninitiated in

Xoli me Umi/cri' ; disagreeable in the squirting cucumber ; and,
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as I write in wintry weather, the memory of basking in tlie lint

simsbiuo on a gorse-coverecl hill, listening to the sharp fusillade

of the exploding pods, and soothed by the hum of insects,

recalls a sense of bliss that only a Naturalist deserves to enjoy.

I must also mention the process in which fertilization is

promoted by the wind, the pollen being carried in the air.

Grasses and fir trees are wind fertiUzed, and we know wliat

clouds of pollen are liberated when a branch of a fir or other

catkin-bearing tree is rudely shaken, for it is obvious that a large

quantity is required to ensure some of it reaching its destination.

There is yet another atti'ibute of plant hfe that has recently

engaged the attention of Botanists, namely, the power of move-

ment. We know that flowers open and close with the sun, but

that is commonly regarded as an effect rather that as being self-

caused. We also consider leaves, living or dead, to be the sport

of the winds, but to possess no power of voluntary movement.

The very meaning of the word to plant signifies to fix and

make stationary. It is true the power of motion in plants is

limited, but on the first protrusion of the radicle through the

coatings of the seed, and dm-ing its whole growth, the plant is

constantly in motion. This motion is termed circumnutation,

and may be likened to that of a corkscrew, but describing ellipses

rather than circles. Instantly the radicle of a germinating seed

protudes its movement begms, and if the seed be lying on its

side the motion is modified by attraction to the earth, and the

point tm-ns thitherwards. This s^iiral motion enables it to find

a coiu'se amongst the obstructions it meets with as it lengthens

and travels downwards. At the same time a number of very

fine hairs are emitted fi-om the upper part of the radicle, which

firmly glue themselves to any small stones or suitable objects,

giving it a purchase and enabling it to push fonvard. Seedlings

are often subjected to a severe struggle for life, and it appears

to be highly important that they should adapt themselves as

quickly as possible to their conditions. The seedling then

usually throws up seed leaves, and ultimately stems, true leaves,

branches, and flower stems, all of which whilst young are
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constantly circumnutating. In climbing plants of vigorous growth

the circumnutating movement is immensely increased, evidently

to enable the stem to catch hold of a support. Secondary and

tertiary radicles are gifted with somewhat different powers, but

in all of them the point of extreme sensitiveness resides in the

tip. I took up a primrose root the other day which had been

planted about a fortnight, and found it covered in the mean-

time with young rootlets. Imagine this multitude of delicate

white threads, each of them carefully searching amidst the

coarse earth for the path of least resistance, and it will give us

an idea of the wonderful mechanism of even these out-of-sight

parts of plants. In the sleep of plants leaves often arrange them-

selves in a variety of positions, m many instances evidently in

order to avoid the effects of radiation, which would act more

powerfull}^ and produce greater cold were the leaves in a horizon-

tal position. This is also regarded as a modified circumnutation.

There is another class of movement in leaves, that which

causes them to change their position and present their edges

to the light during the brightest period of the day, which is some-

times called the dim-nal sleep of plants. In a species of Silphium

during the devolopmeut of the leaves the petiole is twisted so

that the blades face east and west and their edges north and

south. The flower heads are almost always turned eastwards.

Sir J. Hooker states that in travelling by rail any alteration in

the direction of the road becomes apparent by the altered

appearance of the leaves of the " compass plant."

These are some of the movements which have been observed

in plants, but the most striking resemblance to the movements

of animals occurs when an influence is transmitted from one

part of a plant on its being excited to another more or less

distant, which moves in response, as is the case of the sensitive

Mimosa, the Dionsa, and other plants. Plants do not possess

a nen^ous system, and movements must consequently be trans-

mitted by an alteration in the condition and consequently in

the form of the cells, but why a touch should cause a change,

and why its eflect should travel so instantaneously is not known.
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Sucli iiro a few of tlu? directions in which we may trnce

the workings of the wonderful power known as vegetable life.

I have done little more than indicate certain paths of research

amongst many that abound in variety and beauty. I have been

obliged to leave out so much that I fear I may not have made

all I liave said clear to those who have hitherto paid but little

attention to Botany. My object has lieen specially to attract

such, and to show them that in Botany there is to be found

something more than hard words and dry catalogues of plants.

The range of the subject is magnificent. On land—fi'om the

Chlorococcum, the green stain I mentioned, to the towering

Wellingtonia or Eucalyptus ; in the water—from the minute

desmids and diatoms, a world of beauty in themselves, to

enormous seaweeds extending tlieir branches to many Inmdreds

of feet ; above—-from the red snow on the highest mountains,

to the black fungus at the bottom of coal mines beneatli ; in

time (leaving fossil plants out of consideration)—from a life of

a few hours to an existence of a thousand years. Beautiful

—

hideous ; delicious—disgusting ; useful beyond all knowledge

—

a pest and a terror; wholesome as food in every degree—or

poisonous in the same ; health-giving—or health-destroying
;

almost every epithet we can think of may be exhausted upon

those wonderful productions of nature ; and yet there are many

people, even educated people, to whom one plant is pretty much

as another plant, one flower as another flower ; and, indeed, of

whom the well-worn verse still runs true :

—

" A primrose by the river's brim

A yellow primrose was to him,

And it was iiothiDg more."

To remove such a stain upon our intelligence and culti-

vation has always been one of the objects of our Society, and in

vacating this honourable office, I rejoice that I shall still be the

companion of so many who have laboured both for the discovery

of new wonders arid for the enlightenment of their brethren.
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READ AT THE
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Although during the past twelve months the energies of the

Society have been somewhat impaired by the loss of their usual

meetmg-room, and the changes and temporaiy inconvenience

to which they were subjected, yet the work of the year has

not been seriously interfered with ; while with the greatly

increased advantages now available to the members, there is

groimd for the expectation that in the near future there will

be greater activity and usefulness than in any former period of

the Society's existence.

The chief event of the year has been the removal of the

Society from the Midland Institute, where the necessary accom-

modation could no longer be afforded them, to the new Science

College, established by the munificence of Sii' Josiah Mason.

Here the Trustees of the College have granted them a large

and convenient room for their exclusive use, together with the

permission to hold their General and Sectional Meetings in the

Biological Theatre, which affords ample accommodation for the

largest number likely to attend.

With a view adequately to recognise the generous spirit iu

which the Committee was dealt with by the Trustees of the

Mason College, they, with the unanimous approval of the mem-

bers, decided to furnish the Society's Room in a substantial and
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fitting uiannor. A small Sub-Committee was appointed to carry

out the wishes of the members ; and how well they have earned

the heartiest thanks of the Society has been recognised, in the

most satisfactory manner, by the approval of what they have

done, shown by the members generally, Mr. J. A. Cossens

rendered valuable assistance to the Society by furnishing

suitable designs for the Book-case and Cabinet, which

Messrs. Mai-ris and Norton carried out. The total cost of

furnishing is iB280, towards which the members have

subscribed £165 13s. 6d., leaving £114 Gs. 6d. to be provided.

It is most desirable that this liability should be paid off without

having recourse to the ordinary income of the Society, which

is not more than sufficient to enable the Society to profit by

its improved opportunities of usefulness.

The first meeting at the College was held on October 5th,

when 127 members and friends were present, nearly filling the

Theatre. After the President had delivered a short address,

Professor T. W. Bridge, on behalf of the College authorities,

warmly welcomed the Society to its new home.

The Committee desire especially to call the attention of

the members to the fact that the Society's room, which has

been fitted up as a Library and Committee Eoom, is now

opened daily, from twelve to three p.m., under the charge of the

Sub-Curator. Here the members may sit, read, or write

comfortably. The books, magazines, microscopes, microscopic

slides, and other apparatus are ready for their use or consulta-

tion ; and the Sub-Curator is empowered to issue and receive

the books lent from the Library, and also to receive the

subscriptions due to the Treasurer.

The Committee desire to place on record their warm sense of

indebtedness to the Council of the Midland Institute for the

uniform kindness shown to this Society during the many years

its meetings were held at the Institute. The hearty thanks of

the members have already been expressed by a unanimous

resolution which the Committee forwarded to the Hon. Sec, of

the Council.
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DmiuL,' the year the laws of the Society have been revised.

Two changes of importance have been made : 1st, the admission,

as Associates, of young persons between the ages of fourteen

and nineteen, who enjoy, without payment of any subscription,

all the privileges of membership, except that of voting ; 2nd,

the creation of a body of seven Trustees, in whom the property

of the Society will Le vested by deed. The following were

elected Trustees at a Special Meeting of the Society held on

August 10th, 1880, namely :—Messrs. E. W. Badger, W.
Graham, W. E. Hughes, J. Levick, C. Pumphrey, W.
Southall, and E, Tonks.

The Committee have great pleasure in calling attention to

the fact that, in accordance with the arrangement mentioned in

the Keport of last year, all the papers written during the present

year by members for the " Midland Naturalist," or read before

the Societ}^ and afterwards published in that magazine, will

be reprinted and bound up with this Eeport.

Nineteen Committee Meetings and eighteen Sub-Committee

Meetings have been held, and the attendance has been as

follows :

—
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Two Day Excursions have been made :—On Easter

Monday, to Evesham and the banks of the Avon ; and on

Whit-Monday, to Warwick and Stoneleigh. Five Half-day

Excm'sions have also been made.

It has been suggested that a Marine Excursion be organised

for 1881, the time to be the first week in July, and the place

Oban or its neighbourhood.

At the end of the year 1879, the Society numbered 339

members, including two Honorary Vice-Presidents, twenty-five

corresponding members, and four life members. There have

been sixty new members elected, including Prof. Huxley, Mr.

Herbert Spencer, and Prof. C. C. Babmgton as Honorary

Vice-Presidents, and Eev. W. H. Dallinger, Messrs. H. J. Carter,

W. Phillips, Gr. C. Druce, and Richard Wright, as corres-

ponding members. There have been also ten associates added

to our numbers. The Society has lost one life member by

death, and thu'ty-seven members have resigned. The total

number of members and associates is now 871, so that there has

been a net increase of thirty-two.

During the year there have been twenty-nine General

Meetings, with an average attendance of thirty-one, at which

sixteen papers have been read, as follows :—
On some of the more remarkable

Infusoria captured during the Fal-

mouth Excursion, 1879 .

.

. . W. Saville Kent, F.L.S., F.R.M.S.
Water Plants : their office in Nature

and uses in Aquaria .

.

. . H. W. Jones, F.C.S., F.R.M.S.
Abstract of the Researches of Prof.

A. Weissmanu into the habits and
life-history of Leptodora hijalina . . Abthub M. Makshall, D.Sc.

Some Phenomena of Ice .

.

. . W. B. Grove, B.A.

On the changes in Plumage of some
of the British Birds .

.

. . R. W. Chase.

Two of our Garden Pests—the Goose-

berry Saw-fly and the Currant

Moth W. G. Bl.\tch.

A cheap and useful Entomological

Cabinet W. G. Blatch.

The Desmidieae of Sutton Park . . A. W. Wills.
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Notes on Aimnen loiifii-'piiKi, Cfratiiun

longicornc, and other Microscopic

Organisms, from the town water-

works water .

.

.

.

.

.

. . J. Lkvick.

On the Chemistry of the Sheila of

some Crustacea H. W. Joneb, F.C.S., F.R.M.S.

On Sponges, followed by an account

of the Sponges dredged during the

Falmouth Excursion, 1879 . . H. J. Carter, F.R.S.

(Communicated hij Mr. W. R. Hughes.)

On Spirogyrti nitida .

.

.

.

. . Rev. J. E. VizE, M.A.

Notes on the Mineralised Diatoms

found by Mr. W. H. Shrubsole,

F.G.S., in the London Clay . . J. Edmonds.

A. rare British Eutomostracon, {Ilyo-

cnjptus sonlidii.<) H. E. Forrest, F.R.M.S.

Molluscan Palates, and the mode of

obtaining them .

.

.

.

. . Chas. Pdmphrey.

Notes on the Flora of Bom-nemouth W. H. Wilkinson.

The followiug are the chief specimens exhibited at the

General and Sectional Meetings dimng the year. Those

marked with an asterisk (*) are new to Warwickshu-e.

Mr. J. E. Bagnall, Phanerogams :

—

Avena eiatior, showing

phyilody of the lower palere; Radiola millegrana , from Berkswell;

Oxalis AcetQseUa, (forma purpurea,) fi'om Bushwood ; Viola

Reichenbachiana, from Lapworth Street ; section of Stigma of

Mimidus luteus, to show pollen tubes, and a Stigma of the same,

bearing the mixed pollen of (Enothera, Miiimlus, and Tropccolum

;

-•'Centwiculus mhwaus, Saglna apetaki, Arundo Epigeios, and

Mentha arvemis, all fi'om near Coombe Abbey ; and Paihm folio-

sus, from Hartshill. Crj'ptogams, (Mosses) :—Antheridia of

Sphagnum, and Antheridia and Archegonia of Mnium subtjlo-

husuin ; Por/onatuni rninum and Bnjuui roseum fi'om Marston

Green ; Fissidem exilis (rare) and F. Orrii (new to science ;) Ulota

intermedia, from Shelly Coppice ; Milium rostratum,a,nd M. puncta-

tum in fruit ; Plagiothecium latebricola and Grymnostomum tenue,

from Berkswell ; Hypnum yiyanteum, fi'om Old Park, Warwick ;

Buxbaumia indusiata, B, aphylla, Georgia peUucida in fruit, and

G. Brownii ; (Hepaticte) :—Antheridium oiDiplophyllum albicans,

from Solihull ; 'Pellia calycina, '-'Aneura siuuata, ''A. multifida,
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and its var. '''auihyofiioidcs, t'roni near Houily ; '''-Jioiitcriiiannid

crenulata, from Berkswell ; and sections of Marchantia poly-

inorpha, showing hitherto unnoticed pecuKarities of structure.

Mr. W. Gr. Blatch, Pmilocampa. po]mli, from Kuowle

;

Poijoiwcherua hhpidm, from Sare Hole, Moseley, found March

14th; •' Uoccinella ocellata , from Coleshill; '•'Mcfiacronus cinr/ulatus,

from Sutton Park ; Sapenhi pojndiiea, and Aspen Twigs infested

with its Larva ; '''-Dlphylliis lunatm and ''^Ple<iculerus dissectus,

found in a fungus (Hi/poxi/lon concentriciwi) at Knowle; '^'Beinhi-

diiim qninqucstriatum, from Olton ; '''Ptinella dcnticollis, fi-om

Knowle; '''Oci/iim picina, and '''Donacia comari, from Sutton

Park ; and ChirocL'phalm diaphanm, from Kuowle.

Mr. T. Bolton, Pj/oidijdhuiii littorale, from Dundee
;

Zoothamnlum dichotomuni, from the Aston Aquarium ; Gordius

aquaticus ; a marine Polyzoau, Jjuivcrbankia uracillm/i, and a

species of Follicularia ; Airiidus foHaceiis, from Kingswood

;

Zoea-stage of Shore Crab ; Nyitiphon rfmcile ; the Cydippe

;

Perophora Listeri, fifom Ventnor ; Si/ncorijne (/ravata, Clava

squamata, Noctiluca miliaris, and numerous Eotifers.

Professor T. W. Bridge, a large collection of Fishes,

Eeptiles, and Invertehrata, preserved in spirit, including

Ceratodus, Lepidosteus, Anableps, &c.

Mr. Montagu Browne, Baleen from the Jaw of the Whale,

{Bidcvnoptera musculus,) then being exhibited in Birmingham,

(April;) three living 'Q&iii, [Plecotus communis ;) a living Slow-

worm, (Anrjuis fmrjiUs ;) a male Sheldrake, {Tddorna Vulpmiscr ;)

a Gannet, [Sida hassana,) from the Aston Aquarium
;
young and

old specimens of the Albatross, (Diomedea exidam,) from the

Australian Seas ; the Giant Petrel, {Ossifraga gicjuntca,) from

New Zealand ; and Saturnia Pyri, hitherto unrecorded in the

British Isles, caught in a timber-yard in Birmingham.

Mr. R. W. Chase, Alauda alpcstris, the Shore Lark, and

Emberiza lapponica, the Lapland Bunting, taken near Brighton
;

M()t((ciU(ijl(n-a, the Bluc-headcd Wagtail; MdkoplUlm Ihtrtford-
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iensis, the Dartford Warbler ; and the Peregrine Falcon, shot

near Bridgnorth.

Mr. I. J. Cotton, a living Green Snake (Xatrix torquata) from

Kenilworth.

Mr. H. E. Forrest, livnig specimens of the mednsiform

larvic of a species of Obelia, growing on the Arctic crabs in the

Aston Aquarium, and also spawn of Perch from the same place
;

JiotryUm polyci/chis, a marine compound ascidian Ilyocryptus

sordidus, a rare Entomostracon, and many Polyzoa and Rotifers.

Mr. J. F. Goode, Foraminifera from sand dredged during

the Falmouth Excm'sion ; an objective by Zeiss, which could be

altered fi'om a 4iu. to a 2iu. power by turning a screw collar

;

a Queen Termite, or White Ant, from Natal, and workers of the

same sj)ecies.

Mr. W. Graham, Idolocork elephantis, a parasite of the

elephant, and an objective similar to that exhibited by

Mr. Goode.

Mr. W. B. Grove, Gonium pcctorale, and a species of

Bursaria ; J^cidium depauperans, Vize, a fungus parasitic on

Viola.

Mr. W. R. Hughes, Egg Capsules of one of the gooseberry

grubs, [Xematus (/rossulaylata,) showing the caterpillars escaping

from the egg.

Mr. H. W. Jones, female Arctic Stone Crab, [Lithodes

Arctica,) from the Aston Aquaiium ; Paraguay Tea, the produce

of Ilcv Para'juayemis ; and the River Lamprey.

Mr. J. Levick, Dinobryon Scrtiilaria, RJiipidodendron Hiixleyi,

PandorUui. Morum, Podophrya (juadripartita, Anuraa longispina,

A. curciconiis, Polynrthra platyptera, and Ceratiicm lonyicorne ; an

Amoeba of extraordinary size ; Uroylena Vulvox, from Sutton

Park ; Leptodora hyalina, fi-om the Canal at Tanworth and

Earlswood Reservoir, and many other microscopic organisms.

Mr. W. P. Marshall, the Pod of the Milk-weed, Asclepias

coniuti from Canada.
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'Sir. John Morley, Larva of Ephemera, and the fourth

series of varieties of Natiu'e-printed British Ferus.

Mr. C. Pumphrey, Paris quadrifolia, fromHopwood Dingle;

Aster alpinm, GnaphaUnm Lcontopixiium, (the Edelweiss,) and a

Diantlius groAVU from Swiss plants.

Mr. W. E. Richardson, a large collection of Ferns from

Jamaica.

Mr. W. Southall, Veratrum ailnun, the plant from which the

Hellebore powder of commerce is obtained ; the remarkable

flowers of three species of Ceropegia, (Asclepiadaceae ;) leaf of

Diirio zibethimcs, the plant which produces the celebrated Dnrian

fruit; Tacsonia Van-Volxemi in fruit; and nest of the Reed

Warbler, from Sir Harry's Road, Edgbaston.

Mr. G. W. Tait, VortlceUa chlorosif/ma, the green Vorticella,

from Knowle.

Mr. Lawsou Tait, metacarpal bones from the hand of a

horse, united by an osseous deposit.

Mr. W. H. Wilkinson, Hippocrepis comosa, from near

Cheltenham ; Cori/dalis claviculatn, from the Lickey Hills

;

Pisiiliwn cineroum, from this district ; and Ps/oninubia Ferroen-sis,

from Bridlington Bay.

Mr. A, W. Wills, AsterioneUa Bleakel^yi, from Falmouth
;

A. formosa,irom. Sutton; H<rmatncoccus hinnlis ; and Stanrocnrpns

ijrdcilis, in conjugation ; and some new and rare Desmidiea from

North Wales.

Mr. Wright Wilson, six Ligules, or immature Tape-worms,

from the Roach.

JOHN MORLEY, l^r Q.^.^fovio

.

W. B. GROVE, B.A.,r°^-
^ecretarie...
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BIOLOGICAL SECTION.

There have been niue meetmgs of the Section during the

year, the attendance at which has been generally good, an

average of twonty-seven members having been present.

An improvement, however, has been manifested in tliis

respect since the removal of the Society, in October last, to Sir

Josiah Mason's Science College, tlie average attendance at the

last three meetings being thirty-five ; showing conclusively the

advantage of the improved accommodation afforded. Seven

papers have been read, as follows :

—

On Strongj/lux noditlarig. (Commu-
nicated by Mr. Lawson Tait.).. Dr. T. Spencer Cobbold, F.R.R.

On the Work of the Society .. E. W. B.ujger, F.R.H.S.

On the Study of the Lichens. (Com-

municated by Mr. J. E. Bagnall.) W. Phillips, F.L.S.

Resume of Dr. Siemens' Experi-

ments as to the Influence of the

Electric Light upon Vegetation .. W. P. Marshall, C.E.

On the Changes in Pkimage of

Birds.. .. .. .. .. Montagu Browne, F.Z.S.

On some New and Rare Desmidiese

from North Wales A. W. Wills.

Observations on the Record of

Phenological Phenomena .

.

. . W. B. Grove, B.A.

A number of valuable and interesting specimens have been

exhibited, but often through want of time they have not had

the attention they deserved. It would add much to the

interest and usefulness of om- meetings if more time could be

spared for the examination and discussion of specimens.

As a whole the work of the Section during the session may

be considered satisfactoiy, and gives promise of more extended

usefulness in the future.

It is to be hoped that the liberal offer of the Professor of

Biology, to place one of the laboratories of the CoUege at the

disposal of Members engaged in any special line of research, will

be taken advantage of, and that results vdW be obtained which

will tend to clear up some of the vexed problems of Biology,

or at least furnish some important links in the chain of evidence.

JOHN F. GOODE, Sec. Biological Section.
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GEOLOGICAL SECTION.

This Section has held eleven meetings during the past year,

with an average attendance of twenty-five members.

The chief feature of the meetings has been the beginning

of a series of papers on Geology, in which it is intended, as

far as p:)ssible, to review the whole of that science.

The following have been delivered :

—

Introductoi-y :—On the Study of

Geology . . . . .

.

.

.

By Dr. Deaxe.

The Older Rocks of Charnwood
Forest .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

By Prof. Bonney, of Cambridge.

Coal By Mr. W. Madeley, of Dudley.

Igneous Rocks By Mr. Tnos. H. Waller, B.A., B.Sc.

Considerable interest has been shown in the papers

already delivered, and several others are promised.

Two papers have been read on other subjects :

—

Mineralogy of Cornwall .

.

. . By Mr. W. Cotterell, F.R.A.S.

Botanical Tours in Ireland in

1876-7 and 9 By Rev. J. Caswell.

T. H. WALLEK, Hon. Sec.

CUEATOES' EEPOET.

During the past year, two binocular microscopes, one made

by Crouch and the other by Swift, each with two objectives and

accessories, have been purchased by the Society. Both have been

used at most of the meetings, and have given general satisfaction,

and are, in fact, excellent instruments. A pair of Eoss' B
eyepieces have also been bought. The Eoss instrument is

in perfect order, but the four Collins microscopes are not by

any means perfect, and, as they have during the past few

years been twice overhauled, the defects would seem to be

inherent. We would, therefore, advise that no more money

should be spent upon them, but that, as they work fairly well

as monoculars, and will do for exhibiting objects that do not

requh'e fu-st-class instruments or high powers, the recom-

mendation in the suggestion-book that several small micro-
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scopes be purclia sod bo not couipliod with, lint movo instruments

of a better class be bought as funds will allow.

A cabinet to hold about 1,200 slides has been ordered. Mr,

Wills and others have abeady promised valuable contributions

of shdes ; Mr. F. Enock has presented during the past

year a number of his beautiful insect preparations, and it is

hoped that tlio members generally will do their best, by giving

liberally of their own momited specimens, to make the collection

a thoroughly useful and representative one, and thus fill a long-

felt want, which is now all the more urgent, as members can

have access to the microscopes and objects each day.

The following presents, besides those mentioned above,

have been made to the Society :—A microscope lamp, by Mr.

Graham ; and a collection of 38 birds, from South Afi-ica, by

Mr. B. J. Glainville, of Graham's Town.

W. B. GROVE, B.A.

R. M. LLOYD.

THE LIBRARIAN'S REPORT.
Having recently examined the books in the Library, I

am able to report favourably as to its condition.

The issue of books during the past year has not been so

great as one could desire. This is, probably, due to the fact

that our Library was inaccessible to members for several weeks

prior to our removal to our present rooms. The issue has been

as follows :—58 Botanical, 3 Couchological, 5 Entomological,

21 Geological, 52 Microscopical, 45 Zoological, and 55 General

Science—total, 239.

The total issue of the past year exceeded that of recent

years, and shows a greater percentage of books belonging to

special subjects issued than heretofore.

The increased facilities for the issue of books, recently

sanctioned by your Committee, will, I think, materially increase

the usefulness of your Library.

Your Committee have been as liberal to the Library dimng

the past year as the means at their disposal would allow ; and
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liave placed, upon the slielves many valuable works, the following

having been purchased :—Human Physiology, Carpenter ; The

Crayfish, Huxley, (large edition ;) ditto, ditto, (small edition
;)

Solar Physics, Lockyer ; White's Natiiral History of Selborne,

(Buckland's edition;) Journal of a Naturalist, Knapp ; Primitive

Man, Figuier ; Introduction to the Study of Cryptogamous

Plants, Sprengcl ; Biological Atlas, D. and A. N. McAlpine
;

Degeneration, Piay Lankester; Geology and Pliysical Geography

of Great Britain, Piamsay ; Monthly IMicroscopical Journal, Vols.

1 to 18 : Linnean Society's Proceedings, Zoology, Parts 75 to

80 ; Botany, Parts 99 to 105 ; Midland Naturalist, Vols. 1 and 2,

two copies ; Prehistoric Man, Professor Wilson ; Glaciers of the

Alps, Professor Tyndall ; Text Book of Botany, Prantl and

Vines ; Moss Flora of Great Britain, R. Braithwaite, M.D.,

Parts 1 to 3 ; The Phytologist, first series, Vols. 1 to 5 ; ditto,

new series. Vols. 1 to 6 ; Island Life, A. Pi. Wallace ; Palseonto-

graphical Society's Volume for 1880 ; Piay Society's Volume,

1880—a Monograph of the Free and Semi-parasitic Copepoda

of Great Britain, G. S. Brady ; Zoological Eecord, Vols. 2, 3, 5,

7 to 14, (to complete our series;) Pieports of the British Associa-

tion, 1831, 1833, 1837, 1838, 1839; Annals and Magazine of

Natural History ; Jomiial of Botany ; Entomologists' Monthly

Magazine ; The Entomologist ; Grevillea ; Monthly Journal of

Science ; Science Gossip ; Nature ; The Zoologist ; The Quar-

terly Microscopical Journal ; and 'Popular Science Review,

(parts as issued.)

The following have been presented :—The English

Mechanic, Vols. 16 to 25, by Mr. J. F. Goode ; Report of the

United States Geological Survey of the Territories, F. V.

Hayden, by the United States Government ; Old Stones, Rev.

W. S. Symonds, by the Author ; The Flora of Algeria, Wm.
Mathews, M.A., by the Author ; The Proceedings of the Royal

Microscopical Society, (parts as issued,) by the Society

;

thii-ty-five Papers, on Sponges, Foraminifera, &c,, reprinted from

the Annals and Magazine of Natm-al History, H. J. Carter,

F.R.S., by the Author, per Mr. W. R. Hughes.

JAMES E. BAGNALL, Hon. Librarian.
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DENDEOSOMA KADIANS

BY J. LE%1CK.

Read before the Society Deceinhey 16, 1879.

lu briugiug under your notice Dendrosoma radians, I cannot claim

for it the beauty of colour, form, and motion, of those tiny spheres of

revolving vegetable life known to us all as Volvox [ilohator; nor do I

promise you that pleasure which most microscopists feel in watching the

dehcate ciliary action and tracing the wondei-ful internal organisation of

the Eotifera or Polyzoa. But I can recommend it as an object worthy

of careful observation, gaining in interest the more perfectly its life-

history is made out, and one that serves, perhapo better than any

other, to give a general idea of a curious family of microscopic creatures,

the Acinetina, of which many forms have been exhibited at our

meetings, and of which specimens of one kind or other are to be found

in nearly every pond and stream. From some cause or other, this

organism seems to have escaped that careful study, given to many of

its allies, which is necessary to make out its economy and Ufe-history.

Whether this arises fi-om the rarity of its occmi-ence, the difficulty of

observation, or its apparent lack of interest, I am unable to say, but I

have felt, as have probably many others, that the descriptions in the

books we have at our command are meagre and unsatisfactory, and, as

far as I have been able to observe, often incorrect, no figiu'6 even being

given in any English work.

In the case of Dendrosoma, as in that of a large proportion of the

known microscopic forms of animal and vegetable hfe, Ehrenberg

appears to have been the first to note and record its existence. Subse-

quently, Stein and others have given it more or less attention, but

with the result that it is stLU left in an uncertain position, no satisfac-

tory conclusion ha\"ing been arrived at as to whether it is a real species

or a mere stage in the development of some other Infusorian, as

Vorticella or Vaginicola. In fact, the whole genus of Acineta is scarcely

free from a similar doubt in the minds of some observers, although

Eefeeences to Plates I. and II.

Fig. 1.—Dendiosoma, a fine specimen, x 50 diameters.
Fig. 2.

—

„ moving as an Amoeba, x 100 diameters.
Fig. 3.

—

„ with testes and early stages of the tentacnlated heads,
X 220 diameters

Fig. 4.

—

„ showing embryos, x 220 diameters.
Fig. 5.

—

„ showing ovary, x 100 diameters.
Fig. S.— „ a much contracted form, with three probable embryos

X 220 diameters.
Fig. 7.— „ supposed further stage of the series, 4a—4d, x 220

diameters.
Figs. E and F.—Part of Fig. 4, showing gradual return of the parent to normal

form, X 440 diameters.
Fig. G.—Probable egg, x 440 diameters.
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Stein, with whom this strange theoiy originated, long ago gave it up.

It is even suggested that Dendrosoma may be an Actinophrys, or an

Anthophysa.

The name Dendrosoma, from the Greek S^vSpov a tree, and aw/j-a

a body, fairly expresses the idea generally entertained as to the character

of this creature, (Plate II., Fig. 1,) each of the tentaculated prominences

being set down as an animalcule joined to a common stalk or pedicle,

the whole forming, as Perty described it, an aggregated Actinophrys, in

which individuals are collected into a colony ; reproduction was
supposed to take place by gemmation, a process familiar to us in the

common Hydra. This recalls to my mind a well-worn illustration, for

which, it is said, we are indebted to Buffon. He pointed out to the

lexicographers that their description of a crab as " a httle red fish which

rvins backwards," was wrong in just three particulars, namely, that it was

not a fish, that its coloiar was not red, and that it did not run backwards. I

think that a similarly radical criticism might be applied to the usual des-

cription of Dendrosoma, for, in the first place, it is one individual, and not

a colony ; in the second, it is an Acineta, and not an Actinophrys ; and, iu

the third, the process of budding does not appear to be one of its modes

of reproduction.

Its size, which varies considerably, is stated in the Micrographic

Dictionary as l-y6th of an inch in length, but this is much under the

mark, as I have measured specimens as long as 1-loth of an inch, or

more than six times the published measurement. Seen in the

microscope, with a fairly high power, it has a tree-like stem, generally

covered with foreign matter, which adheres to its viscous surface, and,

for this reason, it is difficult to see through the object with sufficient

clearness to make out its structure. The whole of the pedicle, when
rendered perfectly clean, is highly transparent, and is seen to be full of

granules and contractile vesicles, the former differing greatly in size,

and the latter so numerous that, in a staiwed specimen I had under

observation, they might have been fitly compared to marbles iu a bag.

These granules, which are neither more nor less than particles of food

after ingestion, are seen to be in active circulation. The currents appear

to be four, two upwards and two downwards, but of course are really

only half that number, as they make a double circuit of the whole

creature ; reminding one of the motion of the sap in Chara or Nitella,

only that in each cell of those plants there is one continuous stream

instead of two.

At irregular intervals, not alternate as generally stated, the stem

branches out into somewhat rounded bud-hke heads, the form of which

the creature is able to modify greatly. From these it extends a variable

number of extremely fine tentacles, each of which has a httle knob at

the end, or is, to speak technically, capitate. The heads or buds are

first seen as slight swellings of the pedicle, with perhaps one or two

tentacles (Fig. 3a.) Sometimes they continue enlarging, and ultimately

arrive at the normal stage, (Fig, 3^,) but are often again withdrawn,

leaving uo indication of their previous existence,
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The uext point investigated was the mauner iu which the

so-called buds were attached to the pedicle, and whether they were

destined to become new individuals, or remain as temporary or permanent

features of the creature. I had never found one in which I could trace

the least indication of the constriction which usually precedes separa-

tion, as observed in the process of gemmation in the Hydi'a, or fission iu

the Infusoria. I at length satisfied myself that the so-called buds are

nothing of the kind, being really extensions of the stem, which the

animal is able to produce ad libitum, and as readily withdraw again as

before described. Probably when plenty of food is present, or the

creature is sluggish in action, few of these processes are thrown out, but

when the miniate animalcules on which it feeds are scarce, or great

activity prevails, as before the process of multiplication, many of these

heads are necessary for fitting it to pei-fonn its functions.

I then sought to ascertain the way in which food is taken in, because

that is perhaps the best general distinction between the Acineta and the

Actinophrys ; and as some may not be familiar with the mode in which

this Rhizopod accomplishes this important part of its work, I will briefly

describe it. The Actinophrys attacks its prey, consisting of living

animalcules, by its lance-shaped tentacles, which, in common species,

radiate in evei-y direction, and, being fm-nished with a sticky secretion,

and possibly also possessing an ui-ticating power, seize it and draw it

down to the sm'face of the body. Part of the tentacles are withdrawn to

allow of this, and the captured prey appears, so to speak, to melt its way
into the creature, just as a stone will melt its way into ice when the sun

shines upon it. The food of the Actinopkrys usually passes on towards

the centre of the body, where it is absorbed.

In Dendrosoma the process is different. The food, which also

consists of Infusoria, only more minute, is indeed captm-ed by the

tentacles, but instead of being brought down to the body is held, if I may
so express it, at arm's length, and, as it appears under a low power, is

most mysteriously passed into the stem of the creatiu-e by their aid alone
;

only the more soUd parts of the prey remain, which always fall to pieces

in the end. Thus these dehcate organs perform a feat of dissection

far beyond the power of microscopists to imitate. A higher

power, however, proves that the tentacles, notwithstanding their extreme

tenuity, are tubes capped by a suctorial arrangement, capable not only

of seizing and holding their captives and resisting their struggles, but of

piercing their ectoderm, and, at the same time shortening and thickening,

of absorbing all the gelatinous part and small granules into the pedicle,

which is, in fact, the stomach of the creature. It sometimes happens that

two Dendrosomata will feed upon one animacule, like two chickens at a

worm, but it more frequently occurs that many Infusoria are being

ingested at the same time by one Dendrosoma, aU the heads being

actively engaged ; to quote Wordsworth's line,

" Forty feeding like oiie."
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Effete matter appears to escape from tlie organism at the base of the

tentacula, where it is frequently seen collected, and possibly passes out

through those organs, while greatly contracted.

Whether, like the Hydra or Actinophiys, these creatures have any

stinging power, I have not yet satisfied myself ; but once, whilst examining

one, I saw a Rotifer, Pterodina jyatina, allow its ciha to come in

contact with the tentacles of the Deudrosoma, whereupon it sharply

withdrew its ciliary wreath, and shut itself up within its lorica, as if

it had been burnt, nor did it venture to put them out again during the

two or three hours it was under my notice. This shows that at all

events Rotifers do not regard Dendrosomata as desirable company.

The fact of the food being absorbed by means of suctorial tentacles

admits of the animal having a firm outer integument, entirely different

from that of Actinophrys or Amoeba, which pass their prey through

their bodies ; but, notwithstanding its rigid appearance and probable

firmness of texture, it is able to vaiy its form in a remarkable manner,

and one which I saw pouring itself from one point to another, after the

style of an Amoeba, is sketched at Fig. 2. The arrows show the direction

of motion. All its contents appeared to be passing into the bulbs at the

end, which were rapidly enlarging, while the other part of the creature

was as quickly becoming less. Mr. H. E. Forrest was with me when this

took place, and the change occupied so short a time, and was so similar

to that of an Amoeba, that the metamorphosed Dendrosoma might easily

have been mistaken for one. I may point out here that though

the pseudopodial processes, with which Dendrosoma and its allies are

armed, are described as tentacles, being used for prehensile purposes,

they differ from those of the Hydra, Actinophrys, and, indeed, all other

tentacles with which I am acquainted, in the fact that each is a perfect

tube, and is furnished by a suctorial arrangement which serves the

purpose of a mouth. This feature distinguishes the Acinetina from

their allies, forming one of Huxley's convenient divisions of the

Infusoria, namely, the Tentaculifera, (the others being the FlageUata

and the Ciliata,) though I do not suppose that it invariably holds good,

most sharp lines in nature breaking down somewhere.

I next noticed the modes of reproduction, of which, as before stated,

Perty only mentions that of budding, meaning, no doubt, that the

tentaculated heads (Fig. Ih) detach themselves when mature, and forna

each a new Dendi'osoma, But I could never trace the least signs of a

probable separation, as I have previously remarked, each so-called bud

always retaining a perfect tubular connection with the stem. Instead of

this, I found what I at first thought was a very large ingested Infusorian.

This, which I have drawn at Fig. 4a, proved to be a growing embryo. I

watched it veiy carefully, until it made its escape in the manner shown

at h, where it is seen to be ciliated. I afterwards traced it through the

various phases indicated at Figs. 4A, 4B, 4C, and finally saw it approach the

parent form as shown at 4D. This process, I feel satisfied, is an asexual

mode of reproduction, agreeing as it does with a recognised manner of
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multiplication in the Acineta, namely, by free embryos, which at this

stage were supposed by some observers to pass into their "perfect" condi-

tions as Vorticellee, Vaginicolae, <fec., though the "perfect" condition of

Dendrosoma in particular seems not to have been fixed upon.

In the adult form I have not positively recognised a nucleus, being

unable to treat my specimens with reagents, as I could not separate the
gi"oup under observation without spoiling it, but in the free embryos what
at first appeared as a second vesicle proved to be a nucleus and nucleolus,

(Fig 4Ba.)

A curious feature of these free ciliated embryos was that, after

swimming about in a purposeless manner for a time, they settled down,
attaching themselves to anything near ; the cilia then gave place to

pseudopodia, much like those of an Actinophrys, which in the one
sketched at Fig. C wei-e ranged neai'ly at a tangent. This embryo (Fig. 46)
anchored itself to a diatom equal in length to its own diameter, and
afterwards ingested it as an Actinophrys or Amoeba would. Figs. 4E and
4F show the gradual return of the parent Dendrosoma to the normal form,

after the escape of the embryo.

It is somewhat singular that, though conjugation is set down by one
or two observers as common in the Acinetae, I have never seen it,

although I have made special search for it ; but in two Dendi-osomata I
saw what may possibly have been an attempt in that direction, when
they evidently modified their shape for some purpose or other, though in

such a manner that I could not decide whether one was merely moving
out of the way of the other, or trying to swallow it.

The same group of specimens which had now been under frequent

and sometimes protracted observation for eight weeks furnished me
with two specimens, showing what were evidently the true sperm and
germ elements, these features occurring on two separate individuals in

close proximity to each other, (Figs. 3c, 5a.) They bore so much resem-

blance to the testes and ovary of the Hydra that I felt no doubt whatever
of their function from the first, though I had never seen the phenomenon
before in Dendrosoma, and was not aware of its having been noted in

this or any other form of the Acinetiua. After a little patient watching,

I was rewarded by seeing the spermatozoa, not only in active motion
within the sperm cell, but also escaping freely into the surrounding

water, (Fig. 3c.) At the same time the ovary on the other individual,

which at first showed only a slight circular mark, had now a decided

opening, (Fig. oa ;) though I could not positively trace the contact of the

fertihsiug agents with the germ, the process was so conclusive as to leave

no doubt of its meaning on my mind.

I was now anxious to discover, if possible, the result of this

phenomenon ; and, having become so famihar with Dendrosoma in a
great variety of forms, and my specimens being isolated, I had not

much difficulty in recognising the form sketched in Fig. 4G as the

probable egg. The before-mentioned embryos and this germ had
the same histological characters as well as the common distin-
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guishing feature of being full of gramiles, which are destined, no
doubt, to serve as food, until the j'ouug are able to feed themselves.

This egg differed fi-om the free embiyos in ha^'ing no cilia ; it was larger,

more oblong in form, and bore some resemblance to an exceedingly

minute statoblast of some freshwater Polyzoon, but its colour was very

different, being dirty-white, the same as that of the parent. It was
furnished with a comparatively rigid case or shell, and would, doubtless,

remain in a state of rest during the winter. When these develope in

spring or summer, they must necessarily appear as fi-ee ciliated organisms

for a time, until tliey find a suitable place to which to attach themselves,

and become stationary or approximately so. I say, approximately,

because I think they are able to change their position slightly without

detaching themselves.

I have now only to point out that the study of this creature has fully

satisfied me tlaat it is a real species, its branched character giving it even

generic inaportance. It is not a developmental stage of something else,

being able to reproduce its kind in two distinct ways at least, and the

imperfect liistory here recorded goes entirely against the theory

propounded by Prof. Stein, and supported by Balbiani, that the Acinetae

are only a phase in the life cycle of various species of Infusoria. This

mistake appears to have arisen from the fact that these animals, being

pro'vided witli suctorial tentacles, are enabled to adhere to their prey,

and were regarded as a stage in the life-history of the creatui-e to which
they were attached, when they should have been looked upon rather in

the hght of parasites.

Fig. 6 is a fine Dendrosoma much contracted, and entirely without

heads or tentacles. It contained what I believed to be three embryos,

but remained in a state of inactivity, showing no further change. Fig. 7

is probably a more advanced stage in the series 4A, 4B, 4C, and 4D, but,

as I did not succeed in following it up to this point, I have merely

sketched it as seen. I ought also to mention that I have indicated the

commencement of the heads on the same creature as the one di'awn

with the testes, to save another figure, but they were really observed

on distinct individuals. The specimen with the spei'm cell had only

one well developed head, with its tentacles radiating in all directions.
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MARINE INFUSORIA.

NOTES ON MAKINE INFUSORIA.*
BY W. SA^^LLE KENT, F.L.S., F.R.M.S., ETC.

Read before the Society January 20th, 1880.

Among the treasure trove amassed by the Birmingham Natural
History Society during their last summer's enjoyable outing on the
Cornish coast, and at the gathering of which said material, availing

myself of the kind invitation of the President, Mr. Walter Graham, I
was permitted to assist, a considerable number and variety of Marine
Infusoria were obtained. "While none of these are new to science,

several of them possess a more than ordinary interest with relation in

some cases to their individual plan of structure and alfiuities, and in

others to their marked diversity from the Infusorial types more
frequently encountered by non-migratory " Midland Naturalists." To
some few of these minute organisms, the produce of one day's wielding
of the dredge and towmg net, (July 11th,) I here propose to direct

attention, accompanying my remarks with delineations of the more
important forms.

Out of the eight types in all it is here proposed to select, the
majority, five in number, were found associated with the horny

References to Plate IV.
Fig. l.—Dictyocysta cassis, empty silicious lorica, showing fenestrated pattern.
Fig. 2.—Dictyocysta casms, animalcule with extended tentacula ; the fenestrae

of the lorica are not represented, in order to sive a clear view of the occupant (alter
Haeckel)

Fig. .S.

—

Tintinnus siibulatus.
Fig. i.—Ceratium ficsus.
Fig. o.—Zoothamnium alternaiis, showing at a, a, a, the larger and axillary

reproductive z. oids.
Fig. 6.

—

Zoothamnium dichotomum, showing at a, a, a, the larger transversely-
striate reproductive Zooids.

Fig. ".—Fo'dicularia amjndla, animalcule extended and inhabiting a lorica, with
a moderately-produced ntcii=La30tia viriditi, S. Wiight.

Fig^ 8.

—

Follicularia ampulla, empty lonca, with very short neck.
Fig. 9.

—

Follicularia ampulla, lorica, with greatly produced neck, exhibiting
annular growth marki:.ss; Lagotia producta, S. Wright.

Fij;. 10.—liemiophrya. geminipara, v/iio teuta-cles • i two orders fully extended.
Fig. 11.

—

Hemiophri/a gemmipara, with two anteriorly developed buds.
Fig. Vi.—Ophryodendronpedicillatum, proboscidiform zooid.wiib characteristic

organ extended.
Fig. VS.—Ophryndendronpedicillatum., with proboscis retracted.
Fig. li.—OphryodendronpediciUa.tum,veimiiorui zooid.
Fig. 15.

—

Ophryodendron inuUicapitatum, sessile zooid, with four proboscidi-
form appendages.

Fig. i.Q.—Oph'ryodendron multicapitatum, stalked zooid, with two proboscidiform
organs, one immaturely developed vermiform zooid, and two supplementary
spheroidal buds.

Fig. 11.—Asterim<ella Bleakeleyii (?) showing characteristic spiral disposition
of the associated frnstnles.

Fig. IS.—Asterionella Bleakeleyii (?) a few detached frustules, exhibiting a
substellate disposition.

Fig. li).—Asterionella Bleakeleyii, single frustule.

* The full title of this paper is " Notes on Certain Marine Infusoria, obtained
during the Summer Excursion (1879) to Falmouth of the Birmingham Natural
History and Microscopical Society, communicated by W. Saville Kent, F.L.S.,
F.U.M.S., and Honorary Corresponding Member of the Biimingham Natural
History and Microscopical Society."
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polypidoms of the Hydroid Zoophj-tes, Polyzoa, and other organic

matter brought by the dredge from the sea-bottom. By the use of the

towing-uet, employed, however, on one occasion only, and when the

elements were by no means propitious for such operations, the small

minority, including, as it eventually proved, the most interesting capture

of the series, was secured. The contents of the net, as emptied on board

the steam-boat into the glass receivers, were by no means promising,

consistiu<^ merely of a little flocculent matter, at first distributed

indifferently through the mass of water, but which, after a short interval,

collected at the surface in the form of a pale yellow unsubstantial scum.

Specimens of this scum examined fresh, and permanently mounted,

both on board and later on in the evening, on our return to Falmouth,

demonstrated that almost its entire mass was composed of two minute

pelagic diatomaceous types. One of these, (Plate TV., Figs. 17 to 19,)

forming substellate or long spiral and corkscrew-hke aggregations, each

component frustule having a somewhat inflated triangular body, and a

long median and spine-like apical prolongation, is apparently identical

with, or closely allied to, AsterioncUa Bleakeleijii. In no account of the

several species of this same genus, at this moment accessible, however,

do I find any record of their formation of long symmetrically twisted

spiral aggi-egations, which in the present case is so eminently

characteristic of the fully developed and perfect organism. The second,

but less dominant diatomaceous type, accords essentially with the

figures and descriptions given of Rhizosolenia xrtif/era, consisting of

perfectly straight, attenuate cyhndrical frustules, chiefly remarkable for

their finely produced and needle-hke axial terminations. In some of

the larger frustules a single or doiible spiral pattern was faintly

discernible.

A more leisurely examination of the mounted shdes of these

diatomaceous skimmings has led to the detection among the same of the

three infusox'ial forms placed first on this list. All these are, like the

diatoms, essentially pelagic in their habits, and, possessing in each case

an indurated lorica or carapace, adapt themselves readily for permanent

preservation.

1.

—

BictyocijRla mss/s, Hkl., (Plate IV., Figs. 1 and 2.)—Of this tj-pcthe

most interesting capture on my hst, unfortunately only the empty test

or lorica has been preserved. The form and structure of this skeletal

element are, however, so definite and characteristic as to leave no doubt

whatever regarding the nature and relations of its former occupant.

The lorica, which resembles iu shape a conical cap or helmet, is of

silicious consistence, perforated throughout with closely-set, iiTegular,

polygonal foramina, and, in the absence of the knowledge that ha&

recently come to hand, would be regarded as the silicious test of one of

the simpler pelagic Eadiolaria, and be referred in that same gi'oup to

Ehrenberg's Polycystine genus, Dic.tijoajsta. Professor Ha^ckel, however,

has lately shown in an account of some new pelagic Infusoria, published

in the "Jenaische ZeitscJhrift," for the year 1873, that the original
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fabricators and inhabitants of these elegant helmet-shaped tests are not
Radiolaria, but belong to the more highly organised group of the Ciliate

Infusoria, representing among the same a specially modilied form of the

Vorticellida) and other familiar members of the section Peritricha. The
test itself, except for its sUicious consistence and cancellated structure,

corresponds morphologically and physiologically with the horny or

chitinous protective lorica of a C'othurnia or Vafjinicola. It is a secretion

or exudation of the external cuticula. The enclosed animalcule, how-
ever, as shown by Hasckel, exhibits a very wide divergence from the

ordinary Peritrichous type. The body of the same is attached posteriorly

to the proximal or hinder extremity of the cavity of the lorica, while the

more expanded oral or distal region is projected, when the animalcule
is extended, beyond its everted anterior margin so far that the tout

ensemble may be compared to a minute bell, in which case the lorica

represents the bell-body, and the posteriorly attached animalcule the

clapper. It is in the projecting oral region of the animalcule that the
essential points of modification are found to obtain. Here, in place of

the customary simply circular or spiral wreath of ciha, the margins of

the oral disc are produced into about twenty long tentacle-like organs,

probably of a prehensile nature, which, as the animalcule swims
mouth downwards thx'ough the water, impart to it the aspect of a
minute jelly fish or medusa. Inside the outer wreath of tentacles,

which would appear to represent outgrowths or prolongations of the
raised peristome-border of an ordinary Vorticella, is situated an inner

circlet of stout vibratile ciha, which conducts to the oral aperture. This
is apparently homologous with the adoral ciliary wreath of the same
peritrichous type. Dictyocysta cassis, with which the minute siUcious

lorica taken in the towing-net on the Cornish coast entirely corresponds,

was originally discovered by Professor Hasckel, in the neighbourhood of

Messina, and its recent encounter in so much more nox-therly a latitude

is of itself a feature of considerable interest. Thi-ee other species of

Dictyocysta, aU distinguished by various modifications of the form of the

lorica, or in the pattern of its perforations, were obtained by Professor

Haeckel from the same Mediterranean station, which would appear
to he within its most congenial and favoured area of geographical distri-

bution. Two remaining species, upon which, in the year 1854, the genus
was first founded by Ehrenberg, were encountered in deep Atlantic sound-

ings, and no doubt originally lived, like Noctiluca and the Radiolaria, in the
surface waters. Three infusorial tj^pes, having tentacle-like appendages,
similar to those of Dictyocysta, but with loricse formed of chitine, with
an admixture of agglutinated sand gx-ains and other foreign particles,

have been described by Professor Haeckel. in the serial above quoted, in

association with the new generic title of Codonella. The deUneation here
given of the animalcule of Dictyocysta cassis is reproduced from
Haeckel's illustrations, that of the lorica being a sketch from the
Falmouth specimen.

2.

—

Tintinims subulatus, Miiller, (Plate IV., Fig. 3.)—A single

example this type has been found mixed with the preserved diatoma-
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oeoua skimmings. The lorioa is of glass-like transparency, sub-cylin-

drical, and produced at the proximal or posterior extremity into an acute

and often much attenuated spine-like point ; it bears, in fact, no

inconsiderable resemblance to the segment of a frustule of the diatom,

Rhizosolenia setigera, with which it is so abundantly associated. The
contained animalcule, resembling an elongate Vorticella, is fixed by a

contractile pedicle to the bottom, or sometimes to one side of the lorica,

and does not project beyond its anterior naargin. The oral cilia, forming

a spiral wi'eath at the distal extremity, are exceedingly long and

powerful, and in its normally free-swimming state serve to propel the

animalcule and its associated lorica backwards through the water with

great rapidity. According to Claperede and Lachmaun, the entire body

in the representatives of this same genus is clothed throughout with fine

vibratile cilia, and thus assimilates the typical characteristics of the

section Heterotricha ; the presence of these finer cilia, however, could

not be detected in the spirit-preserved example recently examined.

3.

—

Ceratium fusus, Ehr., (Plate TV., Fig. 4.)—Several examples of

this cilio-flagellate type have been found scattered through the prepared

slides referred to, this species being remarkable among its associated

family group of the Peridiniidse on account of the production of the two

segments of the carapace into single attenuate axial prolongations, the

other representatives of the same genus, as C. tripos and C. furca,

having usually two antero-lateral and not axially disposed processes.

Although Ceratium is usually regarded as an essentially marine type, one

form, C. Kumaonense, has been described by Mr. Carter (Ann. Nat. Hist.,

Vol. VII., 1871,) as occurring in prodigious numbers in the lakes of

Kumaon, Hindostau, at an elevation of fi-om 4,000ft. to 6,500ft. above

the sea level, while the Ceratium (Peridinium) longicorne of Perty,

(havmg, like C. Kumaonense, tlu'ee anterior horn-like prolongations,)

originally found in Switzerland, has been recently encountered in the

neit'hbourhood of Birmingham, whence I have received speci-

mens for identification from the hands of Mr. Levick. Among the

Falmouth specimens of Ceratium fusus, one exsunple in which the cara-

pace had been crushed, and the enclosed yellowish and granular proto-

plasm extruded, exhibited a well marked oval nucleus-like body,

while the aspect of the fractured edges of the carapace seemed entirely

to support the suggestion recently made to me by Mr. Charles Stewart,

F.L.S., and arrived at by his burning C. tripos on platinum over a spirit

lamp without the destruction of the carapace, that this latter, in the

case at least of the marine types, is probably of a silicious nature. The

animalcule of Ceratium corresponds essentially with that ot Peridiniuvi,

having a monadiform structure, and single long lash-like flagellum, which

projects from a medially situated oval aperture ; the carapace consists of

an anterior and posterior valve, closely approximated, with an equatorial

gi'oove or channel between them upon which a circlet of fine vibratile ciha

is developed, and upon the ventral face of which groove the oral apei-ture

with its associated lash-hke flagellum debouches. The fresh-water

Peridinium tabulatum recently supphed to me from the neighbourhood of
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Birmingliam through Mr. Tho3. Bolton's excellent microBcopic agency,

is a form admirably adapted for the observation of this same funda-

mental type of structure, the carapace valves in this instance being

moreover composed of elegantly reticulated polygonal facets that amply

repay microscopic iuveatigation.

4.

—

Zootlmmnium alternans, C. and L., (Plate IV., Fig. 5.)—This very

beautiful tj'pe, identical with the ZootJtammium plumosum of Dr. Strethill

Wright, the Z. spirale of P. H. Gosse, (" Tenby," Plate IV., Fig. b.) and,

possibly, the Zoothamnium niveum of C. G. Ehi-enberg, (in which case

tliis last-named specific title must take precedence of the others,) was
obtained in considerable abundance attached to SertularUe and other

Hydroid Zoophytes brought up with the dredge, from various depths.

Some of these colonies were remarkable for their size and luxuriance of

growth, those obtained from deeper water, fifty fathoms, being most
notable in this respect. Compared wth the more famihar fresh-water

h]^eciea,Zoothamniumarbuscula, (sometimes found in sea-water,) Z.aZtt'ruaTW

may be immediately distinguished by the mode in which the secondary

branches az-e disposed with relation to the main or axial stem of the

compound colony. In the present instance, these secondary branches

are given off alternately, sometimes from opposite sides, and sometimes
in a spiral manner, producing, in this latter instance, an exceedingly

elegant, tall, plumose colonial stock, or " Zoodendrium," which may be

indefinitely prolonged. Not unfrequently, and more especially in

examples obtained near the shore line, the height of the entire colony

does not much exceed the breadth, and, the branches originating at

regular intervals on opposite sides of the main stem, the zoodendrimn,

as a whole, presents a flabeUiform or espaher-like contour. In Zootham-
nium arbuscula, on the other hand, aU the secondary branches diverge

radially or close to one another from the apex or distal teraiination of the

main, or axial stem, which latter, being once produced, does not

increase in length.

5.

—

Zoothamnium dichotomum, St. W., (Plate IV., Fig. 6.)—One or two
colonies of a type that, so far as it is possible to predicate, appears to be
identical with the form very briefly described in " Pritchard's Infusoria"

under the above title, were obtained from the lower depth of fifty

fathoms. The zoodendrium, in this instance, is built up by the more
or less regular dichotomous division of a somewhat slender primaiy, or

axial stem, the ultimate divisions, or pedicles, which support the

associated zooids being of considerable length. In no other species of

Zoothamnium, as yet described, does the supporting stem exhibit such a

weU-marked dichotomous plan of growth. The Z. Cienkowskii, of

WrzesniowsM, and Z. elegans of De Udekim, pz'esent the nearest

approach to the same, but in both of these there exists a considerable

distinction in the proportionate length and thickness of the axial stem
and supporting pedicles. In every instance, two or three larger repro-

ductive zooids (Plate IV., Fig. 6a) were found attached towards the bases

of the main branches, which were conspicuously distinct from the
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ordinary or alimentary zooids by their ovate instead of oampanulate

contour, and the coarse transverse striation of their cuticula. Dr.

Strethill Wright's original comparison of the contour of the zooids of

this species to that of the fruit of the Wild Rose (Rosa canina) would

appear to apply only to these more conspicuous reproductive units.

6.

—

FoUicularia avqniUa, MnU. sp., (Plate IV., Figs. 7 to 9.)—Among the

shell debris brought up from a depth of fifty fathoms, the valve of a

Pecten was encountered, whose inner surface was thickly sprinkled with

what appeai'ed to the unassisted vision as mere dark-greenish specks.

Examined with the microscope, it was found that each of these latter

represented an animalcule of bottle-green colour, contained in a decum-

bent flask-shaped lorica, permeated with a fainter shade of the same tint,

and corresponding with the type originally described by O. F. Muller in

the year 1786, under the title of Vorticella ampulla. Although recognised

by Lamarck in the year 1816 as the type of a new genus, upon which he

conferx-ed the title of FoUicularia, it is only within a comparatively recent

date that this same animalcule has been almost simultaneously redis-

covered and renamed ; Dr. Strethill Wright, on the one hand, and

M.M. ClaperMe and Lachmann on the other, encountering and con-

ferring upon it the respective titles of Larjotia and Freia, The Genevan

Naturalists possess, by an interval of two years, the prior claim, and

their title of Freia is most generally adopted. There can be no doubt,

however, that both these two must give place to the still older one that

originated with Lamarck. To the titles of Freia and Lagotia ahke several

presumed distinct and well substantiated specific varieties have been

relegated. Instances referable to the first-named category are afforded

by the several types described by Dr. Strethill Wright under the

respective names of Lagotia viridis. L. hyalina, L. atropurpurea, and

L. producta, all of which, however, are shown by Stein in bis Monograph

of the Heterotricha to pass, by almost imperceptible gradations, into one

another. Stein's decision in this connection has been amply borne out

by an examination of the Falmouth examples, among which, on the

same Pecten sheU, both the simpler ovate and comparatively neckless,

and the long annulated necked types were encountered, with every inter-

mediate variation. Morphologically the animalcule of FoUicularia may
be compared to a Stentor, having its characteristic trumpet-shaped oral

re<non produced into two lateral ear-like lobes, round which, as in the

sub-circular disc of Stentor, the strong rhythmically vibratile adoral

cilia are produced, and bring food material to the oral aperture,

situated at the base of these two lobes. Although the representatives

of the genus Folhcularia are almost exclusively marine, I have for some

time been familiar with a fresh-water type, discovered in the neighbour-

hood of Stourbridge, by Mr. Thomas Bolton, upon which I have

conferred the title of FoUicularia (Freia) Boltouii.

7.

—

Hemiophnja [Podophrjja) gemmipara, Hertwig, (Plate IV., Figs.

10 and 11.)—This and the type next referred to belongs to that remarkable

group of the infusoria known by the title of the Suctoria or Tentaculifera,
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typified by the genus Acineta, aud distinguished by the possession of

tubular tentacle-like appendages, each of which usually terminates in a

sucker-like and slightly expanded disc. With those suctonal organs

other animalcules are seized, and their protoplasmic contents sucked
out and transferred to their own bodies. Many of these Acinetidsa

dui-ing a considerable part of their existence lead an endoparasitic life

within the body substance of larger Ciliate Infusoria, such as Vorticella

and Paramecium, a circumstance which led Stein to infer that tlie

AcinetidsB were not independent organisms, but developmental phases

of their selected hosts. This hypothesis, however, is now entirely

abandoned, and Acineta and its allies recognised as representing an
entirely independent, extensive, and highly interesting Protozoic group.

Hemiophrya pcmmipara was first described by Dr. Hertwig in the year

1875, " Morphologisches Jahrbuch," Band I.,) as a species of Podophrya

and has been adopted as the type of an independent genus by myself,

(" Manual of the Infusoria," now going to press,) with reference to the

peculiar character of the tentacular appendages first pointed out by its

discoverer, and frequently confirmed by my own personal observation.

These appendages are, in fact, of two sorts, consisting partly of the ordinary

tubular and suctorial organs, and partly of non-tubular ones, which are

eimply prehensile, thus resembling pseudopodia, and which, extending

peripherally to a considerable distance, seize and bring food material

within reach of the suckers. The specific name of gemmipara has been
conferred by Hertwig on this type with relation to its conspicuous
gemmiparous mode of reproduction. Large bud-hke processes, varying

from one or two to as many as six or eight in number, are developed at

the distal extremity of the body ; within each of these a diverticulum of

the branching endoplast or nucleus is produced, and the entire bud or buds
are ultimately constricted off and set free in the form of free-swimming
cihated embryos. Examples of this interesting type wez'e encountered
In the polj'pidoms of Bugula, Crisia, and other Polyzoa obtained from
vai-ious depths, and with the aid of osrnic acid specimens were success-

fxilly mounted exhibiting the tentacles in a condition of full expansion,

as also with the characteristic embryos attached.

8.

—

Ophryodendron pediceUatum, Hincks, (Plate TV., Figs. 12 to 14.)

—

This singular form, figured and described at length by the Eev. Thomas
Hincks in the " Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science " for January,

1873, and obtained by him at Ilfracombe, North Devon, was sparingly

encountered, and on one occasion only, attached to a species of Plumularia,

brought up with the deeper di-edgings. In their normal condition the

animalcules of this species are separable into zooids of two denomina-
tions. Both are seated on short pedicles, and possess, in the one instance,

a simple vermiform contour, with a more attenuated distal termination,

and in the other have a cup-shaped basal region or body-mass, from the

centre of which is produced an attenuate highly extensile and retractile

proboscidiform organ, the apex of the same supporting a fascicle of minute
tentacle-like processes, which, when the proboscis is exerted, are

maintained in a state of active motion. Among the examples obtained
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at Falmouth, proboscidiform zooids were alone encountered, and the

illustration of the vermiform zooid here given is reproduced from

Mr. Hiucks's figures. In two other species of this remarkable genus,

obtained and examined by myself in the Channel Islands, O. f^ertiilnrio',

St. W., and 0. multicapitatum, S. K., both proboscidifonn and vermifomi

zooids occurred in abundance, and ai'e temporarily united in the same
animalcale. The last-named type, Ophriiodendron multicapitatum, u. sp.,i3

especially noteworthy, inasmuch as a single zooid may possess as many
as three or even four proboscidiform appendages.* Although the

various species of OphnjodentJron are usually assigned to the section of

the Tentaculifera, the singular proboscis-like organs being presumed to

represent a modification of the tentacula of the ordinary Acinetse,

the true significance and morphological position of these very remarkable

beings has yet to be elucidated. So far as speculation is assisted by the

facts of embryological development, the evidence is certainly in favour of

their Acinete affinities, the internally produced embryos in the case of

Ophrj/odendron nhictinum being sho^vn by Claperde and Lachmann to

accord essentially with those of many normal representatives of the

genera Acincta and Podophrya, and to exhibit in common with the same
an Hypotrichous plan of cihation.

* A delineatinn of this remarkable species is added for the purpose of
comparison. See Plate IV., Figs. 15 and 16.
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ON THE HABITS AND LIFE-HISTORY OF
LEPTODORA HYALINA.

BY A. MILNES MARSHALL, D.SC, ETC.,

PROFESSOR OF ZOOLOGY IN THE OWENS COLLEGE.

Read before the Society March 2, 1880.

In view of the approach of another season for obtaining specimens

of this new and specially interesting Entomostracon, and for investigating

its life-history, the following notes of the Continental experience and
study of this creature may be found of service. They are extracted from

the German memoir by Weismaun, " On the Structure and Life-history

of Leptodora Hyalina," which appeared first in the Zeitschrift fiir

wissenschafthche Zoologie for 1874, and was subsequently republished in

a separate form. This memoir, a carefully written and detailed treatise

of 70 pages, illustrated by six large plates, is by far the most complete

and accurate account of Leptodora that has yet appeared.

References to Plate III.

The Figures, which are copied from Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-
reichs, represent three stages in the development of the spring brood of Leptodora.

a. Anterior pair of antennaB, or
antennules.

6. Posterior pair of antennae,
or antennjB proper.

c. Mandibles.
d. Thoracic appendages.

e. Labram, or upper lip.

/. Carapace.
Q. Compound eye of adult.
h. Larval or NaupUus eye.
i. Intestine.
fe. Ovary.

Fig. 1.—First stage in the development of the spring brood, seen from the
dorsal surface. This earliest or Nauplius stage possesses only three
pairs of jointed appendages—antennules a.antennse ii.and mandibles
c. The great size of the second pair, the antennae, h, is obviously
correlated with their large size in the adult, and is a point serving to
distinguish the Nauplius larva of Leptodora from the ^auplii of other
Crustacea.

Fig. 2.—A somewhat older larva seen from the right side. In addition to the
marked increase in size, the most important changes are the greater
development of the thoracic appendages, a. the appearance of the
ovary, fc, (all the spring brood are said to develope into females,) and
the rudiment of the compound adult eye, g.

Fig. 3,—A still older larva, seen from the right side. The thoracic appendages, d,

have now grown very considerably; the carapace, /, has begun to
appear ; the limb-like portion or palp of the mandib es, c, has under-
gone not only a relative but an actual decrtase msize; the compound
eye, g. has grently increased in size ; the abdomen is segmenien ; and
the alimentary canal has acquired the arrangement characteristic of
the adult.

In Figs. 2 and 3 the appendages of one side only of the body are shown.

Note.—In the original figures, which are very roughly drawn, the larval or
Nauplius eye is not distinctly shown. As its presence is of extreme importance as
distinguishing the spring brood from all other generations, and as my sole object
in givmg these figures is to facilitate the recognition of the larva, I have inserted
this eye in the figures in the position which it holds according to Weismann's
descriptions. I hope that before long some of the Birmingham Naturalists may be
able to give us more satisfactory figures of these developmental stages.

A. M. M.
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Weismann first met with Leptodora in Lake Constance during the

summer of 1873, and supposing it to be new to science devoted much
time and trouble to working out its Hfe-history during this and the

following year. The principal results to which he was led, as contained

in the paper above referred to, are as follows.

For the capture of Leptodora "Weismann employed a fine net

dragged immediately beneath the surface of the water; he notes that

wherever they occur they are found in large numbei's. They appear to

avoid strong light ; thus, in clear sunshine none are found at the surface,

though they may abound at a depth of a few feeL ; at night they occur

quite at the surface, but bright moonlight is sufficient to drive them
down again. The best time for capturing them is in gloomy weather,

towards evening, or on dark nights. Weismann suggests, however, that

this shunning of the light may be only apparent after all, and due to the

fact that Cyclops, which, according to him, is the chief food of Leptodora,

has the same habit, so that Leptodora may be merely following its prey

about, instead of being itself directly influenced by hght. Still the fact

is one of some interest, and one a knowledge of which may greatly

facihtate the capture of this interesting Entomostracon.

Swimming is effected entirely by means of the posterior antennae,

and is comparatively slow. It is only in extremest necessity, when stuck

fast, that the abdomen is used for progression, while the feet appear

to be never used for this purpose.

Cladocera may be divided into a littoral gi-oup and a deep-water

group, to the latter of which Leptodora belongs. It is only found in

water clear from vegetation, and away from the shore. When kept in

captivity, algas and particles of dirt soon attach themselves to the

s-wimming arms or antennae, and the animals rarely survive so long as a

fortnight. They are not uncommonly attacked by a fungus, which grows

inwards through the integument and gradually kills them.

Weismann describes Leptodora as habitually Ijing quietly stretched

out in the water, like Corethra, and waiting till its prey comes within

reach of its foot-jaws; he considers that the terminal dilatation of the

ahmentary canal partially counterbalances the thorax and head, and so

aids in the maintenance of the horizontal position.

The relations of Leptodora to the other Cladocera are discussed by

Weismann at considerable length. He points out how the long segmented

abdomen of Leptodora is correlated with the rudimentary condition of its

carapace, and shows how in such forms as By-thotrephes and Polyphemus

we have a gradual increase in the size of the carapace, accompanied by a

gradual diminution in the length of the abdomen and fusion of its

different segments ; while finally in Daphnia the carapace has grown

backwards and downwards, so as to completely enclose the whole animal

a change accompanied by complete fusion of thorax and abdomen, in

which no indication of the constituent segments is visible in the adult.

The reduction of the body and fusion of the segments is carried to a stil
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higher point in the Ostracoda, such as Cypris, in which also the bivalve

shell reaches its highest development.

The absence of brauchial lamelte ou the legs in Leptodora is also to

be correlated with the rudimentary condition of the carapace ; these

lamellaa, which attain their greatest development in Lynceidao and
Daphniada3, in which also the carapace is most fully developed, probably

serve to maintain a current of water through the shell, rather than to

act themselves as direct respiratory organs, and they are therefore need-

less when the shell is absent or rudimentary.

From these arguments Weismann concludes that Leptodora is the

most primitive form of Cladocera wtli which we are acquainted—

a

conclusion supported in a remarkable manner by what httle is known of

its development.

Leptodora, Uke Cladocera in general, appears to foi-m two kinds of

ova, which may be distinguished as %vinter ova and summer ova. The
two kinds of ova differ markedly in appearance and in their subsequent

mode of development, though both kinds may occur at one time in the

ovary of a single female. The difference between the two appears to

depend mainly on the winter ova being fertihsed while the summer ova

develope parthenogenetically. This, however, is not definitely proved ; all

that is known is that males occur very rarely or not at all until late in the

autumn, and that their occurrence is apparently coincident vdth. the

development by the females of winter ova. From the summer ova are

developed young which undergo no marked ruetamorphosis, and resemble

their parents at the time of leaving the egg. The winter ova, on the

other hand, produce embxyos which when hatched have the foi*m known
as " NaupUus," and only attain the form of their parents after a long and
gradual series of metamorphoses, accompanying the successive moultings

of their skin.

The occurrence of this NaupUus larva is of very great interest. A
Nauphus is characterised by possessing only three pairs of appendages

(con-esponding to the two pairs of antennas and the pair of mandibles of

the adult), a rudimentary unsegmented abdomen, and a single median
eye instead of the double eye of the adult. Nauphus larvae are vei-y

general among the Entomostraca, but till the Ufe-history of Leptodora

was worked out by Sars in 1873 the Cladocera were supposed to stand

alone among Entomostraca in never passing through the NaupUus stage.

Leptodora serves in this respect to connect the Cladocera with the other

Entomostraca, and in this way fully proves its title to rank as one of the

most primitive forms of Cladocera known.

The NaupUus larvae of different Crustacea generaUy have some
resemblances to the adult fonns, and this is particularly weU shown by
the NaupUus of Leptodora, in which, while the anterior antennse are

very smaU, the posterior antennae are very large indeed, thus fore-

shadowing their enormous size in the adult. As these early

stages are of very great interest and importance, figm-es of some of
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the most important larval stages of Leptodora accompany this

paper, in the hope that they may facilitate the recognition of the

forms when actually met with.

The wintei- ova, it appears, give rise in March or April to larvae

which hatch in the form of Nauplii ; these moult several times, and
gradually acquire the form ct the adult. This xpring brood maybe always
recognised by the fact that they retain even when adult the median eye

of the Nauplius, in addition to the large double compound eye of the

adult ; the larval eye persisting as a small black spot on the under
surface of the brain. The spring brood gives rise to females only ; these

females produce summer ova which develope into adults, and produce

other summer ova, and so on ; males do not appear until the autumn,
and even then are much scarcer than the females.

At the end of his paper Weismauu gives a Ust of all the localities in

which Leptodora had been observed up to the date of his paper, 1874.

The first specimens were found by Focke in 1844 in the town moat of

Bremen, which is described as being clear water more than 100 feet

Mride, and moderately deep. Lilljeborg foimd it in Sweden in 1860.

The males were first discovered by MiiUer in 1867 in Danish lakes, and
in Lakes Geneva and Constance. In 1868 Wagner found it in a Eussian

lake near Kasan, and, ignorant of its previous discovery, re-named it

Hyalosoma dux. It has also occurred in Lake Maggiore, in Italy, but

according to Weismann is not found in Lake Zurich, nor in the small

lakes near Lake Constance.

The above paper suggests several points well worthy the attention

of our local naturalists during the present and ensuing months. The
occurrence of the Nauplius form is of extreme interest, as an isolated

instance among Cladocera ; while the retention by the spring brood of

the Nauphus eye affords a ready means of recognising them in their

later stages. It will be very important to ascertain whether any of this

spring brood develope into males, i.e., whether any males are met
with possessing the Nauphus eye. Any direct confirmation of the

parthenoge etic nature of the summer ova would be also very valuable.

A point which I would ask any one to determine who has the

opportunity of observing a living Leptodora, is the natm-e of the process

of respiration. This will probably be found to be effected, as in Cyclops

and other Entomostraca, by means of rhythmical contractions of the

terminal dilated portion of the alimentary canal ; water being alternately

sucked into and ejected from this dilated portion. The arrangement of

the muscular system strongly suggests that this is the real mode of

respiration, a point which would probably be settled by a few minutes'

obsei-vation of a healthy specimen.
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BRITISH LICHENS : HINTS HOW TO STUDY THEM.

BY W. PHILLIPS, F.L.S.

Read before the Society, March gth and 2,0th, 1880.

The group of plants classed as Lichens, though for the most part

minute in stature, offer a highly interesting held of study to the lover of

nature, and will well repay the labour bestowed upon them by px-esenting

before the mind much beauty of form and curiosity of structure. To him
who wants an inducement to seek the country lane, the wooded park, or

the breezy hill side, no better one can be found than in the pursuit of

these attractive little plants, which need no care in drying, and httle

space for storing. The thousands of species that he scattered on the

surface of old trees, the face of weathered rocks, and on heathy pastiu'es,

will supply an exhaustless source of pleasure to the man who is capable

of appreciating the wisdom of the gi'eat Creator, displayed in the lower

forms of vegetable life ; nor is there that difficulty in their study which

some people have imagined. As in other departments of botany, as indeed

in every branch of human knowledge, there are cexiiain initial difficulties

—

those which stand on the threshold of the subject—which give some
trouble, but when these are siu'mounted the course becomes easy and

References to Plate V.

Fig. l.—Cetraria Islandica, a single frond, natural size.

Fig. 2.—Sph(Brophoron coralloides, natural size, a, apothecium,
Fip. S.—Usnea barbata, natural size; a, apothecium.
Fig. A.—Physcia parietina, natural size on wood ; a, apothecia.
Fig. 5.

—

Placodiumcallopismum, a portion of a specimen, natural size,

Fie. 6.

—

Squamaria crassa, natural size.

Fig. 1.—Lecidea geographica, natural size.

Fig. 8.

—

Graphis elegans, natural size.

Fig. 9.—Perpendicular section of the tballus of Physcia parietina, much
magnified ; showing the three strata, a cortical layer, b gonidlal
layer, c medullary layer.

Fig 10.—Perpendicular section of the thallus of a Leptogium, much
magnified ; showing the intermixed hyphfe and gonidial necklaces.

Figs. 11 & 12.—Perpendicular sections of apothecia of Physcia parietina,
very Uttle magnified ; the first a young, the second an older indi-
vidual.

Fig. 13.—A perpendicular section of the same, more highly magnified ; a
asci with sporidia, b paraphyses, c hypothecium.

Fig. 14.—Perpendicular section of a spermagonium immersed in the
thalius, highly magnified ; a ostiolum, b and c different forms
of sterigmata, showing the spermatia in situ.

Fig. 15.—Perpendicular section of a pycnidium seated on the thallus, highly
magnified ; a ostiolum, b basidia and spores, c detached spores
more highly magnified.

Fig. 16.—Spores of Physcia parietina, highly magnified.
Fig. 17.—Perpendicular section of a lecideine apothecium, slightly magnified.
Fig. 18.—Perpendicular section of a dimidiate peridium of a Verrucaria,

sUghtly magnified.
Fig. 19. —Perpendicular section of a peridium of a Crraphis, showing the

dimidiate form, slightly magnified.
Fig. 20.—Perpendicular section of an entire peridium of an Opegrapha,

sUghtly magnified.
Fig. 21.—A perpendicular section of an apothecium immersed in the thallus,

slightly magnified.
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pleasant. It is with the view of helping the student over these initial

difficulties that the present paper has been written.

The vegetable kingdom is divided into two great sections, the

Phancrogamla and the Cnjptogamia, the former possessing flowers con-

taining male and female organs, the latter being destitute of flowers, and

having their male and female organs less conspicuous or altogether con-

cealed within special receptacles. Lichens* belong to the section

Cryptogamia. They are closely related to other siib-divisions in this

section, viz.. Fungi and Algcc, the line of separation on either side being

so indistinct that it is not always easy to say where it runs. Nature,

indeed, has drawn no definite line even between the animal and vegetable

kingdoms, much less between the sub-divisions of the vegetable kingdom.

Notwithstanding this near approach of Lichens to Algse on the one hand,

and Fungi on the other, the students of each have, by mutual consent,

agreed to certain hmitations which serve all practical purposes. Lichens

oire distinguished from certain Fungi to which they have a resemblance

by possessing in their structure the green bodies called gonidia, of which

we shall have to speak at length hereafter ; from Algas they are dis-

tinguished by bearing reproductive spores in asci. Other points of

difference can only be understood by the student as he becomes more
fully acquainted with the subject, hence these must suffice for the

present.

A perfect Lichen consists of the vegetative part called the Thallus ;t

and the fruit-bearing receptacles, the Apothecin,\ considered to be the

female organs, seated on the thallus ; with which are found associated

the Spermagonia% and the Pijcnides,\\ considered to be the male organs.

Although every Lichen should, theoretically, have these parts all present,

it must be understood that the thallus is often so imperfectly developed

that it is scarcely discernible, or, as in parasitic species, is absent, while

in others, though the thallus is perfectly developed, the apothecia are

hardly ever to be seen, and the spermagonia and pycnidia are still more
rarely to be found.

We will proceed to notice these various parts more in detail, beginning

with
THE THALLUS.

I.—The thallus difl'ers much, according to the species, in form,

size, colour, and texture. Having regai'd to the surface on which a

Lichen grows, the thallus may be upright or prostrate, i.e., vertical or

horizontal.

* This word, which is pronounced Likens, the ch being hard, 18 said to be

derived from the Greek word XetX'?*' a wart,

i From da\\6s a frond or green leaf.

t From o.Tro upon, and Otjkt] a sack.

§ From ffirepiJ.a a seed, and yovr] generation, in allusion to their function.

H From irvKvdrT)^, indicating many things pressed one against the other,
probably on account of their close growth.
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The upright thaUua may assume one of two forms known as the

fruticulose* mad filamento^ts forms.

1st.—The fntticiilose form is so named because of its general

resemblance to a miniature shrub. It is attached at the base, from
which it ascends in one or more stems, with or without branches, which
are flat or cylindrical. The most familiar illustration of this form is that

of the Iceland moss of commerce (Cetraria Islandica,) (Plate V., Fig. 1,)

imported and sold in eveiy chemist's shop.

2nd.—The filamentous form is that in which the stems arise from a

small base of attachment, and consist of thread-like, rigid, or flaccid,

upright, prosti-ate, or pendulous filaments, often repeatedly branched.

The Beard Moss (Usnea barbata) (Plate V., Fig. 3,) so frequently to be

seen on old trees, is an example of this form.

The prostrate thaUus may be either attached to its support by a small
space only, or by the whole of its under surface. As this division includes

the major part of Lichens it has been sub-divided into, 1st, the foliaceous,

and 2nd, the crustaceous fonns.

1st.—The foliaceous thallus.—This consists of leaf-like expansions,

spreading horizontally, attached by one or more points on the under
surface to the substance on which it grows. It is often cut or torn at the

margin into more or less irregular lobes, which at times overlap each
other. In some species having a foUaceous thallus the attachment
beneath is by numerous small filaments, which, though suggesting the

idea of rootlets, serve no such purpose ; they are called rhizina.\

Parmelia saxatiUs, one of the commonest British species on rocks and
trees, pi-esents these rhizinae in abundance.

2nd.—The ci-ustaceous thallus.—As the name implies, this forms a

more or less thick cx'ust, generally attached by the whole of its under
side, but often fi-ee at the margin. Some of the chief forms of this

must be particularised. It begins to depart from those already men-
tioned by the

Squamulosel thallus.—This is formed of small scales, either

detached or united to each other by the margin, and affixed to the
substance on which it gi-ows by its under surface. The outline is very
variable, affording important characters in the distinction of species.

Sqjiomaria crassa, a common species on the earth in limestone districts,

will illustrate this form of thallus. (Plate V., Fig. 6.)

Grajiulose thallus.—This is formed by a thin layer of iri'egularly

sized granules, each granule separated from the other, or united into a

continuous surface. It prevails largely in the genus Lecidea.

*- Fiom frutex, Latin for shrub, /rftJicutose—diminutive.

t From ptfa a root.

; Prom squama, Latin for the scale^f a fish.
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Scurfy thallus.—In this form the surface is torn up into minute
flat scales, thickly distributed, giving it the scurfy aspect implied by the

name as ordinarily understood.

Areolate* thallus.—In this form the crust of the thallus is divided

into minute spaces,which are either depressed, flat, or convex. These spaces

are sometimes rendered more conspicuous by having a border round each,

formed by a fissm-e in the crust. This occui's abundantly in the genus

Lecidea. (Plate V., Fig. 7.)

PulveruJent\ thallus.—This is the granulose thallus, having the

granules more minutely divided, appearing under a pocket lens as if

dusted over the surface with a fine dry powder. This is one of the least

developed forms of a Lichen thallus.

Besides these more marked forms of the thallus there are many
variations, the terms for describing which will be found in an admirable

glossary in " Leighton's Lichen Flora."

There ai'e two terms of frequent use in describing the thallus which it

may be well to explain here. When a thallus presents a definite outline,

clearly marking how far it extends on the rock or bark, it is said to be

determinate. When there is no distinct or clearly defined outline, but it

dies away in patches, it is said to be effused or indeterminate.

The size of the thallus varies from a minute point only to be seen by

the aid of a magnifying glass up to one or even two square feet in super-

ficial extent. We refer exclusively to British Lichens. The genera

which contain the largest species are Sticta, Stictina, Peltigera, Parmelia,

Usnea, and Ramalina. Occasionally species belonging to other genera than

these named, wQl, under particularly favourable circumstances, extend

their thallus to an unusual size.

The colour of the thallus includes all shades of green, varying to

yeUow in one direction, to brown in another, and to blue in another. It

may be black, or gray, or white ; it may be pale yellow, citron yellow, or

orange yellow ; never blue or red, except modified very much by other

tints. As a rule, the gonidia contribute largely to the colour of the

thallus, and become more conspicuous when moistened by water, hence

the predominance of green.

The textui'e of the thallus may be soft and gelatinous, as in

Collema ; spongy, as in Peltigera ; fragile, as in Stereocaulon ; tough, as

in Cetraria ; firm and hard as in Roccella; tartarious and brittle, as iu

many of the Lecidece. In fact, the variations are infinite.

Having thus briefly glanced at the external characters of the Lichen

thallus that are mostly perceptible to the unaided vision, we shall next

proceed to point out the main features of the microscopic structure of

the thallus.

* Prom areola, Latin for a little bed, or quarter, in a garden.

+ From pulvis, Latin for dust.
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If a thin, perpendicular section be taken of one of the foliaceouB

species, say for example Phi/Kcia parietina, and placed under the micro-

scope with a little water, there will be presented to the eye of the student

three distinct layers. (Plate V., Fig. 9.)

1st.—The cortical* layer, which forms the upper surface or bark of

the thallus. It is composed of minute cells, closely compacted together,

constituting a firm membranaceous tissue. (Plate V.,Fig. 9(-/.) The cells vary
in size and outline, the latter being modified by their mutual pressure.

The cell walls are comparatively thick, and by transmitted light show a

faint degree of colour, more conspicuous in verj- old specimens of the

Lichen. Beneath this cortical layer will be seen

—

2nd.—The gonidialj layer, which consists of cells filled with
chlorophj'll, sphei-ical, or nearly spherical, varying in size, and easily

separated from each other by the slightest pressure. Thei'e would
appear to be no actual union between these bodies, though produced one
from the other, but they lie loosely together in a tolerably well defined

stratum. (Plate V., Fig. 96.) They occur in the thallus of all Lichens,

though they differ considerably in form, being first, cells enclosing green

granular protoplasm, as in those we have now under the microscope

;

second, cells containing several gi-auules, devoid of any cell membrane,
called fjranula gonima ; and, third, cells arranged in chains or necklaces.

(Plate v., Fig. 10.) These gouidia often thrust themselves vip through the

surface of the cortical layer, in clusters or heaps, producing the conditions of

the thallus known as a sorediate\ thallus. Some very fanciful notions have
in late years been broached with regai'd to the relationship the gonidia

bear to the thallus, to which we cannot, in the limited space at our disposal,

give more than a passing notice ; at the same time it must be admitted that

they have the power of carrying on an existence independent of the other

constituents of the thallus, and will, on a favourable surface, multiply

themselves till they form a p seudo-thallus, but do not produce apothecia.

Beneath the gonidial layer ^ay be seen

3rd.—The mediiUr: layer composed of colourless interwoven

filaments, branched and tubular, being divided within at cex-tain intervals

by walls or septa. (Plate V., Fig. 9c.) A section of the thallus of Pe/fi't/era

canina will show both this and the preceding layers in a clearer manner
than Parmelia saxatilh. Beneath the medullary layer there are often

present in foliaceous species the rhizhuc which have already been referred

to, serving the purpose of attachmg the Lichen firmly to its place of

growth ; in Parmelia saxatilis they are black, short, and rigid, but in

Peltigera canina they are long, pale, and flaccid.

If we had selected a crustaceous Lichen for examination, as for

example Lecidea geographiea, (Plate V., Fig. 7,) we should have found the

* From cortex, Latin for rind or bark.

t From "ybvT], generation, and «5os, resemblance, indicating their resemblance
in fimction to the spores.

: The term soredia is from the Greek word (Tojpos, a heap, a pile, indicating the
little heaps of gonidia.

11 From medulla, Latin for pith or marrow.
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cortical, gonidial, and medullary layers in precisely the same order as above

but instead of rhizimewe should have seen a very thin layer of dead cellular

black matter adhering closely to the surface of the atone, which is called

the ]njpothaUus.* This is formed by the threads first thrown out by the

germinating spores, and is the earliest stage of a Lichen thallus. On
quartz rock this hypothallus of Lecidea Qeographica is often to be seen in

black radiating lines, while as yet no other part of the thallus has been

formed.

In some of the gelatinous Lichens, as for example in Collema, the

cortical layer is absent, while in an allied genus, Leptogium, it is reduced

to the thinnest possible layer ; the gonidial layer and the medullary are

also mixed up together in one common stratum. (Plate V., Fig. 10.)

Wliile a well developed Lichen thallus will have the characters above

described, it must not be forgotten that in many species it is reduced to

such insignificance that it consists of little more than a few filaments,

accompanied by a few gonidia lying beneath the epidermis of the bark of

a tree, or running through the disintegrated surface of a rock. In species

with such an imperfectly developed thallus specimens will occur in which

it cannot be detected, it is then said to be evanescent ; but if present and
concealed beneath the epidermis of the bark it is said to be hypoplilaodal.]

This is the condition in many genera, amongst which may be mentioned

Opegrapha, Graphis, Arthonia, and Verrucaria.

The Eepkoductive Organs of Lichens.

Having briefly described the leading characters of the Lichen thallus,

our next object is to convey in as few words as possible an idea of the

mode of reproduction in Lichens. This is accomplished by the means of

spores, which are capable of gei'minating and throwing out from one or

more parts of their surface fine transparent threads called hiiplur, which

form a thin layer by becoming interlaced together, this layer as already

described being the hypothallus. The spores are produced in a special

receptacle seated on some portion of the thallus, or buried in its substance,

called the

Apothecium.\ The apothecium is capable of assummg a great number
of various forms,which it is necessary should be clearly understood ; but there

are certain essential parts which belong alike to all forms. We will select

as a specimen for illustration the common wall Physcia [Physcia

parietina,) as it is a species usually exhibiting an abundance of apothecia.

If a well-grown specimen of this Lichen be obtained by the student§ he

will observe scattered about the centre of the thallus a number of orange-

* From vt6 under, and da.Wh% a frond, i.e., that which underlies the thallus.

t From vTtb under, and ^\oi.bs the bark of a tree.

I From dvb, upon, and O'^kt], a sac, the part bearing the asci.

§ To meet the case of such a^^ have no means of obtaining specimens of the
commoner species of the British Lichens, the author of this paper has determined to
prepare small collections, correctly named, to be obtained post free on application
to his address, Canoubnry, Shrewsbury, at the following rates :—Elementary
Collections of British Lichens, Series I., containing twenty-five specimens, 5s. 6d.

;

Series IL, containing fifty specimens, 10s. ; Series III., containing one hundred
specimens, 18s.
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coloured circular shields or cups, surrounded by a pale margin, seated

close on the surface, or slightly raised by a broadish stem-like base ; these

ax-e the apothecia (Fig. 4.) He will observe that tbe area enclosed by the

pale margin is slightly depressed, (Fig. 12,) but less so in the older

individuals ; this area is called the hymenium* by some, and the thalamium\

by others, and is composed of a vast number of club-shaped cells,

arranged in an upright position, side by side, within which are produced

the spores already mentioned. These club-shaped cells are the asci

or thcc(c,% and each one contains in the species under examination

eight spores, which escape on the rupturing of the asci at maturity

These asci are not always sack-shape, being sometimes uaiTOwly

cylindi'ical, at others nearly spherical, with numerous intermediate

variations.

The spores vary in number in each ascus, according to species, from
a single one to a great number, but the most common number is eight.

They also vary very much in size, form, mode of internal division, and
colour. It is by the aid of these characters that species can be satis-

factorily determined, as each particular species exhibits its own
characteristic spore with wonderful constancy. The spores are beheved
to be the female organs of the plant, and to acquire their gex-minating

power from a process of impregnation by bodies we shall proceed
presently to describe ; but in what stage of their existence this process

takes place has not yet been satisfactorily shown.

Returning to the hymenium, the student will find other upright

bodies intermixed with the asci, surrounding them on all sides, exceeding

them slightly in length, but much slenderer, and thicker at the summits
than below; these are the Parapliyses.W (Fig. 13a.) The precise function

of these bodies has not been ascertained, but there can be no doubt they

serve as a protection to those very important bodies the asci, whatever
other functions they may perform. They occur in some species as very

slender threads, either simple or branched, and are also often so united

together as to be inseparable by pressure; they are then said to be
indistinct.

This layer, called the hymenium or thalamium, composed of asci

and paraphyses, is permeated by a substance called the hymeuial
gelatine, which holds the whole together in a compact mass. In pro
ceeding downwards in our examination of the apothecium, we come to

a layer of small ceUs, which forms the bed fi-om which springs the
hymenium. (Fig. 13c.) This layer is called the hypothecium,1f because

it underlies the asci or thecae. The colour of this forms an important
character in the large genus Lecidea, being either colourless or dark

* From ^M^j a membrane.

+ From OdXafios, a receptacle.

; From dc/cos, a leather bottle

§ From 6v'<''}t a sack.

II
From irapa, about, and <pvo}, to grow.

% From ^TTo, under, and 6-qKri, a sack.
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coloured. We have finally to point out the excipulum, or receptacle

within which the previously described parts of the apothecium are

contained. In the species under examination this is formed by a

continuation of the substance of the thallus, which has taken the shape

of a miniature cup, in the bottom of which the hymenium and the

hypothecium are seated. (Figs. 11, 12.) If a perpendicular section be

made through the middle of the apothecium, canying it down tlu-ough

the thallus, there will be no difficulty in seeing, with a pocket lens, the

an-angement of all the parts in the order we have here described them.

It is only in certain genera that the excipulum is formed of the same

tissue as the thallus. It is often formed of its own special tissue, in

which case it is called a proper excipulum ; and the margin it forms

when looked at from above is called a proper margin, whereas in the

former case it is called a thalline excipulum and a thalline margin.

There is yet one more term used in reference to the apothecium,

which it is necessary to explain—the epitheeium.* This term is used to

denote the upper surface of the hymenium, the part that is presented to

the hght.

The various parts of the apothecium we have described are essen-

tially the same in all, though assuming a multitude of different forms

;

hence the student must learn to recognise them however they present

themselves in nature. To aid him in this we will point out some of the

more striking modifications of the apothecium.

The Peltiformf apothecium, is so called because of its resemblance to

a small shield. It may be in the form of a depression, sunk into the

thallus, as in So'orina, presenting no margin ; or it may be a convex disc

arising from the upper surface of the thallus, and having a margin, as in

Peltigera. It occurs in some genera on the under side of the thallus, as

in Nephronium.

The lecanorine apothecium is so called becaiise it is the charac-

teristic form in the genus Lecanora, and, as we have seen in the specimen

under examination, has an excipulum formed from the substance of the

thallus. It may be innate or immersed in the thallus, which forms a

wart-hke tubercle around it, at first entirely closed, afterwards open at

the summit, as in Thdotrema and Urcenlaria (Fig. 19 ;) or it may be raised

above the general surface of the thallus on a short stem-like base, as in

Physcia, Parmelia, and Lecanora. (Figs. 11, 12.)

The lecideine apothecium is that in which the tissue of the excipu-

lum is essentially different from that of the thallus, being, like the

preceding forms, either sunk into the thallus or seated on its surface.

(Figs. 21, 17.) In this form of apothecium the excipulum is a continua-

tion of the hj-pothecium as already described, or perhaps more properly

the latter is a continuation of the former, presenting no very well defined

line of separation. It prevails in the lai-ge genus Lecidea, hence the

name lecideine. It is sometimes also cailed patelliform.

* Prom eirt, upon, and OriKTj, a sack,

t From peita, Latin for target,
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The lirelline* apothecium is that which forms an elevated ridge,

with an opening in the form of a sht running along the top. It prevails

in the pictorial Lichens, those which resemble writing, as OpegmplM and

Graphis. The receptacle here is usually black, and consists of a firm

cellular- substance, and is generally called the pcrithccium] . If the

perithecium entirely sun-ounds the thalamium, it is called entire (Fig. 20 ;)

if it be deficient beneath, it is called dimidiate. (Fig. 18.) The lireUse

are very variable in form, being immersed or slightly elevated, broad or

narrow, straight or curved, simple or branched.

The pyrenodine\ apothecium is that in which the excipulum consists

of a closed receptacle composed of a dense leathery or brittle substance,

with a minute pore at the top caled the ostiolitm^. It may be globose or

conical, superficial, i.e., seated on the surface, or immersed in the thallus.

As in the lirelUue apothecium, if it surround the thalamium it is called

entire, and if deficient beneath it is called dimidiate, and also has the

name perithecium apphed to it. It is the characteristic form in

Verrucaria, approaching very closely the genus Sphceria in fungi.

These various devices of nature presented to us in the structure of

the apothecium of Lichens are directed towards one object—the develop-

ment, protection, maturing, and dispersing those important bodies, the

spores. As we have before hinted, these bodies being regarded as the

female organs, we must now turn our attention to the organs designed

for their fertilisation. These are behoved to exist in the Spermaxjonia and

the Pycnides, which shall now be briefly described.

The .^pei-magonia are mmute spherical bodies found on the surface

of or embedded in, the cortical layer of the thallus. If one of these be care-

fully dissected through the middle it will be found to have its interior

lined with excessively minute thi-ead-shaped jointed upright bodies, (Fig.

14e,) which are called sterigmata. From the summits, and also from the

joints of these arise still smaller, rod-like cyhndrical bodies, which are

either straight or curved, these are the spermatia. They are produced in

great numbers, and find their way through an opening in the summit of

the spermagonium into the open air to perform their function of fertilising

the hymenium of the apothecium.

The pycnides are minute dark-coloured bodies somewhat spherical in

form, seated on the cortical layer of the thallus, the interior of which is

lined with a layer of simple upright filaments bearing on their summits
spore-hke bodies, which are called stylospores, (Fig. 15, a, b, c.) The fila-

ments bearing the stylospores are called basidia. The stylospores are

allowed to escape by a pore in the summit of the pycnides. We have now
completed the di'ier part of our subject, not without i-egretting that

so many hard names have had to be used to convey our meaning, the

* From lirella Latin for furrow.

+ From 'irepi, around, and Ovi^Vf a sack.

t From pyreyi, Latin for kernel, or stone of fruit.

§ From ostiolum, Latin for a little door,
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acquirement of a knowledge of which is the tax we all have to pay on

entering the domain of science. Once acquired, however, they become

our greatest aids to study, and lead to a precision of thought which more

familiar but ill-defined terms would utterly fail in. Leaving this thought

to console the student for his trouble, we will now turn to easier branches

of our subject.

As no man can work without tools, we will here specify the essential

appliances required for collecting, preserving, and studying Lichens.

These may be classed under two heads—1st. appliances for collecting
;

2nd, those for home study.

I.—Appliances for Collecting.—A pocket lens, having a focal length

of 2in. or 2Jin., which can be obtained from any optician for a shilling.

Some prefer having one with three powers, in which case a lin., a 2in.,

and a 3iu. will be found a convenient combination. The external

characters of most species of Lichens can be made out with sufficient

precision by the aid of these powers, which is all that is required in field

work. The rest must be left for home study.

A hammer such as Geologists carry, with one end broad enough to use

with a chisel.

A stonemason's chisel, of good temper, for detaching portions of the

rock on which the Lichens grow.

A strong clasp-knife, for removing the bark of trees to which the

Lichens attach themselves.

A leather satchel for carrying specimens.

An ample supply of paper for folding up specimens.

II. A'ppliayices for Home Study.—The most important of these is a

good compound microscope. It does not necessarily follow that a micros-

cope suitable for the examination of Lichens should be a very expensive

instrument. English and foreign makers now supply for about £5

an instrument wh^ch will answer all the purposes of the student;

but if his means admit of it, there is no economy in having a poor or

imperfect microscope, and the best within reach should be procured.

Two powers are essential, one a low power, magnifying fifty times,

(linear,) the other magnifying from 350 to 400 times (linear.) With such

an instrument all can be done that is required.

A small knife for cutting thin sections, with a supply of glass slides

and covering glasses, should accompany the microscope.

A glue-pot, with a supply of glue for fastening down specimens on

paper, on which to write the names of the species, and the localities

where they were gathered, with any other necessary remark. Gum
should never be used for this purpose, as many valuable specimens will

be lost by being rubbed off in the herbarium. The only specimens that

present any difficulty in making secure are such as grow on loose sand or

soil, and for these the better plan is to make a pool of dissolved glue on

the paper, and place on it the mass of earth while still damp, when the

glue, if not too thick, will permeate the whole mass and bind it together.
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The most friable specimens by this means can be kept together for any

length of time, and will endure the rough usage of the herbarium.*

A good supply of stoutish cartridge-paper should be kept always at

hand, cut into squares of about lin. by 6in., or Gin. by 6in., according to

the size of the specimen Lichen it is to receive, allowing room for notes

and drawings of the internal characters. A further supply should be

ready, about lOin. by 8in., for placing in a portfolio, on which the smaller

pieces bearing the specimens can be pinned to allow for easy removal

when they are required for examination. These larger sheets will carry

several specimens of the same species, and should have the specific

name written distinctly at the bottom of the sheet at the left-hand corner.

About fifty of these will be sufficient to place in one portfolio, which may
be made of strong cardboard, with tape strings to keep it closed. On
the back of the portfolio may be written the genus or genera to which it

is devoted, and it can be placed as a book in an ordinary book-case. The

size given above is that of Mudd's published Fasciculi of British Lichens,

and has the advantage of not being too large for an ordinary book-shelf.

Half-a-dozen such portfolios will suffice for a beginner, but it is neces-

sary to fix on the proper size at the commencement, that no inconvenience

may be experienced hereafter by discovering that a different size would

have been much more suitable.

Three bottles to contain the following chemicals for testing the

reaction of Lichens :—A solution of iodine, iodide of potassium, and

chloride of lime. Three glass brushes, one to be used for each of the

chemicals. Further instructions how to apply these will be given in

another place, but I would here remark that great care should be taken

not to mix these chemicals by pouring one into a vessel which has

contained another, without first washing it, or by using the same brush

for two chemicals, as the result of testing would be rendered altogether

worthless.

Jlliere to collect Lichens will now require a few remarks. Supposing

the student to have provided himself with the necessary appliances just

enumerated, he will now undertake his first excursion in pursuit of

specimens. He must get well away into the country, at a distance from

towns and smoke, for the Lichen loves pure air and free ventilation. It

has long since been remarked that they rarely, if ever, attain their

perfect maturity in the vicinity of cities or manufactories, where much
smoke is found in the atmosphere. Old forests, far-stretching moorland,

airy mountain sides, with here and there the jutting rock thrusting its

head through the springing heather, the cliffs of sea-shores watered by

the spray of the ocean, the stony beds of dry watercourses, such are the

places he will find most productive. But if such attractive scenes for

Lichen-hunting cannot be visited, the student must make up for the

want of such by extra diligence in less promising localities. Some of

the most highly-prized species have been found on old rails in the last

* StiU greater security can be given to fragUe specimens by glueing them in stout
pill-boxes, the wall of the pill-boxes preventing the pressure falling on the Lichen.
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stage of decay on the highway side, or on the walls of an old ruined bam
in the corner of a meadow. The writer remembers once to have found

a rare species, new at that time to the British Flora, on an old decayed

boot lying in a fallow field. Ha\ing gained the most rural spot within

his reach, it will be well to look out for an old tree, an ash if possible,

and he will iiud on the bark a number of species which, carefully

removed by the aid of a knife and placed in paper, will afford him hours

of interesting study on reaching home. Parmelia saxatilis or Ramalina
fraxina may be the first to meet his eye, while, on closer investigation,

he will discover Lecanora subfusca or Lecanora varia, with their abundant
apothecia, covering the surface of the bark. Near the base he will

probably observe patches of a nearly white crustaceous Lichen, having

here and there warty protuberances, with openings in the centre, revealing

to a close inspection an almost concealed hymenium—this will be

Pertitsaria fallax. "We cannot pretend to enumerate the various species

that will reward a careful examination of such a tree as the one we have
supposed, but we would advise the collector to secure a fair specimen of

all species he can find, for although he may obtain nothing very rare, he

will obtain sufficient with which to begin his study. If he can get into

the vicinity of rocks which have been exposed to the weather for a long

period, or old stone or brick walls, he will not return empty-handed, for

a vast number of species find their home on such surfaces as are pre-

sented by these. Wherever the tint of colour differs from the natural

coloiar of the rock we may reckon on finding a Lichen. The artist pro-

duces his picture by the skilful combination of inorganic pigments—not

so Nature—she produces the effects we admire by the aid of highly-

organised vegetable growths, and we may rest assured, if we see the bark

of trees or the surface of rocks presenting shades of brown, green, or

yellow, they arise from the presence of the objects of our search. Within
the compass of a square yard a dozen species of Lichens may be flourish-

ing in all their beauty. If the search happens to be on a rocky sea-coast,

the student will probably find some of the Rumalinas above the line of

high-water mark, such &^R,pohjmorpha,R.scopulorum, or R. cuspidata. He
will probably find also some of the Roccellas, as R. tinctoria or R. fusi-

formis, and if his search be pursued lower down on the rocks, washed by

the waves, he may find thecm-ious little Lichina pygmcEa, which resembles

a miniature seaweed, but is a true Lichen ; and the dark olive green

Verruearia maura, which looks, at a little distance, like a coat of paint.

Inland rocks, except they be of the very softest nature, will afford

innumerable species of intez-est to the collector. Slate rocks are rich in

those splendid species, Parmelia caperata and Phijscia parietina, and the

striking variety of Parmelia saxatilis, called omphalodes. Limestone rocks

abound with the brilliant specimens of Placodium callopismum and

P. murorum, with Lecid"att, Verrucariax, and other interesting species. Nor
will the earth itself fail to yield a goodly array of Cladonias, Cetrarias, and

Lecideas. In fact, whenever the pocket lens is brought to bear with judg-

ment on rock or tree, or hedge-bank, some species will reward the search.

Here it may not be out of place to offer a few hints on collecting

Lichens.
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Select well-groicn and complete specimens. I have seen some raeu con-

teuted with a mere fragment of a specimen, destitute of any apothecia,

and showing nothing of the margin, where often much of the distinctive

character of a species lies. It is as though a single stone from a house

would serve to show the style of architecture. It is quite true that some

species are rarely found in fruit, but this is the exception rather than the

rule.

Collect every species with ivliich you are not acquainted. By doing this

much rubbish may be taken home, but it is easily disposed of, whereas

good specimens may be passed over which no other opportunity may ever

present for collecting. The most advanced Lichenologist often finds in

his vasculum at the end of a day's excursion much which home examina-

tion proves to be of no value, while some specimen he thought but little

of when he gathered it is the gem of his day's work.

Fold up each specimen in paper, and lurite o?i it date and locality of

growth the moment it is gathered. Some species are very delicate, such as

Caliciums and Coniocybes, and would be destroyed by the rubbing of

others against them ; but all are the better for protection. The import-

ance of recording on each the locality will soon be discovered, by the

additional advantage it gives to specimens, besides being a contribution

to the Flora of the district.

Remove as little of the rock or tree as is consistent with obtaining a good

specimen. Facility in using the hammer and chisel will only be acquired

by practice and a few bruises of the baud. When the cleavage of the

rock favours the operation of removing specimens all is well, but in cases

where igneous rock has to be dealt with, or where the Lichen grows on

the edges of the laminae, considerable difficulty will be experienced. Let

it be borne in mind that a succession of steady, smart taps will accom-

plish the object more successfully than one violent blow, whether the

rock be hard or soft. In removing corticolous species less skill is required,

but if the collector should cut too deep into the tree he may discover

himself to be the object of a pursuit by the owner of the property, quite

as earnest as that he has himself shown after the Lichens.

Taking for granted that a fair collection of Lichens has been

seciu'ed, and that attention has been paid to the hints given above, the

student will now direct his steps homeward, where he will require a few

directions, with which I shall conclude my paper, on the home study of

Licliens.

In the home study of Lichens, not the least important subject we
have to dwell upon is the application of chemical tests for the deter-

mining of species.

That certain Lichens contained colouring matter which could be

made available for dyeing cloth is a fact that has been made known for

many years, indeed some authors have gone so far as to say there are

allusions to the blue and purple colours procured from them for this

purpose in the Bible, (Ezekiel xxvii., v. 7,) but it is only within the last

twenty years that Lichenologists have sought to turn this character of

Lichens into a means for distingtiislung species. A solution of iodine
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was found, when applied to the hymenium of certain species, to yield a

blue reaction, while in other species it merely yielded a vinous brown

colour. The blue colour is attributed to the presence of starch in miinite

quantity in the gelatinous matter pervading the hymenium, called by

Nylander the gelatina hi/moiia ; or if the colour be produced in the

membrane of the ascus and the cell walls of the paraphyses it is

attributed to the presence of cellulose in these bodies. Tlie medullary

layer of the thallus of some species also gave this blue reaction. At one

time this reaction was not only considered of service in separating

species, but was even thought to afford a certain criterion by which to

distinguish a Lichen from a fungus. Dr. Nylander, however, pointed out

in I860 that many fungi belonging to the section Discomycetcs gave a

similar reaction. Although it thus proved fallacious for this latter

purpose, it has continued to this day to be used as an auxiliary help in

determining species. Apart from the reaction iodine occasionally gives, it

is found to be a most useful substance as a staining fluid for the purpose of

bringing out points of structtxre under the microscope that without some
such aid would be invisible. The mode of using it is to place a drop

close to the margin of the covering glass under which a section lies on

the glass slide, when it will immediately spread by capillary attraction

through the whole of the section. Care should be taken, however,

that the section has been moistened by pure water only, as any other

chemical may interfere with the result.

In 1866 Dr. Nylander proposed two chemical substances capable of

affecting the colouring matter of Lichens, as a test by which to distinguish

certain closely- allied species, of far greater value for this purpose than

iodine, namely, hydrate of potash and hypochloi-ate of lime. The Rev.

W. A. Leighton, and other leading Lichenologists both in this country

and on the Continent, at once accepted them as affording most important

criteria. Their employment at the present time is all but universal, and

hence it is absolutely necessary the student should be put in possession

of such information as will enable him to apply them. We will take

them in order.

Hydrate of potash is composed of equal weights of caustic potash

and water, and should be kept in a stoppered bottle of green glass. For

the sake of brevity, in describing its effects, the symbol K is used to

represent it, and this letter should be conspicuously written on the label

in addition to the name of the mixture.

Hypochlorate of lime is formed by mixing chloride of lime—the

common bleaching powder of commerce—with water. The water takes

up but a very small quantity in solution, the surplus falling as a sediment

to the bottom of the bottle. As this solution will lose its effect if kept

for many days, it is best to make a fresh solution every week. The symbol

for this is C, which, as in the case of the preceding raixture, should be

conspicuously written on the bottle containing it.

For each of these chemicals a separate small brush made of spun

glass, procurable at any analytical chemist's, must be used when applying
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them to the Lichen, and a small quantity of each must be poured from

the stock bottles into separate concave watch glasses, small egg cups, or

any suitable vessel made perfectly clean for the purpose. Apply with

the glass brush to the thallus of the Lichen to be tested a drop of

hydrate of potash, and note the resultmg colour, if any, then immediately

apply in the same manner to the same spot a drop of hypochlorate of

lime, and observe the effect. Proceed in the same manner to test the

medullary layer of the thallus, for which purpose a small portion of the

cortical layer should be carefully removed by scraping it with a knife.

The results should be recorded on the paper bearing the specimens by the

aid of the following symbols.

The hydrate of potash may produce a yellow colour, the symbol for

which is K + ; or it may only be a faint yellow, in which case it should

be written K f +. If the yellow tint changes almost immediately into

red, the sjnnbol is K yellow then red. Should the yellow produced by

the hydrate of potash change into a deeper yellow when the hypochlorate

of lime is added it will be denoted thus—K yellow, C deep yellow.

Sometimes, however, the addition of hypochlorate of lime produces a red

colour, which must be written thus—K yellow, C red. Should the

hydi'ate of potash produce no colour, but, by the addition of the

hypochlorate of lime, a red colour is produced, the symbol is K—C + red

;

but if a yellow is produced it is K—C + yellow. Should neither re-agent

produce a reaction it is indicated thus—K—C— . Let us suppose,

however, that a reaction takes place in the medullary layer, but not in

the cortical layer, it will be then shown thus—K if , that is, the effect on

the cortical layer, which m this case is negative, is indicated by the

upper sign ; and that on the medullary layer, which is positive, by the

lower sign. Every possible chemical reaction given with these two

re-agents may be thus expressed in a brief and convenient form, facility

in the use of which can be acquired in a very short time.

The next important step is to ascertain the microscopical characters

of the apothecium. The number, size, shape, and internal structure of

the spores ; the presence or absence of paraphyses ; the coloiir of the

hypothecium, if it be a Lecidea, together with any striking feature that

can be detected, should be carefully noted. Diagrams of the spores and

their micrometrical dimensions are of great value, and if made on the

paper bearing the specimens, it obviates the necessity of repeating the

work when subsequently referring to the specimen, as will often have to

be done in the course of future investigations. An excellent plan

pursued by some botanists is to prepare a microscopic slide of each

specimen, to be placed in a cabinet of convenient form for holding a

series, arranged in the same order as the specimens in the herbarium.

Such a collection will save an infinitude of trouble, for, although a

diagram of spores, Ac, will be of great use, the inspection of a well-

prepared slide will satisfy the mind of a critical worker on points that

no diagram can adequately represent. When we say a well-prepared

slide, we do not meau to convey the idea that it should of necessity be

such a slide as would satisfy the fastidious taste of a dilettante micro

D
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scopist, though there is no objection to such slides, but we mean that it

should clearly display the essential parts of the object under examina-

tion, a quality that may co-exist with a certain rudeness of finish in

varnish and ornament. We will here lay befoi'e the student a few

practical directions for pi-eparing his slides, as in so doing we shall be

able to convey incidentally some information on other practical points

in examining specimens.

Cuttinfj Section-t is a delicate and difficult operation, on which much
depends in seeing clearly the structure. The excellence of a section

consists in two things—first, being sufficiently thin to allow of transmitted

light passing easily through all parts, so as not to require so much
pressure as would derange the relative position of the various parts

;

and second, it should embrace the whole, or as much as possible, of what

is required to be seen, so as to render unnecessary a second section being

made. If the object were to mount a large number of slides, a good

section cutter should be obtained from some respectable optician. All,

however, that is required where a single section is to be made can be

accomplished with a small dissecting knife, having a thin, penknife edge,

with a fine point. A watchmaker's eye-glass, having a lens of lin.

focus, held to the eye by contracting the muscles of the face, or, when
this cannot be done, supported by an elastic band passing round the

head, will be found convenient in making a section, as the two hands
are left at liberty for work. Should it be the apothecium of a Lichen

that IS to be examined, the Lichen is held in the left hand, and a clean

perpendicular cut is made near the middle of the apothecium, and the

portion nearest the eye is removed, so as not to obstruct the sight, when
a second cut is made parallel with the first, by which the thinnest

possible section is obtained. Success will not reward the student till

several apothecia are destroyed. He must practice, therefore, on some
common species. When a sufficiently thin section is obtained, let it be

placed on a glass slide, if for present examination only, in a drop of

hydrate of potash, which loosens the parts to be examined, making them
more transparent ; but if for mounting permanently, in a drop of clean

water, as the " medium " used for mounting would be injuriously

affected by hydrate of potash. Placing the covering glass over the

section, and subjecting it to moderate pressure, it is now ready for

examination. The magnifying power best adapted for Lichens is, as

already stated, one of about 350 to iW times linear.

A Medium for Moiuitinf) Speciiiu-ii.-i should be at hand in case the

section is exceptionally good, or the specimen too valuable to admit

of more than one section being taken from it, in which case it can

be at once permanently mounted. A very useful medium is that

prepared by P. Aylward, of Manchester, which requires to be warmed
to render it liquid ; and on cooling is sufficiently firm to admit of the

surplus being washed off from around the covering glass, which is held

in its place by a light clamp. One serious defect of this medium is

that it does not preserve the colour of the chlorophyll in the gonidia.

The slide should now be finished off, as directed in the ordinary works

(;n microscopic mounting.
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Microscopic 3Ica.iuring of spores is such an important clue to the

identification of species that it cannot be altogether passed over here,

although, for fuller details, we must refer the student to works treating

specially on the use of the microscope. Several methods are in use,

and each worker will prefer his own ; but, if the student is starting

de noi-o, we would recommend the method we ourselves use, which

is as follows :—Procure a stage micrometer, ruled for one-thousandths

of an inch, or of a millimetre, whichever is intended to be adopted,

and, placing it on the stage of the microscope, under the object glass,

place at the same time a sheet of white paper at an equal distance

from the eye, which will be about nine or ten inches, on a board

adjusted for the purpose. Having done this, look down the tube at

the micrometer scale with one eye and at the sheet of paper with the

other simultaneously, when the image of the micrometer will be

thrown on the paper, and lines may be made on it corresponding with

those of the micrometer. The first will be a rough copy, and should

be revised, by accurately ruling the divisions on the margin of a piece

of white cardboax'd. When this scale has been successfully made, the

stage micrometer can be dispensed with as no longer necessary. The
scale will be kept close at hand, and will be used as follows :

—

Supposing the object to be measured be a spore under observation, a

diagi'am should be made in precisely the same manner as the scale

was made, namely, by looking with the disengaged eye on a blank

piece of paper, and sketching the image thrown on it. When the

sketch is completed, and ascertained by repeated trials to correspond

with the apparent size and shape of the spore, the scale can be applied

to it with ease, and the dimensions ascertained. A separate scale must
be made for each power used.

The scale usually adopted in this country is the divisions of an inch,

while the rest of Europe adopts the divisions of a millimetre. We
prefer the latter, as most Lichenologists use it, besides which fewer

figures are required to denote the quantities ; thus, if we require to write

the dimensions of the spore of Placodium mururum (Hffm.) in millimetre,

we do it thus :—-Oil - -014 x -007 - -008 mm. ; while, if written in

divisionsof an inch, it is %vrittenthus :—-00033 x 00045 x 00027 - OOOSlin.

Supposing the student to have mastered any difficulties he may
have thus far met with, he will have acquired so complete a knowledge
of the plant he may have under examination at this stage, that he will

be in a position to assign it to its place, and append to it its proper

generic and specific name. That he will meet with difficulties there

can be little doubt, but we advise patience, diligence, and care, before

which the most formidable must disappear, and without which nothing

worth doing in this world can be accomplished.
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ON THE STEUCTUKE AND LIFE-PIISTOEY OF
VOLVOX GLOBATOR.

BY A. W, WILLS.

[Read befove the Society, May liith, 1880.]

No single organism in Nature has more frequently excited

transient feelings of admiration or interest than Volvox globator. In

the household or at public displays of microscopic objects, none more

often elicits expressions of wonder and dehght. The exquisitely pure

green of its translucent spheres, their inimitable symmetry, and, above

all, the perfect grace of movement in a group of these plants, gliding

hither and thither with a methodical and stately rotatory motion,

passing and repassing, threading their way between one another, the

easy regularity of their courses never interrupted by collision, but only

checked for a moment when they approach too nearly, and then

instantly resumed ; in addition, the entire absence of any apparent

actuating force to account for tliis motion ;—all these things combine

to make Volvox an object of unsurpassed beauty and of perennial delight.

Indeed, the microscopist can offer no more attractive spectacle than that

of a group of Volvox-spheres, young and old, seen under a low power

of his instrument, by a well-adjusted dark back-ground illumination.

Yet it is an undoubted fact that the details of their more intimate

structure are unknown, even to the majority of professed microscopists.

Eefeeences to Plate VII.

Fig. 1.—Mature Volvox sphere, showing daughter-spheres within, these also
containing the enlarged gouidia, from wliifh spheres of the third
generation are to be derived ; also showing hexagonal structure and
connecting threads.

Fig. 2.—Portion of Volvox sphere treated by glycerine, after Williamson.
Fig. 3,—Portion of Volvox sphere after treatment with solution of aniline

purple.
Fig. 4, a to e.—DevelDpment of young Volvox from selected gonidia within

the parent ; a to e—the same seen in section.
Fig. 5.—Probable section of portion of living Volvox, after Williamson.
Fig. 6.—Volvox ruptured under pressure, and treated by aniline purple,

showing radiating streaks of primor<iial utricle. &c.

Fig. 7.—Portion of cell wall, showing the pores through which the cilia

protrude.

Refebences to Pl.\te Vin.
[The figures in this plate are drawn from a paper by A. W. Bennett, Popular

Science Review, July, 1878.]

Fig. 1.—Monfficious Colony of Volvox. showing a, a2, Antheridia ; n3, Anthero-
zoids; b,b2, tiynogonidia; b'i, bi, Oospheres.

Fig. 2.—Complete Antheridium.

Fig. 3.—Oosphere penetrated by Antherozoids.

Fig. 4.—Fertilised Oo-sphere, or Oo-spore.

Figs. 5, 6.—Antherozoids.
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chiefly, no donbt, because they can only bo revealed by the careful use of

somewhat hi<:»h powers, assisted by the action of various re-agents.

Findin<i that the descriptions given in ordinary text-books were

often too meagre to be of much value, and as often hopelessly obscure, I

was led to consult carefully the original memoirs of Colin, Busk,

Williamson, Ac, on this subject, and, wherever it was possible, to i-epeat

their observations—and having acquired by this means a far clearer idea

of the structure of Volvox than I had hitherto possessed, having also,

perhaps, added some few new facts to the common stock of such

knowledge, I have thought that a short summary of what is known
of its life-history might be of some use to my fellow-students.

It seems hardly necessary to describe the normal aspect of this

organism. Briefly, under a low power, it is seen to consist of a

spherical globe of mathematical perfoctness, so transparent that, as it

glides along, any object over which it passes is clearly visible through

its vacant spaces, i.e., through such parts as are not occupied by the

structures presently to be noticed, while by focussing the binocular on

the lower half of the plant, the effect is obtained of looking into the

inside of a glass sphere of crystalline purity and of absolute symmetry.

The diameter of a full-grown individual is usually about 1-60", and

individuals are to be found in each colony varying from this down to

about 1-180". The iiincr surface of the sphere is studded at intervals

with dark green points, not disposed irregularly, but so arranged that

each is usually the centre of a group of six others, placed at the

exti'emity of nearly equal radii. These green points are " fionidia,"

each probably endowed with the potentiality of becoming a perfect

Volvox, though only a certain number of them actually undergo that

sequence of changes which results in their becoming fresh individuals

resembling the parent sphere.

Each gouidium is either spherical or pyriform, (in which case its

pointed end is directed outwards,) and contains, in its early stages at

any rate, one or more contractile vacuoles disposed among a mass of

granular endochrome, and stated by Busk to pulsate rhythmically once

in about forty seconds. (Plate VII., Fig. 5.)

At this period are also to be seen in the body of the gonidium one
two, or three—occasionally even more—brilliant colourless spots, from
one of which is probably derived a nucleus which can be detected by
the use of re-agents at a later period.

There is also often lodged within the substance of the zoospore a
brown or red ^^eije-spoi," and all the eye-spots in an individual look, so

to speak, one way. (Plate VII., Fig. oa.)

The apex of each gonidium is more or less produced into a trans-

parent point, from which i>roceed two cilia, several times as long as tlie

Touidium itself, which pass through two minute pores in the outer
cell wall, and move freely in the surrounding water. I am fortunate

in having mounted a specimen of Volvox, in which these pairs of
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foramina are clearly shown, and the regularity of their disposition at a

uniform angle to the equator of the sphere is striking. (Plate VII., Fig. 7.)

It is, of course, by the combined action of these numerous pairs of cilia

that the whole organism progresses. Of the direction of the resiiltant

motion we shall speak shortly.

Viewing the surface of the sphere with its convexity presented to

the objective, we find, by very careful adjustment of light, that from

each gonidium there runs to each of the six surrounding ones a fine

thread, sometimes double, occasionally triple, always of extreme

tenuity, (Plate \T;I., Fig. 1 ;) of such tenuity, indeed, as to be frequently

invisible ; but as the use of certain re-agents often brings these lines

into view where it had been previously impossible to detect them, and

as they may be sometimes discerned for an instant when the eye is

applied fresh and unfatigued to the microscope, where even a moment
later they seem to be absent, it may be assumed that the structure is

universal, though often far too subtle to be detected. It is needless

to say that no skill of the draughtsman can even suggest its infinite

delicacy, while the figures given in books, not excepting the beautiful

drawings in Ehrenberg's " Infusionsthierchen," exaggerate the sti'eugth

of the connecting lines to the extent of grossly caricaturing the extreme

fineness of Nature's own handiwork. As I sit writing to-day, the

afternoon sun of an exceptionally bright day, shining full on my
study window, reveals the presence on the outside of the panes of a few

spiders' webs, so fine that it is only as the breeze causes them to sway

sently to and fro that they shimmer into visibility. When I rise from

my seat, and try to discover where they cross the window, they are

absolutely gone from my sight. If you will picture to yourself a tiny

green bead, surrounded by six others, and disposed upon the outside of

this same window, and each connected with its neighbours by one of

these fine spider-threads, I do not think the combination will give an

exaggerated idea of the superlative delicacy of the network of

"protoplasmic threads" with which the surface of a Volvox sphere is

diapered.

To return to the gonidia and their history.

A certain number of these in each individual are selected to

prodiice a group of young Volvoces within the parent sphere. The

books fix this number as usually four or eight ; but out of twenty-five

individuals now in the field of my microscope, I find only three con-

taining four incipient spheres of the second generation, while only one

contains eight, and there are four containing five, six with six, ten with

seven, and one with nine such progeny. Almost every Volvox, when

first discharged from the parent sac, and possessing a diameter of

about 1-170", already conta,ins a certain number of enlarged gonidia,

destined in due time to become its own progeny. Not only so, but long

before its discharge, and while yet it exists as a daughter-cell within the

protecting cavity of the parent generation, these selected gonidia are

already visible as spots larger and darker than their fellows. (Plate VII.,

Fig. C'.)
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The history of those selected f,'ouidia, as it may be traced in a

daufjhter-sphere recently cast forth to seek its fortunes in the world of

waters around it, is as follows :—The enlarged gonidium is at first a flat

thin circular disk, appressed to the internal surface of the sphere, and

being surrounded by ei(jht of the ordinary zoospores, is derived from

the coalescence of the two central ones out of a group of ten. (Plate VII.,

Fig. 1(1 a'.) Shortly, this disk assumes a more distinctly oval form, with

a slight constriction across its leaser diameter, in which stage it often

much resembles a young Cosmarlum. (Plate VII., Fig. ih b'.) It is soon

seen to be clearly sub-divided into four, and its thickness having grown

pari paifsu with its superlicies, the group now protrudes into the interna^

cavity of the parent plant. (Plate VII., Fig. k c'.) Repeated sub-division

now goes on rapidly, (Plate VII., Fig. 4(7 (Z',) till the whole body assumes

a spherical form, a distinct cell wall being at the same time formed,

which is revealed by careful illumination, and still more clearly by the

use of re-agents, as a hyaline sphere concentric to and of larger

diameter than the gi-een one within it, so that there appears to be a

clear space or ring between the two when seen in section. (Plate VII.,

Fig. ie e', and Fig. 6.) Finally, the young Volvox consists of a vast

number of deep green gi-anules, closely packed together, and by mutual

pressure driven to assume a more or less distinctly hexagonal form, and

corresponding in number to the gonidia which are to stud its surface

when its growth is completed. (Plate VII., Fig. fxi.) Shortly hereafter.

the whole organism continuing to increase in size, clear spaces appear

between the gonidia, showtiiri that the enlargement of the cell-wall and itit

interspaces is outstripjiinfi that of the gonidia, which are now approaching

maturity. The inteiiacing connecting threads are developed simul-

taneously. (Plate VII., Fig. la.) During the whole process, the centre

of the young Volvox spheres continually i-ecedes from the periphery of

the parent, so that when the group of young ones has attained the full

development of which it is capable in this stage, they are often pretty

closely packed in the internal space, and sometimes even slightly

deformed by mutual pressure ; each by this time closely resembling the

parent in miniatui-e, and already containing enlarged gonidia of the

third generation. (Plate YTL., Fig. 6.) By this time, the clear space

originally \isible between the gonidia and the cell-wall has been

obliterated, and the cilia may be seen protruding through the latter.

Some wi-iters state that the daughter-cells rotate at this j)eriod within

the parent cavity. I have frequently seen them oscillate so far in one
direction, and then back to their original position, but have never
observed a true rotatory motion. Finally, the young Volvoces are

liberated by the rupture of the parent sac, at a special point, clearly

marked out for this purpose in its structure. (Plate ^11., Fig. C.) I have not

met with any observations on this point, but have fully convinced myself
that it may always be predicted at what point this rupture will be
effected.

The combined action of the pairs of cilia in whicli the gonidia

terminate is the actuating power whence proceed both the rotatory
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and the progressive movement of Volvox—and these are both hi a
definite direction. If an imaginary axis be drawn through the sphere,

the progressive motion being, so to speak, from the north to the south
pole of that axis, the rotatorij motion is nsunUy from west to east, though
not always, being occasionally reversed for a few seconds ; but for the
greater part of the time it is regularly in the direction indicated, and
the 2^oint of rupture of the sphere xoill be at its north pole. (Plate VII.,

Fig. 6.

It is difficult to determine precisely how this rupture is accom-
plished, but I believe it to be by a special contraction of the walls of the

parent, or of the invisible primordial utricle, not by the outward
pressure of the daughter-spheres, this force being evideutly inadequate

to produce the result where their number is small, whatever it may be
when it reaches its maximum.

Shortly before the emission of the young, the cell comi^'-'-nly

assumes a slightly pyriform shape, and then slowly opens at its apex,

but the aperture is of less diameter than that of the young Volvoces, and
as each of these passes out, the mouth of the bag is visibly stretched,

and resumes its original size after each daughter-sphere has escaped ; so

that it evidently possesses considerable elasticity, a property also made
manifest by the fact that the normal form of Volvox may be con-

siderably flattened by the pressure of a glass cover, and yet resume both

its spherical form and its motion when this pi'essure is removed.

Mox-eover, the daughter-sphere passes out without rotating, and from

whatever cause it derives its impulse, this often suffices to drive the

young Volvox clear of the mouth of the sac to a distance equal to several

times its own diameter, in which position it pauses motionless for some
seconds, and then, commencing to rotate gently, sails away, at first

slowly, then more and more rapidly, to enjoy its independent existence.

After the rupture of the sac, the gonidia near the edges of the

opening are seen to quiver from the action of the cilia where they are

partially freed from the support of the sui'rounding envelope, and the

same thing occurs when they are forcibly torn from their attachment, in

which case they may even move for awhile freely through the water.

The general action of the cilia continues for some time, and the

empty sphere rotates as before, its general direction being still from
north to south, with the open end to the rear. After a time, wliich I

cannot specify, the ciha cease to j)lay, and the organism decays, having

fulfilled its destiny in life.

The birth of the young Volvoces is affected by various circumstances.

Doubtless the process is, under natui-al conditions, most active in the

early hours about dawn, when the analogous functions of similar

organisms are well known to be most energetic, but in order to see the

phenomenon in full vigour it is only necessary to place a number of

mature parent-spheres, such as are found in every colony, in a shallow

live-trough, and to bring them into a warm room. In an hour's time

almost all the young plants will have been liberated. Light and heat
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stimulate the action, while cold and darkness retard it. The ciliary

action is affected in a remarkable deforce by altered external conditions.

If a drop of water considerably colder than that in which the Volvoces are

floating be allowed to flow in under the cover-glass, the whole are

paralysed for some seconds, after which they slowly resume their motion.

A sudden mechanical shock produces a similar effect, as I have repeatedly

seen to happen in consequence of the rude impact of some ferocious

Entomostracon.

A sufficient degree of heat to make the water distinctly tepid to the

feel, causes instant and simultaneous death of the whole colony.

During the day the majority of the Vulvoces contained in a shallow

vessel rise to the surface, although they avoid strong direct sunshine,

while at night they retire in a cloud to the bottom.

The astonishing number in which the spheres at times appear in

some pool and their equally sudden disappearance, have been frequently

remarked. Doubtless a very slight change in external conditions suffices

on the one hand to favour the development of countless thousands of

young plants, and on the other, either to destroy the vitality of the whole
colony, or to drive it to seek refuge in deeper water.

A curious instance of this sensitiveness to varying conditions of light

and heat occurred to myself. I had two shallow vessels in a north

window, each containing a goodly supply of Volvox. Cold and inclement

weather, which prevailed for weeks together, seemed to check their

increase, for I found but few young spheres from day to day among the

older ones. Thinking that a moderate degree of warmth would tend to

increase my colony, I transferred one vessel, fortunately not both, to the

floor of a warm greenhouse. In forty-eight hours all were dead, and in

a few days scarcely a vestige remained of the countless corpses which had
copiously strewed the bottom of the glass.

We must now revert to the minute structure of the mature parent-

sphere, which has been exliaustively studied by Cohn, Busk, and
Williamson.

In the outset it should be stated that the last-named observer

believes that there are two distinct forms of Volvox, in one of which the
peculiar structure which I am about to describe exists, while it is

absent from the other. Busk disputed the the accuracy of Williamson's
observations on this point, but, in an appendix published subsequent to

the body of his essay, he states that he has detected this same structure

in specimens from Manchester, but iiot in his own.

I have failed to develop it by the means recommended by Williamson,
but have succeeded in making it evident enough in a great number of

specimens from Sutton, by the use of other re-agents, and especially

by the application of aniline purple, an invaluable auxiliary in the

examination of minute vegetable cell-structures.

This substance stains the protoplasmic elements of such structures

to a colour which appears deep purple by direct light, and crimson by
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dark back-ground illumination, and reveals details which are wholly

invisible without its use.

The colour is, however, greedily absorbed by some of the materials

used by the microscopist, so that a judicious choice of these is necessary

to ensure success. Objects stained in this manner are, for instance,

rapidly bleached if mounted in gold size cells, and I have for the

present adopted zinc-white in its place. Among other re-agents which I

have used are eosin, iodine, iodised glycerine, carmine solution,

potassium permanganate, nitrate of silver, and other salts, some of

which bring into view various parts of the minute structure of plants ;

but aniline colours, applied with due precautious, produce the most

rapid and striking effect.

Professor Williamson describes the structure in question as a network

of lines dividing the whole surface into liexagons, in the centre of each

of which is seated one of the gonidia.

The delicate " protoplasm-threads " proceeding from each of these

to its six surrounding neighbours never pass through the angles of the

hexagons, but always through the side of each hexagon to the next

gonidium. (Plate VII., Figs. 1, 3.) Hence it appears that " the points of

adhesion are chosen prior to the development of the outer cell-

membrane," in which light Williamson regards the hexagonal division.

In his specimens this structure was developed by immersion in glycerine

for some time. I have failed to obtain more than the faintest suggestion

of it by these means, but it is often brought out by the application of

aniline purple, as is also an important detail shown in drawings made
from his preparations, viz., that at the angles of the contiguous

hexagons there is sometimes a distinct doubling or separation of the

lines, whence he concludes that each side of the iigure is really formed

by two delicate cell-walls in close juxtaposition, the duality of which

is only made evident by the action of re-agents. (Plate VII., Fig. 2.) He
regards the globe of Volvox as a " hollow vesicle, the walls of which

consist of numerous angular cells, filled with green endochrome, &c., the

intercellular spaces being more or less transparent," and the ciliated

zoospore as representing the endochrome of a cell having two walls, the

internal one being separated from the outer cell-wall, except at a few
points where it is retained in contact by the connecting filaments, and the

e.rtei-nal one forming the hexagonal divisions on the surface. He further

holds that the periphery of the sphere, when seen in section, has an
appreciable thickness, its inner margin being definite and parallel to the

outer one ; and that the sides of the hexagons being continued downwards
through the thickness of the outer membrane, the appearance of all

these structures, if they could be seen simultaneously, would be that

shown in Plate VII., Fig. 5.

Even in deeply-stained specimens I have never been able to detect

the existence of these hexagons as other than an entirely superficial

structure, and at present my impression is that the hexagonal structure

has a different significance.
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In the very early staj,'c of Volvox-lifc, the embryo {»oiii(lia are encased

in a distinct transparent outer-sphere. (Plate VII., Fifi;s. ic and G.) At
a later period, owing to the more rapid growth of the gonidia than of the

case, the latter closely invests the former, which are, in fact, embedded
in it. In the next stage, if not in the earlier condition, by the continued

growth of the gouidia at a (jrcatcr rate than that of the containing sphere,

they are so closely appressed as to assume the hexagonal form, and the

interstices must, of necessity, consist of a thin film of the substance of

the containing spherical envelope, moulded, so to speak, into correspond-

ing forms. But now the diameter of the young Volvox, which is, by this

time, sent forth on its independent career, rapidly increases, the gonidia

assuming their spherical or pyriform shape, as their mutual pressure

diminishes, and being hourly separated by greater intervals. If now
the actual formative matter of the sphere receives no further, or only a

disproportionate increment, but is gradually attenuated by continued

expansion, as a soap bubble is distended by blowing into it, the hexagonal

lines into which it has been moulded by the previous mutual pressure

of the embryo gonidia will be gradually stretched in all directions into

finer proportions ; and just as this figure is that which is necessarihj

assumed by a number of spherical bodies under mutual pressure, so the

most economical disposition of this particular part of theVolvox-structure

will necessitate its constant attenuation into hexagons of ever-increasing

delicacy. (Plate VII., Figs. 1, 3, 7.) If the process be continued long

enough, it may finalh' result in the structure becoming too filmy to be

detected by any microscopical observation ; and it is worth noticing that

it is usually in spheres of small or medium diameter that the hexagonal
divisions can be developed, and not in those of the largest size. Such
appears to me at present to be the rationale of the formation of this

structure.

The internal cavity of the sphere is said to be filled with a

"mucilaginous fluid." If a Volvox be ruptured under a cover-glass, and
aniline purple introduced by capillary attraction, the colour seems to be

for awhile repelled at that part which is in front of the rupture, and to

flow round it on either side. It is only after a considerable time that it

gradually penetrates this space, and brings out, by staining it of a deep
purple tint, a mass of hazy matter, from which proceeds streaks or lines,

radiating more or less regularly from its soiith pole. (Plate VII., Fig. 6.)

This structure, to which I do not think attention has been hitherto

called, is also sometimes developed in deeply-stained specimens within

the slightly ruptured sphere, and seems to show that there is a denser

layer of thick matter, whatever its nature may be, disposed in a some-

what regular manner, being concentrated near the south pole of the axis

of rotation, whence it spreads over the inner surface in streaks resembling

the lines of longitude on a terrestrial globe.

Both from its position and from the rapidity with which it is stained

by aniline purple—without which its existence is apparently absolutely

undemonstrable—(in which respect it is in marked contrast to the outer

cell-wall, which latter is only faintly tinted by somewhat prolonged
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application of tlie re -agent, and then only where the hexagonal structure

exists,) I have no doubt that this inner layer is the true " primordial

utricle " of tlie cell, and possesses that character of vital and formative

matter which distinguishes this element of cell-structure from the outer

wall, which, on the other hand, probably consists of cellulose or some
similar compound. Probably the arrangement of this inner layer in

radiating lines or ribs contributes to the elasticity of the fabric, whereby
it is enabled to open at a given point for the escape of the young, and to

contract again after their emission.

The increase of individuals by the means already described is strictly

an instance of subdivision.

But Volvox Globator also affords an instance of true alternation of

generations. As may probably be affirmed of all living organisms, its

life-history would be incomplete without a process of sexual reproduc-

tion, and accordingly, after a long sequence of asexual generations, a

strictly sexual process intervenes, from which result certain spores

destined to lie dormant for awhile, and, like the zygospores of the

Conjugate Algae, to resist vicissitudes of condition and climate through

the rigours of winter, and then to reproduce the parent-form in the

succeeding year, when external conditions again favour its development.

Cohn first fully traced the various stages of this process, and described

them in the " Beitriige zur Biologic der Pflauzen," 187o, Vol. I., Heft 3,

and in the " Annales des Sciences Naturelles," 4 i^me Ser. Bot ; Tom.
V. 323 ; and his observations have been more or less confirmed by other

investigators, especially by Carter, Ann. Nat. His., 3rd Ser., Vol. III.,

1859, p. 1, and more recently, in 1877, by a French botanist, M. F.

Henueguay.

Cohn and Carter both hold that there are two varieties of Volvox,

one monoecious, the other dioecious, and the latter maintains that

Sphserosira Volvox is the male form of the dioecious sub-species. Be
this as it may, the reproductive process in the monoscious form is as

follows :—The sexual reproductive cells, male and female, occur in

spheres of unusual size in the autumn, and are few in proportion to the

number of sterile cells, and the reproductive process does not occur

simultaneously with, but as a climax to a long series of asexual generations.

On their first appearance the gyuogonidia or female cells are about three

times the size of the sterile ones, of a deep green colour, and of a frothy

consistency from abundance of vacuoles ; they are easily distinguished

from the parthenogonidia by their never subdividing. (Plate VIII.,

Fig. 16.) They next become flask-shaped, their narrow end touching

the periphery of the sphere, and the broader end hanging free in the

internal cavity. (Plate VIII., Fig. 1, 62.) Finally they assume a

spherical form, and become oo-spheres, each enveloped in a gelatinous

membrane. (Plate VIII., Fig. 1, 63, 64.)

The androgonidia or male cells at first closely resemble the partheno-

gonidia, but, undergoing division in two instead of three directions,
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develop into pUites or discs of cells, )iot into spheres, and ultimately reaolve

themselves into bundles of naked elongated cells, in which the chloro-

phyll is transformed into a reddish pif^meut, each with a lonj^ colourless

beak, with a red " eye-spot" and two cilia. (Plate VIII, Fig. 1, a, «2.)

About the same time that the oo-sphere is mature these antheridia begin

to move from the combined action of their cilia, (Plate VIII., Fig. 2,) and

then break up into separate anthero:ioids, which finally become free and

move rapidly within the cavity of the sphere. (Plate VIII., Fig. 1, a.S.)

Assembling round the oo-spheres, they penetrate the envelopes of the

latter, (Plate VIII., Fig. .3,) coalesce with their contents, and the

oQ-splierc thus fertilised becomes an oospore, which soon develops a cell-

wall covered with conical stellate projections, and a second smooth internal

membrane. (Plate VIII., Fig. i.) The chlorophyll now gradually

disappears, and is replaced by an orange red pigment. In this condition

the oo-spore constitutes the Volvox stellatus of Ehrenberg. It is liberated

by the decay of the parent-cell, and sinks to the bottom of the water to

hibernate. The subsequent history of these bodies has been traced by

Cienkowski, and more recently by Henneguay, ("Journal de Micro-

graphie," Vol. II., p. 485, Bull. Soc. Philomath, Paris, July, 1878.)

Cohn believed that they must be dried up before germination was
possible. Henneguay has now observed that this is not so. In spring

the outer case of the spore (exospore) is ruptured, and the swollen con-

tents (endospore) project through the opening. The contents then

divide gradually into two, four, eight, sixteen, or more small cells, which

become bright green, each meanwhile acquiring two vibratile cilia while

still contained within the inner membrane of the spore. The cells, at

first in close apposition, separate further from one another by interposi-

tion of gelatinous hyaline matter, the outer membrane disappears, the

cilia become active, and the young Volvox, already containing some
elements larger than the others and destined, in due course, to produce

daughter-spheres, moves freely through the water. " The spores of

Volvox, therefore, germinate in water, and each of them produces a single

colony by a process of segmentation identical with that which gives rise

to a daughter-colony at the expense of a cell of the mother-colony."

The sequence of asexual generations is repeated for many mouths,

and in the following autumn the alternation of generations is again com-

pleted by the intervention of the processes just described.

There are other phenomena of more or less exceptional occurrence

and of lesser interest in the history of Volvox, to which I might allude

did space permit, but those which I have traced constitute the essential

elements in the structure and life-history of this singularly beautiful and

interesting plant. I trust that I have succeeded in presenting to my
fellow-students a somewhat more complete and life-like account of them
than is accessible in ordinary text-books, and in showing how amply this

organism will repay careful and systematic observation.
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ON LEPTODOKA HYALINA.

BY W. P. MARSH.\1,L, C.E.

[Read before the Society, Novemhev iSth, 1879.]

This very interesting Entomostracou has attracted special attention

from the circumstance that it has been entirely unknown iu this country

until the present year, having been previously found only on the

Continent ; but it has now been found in great abundance in the neigh-

bourhood of Birmingham, at Oltou Reservoir and Edgbaston Pool, the

only places in this countiy where it has at j)resent been met with. This

little creature is also interesting from its remarkable transparency, which

renders the internal structure unusually clear for examination ; but this

transparency and the absence of colour cause the object to be easily

overlooked, notwithstanding its comparatively large size, extending to

one-third of an inch in length. The circumstance of its not having been

found here before may be partly due to this cause, as well as to the

unusual depth below the surface of the water, four feet or more, at

which it is found.

Fig. 1, Plate IX., is a drawing of the male Leptodora ; and Fig. 2 the

female, showing the eggs in the ovary. Fig. 3, drawn to a larger scale,

shows the eggs in the external incubating chamber.

The singular modification iu form and structure that is shown in

Leptodora from the ordinary Eutomostraca is of much interest. The

most striking difference in its apiDearance from such Eutomostraca as

EeFERENCES to PL.4.TES IX. AND X.

a.—Anterior pair of antennae, or antennules.

b.—Posterior pair of antennas, or swimming arms.
c—Pair of mandibles.
d.—Six pairs of limbs, or foot-jaws.

e.—Labrum, or tipper lip, shown in its raised position by the dotted lines in

Fig. 5.

/.—Carapace, forming the incubating chamber.in female,

f/.—Compound eye.

?i.—Alimentary canal, or tesophagus.

i.—Intestine, or stomach.
fc.—Heart.
{.—Ovaries.
?rt.—Oviduct, external opening into incubatmg chamber.
71.—Brain.
o.—Muscles giving rotation to the eye.

p.—Pair of nerve cords from the brain to ganglia situated above the mouth.

Fig. 1.—Male Leptodora, partly ventral view, showing the eye, brain, heart,

alimentary canal, and stomach.
Fig. 2.—Female Leptodora, partly dorsal view, showing the two ovaries, external

opening of oviduct, and mcubating chamber.
Fig. 3.—Enlarged view of female, showing mandible and mouth, and showing

eggs deposited in the incubating chamber.
Fig. 4.—Front view of mouth, further enlarged, showing pair of mandibles and

heart.

Pig. 5.—Side view of the same,
yjg. 6.—Pair of mandibles detached.

Pig] 7._Eye further enlarged, showing division into two hemispherical eyes,

muscles giving rotation to the eye, brain, and nerves branching to the

two antennules.

Pig. 8.—Diagram illustrating the construction of the eye.
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Daphnia is that the cai-apacc, which in Daphnia is so large as to enclose

the entire body like a bivalve shell, is so much reduced in Lcptodora as to

present only a small incubatinj,' chamber in the female, only partially

covering the body, and not more than one-fourth of its length ; and in

the male this appendage almost vanishes, and is represented by a mere

rudimentary projection. The first segment of the general integument

<

namely, the head covering, instead of lying close down, and terminating

in a pointed beak as in Daphnia, is prolonged upwards in Lcptodora, as

a tapering pedestal, on the top of which is placed the large single eye.

From the next segment of the integument, namely, the covering of the

thorax, there is developed the enclosing casing of the incubating chamber,

which is the same in structure and origin as the large enclosing casing of

Daphnia, being a fold of the chitinous or horny integument which is

doubled in upon itself, forming a double hollow wall to enclose the

incubating chamber, as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 3. The eggs,

when in this chamber, are entirely outside of the body, beiug between two

walls, both of which are external surfaces of the general integument.

In Daphnia this double fold is extended so far as to cover the entire body,

but in the male Lcptodora the fold is shortened so much as to become

only a short projecting pouch, not covering the body, as seen in Fig. 1.

The s\vimming arms, or posterior antennae, are gi'eatly enlarged and

prolonged in Leptodora, and have a remarkable development of powerful

muscles. The extreme transparency of the object allows the form and

attachments of these muscles to be seen very clearly, and with polarised

light they present a singularly beautiful view.

The eye is a large spherical group of lenses, as shown enlarged in Fig. 7,

Plate X. It is seated directly upon the brain mass, from the lower portion

of which two nerves branch laterally to the antex-ior anteunre, and a pair

of diverging nerve cords pass down to ganglia situated immediately above

the mouth. The anterior antennaa, or " antennules," are very short in the

female, terminating abruptly with a fringe of knobbed hairs, but in the

male these antennae are long and tapering to a point. The single ej-e of

Daphnia and other Entomostraca was considered by Swammerdam (as

quoted by Baird) to be a pair of ordinary hemispherical eyes united into

one, but this view was not entertained by subsequent authorities. From
the structure of the eye in Leptodora there however appears good reason

to conclude that Swammerdam's view was correct ; and it will be seen

on consideration that such a view has a strong support from analogy.

The eye in Leptodora is divided into two lateral halves by an interval

at the base, where it is seated upon the brain, and also by a gap left open

at the top, but the division at the top does not show in most specimens,

and the impression is consequently given that, when the division is

shown, as in the specimen from which Fig. 7 was drawn, it is a case of

incomplete development, reverting to an earlier type of separate eyes.

The eye has a partial rotation round its centre, as in the case of

Daphnia, and the three muscles shown on each side of the eye serve to

give this motion. The general structure of the eye, as represented in

the elementary diagram, (Fig. H,) consists of a set of radiating conical
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tubes or " telescopes," t t, furnished each ynth a leus at the outer eud,

and a layer of black pigment to receive the image at the inner end ; this

pigment extending partly up the sides of each tube to separate them

from one another, and giving the appearance of a black centre to the

whole eye. Now, each of these " telescopes," if it were stationary, would

be only suited for seeing distinctly an object in the one direction of the

axis of the telescope, as shown by the dotted centre lines, u it, in Fig. 8
;

and other objects that were lying between these directions would be only

imperfectly seen, or not at all visible. But, if each telescope, instead of

being stationary, is given a range of lateral motion sufficient to take in that

space, as shown by the shorter dotted lines, v v, there will be a direct

vision of every object in succession, and this is exactly the motion that is

possessed by the eyes of Leptodora and Daphnia, which constantly roll

about through a small range of motion, by an apparently involuntary

action. It is now suggested that this is an explanation of that singular

motion of the eye, which is only needed in such cases as Leptodora and

Daphnia, in which the head is rigidly fixed by the stiff armour-casing

that does not admit of any lateral movement of the head for shifting

the direction of sight of the fixed eye. In the numerous cases of insects

with fixed hemispherical eyes studded with separate lenses, the neck is

sufiiciently flexible to allow of the head with its fixed eyes being moved
about as required for obtaining complete vision in different directions.

The thorax of Leptodora is furnished with six pairs of limbs or

" foot-jaws," ranged on each side of the mouth, for bringing food to the

mouth ; these diminish successively in size from the back pair, which

are long and four-jointed, to the front pair, which are reduced to simple

palpi. The mouth (drawn enlarged in the front view. Fig. 4, and the side

view, Fig. 5) is surrounded by the foot-jaws, and covered by a large hood

that moves up and down, forming the labrum or upper lip ; the

alimentary canal leads direct from the back of the mouth, and passes

down in a straight uninterrupted line through two-thix'ds of the length

of the abdomen, and then opens into an enlarged intestine or stomach.

There has not been any trace of food observed to remain in this alimen-

tary canal, which appears to act throughout simply as an aesophagus.

At each side of the mouth is a curved pointed mandible, (drawn separately

in Fig. 6,) each armed with three short barbs near the point, and the

base of the mandible is bedded upon a mass of muscle. The pair of

mandibles have a transverse movement in the mouth, their barbed ends

crossing one another and then separating alternately, with an action

similar to the mandibles of caterpillars and other larvae ; the barbs are

on the upper side only of the mandibles, and do not interfere with their

rubbing together in this movement. This pair of mandibles form in

position a continuation of the line of limbs or foot-jaws, and they are to

be looked upon morphologically as a greatly modified pair of limbs ; in

the same way as in the large crustacean, the lobster, one pair of limbs

are modified in the opposite direction into the large crushing-claws.

The heart (shown in Figs. 4 and 5) is a large contractile vessel,

situated at the back of the thorax, and cousisting of a singular ribbed
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structure, formed in several lobes externally, but not having any divisions

internally. It has a regular pulsation of about 150 beats per minute,

each contraction appearing to flow upwards as a wavd"upon the surface of

the vessel. The heart has an aperture at each end, but no circulating

vessels have been traced from it, nor in any other portion of the body-

Although, however, there is not any system of circulating vessels, the

circulating particles do not ti'avel promiscuously through tlie body, but

appear to flow in tolerably definite channels in the different parts of the

body, in which they can be observed.

The ovaries occupy a great length of the abdomen, extending from

near the under side of the mouth to the commencement of the stomach,

as shown in Fig. 2. There are two ovaries, one occupying the upper and
the other the lower half of that space, and meeting in the centre, where
the external openings of the oviducts are situated, at the third segment

of the abdomen from the tail end, and corresponding with their position

in Daphnia. The eggs are laid in the incubating chamber, formed by the

enclosing carapace, (as shown in Fig. 3,) and have the appearance of being

secui-ed by means of some adhesive material to the inner wall of that

chamber. In a living specimen that I frequently examined under the

microscope during several successive days, although the rapid movements
of the animal caused the tail end of the abdomen to be violently jerked

in and out of the front of this chamber, there was not any motion per-

ceptible in the eggs within the chamber, which remained quite stationary

in their original position, appearing to be attached in their places within

the chamber. In Daphnia the eggs remain loose and freely floating in the

corresponding space of the incubating chamber, but they are prevented

from escaping by the tail end of the animal blocking up the open

bottom of the chamber, until the time when the hatched young are

matured, and these are then allowed to escape by the tail being jerked

forward, leaving the chamber open at the bottom. In one mounted
specimen (di-a^iVTi in Fig. 3) that was lent to me by a friend, there were

origmally seven eggs in the chamber, but foui* of these have subsequently

become detached, and are now floating freely about the cell in which the

specimen is mounted, three eggs alone remaining fixed in the chamber
;

and in this instance it may be supposed that the action of the mounting

fluid in the cell has gradually loosened the attachment of the eggs by

softening the adhesive material that held them in their places.

Leptodora, though only now discovered in this country, has been

known for twenty years on the Continent. It was first discovered in

1858, in a moat round Bremen, by a chemist namedKindt and Dr. Focke
;

then in 1867 it was found both in Denmark and Norwaj' ; and in 1868 in

a lake near Kasan in Russia, in Lakes Constance and Geneva in

Switzerland, and in Lago Maggiore in Italy. There seems to have been

now an interval of eleven years without any record of Leptodora being

found elsewhere,* until the discovery of it in this country in the present

year by the Birmingham Natural History and Microscopical Society.

• Since the above paper was read, the discovery of Leptodora in twenty-one
different lakes of Italy has been announced by Professor Pavesi, of Pavia.
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A CHEAP AND USEFUL ENTOMOLOGICAL CABINET.

BY W. G. BLATCH.

[Eead before the Sorit'tij Mai/ 4th, 18S0.]

It is said that no one knows where the shoe pinches so well as he

who wears it, so no one can enter into or even conceive of the troubles of

a would-be entomologist unless he has experienced them. Their name
is certainly legion, but like other vexations incident to humanity are

best dealt with singly. One of the gi-eatest, as I know full well, is that

of providing a safe and readily available receptacle for stowing away

and systematically preserving our insect treasures when they have been

obtained and duly " set." Of coui-se good cabinets can readily be had by

those who have the means and are willing to pay for them, the cost being

from ten shillings to a guinea per drawer. But only the comparatively

wealthy can afford to indulge in such expensive luxuries. Generally

speaking, the most unsuitable receptacles ai"e improvised for storing

insects, dust and mites and other enemies find easy admittance into them,

and soon produce such havoc that, losing all heart, the collector throws

the lot away in disgust, and forthwith abandons both an extremelj^

interesting study and a healthful pursuit. We are not all like Thomas
Edward, who, when he lost one collection, manfully set about forming

another, but we have most of us had experiences similar to his when he

lost his valuable collection of plants for want of a suitable receptacle for

storing them. Now it is curious but tnie that matters of the first

importance are left for consideration until last. The boy first catches his

bird before he thinks of a cage to put it in, and the entomological tyro

hunts for insects long before he seriously considers what he shall preserve

them in. No doubt this must alw'ays be the case to a considerable

extent, but yet it is beyond question a wise course to provide a suitable

stable when you are about to buy a horse.

In Entomology, as in most other things, a good deal depends upon

the way you start, as to whether you will succeed or fail in the end. I

would have the young entomologist begin well, and he can only do this

by having something to store his insects in, in an orderly manner, before

he accumulates many specimens. It is of importance also that the

" something" should not be too large or too expensive, and that it should

be capable of growing with the collection. I have come to the conclu-

sion that a cabinet is the only thing to be used, and that it is possible to

provide a really serviceable article at a very small cost. With the help

of ilr. T. B. Taylor, who has kindly had the acconapanying sketches

drawn on stone, I have worked out an idea for an inexpensive cabinet

that any schoolboy could make for himself (impro\'ing upon the suggestion

as he pleased) during his long Midsummer or Christmas holidays.

Figure 1 on the accompanying plate (XI.) shows the little cabinet

complete, as made with twelve drawers. The size of it is—height 20J

inches, breadth 14^ inches, depth I'J^ inches; it is made of white pine,
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f inch thick throughout (ouo inch would of course be better, but the

idea has been to keep down the cost.) The door has tlireo horizontal

and two upright stays, the space between the latter being utilised as

camphor cells, with sliding plate of perforated zinc in front. The
drawers run on metal slips fixed in the sides of the cabinet, and the

whole thing is finished with black varnish. Figure 2 shows a drawer as

seen from the back, and figures 3 and i indicate with sufficient clearness

the working details. The latter show sections of the drawers of the

full size. The sides of the drawers ai"e grooved for glass, which is made
to run in at the back of each. The size (inside) of the drawers is as

follows : seventeen inches in length, 12J inches in breadth, and 15-16th8

of an inch in depth between the groove for glass and the bottom, the

extreme depth outside measurement being 1^ inches. It will thus be

seen that in this little cabinet there is not the smallest loss of space or

waste of material. Of course, " long" pins cannot be used, but the

Nos. 7, 14, and 8 of Kirby, Beard, and Co. will work in well, and for

any cabinet these are the best to use for ordinary purposes.

One of these cabinets (twelve drawers) would hold a fair series of all

the British Butterflies, or all the Heteroptera and Homoptera. Three or

four would take all the moths, (Macros,) and the Beetles might be got into

from four to six, according to "series." As one is filled another can be
placed beside it. Four or more would stand one above the other, or in

pairs, according to space in room ; and, if made of well-seasoned wood,
would prove as serviceable as those of far greater cost and pretension.

I have had one of these little cabinets made, and have the maker's
estimate for cost. Mr. S. H. Smith, of 27, Chapman Koad, Small Heath, will

make any number of them at the rate of 2s. per drawer, including carcase
;

or, if glazed, corked, and papered, ready for use, at 3s. 6d. per drawer.
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LIST OF DESMIDIE.E FOUND IN SUTTON PAEK,
WAEWICKSHIEE.

fRcad before the Society May ISth, 1880.1

[The Species yiven in italics have

Hyalotheca dissiliens.

„ mucosa.
Didymoprium Borreri.

,, Grevillei.

Desmidium Swartzii.

Sphoerozosma excavatum.
Micrasterias Americana.

^.

(1) ,, anyulosa.

,, crenata.

„ Crux-Melitensis.

„ denticulata.

„ fimbriata var.

„ Jenneri.

„ papillifera.

,, rotata.

,, truncata.

Euastrura ansatum.
,, binale.

Didelta.

,, elegans.

,, oblongum.
,, rostratum.

,, verrucosum.
Cosmarium bioculatum.

,, biretum.

„ Botrytis.

„ Brebissonii.

„ conspersura.

„ Cucumis.

„ ^.

„ Cucurbita.

„ margaritiferum.

., pyramidatum.
(2) „ pseudo-pyramidatum

,, Ralfsii.

,, tinctum.

,, undulatum.
Xanthidium armatum.

,, cristatum.

Arthrodesmus convergens.

„ Incus.

Staurastrum asperum.

„ dejectum.

„ dilatatum.

„ hirsutum.

„ margaritaceum.

„ muricatum.

„ muticum.

September, 1880.

not hitherto been recorded in England.^

Staurastrum orbiculare.

,, polymorpbum.
,, punctulatum.
,, sexcostatum.

,, sjjiuosum.

,, spongiosum.
Tetmemorus Brebissonii.

,, granulatus.

,, laevis.

Penium Brebissonii.

,, closterioides.

,, Cylindrus.

,, Digitus.

„ interruptum.
„ Jenneri.

,, margaritaceum.
3) ,, Nnyelii.

4) ,, Navicula.

Docidium clavatum.
,, Ehrenbergii.

,, nodulosum.
,, truncatum.

,, ,, var.

Closterium acerosum.

,, acutum.
,, atteuuatum.

,, Cornu.

,, costatum.

„ DiansB.

,, didymotocum.
„ „ var.

[Baileyauum.

(5) „ directum.

„ intermedium.
,, juncidum.

,, Leibleinii.

„ lineatum.

„ Lunula.

(6) „ Pritchardianum.

,, rostratum.

„ setaceum.

,, striolatum.

Spirotaenia condensata.

,, obscura.

Pediastrum Borvanum.
Tetras.

Scenedesmus obliquus.

,, obtusus.

,, quadricauda.

A. W. Wills.

(1.)—Micrasterias angulosa.
Mic. J urn., If76, (Ireland.)

Hantsch in Rabh. Alg. Eur., No. 1,407. Archer.
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POND LIFE : WHERE TO FIND ANUR/EA LONGISPINA.

BY J. LEVICK.

Head bi'i'ure the SocU't;/ Junr loth, 18S0._

Enquiries fox- good localities for fi'esli-water microscopic life are so

ofteu made that it is vex-y gratifying to be able to indicate a source from

which an abundant supply of new and beautiful forms is now to be

obtained, especially as it has none of the ordinary drawbacks common to

pond hunting, which prove so insuperable to all but the moat

enthusiastic. The habitat referred to is not in private grounds,

guarded by high and strong fences, where ominous sign-boards disclose

the presence of man-traps, spring guns, cV'c, with other pains and penalties,

thoughtfully provided for trespassers ; nor is it an out-of-the-way nook,

which needs a journey by rail, or a long walk, and a scramble through

bog and briar to be reached. On the contrary, it is in the most convenient

of all localities, a spot which may be reached at any time, without fear

of injury to the daintiest of prettily-worked slippers—at home I—in the

very water brought to us in pipes, and which we are using and drinking

every day. This important commodity, supplied by the Corporation of

Birmingham, is now a splendid source of, not only old and familiar forms

of life, but even rarities, and all that needs to be done to obtain these is

to turn on the tap and pass a little water through a very tine strainer or

filter, taking care of the residuum, which may in this way be collected.

Under the microscope, this residuum will be found to yield a host of

treasures. First to be noticed is that lovely long-spiued rotifer, discovered

only last year, Aminm longhpina, (see "Midland Naturalist," Vol. II., p.

241,) some dead, but many living, sailing to and fro, as it is wont to do,

having for its companions A. fitijjitata and Tr'uirthra longisetu, the latter

looking like a little fat fellow on three long delicate stilts. There are also

occasional specimens of .S'((/j>/«« i\dunc(t, Dinocharh pocillum, and a long

list of other species, together with a few Turd'ujrada. A remarkable fact

is that the Anunea hmghpina are much more hardy than they were last

year, whether they have become more acclimatised, or whether the water

suits them better, is not apparent, but they certainly live longer after

being gathered than hitherto, and do not seem at all discomforted by

being bottled for a time.

Of other interesting forms, the latest addition to fresh-water life is

Ccratium lomiicorne, very plentiful, but few living, though its congener,

Peridiniuin tahulatuvi, seems none the worse for its temporary sojourn in

the pipes. Large quantities of that curious compound flagellate

organism, Di)wbn/o» »-(')-?h/<7//((, comparable to animated ears of barley,

are also to be noted. The VorticeUidiE and Eutomostraca are also

represented, the former by both branched or tree-hke, and simple forms,

and the latter principally by that Uvely little crustacean, with his two

long and curved antennae, Bosmina longirostris, evidently much the woi*se
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for his compnlsoiy visit to town, either the distance travelled or the

mode of transit being unsuited to his well-being.

Diatoms are mostly present in the pretty stellate species, Astcrionella

formosa, with a few specimens of Synedra and Pleurosigma, while

desmids are fairly plentiful in the beautiful forms of Pediastrum

gramtlatum a,nd Hijalothi'ca ; Pundorina moruni, ClatJirocj/stis, and other

algae have also been found.

It may not be out of place to remark that a recent visit to Olton

reservoir yielded most of the good finds of last year, not omitting

Leptodora hyalina and Hyalodaphnia Kaldberr/fiisis, the former translucent

beauty being scarce, but the latter abundant, with other rare entomostraca,

and that at the " KoU Call" the only missing friends were Anurcea

longispina and Ceratium longicorne, a gap well filled up from an unex-

pected source.

Possibly some who take great interest in the purity of the water

supply of Birmingham may feel alarmed by this aomewhat formidable

list of "dreadful sounding" names of the living organisms it contains, but

perhaps it may help to comfort them to suggest that the presence of these

organisms should rather be taken as indicative of the general good

quality of the water than otherwise, as some of them, at least, are at

home and abroad known as the inhabitants of deep, clean water only.
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SPONGES.*

BY H. J. C.U^TEU, F.R.S., ScC.

From the age of Alexander the Great, viz., in the fourth century

B.C., when, according to Aristotle, sponge icxirbyyos) was "placed beneath

helmets and thigh-pieces for the sake of deadening the sound of blows,"

(? the effect of blows,) almost down to the present time, the OiJficinal

Sponge has been considered chiefly in respect to its uses ; and even now
a sponge to many is but a sponge in this sense, " and nothing more."

In these days of objective enquiry, however, the human mind, for

the most part, is not so stolid ; but, seeking eagerly, like a mariner for the

relation of surrounding objects that he might be the better able to find

his own position on the chart, becomes curious, among other things, not

only to consider the various uses to which the Officinal Sponge may be

applied, but to know what it is, whence it comes, and what position it

holds in the great mass of living beings that is spread over the surface of

our earth.

As we view the Officinal Sponge, it is nothing but a resilient, horny
tissue, which admirably serves the purposes to which it isgenerally applied,

and, looking at it apart from all other connections, we might be inclined

to think that it is a product of the earth specially intended for the use of

man and nothing else ; but knowing now that there are no " hard and
fast lines" in creation, wherein all things are united by gradationary

transition, so as to produce universal harmony and one givat whole, we
are irresistibly attracted by this view to consider the connections of the

Officinal Sponge, and when we find that it is actually the skeleton or organ

of support of a once li\ing being, whose varieties are spread over the

earth almost as plentifully as plants, we not only become equally desirous of

knowing what these are, but of interpreting thereby the real nature and
position of the typical sponge through its varietal transition into the

other and better known spheres of development of the animal kingdom
which surround it.

Having stated that the Officinal Sponge is an animal product, it will

be my business presently to prove this, merely premising now that

although very low in our scale of creation, it is a long way on the animal
side of the imaginary line of demarcation which separates the animal
from the vegetable kingdoms, so that it is absolutely an animal as much
as that which produces the coral.

A sponge, then, may be defined to be a congeries of living beings
which, like the coral, produces various kinds of structure in accordance
with the species ; of which the Officinal Sponge is one that comes into

the market for sale also like the coral, viz., devoid of the soft or more

'Cowmnnicated I'V Mr. W. R. HuKbci, f'.L.S., to the generU meeticg of the
Society, held Tuesday, 2yth June, 1880. On Mr. Carter's behalf, Mr. Hugnes also
exhibited typical specimens illustrating the eight orders of Spongida mentioned in
Mr. Carier's paper.
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animal parts which pi'oduce it. But aa all kinds of sponges do not

produce an almost imperishable skeletal structure like that of the

Oflicinal Sponge it is desirable to state that (using the term " Spongida "

for the whole class) it may be divided into eight orders, as follows :
—

Ord. I., Carnosa.—These sponges have no imperishable skeleton or

organ of support, and substantially present to the unassisted eye nothing

but a gelatinous or semi-cartilaginous mass, charged or not with spicules

according to the family to which they belong.

Ord. II., Ceratina.—In these there in a comparatively imperishable

skeleton, composed of horny fibre cored throughout by an axial canal,

which, in the fresh state, is filled with a soft granular substance that, on

di-ying, is replaced by a hollow cavity.

Ord. III., PsAMMONEMATA.—Here there is not only a horny, fibrous

skeleton, with a more or less granular axis in the fibre, but this for the

most part is filled with/o)Y/r/»material, such as particles of sand, frag-

ments of sponge-spicules, and the like minute bodies, drawn in from

the exterior, and, therefore, arranged in position by the sponge previous

to its becoming the axis of the hoi'uy filament.

Ord. IV., Rhaphidonemata.—In these, the horny, fibrous skeleton is

well developed and very x^esilient, but the fibre is axiated by spicules,

(siliceous bodies of different kinds varying in form with the species,)

produced by the sponge itself, and therefore not foreign ; hence might be

termed " proper."

Ord. v., Echinonemata.—Here we have only to add to the foregoing

an external set of proper spicules, which project vertically from the

surface of the fibre, like prickles on a hedgehog's back.

Ord. VI., HoLORHAPHiDOTA.—We lose the hornij element here,

and, for the most part, the fibre is made up of proper spicules, held

together by the slightest quantity of sarcode ; or they may be dispersed

throughout an areolated sarcode, which, in the dried state, looks like

crum of bread.

Ord. Vn., Hexactinellida.—Again we have fibre here without the

horny element, but the fibre is vitreous, so that it is like spun-glass,

while all the spicules, of whatever form they may be, axiate its interior.

The spicules, too, are all developed upon a hexradiate type, (hence the

name of the order,) that is, the central point of the canal, (which

traverses all siliceous spicules, and upon whose extension in different

directions their ultimate forms respectively depend,) presents six buds or

lines radiating from each other at equal angles, so that, if surrounded by

a glass cube, they would meet the centre of each side respectively ; or

there may be no fibre at all, and the areolated sarcode when dry, like

"crum of bread," as in many of the Holoruaphidota, where the spicules

also are dispersed throughout the mass without any apparent

regularity.

Ord. VIII., Calcarea.—-Here all the spicules, instead of being

siliceous, are, minerally, composed of carbonate of lime.
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Of course these orders niii}' be further divided into families, t^roups,

aud species, for which I must refer the reader to my "Notes Introductory

to the Study and Chissilieation of the Spongida," [uihlished in the

"Annals'" and " ]V[aj,'azine of Natural History" in 187-'), (Vol. XVI., pp. 1,

d'c.) But it must not be assumed that there is any such chissilieation in

nature, for this is only human invention to aid the human memory.

Having now given an arrangement of the Kpt)ngida in which,

beginning with the simplest form, viz., the Cauxosa, where there is lui

permanent skeletal structure, we passed on to the Ceisatina, itc, in which
there i.i one ; it may be further observed that this is also the course

followed by the development of the embryo of all sponges, so that before

the horny skeleton is produced, it is in the state of the Caknosa, where it

remains, if belonging to this order ; while in the sponges with horny
skeleton, it goes on till the latter is produced, before the development is

complete.

To facilitate the comprehension of what a sponge is when minutely

examined, it might be stated by way of homely simile, that, in structure,

it is like a bunch of grapes which has been put into melted wax aud kept

there until the latter is cool ; after which, being held up by the stem, the

wax still filling the interstices between the grapes, it is to be pared off

down to the level of the bunch and the whole put into a muslin bag

which is to be tied round the neck of the stem.

In this condition the grapes resemble the spheres which contain the

animal parts of the sponge ; the wax in their interstices, the parenchyma

;

the holes between the fibres of the muslin, the pores or inhalent orifices
;

the stem audits branches, the excretory or exhalent canal system; aud
when there is a horny skeleton, &c., pi'oduced, as in the Officinal Sponges

this is developed in the midst of the parenchyma.

Examining these parts more particularly, the individual sphere is

found to be lined with or composed of monociliated, monad-like infusoria

in juxta-position whose cilia wave into the hollow interior ; presenting

two or more openings in its wall which are respectively, in continuation

with tuVjular canals coming irom the pores on one side, aud going to the

excretorj' canal-system on the other, the former for bringing in the food

aud the latter for carrying off the refuse. Finally, the parenchyma serves

for producing the horny skeleton, &g., (where there is one,) aud the

temporary location of the reproductive elements, viz., the eggs aud the

spermatozoa, where, after impregnation, the former become ciliated all

over as they pass into the embryonal state, aud thus fitted for inde-

pendent existence, are discharged through the excretory canal

system.

Subsequentlj', the embryo seeks some hard object for fixation and

further development, whei'e it remains growing upwards or horizontally^

until it arrives at the form assumed by the matured species ; or, if by

accident or otherwise it becomes detached and free, then, by growing

equally on all bides at once, it may beconae globular.
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The Officinal Sponges, which are divided into the finer and more
compact or '• Turkish Sponges," which are the dearest, and the coarser

and less compact or " Honeycomb Sponges," which are the cheapest,

gi-ow on the rocks throughout the Torrid and Temperate Zones under

more or less modified structure, but the most marketable hitherto found

come from the Levant and the neighbourliood of the Bahama Islands, in

the West Indies, respectively, where they are obtained by divers, v/ho,

cutting them off, bring them to the surface in baskets ; after which the

soft parts are diained away in the sun and the imperishable skeleton

having been finallj' cleansed is thus fitted for sale in the marketable parts

of the world.

Sponges are so easily propagated by '• cuttings," when properly treated,

that this has been taken advantage of in the Adriatic for growing the

Of&cinal species.

At present it is not determined where the Spongida should be placed

in the animal scale, although, of course, very low down, but when more

is known of their structure and species, those alliances will be found to

which I have before alluded, and their present enigraatical position thus

demonstrated.

Of the important part that the Spongida have played in the geolo-

gical history of the earth there is no longer any doubt. Their remains

occur abundantly from the Silurian* epoch down to the present time, and

when it is remembered that a narrow dredge passing over the deep sea

bed of the Atlantic for a few miles, forming a kind of path-way through

this vast area like a garden walk, comes up literally crammed with the

remains of siliceous sponges, it not only gives us some idea of their

pleutifulness in this dark and dismal abode, but accounts for the immense
quantity of their debris in some of the Mesozoic Strata, and the influence

which their Silica when set free has uudoul^tedh' exerted iniuerally

over the composition of these strata.

Brief as this description of the Spongida is, it has been thought

desirable to premise something of the kind, before giving the following :
—

List of Sponges dredged by the Birmingham Natural History and

Microscopical Society, Falmodth Excursion, 1879, depth 15—50

FATHOMS.

N.B.—Unless otherwise mentioned, the names of all the following

sponges are those under which they appear, and are illustrated in

Dr. Bowerbank's "British Spongiadse," Vol. III., 1874, as this is the

work most likely to be generally possessed in England.

In course of the discussion which followed the reading of the above paper,
Mr. W. J. Harrison remarked that the spoupes had even a higher known antiquity
than had been assigned to them by Mr. Carter, for their fossil remains had been
discovered in rocks of Cambrian age. The researches of Dr. Hicks (see " Quart.
Joum. Geol. Soc") had brought to light four species of sponges from the Menevian
Beds of St. David's, in South Wales, and even from strata l,r>00ft. lower (corres-

ponding to the Longmynd rocks) he had obtained two species, which had been
named Protospongia fenestrata and P. major. Hence, as the organic origin of the
Laurentian Eozoon was still disputed, the sponges were entitled to rank among the
oldest known fossils.
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RHAPUroONEMATA.

l.—Chaliiui inornata (B. S., PL 83.. figs. 12-10, not that of p. 358.)

Three apeciraeus.

EcniNONEMATA.

2.

—

Microcioua i>luinosa, Br. olhii. Ibimoiiaridiin ithnnoxu, Bk. (B. S..

PI. '2G, figs. 7-13.) 06<.—This is -Johnston's /falicliondrid plmnnxa, and
although it sometimes may appear under a laminilonn growth hke
Micivcioita, its habit is to be massive and erect. The equianchorate

flesh spicule is "angulate," (B. S., Vol. 1. PI. 6, fig. 143,) not naviculiform

as in }ficrociona ntrosdiiiiitiwa, Bk. ; and although the red colour of both

species may be alike, the spiculation generally, not only differs, but the

pungent (? iodine) odour of Halichondrla plunio.^a is quite sufliciont to

detect it even blindfolded.

HOLOBHAPHIDOTA.

3.

—

HalicJiondria panicea (B. S., Pis. 39 and -40.) Several speci-

mens.

4.

—

Isodictija Norni'ini (B. S.. PI. 56, figs. 1-3.) One specimen. Obs.—
I can see very little specific difference between this and I. jucorum and
I. Aldcri, illustrated in the same plate.

0.—None.

6.

—

Rhaphiodesma Jlorcum (B. S.,P1. 37, tigs. 14-19.) One specimen.

7.

—

Hymeiiiacidon suberea (B. S., PI. 36, figs. 1-4.) One specimen.

Obs.—The sponge here, as is often the case, has replaced the form of the

shell with its own substance. The centrally inflated minute flesh

spicule has been omitted in the illustration, in accordance with Dr.

Bowerbauk's description, (B. S., Vol. II., 186-1, p. 202, where he states that

its absence makes the difference between H. suberea and Il.Jicus. But
it is not so, for it is equally present in both species, as Johnston's type-

specimen in the British Museum testifies, and every other specimen that

I have met with on the south coast of Devon, where it is very common,
as apparently elsewhere, for from Esper downwards all Spongologists

seem to have met with it. Esper called it Alcyonhim tuberosum (tab. 13,

figs. 1-6, ed. c, 1794.)

8.

—

Hytneniacidon sanguinea (B. S., PI. 32, figs. 5-8.) Two specimens.

06s.—This is abundant on the south coast of Devon, and, with Halichon-

dria panicea, the hardiest of all sponges, as they frequently grow nearly up
to high water mark, and are, therefore, uncovered for some hours during
the fall of the tide.

9.

—

Trichostemma hemispherfcum, Sai's. (Forms of Animal Life on
Norwegian Coast, 1872, p. 62, PI. 6, figs. 1-15.) 06s.—This is a
specimen of Dr. Bowerbank's genus Polymastia, and very like his P.

robusta both in form and yellow colour.

CAIiCAKEA.

10.

—

Grantia compressa (B. S., PI. 1.) Two specimens.

11.—O. ciliata, Fleming. 1828 (B. S., PI. 2, figs. 1-15.) Two
specimens.
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12.

—

<i. it'aselliitu (B. a., iigs. 21-27.) Several specimeus.

Vi.—Lcwosoh'nhi ctDitorta, Br. (B. S., PI. H, figs. 5-lU.) Two
speciiueus. Obs.-—Dr. Bowerbank's illustration of the linear spicule (fig. 10)

is defective. There are two forms quite different from each other and
from Dr. Bowerbank's figure. See Hieckers " Die Kalkschwamme,'
under the name of Aacdiidni coutortd, ' Atlas,'' tab. 14, lig. 6, &c.

14.

—

Sijcun rlHij)}^!^^, Schmidt. (Spongieu Adriat, Meeres, 1862, s.

14. tab. 1, tig. 2.) Two specimens.

Other Organisms, etc.

1.").

—

('liinnlotti iliiiitiita (Echinoderm Synaptidai) and Compound
tuDicdtc, gehitiuous without spicules, (SynascidiaB Giard.) ? sp. (Jhs.—
Examine the surface of the Cliirodota under water with liu. focus and

high ocular to see the anchorhke calcareous spicules, which are beautiful

objects under the microscope.

1(5.—llesidue at the bottom of the jar, chietiy consisting of minute

i'oruminifera.
Observations.

The specimens of Calcispougiso are very good, and well worth

])reberving. Prof. Hteckel's work entitled "Die Kalkschwamme" is

essential for studying the species.





PLATE I

H. E. Forrest, del.

Ilyocrjrptus sordidus.
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ON A RARE BRITISH ENTOMOSTRACON,
IL Y( iCnVlTCS S< )1!J>T]> I 'S.

BY H. K. KOKREST, F.R.M.S.

Reail he/ore the Society November 30th, 1880.]

IhjocnjptuK aonUdus lias beeu found in Russia, Norway, Denmark,
and Boliemia

; at Dantzig. Vienna, and at Sedgefield in the county of

Durham. It was found in the hist-uamed place in 1863, and described
and figiu-ed in the "Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 186:5,"

p. 415, by the Rev. A. M. Norman.*

On the 22nd November, 1879, Mr. Bolton showed me an Entomos-
tracon which at the time was unknown to me, but which I have since

ascertained to be Ilyoeri/ptiis sordidtts. I have to acknowledge with
thanks the kind assistance of Professor A. Weismanu in determining
the species.

There are three known species of the genus, of which a full account
has been published by W. Kurz in " Zeitschrift ffir wissenschaftliclie

Zoologie," supplement to Band xxx.. 1878.

Upon referring to this work and comparing the three species there

described with my specimen, I found that although there were some
few points (to be noted hereafter) in which it differed from the descrip-

tion, there could be no doubt that it was I. f^ordidits. Mr. Bolton

believes that my specimen came from a small pond in Sutton Park,

near Birmingham, and that there were several more in the same water,

but when I called upon liim next morning there was not one to be seen.

I had fortunately made a careful drawing of it on the previous evening,

and also taken copious notes of its anatomy and peculiarities. Although
I have carefully searched the pond from which it is supposed to have
come, I have never found any more, and the only other specimen that

I have seen is one that was accidentally preserved by another gentle-

man when mounting a slide of J''olvo.v globator from the same locality.
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It is vei-y remarkable that my own experience of the niimerical

scarcity of this species has been similar to that of all previous observers

except Kurz. Thus Fischer says he could find only one ; Leydig also

found only one ; Norman found three, and subsequently one more; and

in the present case only two were found. This scarcity of numbers is

perhaps more apparent than real, as the animal is evidently a mud-
lover, and we have all searched for it in the water instead of on the

surface of the mud. Kurz, the only one who found it in any quantities,

obtained it free from mud by the following ingenious contrivance :

—

A small net fastened in the ordinary way to a metal ring, and fixed

to the end of a long string by several strands, has attached to its lower

edge a large stone, and to its upper edge a piece of cork. This is flung

into the water as far as the string allows and sinks to the bottom,

where it stands on its edge owing to the stone and cork attached to it.

As it is dragged along the stone stirs up the mud in front of it, and all

the lighter particles, including entomostraca and most living organisms

are swilled into the net. In this way Kurz succeeded in capturing

many females of the species and a few males, the only ones ever

captured. This need excite no surprise, as even in the commonest
Daphniadro males are always very rare.

The following is a description of my specimen, which is a young

female, drawn on Plate I., Fig. 1 :

—

The shape of the valves of the carapace is oval, and they are very

convex, so that the thickness of the body when viewed edgeways

is so gi-eat as to make it appear almost spheroidal. Their surface

is reticulated all over wdth polygonal, mostly hexagonal markings,

which are not shown in the figure. Length from top of head

to bottom of carapace 1-80", breadth 1-100". Colour brick

red. The head is bounded by a gentle curve behind, abruptly

truncate in front. There are two eyes, one compound (m) near the apex

of the head, and one smaller simple e3'e(«) below it. Theantennules (/,)are

tolerably large, and spring from the forehead just below the small eye.

The antennae (/) are very large and fleshy and divided into two branches,

the upper one four-jointed, v.'ith three long sets and a short spine on

the terminal joint ; the lower one three-jointed, the first two joints

each with one seta, the terminal joint like that of the other branch.

None of these seta are plumose. The base of each antenna also bears

two spines. Perhaps the most marked feature of the animal is the

bristles with which the edges of the carapace valves are fringed. These

are set in an unbroken I'ow from just below the mandibles to the

junction of the valves behind. They are flexible, rather stiff, and

branched hut not plumosi', var\-iug in length from about 1-500" along

the front of the body to about half that size along the posterior edge.

The abdomen bears as usual one pair of mandibles, (a,) five pairs of

branchial limbs. {/;. 1—5,) and a very large post-abdomen (r/) terminating in

two long rather straight hooks. This part of the body is larger than in

auv other species of the family with which I am acquainted, and is
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capable of a very wide range of motion, at times beiii» extended

quite outside the valves of the cai'apace, backwards, at other times

thrust upwards within the carapace till the end touches the

antennules.

Along the lower edge of the post-abdomen are four rows of curved

spines, two on aach side of the median line, the inner rows being rather

smaller than the outer. All the rows converge posteriorly and meet at

the point where the two post-abdominal setri) (/") are situated. These

last are excessively long, almost equalling the body in length, and
are sparseh' plumose along the distal half of their length. Posteriorly

the post-abdomen is provided with a rather blunt spine, (/(,) which serves

to keep the eggs in the open space, (o,) where they are cai-ried by
the female until hatched. I could not make out this spine verj^

distinctly.

The branchial legs, (Plate I., p. 1—o,) ten in number, are largelj-

developed, the two lower pairs at least being expanded into great fan-

like paddles. Their surface is still further increased by very long

delicately-plumose setre, which spring, apparently, from the fold of

integument between the two terminal joints, and extend far beyond
the edge of the paddle, often projecting as far as the ends of the setae

which fringe the cai-apace. Indeed, the ends of these two sets of setas

are so mixed up as to make it rather difficult to determine which are

which. The intestinal canal presents no peculiarities, being almost

sti-aight. There were no ova in my specimen, and from this, its small

size, and relative transparency, I concluded that it was immature.

Upon comparing the above description and figure (which were
compiled from notes made while the animal was ahve) with those given

by Norman and Kurz, it will be seen at once that my specimen differs

in two points from the "orthodox" Ihjocrijptus sordidus; but I do not

feel justified in founding a new species on grounds which, although

they might fairly entitle it to rank as a variety, are only matters of

detail, and require confirmation, such as can be obtained only by the

examination of numerous specimens.

In the tj-pical species, the setjB which fringe the carapace are

plumose along the front or ventral edge, but along the lower or

posterior edge are branched, or, as Kurz expresses it, " one-sidedly

feathered," (see Fig. 2,) but in mine they are of the same character all

round the carapace, (Fig. 1.) Again, in the typical species, several of

the setae of the antennae are plumose, but in mine they are all bare

bristles. These setae, too, in mine are far longer than in the figures

given by Norman and Kurz. In Fig. 1 they are cut short by the
" inexorable limits of space." They should be continued in imagina-

tion about another inch, and the same remark applies to the post-

abdominal setae, (f.)

With regard to the first point of difference, I would suggest the

possibility, from the confusion which exists among them, of the setae

belonging to the branchial feet, which are plumose, having been
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mistaken for the setrn of the cai-apace, wliich in my specimens are )int

phimose hut hranched.

Kurz gives the measurement of the adult as :—Female, length

l-8(;in., height l-46in., hreadth l-34iu. ; male, length l-61in., height

I -8 tin. Rather more than double the size of my specimen.

The male (Plate I. Fig. 2, after Kurz) has the head larger in propor-

tion to the carapace than the female, and has a long bristle springing

from the front surface of the antennule. Its shape is not so spheroidal

as the female, for at the hack, i.e., along the junction of the valves, the

carapace is flattened, almost concave. This, I opine, is because the

male has no need for an incubating chamber, since it has no eggs to

carry, and the space which in the female is provided for that purpose

is, in the male, reduced to a minimum. The male was found by Kurz

in August.

The name lUinmjptus is derived from i\i/s, mud, and Kpinrrbs,

hidden ; xordidn^ means dirty. These epithets, though by no means
complimentary, are decidedly applicable to this species, for it is an

inveterate mud-lover, and is usually so covered with dirt, that it is

difficult to make out its internal structure ; so much so indeed that

Kurz gave up in despaii' the attempt to delineate its branchial feet,

and omits them altogether from his figures ; whilst in the drawing

given by Norman they are represented by a few scratches of the pen.

Owing to mine being a very young and relatively transparent

specimen I was more foi'tunate in this respect, though I could only

see the fifth and fourth pairs distinctly, and must confess that tlie

three upper pairs are drawn as I t It in I; they are rather than as I saw

them.

The motions of I. .tordidn.i in the water are very curious. It keeps

up a succession of strokes with its antennas, which, however, only raise

it a short distance, and the weight of its body draws it down between

each stroke exactly as far as the previous stroke raised it. So the

animal is condemned to spend its whole life in a very limited area, and

can never reach the surface of the wate)\

Is not this, perhaps, the reason why the branchial feet are so large?

Their great sui^face must be capable of producing a very strong current

between the valves ; and it seems probable that in order to secure an

equal amount of oxygenation to the blood, a slow moving species

must have a more rapid branchial current than a more locomotive

one. Therefore Ilijocnjptua .iordidu.t should have proportionately

larger branchial feet than, say, Daphnia puJc.r. Wliich is the fact.

The mere mud-loving propensities of the animal are not sufficient

to account for its dirty clothes. There must be something which

causes the dirt to adhere. According to Norman "it is probably in

consequence of these sluggisli liabits, and of the animal i-olling itself

in the mud, as well as owing to the pilose covering of the shell, tliat it

owes the coating of mud. Diatoms," A'c. The existence of the '• pilose
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coveriiifj;," of which he here speaks, is rather doubtful. On this point

Kurz makes a statement which is more extraordinary than anythin;^

yet related of it, and which distinguishes it from all its fellows.

As is well-known, the Entomostraca. iu common with other

Crustacea, undergo periodical moultings of the outer skin, and at each

moult are always rather larger than the skin which they have cast off.

Hyocnjptut; sordldti^, however, does not cast off the old skin of its

carapace, but wears it like an overcoat that is rather too small for it

outside the new one. When it has several of these old coats on, each

a little smaller than the next, it presents a "ridged " appearance like

an oyster-shell. But as the edge of the carapace is fringed with

branched setfo, and these persist, each ridge is also bristling, (Fig. 2,)

and it is this structure that causes th^ dirt to adhere in such

quantities.
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OBSEEVATIONS ON THE RECOED OF PHENOLOGICAL
PHENOMENA.

[Read before the Societi/ December IMh, 1880.]

There are many who have shewn themselves, by their observations

during the past year, wdUing to devote some portion of their time to

the accumulation of accurate data concerning the time of occurrence

of natural phenomena, and it seems to be desirable that their energies

should be directed into the channel in which they will be capable of

utilisation. Now before any such record as those to which we refer

can be of real scientific value, certain conditions must be fulfilled, which,

we are sorry to say, are not sufficiently regarded by some members of

oiu- volunteer staff of observers ; and it is in the hope that they may
themselves perceive this necessity that these remarks are penned.

Firstly, it is absolutely essential that the species to which the

observation refers should be unmistakable ; without this it is so much
labour thrown away. The scientific name must be given acccurately,

and, in doubtful cases, with the " authority " appended. The observer

may know in what sense he himself uses the English name, but

he will be a bold man if he assumes that all othei's use it in the same

sense as he does. The possibility of misidentification sometimes

exists, indeed, even with the scientific name, but it is immensely

increased by the misplaced use of the "popular" name in cases like

these, where there is, perhaps, no clue to what is meant except the

name itself.

It is probably even more important that the scientific name should

be applied to the right object. This is by no means a thing to be taken

for granted; it is astonishing what mistakes will be made by really good

observers. The only hope of reducing these errors to a minimum lies

in subjecting the specimens, where possible, to the observation of more

than one pair of eyes. This is easy to do with plants, and no records

of these can be trusted which are not certified by the independent

corroboration of some competent botanist. Plants have been sent for

record in the " Midland Naturalist" which simply cannot and do not

grow in the places to which they were assigned unless they were

planted there ; and one who is behind the scenes could say how often

Papnver Argemone is mistaken for P. RlKpas, Malva rotundifolia for 21.

sylvestris, Pohjgala depressa for P. vulgaris, and so on. In relation to

the last two, for instance, the time of beginning to flower is quite

distinct, and, leaving out of question the specific distinction of the

plants, it is obvious that a mixed record of the times of flowering of

the two varieties can convey no useful information whatever. The

same remark applies to the records of all those variable plants which

have in recent times been divided into numerous "species;" and

observers, who are not competent to distinguish between the forms

which these species assume, will be well advised if they leave them

altogether alone. In fact, it is the most easily understood and most
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wide-spread species wliicli are the most valuable for tlio purpose
which we are now cousideriug.

Scilla nutans aud Rdiiunculu^ Ficaria are typical examples of the

kind of plaut to which the attention of amateur botanists should be

directed, if only because they cease flowering during the later portion

of the year. There are many plants, such as Ranunculus repens and
R. bulbosus, which will go on flowering under certain conditions all the

winter through, and it is easy for a superficial observer to mistake a

straggler of last year for an early flower of the present. Again, mis-

directed zeal is often shewn in recording that certain species were in

bloom on the first day of January. The primrose (Primula vulrjaris)

is a well-known example. But Flora does not make a clean sweep of

her treasures at midnight on the 31st of December, to commence the

new year with a botanical tabula rasa. The only interest, from our

point of view, lies in ascertaining how soon in December the primrose

opened its first flowers.

The same plant will serve also as a proof of the importance of a

third requisite of utility in the observation, namely, the aspect and
soil of the locality. In examining a limited district in early spring,

we may hunt everywhere without finding a single expanded primrose,

till we come to some favoured and well-sheltered wood, aud there they

maybe in bloom by hundreds. We can ourselves cite an instance where
a distance of only a dozen yards separated two spots, in one of which
the primroses were in full flower, while in the other there was scarcely

a single bud, and in the latter, indeed, no flower appeared till several

weeks after. Those who were on the spot could give sufficient reasons

for the difference, but the mere record of the date would have been
quite misleading. The object of the enquiry is not to obtain the earliest

period of flowering, but to accumulate data for determining the influ-

ence of climate and weather upon growth, as well as to study the

constitution of plants, and the coincidences of occurrence of which
many are well known already to country people.

For instance, there is the proverb relating to the connection be-

tween the leafing of the oak and ash, aud the weather of the succeeding

summer. It has not yet been proved, in our opinion, whether under
similar circumstances the oak ever puts forth its leaves before the ash.

Isolated instances may be observed, but these, it cannot be too often

repeated, are of little value. Those observers who record that a certain

plant was in flower, a certain tree in leaf, or a certain bird arrived,

when they have seen only a single specimen, are retarding instead of

advancing the cause of knowledge, unless they at the same time point

out the slender materials on which they base the statement.

It will now be evident that useful work in this direction is not of

such easy achievement as it is sometimes thought to be : it will be

necessary that the observer should limit the number of objects to

which his energies shall be devoted. It is intended to publish each
month in the " Midland Naturalist '" (with the permission of the
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Meteorological Society) the list of plants, birds, and insects which

they recommend for observation in the succeeding month, and a be-

ginning will be made in the next number with those which may be

expected to occur in Jan. and Feb. The Meteorological Society under-

took some years ago the guidance and collation of pheuological obser-

vations, without which they would yield no result, and, with the

assistance of the Rev. T. A. Preston and others, drew up a code of

Instructions,* a revised edition of which is to be issued soon. While

waiting for it, those observers who cannot obtain a copy of the old

edition may borrow one from Mr. Preston, as he kindly informs us in

a letter. From him also may be obtained any information upon the

subject, and he will gladly welcome any addition to his staff of

observers, especially in the more northern districts. Blank forms

for the record of observations may be obtained from the Secretary of

the Meteorological Society.

Finally, we will recapitulate the essential conditions of a good

phonological botanical ob&ervation. It must embrace (1) the name of

the object
; (2) the date

; (3) the exact locality
; (4) the habitat

; (.5) the

aspect and soil ; (6) the elevation, at least in hilly districts
; (7) any

other circumstance, such as the stage of foliation or flowering, the

number of specimens, <fec., which may be necessary to place the reader

in the same position as the observer for estimating the value of the

observation.

"False facts in science," says Pi-ofessor Jevons. in the " Principles of

Science," " are more mischievous than false theories." The latter can

be overthrown by the labours of other enquirers, the former may long

remain a stumbling-block in the way of truth. There is distinct need

of a higher code of morality among botanical observers. Those who
study th3 progress of physical sciencs are aware that for the most part

tlie standard of accuracy exacted from those who pursue that branch

of knowledge is very high, and that an investigator who has any re-

gard for his reputation will publish no statement until he has checked

it, and verified it to the utmost of his power. The history of English

Botany is sullied with some passages which, if they do not show a

direct intention to deceive, at least originated in the most culpable

carelessness. Those who have the honour of science at heart should

not be silent on such points, since by their utterances is formed that

public opinion by which even the carelessness that stops short of dis-

honesty is compelled to take thought and amend its habits. In the

race to be first to record a new species, a new locality, or an earlier

date, it is sometimes forgotten that the only object of pursuit worthy

of a man of s'Mence i^ the triitli.

W. B. Grove, B.A.

J. E. Bagnall.

" Instructions for the Observation of Phenological Phcnomf-na," published by
Williams and Strahan, 7, I.awrence liaue, Cheapside, Londcm, 1875, price Cd. It is

Raid to be out, of print, but we recently obtained a copy from the pubhehers, bo

that probably a few remain.
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CRYSTALLISATION OF WATER.

BY W. B. GROVE, B.A.

''Head before the Societij, vnder the title " Some Phenomena of Ice,"

March 16th, 1880.1

The sharp frosts of last winter and the preceding afforded us

nnusual opportunities of becoining acquainted with many of the

phenomena of ice formation. It may not be known to all the readers

of the " Midland Naturalist " that an amorphous, apparently structure-

less, block of ice is really a crystalline body ; it is indeed by no means
evident at first sight that such is the case. We know that, when a

thin film of water crystallises on our window panes, strange and
beautiful forms appear, amidst which we can often trace somewhat of

regularity and the predominance of that angle of sixty degrees to

which a snow-crystal owes its well-known outline, and we might con-

jecture (I priori that the crystals of which ice is composed, could we but
obtain them perfect, would be seen to be formed upon the same plan.

It was Professor Tyndall, I believe, who first showed indirectly that

such is the case. Everyone who has read his lectures on " The Foi-ms

of Water,' or on "Heat as a ilode of Motion," will remember the

beautiful experiment by which the intimate structure of ice is revealed.

A slab of ice is cut parallel to the plane of freezing, and the concen-

trated beaiu of the electric lamp is sent through it. The heat melts

the ice in parts, within the block as well as on the surface, the greatest

effect being confined to a depth of about one inch. Each hquefied

portion in the interior begins as a minute point, which as it enlarges

assumes the shape of a six-petalled flower (Plate IN., Fig. 3;) the petals,

at first rounded, become gradually more and more pointed and serrated,

and at last approach some of the characteristic forms of snow-crystals.

These liquid flowers are evidently the cavities previously occupied by
those ice-crystals, which for some reason or other have yielded soonest

to the influence of the transmitted heat.

If we wish to reproduce this eft'ect ourselves, we have only to take a

piece of clear ice, form it into a slab, the plane surfaces of which are

parallel to the plane of freezing, (by sawing it, or by pressing each side

alternately on a hot metal plate,) and then expose one of these surfaces

to the warmth of a glowing fire. Hold it as close as the hand can bear,

and in an instant the previously- transparent ice is clouded with
multitudes of minute bubbles (or what appear to be such) and, on

Refeeexces to Plate IV.

Fig. 1. Ice-crystal, formed on the sur-
|

Fig. 4. Hexagonal snow crystal, x 3.

face' of still water, natural Fi^s. 5 and 6. Liquid discs in ice, x 10.

size.
I

Fig. 7. Composite cavity in ice, cou-
Fig. 2. Snow crystal, magnified. ( tamins air and water.
Fig. 3. Ice-flowers, x 10. 1
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removing tlie slab to a colder place and examining it tlirougli a lens, we
shall see niimbers of these ice-flowers within the slab, each with a

"bubble" in the centre. Their diameter is usually about 1-lOth to

l-20th of an inch, and they are only dimly visible, because the

refractive indices of ice and water, at the freezing temperature, are

nearly the same.

But what are these "bubbles?" Let us appeal to experiment for

the answer. If we place a piece of ice containmg them in warm water,

we shall find that when tlie ice surrounding them is melted they

suddenly collapse and disappear utterly. If we treat a bubble of air

contained in ice in the same way, we shall see the bubble rising tlirough

tlie water as soon as it is liberated. Hence we infer that this apparent

bubble, which occupies the centre of the ice-flower, is really a vacuum.

Now observe how unexpectedly a law of nature steps in. Ice is less

dense than water, as is manifested by its floating, and, when a certain

quantity of ice is melted, the resultant water occupies a smaller volume :

so the formation of each flower is attended with the formation of a

vacuum.

This contraction of the volume of water, however, takes place in a

peculiar way. When the cavity is small, and its sides close together,

the molecules of water are able to bear the strain put upon them, and

separate by a minute interval, so as still to till the space. Thus the

discs are at first bubbleless, but as the quantity of ice melted increases,

the strain becomes greater, until at last the molecules yield to the

influence of their mutual attractions, and rush together suddenly into

a smaller space. Thus the formation of each vacuum is attended with

a "clink" which is clearly audible, and resembles, on a smaller scale,

the metallic clink heard when water deprived (as this ice-water is)

of its dissolved air is shaken in a tube, as in Denny's well-known

experiment.

The planes of these " negative " crystals, as they have been termed,

lie in the planes of freezing, that is, in ordinary cases, parallel to the

surface of the water. We may detect this direction in any block of

lake-ice, taken at random, either by developing the flowers or by

observing the bubbles which are almost invariably entangled in it. We
shall see layers cloudy -with bubbles, separated by layers of clear ice,

the plane separating the two being, often, perfectly distinct on the

lower side of the clear layer, but less so above. The explanation of

this appearance is that the clear ice is that produced by slow freezing,

e.fj., during the daytime, when the molecules of water, as they fall

into their places in the crystal, have time to push out of the way the

particles of air entangled among them. These collect into bubbles on

the lower surface, and if, e.g. after sunset, a sudden fall of temperature

takes place and the freezing becomes more rapid, they are unable to

extricate themselves and become locked in their icy prison. It will be

noticed that the bubbles, which would be normally nearly spherical,

are usually pear-shaped or conical, with their longer axis vertical and the

nari-ow end pointing downwards as if they had been gradually
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compressed laterally by the expansion of the surrounclinf^ water as

it passed into the solid state. Lar^^er bubbles are less frequently met
with in lake-ice ; these are probably filled with f^ases emitted from the

decaying matter at the bottom, which we know is continually rising to

the surface in bubbles when the water is unfrozen.

The ice made in freezing machines, or on a small scale in a test

tube, is generally cloudy, being quickly formed. The reason why
slowlj'-formed ice is transparent is that the crystals are in perfect

optical contact, but it is said to be possible, by carefully exposing a

block to the action of heat, to cause it by a smart blow to fall into

pieces which are roughly hexagonal prisms. This, however, I have not

been able to do when I tried, but I once did something like it involun-

tarily. The winter before last, when I was skating at the Edgbaston

Reservoir, I lost my balance and fell. The ice cracked ominously, and

on rising I saw the spot where I had come in contact with it marked

by a large six-rayed star, the arms of which were from twelve to

eighteen inches long, and arranged almost exactly at equal angles of

sixty degi-ees, hke the main rays of the crystals (Figs. 1 and 2.) I also

produced the same effect last winter in a water-tub by striking

the ice vrith a hammer, the rays being longer or shorter according

to the strength of the blow'. It seems probable that the ice cracked

in these directions because these were the planes of least I'esistauce,

like the planes of cleavage in crystaUised minerals.

It is interesting to see ice thus analysed, and its component parts

demonstrated, but it is still more interesting to observe the synthetic

process, by which the crystals are formed. This is in general so masked

by various circumstances that they rarely assume their proper shapes,

but under special conditions perfect crystals may be obtained. They
have been noted by several observers, but are undoubtedly of com-

paratively rare occurrence. I am pleased therefore to record the fact

that, one morning in December, 1879, I found floating freely on the

surface of a basin of water, in my house, three thin plates of ice, the

smallest but most regularly formed of which is represented in Fig. 1 of

its natural size, about two inches in diameter. It will be seen how
closely it imitates the form of the snow-crystal which is sketched

above (Fig. 2.)

The main conditions necessary for the formation of such crystals

seem to be intense cold, combined with slow freezing. Professor

Tyndall, to whom I aiu indebted for many of these facts and explana-

tions, observed the formation of little six-rayed stars of thin ice in the

vessel of an artificial ice machine, in which the action was proceeding

very slowly. He believed the observation to be then new, and it gives

me, therefore, great pleasure to quote the following account of a similar

occurrence described in a letter to me by Mr. W. H. Wilkinson. He
says that it happened on a Christmas-da>-, some years ago, when the

thermometer in BiiTuingham fell below zero :

—
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" 111 my greenhouse there was au aquarium, some 5ft. long, with

about Gill, deep of water in it.

" The doors being closed, the temperature was prevented from

falling below 32° during the night, but early on the morning of

Christmas-day, as I entered, the cold air rushed in ; and my attention

was first called to the intensity of the frost by the fact that some water,

accidentally spilt, was frozen solid before I had time to walk the length

of the greenhouse.

" On looking into the aquarium to see how the fish stood the cold, my
attention was attracted by some little stars rising from the sides and

bottom, and floating up steadily to the surface of the water. They

sometimes came up singly, and sometimes in clusters of two or three

or more.

" They at first formed little islands of ice on the surface, by joining

together at their points ; others rising under them soon filled up the

spaces, and formed thin sheets of fragments of ice, with rough, jagged

edges.

" In a short time the entire surface was covered with ice, and in the

course of a few hours the aquarium was frozen solid."

Before concluding, I must refer to two other phenomena, which any-

one, who tries to reproduce the ice-flowers, will probably meet with.

Sometimes, instead of liquid flowers, we get only liquid discs, that is,

extremely thin layers of water, which are unattended by a " bubble."

I have seen these discs hexagonal, instead of circular, (see Figs. 5

and 6,) presenting a close resemblance to the hexagonal plate snow-

crystal which is frequently seen. Their average diameter is the same

as that of the flowers, and they also lie in the plane of freezing. If,

instead of the ice being perfectly clear, it contains bubbles of air, then,

on exposure to heat, we shall find the portion of ice immediately

surrounding the bubble to melt. Thus we obtain composite cavities,

as drawn in Fig. 7, where the central bubble represents the air, and

the clear area surrounding it the water. The cavity occupied by the

water does not, in this case, generally assume the form of au ice-

crystal. It is usually rounded, but sometimes slightly crimped at the

edges. Since the ice in melting shrinks to a smaller volume, it follows

that the air composir-g the bubble must now be rarefied ; and this is

confirmed by observing that when the ice surrounding it is melted, and

the bubble set free, it invariably collapses to a much smaller size.

The question arises, why should the ice melt immediately around

the bubble in preference to any other part? The answer to this

question depends upon an interesting property of the particles of

matter. We know that a liquid in its ordinary condition is continually

giving off vapour from its surface ; but why from its surface only ?

Simply because the molecules there have greater freedom of action,

are less hampered by the surrounding molecules than those within the

bodv. So, in a mass of ice, the particles on the surface yield to the

influeuce of the heat sooner than those within the mass. But it is
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obvions that the particles in immediate contact with an enclosed

bubble are, in this respect, in circumstances similar to those on the

exterior of the ice. The heat of a body is at the present day attributed

to a motion of the molecules composing that body. When the motion
of the particles of a solid reaches a certain limit, the solid becomes a

liquid; when the motion is further increased, the liquid becomes a gas.

And we can easily see that a molecular motion, which is incapable of

liberating the particles of a solid mass, may be propagated through

•hem without prejudice to its solidity ; yet, when this same motion
reaches the particles bounding a cavity, it maj' suffice to liberate

them. Professor Tyndall, from whom I have derived this explanation,

made a number of experiments, which entirely confirm it ; and those

who have studied his theory of glacier motion know that the same idea

has been applied to explain the effect of regelatiou upon which the

theory is based.

There is one other point of view in which the ice-flowers teach us

a lesson. Why should one portion of a solid block of ice melt sooner

than another? The heat which liquefies these flowers must have

passed through the surrounding ice before it reached them. We con-

clude, to quote Professor Tradall's words, that " the absorption is

fitful, and not continuous ; and there is no reason to suppose that in

other solids the case is not the same, though their constitution may
not be such as to reveal it. There is no such thing as absolute

homogeneity in nature. Change commences at distinct centres, instead

of being uniformly distributed ; and in the most apparently homo-
geneous substance we should discover defects, if our means of

obseiwation were fine enough."
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THE

CEYPTOGAMIC FLORA OF WAEWICKSHIRE.
BY .TAAFKS E. BAaNALT-.

In compiling this portion of the Warwickshire Flora I have

endeavoured to bring togetlier the various notes given from time to time

on this subject, which are at present scattered through various works,

Bothattliose botanists who may feel incliaed to follow up these investiga-

tions may be able easily to see what has been done already, and also

to decide, with little trouble to themselves, whether the plants they

find have been previously recorded, or are additions to our county flora.

In compiling such lists as this the great difficulty is to settle the

Bynonymy of the plants, many of the names of the older botanists

being now obsolete, and some transferred to other and frequently veiy

different plants from those intended by past recorders. In the Lichens

and Fungi I have found it extremely difficult in many cases to decide

what plant such an author as Purton meant by the name under which

he recorded it. To take a single instance, Purton records from Oversley

Wood a rare Lichen under the name of Lichen digitatus ; in "The
English Flora," Vol. V., page 240, this is called Scjiphophorus digitatus,

and by Leighton, in " The Lichen Flora of Great Britain," page 68, it

bears the name of Cladonia digitata. Thus in three standard works the

Fame plant is placed in three different genera. Nor is this a singular

instance. Hence if I should omit to notice some of the plants recorded

by the older botanists it will be because I have been iinable to trace them
to their modern name.

In the Fungi I have received great assistance from the notes of that

eminent fungologist, the late Mrs. Frederick Russell, of Kenilworth, and
I have to thank her niece, Miss Worsley, for having so courteously

allowed me to copy the list of Fungi found by her aunt in the neighbour-

hood of Kenilworth, Warwick, &c.—a most extensive list, the result of

many years' careful and successful study of these plants.

The Moss Flora, with one or two exceptions, is compiled entirely

rrom my own note book, and the sign ! after the name of a locality

indicates that I have myself collected and examined the plant cited

from that locality. Authentic specimens which I have seen from localities

given on the authority of other collectors I have indicated by the sign ! after

the name of the recorder.
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The past records of Warwickshire mosses are very scanty, the

only works within my reach in which any such records are given being

Purton's " Midland Flora" and Perry's " Plantns Vai'vicenses Selectaj,"

the notes in the latter being entirely copied from the first-named work.

Unfortunately Purtou has not given locahties for any but the rarer

mosses, and has, therefore, left it uncertain whether the mosses recorded

as "common," "frequent," &c., were found by him in Warwickshire or

in other parts of the Midlands. I have only recorded those mosses for

which he gives a Warwickshire station, although I am convinced that

many that I omit were found by him in this county.

The Moss Flora of Warwickshire is by no means an extensive one,

and our really rare species are few in number compared «nth those of such

counties as Surrey, Kent, or Gloucester. Still the county has yielded a

few rare species, and has the merit, if merit it be, of having added at

least two new species to the British Flora. The present list is, I am
convinced, an imperfect one. Much of the county has been at present

neglected, and to many districts I have been able to make only flying

visits. From the neighbourhood of Rugby I have no notes. The Edge
Hill district has only once been visited by myself ; and I know of no
records from that part of the county which lies south-west of the Edge
Hills ; in fact, so far as I have been able to make out, very little has yet

been done in the southern portion of the county, and I am convinced

that much good work still remains to be done.

Tliis hst will include the Musci, Hepaticse, Lichens, and Fungi. The
Algae I shall leave for a more competent botanist.

The following is a list of the books used in this compilation, with the

abbreviations employed in these papers :

—

Purt.—" A Midland Flora," 2 vols., 1817. T. Purton.

Purt.—" An Appendix to the Midland Flora," in two parts,
1821. T. Purton.

E. F.—" The English Flora," Vol. V., Part 11. Kev. M. J.

Berkeley, M.A., F.L.S.

MUSCI.
The classification adopted is that of " The London Catalogue of

British Mosses," by C. P. Hobkirk a^ad H. Boswell, 1877, a classification

which in my opinion has the merit of being a very natural one, and
which will probably be adopted by the majority of working botanists.

In the following list I have only quoted the sjoionymsof the "Midland

Flora," and the three works on British mosses most generally in use in

this country, which are indicated as under.

Wils.—Wilson—" Bryologia Britannica," 1855.

Berfc.—Berkeley— " Plaudbook of British Mosses," 1863.

HoftA;.—Hobkirk—" Synopsis of British Mosses," 1873.

SECTION I.—ACEOCARPL
SPHAGNACE^.

1.

—

Sphnrjmim acutifolium Ehrh. Marshes and bogs, local. A very
varying species, both in size and habit, often tinged with a reddish
tint, fruiting in Autxman. Abundant in Sutton Park ! Coleshill

Bog ! Trickley Coppice, in di'ains ! New Park

!

July, August.
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Var. patnlum Schimp. On elevated grassy places, rare, gi'owing
in smaller, looser tufts, oi: a pale green colour, ajjpareutly rare in

fruit. Fruiting in Autumn. Sutton Park ! near most of the
streams. Coleshill Bog

!

July, August.

2.

—

S. fimhriatum Wils. Ii. marshes and hogs, rare. Sutton Park

!

in marshy ground above Blackroot Pool, destroyed by railvpay

embankment in 1876, not found there since. Marshy ground in

Beutley Park, near Atherstone, 1878 ! July.

4.

—

S. squarrosinn Pers. Boggy places, rare. Sutton Park ! near
Bracebridge ! Blackroot! "Windley! and Powell's Pools! readily
known by its very squarrose leaves. July, August.

Var. b. teres Angst. Marshes, rare. In marsh by Windley Pool,
Sutton Park! 1876.*

7.

—

S. intermedium Hoffm. S. recurvum, Beauv., Hobk., Berk.
S. ciispidatum, h. recurvum Wils. In bogs and marshes, very
variable, local, rare in fruit. Abundant in Sutton Park ! but
usually barren. Coleshill Bog! fruiting. Trickley Coppice, in

drains

!

July.

8.

—

S. cuspidatum Ehrh. Near streams, rare. In a drain in Trickley
Coppice

!

11.

—

S. subsecundum Nees. S. contortinn, b. suhsecundum Wils. Turfy
bogs, marshes, local. Sutton Park! Coleshill Bog! Haywoods, in

first drive below Woodman's cottage ! Spring Wood, near Hockley
Cut-throat Coppice, near SohhuU

!

July!

Var. b. contortum Schultz. S. contortum Wils., Berk., Hobk.
In marshes. Dogs, and watery places, local, rare in fruit. Sutton
Park frequent! Coleshill Pool! Coleshill Bog! Arley Wood!
Bannersly Pool ! Drive by Chalcote Wood ! Cut-throat Coppice,
near Solihull ! In fruit in a sinall bog, near Great Packiugtou.

Var. b. contoi'tum, forma rufescens, Nees and Hsch. occurs in

small pools in bog, near Packmgton Park

!

July.

Var. c. turgidum 3Iull. S. contortum, c. obesum Wils., Hobk. In
small pools, bog near Pacldngton Park ! In bogs above Blackroot
Pool, Sutton Park

!

Var. d. auriculatum Lind. In drains and wet bogs, rare. Above
Blackroot Pool ! Pool Hollies Wood ! near Long Moor Mill Pool in

di-ains ! Sutton Park.

13.

—

S. rubcllumWils. Elevated places in bogs, rare. On the turfy tufts

formed by Molinia ccerulea in Coleshill Bog ! fruiting in July. Dr.
Braithwaite puts this as a variety of S. acutifolium in his Sphag-
uacese Britanuicas Exsiccata3, No. 36, as I think correctly. July.

16.

—

S. papillosum Lind. Var. b. confertum. In bogs and near
streams, rare. Sutton Park ! fruiting in bog above Blackroot Pool 1

near stream above Bracebridge Pool ! Pool HoUies Wood ! July.

17.

—

S. cyynbifolium Ehrh. In bogs and naarshes. S. latifolium
E. B., 1405. Coughton Lane ; Purt. Vol. II. The most frequent
Warwickshire species ; rare in fruit. Sutton Park ! abundant,
fruiting in Pool Hollies, 1875 ! Poor's Wood, Honily ! Brown's
Wood, near Solihull ! Arley Wood ! Trickley Coppice ! New Park,
Middleton ! Coleshill Bog, fruiting 1876 ! bog near Packington
Park ! in quarry near Cornels End, fruiting

!

Fruits, Autumn.

* I am somewhat in doubt as to the plant I find here being the true S. teref
Angst.)
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Var. b. sqiiarrosiilum Bnj. Germ. In bogs, rare; in several

places in Sutton Park ! Bentley Park, near Atherstone, 1878 !

Var. c. coinpactum Schultz. On grassy hiUocks near Btrcams.

This form I have only found in Sutton Park 1

WEISSIACEa;.

27.

—

Systrgium crinpnm Hedw. Plmscum crispum Wils., Hobk. On
"banks in fields, rare. In a field near Powell's Pool, Sutton Park,

1877 1 Fruiting, early Spring.

31.

—

Gymnostovmm tenue Schrad. On sandstone rocks and walls, rare.

On stone wall at Edgbaston 1 sandstone rocks, canal, near Row-
ington ! sandstone embankment, "Waterworks Eesei-voir, Aston !

Fruiting Autumn.

35.

—

G. microstomum Hedw. On banks in a sandy or marly soil, local.

Edgbaston (Cameron !) Olton, canal bank ! Maxtoke, near the

Priory ! Sutton Park, on banks near Powell's Pool ! 1877, Baker's

Lane, near Knowle ! 1879. Early Spring.

39.

—

Weissia viridula Brid. Weissia controversa Hedw., Wils., Hobk.,

Berk. Banks, common ; near Knowle ! Sutton Park ! Acocks
Green ! Marstou Green 1 &c.

Var. b. stenocarpa. Banks, local ; near Knowle, Olton Canal bank.
Spring.

40.

—

W. viucronata Bruch. On marly and clayey banks, rare. Olton

Canal bank, March, 1868 ! on banks near Duke End ! Spring.

42.

—

W. cirrhata Hedw. On trees, thatch, old pahngs, &c., frequent.

Middleton Park! Olton! Solihull! Sutton Park, Maxtoke, near

Priory ! Arley, &c. Spring.

50.

—

Dicranella crispa Hedw. On sandstone rocks, very rare. On sand-

stone rocks, lane out of Sandy Lane, Milverton, April, 1877 ! It is

probable that this species may be found abundantly in some of the

districts on the Permian, as I find it plentiful on the Permian
Eocks by the Hamstead Canal, Staffordshire. Fruiting, November.

54.—D. cerviculata Hedw. Dicranum cerviculatum Hedw., Wils.,

Hobk., Berk. On damp, turfy heaths and banks, near streams,

somewhat local. Frequent in Sutton Park ! Coleshill Heath I

55.—D. varia Hedw. Dicranum varium Wils., Hobk. On clay

banks and heathy waysides, not common. Sutton Park ! Plants

Brook ! Great Packington ! canal bank near Knowle 1 Solihull

!

Shrewley Common ! canal bank near Rowington

!

November.

56.—D. rufescens Turn. Dicranum riifcscem Turn., Wils., Hobk.
Very rare. On sandy banks, Tythall Lane, near Solihull ! As I

find this moss abundant on the Permian sandstone, near Ham-
stead, I think it probable that it may be also found in like places

on the Permian rocks of Warwickshire. November.

59.

—

D. lieteromalla Hedw. Dicranum heteromallum Hedw., Wils.,

Hobk.,Purt. Common. Ragley Woods ! Oversley Wood ! Purt.,

Vol. n., p. 545. Sutton Park! Curdworth ! Marston Green! &c.

A form with very dark-green strongly cirrhate leaves occurs on
damp banks, and is most frequently barren. Sandy and damp
banks. November to April.

64.

—

Dicranum montanuni Hedw. On the roots of oak trees, very rare.

This plant was a new addition to the British moss flora when I

first found it in 1870, and was abundant in Lower Nuthurst. The
tree on which it grew has since been felled, and it is now only

sparingly represented. Figm-ed and described by Dr. Braithwaite,
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under the name of Weissia truncicola (De Not.,) to wliicli species it

\s"as then referred, but afterwardsdeciclcil to be DiVra/iwrn montanum
by Dr. Lindberg. See "Journal of Botany," October, 1871, tab.

119, fig. 2. Kecorded from Abbey Wood, Kent, " Journal of

liotany," January, 1877, E. M. Holmes, Esq.

71.—/'. st'oifirium L. Hedge banks, heaths, and woods, local. Rare
in fruit. In fruit Brown's Wood, near S.^lihull ! Tvthall Lane,
Solihull! School Rough, Marstou (irceu ! Oversley Wood ! Poor's
Wood, Honily ! Jwly, August.

72.

—

D. niitjus Turn. Woods, rare. Kirsley, near Coventry, in fruit, (T.Kirk!)
Brown's Wood, near Solihull ! Hart's Hill Hayes! Julv, Antrust.

73.

—

D. palustre Brid. D. Bonjeanii, De Not. On banks, heaths,
mavfchy places, old thatched roofs, &c., not rare. Sutton
Park ! always bai-ren. Marston Green ! abundant on an old
thatched roof, Reddicap Hill, near Sutton ! August.

75.

—

D. spuriuin Hedw. On damp heaths, very rare. On ColoshiU
Heath. (H. Webb !) This plant I have looked for frequ-uily in

the locality cited, but have never seen it. I have an authentic
specimen collected by H. Webb from this locality.

84.

—

Cainpylopus fiexuosiis Brid. Dicranum JJrxunsum Purt. "Rocks,
high moors. The specimen which I found upon some very high
ground in Ragley Woods was in close tufts." (Purt., Vol. II.,

p. 541:.) I have never seen this moss in Warwiclcshire, but do not
think Purton would make a mistake in the species.

88.

—

C. fragilis B. and S. C. demm, b. frariiUs Wils. C. densus
Berk. Heath lands, local. Button Park, frequent on heath
lands, but very rarely fruiting. September.

90.

—

C. pyriformis Brid. C. torfuceus B. and S., Wilson, llobk.
On damp heath lands and the sides of streams and drains in a
peaty soil, local. Abundant in fruit on boggj- hjath laui above
Blackroot Pool, Sutton Park, 1S75. ColeshiU bog. 1876. I believe
that the variety b. MilUeri also occurs in Sutton Park, but I have
never been able to get perfect specimens, so as to place the matter
beyond a doubt. July, August.

BBDCHIACE^.
92.

—

Archidium x)liascoides Brid. 3Ioist heaths. Edgbaston, (Cameron
!)

Shores of ColeshiU Pool ! April, 18G8 and 1871. Very rare. April.

93.

—

Pleuridium nitidum Hedw. FJiascuni nitidum Wils., Hobk. Local,
but probably frequently overlooked. Moist banks, damp sandy and
marly fields. Shirley ! on banks near Earlswood Reservoir ! field

by Powell's Pool, Sutton Park ! Autumn, Spring.

94.—P. suhulatuvi L. Phascum i^uhulatum Wils., Hobk. Banks and
fields, frequent ; Acocks Green Railway bank! Olton ! Packwood!
wood near Maxtoke Priory ! fields in Tythall Lane, Solihull

!

Oversley Wood ! Sutton Park, 1879

!

Spring.

95.

—

P. (dternifolium B. and S. Phascum alteniifoUum Wils., Hobk.
Banks and faUow gi'ound, rare or overlooked. In fields near
railway station, Marston Green! Old clay pit, near Erdingtoii
railway station on banks ! Spring.

LEUC0BRYACE.E.
96.

—

Lcucohryum glaucum L. Moist heathlands and heathy bogs,
local. In many parts of Sutton Park I but always ban'en.
ColeshiU bog !
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rOTTTACE.'E.

109.

—

SphirraJifiium muticum Kclircb. Phasciim mulicuiii "Wils., Ilohk.

Moist banks and fallow liolds, local. lu sandy fields Coleshill

Heath ! Tile House Green, near Kuowle ! Fields by Powell's Tool,

Sutton Park ! Autumn, Spring.

111.

—

Phascum cuspidatum Schreb. Moist biinks and fields, common.
Coleshill Heath 1 Solihull 1 Canal bank, Acocks Green 1 Sutton
Park 1 &c. March.

Var. e. curvisetum Dicks. Fields, rare. Sparingly in a fallow field

above Coleshill Pool, March, 1869

1

115.

—

Pottia minutula Schwg. Marly and sandy fields, not rare. Fields

near Shirley ! Solihull ! Acocks Green ! Sheldon ! Ked Hill !

Bearley 1 Hartshill ! Astloy I Maxtoke ! Winter and Spring.

116.—P. truncata L. Fallow fields, banks, heathy footways, very frequent.

Acocks Green ! Sutton Park I Kiugswood I Autumn, Spring.

117.—P. intermedia Turn. Pottia truncata, b. major Wils., Hobk.
Fields and walls, not rare. Fields near Westwood Coppice, Sutton
Park! Acocks Green ! ExhaU, on marly banks 1 Bearley! Shirley!

Kingswood ! marly banks near Henley-in-Arden 1 stone quarries,

HartshiU ! wall tops by Arley HaU 1 Spring. Mr. Mitten con-

siders this to be a variety of P. lanceolata. "Journal of Botany,"
IX., 1871.

118.

—

[P. Wilsoni Hook. Banks in a sandy soil. This species has been
found by Mr. E. W. Badger, jun., at Moseley, Worcestershire, on
barLks, and may probably be found in Warwickshire/

123.—P. lanceolata Dicks. Anacalypta lanceolata Wils., Berk.,

Hobk. Marly banks, wall tops in has soils, <fec. Plentiful on
banks Chesterton Wood! Tythall Lane, Solihull ! Lias wall tops

at Harbury! Kineton ! Fenny Compton ! Edge Hills! Canal bank
near Bearley ! growing with P. intermedia, at Arley Wood !

March.

128.

—

Didymodon niiellus B. and S. Walls and banks, frequent.

Shortwood Coppice ! walls of Kenilworth Castle ! Sutton Park

!

Canal bridges between Olton and Knowle ! Kineton, on lias walls !

Arley! Hartshill! Erdington, old clay pits

!

October.

132.—D. sinuosus Wils. Tortula sinuosa Hobk. Walls and tree

roots, rare. On wall of bridge near Henley-in-Arden ! On roots of

tree stump just outside Fenny Compton ! very abundant on railway
bridge in road from Birdingbury to Norton, 1878 ! Always barren.

137.—Ditrichum fiexicaule Schwg. Trichostomum Jlexicaule Wils.,

Hobk. Leptotrichuvi Jlexicaule Berk. On marly banks, very
rare. Abundant on marly bank, at Marl CUff, just within the

county

!

Barren.

141.—Trichostomum tophaceum Brid. Walls and clay banks, local. Dam
of Bracebridge Pool, Sutton Park ! Erdington, in old clay pits !

Canal bridge, near Olton Pool ! walls near Arley Wood ! Fine form
on dripping Ijanks, canal near Eowington ! Fruiting in Spirng.

148.—Tortula rigida Schultz. On walls in lias districts, rare. Wall
tops just past church, at Harbury ! wall of farm, Green Lanes,
near Wilmecote ! Fenny Compton ! Kineton

!

Fruit, Winter.

149.—T. ambigua B. and S. On walls and banks. Local in North
Warwick, more frequent in South Warwick on Has soils. Walls
between Nuneaton and Hartshill ! near Arley Wood ! Astley

!

Bearley ! Harbury ! Fenny Compton ! Snowford, near bridge ! &c.

Fruit, Winter.
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150.—T. aloides Koch. On clay banks and mud-capped walls, local.

Clay banks, Bearley! Red Hill, near Alcester! near Stratford-

on-Avon ! walls near Nuneaton, with last species ! Canal bank,
near Olton ! Marston Green ! &c. Winter.

151.—T. cavifolia Schpr. Pottia cavifolia b. gracilis Wils. Local-

Abundant on walls capped with lias mud. Fenny Compton!
Harbury

!

March-

153.—T. atro-virens Sm. Desmatodon nervosus Br. and Sch.. "Wils.

Trichostomtim convolutum Brid., Berk. On marly banks in lias

soils. On a marly bank on the Alcester Eoad, three miles from
Stratford-on-Avon, December 1875. I only found a single tuft on
this occasion, and have not since been able to find more. It is a

remarkable moss to find so far inland. "Winter.

154.—[T. cuneifolia Dicks. On banks in the coal measures. This species

I have found near Halesowen, near Birmingham, on the coal

measures fairly abundant. It may probably be found in similar

soils in "Wai-wickshire. There is no doubt as to the Halesowen
plant. It has been submitted to Dr. Braithwaite, and was also

pointed out by me to Dr. Fraser and Rev. J. H. Thompson. As
this is a maritime species, its occurrence so far inland is remark-
able.] Fruit April,

156.—r. marginata B. and S. On sandstone walls and the stonework of

bridges, local. Sutton Park ! "Walls of Rowington Hall ! "Walls of

Meriden Park ! Sandstone walls, Guy's Chff ! AUesley 1 Milverton I

May, June.

158.

—

T. muralis L. On waUs. Very common in all districts I have visited.

Var. b. incana. A verj' hoary form, more rare than type ;
growing

on the mortar of brick walls, canal bridges, near Bearley! Hattont
"Wilmecote ! Abundant on wall at Guy's Chff

!

March, April,

Var. c. a3stiva Schultz. On damp sandstone walls. On stone coping

near Powell's Pool, Sutton Park ! stonework of dam, Bracebridge
Pool, Sutton Park

!

Var. d. rupestris Schultz. On old walls and marly banks, more local

than tj'pe. Canal bridge, near Shrewley Common! wall of farm
near Rose Hall, Alcester ! near Grafton, on banks ! stone wails

near Fillongley

!

159.—T. unguiculata Dill. "WaUs, banks, fields, &c., in most soils, very

frequent and very variable. Marston Green, &c. !

Var. b. cuspidata Schultz. On mortar coping walls near Hartsbill 1

on lias banks near "Wixford ! December.

160.— T. fallax Hedw. Banks in marly and sandy soils, local. Shustoke,

on railway bank ! Marston Green, on railway bridge ! Erdington,

in old clay pits ! Sutton Park ! November.

163.—r. rigidula Dicks. "Wall tops; more frequently in lias districts.

"Wall of churchyard, "Dfton, near Southam ! Harbury! nearHenley-
in-Arden

!

November.

164.—T. spadicea Mitt. Trichostomum rigidulum "Wils., Berk. Banks and
damp walls, local. Bearley ! Red HiU, on lias soil on footways

!

Ballards Green, by Arley "Wood ! bridge near Henley-in-Ai-den !

Always barren in these districts.

165.—T. cylindrica Tayl. T. iiisuhnia De Not. T. vinealis h. flaccida

"Wils. On banks. &c.. rather local. Near Claverdon, on the way
for High Cross ! Sutton Park. Bracebridge Pool, and Druids "Weill
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166.— T. vitiealis Brid. Baujcs auJ walls, rare. Wall of Milverton

cliiircbyai-d !

167.—T. Horuschuchiana Schultz. On the mortar and walls and on the

ground in marly soils, local. Canal bridge, Shirley Heath

!

Bearley I lane near Fillongley ! Yaruingale Common 1 Ballards

Green ! Vei7 rarely fruiting. Spring.

168.—T. revohita Schwg. On the moi-tar of walls, not rare. Near Soli-

huU! FiUongley! Shirley Heath ! Bearley! Binton ! Sutton Park!
Shi-ewley Common ! All in fruit. May.

169.—T. convoluta Hedw. On walls and waysides, local. Sutton Park !

abundant on heathy places by "Whitacre Railway Station! wall of

cottage near Mei'iden Shafts ! Eailway bank, near Gravelly Hill

!

May, June.

171.—T. tortuosa L. On old walls, very rare. Somewhat sparingly on
a canal bridge near Olton ! I have not seen it elsewhere in the

county, but have noticed it in the above station for ten years.

175.—T. Brebissoni Brid. Tortilla mucronata Brid., Berk., Hobk. Cincli-

dotiis riparius, b. terrestris B. and S., Wils. On roots of trees near

rivers, rare. Banks of the Avon, near Bidford ! in fine fniit on
banks of Alue, near Aston Cantlow ! on old bridge, near Holj'well

!

near Heulej'-in-Arden ! Fruit May.

176.—r. siibidata L. On sandy banks, walls, and tree roots occcasionally.

Near Oakley Wood ! Copt Heath ! Harbury ! on walls Guy's Chff

!

Packwood '" Kingswood, FiUongley ! May, June.

177.—T. IcEvipila Brid. On trees, sometimes on stone walls, not rare.

Copt Heath ! Eowington ! Uftou ! Edge Hills ' Harbury ! Binton !

Oakley! Offchurch and Birdingbury! Milverton! Quarries near

War^vick 1 May, June.

178.—T. latifoUa B. and S. On roots of trees and woodwork near

streams, rare. Wooden bridge and alders by stream near

Holywell! on willow trunks, banks of Avon, near Bidford.

Bridle road from Chadshunt to Drayton Bassett ! Always barren.

179.—T. ruralis L. Thatched roofs, walls, &c., rare in North Warwick,
frequent in South Warsvick. Temple Grafton ! near Oakley
Wood on trees ! waU by Chesterton Windmill ! near Hartshill !

Mastoke Shustoke ! ColeshiU ! Spring.

180.—r. intermedia Brid. Tortnia ruralis, b. minor Wils. Wall tops and
lias banks. Banks near Temple Grafton! walls Edge Hills

Binton ! Harborough M; gn i ! Fillongley ! Harbury in fruit ! May.

181.—T. papulosa Wils. On trees and old pales, local. Old pales

Olton Canal ! foot-bridge near Holywell ! on elms near Alcester

Lodge ! on ash trees Marl Cliff ! abundant on elms between

Alcester and Stratford ! near Birdingbury 1 Marston Green

!

Always barren.

185.—Ceratodon purpureus L. Heaths, banks, walls, &c., very common
in all the districts I have visited. May.

CALTMPEEACE^.

189.— [Encalypta vulgaris Hedw. Banks. This species I have found on

sandy banks near the Lickey HiUs, in Worcestershire. It may
probably be found on similar habitats in Warwickshire.]

192.—E. streptocarpa Schwg. On the mortar of old walls, rare. On
a small bridge at Earlswood, near Reservoir ! on stone walls near

New Fillonglev HaU

!

Always barren.
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GEnnnACE^.
194.

—

Grimmid apocarpa L. Schistidium apocarpum B. and S., Wils.,
Berk. Ou walls, frequent. Olton Canal bridge! Elmdonl
Binton ! Coleshill 1 Siirewley Common ! Pinley

!

Var. b. gracilis N. and H. On stone walls near Fillongley I

Var. c. rivularis N. and H. On stones in stream. Out of large pool
at Arbury

!

Spring.

197.—G. crinita Brid. On the mortar of old walls, very rare. On an
old bridge near Hatton ! This interesting moss was new to our
British flora when found by myself in June, 1872. It was theu
fairly abundant ; unfortunately the next year the bridge was
partly pulled down for repairs, and nearly the whole of this moss
was thereby exterminated. I was pleased to notice in 1876 that it

had begun to make headway again. I believe this is at present
the only British station. It is ably described by Dr. Braithwaite,
in " Journal of Botany,"' July, 1872. July.

199.

—

G . pulvinatalDiW.. Wall tops, very common in all the districts. Spring.

206.—G. trichophylla Grev. Wall tops, rare. Wall of Lapworth
Churchyard ! on Eadford Canal bridge, near Leamington ! Not
found in fruit.

221.— lUacoinitrium aciculare L. Stone walls. This species I find
abundantly on walls of new red sandstone near Halesowen. It
may probably be found on like habitats in this county.]

224.—E. heterost.ichuni Hedw. Stone walls, rare. Pinley, near
Coventry (T. Kirk) ! This I also find near Halesowen. " Spring.

225.— [R. fasciculare and E. lanu(jinosum I also find on stone walls near
Halesowen. Probably both may also be found in Warvrickshire.]

228.

—

E. canescens Hedw. Trichostomum canescens Purt. " Shores of
Coleshill Pool " (Bree) (Purt., Vol. III., p. 85.) Heathy waysides,
local. Near Berkswell Railway Station on main road to Kenil-
worth ! near Four Ashes Lane leading to Monkspath ! Lane from
Solihull to Sharman's Cross

!

Always barren.

230.

—

Ptychomitrium polyphyUum Dicks. Stone walls, rare. Near
Binley, Coventry (T. Kirk) ! [Abundant on stone walls near Hales-
owen.] Fruit March.

233.

—

Zygodon viridissimus Dicks. On roots of trees, local in noi'thern
part of the county. Copt Heath I near Oakley Wood ! between
Stratford and Redhill ! Lane to Harbury Railway Station,
abundant ! Bridle road from Draj-tou Bassett to Chadshuut

!

Frequent between Offchurch and Long Itchingtonl Bishops
Tachbrook

!

Barren.

241.— Uiota crispa Hedw. OrtJwtrichum crispum Hedw., Wils., Hobk. On
trees, rare. "Allesley, Bree," (Purt.) Coppice in Whew-porridge
Lane, near Solihull ! Shelly Coppice ! June.

242.

—

U. intermedia Schpr. On trees, rare. Chalcot Wood, near
Umberslade

!

2i7.—Orthotrichum saxatile Brid. O. anomahtm Hedw., Wils., Berk. Local,
on stone walls. Bridge near Henley ! near Wilmecote ! near Holy,
well! Binton! Harbury! Kineton, Edge Hills

!

Spring.

252.

—

0. ohtusifolium Schrad. On ash trees, very rare. Abundant on a
small ash tree near Binton, 1876-78 I I have carefully examined
every other tree in this district that I could have access to without
being able to find this moss again.
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253.-0. affine Sclirad. On trees, &c., frequent, more especially in South
Wanvicksliire. Olton ! Copt llcnth! Eowington ! Chesterton

Wood ! "Vv'olstone Heath ! Edge Hills ! &c. June.

260.—0. tenellum Bruch. On trees, rare. Between Stratford and lied

Hill ! near Offchurch ! June.

[O. stramineum Hornsch. Is very hkely to be found on trees in the

lias districts ; at present I have not I'ound it.]

262.—0. diaphaman Schrad. On trees, walls, and stones, frequent.

Castle Bromwich ! Alcester ! Llorton Morrell ! Wolstone Heath !

Sherboum! Hampton Lucy ! &c. May, June.

264.—O. Lyelii H. and T. On trees, ash, and elm, local. Near Solihull

:

Chadshunt ! Copt Heath ! Wormleighton I Ladbrook ! Offchurch !

&c. Never noticed in fruit.

265.—0. leiocarpum B. and S. On Ontario poplars, rare. Near Kowing.
ton Village

!

May.

267.—0. rivuhire Turn. " On stones and a water wheel at Bidford Grange
—Bree." (Purt., Vol. III., p. 388.)

FUNARIACE.E.

279.—Ephemenim nerratum Schreb. Phascum serratum Wils., Hobk. In
fallow fields, local or overlooked. Sutton Park ! Acocks Green

!

near Solihull ! Olton! wood near Maxtoke ! Coleshili Heath !

March, April.

283.

—

Physcomitrellapatens Hedw. Damp marly places. Damp marly bank
near Fillongley Hall

!

Autumn.

285.—Physcomitrium pyriforme L. Gymnostomum pyriforme Purt. "Bank
bounding mill pool at Oversley," (Purt.) On moist banks, &c.,

local. Sutton Park ! Aston ! Water Orton ! Dukesbridge ! April.

288.—FuTiaria fascicularis Dicks. Physcomitrium fasciculare Wils., Hobk'
Entosthodon fascicularis Berk. Heathy waysides and fallow fields,

rare. Coleshili Heath ! fields near Maxtoke Priory ! in a field

near Ufton Church, 1872 ! Sutton Park ! April.

290.— F. hygrometrica L. Walls, heathy waysides, &c., very frequent-

Occurring in all the districts. May, November.

BABTBAMIACEiE.

292.—Amblyodon dealbatus Dicks. On damp turfy heaths, near pools,

very rare. Sutton Park

!

April.

299.—Bartramia pomiformis L. On dry shady banks, local. "Lane
from Spemall Ash to Middletown " (Purt.) Sutton Park ! Middle-

ton Heath ! Curdworth ! Mai'ston Green ! April.

307.—Philonotis fontana L. Bartramia fontana L., Purt., Wils., Berk'
Marshes, rare in fruit. "Cookhill," (Purt.) Near Windley, Keepers I

and Bracebridge Pools, Sutton Park ! waysides near Pour Ashes,
Aprilr

BEYACEiE.

312.—Leptoiryum pyriforme L. Brymn avrenm E. B., Purt. Sandstone
rocks and walls, local. Olton Reservoir ! Eowington ! Stone
Quarry, Warwick ! Leek Wootton ! Birdingbury (Kirk) ! Willen-
hall, near Coventry (Kirk) ! Shrewley canal bank! tree pots

Botanic Gardens! " Walls of Warwick Castle " (Purt.) May_

317.—Webera nutans Schreb. Bryum nutans Schreb., Wils., Hobk. Damp
places, thatched roofs, &c., frequent. Sutton Park! Coleshili
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Pool! Acocks Green! Tamingale Common! &c. A peculiar
deusely-tufted form occurs abundantly on thatched roofs by
Powell's Pool, Sutton Park! May.

319.

—

W. annotina Hedw. Bryum annotinum Purt., Wils., Hobk. Damp
sandy places, local. Bare in fruit. " Coughton Lane " (Purt.)
In fruit Marston Green I Canal bank Rowington ! Sutton Park

!

Quarries near Nuneaton ! Dripping Well, Milverton

!

June.
321.

—

W. camea L. Bryum carneum L., Wils., Hobk. Sandy and
clayey banks, local. Clay pits Erdington ! Canal bank Shrewley
Heath. April.

322.— TF. albicans Wahl. Bryum Wahlenbergii Schwg., Wils., Hobk.
Marshy sandy places and damp rocks, rare Stone quarries near
Nuneaton! near Corley Tillage! near Middleton Hall! Bearley
canal bank ! Binley, near Coventry (Kirk)

!

May.
325.

—

Bryitm pendulum Hornsch. Bryum cem?/!rm Wils., Hobk. Sandstone
walls, rare. On the outside walls of Kenilworth Castle ! walls
of Bracebridge Pool, Sutton Park on walls by Rowington
Church May.

326.

—

B. inclinatum Swartz. Sandstone walls and banks, rare. Railway
bank near Stechford ! [Abimdant on walls by aqueduct, Hamp-
stead. June.

328.

—

[B. lacustre Brid. Should be looked for in moist sandy places ; it

occurs in such habitats at Weolley Sand Quarries, Harbome.]
333.

—

B. intermedium W. and M. Walls, frequent. Sutton Park!
Erdington ! stone quarries, Warwick ! Rowington Canal bank

!

Berkswell 1 June.
334.

—

B. himum Schreb. Marshes, bogs, &c. Often abundant in the
barren state. Sutton Park ! bog, near Packington ! Canal
banks, Rowington ! Olton ! Holywell ! &c. June.

338.

—

B. erythrocarpum Sch-wg. Bryum sangui7ieum^rid.,'Wils. B.hicolor
Purt. " Coleshill Pool," Bree. Sandy places in quarries, d'c,

local. Near railway, Whitacre! Canal bank, near Kingswood.
May.

339.

—

B. mnrale Wils. On the mortar of walls, rather local. Sutton
Park! Canal bridge, near Olton Pool! Bridge, near Shrewley
Heath ! Ufton Churchyard wall ! Baulk Lane, near Berkswell

!

June.
340.

—

B. atropurpureum W. and M. Walls and heathy places, not un-
common. Near Milverton Church ! Whitacre Heath ! Sutton
Park! Ufton Churchyard wall! May.

343.

—

B. aespiticium L. WaUs, thatch, &c., common. Sutton Park!
Erdington ! Lea Marston ! Acocks Green, &c. May.

345.

—

B. argenteum L. Banks, walls, roofs, &c., frequent. Erdington !

Sutton Park! Fenny Compton ! &c., Szc. October.

346.—I?. capiUare L. Trees, walls, thatch, bank, common. Sutton Park !

Erdington ! Fillongley. May.
Var. b majus. Often very abundant on thatched roofs. Marston
Green I BerksweU ! &c.

A barren form often vei-y abundant on the trunks of trees, which
I cannot refer to any of Wilson's varieties.

350.

—

B. pallens Swartz. Marshy sandy places, rare. Usually barren,
and abundant in this state at several pools in Sutton Park. In
fruit on railway siding near the engine-house. Small Heath, 1877,

locality probably destroyed now. June.
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353.— 7>. psi'uilo-triquetrKui Hcdw. Marshes, rare, barren flowers found
only. Sutton Park ! bog, near Packington 1

357.

—

B. roseum Schi'eb. Sandy banks, very rare, always bari'en. Mar-
ston Green ! Sutton Park, near Bracebridge Pool, 1878

1

MNIACE^.

3G2.

—

Mnium afme Bland. Shady banks, marshes, bogs, rather local,

Olton Canal bank! Marston Green! Haywoods ! Sutton Park!
abundant in bogs above Blackroot pool, with female flowers
always barren.

3G3.

—

M. undulatum Hedw. Bryum ligulatuvi Purt. " Marsoms Gate>
Dunnington." Very rare in fruit. Shady woods and banks.
Sutton Park ! Marston Green ! Olton ! in fruit in a quarry near
Allesley village

!

June.

364.—"il/. lo^tratum Schrad. Bryum rostratum E. B., 1475, Purton.
" Subalpine counties, rare. Oversley Hill." (Purt.) April.

365.

—

M. hornum Ti. Bnjiim hornum Ij.,'Puvt. " Eagley woods." Banks,
woods, Ac, frequent. Sutton Park! near Solihull! Middleton
woods ! Knowle and Rowlngton canal bank ! &c. May.

370.

—

M. stellare Hedw. Shady wet banks, local. Shustoke ! near Mas-
toke Priory ! Dripping rocks near Milverton ! always barren.

372.

—

M. ptuictatum Hedw. Bryum punctatum Purt. " Oversley Wood."
Near streams, marshes, and on wet clayey banks, local, rare in

fruit. Olton canal bank! Marston Green ! in fruit Long Moor,
Mill Pool, and above Blackroot pool, Sutton Park

!

March.
373.

—

31. suhglohosum B. and S. Bogs and marshes, rare. Near several
of the pools in Sutton Park, fruiting sparsley. Shirley Heath, in

abundant fruit 1879 ! March.
374.

—

Aulaconuiion androgynum L. Hedge banks, in a sandy soil, woods,
(fee, frequent, but always barren. Sutton Park, &o.

375.

—

A. pabistre L. Bryum palustre L., Purt. " Coleshill Pool !" marshes
and bogs, local. Marsh near Packington ! Sutton Park frequent

!

Marston Green ! always barren. Fruit recorded by Webb, from
Sutton Park.

GEORGIACE^.
378.

—

Tetraphis pellucida L. Banks, woods, old tree stumps, &c. Not
unfrequent with gemmiferous shoots, rare in fruit, abundant in

the gemmse state in Sutton Park ! in fi-uit Poors Wood, Honily I

near Three May Poles, Shirley ! wood near Olton ! New Park, 1879

1

August.
POIiTTRICHACE^.

381.

—

Atrichum undulatum L. Marly banks, woods, &c., frequent. Sutton
Park ! Olton canal bank ! Rowington ! Haywoods ! Ufton Wood !

(fee, &c. October, November.
Var. attenuatum. Sandy banks, rare. Sandy bank, Warwick Eoad,

near Solihull

!

385.

—

Pogonatum nanum Neck. Heathy footways and banks, local. Castle
Bromwich ! Shirley Heath ! Chalcot Wood ! Kenilworth Heath

!

abundant 1879.

Var. longisetum Hampe. Rare. In drive by Chalcot Wood, 1874.

October, November.
386.

—

Pogonatum aloides Hedw. On marly and sandy banks, local.

Polytrichum aloides Purt. " Ragley Woods," Sutton Park in several

places ! lane from Meriden to Packington Park I Shirley I

TJmberslade

!

October, November.
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Var. b. minus. Sandy banJiS. Near Brown's "Wood, Solihull ! Shirley
Street

!

390.

—

Polytrichum gracile Menz. Woods and heath lands, local. Sutton
Park abundantly ! Trickley Coppice ! New Park, Middleton t

Brown's Wood ! Hartsbill Hayes ! May, June.

391.

—

P. formosum Hedw. In woods and on heath lands, local. Sutton
Park ! Arley Wood ! Wood near Maxtoke ! Brown's Wood, Solihull

!

Trickley Coppice ! New Park 1 Haywoods

!

May, June,

392.

—

P. piliferum Schreb. Heath lands and heathy waysides, local.

Colesbill Heath ! Old Chester Road I Sutton Park abundant I

Coleshill Pool

!

May, June.

393.—P. juniperinum Hedw. Heath lands and heathy waysides, local.

Plautsbrook ! Sutton Park abundant I Coleshill Heath ! Coleshill

Pool

!

May, June.

395.—P. commune L. Marshes and bogs ! local. Near Packington Park

!

Coleshill Bog ! Coleshill Pool ! Railway Cutting Acocks Green !

Brown's Wood, Solihull ! New Park, Middleton 1 Arley Wood

!

Haywoods ! Sutton Park abundantly

!

Var. c. minus Swartz. In drier heathy places and woods. Sutton
Park

!

Jmie.

SECTION n.—AMPHOCARPI.
FISSIDENTACEiE.

399.

—

Fissideiis bryoides Hedw. Marly and sandy banks, frequent. Sutton
Park ! Knowle I Acocks Green ! &c. February.

400.

—

F. exilis Hedw. On rabbit heaps and clayey soils in woods, and
on banks in Lias soils, rather rare. Bearley ! Haywoods ! Canal
bank near Acocks Green ! Lane near Yarningale Common

!

February.
401.

—

F. incurvus Schwg. Clayey banks, local. F. viridulus, e. incurvus
Wils. Bearley, on banks near the village, Solihull 1 Canal
bank near Solihull and Olton ! Temple Grafton ! Lane near
Yarningale Common I March.

403.

—

F. tamarindifolius Brid. Marly banks, rare. Near Princethorpe I

Drayton bushes ! near Biuton Bridges ! March.
404.— i'. pusillus Wils. Damp sandy banks, rare. Near Bacons End,

Castle Bromwich ! lane near Yarningale Common ! March.
Var. Lylei Wils, M.SS. Very rare ; abundant on the bank of a

drain near Counden, on the way for Allesley ! on Lias banks,
Birdingbury Wharf

!

April.

405.

—

F. crasstpes Wils. F.viridulus,c. vwjor'Wils., very iSLve. Sparingly
by the water wheel, Guy's Chff

!

April.

406.

—

F. inconstans Schpr. On Lias banks, very rare. Specimens found
growing with F. incurvus near Biuton Bridges are apparently
identical with specimens received from H. Boswell, Esq. February.

409.

—

F. adiantoides Hedw. Marshes, rare in fruit. Sutton Park, by
Windley and Long Moor Mill Pool in fruit ! BaUards Green, near
Ai-ley Wood ! recorded by Purton from a strawberry bed near
Studley Castle. October.

410.

—

F. taxifolius L. Clay banks, somewhat local. Canal bank, Olton I

Haywoods ! Baddesley Chnton ! Caual bank, Rowmgton 1 near
Hartsbill in several places 1 Ufton Wood, near Southam 1 Pool
IloUies, Sutton Park

!

November.
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SECTION in.—CLADOCAEPI.

BIPABIAOBi^:.

114.—Cinclidotus fontinaloides Hodw. Trichnntomum fontinaloides Part.
" Mill walls, banks of rivers, rare. On a stone cistern at a
watering place at Binton," (Purt, vol. ii., p. .527.) " On mill

wlieels at Bidford Grange, in full fruit, Brco," (Purt, vol. iii., p.

387.) The cistern at Binton I find is now altered into a modern
drinking fountain. I saw no trace of the moss ; the second locality

I have not yet visited.

415.—Fontinalis antipijretica L. Stx-eams and pools, attached to wood,
rare. In river near Holywell ! in small pool near Stratford-upon-
Avon Road to Alcester

!

CRTPH^ACE^.

418.—Hedwigia ciliata Dicks. On sandstone, very rare. Arbury (T. Kirk) I

I have seen authentic specimens collected by Mr. Ivirk from this

locality, but have not found it myself.

420.—CryphcEi hcteromalla Hedw. Neckera heteromalla Purt. On trees,

local. "In a thicket at Alcester mill, near MIesley" Purt., Bree.
On elms near Stratford-upon-Avon ! on elms, Wolstone Heath, near
Dunchurch ! near Sherbourne ! Bridle Road from Drayton Bassett
to Chadshunt ! on ash and elm trees between Offchurch and
Birdingbury ! frequent in this locality. April.

SECTION IV.—PLEUROCARPl.

LEUCODONTACE^.

422.—Leucodon sciuroides L. On trees, local in North, frequent in South
Warwick. Dravton bushes ! Chadshunt ! Chesterton ! Harbury !

Oakley ! Exhall ! Solihull ! Rowington ! StraLford-upon-Avon I

Copt Heath I always barren.

NECKERACE^.

428.

—

Neckera complanata L. On trees, &c., frequent. Solihull 1

Shustoke I Maxtoke ! Oakley Wood ! &c. Not found in fruit.

420.

—

Homalia trichomanoides Schreb. OmaJia Wils., Hobk. Hi/pnum
tricJiomanoides Ynvt. "Allesley." On banks and trees, local. School
Rough ! Marston Green ! Solihull on way for Bentley Heath ! near
Wroxall Abbey ! November.

[Hookeria lucens Dill Should be sought on moist banks in woods.
Found by the late Sir. Westcott at IMoseley, near Birmingham 1]

LESKEACE^.

437.

—

Leskea polyearpa Ehrh. Hypnum medium Part. " On tiles, Allesley,
(Bree.") On trees, especially on the roots near water, local. Forge
Mills, on alder roots ! Bridle road from Drayton Bassett to
Chadshunt 1 on poplar and alder roots, stream near Holj'well

!

May.
440.

—

Anomodon viticulosus L. On tree roots. On ash trees, near Sher-
boum I lane from Kingswood to Wroxall Abbey ! Holywell

!

446.

—

Thuidiumtamariscinum Hedw. Hi/pnum tamarisci)ium Wils.. Hobk.
Marly banks and woods, frequent. Sutton Park! Cnnal hauk
neax Erowington ! Olton ! &c. November.
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HTPNACE^!.

453.—Thaiunium alopecuruiii L. Isothecium Wils. Uypnum Hobk., Tnrt.
" Oversley." Banks, woods, and coppices. Eowington, in fruit

!

Drayton bushes, in fruit ! Maxtoke Churchyard ! Woottou
Waweu ! Tarningale

!

November.
454.—Climacium dendroides L. Hypnum dendroides Purt. Bogs and

marshes, local. Canal bank near Holywell ! Lane from Four
Ashes to Box Trees, Shirley ! Sutton Park ! Allesley (T. Kirk)

!

«' Cold Comfort," (Purton.)

456.

—

Isothecium myuruin Poll. Hypnum curvatum Part. " Allesley (Bree.")

On trees, local. Plants brook ! Haywoods ! Holywell ! Bearley
Bushes ! In fruit Chesterton Wood

!

November.
459.

—

Homalothecium sericeum L. Leskea serieea Hedw., Wils., Hobk.
Walls, trees, thatch, &c., frequent. Sutton Park ! Acocks Green

!

Olton ! &c. November—March.

460.

—

Camptoth^cium lutescens Huds. Hypnum lutescens Huda., Wils.,

Hobk., Purt. " Cleve Bank opposite Salford." On banks in a
marly or lias soil, local. Bearley Canal bank ! near Ufton Village !

Oversley Woods ! not found fruiting.

462.

—

ScJeropodiumcaspitosu7nWils. Hypnum cce.^pitosum Wils., Hobk., Berk.
Tree roots near water, local. Forge Mills, near station ! abundant
on banks of Alne, near Aston Cantlow ! borders of pool by Middle-
ton Park ! on alders near Marl Cliff ! near Holywell on footbridge

!

near Curdworth bridge !

466.

—

Brachythecium glareosum B. and S. Hypnum glareosum Br., Wils.,

Berk., Hobk. Marly banks, local. High bank, Stratford Bead,
near Henley-in-Arden ! marly banks near Rose Hall, Oversley

!

near the Bird in Hand, Henley !

468.

—

B. albicans Neck. Hypnum albicans Neck., Wils., Berk., Hobk.
Grassy places, local. Near Upper Witton Reservoir ! Sutton
Park by Keeper's Pool, sparingly ! Very abundant on the borders of

a pine wood, Coleshill Heath !

469.

—

B. velutinumTi. Hypimmvelutinum DUl., Wils., Berk., Hobk. Banks,
woods, fields, &c., common. Sutton Park! Solihull, Acocks Green!
&c. November.

473.

—

B. rutabulum L. Hypnum rutabulum Wils., Berk., Hobk. Banks,
woods, fields, &c., common. Sutton Park ! Acocks Green I

SoUhuU ! &c.

A very robust form is also frequent on damp marly banks and in

drains, abundant above Blackroot Pool, Sutton Park, Olton Canal
bank, and other localities. November.

475.

—

B. rivulare B. and S. Hypnum rivulare Br., Wils., Berk., Hobk. In
drains, rare. In a di'ain, canal bank near Holywell ! November.

47G.

—

B-populeumKedw. Hypnum populeum Wils., Berk., Hobk. Walls,
sandstone rocks, trees, rare. Tythall Lane, near Sohhull ! Olton
Canal bank! November.

477.—B
.
phniiomm Sv73Lrtz. Hypnum plumosuinSw., Wils., Berk., Hobk.

On sandstone rocks, &c., very rare. On stone coping of canal bridge,

near Olton !

478.

—

Eurhynchium viyosuroides L. Isothecium myosxiroides Brid., Wils.

Hypnum myosuroides Brid., Berk , Hobk. On trunks of trees, rocks,

&c., rather local. On ash trees, near Sherbourne ! Bearlev Buslies,

on young trees ! Haj^voods ! Chesterton Wood

!

November,
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482.— /•". .'•trill til III Sclu-cl). lii/iuium ^Iridtiiiii i^c\ivo]i.. W'ils., IJcrk.. HnVjk.

Wdoils mid shail\ banks, local. Solihull I abiiiiclaiit in Drayton
Bushes ! Snittcffield and Bearlcy Bushos ! ChcHterton Wood in

fruit ! Shirley ! November.
481.— A'. piUfenim Schreh. Uiipmtm pilifcnim Schrtb, Wils., Berk., Hobk.

Shady marly hanks, very local. Olton Canal bank ! Canal bank
near tunnel under Shrewley Heath, ahinidant !

IS.j.— .';. !<j)cciosinii Brid. Ili/piiitiii ^pcriosiim Brid., Wils., Berk., Hobk. Ou
roots of trees near water, very rare. Coppice by Windley Pool,
Sutton Park, in line fruit, 1870 ! January.

487.

—

K. Swart::ii Turn. Ibjpiiiuii Swartzii Tm-n., Wils., Berk., Hobk.
D.imp banks in a marly or calcareous soil, local. Sutton Park !

Cippice near New Park ! Drayton Bushes ! In a di*ain, lane from
Middleton to Kingsbury ! .Abundant on lias bank near Kinetou !

November.
488.— /•-'. prcelomium Dill. Hijpniim prcelonijuin L., Wils., Hobk., Berk-

Shady banks, woods, etc., frequent. Sutton Park! Acocks Green!
Water Orton ! etc. November.

489.

—

E. pumiluin Wils. Hi/piiiiin piniiiliim Wils., Berk., Hobk. Shady
and marly banks, local. Bank near Middleton ! Olton Canal bank !

In fruit, near Solihull, on the way for Bentley Heath, abundant

!

November.
490.

—

K. Teesdalii Sm. Hi/puitm Teesdalii Sm., Wils., Berk., Hobk. Very rare.
•• In a moist shady place, between Oversley Green and the Mill,

upon the upper bank," Purton. I have not succeeded in finding
this moss in the place indicated, and am unable to refer to Purton's
specimen.

i9'2.^1\li!/nchostegiuiii tendlum Dicks. Hypnum teiieUum Dicks., Wils.,
Berk., Hobk. On walls and wall tops, rai'e. Ou stone coping
and brick work of the railway bridge between Sheldon and
Marston Green ! December.

494.

—

R. confertuvi Dicks, llypnum confertuin Sm., Wils., Berk., Hobk.
Shady banks, roots of trees, woods, etc., not uufrequent. Sutton
Park, in many places ! Copt Heath ! Solihull ! road from Warwick
to Stratford ! Acocks Green

!

October.
I find a form of this species with con^planate foliage on a bank in the

lane from Olton station to Shirley, which I think is var. h,

tcrrulatum Turn.

496.

—

R. murale Hedw. Hijpnum niunile Hedw., Wils., Hobk. On walls
and bridges, local. Bridge over Canal near Acocks Green ! Sutton
Park, on Hartopp's Park wall ! Stone wall near New Fillongley
Hall ! &c. November.

497.

—

E. nisciforme Weis. Hypnum nuicifolium Dill., Wils., Berk., Hobk.
Stones near streams and water-falls, walls, damp walls, &o.,

frequent. Sutton Park, water-fall at Bracebridge Pool ! Arbury
Park ! Near Holywell I Curdworth ! Solihull, &c. November,

499.

—

Flagiothecium latebricolaWils. Leskea latebricolaWil^. (Wils.) Hypnum
latebrieola Hohk. Philoscia latebriroln Berk. On decayed stems of

Valeriana officinalis, very rare. Windley Pool Coppice 1868 I not
abundant. Abundant in Waters Wood, Shustoke, 1880.

By the kindness of Dr. Braithwaite I have recently had the oppor-
tunity of comparing my plant with specimens named by Dr. Lind-
berg, and lind my plant identical with them. ^
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502.

—

V. dcntiatlatum L. Ilijpnum denticuhituin Dill., Wils., 13.rk., HoLk.
Ill damp woods and on damp banks. Froqnent. Juh'. Suttuii

Park ! New Park ! Middicton Park, Solilnill ! &c.

503.

—

P. elrnans Hook. Ilypnuiit eJeijai:-^ Hook., Wils., Berk., Hobk. On
dry lianks in woods, very local. Sutton Park in several places ! Tbis

I have also carefully compared witli specimens from Dr. Lindber^.

604.—P. aylvaticum L. Hypiiuiii gjilvuticuiulj., Wils., Berk., Hobk. Ou
moist banks and tree roots near water, local. Marsli above
Powell's Pool. Sutton Park, in good fruit ]«70 ! Shirley ! Bearley

!

Hartshill Hayes

!

September.

605.—P. undulatnmlj. 1 1 npnummidulatiuaWilii., Berl<., Hobk. On damp
banks, in woods, and heath lands, '• Coleshill. Allesloy, Rev. \\\

T. Bree," Purt., local. Sutton Park! HartshiU Hayes ! Trickily

Coppice ! Not found in fruit.

610.—Amblystegium serpens L. Hypnum serpens L., Wils., Berk., Hobk.
Banks, roots of trees, damp walls, &c., very common. Sutton
Park ! Olton! Acocks Green ! Yarningale Common ! &c. May.

611.—A. radicale P. Beauv. Hypnum radicale Wils., Berk., Hobk. On the

roots of trees near water, very rare. On the I'oots of alders in

coppice by Windley Pool, in fruit ! 1876. May.

512.—A. irriguum Wils. Hypnum irriguum Hook et Wils., Wils., Berk.,

Hobk. On damp stone and brickwork near water, rare. Keeper's
Pool, Sutton Park ! April.

513.—A. fluviatile Swartz. Ilypnum fluviatih', Sw. Very rare. On a
water-wheel in Sutton Park! January, 1877, fairly abundant.

514.—A. riparium L. Hypnum rlparium L., Wils., Berk., Hobk. Ou
damp wood and stone work in pools, canals, i&c, June, frequent.

Brinklow ! Canal bank, Olton ! Siitton Park, Acocks Green !

Var. longifolium Brid. On the brickwork of a well near Sutton Park,
and in Windley Pool Coppice, Sutton Park. A very peculiar form,
having the habit of Fontmalis.

615.—Hypnum aduneum Hedw. H. Kne{ifii B. and S.. Wils., Berk., Hobk.
Marshes and marshy meadows, rare. Sutton Park!

Recordedby Purton from Bidford Grange, (Bree,) but from his remarks
it seems evident that he did not understand this species. Found
by Webb in fruit, Sutton Park.

516.—H. exannulatum Giimb. Bogs and marshes, local. Keeper's Pool,

Sutton Park ! Long Moor Mill Pool ! In a marsh by Bhiihe Bridge !

Bog near Packington Park! H. aduneum Wils., Bry., Brit.

517.—H. vemico.fum Lindb. H. peUucidum Wils. MSS. In deep marshes,
rare. With fertile flowers by Windley Pool and Bracebridge Pool,
Sutton Park

!

518.—H. Cossoni Schpr. H. intermediumJjindh. Marshes, rare. Keeper's
Pool, and other pools at Sutton Park.

I have recently had an opportunity of comparing this plant with
an authentic specimen of H. intermedium from Dr. Lindberg,
and find the two plants identical. Fruiting, May, 1878.

519.—H. Sendtneri Schp. Marshes, rare. Long Moor Mill Pool 1

522.

—

H. fiuitans L. Pools and slow streams frequent, rare in fruit.

Sutton Park in many places ! Marston Green ! Blythe Bridge ! A
more rigid form than type, vdth sub-erect capsules, occurs on the
border of the stream above Long Mour Mill Pool, Sutton Park

!

April

—

Jane.
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523.

—

[H. uncinatum Hedw. I have a specimen of this moss, found by
H. Webb at Moseloy, ou walls; it may possibly occur in the
Lias districts of Warwickshire.]

524.—H . filicinum Jj. Marshes, drains, and damp banks in a marly soil,

rare in fruit. In good fruit, Keeper's Pool, Sutton Park ! and Canal
Bank, near Rowington ! Arley ! Coleshill Pool 1 near Stratfonl-on

Avon. April—May.
525.

—

H. commutatum Hedw. Marshes, and near streams, local. Near
most of the pools in Sutton Park, but very rarely fruiting ! Canal
bank, near Rowington ! April.

526.—H. falcati i Bridel. Marshes, and near streams, rare in fruit, very
local. In fruit April, 18C9, at Long Moor Mill Pool ! Occurring at

most of the other pools in Sutton Pai-k! A variety, probably H.
sulcatum Schpr., occurs at Bracebridge Pool. Sutton Park !

535.—H. cttpressiforme L. Trees, stones, heaths, woods, &c. Winter.
A frequent and very variable species. Type frequent.

Var. minus. Sutton Park !

Var. lacunosum. Iloffm. Churchyard wall, Milverton

I

Var. filiforme. On trees, Marston Green !

Var. elatum. Bracebridge Pool, Sutton Park !

H. resupinatum Wils. H. cupressifonw var., Berk. Local. On trees.

Marston Green ! Sutton Park, Olton ! &c. This is a distinct

variety, quite unlike type in habit. Winter,

E. Lindbergii Mitt. H. pratense v&t. b, Wils., Berk. Damp heathy
wayside, rare. Lane, near Sharman's Cross, Shirley! Sutton
Park, by Bracebridge Pool ! Near Berkswell Railway Station. Lane
from Four Ashes to Hockley

!

538.—H. molluscum Hedw. Banks in a marly soil. Local. Sutton Park,
near Long Moor Mill Pool ! Marl Cliff ! Bearley ! Near Stratford-

on-Avon! In fruit near Wixford, December, 1875 ! Near Arley!

540.—U.palustre Ij. Rare. On stone and brickwoi'k, near water. In a
drain, canal bank, near Hoh'well ! On brickwork of dam, Brace-
bridge Pool, Sutton Park! Barren.

548,—[H. Sommerfelti Myr. On calcareous banks.

This moss I have found on the calcareous banks of canal near Hay-
head, Staffordshire, and it will probably be found in like habitats in
Warwickshire.

550.—H. chrysophyllum Brid. On marly heath lands, rare. Yarningale
Common, near Claverdon ! Marly banks of Rowington Canal

!

Bari'en.

552.—H. steUatum Schreb. Marshes and damp marly banks. Local.
Several of the marshes in Sutton Park! Marsliy heathland,
BaUard's Green, near Arley Wood ! Marly bank, Wixford. ou the
way for Exhall

!

July.

551.

—

H. pohjijamum B. and S. Tree roots near water, rare. Side of

stream above Blackroot Pool, Sutton Park ! Marsh, near Tvthall
Lane, Solihull

!

Var. h, stafjnatiim Wils. In a pond near Stratford-on-Avon, in the
Alcester Road !

553.— 77". cordifoliiiui Hedw. Marshes and bogs, rare. Sutton Park
near Bracebridge Pool ! Windley and Long Moor Mill Pool, in fine

fruit

!

May.
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554.— TI. giffanteum Schpr. Marshes and pools, rare. Long Moor Mill

Bracebridge aud Keepers' Pools, Sutton Park ! Marsh near rail-

way station, Acocks Green !

556.—H. cuspidatum L. Marshes, bogs, and wet places, frequent.

Fruiting abundantly in most of the marshes in Sutton Parkl
Blythe Bridge ! Arbui-y Park ! &c. April.

557.—H. Schreberi Ehrli. Banks, heaths, woods, local. Abundant in
Sutton Park, always barren ! Near Solihull I Haywoods !

558.

—

II. pzinnnlj. Heaths, woods, banks, &c., frequent, rare in fruit.

In good fruit on a bank near Bentley Heath, January, 1871 ! Sutton
Park I &c. December.

559.—//. stramineum Dicks. Marshes and bogs, rare. Near Long Moor
MUl, Bracebridge, and Blackroot Pools, Sutton Park !

561.— [//. scorpioides L. Was found by H. Webb at Moseley, nearBimoing-
ham, in a marsh near where the College now stands. I have never
found it in Warwickshire.]

562.

—

llyloeomium splendens Dill., Hedw. Hypnum splendem^edw., Wils.,
Berk., Hobk. Banks and woods, Local. Banks near Blythe
Bridge, Solihull ! Canal banks near Olton ! Rowington I Shrewley
Heath ! Spring Wood ! and Chalcot Wood, near Hockley 1

565.— //. brevirostre Ehrh. Hiipnum 6ret;trosfre Ehrh., Wils., Hobk., Berk.
Hypnum triquetnim, var. b minus. Purt. " Wood abundant. Woods,
AUesley and Meriden, (Bree.)"

I have not seen this in Warwickshire.

506.

—

H. squarrosum L. Ihjpnum squarrosum L. Wils., Berk., Hobk.
Woods, banks, pastures, in damp places, frequent, rare in fruit. In
fruit above Blackroot Pool, Sutton Park, November, 1868 ! and
in Arbury Park, with old capsules, near the Hall

!

567.

—

H.loreum L. Hijpniun loreum L. Wils., Hobk., Purt. "Woods
nd on heaths among bushes in dry mountainous countries, common

;

woods, Allesley (Bree.)"

568.

—

H. triquetrum L. Hypnum triquetrum L. Wils., Berk., Hobk.
Banks and woods in a marly soil. Local. Canal bank, near
Olton ! Middleton Wood ! Wood near Moor HaU ! Bearley Bushes 1

&c. November.

The following additions have been made during the present year,

viz.:—
455.

—

Pylaisiapolyantha Schreb. Leskeapolyantha Wils., Hobk. On trees,

rare. Frogmore Wood, Temple Balsall.

521.

—

Hi/pnum revolvens Swartz. In marshes, rare. Abundant at Earl's
Wood, near Reservoir. May.

I have also found Campylopus flexuosus abundant in Sutton Park, thus
confirming Purton's observation of its occun-ence in Warwickshire ; and
Milium rostra tiim. Shustoke, in fine fruit, April, 1880, recorded by Purton
from Oversley Hill, but thought to be doubtful as a Warwickshire plant.
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THE HEPATIC^ OF WAKWICKSHIRE.

BY JAMES E. BAGNALL, HON. LIBRARIAN BIRMINGHAM NATURAL

HISTORY AND MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.

The following list of the Hepaticce of "Warwickshire is the result of

an examination of many districts in the county during the j'ears 1879

and 1880, my attention during this period having been especially given

to these plants. But although I have given the subject my best attention,

I cannot but think that much remains still to be done ; the time given to

the study has been short, and the seasons have been unpropitious.

Better seasons and more extended knowledge of these plants may
probably lead to the finding of many plants hitherto sought in vain.

My principal text book has been that able synopsis, " Hepaticas

Europas," by Du Mortier, and the classification adopted is that of the

above work.

All the species here enumerated are represented in my herbarium

from one or more of the habitats cited. Purton, in " The Midland
Flora, 1817-21," gives but few localities for and records but a meagre list

of these plants ; these are duly quoted, in all other cases the localities

given are taken fi-om my own note book.

Unfortunately for English students, Dr. Carrington's valuable
" British Hepaticae " is still incomplete, so that the only text books

available for such students are Hooker's " British Jungermanniae," a very

prizable but expensive work rarely to be met with ; the 5th volume of

Smith's " British Flora," in which this family is very ably treated by

Sir W. Hooker ; and Cv^oke's " British Hepaticae." This last is a very

fair synopsis, very useful, and remarkably cheap.

As the nomenclature of Du Mortier differs from that of our English

authors, I have in each such case given the synonyms of both Hooker,

Purton, and Cooke.

In studying this family of plants I may state that I have had the

advantage of being able to compare my specimens with those contained

in the " Hepaticae Britannicae Exsiccatae," fasc. I. and II., by Carrington

and Pearson, also with numerous specimens received from my valued

con-espondents, H. Boswell, Esq., E. M. Holmes, Esq., and W. Curnow,

Esq., and as I have in each case been very careful in my examinations, I

think my list, though short, will ho found coiTect.

The following works are quoted by their respective abbre-

viations :

—
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Purt.—A Botanical Description of British Plants in the Midland
Counties. By T. Purton, Surgeon, Alcester, Vol. II., 1817. An
Appendix to The Midland Flora, Parts 1 and 2. By Thomas
Purton, r.L.S., 1821.

Hook.—The English Flora, Cryptogamia, Vol. V., Part 1. By William
Jackson Hooker, LL.D., 1833.

Cooke.—British Hepaticfe or Scale-Mosses, and Liverworts.

Fo.'^somhronia jmsilla Dmrt. Jimricnnarniia pnAiJla Purt., Hooker. Marly
banks, woods, and fields, local. " Pare, in a cart rut, Oversley
Wood " Purton. Abundant in Oversley Wood, ' 1879 ! Coleshill

Heath ! Bank by Olton Railway Station ! Marly field, Wishaw

!

Field by Brown's Wood, Solihull

!

Oct., April.

Madothcca platyphylla Dmrt. Juiifienntninia platyphyUa Hooker. On
the roots of trees and in woods, local. Drayton bushes, near
Stratford-on-Avon ! Yarniugale Common ! Near the Aqueduct,
Bearley

!

April.

FriiUama dilatatn Dmrt. .hivrfermonnia tlihifatii Hook. On trees and
walls, frequent. Solihull ! Eowingtou ! in finiit on Canal Bridge !

Shrewley ! Fruit local. April,

F. Tamarisci Dmrt. Junqermannia tnmarixci Hook., Purt. Trunks of

trees, local. " Bidgway " Purt. On elms, near Rowington
Church in fruit ! Yarningale Common ! March.

Badula complanata Dmrt. Junqermannia complanata L., Hook. Trunks
of trees, frequent in marly and calcareous soils. Yarningale
Common ! Alcester and Stratford districts ! Harburv ! Shustoke !

Chesterton ! Solihull

!

Fruit March, April.

Scapania rnuhilata Dmrt. Junqermannia inidnlata L., Hook. Marsh

!

heath lands and waysides, local. Four Ashes, near Hockley

!

Salter Street, near Earlswood ! Oversley Wood! Sutton Park!
Marston Green

!

Not observed in fruit.

S. nemorosa Dmrt. Junqermannia nemorosa L., Hook. Marly banks in

woods, rare. Oversley Wood ! Lane from Four Ashes to Hockley !

Sutton Park ! Not seen in fruit.

S. rurta Dmrt. Damp heathy places, rare. Sutton Park. My speci-

mens from this locality have been carefully compared with
Dr. Carrington's description and plate.

PlagiochiJa aaplenioides Dmrt. Junqermannia asplenioides L., Hook.
Moist woods and marly banks, local. Oversley Wood ! Bush
Wood, Lapworth ! Wlieyporridge and Hay Lanes, Solihull

!

Reddicap Hill, Sutton ! Shirley! Barren.

Diplopliyllum aJhicana Dmrt. Junqermannia albicans L., Hook, Cooke.
Woods and marly, wet banks, local. Oversley Wood ! Chester-

ton Wood ! Haywoods ! Hartshill Hayes ! Trickley Coppice !

Brown's Wood, Solihull ! Wheyporridge Lane, Solihull ! Sutton
Park! Barren.

Aplazia crenulata Dmrt. Jiinqernwnnia crenulata Hook, Cooke. Moist
heaths, rare. Holly Lane, Houily ! Salter Street, near
Earlswood ! Shirley Heath ! Fruit, March, April.

A. sphcrrocarpa Dmrt. Junqermannia spharocarpa Hook, Cooke. Damp
hedge banks and heaths, local. Sutton Park ! Honily ! March.

Gymnocolea inflata Dmrt. Junqermannia inflata Huds., Hook, Cooke.
Moist heath lands and thatch, local or overlooked. On thatch
of old out-house, Bodinir I Very abundant on Suttou Coldfield !

Fruit, March, April.
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Juitijcrnuinnia veittricofta Dicks. Heath lands, rare. Sutton Park.
Barren.

Lopliocolea bidentatu Dinrt. Jtuufermaiinia bUlcntata L., Hook. Woods,
banks. Heath hinds, lV:c., very common. Button Park ! &c. A
peculiar erect form in sandstone quarries, near Hartshill, 1H8U.

March, April.

L. spicata Taylor. This has been recorded from near Erdington, but I
have not found it in Warwickshire.

L. heterophylla Dmrt. Juit<iennaiiitia lieteropliijUa Sch., Hook. Moist
places on decaying wood and roots of trees, very frequent. Sutton

jjGLO.S PiiA"k ! Haywoods ! cV'c. ! I have found this plant in every wood
s^'C^^'6 I have yet visited. February, April.

Cephalozia bijssacea Dmrt. Jung, hi/.saacca Koth., Hook. Heathy places
in a marly soil, local. Heathy footways. Mill Lane, Kouilworth !

stditSZ On heath lands in Sutton Park! I hnd a plant exactly agreeing

x'Ji-J.c/ with the specimens from Mr. Curnow, labelled J. Sturkii in

ou Jo^ Pearson and Carrington's " Hepatic. Brit. Exsiccatas."

C, bicuapidata Dmrt. Jungeniuiiuua bicuspidata L., Hook., Cooke
Damp banks, moist heaths, drains and marshes, very frequent.
I hnd this in every part of the county. Mar., Ap.

C. curvifolia Dmrt. Juniiermannia curvi/olia Dicks., Purt., Hook., Cooke.
" Coleshili Heath," (Purt.) I have never been able to hud this
plant in the above habitat.

BU^pliarotstoma cunnivens Dmrt. Jiuigeniuninia comiivens Dicks., Purt.,
Hook., Cooke. " Boggy and moist shady places ; not rare," (Purt.)

I have never found this anywhere in the county, but from Purton's
remarks I imagine he found it in his own neighbourhood.

Chiluscypliuti polyauthoa Dmrt. Juiigermanuia pohjanthos L., Hook.
Marshes and moist places, apparently local. Sutton Park
abundant ! marshy spinney, near Baunersly Pool ! moist banks,
Beardsmore, near Hockley ! Barren.

Trichocolea tomentella Dmrt. Jungeriiianiiia tonicntella Ehrh., Hook,
Marshy places, very rare. Above Blacki'oot Pool, Sutton Park !

Cincinuulus Trkhomanes Dmrt. Jungeniiaiinia Trichomanes Dicks., Hook.,
Purt. Calypogeia Trichomanes Cooke. Moist heaths, drains, damp
banks, &c., frequent. " On a bank bounding Coughton Park."
(Purt.,) Walmley ! Sutton Park! fruit rare, Haywoods ! April.

Alicuiaria ncalaris Corda. Jungermannia scalaris Schrad., Hook. Hedge
banks, heaths, and woods, frequent. Sutton Park! Trickley
Coppice ! Shirley ! March, April.

Metzgeria J uixata Dmrt. Jungcnnaiuda j'ttrcata L., Hook., Piu-t. On the
trunks of trees, not unlrequeut. " Cookhiil and Studley." (Pui't.)

Yarningale Common ! Shustoke ! Kowiugton ! near Solihull Hall
abundant ! Although abundant in the last locality, I have never
found it fruiting.

Aneura niultifida Dmrt. Jungermannia multijida Hook. Woods, dripping
marly banks, &c., local. In hue fruit, Rowington Canal bank!
The Hill Wood ! and stonework of Aston Waterworks Beservoir !

April.

Yar. ambrosioides Nees. Damp heath lands. Holly Lane, near
Houily !

A. sinuata Dmrt. A. pinnatijida Nees., Cook. Jungermannia multi-

tida b. sinuata Hook. Damp heaths and dripping banks, local.

Coleshili Heath ! Stonework, Waterworks Reservoir, Aston

!

March, April,
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A.pinguis Dmrt. Jungermaiuiia pinguis L., Hook. Marshy and moist
places, local. Near Iron Wood, Olbury, near Atlierstone in good
fruit April, 1870. Olton, near Mill Pool ! Eowington Canal bank !

Marsh, near Packington ! April.

Purton states that this plant is common]; such, however, is not my
own experience.

Pellia epiphijlla Corda. Jungermannia epiphylla Hook., Purt. Wet,
shady banks, drains, bogs, &c. Very frequent, and fruiting abun-
dantly. March, April.

Purton considered this plant rare. I lind it in all the woods near
Alcester, where he resided.

P. calycina Nees. Jung, cpiphiilla, c. furcigera Hook. On moist, marly
banks, very local, if not rare. Abundant on Rowington Canal
bank ! near Bentlcy Park ! near Shustoke ! April.

Litnularia cruciata Dmrt. L. vulgaris Cooke. Moist banks and stone
work, local. Abundant ou stonework bounding Waterworks
Keservoir, Aston ! Suttou Park ou banks of streams ! Barren.

Marchantia pohjmorpha Lin. Moist banks and in drains, frequent. On
burnt heath land, Sutton Park, abundantly in fruit ! Waterworks
Reservoir, Aston ! Shustoke ! and abundant on pots in Tropical
House, Aston Lower Grounds. June, July.

Preissia hemlsphcrica Cogn. P. commuiata Cooke. Marchantia lieinis-

jjlierica Hook. Banks of streams, rare. Stream near Blythe
bridge, Solihull ! Barren when found, but fruited when grown in

fern case.

Conocephalus conicus Dmrt. Marchantia conica L., Hook. Fcgatella

conica. Corda., Cooke. Side of streams, damp banks, die., frequent,

local in fruit. In fruit Sutton Park, near Bird-in-Hand, Heuley-
in-Arden. March.

Anthoceros jjunctatus Lin. Marly and sandy fields, local or overlooked,
" In a stubble held at Kiuwarton." (Purt.) Field by Brown's Wood,
Solihull ! stubble field, near Old Pax-k Wood, Leek Wootton.
abundant ! stubble held at Wishaw, abundant ! October, March.

A. IcBvis Lin. A. major Purton. " Moist, shady places, rare. Arrow,
August 11th, 1812." (Purt.)

Riccia glauca Lin. Marly and sandy heaths. "Rare, Kinwarton,
Salford," (Purt.) Local, field by Brown's Wood, Solihull.

Stubble fields at Wishaw ! and Leek Wootton ! abundant. Coles-

hill Heath ! &c. Winter and spring,

R. glaucescens. Carr. Banks rare. On new railway embankment, Sutton
Park. March, 1879,

RicciellafluitansAl.'BrajUn. Riccia fluitajis Hook., Fnvt., Cooke. On the
mud of pools and also floating, rare. " In a pond upon Alne
Hills," Purt., Arbury Park, T. Kirk, Coleshill Pool

!

Barren.
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ADDEESS OF THE PRESIDENT,

MR. EDWARD W. BADGER^
DELIVERED AT THE AXNUAL MEETING, FEBRUARY 7tH, 1882.

When by yoiu* generous suffrages I was elected President of

this Society, I did all I could to induce you to reconsider your

decision and elect some one in my stead to occupy the chair,

which has in former years been filled so satisfactorily by many

of om- worthiest members. I told you frankly that I saw before

me in the then coming year such demands on my time by

engagements of a private and public nature to which I was

ah-eady pledged, that I felt nearly certain I should be unable to

take a proper part in the work of the Society. I regret now

that I did not decline the honour you did me ; for the year

which has elapsed since 1 was elected has proved even a busier

one than I anticipated, and the consequence has been that I

have been President in name only : the duties of the office

have had to be performed by others, and chiefly by my kind

friend, our senior Vice-president, Mr. Levick. To him I here

publicly tender my heartiest thanks for all his valuable help,

and I feel sure you will agree with me when I say that he has

left nothing undone to advance the interests of the Society.

For my own short-comings I offer you my sincere apologies, and

I can assure you that nothing but the absolute want of time has

prevented me from at least endeavouring to show how much I

have had the welfare of the Society at heart.

In following the precedent of long-established usage on

vacating the honourable position of President and delivering a

few parting words to you, I have decided not to attempt any-

thing in the nature of a scientific address, but with your kind

indulgence shall occupy the short time at my disposal with a

few general observations on the work of such societies as ours,
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and on some of the more obvious advantages of Natural History

studies. And my main object in tbis will be, tla-ougb you,

to address wbat I say cbiefly to tlie public outside tbese walls,

in the hope of conveying to them some idea of the advantages

which accrue to those who are members of this and similar

societies.

Almost everyone who has had much to do with children

knows how inquisitive they are ; everything about them has in'

some degree the charm of novelty; even the most famihar objects

are only known to them casually and from the outside only, and

what meets their eye usually speaks to them so as to convey

little more than what is very obvious. If the incpiisitiveness of

the child be properly dealt with, and not rashly checked, a

habit of inquiry will be gradually acquired, and a power of

observation will be developed which will be yearly strengthened

until it becomes a valuable part of the child's nature. Some of

the objects which soonest arrest a child's attention are the

natural ones by which he is everywhere surrounded ; and,

though their simple beauties are what will at first most usually

interest him, it will not be long before their less striking

features will also have an interest for him too ; and this is

especially the case if he have wise parents or judicious teachers

who know the nnportance of encouraging their pupils to observe

and inquire. A child so happily placed, as I have supposed, will

add to its knowledge daily ; all it sees will at one time or other

be the subject of its never-tiring investigation, and bit by bit

large stores of observations will be accumulated. Now such a

child living among natural objects will almost certainly grow up

with an ever-increasing love of Nature, and, unless something

very adverse should prevent the healthy development of his

mind and body, it is not improbable that he will become a

Naturalist, and will make the living objects around him, or the

once living objects and the mighty forces of a former period,

subjects of study ; and thus he will in time become a Geologist,

a Botanist, or a student of some branch of Zoology. I look for

such results as these to follow as a matter of course on the
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extended teaching,' of natural science, wliicli wc may now fairly

expect in schools of all i,n-ades all over the country ; so that I

think it not too sangaine an expectation on my part that the

Natural History Societies of the future will grow in importance

and usefulness, and will be more like what some of our members

would gladly see them now if it were possible.

But our Societies have had to contend with the great

disadvantage of the majority of their members having had no

preliminary training in science ; many indeed with very little

training of any kind. The inborn love of living things has,

however, been strong within them, and so, spite of want of

knowledge or little opportunity, they have found time in adult

age to follow the bent of their inclination, and the inquisitive-

ness of youth has come again to the surface of their lives, and

they have done as men what they were not able to do as children.

The boundless riches of Nature have been laid under

contribution by them, her secrets have been puzzled out, and,

well for them and for us, they are very willing to impart to

others what they have found out for themselves. I appeal to

many who hear these words whether this is not something like

a roiigh outline of their career as Naturalists, and whether tiiey

have not won the honoured name without any set purpose at

the outset, and in spite of hindrances and disappointments ?

The course usually entered on by the young Naturalist is

that merely of collecting birds' eggs, or butterflies, or plants, or

fossils, followed in some cases by attempts to classify these

collections according to their real or fancied relationships ; but

later on the study of structure, and of the adaptation of means

to ends and environments, come to be regarded as the

chief work of the Naturalist ; and collecting and classifying,

valuable as they certainly are, occupy only a subordinate

position.

Youths with a taste for Natural History, privileged as they

are in this Society to enjoy gratuitously all the advantages of

membership, even while they are schoolboys, will, I should hope,

have their taste for Natural Science developed in a very healthy
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uianner. and I look forward to the Associates of to-day becoming

some of our most nseful members in years to come. I woiild

urge them one and all to make full use of their privileges, and

particularly to take advantage of the Friday Evening Meetings

which already have proved of great use to those who have

attended them. These meetings are more conversational than

our ordinary meetings, and occasionally are devoted to the

exhibition of manipulative processes, such as mounting

specimens for the microscope, the illumination of objects

under the microscope, etc., regarding which and other equally

important subjects some of our more experienced members

freely impart what it has cost them years of labour to

obtain. Zoology, Geology, Microscopy, and Botany, each

in turn is dealt with by an expert. Such arrangements

as these are calculated to be of general service, and will, I

trust, be long continued.

No one who has any real knowledge of any branch, or of

any twig of any branch of Natural Science, will trouble to

answer the ever-recurring inquiry of those who, knowing

nothing of the world of wonders by which we are surrounded,

and of which we ourselves are a part, and caring nothing for

the mysteries and marvels of created things, ask at every turn

cui bono / They can justify the emplo^mient of a lifetime in the

study of the literature of Greece and Eome, but can have no

patience with those who are striving to read and understand a

chapter—or, it may be, only a page—in the everlasting Book of

Life. Fortunately, the effect of Darwin's, Spencer's, and

Huxley's teachings has rendered it less needful now than

formerly, to enter into any justification of such studies,

and the number is increasing by whom " the phenomena of

nature are regarded as one continuous series of causes and

efi'ects," and who entertain the opinion that " the ultimate

object of science is to trace out that series fi'om the term that is

nearest to us, to that which is at the fui'thest limit accessible to

our means of investigation. The course of nature as it is, as it

has been, and as it will be, is the object of scientific inquiiy."-

Huxley's " The Crayfish, an introduction to the Study of Zoology," p. 3.
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Now surely all Societies, whether they be Royal, Linnean,

or such as consist only of a few intelligent operatives in some

little country town, who encourage or take part in the work of

investigating the past, present, and future of the innumerable

works of creation—all such Societies are aiding in the good

work of opening eyes and awakening minds to what lies so near

to them, but which, for so many, though equally near to them,

is yet "so far away." It surely cannot now need any statement of

utilitarian uses, or the setting forth of the money value of these

Natural History studies, to justify their pursuit to any liberal-

minded man. Societies like ours attbrd the means and oppor-

tunities for students in all ranks of life to meet together on a

common platform, where help, encouragement, and enlightenment

are ready for all those who otherwise must have remained

ignorant of much that is now a som'ce of increasing pleasure

and solace to them. Natural Science studies have yielded

congenial lines of investigation for hundreds and thousands of

oiu" artizaus, who have also been led in the pursuit of flowers,

or insects, or birds, or the minute organisms found in our pools

and streams, far from the smoke of the towns, where theii' lives,

for the most part, are spent, away into pleasant country spots,

where they have communed with Nature, and got her secrets

fi'om her (for though she is coy, she is not unyielding to the

persistent lover), and who, when they returned home, have found

themselves invariably the healthier, and happier, and wiser for

their jaunt. Nor must I omit to notice that the effect of

Natural History studies, as of most others properly pursued, is

to invigorate the powers of the mind, and especially to strengthen

the habits of accurate observation and painstaking, which cannot

be hmited in their i;ses to these leisure-time studies, but will

extend with great advantage to the daily working duties of the

student in the ordinary aflau's of life.

I venture to think that besides the agreeable intellectual

occupation which, in our own homes, and in this room and

elsewhere, our natural history studies provide for us, there is

something else to be put down to their credit which must not be
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forgotten if we are fairly to appraise tlieir value. I refer to the

steady accumulation of facts—items of real knowledge—which

the accurate observers in our Society and others of like kind are

making. It is only at rare nitcrvals that men of genius enrich

us by enunciating some new law which exceptional insight and

laborious work has enabled them to discover, such, for instance,

as that of evolution, the greatest generalisation of modern times.

But the humblest student who concentrates his efforts, and takes

ordinary precautions to avoid wrong conclusions, has it in his

power to definitely add to our knowledge in relation to some

created thing if he will simply set the ol)ject clearly before his

mind and work definitely for its attainment. These isolated

facts, if sufficiently vouched for, and recorded in some enduring

way, will one day have real value for other observers, and

may contribute bricks for some future worker of the higher class

to build with ; help to confute some error, or aid some truth, or

assist in the illustration of some newly-found law. Every

working geologist may, by careful and repeated observations in

some limited field, distinctly help his fellow-workers. So, too,

may the botanist and the zoologist, whether entomology or

ornithology or the lowest forms of life engage his attention.

Among the benefits which societies like ours confer must

be included the giving to all who h'equent our meetings the

power, equal to a new sense, of perceiving the infinitely great in

the infinitely little. The mass of mankind are entirely

unacquainted with the marvels by which they are surrounded

;

they know nothing of the wonders enclosed in the limits ol

organisms so minute as to be visible only under the microscope,

and with hundi'eds of which the members of natural history

societies have a more or less familiar acquaintance. In this

way, little by little, the student gets to know more of living

things. He sees strange histories where the uninstructed sees

only a blank page. Nothing created is to such a man without

interest ; for whether he has investigated it or not he knows

by analogy that it is worth investigation; " everywhere he sees

significances, harmonies, laws, chains of cause and eflect
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endlessly interlinked, wliicli draw him out of the naiTow sphere of

self-interest and self-ploasinti; into a pure and wholesome region

of joy and wonder." And the more the student of natural

history knows of the wonders of creation, the more truly devout

he must needs become. As Herbert Spencer has said,

" Devotion to science is a tacit worship—a tacit recognition of

worth in the things studied, and by implication in their Cause.

It is not a mere lip-homage, but a homage expressed inactions

—

not a mere professed respect, but a respect proved by the

sacrifice of time, thought, and labour."- To which let me add

the eloquent words of Charles Kingsley, fi'om his description of

the "perfect naturalist":—" He must be of a reverent turn of

mind also ; not r;ishly discrediting any reports, however vague

and fragmentary
;
giving man credit always for sjome germ of

truth, and giving nature credit for an inexhaustible fertility and

variety, which will keep him his life long always reverent, yet

never superstitious ; wondering at the commonest, but not siur-

prised by the most strange ; free from the idols of size and

sensuous loveliness ; able to see grandeur in the minutest

objects, beauty in the most ungainly ; estimating each thing,

not carnally, as the vulgar do, by its size, or its pleasantness to

the senses, but spiritually, by the amount of divine thought

revealed to him therein ; holding eveiy phenomenon worth the

noting down ; believing that every pebble holds a treasm'e,

every bud a revelation ; making it a point of conscience to pass

over nothing through laziness or hastiness, lest the vision once

ofifered and depised should be withdrawn ; and looking at every

object as if he were never to behold it again."

t

Of the infinite and varied delights to the student of

Natural History himself supplied by his studies 1 might say

much more ; but what need is there for me to do so ? Those who

wish to know what a true naturalist can say on the subject have

only to reach down Charles Kingsley' s " Glaucus " fi'om their

bookshelves, and they w^ill find the delights and fascinations of

* Education, by Herbert Speucer, p. 51, 1861 oiitioii.

I Glaucus, by Charles Kiugsley, p. 38, 1858 edition.
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Natural History studies set forth so gracefully and forcibly, that

if they are not naturalists already, they ma}^ rely on becoming

so. 1 should like to see every boy and girl in this country in

possession of this charming book.

It would be easy to compile a long list of benefits which

the work of Naturalists has conferred on their fellows. But it

is unnecessary in a society like this ; though, even here, where

so much encouragement is given to the employment of the

microscope, it may not be amiss for the younger members to be

reminded that to the use of that invaluable instrument the

world owes the researches of Berkeley among the Fungi, and

Dallinger and Drysdale's wonderful discoveries concerning the

life history of Monads.

For the sake of those who must have a utilitarian

reason for everything, I will occupy a few more minutes in

giving a short account of Mr. Darwin's last published researches

as an illustration of the usefulness of Natural History studies

generally, and to show that, where we least expect it, valuable

results, of benefit to mankind in general, are yielded by the

observations of the working Naturalist.

Most people know the common earth-worm by sight, and if

they have not made its acquaintance as a useful adjunct to a

day's angling, they have probably done so in their garden, where

it is usually regarded as an unmitigated nuisance, to be killed

and got rid of in some way or other. Mr. Darwin,

with the care with which all his many and valuable observations

have been made, has now extracted from this " common object"

a mass of information which ought to ensui'e the prolonged

longevity of earth-worms all over the world. He has shown

that more than ten tons of dry earth annually passes through

the bodies of the worms, and is brought by them to the surface on

each acre of land in many parts of England. This large

quantity of soil is subjected, as it passes through the worms'

bodies, to the action of an acid secreted by the worm having a

solvent influence on the soil, and as many of the particles of soil

consist of morsels of rock m a non-disintegrated condition this
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acid assists in breaking them up into still smaller particles,

so that they are rendered available for the food of

plants. During mild winter months, on the surface of lawns

and all over plots of ground left undug for any length

of time, evidences of the earth-worms' industry are always

to be found by those who look for them. These worm-casts

are in most soils surprisingly large in amount ; they are

often one-fifth of an inch in thickness in a single year (0-2in.)

This large quantity of soil, pulverised to the minutest degree,

is so placed by worms as to be exposed to the action of air,

whence it absorbs oxygen, an important article of food

for plants. The worms are continually consuming a good deal

of decaying vegetable matter, and mixing it with the soil taken

into their bodies, fi'om which they probably derive some nutriment.

But the advantage of their labours to themselves is as nothing

compared with the benefits they confer on us. They are the chief

manufactm'ers of the rich treasures of mould which form an

important part of the fields and gardens of this and other

countries. They are unceasingly burrowing beneath the surface,

and opening channels through which air and moisture find their

way into the soil, and thus carrying on the cultivation of the

soil in an unseen and too generally unrecognised manner,

supplementing the work of the ploughman and often sui-passing

the effects of our most approved appliances. Every gardener

knows the value of fine soil for a seed bed of any

kind, and where he is about to sow seeds he usually

takes immense pains to get the soil on the surface as fine as

possible, so thai the conditions of warmth and moisture may be

favourable for germination. Mr. Darwin's researches show us

that earth-worms are unceasingly pulverising the surface soil

in a manner we can but feebly imitate, and on a scale so

large and important to the interests of mankind that one rises

from the perusal of this book with the firm conviction that

this much-despised creature, which is ruthlessly destroyed

by most people whenever opportunity offers, is really one

of the most useful of living things. I will not weary you
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with any statement of the detailed experiments made by our

great master, Mr. Darwin, to ascertain the extent of the

beneficent labours of the despised earth-worm, but I will

conclude what I have to say on the subject by recommending

you one and all to read his latest book and profit by its manifold

lessons, and especially to imitate, as far as you have the power

and opportunity, his example as a patient, unwearied, and

accurate observer.

I will detain yon only a few minutes longer with a short

survey of the work of our Society during the past year, which I

am bound to say is satisfactory in extent and character. I

must congratulate the members on the valuable papers and

addresses delivered to the Geological Section—thanks to the help

of many able men, and the admirable arrangements of the

chairman and secretary of the section. At these meetings

connected instruction by specialists has been given by which

many must have profited. In microscopical work precedence

must be given to the valuable labours among the Desmideae

of Mr. A. W. Wills, who has added to the number of British

species and found many other kinds of great rarity. He has

also enriched the Society's cabinet by the gift of fourteen slides

on which a large number of Desmids are beautifully mounted.

Mr. Bagnall has not only served the Society as its Hon.

Librarian, but has found time to pursue his botanical studies, of

which he has given us the benefit at many of om- meetings. He

has also been devoting a good deal of attention to the prepar-

ation of his " Flora of Warwickshire," a work on which he has

been lovingly engaged for years past, and on which he has

bestowed a lai-ge portion of his precious leisure hours. This

Flora, as you are aware, is being published monthly in the

" Midland Naturalist," but I trust the time is not far distant when

it will be published separately in an enduring form, and will

thereby perpetuate a name deservedly honoured by us, and which

I venture to think will be equally honoured by our posterity. I

regard it as a duty incumbent on every member of this Society

to buy a copy of this book, and it would hasten its pubhcation
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if a sufficient number willing to do so would send in their

names as subscribers. Its probable cost will be from 7s. to bs.

It may be less, I do not think it will be more.

Fungology has for the first time for some years had a good

deal of attention from our members, foremost among whom I

must name our Hon. Sec, Mr. W. B. Grove, B.A., who has

exhibited a large number of specimens and read instructive

papers describing them. Our venerable corresponding member,

the Kev. M. J. Berkeley, F.R.S., has communicated a paper on

" Underground Fungi," and Dr. M. C Cooke, not only

attended our first Fungus Foray—the commencement of what,

I trust, may prove to be a long series of annual gatherings

devoted to a like object, and which I hope may eventually be of

equal value and interest with those of the Woolhope Club—but

he contributed a paper on the occasion full ot good advice.

Ornithology has had an excellent exponent in Mr. Chase,

portions of whose wonderful collection of British Birds, character-

istically mounted, have been exhibited publicly on several

occasions, while at our meetings he has read vis valuable papers

which he has illustrated by a great wealth of specimens.

We have missed the presence of om- energetic member, Mr.

H. E. Forrest, w^ho for a long time worked most assiduously

among the microscopic objects of Fresh Water Life. He has

removed to a distance where he has been stirring up an interest

in the subject by popular lectures, and I trust dming the coming

year we may be favoured with some communicated paper from

his pen. Mr. Levick has not startled us by any discoveries

equal to his find of 1880

—

Lejitodura hyallna,—but doubtless he

has a good reserve of surprises for his presidential year in that

marvellous aquarium of his, which has yielded so many rare

and curious objects for our meetings.

Dr. Marshall's report on Fnnkulina is unquestionably the

most important paper read before the Society during the past

year ; and Mr. W. P. Marshall's drawings illustrating it are

among the very best produced by our members. I regard it as

honourable in the highest degree to our Society that it has
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undertaken to worthily reproduce these drawings, and feel

sure that future naturalists will find them valuable aids to the

study of the interesting organisms to rtrhich they relate.

There are many other topics to which I ought to allude, but

the clock warns me to be brief. I will therefore only urge those

who have not yet contributed towards the expense of furnishing

our room in this college to do so at once according to their

means. The total expenditure has been i;269, of which £194: have

been subscribed by a portion only of the members. The balance

£75, if subscribed /)rn mUi by those who have not yet

contributed to the fund, would be only a small sum each, and I

trust our treasurer will, at our next annual meeting, have the

pleasure of reporting that he has received the whole amount

now owing by the Society.

A large sum has been expended in the purchase of valuable

books, by which the Library has been greatly enriched. If

our funds were larger our Library would grow more rapidly in

extent and usefulness ; and if more members would subscribe

an additional half-guinea annually to the Apparatus Fund our

Microscopes could be inci'eased in number to our mutual

advantage and convenience. I feel sure it is only necessary for

the attention of many of our members to be directed to this

subject to ensure an increase in the amount of the subscriptions.

I must now bring my remarks to a close. We enjoy a

great privilege in being permitted to hold our weekly meetings

in this noble College. If we are true to our convictions of the

value of Natural Science studies we shall each one of us do

our utmost to induce others to join our ranks and participate in

this and our other privileges, and we shall never rest content

until our numbers are largely increased, and the study of natural

objects has become a pursuit and a passion to hundi'eds in this

busy town who at present know nothing about them.
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The Committee have to record a year of quiet progress.

The use made by the members of the advantages which the

Society now offers is on the whole satisfactory. The change

which is most felt and most appreciated is the power of

obtaining access to the Society's library and apparatus every

day. Many members value highly the increased opportunities

of holding friendly converse, and of introducing friends and

visitors fi'om a distance, which are thus afforded them.

The Friday evening meetings, which were begun at the

end of the year 1880 for the purpose of affording a means

whereby instruction in the elementary branches of science and

in practical microscopical manipulation might be provided for

the younger members, were continued throughout the working

portion of last year, and gave every satisfaction to those who

attended them. The Committee feel it their duty to say that

the usefulness both of these meetings and of the daily opening

of the Society's room is owing in great measure to the kind and

genial services of the Sub-Curator, Mr. W. H. Cox.

The annual Conversazione was again held in the Town
Hall last year and was thoroughly successful, being the most

complete exhibition of Microscopical and Natural History-

objects which the Society has ever been able to get together.
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The attendance was large and highly appreciative, Mr. Chase's

magnificent collection of birds deservedly attractnig a considerable

share of praise, second indeed only to that bestowed upon the

microscopical display.

Diiring the year there have been two Day Excursions—on

Easter Monday to Coventry, and on Whit-Monday to

Church Stretton. There have also been Half-day Excursions to

Bilston, Wilmcote,Earlswood, Alveclmrch, Hampton, Harborne,

Bromsgrove, and Olton. Besides these, on October 8th the first

Fungus Foray was made by the Society to Sutton Park, under

the guidance of Dr. M. C. Cooke, M.A.

The Marine Excursion took place, as was suggested in the

last re])i)rt, to ()l)an, in the Western Highlands. It extended

from July 1st to July 12tli, and proved a great success, quite

equal to the previous excursions in interest. Thu'ty-two

members joined, including Dr. Thos. Wright, President of the

Midland Union, and Mr. Egbert de Hamel, Ex-President of the

Tamworth Society ; there were also several ladies. A little

steamer—the " Curlew "—was chartered for a week, and dredging

operations were carried on daily in the Bay of Oban and the

vicinity. A most interesting and beautiful series of animals

was obtanied, which are now receiving attention at the hands

of the members, and a portion of the reports—embracing the

Peunatulida—has already been presented by Professor A. Milnes

Marshall and Mr. W. P. Marshall. Those members who did

not join in the dredging had good opportunities of botanising

and geologising in a series of excursions to the principal places

of interest in the neighbourhood. On the evenings of July

3rd and 10th, Dr. Wright gave, by request, two pleasing

addresses " On the Basaltic Formations of Stafia and lona,"

and " On Glaciation." In the evenings microscopical demonstra-

tions were given by Professor T. W. Bridge, Messrs. W. P.

Marshall, W. R. Hughes, and G. W. Tait. By the courtesy of

Mr. R, H. Scott, of the Meteorological Ofifice, telegrams were

received daily, giving the weather-forecasts for the morrow,

which greatly assisted the members in making their arrangements.
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The Committee hope tluit an oqnally succossi'nl oxciirsiou may

be made to some other place of interest during tlie present or

next year.

The Meeting of the Midland Union of Natural History

Societies in the past year was held at Cheltenham on

June 10th, when the members were cordially and hospitably

entertained by the Cheltenham Natural Science Society.

The Committee have been much concerned respecting the

falling off in the circulation of the " Midland Naturalist."' It

will be remembered that this Journal was established by the

Council of the Midland Union at their first meeting in October,

1877, and the first number was issued in January, 1878 ; conse-

qx;ently it is now in the fifth year of its existence. From informa-

tion received from the publishers it appears that the " IMidland

Naturalist " now mainly relies upon subscribers in London, and

that it receives very meagre support both in Birmingham and

among the Societies forming the Union. Feeling that the

interests of this Journal, which was suggested and set on foot

chiefly by some of the members of this Society, are greatly

bound up with the interests of the Society, they take this oppor-

tunity of earnestly impressing upon every member the duty of

subscribing to it. The Committee acknowledge gratefully the

valuable services given to the " Midland Naturalist " by the

Editors, and will gravely consider during the year the best

means of setting the publication on a firm and successfiTl

basis.

It is the sorrowful dut\ of the Committee to record the loss,

by death, of one of the oldest and most esteemed members. Dr.

William Hinds, who was one of the founders of the Society, and

its first President. His kind courtesy and gentle manners have

left a lasting impression upon those who were intimate with

him. The Society is much indebted to his representatives for

the gift of his herbarium, which will prove useful to the botanical

members for reference, and will, it is hoped, be the nucleus

of a large local herbarium, such as the Society ought to possess.

At the end of tlie year 1880 the Society numbered 371
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membei's, including five Honorary Vice-Presidents, twenty-nine

corresponding members, five life-members, and ten associates.

Sixty new members liave been elected, including Dr. T.

Wright, F.E.S., and Mr. Egbert de Hamel as corresponding

members, and six associates. Two associates have passed the

age fixed as the limit of their privilege, and forty-six

members and one associate have either died or resigned. The

total number of members and associates is now 384, so that

there has been a net increase of thirteen.

Eighteen Committee Meetings and eleven Sub- Committee

Meetings have been held, and the attendance has been as

follows :

—
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Oil Photo-Micrography .

.

. . G. E. Davis. F.R.iM.R.

On some singular Water-worn

Excavations, called the " Butter-

tubs," on the slope of Stag Fell . . W. P. Marshall, C.E.

Museums in relation to their value

in Manufacturing Centres . . W. G. Fuetton.

On the Scope of a Provincial

Museum T. W. Bridge, M.A.

The Marvels of Pond Life (illus-

trated by the oxy-hydrogen lantern) J. Levick.

Pasteur's Experiments on Bacteria T. W. Bridge, M.A.

Fresh-water Aquaria .

.

. . R. M. Lloyd.

Notes on Bopyrus squillaru»i . . W. R. Hughes, F.L.S.

Report on the Echinoderms dredged

during the Falmouth Excursion,

1879 T. W. Bridge, M.A., and W. R.

Hughes, F.L.S.

Underground Fungi Rev. M. J. Berkeley, M.A.. F.L.S.

On some Deep-sea "Challenger"

Soundings .

.

.

.

.

.

. . J. F. Goode.

On a Dragon-Fly .

.

.

.

. . Silvanus Wilkins.

On the Pennatulida dredged in the

Oban Excursion, 1880 .. .. A. Milnes Marshall, M.A., D.Sc,

and W. P. Marshall, C.E.

The following were the chief specimens exhibited at the

General and Sectional Meetings throughout the year. Those

marked with an asterisk (*) are new to Warwickshire.

Mr. A. H. Atkins, MeristeUa tuynida, in which the spiral

calcareous supports of the arms had been developed by hydi-o-

chloi'ic acid ; Orthis Budleu/hemis, in a quartzite pebble from the

Bunter beds of Kinver Edge (new to the Triassic formation)
;

and a collection of Fossil Plants from Wyre Forest.

Mr. J. E. Bagnall, (Phanerogams) :—a fine series of the

aquatic Ranunculi of Warwickshire ; Anemone nemorosa, forma

purpurea, from Kingsbury Wood ; FAionymus EuroptBus, and

Lathnrus si/lvestris, from Chesterton Wood ; Sanwlus Valerandi

and Trifolium fra(jiferum, from Itchington ;
*Artemisia vulgaris,

var. coarctata [Forcel) ; Prunus avium, from Solihull ; Trifolium

filiforme, I !are.v axillaris, and C. rlongata, from near Berkswell

;
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Carex riparia, from Sutton Park ; Scirpus acivulurh and PepHs

Portula, from Olton Keservoir ; •'Rubiis hemistemun, fi.-om Cornels

End ; Scii-pns multicaulia, from Colesliill ; Salixcinerea, Bhoy^mg

passage of stamens into carpels; Snlix Hojf'manniana, fi-om

Freasley ; Lotus mviustissumis, from East Cornwall ; Carex frigida,

from Balmuto ; Orchis piirpicrcus, from the Wye Downs ; Alisma

lanceohitd , from Bristol ; Itidius hirtifolius and Pi/nis Brif/fisii,

from Devonshire ; Isnardia p((lustris, from South Hants ; Urticti

piluUfera from Kew ; *A(irostisni(ira (Withering), from Berkswell.

(Cryptogams, Mosses) :

—

Scleropudiwn c<cspitosnm, from near Tet-

tenhall ; Gyninostomum te7iue, from Olton Reservoir ; Fissidem

exilis, F. incurviis,iiiidMnmnipiinctatum (in fruit), from New Park,

Middleton ; Mnium sulxjlohosum (in flower), Polytrichum formosum,

and Hypnum striatum, from Kingsbury Wood ; Hypnuni irriyunm,

from Sutton Park ; Hypnum filicinuin, from Freasley ; Physcomi-

trium pyriforme (in fruit), from near Seckington ; Sjjhaynnm

aurindatum, and S'. suhsecundnm, from Cut-throat Coppice, Soli-

hull. (Hepaticae) :

—

Scapania curta, ivom. Cornel's End; Cincin-

)iulu!i Trichomanis (in fruit) and Lophocolea heterophylla from

Kingsbury Wood ; Pellia epiphylla, *Jun(irrnHinnia ((nunvcns, J.

hicuspidata (all growing and in good fi'uit), and J. injiaPi, from

Sutton Park. (Characese) :

—

'CJiara contraria, var. hispidula,

from Sow Waste ; and *6'. Hedwiyii, from Knowle ; Nitellajiexilis,

from Olton. (Fungi) :

—

Ayaricm ^jrtHi/if/-mMs, A. ruhescens, A.

candicans, A phyllopJdlus, Lactarius suhdulcis, L. zonarins, Maras-

mius urens, Vortinarius himmleus, and C. tabiilaris, from near

Kenilworth ; Ayaricus alcnlinus, *A. hetetoclitus, A. stdlatus,

*Cyphella capida, Tremella foliacea, and Peziza aurantia, from

Sutton Park; Ayaricus asper, A. pjhalloides, A. nebularis,

HygropJioruscoccinem, Bussula fcetens, R. cyanoxantha, R. fraydis,

Cortinarius hidhosus, C. decipiens, C. elcdiur, and *Nyctalis para-

sitica, from Cut-throat Coppice, Solihull ; Ayarietta pantherinus

and Russida emetica, irom. Stratford-on-Avon ; "^Mitnda puludosa,

from near Packington ; Ozoniwii auricomiim (Greville), an

abnormal state of some Polyporus; and Po///rtt'^/s trou/, a micro-

fungus growing on Spliagnum.
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Mr. W. G. Blatch, the following Coleoptcra and Heterop-

tera :

—

''Achenhon humile, from Salford Priors ; and Aneurus

hevis, from Bewdley Forest, new to the district ; FJater hnlteatus,

*Gpnnusa varit'iidta, and *Sri/(h)i/i'nufi exilis, from Sutton Park
;

^Endumi/chus coccinem, *C/ior(ii/u.s Slieppnrdi, and ''''Lat/iridius

rugosHs.

Mr. T. Bolton, Triticella pediccUnta, showing the sperma-

tozoa; iKcistesjanus, recently discovered in Scotland, from Dundee

;

an Infusorian, *Raphidomonas ncmen, from Sutton, new to Great

Britain ; Flosculmia trifolium, found by Mr. Wagstaff near Bir-

mingham, discovered for the first time in Scotland in 1880
;

Cha-tophora endivurfolia, from Sutton ; Bacillaria paradoxa fi'om

the Birmingham Canal, near Albion ; Syncuryne frutesccns, Chjtia

Johnstoni, Bugula avicularin, and Trilocnlina triyonula, from

Brighton ; Follicularia BuJtonl, from Evesham ; Linmocndiiun

Sowerheii, the recently-discovered fresh-water Medusa, from the

Eoyal Botanic Gardens at Kew ; Pedalion mint ; Synchceta

pectmata, fi'om Moseley.

Professor T. W. Bridge, a photograph of Archceopteryx

macrura, taken from the second recently discovered specimen
;

the Echinodermata which were dredged during the Society's

excursion to Falmouth ; specimens of Ascidians and Poly-

chastous Vermes ; three specimens of young Hammer-headed

Sharks (Zygmia), the " Barramunda " {Ceratodus fosteri), from

Queensland ; the Paddle-fish {PiAyodon folium), the Two-toed

Sloth [Cholopus Hojfmanni), the Tamandua Ant-eater (lamandua

tetradactyla), and Loris gracilis.

Mr. K. W. Chase, Apteryx australis (male and female),

Apteryx Oweni; Polystichum Lonchitis, Aspdenium viride, and

Lycopodium clavatum, from Perthshire ; and very many British

Birds in all stages, from the eggs and young to the adult.

Dr. Deane, Amanita muscaria.

Mr. J. F. Goode, Spirogyra quinina, in conjugation ; Puc-

cinia anemones ; Nonionina Barleeana, a Foraminifer, fi'om sand

di'edged at Oban ; Globigerina and Eadioliariau ooze, fi'om the

" Challenger " soundings.
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Mr. AV. B. Grovp. a nurabev of Fnni^i from the neighbour-

hood, the chief of which ^xeYe—Af/nncua riitilayjs, A. specto-

bilis, A. nudus, A. rhacndcs, A. niaciilatus, A. /r/rrr/^».s (purple

variety), A. tener, A. ecriisaatufi, llolhitiiis titulians, fh/f/ni/ihonis

virfiinexia, JI. miniatus, H. /mttcicinus, < 'ortinarius UihulKfis, Lac-

tarins ruf7i.<<,*L. puJiescenf;, EiissiiJa ftvN/ih's, */?. citrinn, *Ti. nchrn-

leiica, C(intli(irrlli(s mn-iintifieus, Boh'ti(nhntli}ifi. * lljutmis, I'ohipnriifi

behiliniis. 'P. adustus, P. rapnrarins, ''P. molhiftnis, *P. tinnofins.

P. irfnitirins, *Trrn»rfcs inoilnra, '•'Hydnuw iiirfuju. 'Llielrjihora

lacininta, *TremeJ1(t follacca. *'rrir/iia mri'i. Arci/rin jnniicca,

*Cr((tt'riu))i }ied)()irulf(tuii). *(''otnatn'cha F^rirsifoui, *< luindriodfymn

diformc, *Pezizn I hilxnnu'en.vs, and Jiulaaria inquiiians : also the

following rare species, collected during the Fungus Foray :

—

*Agaricus chiontus, *J. rchinatns. and *A. udus, a species first

discovered in Britain in November, 1880, in Epping Forest.

Mr. W. J. Harrison, Palffiolithic and Neolithic Flint Imple-

ments ; large and small varieties of Lima (fifirintm from Barrow-

on-Soar : a drawing of a plate of ivory on which the outline of

a mammoth had been sketched by some prehistoric man :

Awwnnitt's liijdc.v, in which the nacreous lustre of the shell was

perfectly preserved ; a collection of Lias Fossils and Quartzite

Pebbles from Moseley, containing Orthis IlinUciu/n'nsis niid Madio-

lopsis Armorici.

Mr. AY. F. Haydon, a section of Porphyrine.

Mr, W. E. Hughes, mounted specimens of rnWtwrt spiralia,

from the muscles of man and pig; Uojiynis sfpiillnnmi, mounted ;

liiiwf specimens of Marine Organisms dredged by the Society

at Oban, viz., ^(Ujartiit riduata, ('(iri/oph)/lli<t S)j)ithii, Alci/imidiiun

hirsutum, Terebratula ctiput-scrpentis, Turritella comminm, Aporr-

hnis pes-pi'h'c((7ii, and Barnacles ; also the ova of Bilharzia

hamatohid, from wliicli tlie embryos were hatched in the room.

Mr. H. W. Jones, three Crabs from the Orme's Head-

—

Hijan

araneus, Porcellana platijcliilcs, and Curt/stex cassirelaimus.

Mr. J. Levick, Lcptodora Iii/alina, from the Warwick Canal,

within four miles of Birmingham ; a Fungus, ('yathus vernicufivs.

from Aston; Mdiccrtd nnnnldtit. M. tiinu.M. tii'hicohirid. (Kcistrs
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unibelld, and * Ijit/itdihihn disctts, tVoiti his own ti(]uai'ium.

Mr. R. M, Lloyd, section of a species of Bignonia ; Pohj-

porus siiiKdiiosus, from Castle Bromwich.

Mr. W. P. Marshall, the Pennatulida (Virgularia, Penna-

tula, Funiculina), dredged at Oban, with sections and drawings

of the same.

Mr, H. Miller, the Sapucaya Nut from Brazil ; and a cheap

compressorium invented by Mr. H. E. Forrest.

Mr. J. Morley, ('/uctoplwra elei/an-s, and Uraparnaldia

pLumosa, from Sutton.

Mr. C. T. Parsons, Apteryx Oweni, and a specimen of the

rare Owl Parrot.

Mr. J. W. Pickering, a Fungus, Cunii/ceps militaris, growing

upon larvffi ; Sti'iiti)/- nii/er, iroin the Wyre Forest; and monoe-

cious form of Mercurialis perennis.

Mr. C. J. Rodgers, flexible Sandstone from India.

Mr. W. Southall, a water-colour drawing oi Ataccia cristata,

a remarkable plant in flower at the Edgbaston Botanical Gardens

;

Fruit of Caryocar (Butter-nut), from South America ; and the

following Fungi from Yardley Wood :

—

Agaricm asper, A.

rubescens, A. excuriatiis, A. nitilana, A. separatiis, A. aste.rophorus,

Russula emetica, It. felled, R. hetentphijlla, R. fracjilis, and

Lactarius suhdulcis.

Mr. E. H. Wagstatt', Volvox ijlubatur, with yellow resting

spores ; Drapanialdia ijloinerata ; Stephanoceros Eichhornii, fi-om

Harborne ; and Cristatellu mucedo, from King's Norton.

Mr. T. H. Waller, microscopic section of Obsidian from

Mexico.

Mr. C. J. Watson, a bottle of gas (obtained from confervoid

growth in a marine aquarium) which was shown to consist

chiefly of oxygen.

Mr. S. Wilkins, Cusciita Eiiropcsa (Greater Dodder), and a

collection of Fungi, including ('Idthnis caneellatus, from near

Axmiuster.
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Mr. W. H. Wilkinson, a collection of Sea-gulls fi-om Flam-

borough Head ; and Dipsacm pilosus, from Stafford Castle.

Mr. A. W. Wills, Comiarium ramhricuv!, C. coronatum,

Staurastmm (inatiiuim (all three new to iidienco) ,(Jlostermm obtusum

(hitherto recorded only in Ireland), ti. pronum (new to Britain),

Micrasterins denticidata , var. licnioides ; Chantransia inrestiens,

and Leptothrix tinctoria, from Penzance ; Spirogyra inflata, irom.

Bangor ; and Sarcina rentrmdi.

There have beep two lectures, specially adapted for a

general audience, which were largely attended :

—

The Moon aud her infliieuce on the Earth . . S. H. Parkes.

Scenes in India .

.

. .

.

.

.

. . J. Levick.

(Both illustrated by the oxy-hydrogen lantern.)

J. MOKLEY, ) „
W. B. GEOVE, B.A.,

J

^^^^^ f^f"cretaries.

BIOLOGICAL SECTION.

There have been ten meetings of the Section, iinder the

presidency of the Chairman, Mr. A. W. Wills, the average

attendance at which has been thirty-two, showing a steady

improvement and an increased interest in the proceedings.

Seven papers have been read, as follows :

—

On the Migration of Birds .

.

.

.

R. W. Chase.

On a Nest Building Fish .

.

.

.

8ilvanus Wilkins.

On some New Species of DesmidiefB A. W. Wills.

On the Sea-gulls of Flamboro' Head W. H. Wilkinson.

On the Birds of the Fame Islands R. W. Chase.

On the Auditory and Vocal Organs

of Fishes Professor T. W. Bridge, M.A.

Note on Agrostis nigra of Withering

as a Warwickshire Plant .

.

.

.

J. E. Bagnall.

The work of the Section has been well sustained throughout,

and a number of rare and valuable specimens in all departments

have been exhibited.
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The Botanical portion, as usual, has been well supported,

and many interesting specimens, both of Cryptogams and

Phffinogams, have been exhibited by Messrs. Bagnall, Grove,

Southall, and others, including some fine collections of Fungi.

The Zoological part of the proceedings has been rendered

more than usually interesting by a number of valuable exhibits,

among which may be mentioned—rare and curious fishes by

Professor T. W. Bridge ; a fine collection of Birds from the

Fame Islands, with nests, eggs, and young in various stages, by

Mr. E. W. Chase. The Section is also indebted to Mr. W. H.

Wilkinson for a similar series illustrating the Sea-gulls of

Flamborough Head. Entomology has been represented solely

by Mr W. G. Blatth, who has exhibited some rare Coleoptera and

Heteroptera, new to the district, proving that the neighbour-

hood around Birmingham is not so barren as is generally

supposed, and that many discoveries are yet to be made by

diligent and systematic workers. It is to be hoped that some

of om- young associates will be induced to take up this most

attractive and fascinating pursuit.

The Microscopic Specimens have been a most prominent

feature in the proceedings, our Chairman, Mr. A. W. Wills,

having exhibited many beautiful and rare species of Desmidies,

three of which, viz., Cosmarium cambricum, Cosmarium corona-

turn, and Staurastrum anatinum are new to science. Many

rare and exquisite marine and fi'esh-water organisms have also

been exhibited by Messrs. Bolton, Levick, and others.

The past season may on t]ie whole be considered encourag-

ing, and the futiu'e looked forward to with much satisfaction.

If some of the members would take up a special subject

and systematically foUow it out, the work of the Section would

be rendered much more useful, and facts might be recorded

which in the end would, no doubt, lead to important results.

JOHN F. GOODE,

Hon. Sec, Biological Section.
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GEOLOGICAL SECTION.

There have been eleven meetings of ihis section during the

year, with an average attendance of thirty-eight.

The following papers have been read :

—

The Rhaetic Foi-mation, with its

Bone Bed aud the First Mammal. W. J. Harhison, F.G.S.

The Triassic Rocks of the Midland

Counties .

.

.

.

.

.

. . A. H. Atkins, B.Sc.

The Lias Formation, with especial

reference to Warwickshire . . Rev. P. B. Brodie, M.A., F.G.S.

The Geology of the Glacial Epoch. . Rev. H. W. Crosskey, F.G.S

How to Work in the Archasan

Rocks Dr. C. Callaway, F.G.S.

The Government Geological Survey :

its history, progress, aud present

state .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . W. J. Harrison, F.G.S.

Zone Relations in Crystals .

.

. . C. J. Woodward, B.Sc, F.G.S.

The first four papers were the continuation of a series

begun in the preceding year for the purpose of describing the

chief features of the various formations, especially in relation

to their development in the Midland Counties. The meetings

have been very successful, owing in great measure to the

influence of Mr. W. J. Harrison, the chairman of the year.

Five meetings have been held on Friday evenings for

educational purposes. On April 8th a paper by Mr. W, J.

Harrison was read on "The Uses of Geological Knowledge."

On November 11th and December 9th Mr. T. H. Waller

described the process of making Microscopical Rock Sections,

and the methods of identifying the minerals they contain. The

other two evenings were occupied by conversation.

There have been two Excursions for Geological purposes

only :—June 25th, to the Lias Sections at Wilmcote ; July 16th,

to the Drift Beds and Boulder Clay near Harborne.

A. H. ATKLNS, B.bc, Hon. bee
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CURATOE'S EEPORT.
During the past year, four cabinets for microscopic objects

have been provided, and the following slides have been presented

to the Society :—fourteen slides of Desmids, by Mr. A. W.

Wills ; eight slides, explanatory of the embryology of the chick,

by Mr. J. F. Goode ; twenty-four insects, mounted by Mr. F.

Enock, by Mr. C. T. Parsons ; six rock sections, etc.. by Mr.

"W. J. Harrison ; and twelve preparations showing the viviparous

natui'e of Ophiocoma neglecta, etc., by Mr. F. W. Sharpus, of

London, per Mr. ^^'. Pi. Hughes. Thus while the number of

slides is not very great the quality is exceptionally good.

The only other specimens added to the collection of this

Society during the past year have been those contained in

the seventeen volumes of the Herbarium of the late Dr. William

Hinds, which has been kindly presented by his representatives.

The microscopes are in as good order as reported last year,

and have been extensively used at the various meetings ; but at

times a great want has been felt ou account of their- limited

number, and it is hoped that during the present year one or

two others not inferior to the Crouch or Swift instruments

will be purchased. More lamps are also very much wanted, and

it IS suggested that a number of suitable simple gas lamps be

bought, they being far cleaner, safer, and less cumbersome than

paraffin ones, and ready means of connection being at hand in

the usual meeting-room. Side reflectors are also required for

the Crouch and Swift microscopes, as also a few other small

accessories, such as micrometers, and a micro-spectroscope.

Six objectives, formerly belonging to the late Dr. William

Hinds, have been purchased by the Society.

E. M. LLOYD, Hon. Curator.

LIBEAEIAN'S EEPOET.

The Librarian is able to report that the state of the

Library is satisfactoiy, and that some of the voliunes which

were missing at the time of the last report have been returned

during the past year.
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Tlie mcreasGd facility for the issue of the books of the

Library has brought about a measure of the good results

anticipated in the last report, the number of books issued during

the present year being nearly double that of last year. It is

only right to state that this is mainly due to Mr. W. H. Cox's

services. The issue of books for the past year has been as

follows :—Botanical, 62 ; Conchological, 14 ; Entomological,

24 ; General Literature, 144 ; Geological, 30 ; Microscopical,

87 ; Zoological, 45 ; total, 406 ; increase, 167. Although

in this analysis of the issue of books a greater ratio occurs

under the head of general literature, it must be remem-

bered that some of the books, such as the valuable works of

Darwin, Huxley, and Lubbock, which cannot be placed in

any special class, and are, therefore, placed here under the

head of General Literature, are as truly scientific as the most

special book in any branch of science.

The Librarian has only one complaint to make, that is

that some few of the members keep the books too long. This

may be an injustice to other members, who are thereby some-

times inconvenienced and annoyed.

During the past year your Committee have constantly

borne in mind the wants of the Library, and have fi-om time

to time materially increased its value and usefulness. The

following works have been purchased :

—

Hepaticse, Liudenberg, 2 vols., quarto.

Linneau Society's Proceedings, vol. xvii.. Botany.

Hepaticas Europeae, Dumortier, 1 vol., 8vo.

Freaks and Marvels of Plant Life, M. C. Cooke, 1 vol., 12mo.

Illustrations of British Fungi, M. C. Cooke, 8vo., parts 1— 6.

Clavis Synoptica Hymenomycetum Europaeorum, Cooke and Quelet,

1 vol., 12mo.

The Power of Movement in Plants, C. Darwin, 1 vol., 12mo.

Sphagnaceas of Europe and America, R. Braithwaite, M.D., 1 vol.,

8vo.

Manual of British Botany, Eighth Edition, 1881, C. C. Babington,

M.A., F.R.S., 1 vol., 8vo.

Synopsis Metliodica, Joanuis Raii, Second Edition, 1 vol., 12mo.
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Catalofjiis Plaiitaruni Aiislino, Joaiinis Raii, M.A., 1 vol., 12mo.

Gardens of the Suu, Burbidge, 1 vol., Hvo.

British Beetles, Rye, 1 vol., 12mo.

Larvse of British Lepidoptera, Wilson, 1 vol., 8vo.

Libellulinae Europea;, Charpeutier, 1 vol., 4to.

The Polar World, A. Hartwig, 1 vol., 8vo.

Island Life, A. R. Wallace, 1 vol., 8vo.

A Year at the Shore, P. H. Gosse, 1 vol., 12mo.

Tenby, P. H. Gosse, 1 vol., 12mo.

Rambles on the Devonshire Coast, P. H. Gosse, 1 vol., 12mo.

Morocco and the Great Atlas, Hooker and Ball, 1 vol., royal Hvo.

The Brain as an Organ of the Mind, Bastian, 1 vol., 8vo.

Manual of Palaeontology, Nicholson, 2 vols., 8vo.

The Entoniostraca of the Cretaceous Formation of Englana,

T. Rymer Jones, 1 vol., -ito.

Phillips' Mineralogy, Brooks and Miller, 1 vol., royal 8vo.

The Study of the Rocks, Rutley, 1 vol.

Monograph of the Permian Fossils, W. King, 1 vol., 4to.

Volcanoes, Judd, 1 vol., 8vo.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, ten parts to complete

the volumes in the Library.

The Microscope and its Revelations, 1881, Carpenter, 1 vol., 12mo.

The Birds of Europe, Bree, 5 vols., royal Svo.

Linnean Society's Proceedings—Zoology, vol. xvii.

British Sessile-eyed Crustacea, Bates and Westwood, 2 vols., 8vo.

Zoological Atlas, Dr. McAlpine, 1 vol., 4to.

Marine Polyzoa, Hincks, 2 vols.. Svo.

Hydra, Kleinenberg, 1 vol., 4to.

Report of the Scientific Results of the Exploring Voyage of H.M.S.

" Challenger," 3 vols., 4to.

Zoology, Nicholson, 1 vol., 8vo.

Fishes of Malabar, Francis Day, 1 vol., fol.

Fishes of Great Britain, Francis Day.

Manual of the Infusoria, W. Saville Kent, parts 1—5.

Fauna und Flora des Golfes von Neapel, Monagraphs I., II., III., IV.

The Ray Society's Volume for 1881.

The Palaeontographical Society's Volume for 1881.

Science Gossip, 1881.

Journal of Botany, 1881.

Nature, 1881.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, 1881.

Midland Naturahst, 1881.
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Anuals of Natural History, 1881.

Popular Science Review, 1881.

The Zoologist, 1881.

The Entomoloi^ist, 1881.

The Entomologists' Monthly Magazine, 1881.

The Geological Magazine, 1881.

The following have been presented :

—

Natural History of the Malvern Hills—Migratory Birds, W. Edwards.

The Botany and Geology of the Malvern Hills, Edwin Lees. Pre-

sented by Mr. Short.

Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society.

Proceedings of the Scientific Meetings of the Zoological Society of

London.

Proceedings of the Leicester Literary and Philosphical Society.

Transactions of the Epping Forest and County of Essex Naturalists'

Field Club.

Proceedings of the Natural History Society of Glasgow.

Proceedings of the Birmingham Philosophical Society.

Proceedings of the Nottingham Literary and Philosophical Society.

Archives do Museu Nacional de Rio de Janeiro, vols. ii. and iii.

J. E. BAGNALL, Hon. Librarian.

TEEASUEEE'S EEPOET.

The total received for Ordinary Subscriptions for the past

year exceeds that for last year by £8 6s. 6d., but as there have

been no Life Subscriptions, and less has been received in

advance (for 1882), also a reduction in Subscriptions for Appara-

tus, the total has been £8 3s. less than 1880.

Nothwithstanding a considerable sum of previous arrears

has been collected this year, the sum now due—£66 6s.—is

nearly £10 in excess of last year ; but as only twenty-four cases

extend beyond 1881 it is probable that the larger portion of this

debt will be paid.

The Furnishing Fund has realised £193 18s, 6d., and the

Expenditure has been £267 17s. lid. The balance deficit is

£73 I'Js. r*d.
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Tlio Apparatus Fnud lias not mot tlio oxponditiirf by

£7 Os. 6d.

Tlio outlay on Books is nearly the same as last year ; but

that is a considerable advance on previous years.

The Sub-Curator's Salary is a new expenditure : but the

advantages of an open room, etc., are so great, that it is not likely

to be discontnmed.

Postage is a very heavy item, and it is worth consideration

what can be done to reduce it.

The Soiree accounts not being completed do not appear

this year, but the balance of deficiency is not expected to be

large. The difficulty of prompt settlement is due to the delay

in obtaining payment for tickets sent on approval. It appears

to the Treasurer that it would be better to have a higher rate

of Subscription and let each member be entitled to a free

ticket to the Soiree. The outstanding liabilities are very

small.

It will probably be thought right to print the list of donors

to the Furnishing Fund ; and benefit would probably be derived

if the actual payment of each member for subscriptions during

the year was also printed in the Eeport.

The result of the year is that the balance brought forward

of nearly £20 in the Treasurer's hands will be replaced by a

balance of nearly £12 on the other side of the account.

CHARLES PUMPHREY, Hon. Treasurer.
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ON A N E S T - B U I L D I N G FISH
THE STICKLEBACK (GASTHROSTEUS.)

BY blliVANUS WILKINS.

Rcail before the Society, April 12, 1881.

That a fish could build a uest has been very much doubted, aud

eveu uow when believed the fact is supposed to be very rare. In

truth it is coninion enough, and as it can be made familiar, so to say.

at our own doors, I have thought the subject would not be out of

place in a magazine published in Birmingham. The strange part is,

that the entire work of preparing the nest, hatching out, fostering and

rearing the young, is done by the m.\le.

The whole process of fish nest-building, by, literally, the hundred,

can always be seen from April to July, in the ponds about the
" Black Country." The simplest appliances will serve. There is nothing

difficult in setting about observing the method of it, either out of doors

or in your own homes. Take the train, say—to Bilston —ask for the

Theatre in the Willenhall Road, and from the back of it strike into

any of the paths across the pit mounds, in a northerly direction,

towards Portobello. Before going a thousand yards you will come
upon several ponds of various sizes, almost any one of which will do

if you go the right way to work.

There are, however, two or three near together, known as

Edward's Pools, or " pewls," as the lads there call them, that are

very good. I mention these, being easily found by name, but tliere

are many others in the hollows off the main paths that are even

better for quiet observation.

On coming to a pool saunter very slowly, casting your glance into

the w'ater about two or three yards ahead of you, near the side, where

the water may be from six to twelve inches deep. A very little

practice will enable you to see a fish of a brightish green colour

quickly turn away from the shallow into deeper water out of

sight as you approach. This is the male stickleback of our

ponds, and you may now know you have "spotted" a home or

nest, though, for a moment, you don't see it. Having marked the

place in your eye where the fish sank out of sight, advance slowly

directly opposite to the spot, aud sit down on the bank about a yard

away from the water, and do not move. In a very short time—a few

minutes at the most—you will see my gentleman fish rise from the

deeps, end on towards you; a "green-eyed monster of jealousy " of

most brilliantly metallic hues. This is the courtship dress with

which he has during the preceding few weeks clothed himself. What
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cbauge of food or chemistry of life must have gone ou during

this period to deposit on his coat so rich a change of colour, beating

all Elkingtou's electro-work, is, I opine, yet a mystery.

You are now over the chosen spot where the fish has made up his

mind to squat or pitch his tent. Continue to remain quite still and he

ignores you, and resumes work according to the stage it has reached.

They begin to select a spot according to the warmth of the spring

weather, about April ; and by June one may be found settled in almost

every square yard along the shallows.

You will first notice that he does not roam at large, but moves
about in a radius only of four or five feet. If in the early stage, he

will be constantly returning with a piece of water-weed, an inch or so

long, in his mouth, like a bird with material to its nest, until the nest

is formed. When finished, it is about the size of half a walnut, only

much less convex, and is disguised by the water-weed and particles of

the soil placed about it. If the bottom of the pool is small gravel, ash,

or such like, he places the same material about to hide it, or if of the

nature of sand or mud, he sucks some of these up in his mouth and
puffs them out, like a smoker, about the surface of the nest with the

same purpose, and perhaps to weight down the lighter materials.

Having placed something ou the bank to indicate his whereabout,

you may always be sure to find him there at work for a few weeks

until he has reared to maturity the entire brood. I indicate the spot

with two stones, or bits of tile, as marks, treading one into the path

the same distance from the edge of the water that the nest is in the

water, and another further off in a right line with it. The starting of

the process goes on all through April, May, June, and I have seen it in

July, so that by land-marking opposite several nests you may see

all the several stages, of a dozen if you like, going ou at the same
time.

If the nest is finished and charged with eggs, you may readily find

it on the bottom of the pool by noticing a small hole about the size of

a pea, with the lines of the weed-structure all leading to a centre,

giving it the appearance of a small sphincter, pursed up like a mouth

in a pucker, and that he is frec^uently poised over this opening inclined

head downwards in the attitude of a good diver just entering the

water, vibrating his fins to move the water towards and into the nest.

This action may also be seen, with a bull's-eye lantern, going on at

night.

Each fish has his own home and family, and protects thein against

all the world—that is to say, his fish world. This can be shown by

catching one and marking him with a small loop of bright-coloured

floss silk as a signal, which you draw just " taut "—not tight—over

the narrow part of the body, leaving a small pennon to trail out about

a quarter of an inch or so beyond his tail, by which to identify him,

and then carrying him in a vessel some fifty yards away to another

part of the pool, when in a short time, according to the distance, you

will find him, like a homer pigeon, returned to his nest, having been
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chased and driven on, like a runaway dnj^, by many of the others as he

passed over or near their territory. Yon can often keep him in view

the whole way back. On these occasions ho rarely stays to fight

much except to make passage.

As soon as the home is ready he waits near, trimming it with his

snout, until a lady visitor of a sad green shade, but withal sublimely

portly, approaches. Then his vivacity is increased. He shoots back

dodging round her. and gets her between himself and the nest,

pushing and bunting at her with his lip, down towards an opening he

has left at the base of the nest, through which she glides into it.

While there he seems in a quiver of delight, but presently he butts at

the opening she enters by, where her tail may be seen protruding, and

startles her out, lightened, through generally the other side, where a

similar opening appears to be left. This seems to be the whole of the

lady's direct responsibilities and duties. I say seems so, but it is

conceivable that if we could divine her ruminations she might possibly

be claiming for her work that it was more vital and honourable than

her mate's, and that his work was but the materialistic.

The two openings at the base he now proceeds to close with weeds

and by dragging the fibres of the nest together, leaving only the small

hole at the top open, over which he diligently works at the vibratory

action. This is now varied frequently at intervals of a few minutes

by his curving his body round about and over the nest, first in one

direction, then the reverse, suggesting the action of a cat pushing against

one's legs when purring. The hatching is evidently helped by the

sun striking into the shallow water, as I have noticed that tue time is

always retarded by a few days in chilly weather. I have never

observed them building in water much over two feet deep. Sometimes
they build veiy near the edge, and in very hot weather, as the pool

lowers by evaporation, the nest becomes exposed. The pertinacity

then with which they will continue fanning as the water recedes, with

their bodies half out of the water, just turning back for a time for

breath as it were, is, I may say, painful to see.

A good strong nest contains about a teaspoonful—from 200 or so of

eggs—each about the size of a mustard seed. By the time—about four-

teen days in hot weather—when they begin to hatch out, the flow of the

water, caused by the fanning, seems to loosen the texture of the nest,

and as the young emerge from the egg the anxiety of the mid-husband
(I can't call him mid-wife) begins, and his watchfulness and attention

increase until it reminds one of a panting coUey dog on the skirts of

a flock of sheep keeping them together. As they escape from the shell,

he sucks or gulps the shell into his mouth, as he does other waste

materials, carries it a few inches and blows it out to float away.

The young fry at first keep well together, circling about in the

opening of the nest, but as they grow stronger they venture into the

water around, where they are liable to be snapped up by the full

grown of their own kind who are passing near. Now it is amusing
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to watcli the extra iudnstrv and affection with whicli the male nurse

will dart after the vagrants. He cannot well carry them as a cat does

a stray kitten by the back of the neck, but as one may float out and

away he follows it and it disappears, having been simply sucked into

his mouth. While wondering what has become of the straggler, you

notice he turns about, advances to the opening, and puffs or projects it,

head over tail, back into the nest, more deftly, indeed, than Zazel is

projected out of the monster gun in her Aquarium. You see she is

well matched here, and not even original. This goes on constantly

until he can see that each one can poise or hold itself in the water.

It is comical to see one of the Ashlings with half of the body out of

its shell, sometimes the head only, sometimes the tail, making
wobbling attempts at swimming, and sometimes head and tail out, but

with the shell round the middle of the body, like "Johnny Stout" in

the pantomime. This liner work may partly be seen in a pool by

slipping a white shallow saucer, palette, or an oyster-shell or two,white

side up, on the ground, close to the edge of the nest, when the young

fry will show out in dark streaks over it, like a shoal of notes of

admiration, which certainly they are. Now you may test the braverj-

of the parent, for if you pass a stick down amongst the young he will

not be forced away, but often will strike at it hard enough for the

blow to be felt by the hand.

The work of the nest building can be watched very well in the

pools, but for rearing the young more can be done and observed in the

aquarium. A trial or two in rearing generally proves successful. I will

assume that the aquarium is prepared in the usual way with balanced

vegetation, &c. It should have a bed of neat gravel, and some bits of

clinker or stone with a slight hollow in one piece, well placed, to lay

the nest in. The water should not be colder than that of the pool.

One way is to catch a gentleman fish about May and turn him into

the aquarium. If he builds and prepares a nest you then introduce,

one alone at a time to prevent jealousy, his lady-loves, some six or so,

and wait the course of events ; but the better plan I think is this :

Watch a few nests in the pool until you find one strong and full, over

which the hatching has just begun, shown by his ceasing the con-

structing work, and beginning at the vibratory motion or fanning.

Have ready a net, made of fine brown or dark green silk, about a

quarter inch mesh (such as girls use to net their back hair in), sewn

round a ring of about nine inches diameter. Get a small worm (a blood

worm is the best, found here in the mud of the ditches) for a bait,

without hook, tie to the end of a line of fine silk fastened to a stick.

Lower the worm gently over the nest. At first he may retreat, but will

soon return and gorge it far enough into his throat for you to raise him
out into your net, slipped under him held in your left hand. Turn him
out quickly into a jar, as large a one as your false pride will allow you

to carry. They appear less excited and alarmed in this than in a glass

bottle, and a new one is best for fear of taint of acids or sweets. If

you haven't a worm, and will work very slowly, you can generally move
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this kind of net towards him, pass it under him, and lift him out into

your jar, but they will shy and keep backin.i^ away from a white muslin

net. Catching with the sort of net I mention is best, as I am not

quite certain that dis<Jorging the worm may not give the fish a sore

throat. Having got the parent, you then reach out to his nest and care-

fully pass your two fingers under it into the soil to which it is very slightly

attached, and raise it up with the eggs as little distui-bed as you can,

placing it with some water in a shallow vessel—it carries best so. I

used a cold-cream pot, well cleaned, about three inches wide and an

inch deep, covering it with the lid or a skin, held by an elastic baud, to

carry the nest home in.

The aquarium should be placed where the water receives a fair

amount of sun, but will not get too warm, and the nest should either

be turned away from where it can be seen, except by a side view—or,

better still, from behind some kind of screen with a hole in it ; or

you may colour one side of the aquari am with some opaque green

colour, leaving a small space clear through which to watch him
at work. This is almost necessary, for if they see they are over-

looked, they, like some other animals, are apt to devour their own
offspring, hatching them out inerely to swallow them as tit-bits.

Feeding him with a small worm every few days helps to check his

voracity.

In placing the nest in position, arrange it to lie in the hollow of the

clinker or stone, about the same depth at which you found it in the

water, as much like its proper form as you can, keeping the eggs under

the conferva-framework of the nest, as little exposed as possible. This,

however, does not so much matter, as the bold fellow, when you intro-

duce him to the water, after swimming about for a time, as soon as he

finds the dwelling wuth its future family, will set to work at once to

put it in order. This is very interesting. To help him to do this, a

little of the conferva from the same pool should be added for materials.

We are told the name of this " genus" is Gasterosteus, meaning

spine-belly, presumably, I suppose scientifically, because its spines

are chiefly on its back.

All the fresh-water species described, some six, are to be found in

this locality, but there is one I have not seen specially distinguished any-

where. This is a fellow nearly black, which certainly I would suggest

ought, from his surroundings, to be called the "collier."

I have limited the paper to a few practical notes, helping, I hope,

to the history proper of this strange little fish. I shall be glad if it

induces any unpractised naturalists to observe and picture more
fully his wonderful gifts and display of moods, affections, and senti-

ments, so much like our own.

There are many pools here undisturbed for years by cattle foot or

banking up that are very rich in other pond life, but the Mines Drainage

Commissioners are rapidly altering the face of parts.
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Max Miiller, in his " Manners and Customs," describes the practice

of the Basques, that in Biscay the women rise immediately after

child-birth, while the husband goes to bed, taking the baby with him

;

and he mentions how Mr. Tylor, in his researches into the develop-

ment of civilisation, seems to despair of the existence of any custom

anywhere which cannot be matched somewhere else, and he asks, is

this a natural custom ? Well, certainly, we have it well matched here,

and may say it is a custom entirely natural to some fish. If man is a

microcosm of nature, the complete counterpart or prototype of the

practice is certainly found in the stickleback of our ponds.

If this mid-husbandry was the practice in the early history of

mankind as he states, and it be probable, as we sometimes hear, that

mankind will revert, in the second childhood of the race, to like ways,

there may be some comfort to the strong-minded of the other sex in

the prospect that ultimately the males of the future must return

to the duties of the nurserv.
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ON UNDERGROUND FUNCil (FUNGI HYPOG^EL^

BY THK REV. M. J. BERKELKY, M.A., K.K.S.

Read before the Society, October ^th. 1881,

The most m teresting objects iu Natural Histoi-y are often found

amongst the most anomalous forms. This is peculiarly the case with

the particular group of Fungi which I have chosen for the subject of

the present paper, in which I do not profess to make any new observa-

tions, but I shall be quite content, should it prove to your members at

once interesting and instructive. I should be more able to make it so if I

could address you viva voce, with power of continual illustration by
means of figui-es drawn at once in your presence, but at my advanced
age, now verging on eigl ty. it would be impossible for me, and I must
not attempt that in wl.ich I might possibly break down ; and I now
comply with the request which has been made to me, as far as my
powers allow.

The Fungi in question are those which are, as a rule, produced

beneath the surface of the earth, or which after a time become
superficial. They belong to several different types ; they abound in

calcareous districts, to which many species are restricted, and only a

few species can be expected to reward the researches of your local

Naturalists. In favourable localities, as the neighbourhood of Bath
and Eockingham Forest, many species are abundant. Wiltshire and
Kent, and other chalk counties, produce the greater part of what are

sold in Covent Garden, but, if properly hunted for, there are parts of

Northamptonshire which could yield, as I know by experience, an

EEFERENCES TO PLATES I., II., AND III.

Fig. 1. Tuber cEstivum, Vittadini, ascus with sporidia and single sporidium.
2. T«6ec Bore?!!!, Vittadini, single sporidium.
3. Tuber nitidum, Vittadini, single sporidium.
4. Tuber rufum, Pico, single sporidium.
5. Balsamia vulgaris. Vittadini, ascus with contained sporidia.
6. Genea verrucosa, Vittadini, section of plant slightly enlarged, and section

highly magnified, shewing the linear ascus with its contained sporidia.
7. Genea Klotschii, Corda, section of plant natural size, and single sporidium.
8. Elaphomyces Leveillei, Tulasne, ascus with the contained sporidia and

single sporidium.
9. Melanogaster ambiguus, Tulasne, sporophore with spores.

10. Hysterangium nepiiriticurii, section shewing sporophores and spoi'es.
11. Bhizopogon rubescens, Tulasne, section magnified.
12. Hymenogaster citrinus, Vittadini. sporophores with spores.
13. Do. do. surrounded by cyst.
14. Hymenogaster Thiuaitesii, Berk, and Broome, spores with cyst.
15. Endogone pisiformis, Lk., section of plant slightly magnified.
16. Bo. do. Threads with cysts.

All the figm-es are copied either from Corda or Tulasne, but the
correctness of all has been verified. They are all more or less highly
magnified, except where it is otherwise stated.
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abundant supply. They, however, in general require a good deal of

diligence in research, and some tact in selecting the most fertile spots.

It was at one time doubted whether a single species were indigenous.

But in " Morton's History of Northamptonshire," published at the

beginning of the last century, Eushton Wilderness, formerly in posses-

sion of the Tresham family (too well known in history), is mentioned
as producing them, yet even then it was doubted whether they had
not been introduced with exotic shrubs ; but now more than forty

species have been found near Bath, and half that number in

Northamptonshire. As Truffles are always valuable in the London
market, though we do not possess the two species which are most
esteemed abroad, one of which is found, indeed, only in Italy, a

successful hunt would amply repay the labour of research, and it

becomes matter of interest to ascertain means by which they may be

found without waste of time and labour. In a particular parish in

Northamptonshire they were once so abundant that in a few minutes

I could collect as many pounds weight of truffles, some of them of

extraordinary size, but this is only the case in favoured spots. The
more common way is to train dogs for the purpose, which they answer

most effectively. In Germany, pigs are sometimes employed, and

there have been cases in which idiots, who could be employed to no

other useful pui'pose, have been found to be first-rate truffle-hunters.

The dogs belong to a peculiar breed, between a poodle and a turnspit,

and by hereditary descent acquire an especial faculty. They have been

trained to such a nicety that Vittadiui, who made truffles an especial

study, and published an excellent work on the subject, and, indeed,

was one of the first to call attention to their real structure, if he

wished to get additional specimens of any particular species, had

merely to show a specimen to his dogs, allowing them to sniff the

peculiar odour, and they would go off into the woods and bring back

that species, and that alone. Truffles in that country are a great

source of gain to poachers, who send their dogs into the proper locali-

ties, who hunt without making the slightest noise, and soon reward

their contraband masters. The mode of training is very simple. A
truffle is j)laced within a hollow ball, which is perforated in every

direction, and given as a plaything from the earliest age, the dogs thus

becoming completely familiar with the scent, which is peculiar, and,

as this is very penetrative, they readily detect the spot beneath which

a truffle is concealed. But in this country in general the dogs are not

so completely trained as to be trusted alone, for they are very fond of

the truffles, which they would at once devour. But to prevent this

the truffle-hunter carries biscuits, or something which the dog likes

better than truffles, and while a portion is thrown down the specimen

is secured.

Truffles, as said before, arc produced principally in districts which

abound in lime. Many attempts have been made at their cultivation,

and it was once confidently announced that, like mushroom spawn,

truiHc spawn would in a few mouths be on sale. But it ended in utter
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disappointment. Still, after thin result, tlie late Mr. Disney, of the

Hyde, near lusatestone, made experiments in this direction, and he

was so confident of success that I was invited to witness the result of

his experiment, the failure of which mij^ht indeed have hecn antici-

pated, when it appeared that his experimental specimens of truffles

were obtained from the Italian warehouses, consisting of i-efusc slices

of truffles, dried by artificial heat. lu one case alone something like

germination seemed to have taken place. Experiments more rationally

conducted were made at the Horticultural Gardens at Chiswick, but

the truffles merely rotted without anything like germination. The result

was so unsatisfactory that the experiments were not renewed. Better

attempts were made by others in more favourable quarters. In the

south of France the Viscomte Noe, who was once well known in this

country as an emigre, raised truffles in some abundance by enclosing

a tract of ground in the forest to keep off the wild boars, which would

at once have devoured everything. The ground was then well watered

with fluid in which fresh truffles had been grated, and thus he obtained

a supply ; but this could scarcely be called cultivation. Another plan

is adopted with gi-eat success in Poitou, which yields the best truffles

of Paris. A tract of ground is selected on the downs, and when pro-

perly enclosed is sown with acorns, and in a few years, when the seed-

lings are w'ell established, there is always an abundant supply which
continues for several years, when it generally ceases. It was supposed

that the young truffles were parasitic on the rootlets of the seedling

oaks, but this has not been proved ; and in many countries they are

by no means confined to oaks, indeed, are most abundant when there

is an admixture of beech, hazel, and even of conifers. Their site is

sometimes easily detected by the presence of an insect belonging to the

genus Leiodes, which hovers about them with the view of depositing

its eggs in a favourable situation for their introduction into the

fungus, and thousands of specimens are in this way destroyed by the

larvae of the beetle.

It is time, however, that 1 should say something of underground

Fungi in a scientific point of view.

It is well known to every one who has paid the least attention to

the structure of Fungi and their classification that there are two great

types, namely, those which produce their reproductive bodies (spores)

on the tips of certain privileged cells called sporophores or basidia, and
those which are developed tcithiii certain organisms which are called

asci or sacs. The former is considered in general the higher division,

including the large tribe of mushrooms, and their numerous close allies

for which we have no general popular name, though most of us know-

that of the puffballs, and our smell informs us too unpleasantly of the

presence or neighbourhood of the stinkhorns, a few, however, of which,

especially of exotic species, are extremely beautiful objects. As regards

the other branch we have the cup-shaped Fungi, known under the

name of Pezizas, some of which attract notice by their splendid

colour.
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There is a third group to which Ave shall have to advert pre-

sently. As, however, the true truffles of commerce are the objects of

most importance in an economical point of view, I shall advert to

these first.

The common Truffle, whether under that name we include

the French Truffle* (Tuber melanonporum), the black-seeded Truffle, or

our own most abundant species Tuber cestiviim, the summer Truffle,

presents when divided vertically a number of pallid veins which
communicate with the warty surface of a dark brown or black

tint, and consist of branched threads, which answer to the hymenium
(fructifying surface) of the cup-fungi, as they give rise to the fertile

threads which are terminated by the seed-sacs. A common lens is

sufficient to indicate their presence, where they appear as dark specks.

The further investigation requires a compound microscope, and few

objects are more interesting than the enclosed sporidia, of some of the

more marked of which I have submitted figures to the meeting. They
are in general of a comparatively large size, and their external surface

is variously spinulose, warty, or reticulated, often to an extent which

does not take place in more aerial Fungi. In a few cases, how-

ever, as in Balmvua, they are smaller and quite even. Very little is

known about the impregnation of Fungi, but in the true Truffles, as in

some species of the cup-fungi and the water-fungi, which are the

destruction of fish, and especially of young salmon, certain threads

swell at the tips and curl round the sacs, to which they impart the

male element, the whole process in Truffles being completed beneath

the surface of the earth. Spermatozoids or spermatia have not been

discovered in these Fungi.

Several species have been found in this country, each of which is

distinguished by its own peculiar odour ; but most of these are so small

that they are at once thrown aside by the collectors. The odour of

Tuber melanoaporum is so penetrating that it cannot escape the prying

nose of the exciseman or douanier, however cunningly it may be

concealed.

There is, however, a distinct genus Choiromyces, known amongst
other peculiarities by its pale colour and even surface and globose

sporidia, which is esculent, though far inferior to the summer Truffle.

The species sometimes grow to a large size, and are met with unexpec-

tedly in the most unlikely spots, but occur occasionally in great pro-

fusion, principally in avenues of oaks. We are not aware, however, that

they ever appear in our naarkets, and when fresh they are rather acrid.

Either the same genus, or one closely allied, produces in Africa and

near Damascus abundance of esculent Fungi, of which I have received a

large bag of dried specimens, which proved when cooked perfectly insipid.

They occur principally about the roots of several species of Cistus,

and are found again in the Canaries. They are quite worthless as far

as aroma is concerned. The CJwiromijces, or white Truffles, have long

* We believe that the tiutfle collectors at Auclley End call young Tuber
centivum before the seed-sacs are formed by that nanip.
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been known in this country, and are fi-jurcd l>y Sowerby. A small

Truffle, belonging to tbe genus Balsamia, distinguished by its small

oblong, smooth sporidia, is often rooted up by squirrels under beech

trees, the odour, as the name implies, betraying its presence.

One of the most curious and instructive genera, as throwing nmcli

light on the structure of Truffles, is that of Genea, of which we have

more than one species in this country. It is, in fact, a Truffle

unravelled, as it were, or turned inside out, so as to expose every one

of the veins, so that each has a distinct peridium,the whole having one

general aperture, instead of all the veins being enclosed within a

single crust. It is foreshadowed, perhaps, by those species of Peziza

which are more or less subteiTaneous in their mode of growth, as

P. geaster, &c. It is, however, to be remembered that the sporidia

have no longer the same hyaline appearance, while the structure of

the outer coat resembles that of Tuber. In the genus Spharonoma

.

there is no peridium, and the structure is as near that of Peziza as is

conceivable, the hymenium being merely undulated or tuberculated. I

might advert to other genera of which we have examples, and of some
of which no British species has as yet been discovered, especially that

of Picoa which will some day reward researches among bushes of

Juniper. Hydnotrya, like Sphcerosoriia, is entirely without peridium.

The genus Ehiphoinijces approaches some of the Puffballs, but has asci,

and the sporidia, which are perfectly globose, have more than the two
usual integumeuts. The genus Scleroderma, however, which is a true

Puff ball, is sometimes quite hypogaeous in its mode of gi'owth,

especially where the soil is sandy ; and in some parts of Belgium or

the United Provinces, where it is very abundant, it is used when
young as a substitute for Truffles, of which it is a sorry representative.

It is said it is used especially for the Strasburg terrines. It will,

however, be more interesting to proceed to others which are

more distantly related in structure to the Puffballs. but in

which the veins are not resolved into a mass of threads mixed with

the dusty spores. One of these, belonging to the genus Melanofjaster, is

well known at Bath as the red Truffle, but though so far culinary as

to be employed to give a dark colour to the sauce of a salmi, it is

quite free from any pleasant aroma, and if largely used it is very

doubtful whether it is quite wholesome. When fresh, the odour is

powerful enough, and in an allied species which occurs sometimes iu

company with the summer Truffle, the smell is quite overpowering,

and approaches that of assafoetida. It was known originally as the

Musk Truffle.

The species belonging to the second division, distinguished by the

spores being naked and numerous, but most of them of small size, are

merely of botanical interest, and may be distinguished a,s false TrajflcK.

Melanogaster and Rhizopogon are distinguished by the peridium being

traversed by creeping branched fibres. The spores in the former

are dark, in the latter hyaline. Though a species of Rhizopogon

sometimes occurs abundantly in sandy soils, its odour in age
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becomes stercorous, and, perhaps in consequence, no one ventures

upon it as an esculent. Many species of the genus Hiimenoga^ter,

which is without the creeping filaments, occur in this country,

but most of them are small, and the larger species are by no

means tempting. It is curious that in one or two species the spores,

though really terminal, are found occasionally surrounded by a cyst,

anticipating a structure which obtains in certain moulds. Octaviana

and H)jduan!iiiim have sometimes rough, sometimes smooth, spores.

One of the latter is remarkable for its orange colour and its almost

superficial growth, as I have seen it in the neighbourhood of Bristol.

As if no type was to be without its representative, we have the genus

Hysternnghim whose white cartilaginous peridium separates entirely

from the fructifying substance, which resembles in colour that of a

Phallus, and is inclined in age to become soft, though it does not run

away, as in Phalloidt'ce, into a loathsome mass.

Those species of Hymenogaster which produce a cyst round the

spores lead us to the genus Endorjone, in which, and in its exotic ally, we
have essentially a subterraneous JIucor. It would scarcely be interesting

to go into further details. The drawings submitted to the meeting will

shew the peculiarities of structure. We may remark, in couclusiou,

that, as at present known, we have twenty-six species of Truffles,

nineteen of false Truffles, and two of Endogone.

Besides these, Tulasne has figured subterranean forms of a few

Fungi, which have generally iierial growth. One or two of these, as

the Saffron Fungus, which is so destructive to the Saffron Crocus and

the Copper AVeb, which destroys Asparagus, Lucerne, and Mint, are

too well known ; but perfect fruit has at present not been detected in

these species. Still less has it been found in the large Cocoa Nut
Fungus, known under the name of Tuckahoo in the United States,

which is really an altered state of certain roots, the whole substance

being converted into pectic acid, and is used like that for jelly. The
equally large masses called in Australia Native Bread, belonging to

the genus Mylitta, have not been found with perfect fruit, but as far as

it IS at present known it belongs to the real Truffles. It is highly

nutritious, and when dry so hard that it requires to be gi'ated, and

answers the purpose of Sago. In Italy large globular masses of earth

impregnated with spawn are known under the name of Pietra Fuugaya,

and when moistened yield an esculent species of Polyporus. Specimens

of the perfect Fungus were produced in this country at the Hammer-
smith Nursery in the last century, by the ancestor of the present firm.

I know of no tribe of Fungi which exhibits more various forms, or

more natural genera. Many species probably might reward future

researches in this country ; but the search for Hypogaeous Fungi is so

laborious, and it may be added so exclusive, when carried on persever-

ingly, as it was by Messrs. Broome and Thwaites, that they are not likely

to be very numerous. Orturidihi (-(wipacta is, perhaps, the most recent

addition to our list.
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ON THE DESMIDIE^ OF NORTH WALES.

Read before the Society, May lotii, i(S8i,

Duriiijj the uiiusnally hot month of Auf^ust of hist year, I spent

several weeks at Capel Curi<,', makiiif^ that phice my centre, and

taking daily rambles in the iiei<»hbourhood extendinjj to Beddgelert,

Ffestiniof», the Ogweu Valley, and to every peak and ridge in the

ranges of Snowdon, the Carnedds and the Glyders ; and, of course,

to the intervening valleys, with their streams and bogs, and to

the wild moorlands in which the disti'ict abounds. These latter

are the especial haunts of those beautiful plants, the Desmidieae,

but the long drought which prevailed at that time had dried up most
of the pools and boggy places in which they are to be chiefly sought,

and, on the whole, my gatherings were disappointingly few in number
and unproductive in kind, although here and there some rare species

was found. During these rambles, I had many times passed and

re-passed the little foot bridge which spans the river issuing from

Capel Curig lakes and leads across into the wooded slopes of

Moel Siabod, and had often lingered to watch the sportive movements
of the shoals of small fish which were constantly gambolling in the

sun. On the last day of my stay, I was enjoying the dolcc far nieiite at

this spot, and regi-etting mentally that next morning would see me with

my neck in the accustomed collar, when my eye rested on certain small

bright green spheres among the weeds below, and I immediately

fetched a bottle and bore some of them off to my lodgings for cui'sory

examination. They proved to be masses of the well-known Infusorian,

Ophnjdium versatile, but attached to or embedded in these were

several Desmidiese new to me, and on examining fragments of the

weeds which accompanied the Ophrydium, I found that these were

the nidus of still larger numbers of the Desmids. I had only time to

run down to the lake with two or three bottles, and to cram these

with myriophyll and other water weeds, and to take iny departure

from these happy hunting grounds by the inevitable coach.

On my arrival at home, this material was well washed out in a

basin of water, and the resulting sediment transferred to several large

bottles, and for some days frequent changes of water made, so as to

get rid of the bulk of the slimy unstable vegetable matter which

abounded. There remained a flucculent brown deposit at the bottom

of each vessel, very rich in Desmidieae, and affording ample scope for

many evenings' work. This material proved extremely rich in those

elegant, but very puzzhng plants, the Staurastra. A considerable

number of species, both of this and of other genera, are hitherto

unrecorded in England ; others have not been detected in any part of

Great Britain, while several appear to be hitherto unknown.

I have here gratefully to acknowledge the great kindness of Dr.

M. C. Cooke, to whom I have submitted either specimens or

drawings of the whole of these new or rare species, and who has not
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only given me the benefit of his large knowledge of this family of

plants, but has taken the trouble to examine a large number of the

original specimens of Nordstedt, Wittrock, and other Continental

botanists, in order to ensure accuracy in the process of identification,

and to avoid the possibility of describing as a new species some
organism which may have been already recognised as belonging to

either the European or extra-European flora.

I would here also say a few words as to the paramount importance

of recording with accuracy the dimensions of microscopic objects, and
of delineating those of any particular class to some uniform and con-

venient scale.

Many works on the subject of fresh-water Algae lose much of their

value from defective records of these particulars, and even the admir
able essay of Balfs on the British Desmidieas is blemished by the

want of uniformity of scale in the beautiful drawings which illustrate

it ; hence a tedious process of calculation from the actual dimensions

is necessaiy before a just comparison can be instituted between these

several figures, or between these and any specimens under observation.

A convenient amplification in sketching the Desmidieso is that of

100 diameters, and by operating on some object of known size it is

easy to ascertain, once for all, by what arrangement of the microscope,

its objectives and eyepieces, this amplification is obtained in the

apparent image formed by the camera lucida, or neutral tint reflector.

Thus, with my Ross microscope, the tube being placed nearly horizon-

tally, (lOi inches from bottom of eyepiece to surface of paper,) ^ inch

objective and B eyepieces give an image of an object placed on the

stage which is magnified by 400 diameters. A corresponding scale

representing 1-lOth of a millimetre divided into ten parts, each there-

fore ^= '01 mm., being applied to any drawing made in this manner,

the actual dimensions of the object which it rej)resents are read off at

once.

The unit 'OOl mm., is recognised by Continental botanists under the

symbol jj., and the dimensions of the Desmidiese are recorded in the

following manner:

—

e.g., "Long. =^21 fi; Lat. = 20 — 21 /x ; Lat.

isthmi =: 5 ya." It is only in this country that the barbarous nota-

tion of inches and their decimal parts still lingers.

This scale is adopted by Dr. Cooke in the measurement of sporidia

and other microscopic organisms to which an equal amplification is

conveniently applied. The value of a uniform system of this kind is

self-evident. It enables correspondents at once to institute a just

comparison between their specimens without a laborious process of

calculation ; and it is much to be desired that some such arrange-

ment, based on the metrical system, should be universally adopted in

the descriptions and illustrations of microscopic organisms con-

tained in scientific works, and in the transactions of all societies

devoted to the study and investigation of such subjects. I should

rejoice to see the Midland Union of Natural History Societies, and its
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excellent medium " The Midland Naturalist," takintj the lead in the

introduction of this simple but important reform.

The following list of Desmidieao comprises those found in the neigh-

bourhood of Capel Cnrig during the month of August, 1880, to which

are added some few taken during previous visits to North Wales.

It necessarily includes the common as well as the rare species.

Those which have not hitherto been recorded from English habitats,

but which have been detected in Ireland or Scotland, are indicated by

an asterisk ; those which have not been hitherto discovered in the

United Kingdom, but which are known as European, American, or

Arctic species, by two asterisks.

Abbrf.viations.

Breb., De Brebisson.
Ehr., Ehrenberg.
Hass., Hassall.

Kiitz., Kiitzing.

Lund., Lundell.

Menegh., Meneghini.
Niig., Niigeli.

Nords., Nordstedt.
Wittr., Wittrock.

*Gonatozygon Brebissonii,De Bary,
Ralfsii, De Bary.

Hyalotheca dissiliens, Breb.
mucosa, Ehr.

Didymoprium Borreri, Ralfs.

Grevillei, Kiitz.

Desmidium aptogonum, Breb.
Swartzii, Agardh.

Sphaerozosma excavatum, Ralfs.

vertebratum, Ralfs.

•Spondylosium pulchellum, Archer.
*Tetrachastrum mucronatum,

[Dixon.
oscitans, Hass.
pinnatifidum, Kiitz.

*Micrasterias angulosa, Hantsch.
Americana.

**
,, forma major,

[Reinsch.
crenata, Breb.
denticulata, Breb.
fimbriata, Ralfs.

furcata, Agardh.
Jeuneri, Ralfs.

papillifera, Breb.
radiosa, Agardh.
rotata, Ralfs.

truncata, Bri-b.

Euastrum affine, Ralfs.

ampullaceum, Ralfs.

ansatum, Ehr.
binale, Ralfs.

*
,, var. angustatum,

rWittr.

Euastrum crassum, Kiitz.

cuneatum, Jenner.
Didelta, Ralfs.

elegans, Breb.
gemmatum, Breb.
iusigue, Hass.
oblongum, Ralfs.

pectinatum, Breb.
verrucosum, Ehr.

Cosmarium bioculatum, Breb.
biretum, Breb.
Botrytis, Menegh.
Brebissonii, Menegh.
coelatum, Ralfs.

connatum, Breb.
conspersum, Ralfs.

crenatum, Ralfs.

Cucumis, Corda.
Cucurbita, Breb.
*cyclicum, Lund,
cyliudricum, Ralfs.

granatum. Breb.
*Holmieuse, Lund

**
,, var.

* *l8eve, Nordst. and Wittr.
margaritiferum

,

[Menegh.
Meneghinii, Breb.
inoniliforme, Ralfs.

**nitidulum, de Notaris.

*Nymannianum,
[Grunow

orbiculatum, Ralfs.

ornatum, Ralfs.
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Cosmariiim Phaseolus, Breb.
**praemoi-sum, Breb.
*pseudo-connatum,

TNordst.

**pseudo-nitidulum,
[Nordst.

*pseudo-pyramidatuni,
Lund,

pvi'amidatum, Breb.
Ralfsii, Breb.
tetraoplithalmum,

'Kiitz.

tinctum, Ealfs.

*truncatellum, Perty.

undulatum, Corda.
*variolatnm, Lund.

Xanthidiuni armatum. Breb.
Brebissonii, Ralfs.

cristatum, Breb.
fasciculatum, Ehr.

Arthrodesmus Incus, Hass.
octocornis, Ehr.

Staurastruni aculeatum, Menegh.
altei'uans, Breb.
Arachne, Ralfs.

*Arctiscon, Lund,
aristiferum, Ralfs.

*aversum, Lund.
Avicula, Breb.
brachiatum, Ralfs.

**BrasiIieuse, Lund.
* Cerastes, Lund.
coutroversum, Breb.

*cristatum. Nag. var.

cuspidatum. Breb.
cyrtoceruni, Breb.
dej actum, Breb.
furcigcrum, Breb.
gracile, Ralfs.

**graiade, Lund.
liirsutum, Breb.

**infiexum, Breb.
Iseve, Ralfs.

*longispinum, Bailey.

margaritaceum,Menegh.
**megacanthum, Lund.
muticum, Breb.
*Ophiura, Lund.
orbiculare, Ralfs.

paradoxum, Meyen.
*

,, var. longipes,

[Nordst.
polymorphum, Breb.

*Pringsheimii, Reinsch.

Staurastrum **pseudofurcigeruni,
rReinsch.

punctulatum, Breb.
**Sebaldi, Reinsch.

spinosuni, Ralfs,

spongiosum, Breb.
teliferum, Ralfs.

tetracerum, Ralfs.

ti'icorne, Breb.
tumidum, Breb.
vestitum, Ralfs.

Docidium Baculum, Breb.
clavatum, Kiitz.

Ehreubergii, Ralfs.

minutum, Ralfs.

nodosum, Bailey.
nodulosum, Breb.
truncatum, Breb.

Tetmemorus Brebissonii, Ralfs.

granulatus, Ralfs.

Ifevis, Ralfs.

Closterium acutum, Breb.
angustatum, Kiitz,

attenuatum, Ehr.
Coruu, Ehr.
costatum, Corda.

* Cynthia, de Notaris.
Dianse, Ehr.
didymotocum, Corda.

,, var. Baileyanum.
"gracile, Breb.
intermedium, Ralfs.

Jenneri, Ralfs.

juncidum, Ralfs.

Leibleinii, Kiitz.

lineatum, Ehr.
Lunula, Ehr.
moniliferum, Ehr.
Ralfsii, Breb.
rostratum, Ehr.
setaceum, Ehr.
striolatum, Ehr.
turgidum, Ehr.

Penium Brebissonii, Menegh.
closterioides, Ralfs.

Cylindrus, Breb.
Digitus, Breb.
interruptum, Breb.
margaritaceum, Breb.

*Niigelii, Breb.
truncatum, Breb.

Spirotaenia condensata, Breb.
obscura, Ralfs.

A. W. Wills,

January 20, 1881,
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To this list of Dosmidiero found in North Wales must now be

added the two rare species, Cosinnritnit (ilobositni, Buhi. ; and Staunistnun

Saxonicuiit, Reiusch.

At the time when that list was prepared, there was some doubt as

to the identity of my specimens with the former plant, inasmuch as

they do not correspond in certain particulars to the description

published in "Rab. Fl. Eur. Alg.." nor yet to the figure given by

Nordstedt iu his " Desmidiese Arctoeaj, 1875."

The kindness of Dr. M. C. Cooke has now enabled me to compare

them with the original specimens of Bulnheim, published in " Raben-

horst's Alg. Exsic." and I conclude that the species is subject to

considerable variation, and that there is nothing in the form taken by

myself in Wales to entitle it to rank as a distinct species.

Staiira^tntm Saxonicum has been twice figured by Reinsch, and

between his two drawings there are material differences. My plant

combines the characters of the two, and as I cannot identify it witli

any other known species. I conclude that it must really be referred to

this rare form.

As neither of these plants has been hitherto detected in the British

Isles, they must be added to our list as

—

**Cosmarium globosuvi, Buln.

**Staura>itrum Saxonicum, Reinsch.

There remain to be noticed three entirely new species, and as Dr.

Cooke has already dealt with these in the last number of " Grevillea,"

I borrow, with his permission, the descriptions which he has given,

adding figures drawn from my own specimens.

Gosmarium Cambrieuin, nov. sp., (Plate V., Fig. 1.)

Frond longer than broad ; constriction, linear ; segments, quadri-

lateral, narrowed from the base upward ; sides, with two sinuations,

and one in the centre of the end, the latter rather the broadest ; side

view, segments oval, narrow, rounded at the ends, with a shallow

constriction ; end view, elliptical.

Length, -046—-048 mm. ; breadth at the base, -036—-038 mm. ; at

the end, •02—-022 mm.
Allied to C. tetragonum and C. NijmanniaHum, from both of which it

differs in the character of the sides and ends and the number of

sinuations.

Referexces to Plate V.

Fig. 1.

—

Cosmarium Cambricitm.—Nov. sp.

„ 2.-

—

,, coronatum.—Ditto.

„ 3.

—

Staurastruni anatinum.—Ditto.

„ 4.

—

MicraMerias Aineiicana. forma major.—Reinsch.
„ 5.

—

Cosmarium cycUcum.—Lund.
„ 6.

—

,, pseudonitidulum.—Nordst.
„ 7.

—

Staurastruni megncanthum.—Lund.
8.

—

„ Cerastes.—Lund.
„ 9.

—

„ Arctiscon.—Ehr.
„ 10.^ „ pseudofureigerum.—Reiusch
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It has been found in two or three stations in North Wales, but not

elsewhere. The empty frond seems to be minutely punctate.

Co^7)mrium coronatum, nov. sp., (Plate V., Fig. 2.)

Frond about as long as broad, or rather shorter ; constriction, deep,

linear ; segments, quadrilatei'al, narrowest at the base, and dilated

upwards, very slightly convex at ends, rough all over, with elongated

conical granules, arranged in lines, (about eight at the end and four on

each side ;) side view, truncate at the ends ; end view, elliptical.

Length, -065— -07 mm. ; breadth, -075—-08 mm. ; isthmus, -02

mm. ; side view, "OiS mm. broad.

This resembles Cos. hiretiim in form, but the granules are conical

and prominent, as in Cos. Brehissonii. The almost truncate ends, in

front view, have eight of these conical projections, which impart a

coronetted appearance.

In side view the ends are also truncate, which would be sufficient

to distinguish it from closely allied species, and the regular elliptic

ends separate it distinctly from Cos. hiretum. By many features this

seems entitled to rank as a distinct species.

Staurastrum anatinuni, nov. sp., (Plate V.. Fig .3.)

Segments in front view, broadly fusiform ; rough with prominent

granules, which are truncate on the outer margin
;
processes elongate,

rough, terminated With minute spines. End view tri-radiate,

processes elongate, rough, sUghtly and gradually concave, nodules at

the centre truncate.

Length, -0.5 mm. ; breadth, including the processes, -1 mm.
;

breadth at the sinus, -02 mm. ; length of the processes, -025 mm.

Allied to S. Sebaldi, but differs in the front view in the broadly

fusiform segments, and the upward rather than downward direction of

the processes ; hence the third process is usually visible on one or both

segments in the front view.

Hence, if we denote new species by three asterisks, we may further

add to our list

—

***Cosmarium Cambricum.

***Cosmarium coronatum.

***Staurastrum anatinuni.

Dr. Cooke has figured the following new or rare forms found by

myself at Capel Curig, in 1880, in recent numbers of " Grevillea,"

viz.. Staiirastruin anatinum, S. aversum, S. Brasiliense, S. grande, S.

longisjnnuin, S. ophiura, Cosmarlum pseudoconnatum, Docidhun nodosum,

and the forms of Tetrachastrum representing T. oscitans, T. mucronatum,

and intermediate ones.

I now add figvures of seven rare species not hitherto figured in

English woi-ks, all drawn from my own specimens, and to a uniform

amplification of 400 diameters, in addition to the three new species

described above.

March loth, 1881, .
A. W. Wills.
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FEESHWATER AQUARIA.

BY R. M. LLOYD.

Read before the Society, May ijth, 1881.

As much pleasure and endless subjects for profitable study are

derivable from a well-managed fresh water aquarium, I offer a few

hints on the subject, based on a somewhat successful experience of

several years, and trust they may be of assistance to some of my fellow-

naturalists.

The main point to be kept in mind, and on attention to which
success chiedy depends, is the imitation of nature—that is, the subjects

placed m an aquarium must, as far as possible, be surrounded by con-

ditions which form a near approach to those in which they naturally

grow and thrive.

Excluding the inhabitants of the sea, all the many and varied kinds

of aquatic life may be roughly divided into those which live in ponds,

or comparatively slow running streams, and those which live in rapid

ones. This division will serve to indicate the reason why some animals

cannot be kept in an aquarium, for, generally speaking, it is only those

included in the latter group which do not thrive in an ordinary well-

managed tank.

I have been many times asked the question : How often do you
change the water "?—and usually meet with expressions of astonish-

ment when I answer that it is unnecessary to do so at all. Yet, if

the inhabitants of the tank are in health this is quite correct, though it

is well, as we shall presently see, to have an occasional " clean out."

There should be a proper proportion of animal and vegetable

life in an aquarium, or rather a preponderance of vegetable life
;

for, although such animals as are carnivorous, and at the same
time air-breathing, do not directly require it, yet, as they feed on

those who are or have been either vegetarians or water-breathers,

or both, indirectly they do ; as besides forming food-stuff, plants are

necessary to render the water capable of oxidising the blood of such

of its inhabitants as do not derive their supply of oxygen directly

from the air.

Water absorbs oxygen from the atmosphere by the simple contact

of their surfaces, and if the superficial extent brought into contact is

very greatly increased, as by the formation of waves, the flowing of a

stream, and more especially by violent agitation, such as is caused by
the beating of waves on the shore, enough oxygea will be absorbed to

supply the animal inliabitants with all they require. As this cannot

take place in pools or other small pieces of water, the supply must,

consequently, be obtained in some other way. The action of the

chlorophyll or the green colouring matter of plants on the carbonic

acid gas contained in the water is the most constant method. It
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decomposes it into its two elements, carbon and oxygen ; appropriates

the former to its own use, and liberates the latter for that of animals.

Hence it will be seen that, although some amimals may be kept in

an aquarium without plants living with them, it can only be by the

aid of extraneous assistance ; food must be placed within their

I'each ; and the water must be aerated by agitation or some other

mechanical means.

The first requireiiieut is a vessel to contain the water. This may be

made of almost any material, but the sides should either be vertical

or inclined from the bottom outwards. '• Fish globes," with the water-

line above the greatest horizontal diameter, are to be shunned as the

very worst form. A slate tank with plate glass front is by some con-

sidered the best vessel for an aquarium. I am, however, iuclmed to

think that the use of rough plate glass for the sides and back would

be au advantage, but an ordinary glass pan of about sixteen inches

diameter and six inches deep will do exceedingly well ; such vessels

are sold under the name of " pastry pans," I believe, and cost about

half-a-crown each. Ordinary propagating glasses inverted and held in

position by a base turned out of a block of wood make very good tanks
;

small hand glasses, of about four inches diameter, placed on the top

of hyacinth vases are also very useful, and are not unornamental. Pickle

bottles, earthenware pans, and other such like ordinary vessels may
frequently be used as auxiliaries with advantage.

The best water to use is generally that in which the animals have

been found thriving, but such as is ordinarily supplied by water-works

is admirable for aquarium purposes, being m many cases filtered stream

water. Rain water will do for many things, but pump water is to be

altogether avoided.

The bottom of the tank should be covered with about an inch of

grit and fine gravel, on which it is well to place some pieces of i-ock or

rough stone. It is better to avoid limestone in any form, and use slaty

or siliceous stones only. Resting and hiding places are thus formed

for the animals, and plants are better preserved from being uprooted.

I consider the American weed t Anacharis Alsinastrum) the best for

aquaria, as none thrives so well or affords better food. It, moreover,

furnishes a good example under the microscope of the circulation of

cell contents, and the quantity of oxygen given off by it when freely

exposed to the sun's rays is very great, the bubbles of gas ascending

from it in continuous streams. The Anacharis also requires no care in

removing and planting; any scraps thrown into the tank will soon send

down rootlets from the joints and anchor themselves among the

gravel ; and even if any of the larger burrowing molluscs are kept in the

tank, the plants, though being constantly uprooted, will still con-

tinue to grow. Microscopic treasures are frequently to be met with

on it in abundance, but perhaps not so many in number as on the

Water Milfoil, (MijrioplujUum,) which is another very good plant for an

aquarium. Chara and Nitella are also good. Vallisnena spiralis is very

pretty and interesting, but it requires a rather deep tank, and Us roots
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must be kept (.roperly emhcilded unions' tliu stoiicH at the bottom. I

have kept Nitella for two years without it having at auy time had its

roots embedded.

I have always fouud my aquaria do best wheu placed before a

window where they may have the direct rays of the suu for a good part

of the day ; the plants arc thereby induced to grow vigorously, and

these and the pieces of rock afford ample shade for those animals that

require it. However, if it is not convenient to have it in such a posi-

tion, any other will do, provided a fair amount of light can get to it.

There may be, nevertheless, a disadvantage in an excess of direct

sunlight. It causes the glass sides of the vessel to become covered

with confervoid growth, which, although useful both as food stuff

and for the evolution of oxygen, considerably obstructs the view

through the glass, a desideratum, especially if a tank microscope is

one of the possessions of the proprietor of the aquarium.

Water should be added from time to time to replace what has been

lost by evaporation and other causes, so as to keep the level about

constant. Dead animals should be removed, but decaying water

plants, though somewhat u isightly, are such excellent harbour and

food for microscopic creatures that they should rather be introduced

than removed.

Occasionally, say once a year, in the late autumn or early spring,

it is well to have a thorough clean out. At these times all the live

stock which it is wished to preserve must be taken out, as also the

pieces of rock and plants, and so much of the water as can be taken

out in a clear state, drawn off with a syphon or otherwise carefully

removed into another vessel, so that it may be returned to the tank

together with the animals, plants, and stones after the cleaning

process has been gone through. The reason for this is that there will

probably be many germs in it, besides entomostraca, rotifers, and
other small organisms which it is desirable to retain. The whole of

the gravel and grit must be taken out and thoroughly washed. An
enormous quantity of dirt will be found mixed up with the stones.

This is chiefly the effete matter which, falling to the bottom, is

hidden among them^indeed, this is one of the uses they subserve. If

there are auy snail eggs, vorticella, or other treasures attached to the

glass, they should be carefully stripped off, and although they cannot

be replaced in their original positions, they will, if returned to their

renovated home, continue to develop or form new colonies, as the case

may be. The glass, if there is any coufervse on it, should be well

scrubbed with soap and warm water, taking care that all the sand and

grit is removed, otherwise there will be most likely a number of un-

desirable scratches to be seen upon it.

In such an aquarium as has been described, almost any creature

that inhabits fresh-water can be kept in health with little trouble,

provided over -crowding does not take place ; but due care must be

exercised in the selection of its inhabitants. For instance, it will not

be wise to place lish in it, if it is wished to preserve minute forms of
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life, these l3ein« their natural food. There sliould geuerally be a fair

number of snails present, as they greatly assist in keeping the vegeta-

tion within reasonable bounds, and being particularly fond of confervjB,

and very ravenous, the glass is usually kept fairly free fi'om it, which,
as we have seen, is desirable. The best species are Lymnaa stagnalis,

Pahulina vivipara, P. contecta, and any of the larger species of

Planorbis ; Plaiiorbis corneus being the largest, is to be preferred, but
P. carinatus, P. spirorbin, as also Lijmnaa pcrcfim and Bi/thinia
tentaciilata are by no means unsightly, and are only inferior in point of
size to the others above mentioned. Snails are exceedingly inter-

esting objects in the very young state under the microscope, and the

process of development in the egg can be better studied in those

of the fresh-water moUusca than perhaps in any other. Bythinia

tentaciilata is the one of all others with which I am acquainted that

arranges its eggs in the most convenient form for observation. They
are placed in rows of two or three abreast and never on the top of one

another. They are, moreover, of a comparatively large size, and their

envelopes are very pellucid. The young of the Lymutea, as also the

full-grown Phys£E, are very interesting to watch as they ascend and
descend through the water by means of a mucus thread which they

secrete, but which, ordinarily invisible, can be shown to be present by
passing a solid body such as a glass rod between the animal and the

point of attachment of the thread. The large bivalves, Unio and
Anodouta, may be introduced into the aquarium, and they assist in keep-

ing the water clear, but they draw into their systems through their

fringed syphon tubes diatoms, desmids, rotifers, and other small swim-

ming and floating organisms. If they are in a tank they should be

watched and removed as soon as death occurs, which may be known by

the gaping of the valves of the shell, since such a large mass of decom-

posing animal matter kills some of the other inhabitants very quickly,

besides giving off a hy no means agreeable smell. They will, however,

under ordinary circumstances, live several years in confinement.

Polyzoa are geuerally not difficult to keep in an ordinary aquarium

in moderate quantity. The statoblasts or " winter eggs" should be

allowed to remain in the water, for though some of them float on the

top of the water, or cling to the sides of the tank, giving it a somewhat

untidy appearance if they are in considerable numbers, yet the beauty

they display when they burst, and the young individuals come forth,

amply atones for the former slight unsightliness. The statoblasts

may, however, if desired, be removed, and placed in an auxiliary tank

to be kept through the winter. Indeed, it is a verv good plan to keep

specially interesting microscopic beings in separate small glass vessels,

as they are the more conveniently got at when required for examination,

and can also the better be preserved from their natural enemies.*

* Mr. Potts has introduced au admirable form for this and other purposes. It

is in shajae a large Zoophyte trough about 4in. iu height aud width. It has au
extended base, so that it will stand in a window, and the depth from front to
back being liij., a pocket lens can conveniently be brought to bear upon any-
thing in it. They are to be bad at Miss Bailey's, in Bennett's Hill,

Birmingham.
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Fish, as has been mentioned, are nsnally not very desirable tenants,

as they will not join the union and become members of a " happy

family." The species best suited for confinement are the Roach and

Prussian Carp. These may be transferred from their native waters

direct, but the Perch, Pike, and Minnow, which also do well, should

first be placed in a vessel where the water is changed, but at gradually

increasing intervals, and in about a week or ten days they may be

placed in their future permanent home. Gold and Silver Fish, as is

well known, thrive well in a small tank, so does the common Stickle-

back, or Jack Bannel. This latter is one of the most interesting fish

we have, as it builds a nest for its young, and in the spring-time the

male is ver\' gorgeous in his rainbow hues. The spawn and fry of fish

can be kept, and are well worthy of examination with the microscope,

being especially instructive as examples of embryonic development

of vertebrates. It must be borne in mind that many creatures

feed on the fry, their own parents included. Beetles may be placed

in an aquarium in almost any numbers, but they will soon be reduced

to a very small one, as they are exceedingly voracious, pugnacious, and
regular cannibals.

Manv other animals besides the few indicated may be kept in an

aquarium, but overcrowding will cause great mortality. If convenient,

it is well to have several large tanks, so that those animals which will

not keep the peace with their fellow-lodgers may be separated. It is

also a good plan where obje:;ts for the microscope are specially wished

to be always at hand to have one tank very stagnant, i.e., where the

conferva is encouraged to grow vigorously and never cleaned out ; but

if the hints given above are followed, a great number of species may
be kept and will tlourish in a single tank.
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NOTES ON BOPYRUS SQUILLARUM.
A PARASITIC CRUSTACEAN.

BY W. R. HUGHES, F.L.S.

Rend hefove the Society, May 31.';/, 1881.

In lookino over a collection of miscellaneous marine specimens, the

proceeds of many a pleasant dredging excursion, which had accumulated

during several years, with the view to find some worthy of the

museum of this noble college, I found one—the subject of these notes

—

which I took at Torquay in 1867, and which, as I do not remember to

have seen it exhibited here previously, I think may occupy our attention

for a few minutes before it follows the example of its fellows. Bopi/rus

squillarum is a small parasitic crustacean, of pear-like shape, which

selects for its habitat a position beneath the front shield or carapace

of the common edible prawn, Pahemon serratiis, and some other

allied forms, the presence of the female causing a large tumour of

nearly halfan-inch in diameter on the side where the parasite aifixes

icself (Fig. 1), the tumour being largest when the parasite is distended

with ova. Bopiirua belongs to the second of the two great

divisions into which the Crustacea have usually been separated—

•

the sessile-eyed, that is to say, those whose eyes are not placed upon
footstalks, the other division being termed the stalk-eyed. It is of the

order Isopoda (equal feet), in which the legs are adapted for walking

only, first named by Latreille, and so founded in contradistinction to

the order Amphipoda (both feet), the members of which have both

swimming and walking feet.

The family of the Bopyrid.e, which includes Bopijrux squillarum, is

small, numbering only four genera, but according to Messrs. Spence

Bate and Westwood, the able historians of " The British Sessile-Eyed

Crustacea," " it exhibits some of the most remarkable modifications

of structure amongst its different members, whilst the characters of

the group render it a very distinct one amongst the families of which

the order is composed." Limiting for the present a comparison of

this singular organism with a high type of the Crustacea—say its host

Palcemoji serratux, the common prawn—we shall be able to gain a con-

ception of the remarkable modifications which Bopyrus has undergone,

if we assume, according to the laws of evolution, that they have both

originated from a common progenitor.

Description of Plate X.

Fig. 1 gives the Pi-awu and its parasites in situ ; Fig. 2 gives a dorsal
view of the female parasite ; Fig. 3 gives a dorsal view of the male para-
site ; Fig. 4 gives the male parasite iu the folds of the pleon of the female ; and
Fig. 5 gives the naux^lius stage of the i^arasite. Figs. 1, 'I. and -1 are sketched from
preserved specimens. Figs. 3 and 5 are copied from " The British Sessile-Eyed
Crustacea," by Messi-s. Spence Bate and Westwood.—I am greatly indebted to

Miss Hadley for making the illustrations.—W. H. H.
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Bcpyrns Squillarum.
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The appearance of the ordinary edible prawn is familiar to all,

and its elegant and vivacious movements in the aquarium have

delighted and amused thousands of observers, to say nothinj^ of its

gastronomic qualitications, which appear to have been appreciated, if

not entirely understood, in Shakespeare's time, for Hostess Quickly

says to Falstaif in the Second part of King Henry IV.. " Did

not goodwife Keetch, the butcher's wife, come in then and call

me Gossip Quickly ? coming in to borrow a mess of vinegar ; telling

me she had a good dish of prawns ; whereby thou didst desire to eat

some ; whereby I told thee they were ill for a green wound ?
"

Without going too much into technical details it is sufficient to

say that the prawn consists anteriorly of a cliitinous shield or

carapace, from which extends a rostrum armed with seven or eight

teeth. The animal has three pairs of antennae—the external

ones being very long—half as long again as the animal itself

from the tail to the extremity of the rostrum. The eyes are

large, round, and projecting. It has five pairs of thoracic feet, two

of which are furnished with chelae or nippers for pi-ehension, the

second pair being much the larger and stronger. Beneath these are

the jaws (maxillipedes) and a wonderful alimentar\' apparatus for food

crushing and filtering, which has been minutely described by Professor

Huxley in an allied form in his magnificent monograph " The
Crayfish." The remaining three pairs of feet are devoted to

purposes of walking. These limbs carry eight respiratory gills

(podobi-anchiae) attached to the basal joint, and placed under

cover of the cai'apace. Posteriorly the prawn has six movable

abdominal segments (or somites), the last one (or telson) termi-

nating in a triangular joint, to which are attached on either side

two laminae furnished with hairs, forming the tail. These segments

carry anteriorly five pairs of swimmerets, " which are used like

paddles when the animal swims quickly." The ova find lodgment

on these limbs. As is very well known, the prawn and its coQgeners

are subject to periodic moults. Notwithstanding its comparatively

small size and slender figure it would, I think, be difficult to conceive

an animal better adapted by the shapes and positions of its organs to

fulfil its functions—-the delicate, long, and sensitive autennte used as

organs of touch, and perhaps of smell, the prominent compound eyes

with a wide range of vision, the strong-toothed rostrum projecting

from the stout carapace for poking about for food in the crevices and

crannies of rocks, the nimble hands for seizing it, the graceful and

active walking and swimming feet, the muscular segmented body and

tail adapted for darting through the water and enabling the prawn
when in full health to evade, perhaps, most of its enemies, except man
with his prowling " shrimp net." The organism is greatly but not

completely in harmony with the environment. And from the fact tliat

it delights in a habitat between tide marks, it has acquired, as any
observer may have noticed in watching the movements of prawns
frequenting rock pools, an intelligence and boldness that must aid it
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in " the struggle for existence." Man}' littoral marine animals of

high type, as crustaceans and fishes, frequenting a varying environ-

ment, appear to have acquired a superiority of intelligence over those

confined to deep water where the conditions of life remain unchanged.

In the " Principles of Biology," and in that division of it which

treats of the morphological development and of the general shapes of

animals, Mr. Herbert Spencer has pointed out, inter alia, that the struc-

ture of decapodous crustaceans, as represented by the prawn, exhibits

an advance in structure over the isopodous crustaceans, and a marked

advance over such creatures as the centipede and julus types,

any one of which latter animals (all the segments being nearly

uniform) may be bisected transversely into parts differing very

slightly from each other: but if cut in two horizontally the

under and upper halves are decidedly unlike, whereas the head

and tail of the prawn show a very marked contrast and an

advance in structure over the other segments. Of bilateral

symmetry, and in comparative harmony with the environment, the

incidence of forces being equal, the common prawn exhibits a

striking contrast to Bopynis, as will hereafter appear. Doubtless "the

sum of the vital activities " of the prawn, as Mr. Herbert Spencer

would express it, is much greater in any given interval than that of

many members of its own class, and greater even than animals of

higher type, such as the oyster and others, which lead sedentary lives.

In Bopyrus, what first strikes one as being noticeable is an absence

of the symmetrical arrangement of Pahcmon, which characterises the

female Bopijrus, giving a strange lop-sided appearance to it

(Fig. 2), although the male (Fig. 8), being free, is symmetrical.

From the peculiar position of the female in the carapace of the prawn

the incidence of forces is unequal. Ne.xt is the disparity of

size between the sexes, the female being about five times

longer than the male, which is only one line in length. This

rule obtains sometimes in the Insecta, but not markedly so in the

higher Crustacea. The female of Bopyrus is broad and ovate, while

the male is elongated. Further, the segments of the body of the

female appear but faintly, those of the male on the contrary being

well marked and distinct. The head (cephalon) is almost immersed

in the body of the female, but is better developed in the male, the

eyes appearing distinct. The antenna? in both sexes are very short

and rudimentary, and so is the mouth, which, according to Speuce

Bate and Westwood appears to lose much of its normal character,

and as one would expect from the parasitic nature of Bopyrus, fulfils

the office of a sucking apparatus. The seven pairs of legs are almost

of equal size, strong and thick, and furnished with a well-developed

broad hand, strongly hooked for prehension. The tail (pleon)

is well marked in both sexes. The females are furnished with

large incubatory plates. Not only in Bopyrus, but throughout the

curiously degraded family of the Bopyridas, the branchial organs
'• are depauperated to the lowest degree," being little more than
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excresceuces on the under side margins of the tail. Benoatli

the plates coveriuf; these the male is usually found. Fig. 4

exhibits the male in i^itu. The colour of the female Bopyrus

is pale green, and the body is not of strong consistence. The
young Bopjiri are of an oval form, somewhat like a wood
louse, with the outer pair of antennae greatly elongated, carrying

slender setae. The legs are sub-chelate, and the tail carries two pairs

of joints, terminating in setae. It appears that in the nauplius or

larval condition (Fig. 5), the young exhibit the most advanced stage

of development ; according to Spence Bate and Westwood. " the

organs of sense aud motion being proportionately larger and better

developed at that period of their existence than ever after." Messrs.

Spence Bate aud Westwood further say: "It would thus appear as if

the nervous energy was then greater, and that the growth of males

aud females is but what Dr. James D. Dana calls a vegetative process,

and one that is destructive of cephalisation, which decreases in

proportion to the growth of the animal. They therefore argue

that of the adult Bopi/ri the smaller male ought to be taken as typical

of the species rather than the more abnormal female." I particularly

direct your attention to the fact of high development in the nauplius

stage as a most remarkable illustration of that special branch of

modern biological speculation termed phylogeny, which professes

" that the development of any organism should furnish the key to its

ancestral history."* It would appear from this that Bopyrus is derived

from some more perfect form of crustacean, and that its degraded
organs in the female in maturity are due to its peculiar environ-

ment within the carapace of the prawn. The Bopyri seem to gain

access to the bodj' first by sheltering in the early stage among the

freely hanging ova of the prawn. They work in pairs, as appears from
a communication to the Proc. Zool. Soc, November 24, 1863, after-

wards finding their way into the carapace, and so, as the authors I

have quoted say, " having quitted the care of their own parent they
are fosterel by another on whom probably at a later period they prey
parasitically." As with most parasites the fecundity of these

creatures is considerable, no fewer than 800 young being nourished in

the incubatory pouch of the female. Most of these perish, for only

one mature parasite and its mate infest their host at one time.

The question has been asked as to what becomes of the parasite

during the periodic moults of its host. I have not been so fortunate

as to take a prawn in this condition infested with Bopyrus, but I

apprehend that the number and strength of the well-hooked hands are

quite sufficient to retain the female parasite in position during the
moulting process of its host. Another interesting question suggests

itself. What becomes of the exuvium of Bopyrus during its period of

moulting, and in what way is this removed ? Does it disappear only
during the moulting process of the prawn ?

* Vide " A Manual of the Anatomy of Invertebrated Animals." By T. H.
Huxley, LL.D., F.R.S., 1877, lutroductiou, page 41.
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The existence of Bopyruit has been known for some time, but not

properly understood; for in the year 1772 Mons. de Bondaroy, a French
naturalist, published a memoir on Bopynis squillarum disproving the

old fallacy entertained by fishermen on the coasts of France that

Boptjri were the young of soles or other fiat fish, which took shelter

under the shell of the prawn to protect them in their early stages of

growth—an idea held even by some scientific men at that period. In

the year 1837 Ratbke made some interesting observations upon
Bopynis, showing from an examination of a number of specimens that

they usually infested the feuiale prawn only, for out of several hundreds
infested the male prawn was free. It appears to me that we have not

to go far to seek an explanation of this. The ova of the prawn afford

a "fitting environment" for the young Bopyri, which need to be

sheltered in their early stages preparatory to their entrance under the

carapace of their host. It is, therefore, not too much to say that in

this instance their very existence is dependent on the fertility of the

prawn.

Dr. Fritz Miiller made, in the year 1861, a very remarkable

observation on a member of the Bopi/ridce, which he communicated to

the authors of the •' British Sessile-Eyed Crustacea." He says :
" One

of the most interesting animals of this family is a Bopynis living on
Payunis (a genus of the hermit crab), in which the dorsal surface of

the parasite is directed towards the Pagunis. (He therefore named it

Biipyru^ resiqnnatus.)" The origm of this curious mode of attachment

is the following :—The larva of Bopynis affixes itself to SaccuUria pur-

purea (another parasite of the non-segmented suctorial order of

crustaceans (Rhizocephala) living on the same Payunts), and takes its

nourishment from the roots of the parasite. After the death of the

SaccuUna. to whose central surface the Bopynis was fixed, the latter

probably cannot change its position, and remains with its dorsal surface

facing the Payunis.

Finally, in briefly contrasting together the two adult animals, the

host Pahcmon and its parasite Bopynis, we have the symmetrical,

compact, segmented body of the one, and the unsymmetrical body of

loose consistence of the other—-the cephalothorax with its stout

rostrum and compound eyes gives place to a mere extension of the

body of the other—the complicated mouth of the one is represented by
a mere sucking apparatus in the other—the long and sensitive

antennse of the one are represented by mere aborted extensions in

the other ; the ramifying branchiae of the one give place to rudi-

mentary organs in the other ; the long, slender, and graceful walking

and swimming feet of the one are represented by dwarfed limbs in the

other; but, as a compensation, and the only one of the greatest import-

ance to the parasite, the hands are both strong and numerous to aid it

in grasping and holding on. Bopynis exemj^lifies in an eminent degree

a retrogressive phase of the theory of evolution. PaUemm, on the

contrary, illustrates a progressive phase of that great theory.

If I have at all succeeded in enabling the members to gain a
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conception of the relative differences, not only between the typical

crustacean as host and its particular parasite under consideration,

but also between the different stages of growth of that parasite,

I think they will agree with me that no better illustration could

be adduced of "the effects of use and disuse of parts," and of

the '• adaptation of the organism to its environment." As Mr. Herbert

Spencer has pointed out in the " Principles of Biology " before referred

to, animals of the Annulose type become unsymmetrical when their

parts are unsymmetrically related to the environment. The common
hermit crab i Fafiurns > furnishes an illustration like Bopyrus. The
embryos of each of these creatures are symmetrical, but the curvature

of the body of the hermit crab is due to the position it acquires to

adapt itself to the shell which it inhabits, and the unsymmetrical

condition of the adult Bopynt^ is similarly due to the position it occu-

pies within the carapace of its host the prawn. Except for the

writings of Dr. Darwin and Mr. Herbert Spencer * such biological

problems as that presented in the morphology and degraded structure

of Bopynt.t would be totally inexplicable. Thanks, however, to the

light thrown on these questions, especially by the illustrious author of

" The Origin of Species," a new- significance is apparent, and as

he has shown in that wonderful work, " any change in func-

tion which can be effected by insensibly small steps is within the

power of natural selection ; so that an organ rendered, during changed

habits of life, useless or injurious for one purpose, might be modified

and used for another purpose." And again :
" Rudimentary organs

may be compared with the letters of a word, still retained in the

spelling, but become useless in the pronunciation, but which serve as

a clue in seeking for its derivation,"!

Bopyrus, so far as the female is concerned, is apparently getting

worsted in the struggle for existence. One cannot help thinking that

in the distant future its lease of life will not be remarkably long. So

much the better for the prawn

!

I

* Vide •• The Principles of Biologj-." By Herbert Spencer, 1867. Vol. 11.

page 183, passim.

t " Origin of Species," pp. 52, 40, Fourth Edition, 18C6.
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HOW TO WORK IN THE ARCH^AN ROCKS.*

BY C. CALLAWAY, M.A.. B.SC. (LOND.,) F.G.S.

The ArclifBan (Pre-Cambrian) rocks have recently excited consider-

able interest, owing partly to the more or less complete working out of

the yoianger groups, and partly to the fascination which attends a

study of peculiar complexity.

In America, six Archsean systems have been described, which, taken

in descending order, are the following :

—

I.

—

Kciccenian, or copper-bearing series of Lake Superior.

II.

—

Taconicui.

III.

—

Montalban, or mica-schist series.

IV.

—

Huronian.

V.

—

Norian.

VI.

—

Laurentian.

In Britain, Murchison recognised the Laurentian in the great gneiss

series of the Hebrides, and Dr. Holl claims the same antiquity for the

Malvern ridge. Salter and Hicks discovered two Archaean groups,

Dimetian and Pebidian, at St. Davids. Two Archcean formations have

also been recognised in Carnarvonshire, and the writer has worked

out two groups in Anglesey. He has also discovered two series, a

volcanic and a metamorphic, in Shropshii-e, and has detected the

former on the flanks of the Malverus. The slaty and brecciated rocks

of Charnwood Forest have also been referred to the Archsean by Dr.

Hicks, subsequent to their description by Messrs. Hill and Bonney.

Notwithstanding the peculiar difficulties attending the study of

these rocks, there is no reason to despair of success, and, in this paper,

the methods of work are indicated.

The evidence of organic remains is rarely applicable. The organic

nature of Eozoon is strenuously disputed, and, in the present state of

the controversy, the (so-called) fossil is of little value as a test of age.

Besides this, a similar structure has been discovered in the Taconian,

and Murchison even claimed it as a Silurian fossil. The traces of

annelides, which are found in some very ancient rocks, are hardly

distinguishable from recent tracks and burrows, and are of little classi-

ficatory use.

The test of order of sjqyerjMsition is frequently complicated by

inver.-iioiiK. In North Ainericathe Archsean rocks have a general south-

east dip, but really they are made up of numerous parallel folds, with

their summits thrown over to the north-west. The contorted schists

of Anglesey display the same phenomena. The contortions have been

disentangled by the discovery by the writer of a grey gneiss underlying

the prevailing green schist, and the latter is seen to lie in sharp

synclinal folds between anticlines of the gneiss.

The superposition test is also complicated by faulting. The

Summary of a paper read before the Society, on June 28th, 1881. Published
in full in the " Geological Magazine."
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Archaean groups in Britain are generally brought against the Lower
PalfBozoic Kecks, and against each other by faults. In Anglesey and
in Ireland, the ground occupied by the Archooans is almost literally

a pavement of fragments. The difficulty thus arising may sometimes
be surmounted by the following method. An actual example will

make the matter clearer. In central Anglesey, there is a broad band
of granitoid rock passing down into green schist, but as the area is

margined by faults, the succession cannot be traced down lower ; but

two miles to the east, we again come upon the green schist, and by
foUowiug the section to the west, we find the schist is underlaid by a

succession of gueissic rocks. The green schist thus connects the two
areas, and enables us to construct a complete succession.

The test by included fnuiinents is often of great service in these old

rocks. Three examples of its value are here given. The plum-

coloured conglomerates of the Longmynd (Lower Cambrian), in

Shropshire, are largely made up of a purple felstone, which is

common in the Wrekin volcanic series, which is thus proved to be

Pre-Cambrian. The Wrekin group itself contains conglomerates

whose pebbles are varieties of metamorphic rock which have been
derived from a series of which Primrose Hill, near the Wrekin, is a

denuded fragment. The existence of two Archsean groups in Shropshire,

a volcanic and a metamorphic, is thus proved. The third example is

in Anglesey. Conglomerates, proved by their fossils to be Cambrian
(Tremadoc), contain pebbles of granitoid rock and schist, together

with rounded fragments of green and purple slate. It is clear that

these conglomerates have been formed from the denudation of the

two other formations which occur in the vicinity, a Gueissic and a

Slaty group, both of which are thus proved to be Pre-Cambrian or

Archaean.

But the test by included fragments must be used with caution.

In volcanic fomiations there may be contemporaneous denudation,

and a conglomerate may be derived from a lower part of the same
series. Such conglomerates, with pebbles of purple felstone, occur
in the Wrekin series, and their included fragments are of no
classificatory value.

The mineral composition of rocks, often an important test even in

fossiliferous deposits, as the chalk or the Zech stein, becomes of

supreme value amongst the Archsean groups. Thus the green schist

of Anglesey, as previously shown, becomes a connecting link between
areas separated by faults, and is as readily recognised in any part of

the island as if it contained fossils. Thus also the slaty series of

Anglesey is inferred to be Pebidian, by its close mineral resemblance
to the typical Pebidian of St. David's. Indeed, this test is our chief

guide amidst the complexities of these old rocks, and its use has led

to some of our most interesting discoveries. Due caution must,
however, be exercised in its application.

This kind of evidence decreases in value as the formations com-
pared increase in distance. There are, for example, volcanic rocks
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similar to the Wrekin series, both at Pontesbury, near Shrewsbury,

and near Bangor. But it is obvious that the evidence for the

correlation of the Pontesbury rocks with the Wrekin group, from
which they are but a dozeu miles distant, is incomparably stronger

than the proof of the contemporaneity of the Bangor series, which
is separated from the Wrekin by the breadth of North Wales.

In estimating the value of this test, it is first of all necessary to

ascertain if the rocks under investigation are older than tlie Cambrian.

The Charuwood sJaty series, for example, can only by superposition

be proved to be pre-carboniferous ; and the evidence for its Pebidiau

age is, therefore, much weaker than the proof adduced for the Anglesey

slaty series, which is proved by included fragments to be Pre-

Cambrian.

An impoi'tant accessary test is similarity of succession. Thus the

green schist on the Menai Straits closely resembles the rock underlying

the granitoidite in the centre of Anglesey. But it would be just

possible, were there no other evidence, that the resemblance was a

mere coincidence. The discovery, however, of a grey gneiss under the

green schist in both areas removes the doubt ; for that the similar

succession should be due to coincidence is simply incredible.

In comparing formations by their mineral characters, it is requisite

to take them as a whole. Rock specimens selected with a view to

favour a preconceived theory will lead to the most bewildering results.

The degree of metamorpliism of a rock-gi'oup is an important factor

in the evidence. Recent investigations favour the conclusion that, at

least in England and Wales, all metamorphosed or partly altered

groups are Archsean, and that the intensity of the alteration is

proportioned to the age of the series. All the cases of metamorphic

Cambrian and Silurian, adduced by Murchison and others, have, on

re-examination, broken down, and there would appear to be some
grounds for constructing an empirical rule that, within the above

limits, any new area of regional metamorphism which may be

discovered would probably be Archjean. Numerous proofs of these

points might be adduced, if space permitted. It is, of course,

necessary in these studies to bear in mind the influence of selective

metamorphism. A quartzose rock, for example, can undergo little

change, whereas a felspathic rock, though of less antiquity, might be

intensely metamorphosed. We must also carefully distmguish

between regional and contact metamorphism. The presence of the

latter would be of no assistance in our work.

In correlating Archaean groups, it is important to ascertain the

origin of the deposits ; whether, for example, the rocks were

sedimentary or volcanic, or both. If successful in this point, we
narrow the issue to be decided.

The viicroscope is of great value in these investigations. It gives

precision to field work, and discovers facts which field tests are not

competent to ascertain.
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The strike of a series has often been used as an aid in correlation,

and, within due limits, it decidedly adds to the weight of other

evidence.

In conclusion, it is to be observed that in Archaean work the proof

is generally cumulative. Results are often obtained by the accumula-

tion of minute facts, most of which cainiot be published, or even

recorded without incalculable labour. Each tap of the hammer helps

to build up the conclusion. Different lines of evidence, each of which
taken alone would fail to convince, converge towards the final issue.

TJiorourjh and detailed labour is above all necessary. With patience

and zeal there is no reason why the Archaean fields of work, barren as

they appeared to our predecessors, should not yield most fruitful

additions to our knowledge of the early historj- of the globe.
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ON COMMENCING THE STUDY OF FUNGI.-

BY DK. M, C. COOKE, il.A.

It is contrary to my wishes that I should come here for the first

time with an apolof^y in my mouth ; but so the fates have decreed. If

you are disappointed, I shall he none the less so, that I am incom-
petent to the duty laid upon me. Congratulating you on having
commenced this year a most interesting study, I must warn you that

it is not an easy one. If any of you would go further than you have
gone to day, it must be by dint of work. There is no royal road to a

knowledge of fungi. After a quarter of a century of too close applica-

tion, as the sequel has proved, I am still but a learner. I am still

fain to confess how much there is I do not know.

Out of more than 3,000 British fungi, perhaps near 4,000, there

are 1,000 or more which may be collected and studied without the

microscope, by the aid only of a simple pocket lens. This group

is perhaps the best known as Fungi. Some there are who know no
other. They are the mushroom and toadstool kind, and those hard
woody excrescences which are not uncommon on rotting trees. These
are called by fungus hunters, Hijmenoinijcetes, because the spore-

bearing surface forms a distinct, exposed part of the fungus, as for

instance the gills of a mushroom or the tubes of a polypore.

I need not enter upon either the minute anatomy or the classifica-

tion of these higher fungi, but simply call to your mind that the

spores, or analogues of seed, which they all produce are borne on the

tips of clavate basidia, or fruit-stalks, which are surmounted by two

or four little spicules, each of which carries a spore. If we take a

mushroom, or a fungus of the same genus, in our hands, and examine
it, we shall observe that the cap or pileus has on its under surface a

number of radiating plates or gills, the whole surface of which is

covered with the basidia I have just spoken of, closely packed
together, and bearing on the spicules at the tips the spores of the

fungus.

These spores differ in colour in different species, and the species

are grouped together according to the colour of their spores. The
Agaz'ics with white spores equal in number all the rest with coloured

spores. In some they are roseate, in others brown, in others purple,

in others black. In determining a fungus, the first thing to ascertain is

the colour of the spores. To facilitate this it is better to cut off the

stalk and place the fungus, gills downwards, on dull black paper, and

allow it to remain all night. During this time the spores w^ill be

thrown down upon the paper, and their colour can be determined. If

the operator is also a microscopist, he may examine some of these

spores in a drop of water, and discover their form and size, as well as

their colour.

*' Presented to the Society, at the Fungus Foray, October 8th.
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Haviiifj cxperimentetl tbus far, the novice will learn the meaning

of tlie five groups into which the largo genus A(jaricits is divided in

the handbooks. These divisions correspond with the colour of the

spores.

Let us return again to our type mushi'ooni or toadstool, and look

once more at its composition. Some of them will have, as the mush-

room has not, a sheathing cup or membrane at the base of the stem,

and portions of the same membrane adhering like warts to the cap.

This will indicate the essential features of a sub-genus with a compara-

tively limited number of species. Others, deficient of this volva, will

have a ring round the stem, others again will have no ring. Then the

gills must also be observed. In some the end next the stem does not

touch the stem, in others it joins the stem, and in others it not only

joins, but is decurrent, or runs some distance down it. By observing

closely all these minute details, and many more, such as the smooth-

ness or roughness, or silkiness of the cap, whether dry or viscid,

elevated or depressed, you will at length be able, by dint of patience

and perseverance, to determine for yourselves with tolerable accuracy

the name of any Agaric which comes into your hands. Remember that

all the most apparently trivial and minute differences must be sought

out and made note of.

The faculty of close aud accurate observation is the great

desideratiim of the fungus hunter, as of all students of natural

history. Those who have learnt how to observe will make the most
rapid strides in Mycology. The most important of all faculties is that

of knowing how to see, and, to some extent also, how to taste and
smell.

You will pardon me if I omit to dwell on the distinctions between

the genus Agaricus and the other genera closely allied to it, which
would occupy considerable time, and are best learnt in the field with
the aid of a knowing friend and a little experience.

Other large fungi you may have seen which have no gills on the

under surface of their caps, but in the j)lace of them there are a number
of pinholes, which are the openings of tubes, the sides of which are

lined with the basidia. The fleshy sorts are called Boletus, the harder

woody kinds are Pohjporus. If j-ou cut one of them longitudinally

through the stem, if it has one, you will see and learn better than by
verbal explanation the difference between them.

Take up yet another fungus, and in place of either gills or pores,

you will find teeth or spines, with the spore-bearing surface investing

them on the outside. Thus, through all the various orders and genera

of the higher fungi, you will find special modifications of structure,

which are set forth in the written characters of the orders and genera

under which all the species you may meet with will find their allotted

place, and your progress will be very much indicated by the facility

with w^hich you may place every new comer into i..s o>vn ebpeciai

pigeon-hole.
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I may naturally expect you to ask me, having found, and, perhaps,

named a number of Agarics, what you are to do with such putrescent

plants, in order to have some record of your labour I ca?inot recom-
mend you to waste your time in attempting to cut them in slices and
dry them, since, when you have done so, they will give little or no idea

of the living plant. There is only one alternative

—

you must learn to

(Iraiv and colour them to the life.

This is not such a fearful task as it may seem, and, with a little

experience, one who has had no practice in drawing will be able to do
it very well. Permit me a hint or two to those who persist in

affirming that they cannot draw. Take your Agaric, with a sharp

knife cut it right through the cap and down the stem into two equal

halves. Laj- the cut surfaces a minute or two upon blotting paper to

absorb moisture. Then take one-half and lay it, cut surface down-
wards, on paper for drawing. Hold it there, or pin it there, so that it

shifts not. Then with a sharp pencil mark round the cap, gills, and
stem, tracing the form accuratelj' on the paper. Remove the half

fungus, and complete the drawing by hand along the upper edge of

the gills, so as to present a correct outline of the cut section. This

done, see that you mark also the hollow of the stem if it is hollow,

and then proceed to colour the gills of the natural colour, if they are

not white, and then the inner surface of the stem, or wherever colour

is requisite to a perfect section. Having a perfect and accurate

section, you have obtained half of what is necessary. Lay the same,

or the other half, on the paper, and trace again in the same way ; but,

instead of tracing the gills, leave off at the edge of the cap, remove

your section, draw a connecting line across from one edge to the other

of the cap, and you have an outline of the growing fungus, drawn

mechanically. Colour this also as near as you can in imitation of the

living specimen. By getting over the difficulty of drawing by this

method, the minor difficulty of colouring will soon be overcome, and,

after a time, the mere tracing will so accustom the hand that you will

be able to accomplish ai'tistic drawing.

On these rough drawings may be written all the details which

could not be well represented. It may be necessary in your earliest

attempts to write the name beneath ; you should add where found, if

on the ground or on wood, whether it was viscid or dry, dull or

shining, foetid or without odour, etc. These, roughest of all drawings,

will serve to remind you of all the features of species you have seen.

Take special care to omit nothing that you can see and recognise in the

living plant. If you wish to preserve the spores you can obtain them

in the method already described, and, folding the paper so as to

prevent their rubbing off, attach them to j'our sketches.

For a few minutes permit me now to answer the question which

some one might propound—" Cui bono? "

There is less asking of such a question now in respect of any

natural history pursuit than there was [forty years ago. You must
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apply for yourselves all such general answers as will apply to all the

departments of biolo;i^y.

I will attempt only two or three, which are special to the subject.

First,—The field is so little trodden that you are sure to brinf^ credit to

yourself by your investif^ations ; and you will probably soon receive

encouragement by some discovery, either of new forms or new phases,

such as the well-worked entomology could not so readily furnish.

Secondly,—Your acquisition of practical knowledge may add very

considerably to your creature comforts. Taking, as a low estimate,

fifty species found in this country to be good eating—and some are

delicious—you will be able to add a few choice dishes to your table,

and to invite your friends to repasts of which they had not before

tasted. I have never recommended anyone to experiment with fungi,

but I do recommend those who are able with certainty to distinguish

one fungus from another, as readily as they can distinguish a chaffinch

from a crow, to eat such as are edible, because no two of them are

o.Kactly alike, and some of them will produce quite a new sensation,

and will remain a standing dish at your table for ever after. Eight

or nine gentlemen of my acquaintance once supped with me, now
twenty years ago. They were beguiled to eat of a mysterious dish.

It was fried puff-ball. Not one of them now living has forgotten

that supper, and it is almost always mentioned when we meet, for

meetings are rare with old friends, and the reminiscence always

affords pleasure, as did the repast.

Prejudice is very strong against eating any fungus but that called

the Mushroom, and yet I suppose that I have eaten forty others which
are quite as harmless, some quite as good, other perhaps better, and
all quite as easy of determination— some more easy, for they can
scarcely be mistaken.

I think a successful appeal to an Englishman's stomach needs no
further answer to " what good is it ? " I must now crave permission to

conclude with a word or two of counsel.

Do not imagine that there is any royal road to the knowledge of

fungi. The only road is patience and perseverance.

Do not despair because you fail ten times in determining a fungus

accurately, for many have failed before you.

Do not rest satisfied with having your specimens named for you.

It is better to make out a few for yourself than only to learn them
empirically by being told their names, and never learning the reason

why. It is useful to have a few species pointed out, or a difficult

problem solved ; but this being done, the next step should be to com-
pare the specimens carefully with the description in the book, and see

how the two things agree. Never take upon trust what is told you, if

you have the opportunity of verifying for yourself. The road to truth

runs through the portals of doubt.

In my experience I have known many who call themselves

naturalists, who collect a batch of specimens, trouble themselves not
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for ail iustaut to detarmiue what they are, but pack them off at once

to some expert, with a polite uote, " Please to inform me of the names
of the enclosed." Such a proceeding is not only a disgrace to any
intelligent man, but it is also a shameful tax on the energies of the too

willing expert, who, like a true naturalist, is ever willing to extend a
helping hand. I have known persons to follow this process year after

year, sending the same common thing three or four times over, and
even after ten years not a step beyond the point from which they

started.

It is only we, who follow a specialty, who know the extent to which
this brass is passed as gold. Depend upon it, we can form our estimate

of men who make collections, and borrow reputations, at the cost of

other men's brains.

Do not imagine that you are failing because you cannot appraise

your own success. You may seem to stand still, and yet, if your work
is earnest and genuine, you will be progressing. Acquisition of know-
ledge can never be set down as a failure ; and one cannot cut up and
examine plants, whether fungi or others, one after another, and not

acquire knowledge. True knowledge is not showy and pedantic. A
little popgun may make a great noise.

Do not attempt too much. Confine your operations to some
definite limit. Let the Agarics, for instance, be the summit of your
ambition, and do not attempt more till you comprehend the method
of classification, and have laid a good foundation ; then you may go

on and add another story to your house. Attempting too much means
failure in all. You know what we think of a man who knows a little

of everything—the title of every book, the mysteries of every trade.

We know also the success which men have achieved by confining

themselves to a small group of insects, to a single order of plants, and
how easy it is for them to add another, and another, when they have
learnt one thing well.
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ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT.

MR. J. L EV I C K,
DELIVERED AT THE

ADJOUENEI) A^•^;UAL MEETING.

APRIL 3 rd. 1883.

'Mr. Pkesident. Ladies and Gentlemen,—
When A'ou did me the honour to elect me to till the

high office I have lately vacated, I felt, among many short-

comings, that the want of ability and leisure for any original

work of value which I could submit to you in the shape of a

retiring address, would be the last, but probably greatest, of

my difficulties.

The very kind and cordial co-operation of the Officers and

Committee has enabled me to get through the other duties with

pleasure, and I take this opportunity of tendering my sincere

thanks to those gentlemen in particular, and the members

generally, for the kindly way in which they have received the

imperfect services I have been able to render. I have always

had the interests of the Society very much at heai't, and can

never think of our library, instruments, and general standing

without feeling deeply indebted to those members who acted as

pioneers in former times, and have safely established us in our

present position.

Now I have given much anxious thought in considering

what I could do that might be of some little interest to you,

and in asking your indulgence while I submit the following

notes, 1 am encouraged by the fact that wliile our Society has
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many members who hold exceptionally high positions in their

particular branches of study, it has also others who may profit

by such help as is in the power of every practised hand to give

them.

Therefore I purpose devoting my address this evening to

some account of my own particular pursuit, much of which is

applicable, to a large extent, to other branches of study in

which the microscope takes an all-important part—viz., the

collecting, growing or cultivation, and examination or display

of microscopic aquatic life. So much invaluable information

upon the first subject is given in numerous works at hand that

I feel I shall have to repeat much that has been said before,

and give little which can be called strictly original.

I have thought it strange that while marine creatures are

sought regardless of cost or peril by means of very elaborate

and skilfully -contrived appliances, dredging and sounding

apparatus, steamers specially fitted out for cruises in dangerous

parts of the ocean, zoological stations and expeditions arranged

under the auspices of even a British Government, the living

multitudes (fishes excepted) which inhabit our rivers, lakes,

and ponds should be left to individual and usually very casual

and unsystematic research. It is doubtless attributable to this

cause, or neglect, that so many of the forms found in this

country come to us rather as proofs of the faithful industry of

observers in other countries than of our own original work and

enterprise.

It is true that investigations in marine zoology are often

associated with other matters of equally great scientific and

commercial importance, and that the marvellous fauna of the

ocean is vastly more grand and extensive ; but, on the other

hand, so many of us are destined to live in inland districts, and

so keen is our appetite for an insight into the beginnings of life,

that the tiny inhabitants of our ponds and streams should claim

a much larger share of our thought than they do, for it is upon

them that we have to rely chiefly for our acquaintance with

those wondrous works of nature which are the foundation and
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key to the science of Biolo<,'y. It sounds oddly enon<,'li that an

expedition should go out for a few years' explorations in arctic,

antarctic, and tropical seas, with every preparation for tlie

capture and study of their faunsi? by the first men of science,

while our creatures at home should be left to the enthusiastic

" Sir Thomas," who ties his bottle to the end of his stick or

umbrella, and who may perhaps venture so far as to go over

shoe-top in his endeavour to reach some desired spot, or capture

some coveted creature. It is not because the knowledge of these

creatures is of little importance, for we have oft-repeated

evidence that a better acquaintance with the part they play in

the economy of nature will be of the utmost value to us in our

attempts to understand the principles of health and disease. I

have felt ashamed that, with the exception of a few splendid

works, such as " Allman on the Fresh-water Polyzoa," " Baird's

Entomostraca," and some others, we have to rely chietiy upon

foreign publications for descriptions of our own microscopic life.

No wonder that so many of us looked forward with delight to

the completion of that excellent work by our friend and member

Saville Kent upon the Infusoria, preceded as it was by that

of G. !S. Brady upon the Copepoda, and another noble contribu-

tion to our knowledge, if not by our countryman at least in our

language—I mean the splendid monograph of the Ehizopoda

by Professor Leidy—a group of organisms of wonderful

structural simplicity, and yet shown to be all sufficient to

perform the functions of active life.

Many of the organisms there described are familiar to us,

and probably nearly the whole will be found identical with those

of our own locality ; indeed, Mr. W. Archer, of Dublin, has

ah-eady found many of them in Ireland. This opens up the

interesting and difficult question of distribution, which I shall

not attempt to discuss, but merely note the curious coincidence

that Anuria loiuiispina, a rotifer of about one-fortieth of an inch

in length, should have been found both here and in America

at nearly the same time, associated, as it was in our case, with

other organisms bearing spinous processes. I trust that that
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spleiulid group of creatures to wliich Anurtea belongs may soon

liave the same duty rendered it as has been done for the

Infusoria, and that we may not have to wait long for a mono-

graph or manual of the Eotatoria, a work which I believe is

already in progress.

I confess to having paid perhaps too little heed to the advice

upon collecting, which was at hand when I first sought after the

minute mysteries of fresh-water life, preferring rather to work-

away with that enthusiasm which knows no obstacles and heeds

no rebuffs when creatures new to me, and possibly new to

science, were to be found, and in seeking tliein relied rather

upon the knowledge gained by experience than any which might

be gathered from books.

There appeared two ways open for systematic hunting,

and much might be said in favour of both—that first adopted

being the plan of naming the localities, and then taking care to

place the gathering from each in bottles bearing a conspicuous

number, little time being spent in actual examination on the

spot. The contents afterwards were carefully scrutinised by

the aid of the microscope, which should always be done on the

same day, and good note made of the localities from which

anything of special interest was derived.

This plan answers very well, and soon gives one consider-

able knowledge of the inhabitants of a number of habitats, but

is open to the objection, especially where long journeys are

made, that good gatherings may be taken of things of little

interest, and small ones of what is most valuable, thereby

wasting much time and possibly missing the opportunity of

taking some specimens which are never again to be met with,

an expei'ience I have had many times.

The next method is the one I greatly prefer, and always

adopt if there is time to carry it out, and that is to ascertain

on the spot, as far as possible, what the gathering contains.

I fear many who think microscopic creatures altogether

beyond recognition without the aid of a powerful instrument

will regard this method as a most difficult one, and yet I believe
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most porsmis, especially nur younii[ei' friends, of kooii si<i[lit.

may, witii a little study and careful trainiuf^, become able to

identify creatures more minute than would at first seem

possible, either with that sidondid binocular aiTangement, the

eyes alone, or, at all events, by the help of a good pocket lens,

and a suitable pocket trough, which is of equal importance.

Portable microscopes are made for this purpose, but I have

never found the need of one for gatherings made so near home

that they may be thoroughly examined the same day.

As an illustration, I may say that I always search my
bottles, or rather flat trough, with a pocket lens, for Amoebae,

and usually find no difficulty in ascertaining their presence or

absence by this means alone, and I may further note that it

has been my pleasure on many occasions to help those who

could not see one of these organisms with the aid of the micro-

scope to see one without it, of course procuring favourable

specimens, and placing them in the best possible light.

Choice of apparatus also requires thought, and as I intend

that this may be of some real help to those who may follow me
in pursuing this delightful study, I must ask the patience of

those to whom it is already familiar in describing my own

collecting case. It is a light leathern box, about 12in. x Gin.

x4iin., with smooth handle attached, having twelve or more

thin wooden partitions inside arranged for holding a variet}'

of bottles and other things necessary for the purpose.

When complete, it contains four bottles holding about four

ounces each, one smaller with a screwed neck for attaching it

readily to the pond- stick, and ten. or more, made from glass

tubing about 3iin. long by fin. diameter, all being numbered

and having corks attached by string.

Besides these, a ring net, made of fine French canvas—

a material used by ladies, I am told, for the purpose of wool-

work—a still finer net of muslin, which will slip over it easily,

making the one screwed ring do for both, and being of great use

when the specimens sought are too small for the coarser net.

A cutting hook also, to screw to the stick ; a small grapnel or
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lbuv-i)i"on,<>o(l ]i()()k, made of soft copper wire, about as thick as

a straw (or " No. 1). IJ.W.G."), cast together by means of lead

or soft solder, with a. few inches of brass chain attached,

weighing about eiglit ounces altogether.

Then a plaited flaxen or cotton line, which will not gnarl

when wet, of fifty or sixty yards in length, and sutticiently

strong to stand a considerable pull, enough even to straighten

the soft hoolv, and so set it free should it meet with wood or any

Imrd substance in the water which renders it fast.

A little practice with this apparatus will enable one with a

fairly strong arm to throw, or rather shng, it out and gather

aquatic plants from a large area, fifty or sixty yards even from

any favourable spot for " paying "' out the line, wheie it will

meet with no obstacles when running out.

Then a long test-tube, and one or two pipettes, a pair of

long forceps, a fiat trough, and a "condenser," or contrivance of

some kind for filtering out the captures, complete the contents

of my case under ordinary circumstances.

How much ini])ortance 1 attach to the use of proper

apparatus may be gathered from the fact that I attribute the

non-discovery of Leptodora before 187'.>, not to its non-exist-

ence in our locality, but to the want of a suitable net properly

used, these creatures escaping through a net too rough, and

being unnoticeable, owing to their extreme delicacy on the one

hand, and the (piantity of alga they are usually taken with

on the other, when a net too fine in tlie mesh is used.

It is quite true tliat tlie first one I obtained from Olton

reservoir was taken by dipping an inverted bottle to a consider-

able depth, and then by a quick turn allowing the Avater to rush

in ; but I have often repeated the experiment where these

creatures are fairly abundant, and have usually failed to capture

a single individual, when a few sweeps with a suitable net Avould

make a good gathering.

Then, as to choice of localities. As you know, water only

needs to be exposed to the air, with the addition, perhaps, of a
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little animal or vegetable matter, for a very short time to

become eliarged with ortj^aiiisms of some kind, and the grand

work of Dallinger and Drysdale alone shows of what deep

interest even the earliest appeai*ance of flagellate Infusoria is to

the careful and skilful observer ; but most of the larger and more

beautiful forms require a more congenial habitat than this, and

therefore those who wish to find and study them must search

in spots where conditions are most favourable.

Now let us take a large pool or reservoir, where the use

of a boat is out of the question, and see how we arc to go about

ascertaining what it will yield to our search. We first tind out

where we may best approach close to the water, and, taking a

dip with our screw bottle, soon gain some knowledge about the

creatures which may thus be gathered. At the same time we take

particular note of the plants growing about the edge of the pool,

so as to make sure as soon as possible whether the present water-

line is fairly constant, or only very temporary, for we know

it is useless searching aquatic plants for good finds unless they

are submerged, if not permanently, at least for considerable

periods of time.

Well, while 1 am writing tliis I have in my mind that

elysium of microscopic life, the reservoir at Barnt Green, which,

until a large area had been scoured by means of the before-

mentioned hook and line, had been considered barren of

anything of special interest.

It is certain that when the bottle only was dipped in near

the side nothing of more than ordinary character was found
;

but when the hook was sent flying through the air, and a

good bundle of weeds {Poli/f/unum nmphihium, I believe) was

brought to shore from a distance of thirty or forty yards,

and carefully examined, living treasures were found in per-

plexing abundance.

I need scarcely remind our members ot the many splendid

creatures which that locality yielded, the delight with which

we looked upon that rare beauty Zuothawnhcm arbitscul((, the

lovely groups of rotifer life, TAicinitlnrin xnriidis, tlie numerous
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species of Polyzoa, the interesting and typical creature Den-

(lr(is())nri radian.s, and liosts of other things which gave a charm

to our weekly meetings for a long time, and made us the

justifiable envy of our less fortunate ueiglibours, who only

heard of our good fortune, or perhaps got a specimen bottle

from our friend Mr. Bolton.

Now I do not think it too much to say that this, like many

other localities, had never been thoroughly searched before,

and am quite sure that some of our neighbours who regard

their districts as unfavourable for pond life may find riches

within their reach quite as great if tliey will only adopt the

same vigorous methods of seeking them.

In looking for specimens of microscopic aquatic life it is

necessary to note carefully the conditions which prove most

favourable to their existence, for it is certam that the larger

our acquaintance with them the more sure are we of success,

and the less likely are we to become tired of tlie pursuit before

we have mastered its difficulties.

The water needs to be fairly still for most things, and I

have found it most favourable when there is some clay and a

fair quantity of vegetable matter in suspension ; but a few

creatures, as Hydra nili/aris and some species of Polyzoa, being

voracious feeders, are usually most abundant where the water is

in rapid motion, as at the flood-gates and outlets of pools, the

weeds, woodwork, or stones in these parts being sometimes

truly carpeted with these animals.

I generally avoid those ponds altogether where the water

looks black and smells strongly of that curious alga Oscillatoria,

aiteresting as it is, for I expect to find little else there, and if

the situation is much exposed to the wind the quiet spots where

the weeds grow pretty freely in deep water are to be sought in

preference to all others.

It is quite true that in warm summer time a dip in any

part is sure to yield something which will repay the search, but

in winter or cold weather only the more sheltered spots are

worth much attention, and so obvious does this seem that I
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should scarcely deem it woitliv of mention, only that evidence

is plentiful that it is often entirely overlooked even by tliose

who are presumed to be fairly expert.

I have often felt amused—and the source of amusement is

still open to us—at the many fanciful things which have been

said about that delightful object for the microscope, Volrox

illnhiitor. How is it, it is asked, that it is found in abundance

one day and has entirely disappeared the next ; and what

becomes of it in winter "? Does it assume some strange garb

and pass unrecognised and unrecognisable in its disguise, or is

its existence left to the so-called winter spores seen in the

Volrox nnrem of Ehrenberg, which are supposed to sink in the

mud only to appear again with the coming sunshnie ?

Now I made Yolvox my special exhibit so many winters

at our Midland Institute Soirees that I became fairly ashamed

to show it ; and as it is a most difficult thing to keep in artificial

aquaria for any considerable time, I had often to renew my
stock from some natural source, which I was nearly always

able to do, in summer or winter.

Whence, then, come all these mysteries about its appear-

ance to-day and its disappearance to-morrow ? Why, the fact

is, many who seai'ch ponds for this and other free organisms

do not take the necessary means to find out whether it is

present or not, and unless a few dips suffice to secui'e specimens

it is at once settled that the thing is not there.

The explanation is that Volvox is greatly stimulated by

light and warmth, as is usually the case with plant life, and

under these favourable influences it will not only increase at a

great speed, but will roll through the water in every direction, so

that the most hap-hazard dip witlj a bottle is sure to secure

specimens ; and I have many times seen it even covering the

banks like a green sciun where the water has receded and left

it stranded, as we see marine objects on the sea-shore.

But in winter or times of extreme cold it makes its

retreat from the " weather "' side of the water, and is to be

sought very near the bottom in some shallow part where the
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weeds not only give it shelter, 1)ut find it finchora.cfe too ; and

knowing these spots at my particular hunting-grounds, I have

often stood upon the ice and, after breaking a hole with a

hannner, dipped in my bottle or swept beneath with my canvas

net and gathered it in any desirable quantity.

Of course it may happen that the particular patches of

weeds among which it is snugly nestling are out of reach unless

we are equipped with water-tight boots and prepared to risk

their efficacy for keeping the feet dry ; but, though I do not wish

to impress upon you that I think when it is once present it

always remains so, I am sure a more thorough search will

prove that the vagaries with which this organism is credited

are only the fancies of the insufficiently persevering pond-

hunter, and that there is no period of the year when it is not

to be found.

If we make a sudden jump from the Vegetable to the

Animal Kingdom, perhaps there are few creatures of more

general interest and beauty than the thecated rotifers, Flos-

cularia, Melicerta, (Ecistes, etc., and a study of these indicates

beyond a doubt that in active life they require a plentiful

supply of decayed vegetable matter with which to build up

their tiny structures, and, as I shall show you, I have made

good use of this knowledge in collecting and keeping them

afterwards.

Next to these, perhaps, should be placed that most beau-

tiful of the free rotifers, Notouunata JlnicJtionus, which came to

my hands in abundance in the following instructive way.

I was driving along a country road, with a keen eye for

likely ditches or puddles, when I came to a heap of rubbish

with just a small patch of water at its base not more than

three inches deep in the wheel-ruts or holes made by the feet

of cattle.

This I thought worth trying, and to my surprise found it

contained Pandorma monwi, and that charming rotifer before

named.

Of course I took a good gathering. The onlv regret was
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that 1 felt sure that a few days without rain would entirely

obliterate tliis very temporary habitat, and so it proved, for on

going to the same place a week afterwards not a drop of water

was to be seen there ; indeed, so dry and hard liad the- ground

become that I felt almost in doubt if I had not missed tlie

exact spot. However, I was quite unwilling to return without

a further effort to hnd this particular rotifer, as I felt quite

sure this could be only a [)lace where it had come by some

extraordinary means, and I therefore resolved to re-search the

only two ponds I knew in the immediate neighbourhood, which

I did, entirely without success.

I then looked out for one of those useful but innocent

auxiliaries to natural science, a farm labourer, and having got

over the difficulty as to what was meant by a pond by explaining

that it Avas a hole in a field where the cattle and sheep get

water, received the information that there was a farmer who

not only ''kep a good dell o' cattle, but that he had a field up

the bonk with a hole where they got water,"' and as far as he

knew it never dried up.

To this "bonk"' and this "hole"" I made my way, the

latter being quite out of view from even a few yards off', and

you may guess m,y joy when I found that this was teeming with

Xoto)inn-(t(i Bnichiu7iu.s, many of them loaded with their

pendulous eggs, and that the pond also contained hosts of other

good things, among which w^as that curious organism which

afterwards proved to be Rhipidodemlron Hnxleiji.

I had not been there long when some sheep came near me,

as 1 thought, to see what I Avas about, but wdiich my bucolic

guide explained in a less flattering way, telling me that they had

come to drink, and here was a ready solution to the problem as

to how^ the rotifers had got to the puddle on the I'oadside.

These unintentional distributors of microscopic life would go

to the pond and paddle in the water, aud then readily carry

either the eggs or the rotifers themselves upon their feet, and

possibly leave some behind in the first puddle they passed

throxisrh on their w^av.
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Next to the desirability of successful search for microscopic

fresh- water life comes the natural wish to be able to keep it,

and, if I may use the word, cultivate it, and here let me put in

an earnest plea for an extensive adoption of means to this end.

Like all lovers of this study, I have felt saddened to see the

beautiful creatures, which I have perhaps been many miles to

get. and which have afforded so much delight to myself and

my friends, gradually dwindling and dying in the little glass

bottles or, to them, fatal prisons in which I had placed them,

and like others, too, have made many attempts to keep them in

all the charming freshness of active life, as I fouiid them in their

natural habitats, in indoor aquaria.

Indeed it is a fact, as proved by my study of Dendrosoma

alone, that if these things can by any means be kept in active

life, it only needs careful observation to unfold their history

with all its interest and absorbing attractiveness.

I have not wondered that many naturalists have from tnne

to time spoken in high satisfaction of their success in maintaining

and increasing theii- stock of such things as Melicerta and even

Volvox, with other organisms of like interest, and am free to

confess that my own indoor aquaria have assumed a very

abnormal, not to say obstructive, growth, often proving success-

ful, however, far beyond my expectation. But I have found

that, with all ordinary care, the creatures and plants too ore

stimulated into such rapid changes that sooner or later they

come to grief, if I may use that expressive sporting phrase, and

that one needs to begin over and over again.

Now I was under considerable doubt as to whether a small

pond constructed in my garden would be sufficiently successful

to repay the somewhat heavy cost; whether the inevitable town

surroundings of bricks and mortar, and the accompanying smoky

and often dusty atmosphere would not overcome anything I

might do in providing other more favourable conditions for the

existence of these delicate organisms, and I am pleased, there-

foi-e, to be able to say that the plan has answered admirably,

and that, in addition to the microscope and the complement of
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books wliicli !i student lU'cds. 1 most caniestly i-oinuiciifl nil

lovers of this study to aequin> a gardoi-pond.

My own has not only furnished nie with a grand snpi)ly ni'

such tilings as Melicerta, Stephanoceros, several kinds of

Floscules, Stentors, Hydra, both firidis and vuhjaris. Amoebae,

innumerable infusoria and algfe, and some new or rare Desmids,

as noted by Mr. Wills, but has given me, in addition, a constant

supply of such rarities as (Kcistcs iiDihflln. yhliccrtrt annuhita

and Tnhicohind uaias, with Tardigrada and free rotifers, etc., in

abundance. In fact, I have only to complain of an e'vibarras dv

rirhesst's, and regret that want of time has prevented me doing

as much with them as I could have wished.

Though the construction of a pond, or what in this case

may be better understood if called a fountain basin without the

fountain, is a simple matter, yet I know from experience that it

is by no means certain to be made successful at the first

attempt. Mine is a brick structure of about eight feet outside

diameter, and about two feet six inches m depth, measured from

the top edge to the base : the inside is made to slope at a good

angle, which is very important. It stands about eighteen niches

above the level of the surrounding ground, making nice sloping

banks for about half its circumference, the inside being

asphalted, which renders the whole perfectly water-tight. It has

an outlet and a temporary means of supplying water, but the

former is never required, and with the bountiful supply of rain

we have had during the past few years, it has rarely been

necessary to add any water whatever, occasionally just a little

to keep up tlie level during any warm and dry period we may

have happened to have, few of which have troubled us for a long

time past.

The bottom and sides have a good layer of sandstone rubble

with a little clay, furnishing innumerable nooks and crevices,

where plants may root and animals may hide, no attempt what-

ever being made at architectural ornamentation. The rubble,

however, is carried to and over the edge of the brickwork, which

it completely hides, and is continued down the outside, making
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just a bit of ordinary garden roclv-work, planted in the usual

way with ferns, saxifrages, etc., forming in summer time a

perfect maze of plant life, shading the water from some of the

sun's rays, and affording shelter for the numerous reptiles

which also find a home in or about the pond. The whole thing

looks like a very humble attempt at imitation of one of those

charming natural ponds one finds among the broken rocks on

the rugged mountains of North Wales.

The botanical specimens here grown are very numerous,

and were selected, I am afraid, on the principle adopted by the

man who ascertained what were the best remedies for a cold,

and then endeavoured to take the whole of them. Every plant

which appeared particularly favourable to microscopic life

has been introduced in some way or other, the result being

that the place is ci'owded beyond all need with such plants as

Chara, N'tella, Anacharis, Myriophyllum, Callitriche, Potamo-

geton, Lemna, etc., while the sides near the water are clothed

with Caltha, Iris, Carex, and several mosses.

Besides the above there is a plentiful stock of a plant

which has proved one of the most fruitful sources of some of

the thecated rotifers. It is a grass which, my botanical friends

inform me, is Poa jiuitans, and wherever this is found growing in

fairly deep water by the pond-hunter, I advise him to pull up

some and carefully examine the innumerable small fibres which

form its roots.

This plant seems to serve the tube-dwelling rotifers, as the

reindeer does the Laplander, or the palm-tree the Asiatic or

African, for it appears to find both food and clothing in

abundance, and I have little doubt that the presence of the

rare rotifers before named is due to this cause. One of my first

finds among its roots was a Floscule, of extraordinary size and

beauty. I think I exhibited some at our meetings having a

length of over an eighth of an inch, and a Melicerta, if not an

unrecorded variety, at least presenting many differences from

the well-known Mclicn-tn riiii/ois : and, lastly, the two already-

named rarities (Ecistrn innlx'lhi and 'L'uhifohn-id naid-s.
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Of course tlio confervoid alga' grow iiiucli too fast in

sniniuer. and it is sometiuaes necessary to take some out care-

fully, disturbing the general arrangement as little as possible.

May I append to this an expression of my hearty desire

that instead of the hap-hazard way in which suitable ponds for

the preservation and growth of microscopic life are allowed to

exist, efforts should be made to get those worthy of con-

sideration protected, and influence nsed to establish new ones

in places where they would cost nothing more than a trifling

first outlay, and would prove centres of attraction to the

microscopist. botanist, and others. How often have I heard it

regretted that those famous preserves in Sutton Park known to

many as " Webb's Stews," should have been so ruthlessly and

needlessly destroyed, and yet these things could probably be

replaced in the same grounds at a very trifling cost compared

with the pleasure they would yield.

Even to those who do not pay any special attention to

microscopic life I can strongly commend a garden pond,

provided that art is used only as far as necessary for furnishing

a perfectly water-tight basin, and that the rest is made as

natural and wild as may be, for, besides the plants, the

creatures of large size, as frogs, toads, water-tortoises, newts,

snails, and insects afford so much interest to every lover of

nature that the garden pond becomes a never-failing source

of pleasure.

Having, I am afraid, somewhat wearied you upon the

details of collecting and keeping or growing microscopic life, I

will limit, as far as possible, my remarks upon the next point

I have in view, namely, the methods of examination, or rather

display ; and in using the word "display" allow me to make all

needful apology for adopting a term which would seem to place

this study upon so unscientific a basis. So many of us are,

however, engaged in the serious business of life, that opportu-

nities for real research are few, but. though the examination of
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these organisms be only pursued for the pleasure it affords

ourselves and our friends, it is scarcely possible for the

observant follower to miss adding something, either directly

or indirectly, to that monument of intelligent labour Avhich

we call Science.

Let me say at once that, with a boundless love for these

beautiful creatures, I felt the growing conviction that they were

worthy of my constant endeavours to find out means of

displaying them in accordance with what I suppose I must

call " high art." For in these days of JEstheticism, when the

love, and I might say the worship of the beautiful, if not of the

ridiculous, has grown to a positive mania—when boys and girls,

with only sixpence a-week to spend, will spend threepence or

perhaps the whole of it in the purchase of flowers, and when

artistic skill is brought to so great a perfection that it almost

needs a pocket-lens to tell whether the bonnets of the ladies

are decorated by the productions of the florist or the work of

the artist—it is more obviously necessary than ever that the real

works of nature should be put before us in the best possible

manner, and this, with microscopic life, is only to be done by

much practice and skill.

Take, for example, a thick trough containing Entomostraca

and dirty water ; show it with an unsuitable light and a bad

insti'ument and every unfamiliar person will exclaim, •• ^\'hat

a lot of horrid things." or something equally complimentary

and equally true. But, on the other hand, take only a single

Daphnia and place it tenderly in a drop of clean water between

two thin plates of glass, throw upon it a flood of oblique light

by means of a good instrument and apparatus, and that which

before appeared as an almost loathsome deformity is now seen

to be a living marvel of exquisite beauty, and exclamations of

admiration take the place of those of disgust.

Take even a single rotifer, and endeavour by examination

to make out all its wonderful details, and see what a splendid

held for manipulative skill it will afford, and liow truly worthy

it is of the pains you have bestowed upon it
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Eveiy worker with the microscope has doubtless felt that

the inherent defect of this instrument is that wlien high powers

ai*e used which will reader the most minute and delicate

features manifest the greater portion is necessarily out of focus,

svhilst if a low power is used in which this defect is much less

obvious the details, which are of the greatest intei-est to the

observer, are lost sight of. The obvious suggestion is, that the

objects should invariably be placed in the thinnest possible

space so as to offer the least needful obstruction to the object-

glass on the one hand, and the light on the other ; and perhaps,

for many things, no apparatus is more simple and effective than

the Wenhara compressorium, which I liave very constantly

used.

My desire has ever been not only to see the beauties of

microscopic life myself, but, so far as possible, to devise means

of showing them to others, or of helping those who need assist-

ance to see them and display them for themselves.

Perhaps I have made more experiments with that charming

organism Yolvox (/[abator than with anything else, and the

mention of some may be of value to others.

I directed my first attention to what may be'called massing

or crowding them together, getting them out of dirty into clean

water, freeing them from other things which it was undesirable

to show at the same time, and several methods succeeded very

well.

Let us suppose that we have a jar with a good gathering

of Yolvox, and we wish to get them so thickly together that

the whole field of the microscope may be filled with them,

nothing being more beautiful as an object of display. The

most natural way to attain this is by filtering them out, and for

this purpose I have made some small metallic sieves, the mesh

of which is not more than one-hundredth of an inch in breadth,

such as the one I now have before me. This I place in a small

shallow vessel, pouring the water not through, but outside the

sieve, and then by means of a small syringe withdraw the

water through this fine gauze, continuing the process until I
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get tlio Volvox at tlie bottoiii of the earthenware vessel as

tliickly together as I Hke. They may then be picked ^^p by

means of the syringe and placed in any quantity or density

upon a slide or compressor, care being taken in showing them

to allow only just sufficient depth between the top and bottom

glasses to allow them to revolve freely through the water. The

same result I have obtained by taking advantage of the effects

of heat and cold upon these organisms. If they are freely

distributed about the water in which they are stored it is only

necessary to take some ice and lower the temperature of the

water to bring most of them to the bottom, or if they are at

the bottom, mixed with dirt as they often are, then to place the

jar near the fire, and so stimulate them, and bring all that are

living and fresh to the top, when they may be brought to one

side of the vessel by directing upon it a bright light.

It is usually regarded as a difficult matter to see the cilia

Tipon Volvox by even those familiar with the use of the micro-

scope ; but these may be made so plain that the most inex-

perienced person may see them without the least trouble, provided

that a strong light with the j/ellow rays unintercepted be used,

and that sufficient obliquity be obtained by means of a para,

boloid or other apparatus, using a compressor with a thin glass

top and bottom, and just slightly flattening the largest of the

spheres. The half-inch is best ; but when they are once seen

and all things are properly arranged, there is no real difficulty

in watching their flashings with a one-inch or even a two-inch

object-glass.

Then take another of those perplexing objects, the Amoeba,

which is regarded as not only hard to lind, but harder still to

see, and let me say that the two difficulties resolve themselves

into the latter one only, there being no trouble whatever in

obtaining specimens.

As I have already said, 1 usually look for these either

without any optical assistance at all or with nothing more than

an ordinary pocket-lens, and that is generally quite sufficient.

But of course it needs to be ponited out that these organisms
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vaiy greatly in size, and while some are more than one-tenth of

an inch in diameter, others appear as mere specks even with an

amplification of four or five hundred diameters, so that it is only

the larger forms which may be picked out in the way described.

Then at first they seem particularly difficult to handle and

isolate, being usually found so near the mud, or mixed with it
;

but a little study of the habits of these organisms shows a

ready way to get over that difficulty.

Not being swimmers, though doubtless like the hydra they

possess the power to rise or fall in the water, and have besides

some slight means of free locomotion, they are usually found to

attach themselves to anything with which they may come in

contact, generally decayed weeds or mud, and it is only necessary

to take advantage of this habit to obtain them quite free from

everything else.

Take up some mud and water in which they are plentiful

and fill a thin trough ; lay it nearly or quite flat upon the stage

of the microscope and allow it to remain there a few moments
;

then quietly empty out the mud and dirty water at one end

while you replace it with clean at the other, and the Amoebae

will be found attached to the glass as clear as the noonday sun.

Care only needs to be taken that the clean water shall replace

the dii'ty without exposing the animals to the air or they will

fall to pieces in countless granules, an experiment worth

noting.

It requires but a little practice even to pick out of a trough,

while under the one inch, any particular specimen, and place it

by itself on a slip of glass or compressor, provided a very fine

tube di-awn out to the thinness of a hair at one end, and having

an india-rubber teat with the aperture sealed at the other, is

used for the purpose.

Here, again, black back-ground illumination, with a suitable

power and binocular instrument, will demonstrate that the

Amoeba is not the bit of flat protoplasm it is usually supposed

to be, but a creature having both breadth and depth, able to

attach itself to the top glass by some of its pseudopodia while
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it is fixed to the bottom by others, being comparable, when

seen in this way, to a piece of white coral.

What these mysterious forms of life are I do not pretend

to say, whether independent organisms, or only stages in

the development of other creatures ; but I am certain about

Dendrosoma being able to assume an amoeboid condition, and,

thougli I have little to support it, I have always thought that

the new genus and species Lithawdha discnn, as described by

Professor Eay Lankester, which came from my aquaria, was a

phase in the life-cycle oi Einstylis leiton.

Advantage may also be taken of the habits of many other

creatures, if they are only known and studied, a bright light or

a dead entomostracan often being sufiticient to attract many
organisms to a desired spot from which they may be readily

picked up by means of a syringe or dipping-tube ; but without

even this, numbers of the most lovely rotifers will cluster

together like so many bees, and if only the manipulator's eyes

be trained to detect and recognise them, a great amount of

delicate work, far beyond the most practised skill, or the best

mechanical contrivance, is performed ready to our hand.

Those who have seen a group of the charming creatures,

Xotoiiimitta Bradiwnus, spinning their tiny threads, swinging,

gambolling, and frolicking about in their aquatic revelry ; or

their little less beautiful allies, SSynrhuia tremuJa, need only be

told that they arrange themselves in this manner just as

though they knew they were required for exhibition.

The fixed rotifers, too, may generally be dealt with just as

certainly, though in that case much longer time is required to

carry the preparations out, for if they are found, as often hap-

pens, on such a plant as Anacharis (one of the worst, perhaps),

they may usually be got to take to something else, such as

Myriophyllum or the submerged leaves of Eanunculus, if these

plants are kept in the pond or aquarium to which they are

introduced.

The few illustrations here given are only intended as hints

of what may be accomplished by everyone who earnestly makes
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the attcin})t, bearing in luind that, in examination lor ourselves

or disphiy for others, it is always necessary to consider well

what the prominent features are which we ought to see or sliow,

and that we should never rest satisfied until we can render these

perfectly clear and bright.

I do not know whether the electric light, as recently intro-

duced for the illumination of microscopic objects, will be brought

within our reach, or work any changes for the better if it

should ; bi;t I am qiiite siire that the apparatus already to

hand is capable of grand achievements if only used in the best

way, and my hope is that these notes may help to stimulate

others in their endeavours to accomplish this end.*

NOTE.
[Read at a previous Meeting.

J

Volrox ijlohator.—h it a Hollnic Sphere.'

The question asked at the heading of this note is answered

in the affirmative by so many competent observers that I should

hesitate in submitting an opposite reply, did I not feel sure that

it is easy for microscopical students to demonstrate for them-

selves the certainty that these charming little globes are not

hollow, but solid.

Probably no microscopic organism has attracted, or de-

serves, more attention, or has been more fully discussed than

Volvux globator. Each interesting feature in its structure and

life-history, as far as they have been recognised, has again and

again been studied, a variety of views upon most of its details

being the result, and strange it seems that with so much careful

observation, and so many often contested points, the idea of its

being hollow has passed as so self-evident as scarcely to have

been challenged.

* Mr. Levick here remarked that he had mentioned one piece of

apparatus which the members might not be able to purchase or raake for

themselves, and that was the fine metallic net. He had therefore brought

a few. which he had much pleasure in placing at their disposal.

—

Ed.
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Seen in the microscope in tlie perfect state, in all its living

beauty, it most certainly does appear, as usually described, a

" hollow pellucid globe," and a solution to the difficult problem

as to the possible nature of the force which causes the young

Volvoces to escape from the parent envelope with so much

energy is by no means apparent.

As frequently happens, little accidents lead to the discovery

of facts which otherwise seem out of one's reach, and a few

years ago, when I made frequent collections of this organism, I

gathered some containing the rotifer which is said to make

Volvox its nest, Notoinmatd panisitd of Ehrenberg, and, while

watching these little fellows in the home of their adoption, was

surprised to see that they were eating something of sufficiently

solid consistency to keep them in position in a part of the Volvox

where, according to the hollow-sphere theory, there should be

nothing to eat, or to bear their tiny weight. The rotifers usually

made their way to the Volvoces within the parent, where they

appeared to take up their quarters. The next thing noted

was that, when Volvox was placed upon white blotting paper,

which of course left them high and dry, they still retained a

good deal of their rotundity, and became flattened much less

than would be expected if they were reall}' hollow.

However, a little experiment, which it is easy lor everyone

to try, shows that Volvox is without any cavity whatever, and

that the perfectly transparent contents of the globe appear to

possess little if any less firmness than the pellicle or membrane

which forms its periphery. This may be shown by taking Volvox

in good quantity and straining the water from them ; by this

means a little mass may be obtained. Let the Volvoces thus

collected be taken up rather roughly by means of a syringe,

and placed in water containing carmine or any fine solid

matter. It will probably be found that some of the Volvoces

have been broken, some perhaps even into fragments which

still display the rolling motion. Now if a little care is used in

examining the ruptured specimens it will be seen that the

carmine adheres to any surface thus exposed, at once displaying
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the fact of its solid consistency. Tliis is nmcli more easily

observed if the Volvoces are aj^ain strained oti" and placed in a

compressor with a little clean water.

With this elucidation it is no lonij^er difficult to understand

how. as the young Volvoces continue their growth within the

parent, there comes a time when the overstrained envelope

bursts, and, as before remarked, they escape with so much

energy. The manner and means of escape of the young

is often seen in a gathering of mature specimens, especially if

the weather is fine and warm, but this result may be brought

about much sooner by the addition of a little carbolic acid,

which will often cause nearly every one to burst within a very

short space of time, a fact I have noted to my chagrin when

mounting slides of this beautiful organism.

Solid is too strong a word, perhaps, to apply to matter

which cannot be more than gelatinous, and is here used only in

antagonism to the word hollnu- : but, if the spheres be stripped

of their outer green covering, this envelope collapses, while the

contents retain their spherical form, as is readily seen by the

displacement of the carmine.

(Added April Srd, 1888. j

Since I read this note, which necessarily caused much

discussion at the time, it has been confirmed by several

observers, and, as it has not been published, is introduced

here.

I have tried the further experiment of freezing a mass of

Volvox upon a slide, and with a sharp knife cutting some

sections, which were found to retain the matter within the

green envelope, and this internal matter, whatever it may be,

proved to be sufficiently dense to support particles of carmine,

dirt, or any other solid matter which lodged upon it.

The contents are so perfectly colourless that they are quite

imperceptible in water, unless it be charged w^ith suspended

matter, and then only show their presence by displacing this

matter from the space which they occupy themselves.
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The Committee have pleasure in reporting that the work of

the Society has proceeded with regularity during the year 1882.

The number of papers read has been somewhat smaller than

in the previous year, but in interest and value they have

certainly been equal to those which have been presented to the

Society at any period of its history. The attendance has been

somewhat below the average, a fact which may be perhaps

attributed to certain circumstances in connection with the

arrangements for the accommodation of the members at the

Mason College, to whicli the attention of the Committee is

being at present directed.

The Friday evening meetings ceased to be held after the

first six mouths, as the attendance was not sufficient to justify

their further continuance, and there was besides the fear that

they helped still further to decrease the numbers of those who

attended the Tuesday meetings.
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The Annual Converaazione was again held ni the Town
Hall last year, and was perfectly satisfactory with rej^'ard to the

quality and extent of the exhibition, but owing perhaps to the

short notice which was given of the date on which it was held

(November 18th) the attendance was below the average.

During the year there have been three Day Excursions

—

on Easter Monday to Cheltenham and Birdlip, on Whit

Monday to Worcester and Holt Fleet, and on August 7th to

Bewdley. There have also been Half-day Excursions to Nun-

eaton, Sutton Park, Earlswood, Aston and Witton Keservoirs,

Water Orton, and J3arnt Green.

No marine excursion took place last year. It is suggested

that during the present year a second excursion shall be made

to Oban, and this suggestion the Committee hope to see carried

into efiect.

The Meeting of the Midland Union of Natural History

Societies for 1882 was held at Nottingham, and was as successful

as any previous one. Several members of this Society attended,

and were hospitably entertained by the Nottingham Societies.

As the meeting this year will be held at Tamworth, it is hoped

that a greater number will take advantage of the vicinity to

Birmingham to attend what will no doubt be an interesting and

instructive gathering.

The Committee have pleasure in recording that the Darwin

Medal for the past year, assigned to the subject of Zoology, was

awarded by the Council of the Union to two members of the

Society, Professor A. Milnes Marshall and Mr. W. P. Marshall,

for their report on the Pennatulida, read before this Society.

At the end of the year 1881 the Society numbered 384

members, including four honorary vice-presidents, thirty-one

corresponding members, live life-members, and thirteen

associates. Thirty-five new members have been elected.

Three associates have passed the age fixed as the limit of their

privilege, and thirty-eight members have either died or

resigned. The total number of members and associates is

now 878, showing a net decrease of six.
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Fourteen Committee meetings and twelve Sub-committee

meetings have been lield, at which the attendance has been as

follows :

—

s
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Nomad Fungi : The Reclassification

of the Uredineaj . . . . . . W. B. Grovk, B.A.

Contributions towards a Knowledge

of Midland Entomology ;—Parti.,

Coleoptera .

.

. . .

.

. . W. G. Blatch.

Notes on a Tour in America, Illus-

trated by Limelight Views . . W. H. Wilkinson.

A Visit to GlenClovaandCallater. . G. C. Drcce, F.L.S.

Tlie following Papers have been read at the meetings of

the Biological Section:

—

Ornithological Rambles in Perth-

shire . . R. W. Chase.

Beavers and the Bute Beavery . . Egbert de Hamel.

On the Pennatulida collected in the

Oban Dredging Excursion, 1881

—

Part 2, Pennatula pliospliorea .. A. Milnes Marshall, M. A., D.Sc,

and W. P. Marsh.u,l, M.I.C.E.

Notes on the Vegetation of Arable

Land out of Cultivation . . . . W. Socthall, F.L.S.

On the Breaking of the Shropshire

Meres W. Phillips. F.L.S.

Trawling Excursions in the North

Sea and Torbay, with special

reference to our Sea Fish and

Fisheries Rev. W. HoraHTox. M.A., F.L.S.

Tlie following Papers have been read at the meetings of

the Cxeological Section:

—

The Cambridge Coprolite Beds .

.

F. T. S. HoroHTox, M.A., F.G.S.

The Occurrence of Carbonic Acid in

Crystals T. H. Waller, B.A., B.Sc.

The Quartzite Pebbles in the Drift.

.

W. J. Harrison, F.G.S.

Basalt .
. (

Communicated by Mr. i ^ Wright, M.D., F.R.S.
Glaciation ( W. R. Hughes. )

Recent Discoveries of Cambrian

Rocks in the Midlands .

.

. . C. L.u^worth, F.G.S.

Views in Switzerland and Italy

(illustrated by the oxyhydrogeu

lantern) ,

.

, . . , , . W. PrjiPHREv.
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There have also been some general meetings devoted to the

exhibition of special objects, and one to the discussion of the

question, " Is Fertilisation necessary to the indefinite Per-

petuation of a Species'?" introduced by Mr. J. Morley.

The following were the chief specimens exhibited at the

General and Sectional Meetings thoughout the year. Those

marked with an asterisk {'-'') are new to the district.

Mr. A. H. Atkins, blood-red Sandstone, from Kinver Edge
;

and specimens of Lingulella, from tlie Hollybush Sandstone,

Malvern Hills.

Dr.- John Anthony, the dried skin of an Earth-worm,

showing the ambulacral spines ; and an extensive collection of

pocket magnifiers, including Browning's platyscopic lens, and

Steinheil's doublet.

Mr. J. E. Bagnall, (Plianerogams) :

—

Srirpii>i Sarii, from

the Isle of Wight ;
S. parciiliis, from Hants ; Vicia liitlu/nica,

from Southend, Essex ; Anthcinis tinrtorUi, from Kent; hoetes

cchinos/Kini, from Killarney ; S(i.vi/niii(i (tcuiii, from ct). Kerry
;

Sisi/rinchuiiii Bi'rnmdianwn, from Galway ; Spir(nitlies<iei)imip((ra,

from Cork ; A(/uih'<iiti nth/aris, from woods near Middleton
;

Erica Watsoni ^\\(\. Piwiuicula (inindlfiora, from Cornwall; Ammi

majiis, J\cJiinnf>iierii))())i Lappula, A)iifiranthiis rrtroflccus, and

Malvd hiircdlis, from near Kenilworth ; *(Jv)i((ntlir Lacheiialii,

fi'om near Stratford ; liHhus om'r.sisti/lus, (rare) from Haywoods

;

Potamniicton (hmns (rare), from Napton-on-the-Hill ; Corex

encetnritin, from roots obtained from the only British station
;

EriophonDii firarih' and rtricidoria iufcnitcilid. from the New

Forest; Artciiiisid non-eiiira, (from the only European station)

and Myricaria i/cnnanirn, botli from Norway, collected by Mr.

J. B. Stone ; a large number of maritime plants, collected at

Hunstanton by Mr. R. W. Chase ; Ksc((ltimia rubra, a native of

South America, peciiliar for its glandular leaves, stems, and

flowers ; and stigmas and pollen of the two forms of common

primrose, showing a difterence in character between the long

and the sliort styles and in the size of the pollen. (Cryptogams,
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Mosses) :

—

Grimniid niniUi, from tlic only known Britisli

station near llatton ; .Irc/iidiiiin p/i/isruidt's, Ti'traplodun iniiiniilcs,

and J'/iKsciini tiitiui'trum ; Tovtuhi mucro7Uit(i, T. hitifhliii,

Amniunlon riticuloans (all rare), Scleropodinni ctfsjtitosiDu (very

rare), in fruit, and '(h-thotrichuoi hvuhtre, from Preston Baj^'ot

;

•"Dicrannm fu^sct'srens, from Maxstoke ; *Bryum cuspidatum, from

Fillongley ; 'Poh/trichum cuwiininr \-a.v. periijoniale, ivon\ Sutton

Park; peristome (rare) of Fontinn lis tninor ; Dicranum montamun

,

from four new Warwickshire stations; Spfwrfmon jimhriation and

Fontinalis tintipi/retica, from Maxstoke ; ('inrlidotmt (irjiintinis

(named by Schimper), and other mosses collected and named

by Lorentz ; Ihuiniiiiia (Kderi, Kncah/pta procern, and other

mosses from the Eui^adine. | Hepaticrej :

—

Puccia (jlaucd, from

Erdington. (Fungi):

—

Trirholomd stans, ('(irtinariiis sulit'er-

ru'iineus, Ldctnrius insuism, and L. uvidiis, from Ludlow

;

Ltictaiius /ipsiii))tis (rare), L. vellereuH, '•'Corthuniita diinirinus,

Ku-ssuld ni(iricd))s, 1!. faetens, R. eint'tica, Hijt/rophonis cbKnifus and

Clituci/he cifathifoniiis, from Maxstoke ; '"'Scleroderma Geaster,

Splurroholiia stt'lhitiis and ( 'Litocijhe frfi<irans, from New Park,

Midfileton ;

'''

P(di/p<in(sn(fescens. and ''•Hipbmin scrobiculdtum, fi'om

Alveston Heath ; lli/chnoi) rrjidudntii, ('rotereUns conuicopinides

{rave),''' Ldctdrins piinnidlus, '•(_'a)it/idr<'llHs tnlnet'onnis, *A(/. ('undol-

leanus,
'''•

A;i. spcrnidtiriis and A;/, frdfirans, from Shustoke ; -'lins-

sula Queletii, *Lt'}it(i)u'd himpmnirjiux, and *H!/(ir()pJioni>t Jn/potlic/us,

from Coleshill ; Lenzitea hetuUna (rare), from Hartshill ; Aij. rhodo-

poliux, from Penns; and Clitocijbe hrumalis : Boletus lariciniis, />.

scaler, Clitoci/he pitln/opliila, Amanita niuscaria and Cortinarius

cinndmomeiis, from Middleton ; specimens of the plants ex-

perimented upon by Mr. C. B. Plowright, in his trials of the

heteroecism of the Uredines and a mimber of Fungi sent

by Dr. M. C. Cooke, including ( 'litocj/be inversa, Colh/bid dfratd,

Cortinarius ochroleurus, I', inrisus, Hi/ffrophorus fornicdtus, H.

chhrophdnus, Ihtssula felled, and Fhlebia merisnioides. (Lichens):

—

''E((m(ilind frd.rinea, '~E. fdstiffiata , Sticta Thouarsii, P/ii/seia

ciliaris, P. jiavicans, Vsnen fiorida, and other rai'e lichens.

Mr. W. G-. Blatcli, a number of rare Coleoptera from Sutton
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Park, including ^o.ci/tclus fKlripea {the only other British locality

forwhich is Needwood Forest), ^Leptum J'nmida, Sbud^FIiUeopoya

rorticiilis : ^Mi/niifcoxenns vapornriurnm (very rare), found near

Birminghana ; *('ri/iitoc('jiIiah(s cori/li and *C. puncti(irr (both

rare) ; *Hi/U'Cietus dermcstuidcs (rare), found at Cannock Chase
;

*I)tj!i<hra I-Io»iher!/ii, a spider of the Senoculiua group, found near

Knowle ; and some fire-flies, Lampi/ris splendidula, from Switzer-

land, on behalf of Mr. C. Pumphrey.

Mr. T. Bolton, a parasitic growth on Closterium, believed

to be a species of Pythium ; a piece of sea-weed (Ceratium), on

which were a great number of organisms, including Polyzoa,

Mollusca, etc. ; f-^ulis Landshuniii, from Bangor ; Lncernaria

auricula, from Swanage ; BulhocJi/rtc sftif/fra ; *F/oscularia reijalis

(Hudson), new to science ; and */•'. (onhujua, both discovered by

him near Birmingham ; *F. coronetta, since found near Dundee.

Mr. E. W. Chase, Fain) (rsalon, the Merlin, ? young; ('inclus

aqiMticus, the Dipper, young ; Tctrao nnxiallns, the Capercailzie,

$ , $ and Ggg ; Tetrao tt'tric, the Black Grouse, egg ; Tetriv

scoticus, the Red Grouse, egg ; t'liaradrius jihtvialis, the Golden

Plover, $ young and egg ; .Filialids hiaticula, the Ringed

Plover, S and e^g ; HtBtnatopus ostralri/iis, the Oystej- Catcher,

^ young and egg ; Numenius anjuata. the Curlew, 3 young

and egg ; Tmuioides hi/polcucus, the common Sandpiper, J ;

Vanellus rristatus, the Lapwing, young and egg ; Ampelisciarrulus,

the Waxwing, ? , killed at Rednall, near Bromsgrove ; four

specimens of a rare migrant, Plectrophanea lapponica, taken near

Brighton ; IJali'tetm alhirilla, the White-tailed Eagle, shot at

Stornoway, Isle of Lewis, the wings of which had a spread of

seven feet ; Larus minutus, the Little Gull, $ , shot at Lancing,

Sussex, and Phalaropus fulirai-ius, the Grey Phalarope, ? , at

Shoreham, Sussex, both in November, 1881
;

pied varieties of

Kmheriza miliaria, the common Bunting, Linota eannahina, the

Linnet, Turdus musicua, the Thrush, all from Cambridgeshire

;

Ruticilla tithys, the Black Redstart, from near Brighton, and

IL plurnicina, the common Redstart, from this neighbourhood ; a

double nest of Frinijilla nrlehs, the Chatiinch, from Ely, no doubt
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constructed by two distinct birds, and cacb division of which con-

tained eggs
;
plants from Hunstanton , Norfolk , including Salicornia

herhacea, Spirtvu fHipenduhi, [jijrhnis (iitluiiio, and Calamintha

Acinos : and fossils from the same neighbourhood, including

part of the anther of L'crrus rhiphus, from Thornliam.

Mr. F. H. Collins, BacUliis tnlwrculosis, the alleged germ of

consumption, and />. Anthravis, the germ of splenic fever.

Mr. W. B. Grove, the following Fungi from this neiglibour-

liood, (Hymenomycetes) :

—

Amanita cwjinata, from Warley and

Sutton Park; Lepiotn cristata, from Sutton; *L. carcharias,

from Water Orton ; *Tnclwl()iii(( hionilc, from Sutton; (Jlitocijbe

phyllophilii, ivoinW'Ater Orton; *('. /uiv/w^ from Sutton ; Collybui

ntflicdUi, from Warley; *('. hntijruceit, from Water Orton;

C. rflutiju'-^, from Sutton ; Mijcena i/alericulata, from Sutton

Park ;
' Platens iianns, from Great Barr ; '•PhoUota sqwirrvsu,

'CrcpiilDtua mollis, Hijplwloma suhlaU'ritium, Psathyra corniffis,

from Sutton; Panceolus s^^jortraiits, from Great Barr; 'Panmjhis

fimicola, from Warley; Coprinm micaceus, from Sutton;

•'Bolbitius t'ri((iilis, from Great Barr; '-''

Hi/;/rophorus hyputhejus and

H. pratensis, from Water Orton; H. ciryineus, from Sutton;

H. ceraceus, from Sutton and Quinton; H. coccineus, from Water

Orton ; H. coHicm, from Great Barr and Sutton ; H. psittacinus,

from Sutton and Quinton ; Panus stypticus, from Great Barr

;

'"'Polypants heti(li)ius, from Harborne ; *P. sanyninolenius and

'^' P. annosus, ivom. Great Barr and Sutton; 'P. obducens, from

Sutton ; '•'P. spameus and •'P. fiimosiis, from Edgbaston (collected

by Mr. C. E. Eobinson); Fistulina hepativa, the Beef-steak

fungus, from Sutton Park ; Corticium quercinum, from Warley
;

Clarana vermiculatu, from Quinton ; Calovera cornea, from

Rotton Park Pieservoir ; "•Tretnella torta, from Great Barr.

(Gastromycetes) :

—

Geaster /imhriatns, sent by Mr. W. H.

Wilkinson, from Blockley, Oxon ; Cyathus vernicosus, from

Sutton, and Crucilndum vulyare, from Perry Barr. (Coniomy-

cetes) :— Puccinia malvaceanmi, from Alvechurcli ; P. yraminis,

from Barnt Green ;
* Urocystis pumpholyyodes and Coleosporium.

tJissilayinis, from Sutton ; Melampsora euphorbia:, from Spark-
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hill; (Kcidinm iirtictt, ircmi x\lvechurcli. (Hyphomycetes) :

—

Afipe)(iUlus (jlaucus, on bread, to show the moniliform arrange-

ment of the spores in .utii ;
* A^Jjierita cKudidn, from Water Orton

;

*Epi('occu)n netflectum, from Sparkhill; *Xem(itu(jomim aunmtiacum

and *P(ili/(utis f'dscirulnris, from Sutton ; *St!/s(i)ins sU'iii(>)nti,s and

*L)(icti/liuni roseuiii, from Great Barr ; Tru-hodcnna viride, from

Sutton and Hparkhill. ( Ascomycetes) :

—

*LJi<etommui elatuni,

from Water Orton ; ¥Aiyotiniit lierharionim ; *<Teiiiilofi.'iH)ii filahruni,

from Button Park, (sent by Mr. W. H. Wilkinson) ; Peziza

ijnmidata. from Water Orton ; *P. miijcuut, from Sutton Park
;

P. cinerea, F. fiisarioides, and *Helotium pallescens, from Sutton
;

*AsGobolus minutissimus, Boud., (new to Britain), on cow-dung,

from Water Orton; EpicJdoe ti/phijut, from Hampton; *H)/po-

myces aurantius, *Nectria peziza and *.Y. miKjuinea, from Sutton
;

.V. coccineii, from Great Barr; Hi/po.vi/Ion concentricuia and

H. cuccineum, from Sutton ; *l)iatnj])e discifoniiis, from Sittton
;

D. stiffinrt, from W^ylde Green and Sutton ; *Mel((nc()nis

stilhostoiiia, from Edgbaston ;
* \'rilm aiiltrostonia and *Sf)h(rna

ovina, from Sutton ; *Sph(creHa rnmicu, from Harborne. (Myxo-

mycetes) :

—

*Phijaanmi cinereum, from Sutton; */'. sinuuswn.

from Sutton Park ; *Cmtenwii pednnculatum , from Olton ; *C',

ininutuin, from Water Orton; *('. leucocephahun, from Sutton;

Tilviaddche nutans, and *T. tnutahiiis, from Sutton ; *Leocarpus

fratiilis, from Sutton Park ; FulUjo vorians, from Edgbaston

(found by Mr. C. E. Robinson I ; *lHdipniHni srjuantuhmini, var.

vostatimx, from Oscott ; *C/iondriodn-nia Michelii, from Water

Orton; Spumaria alba, Stevionitis fusca and * Cvmatricha Pricdana,

from Sutton ; *Enerthenema papiilata (Pers.), F^. eleyans. Bowman,

not Cooke, a very rare and curious species, on old boards, at the

Crystal Palace Gardens, Sutton; *Trichia fallax, *T. varia and

*T. niipipi's, from Sutton ; *Protutrichia Jiatiellifera (very rare),

from Sutton ; *He}niarc)jria rubiformis, Arci/ria jainicta, *A.

cinerea, *A. incarnata, Li/cofpila. epidendron and *Perich(£na cor-

ticahs, all from Sutton.—Also Q^Uidinui viohc, (Jl. saniculcc,

Cromijces Jicarioi and Urcdo potentiltaruiii found during the

Cheltenham excursion ; I'urcinia h/r/niidcannu from Holt Fleet;
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Kn/siphc Linkii, Stkiuxttctt Itolwrtidni, Puccinia campasiUirum

and ('rotni/vcs faha-, from Flintshire ; Corticium cceruleum,

sent by Dr. G. C. T. Schwarz, from Pembrokesliix-e ; C. san-

iiuineian, m the imperfect mycehal stage, sent by Mr. W.

Phillips, from Shifnal, Salop ; and other species from Messrs.

Phillips, Plowright, and Soppitt.

Mr. W. J. Harrison, slides, diagrams, and models illns-

trating the modes of teaching human physiology ; line speci-

mens of pseudomorphs of salt crystals froin the Red Marl at

Yardley ;
galena in Silurian limestone ; coal showing " slicken-

sides," from Dudley ; Mononrapsm Snhrt'i/i, from Wjilsall

;

dolerite and pitch-stone, from Scotland.

Mr. W. J. Harrison, jun., a specimen of Lingula Lexucurii,

in a quartz ite pebble, from Billesley Lane, Sparkbrook.

Mr. Geo. Heaton, specimens of seeds of tropical plants,

etc., washed by the Gulf Stream to the coast of Donegal, N.W.

of Ireland.

Mr.W. E. Hughes, Ceterachofficina i nm , Aspleniumtrichumanes,

Cutijledoii umbilicus, Linaria cijmbfdaria, Erodiwn maritiniuni., and

Saxifraga tridactylites, from Brixham ; (TnapJialium leontopodium

(the Edelweiss), from Alp Ota, Engadme, 8,000ft. above the sea

level ; Chrt/santJu'iiuon sei/ctuin (corn marigold), from a field near

Christchurch, Hants, showing bifurcation of peduncle and coal-

escence of two capitula ; Astcrina jiibho.sa, an abnormal six-rayed

form ; and a wing of Fhnpnsa gnnijulodes, the praying mantis or

walking leaf insect, from Wangaratta, Victoria, Australia.

Mr. F. lies, Xais difjitata, also some drawings of the same,

showing the curious tentacles of the anal extremity.

Mr. J. Levick, CEcisten umbella, Tubicolana naias, 'MeUcerta

rimjens, Lophopus crijstaUinufi, Stephanoceros EicMwrnii, Leptodora

Jii/iilina (from the Warwick Canal, at Solihull), Actinophnjs

riridis, Xassula urnata, Trachcliun uruin, Bursaria leiicas, and

Cohnia rosea-persicina ; also forty- eight drawings of microscopic

objects by Mr. E. T. Draper, F.R.S.

Mr. E. M. Lloyd, Cuprimis micaceus, from his fern-case
;

Vertigo uiouUnsiana, from near Hitchiu, Herts.
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Mr. J. Madison, a white variety of Snrn'ncn putiis, and

Limnaa pevi'iird var. ovata, which had formed an additional

interior lip.

Professor A. M. Marshall and Mr. W. P. Marshall, many

specimens and preparations of PcnnatiiJa jilmspliorea and

Yiniuhiria )itirahilis.

Mr. C. A. Matley, a collection of fossiliferons qnartzite

pebbles, from the Drift, near Birmingham, containing (h-tJth

Budleiijlieims, Liiu/ula Lcmenrii, Strophomena, and a trilobite

tail; also quartzite pebbles, fi*om the Biinter Conglomerate, at

Great Barr, containing worm-borings of Trdclnidi'Dun sfrntt/i.

Mr. H. Miller, Lacinn La via socialis, from Welshpool.

Mr. J. Morley, P^ro/rt ininur,h-o\\\ Scotland; Orolmuchc hrdera',

from Conway Castle ; JIi/Dioiop/ii/l/iiin Wilsmii, crested, from

North Wales ; Poh/stichiim (Oif/nlfirf, iimlifcnon ; Drapdrnaldin

(jlomeratii : St'uieocloniuin protensuiii , from Barnt Green ; Ajdoci/stis

Brauni(niii,iYoiii Sutton Park; Sjiiyntanid condcnsntti : Micrasterias

crenatn, showing a new, only partly developed segment;

Mcsiirar/nts scolaris, HatracJio.sjiernnim stfii/mde and JJ. nujiDn, from

North Whales; RtipJiidiu riridis, var. Dian/inata, from Earlswood,

the head of Vcspti ruhjuris, momited without pressure, by Mr.

F. Enock ; and Swift's College Microscope.

Mr. C. Pumphrey, Actino/diri/s sol, and a wild specimen of

( Uirdamine ]irate)i><is, fiure jiloio,

Mr. J. Piabone, the Lump Fish, Ci/rla/iti-rKs linn/nis, caught

at Tenby ; and an abnormal proliferous rose, the centre of

which was metamorphosed into three or four distinct but un-

developed branches, each bearing many rose buds.

Mr. W^. Southall, Alliiun rineale, and Eujdiorhui ('i/panssias,

with proliferous growth ; blocks of slate, from Wales, bleached

superficially through lying in a peat bog.

Mr. E. Wagstafi", ('osmariuw Botri/tis, in conjugation, from

Quinton; Eremusphura riridis, from Sutton Park ; lh'ndroso»ui

radians, horn, near Harborne ; Lophopm cri/sfullnius, h-om near

Halesowen ; Sijtinra ['rclla, from Northfield ; FredcyiccUa Sultana,

from Harborne ; and Smrina centricuU, from the human stomach.
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Mr, T. H. Waller, microscopical sections of Pre-Cambrian

Rock, from Caldecott, near Nmieaton.

Mr. S. Walliker, Poh/panis ni(iriciiux, the black-hoof poly-

porus, from Vossevanger, Norway ; and dried flowers, ferns,

etc., with the natiu^al colours preserved, mounted on cards by

Sisters of Mercy at Damascus.

Mr. S. Wilkins, Mcndiiis hirriiuhnts, the "dry-rot ;" I'noiiis

spimmi, the Blackthorn, ni bloom, from Dorset (March 14th);

also the imago of a large dragon-fly (.J^schna ajfinis) $ , reared in

a small aquarium.

Mr. W. H. Wilkinson, Conins nutscuht, the Austrian cherry

;

D(Bdalea ijuercina from Clent ; and Peziza aiiranti((, from Solihull.

Mr. A. W. Wills, Ajnoci/.itis Branniana. Hi/dntrKs Vurluzeln,

Hormoapora ))ii(t(iliilis, (ilaocapsd sdiii/iiinea, Hreiiios/Juerd riridis,

and other Palmellaceas ; a slide of Desmidiefe, ."outaining more

than fifty distinct species, many new, from Capel Curig ; Diato-

maceae fi'om Chester town-water, and from the Leicester filter-

beds.

J. MOKLEY,
) ^^

W. B. GROVE, B.A.i^^^^-^^^^-^'^"^"

BIOLOGICAL SECTION.

Twelve meetings have been held during the year, under

the presidency of the Chairman, Mr. A. W. Wills, the average

attendance at which has been 23, showing a decrease compared

with last year, which it is diflicult to explain.

Six papers have been read, the titles of which will be

found on page xxix.

Some good work has been done and a large number of

specimens have been exhibited in all branches, many of a most

interesting character, the only regret being that the time at our

disposal has often been too short to allow of more than a

cursorv examination.
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On several evenings the whole of the time might have

been both profitably and agreeably spent in the examination

and discussion of a few out of the many specimens exhibited.

At a sub-sectional meeting, Mr. J. E. Bagnall read a

paper on the genus Fissidens, illustrated by specimens.

It is to be hoped that the facilities offered will induce

members to take a more active part in the proceedings, and

that the work of the Section will continue to increase both in

usefulness and importance.

JOHN F. CtOODE, Sec. Biological Section.

GEOLOGICAL SECTION.

Eleven meetings of this Section have been held during

the past year, with an average attendance of 26.

Seven papers have been read, the titles of which will be

found on page xxix.

In the early part of the year sub-sectional meetings were

held on Friday evenings, at which the following subjects were

discussed :

—

Barton Clay Fossils and Classifica-

tion of the Eocene Formation . . A. H. Atkins, B.Sc.

Geology of the Isle of Wight . . Alfred Hill, M.D.

How to Copy and Exhibit Geologi-

cal Views with the Sciopticon . . Alfkkd Hill, M.D.

One specially Geological Excursion has been made to the

newly discovered Cambrian Eocks at Nuneaton, under the

guidance of Mr. W. J. Harrison, F.G.S.

A. H. ATKINS, B.Sc, Hon. Sec.
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THE LIBEARIAN'8 REPOET.

The Librarian is not able to give a favourable report of

the Library ; he finds several works of value missing from the

bookshelves which have not been recorded in the *' book kept

for that purpose." He would respectfully call the attention of

members to Rule I. of the " Rules of the Library."*

The following books are missing from the Library, without

any record of their being taken out :

—

Fossorial Hymenoptera, Shuckard.

Geodephaga Britannica.

British Spiders, Staveley.

Naturalist's Library ; several volumes.

Botanist's Guide to the County of Warwick, Perry.

He has also to regret that Rule V. of the same rules has

been sadly neglected this year.i

The issue of books has been as follows :—Botany, 60 ;

Conchology, 17 ; Entomology, 17 ; Geology, 30 ; Microscopy,

48 ; Zoology, 36 ; Miscellaneous, 108 ; total, 306 ; a decrease

of 104 as compared with last year.

During the past year the Committee have authorised the

purchase of the following Works :

—

Voyage of the Vega, Nordenskiold, 2 vols., 8vo., 1881.

The Cat, St. George Mivart, 1 vol., 8vo., 1881.

Eeport of the Challenger, Zoology, vol. iv., 4to., 1882.

Notes by a Naturalist on the Challenger, 1 vol., 8vo., 1879.

Zoological Record, vols. 1-5, 16, 17, 8vo., 1878-80.

Ants, Bees, and Wasps, Lubbock, 1 vol., 8vo., 1882.

Animal Intelligence, Eomanes, 1 vol., 8vo., 1882.

* Rule I.
—"Any member wishing to borrow a book must signify his

or her wish to the Librarian, who shall enter the name of such member,

the particulars of such book, and the dates on which it was lent and

returned, in a book kept for the purpose."

t Rule V.—"For the fortnight in the year next before the Annual

Meeting the circulation of books shall be discontinued, for the purpose of

enabling the Committee to ascertain the state of the Library. All

books shall be returned on or before the first Tuesday of that fortnight,

and any member neglecting to comply with this rale shall be fined one

shilling.''
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American Oruitholoj^ical Biography, 2 vols., 8vo., 18.S1.

British Insects, Staveley, 1 vol., 12mo., 1871.

Catalogue of Worms in the British Museum, Johnstone, 1 vol., 8vo.

Science and Culture, Huxley, 1 vol., 8vo., 1881.

Handbook of British Fungi, Cooke, 2 vols., 8vo., 1871.

Physical Geology, Green, 1 vol., 8vo., 1882.

International Scientists' Directory, Cassino, 8vo., 1882.

British Moss-Flora, R. Braithwaite, parts iv.—vi.

Illustrations of British Fungi, Cooke, parts vii.—-x.

Manual of the Infusoria, Saville Kent, part vi.

Ray Society's vol. for 1882.

Palseontographical Society's vol. for 1882.

Science Gossip, 1882.

Journal of Botany, 18.S2.

Nature. 18.S2.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, 1882.

Midland Naturalist, 1882.

Annals of Natural History, 1882.

Zoologist, 1882.

Entomologist, 1882.

Entomologists' Monthly Magazine, 1882.

Geological Magazine, 1882.

The following have been presented :

—

The Flora of the Clent and Hagley Hills, Wm. Mathews, M.A., by

the Author.

Physiology and Pathology of the Blood, R. Norris, M.D., by the

Author.

Report on the Oban Peimatulida, Professor A. Milnes Marshall,

M.A., M.D., D.Sc, and W. P. Marshall, M.I.C.E., by the Authors.

On a New Species of Star-fish, from the Forest

,

Marble, Wilts, Dr. Thos. Wright, F.R.S. .

.

On a New Species of Brittle-star, from the

Coral Rag of Weymouth, Dr. Thos. Wright, i g ^j^^ Author
F.R.S

(

On a New Astacomorphous Crustacean, from

the Middle Coral Reef of Leckhamptou
j

Hill, Dr. Thos. Wright, F.R.S.

On the Quartzite Pebbles, contained in the Drift and in the Triassic

Strata of England ; and on their derivation from an ancient Land

Barrier in Central England,W. J. Harrison, F.G.S., by the Author.

Old Faiths in a new light, Newman Smyth,
1 ^y ]yjj. e w Badger

Geological Record for 1878 '
'^
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Report of the British Association for 1880, by Mr. C. Pumphrey.

Northern IMicroscopist, by tbe Editor, Mr. G. E. Davis.

Micro-Fun<:;i, T. Brittain, by Mr. W. B. Grove.

Geolof,'y of Wisconsin, vol. 3, United States Survey, by the State

Legishiture.

Geological Survey of the Territories, vol. xii., by the Washington

Government.

The Annual Report and three numbers of the Bulletin of the

American Museum of Natural History, by tbe Trustees.

Presented by the respective Societies :

—

Proceedings of the Natural History Society of Glasgow.

Proceedings of Birmingham Philosophical Societj'.

Transactions of the Epping Forest Naturalists' Field Club.

Report of the Leicester Literar_v and Philosophical Society.

Report of the Warwickshire Natural History and Archaeological

Society.

Abstract of the Proceedings and Transactions of the Bedfordshire

Natural History Society, 1877-81.

Journal of the Northamptonshire Natural History Society and Field

Club, parts 9-12.

J. E. BAGNALL, Hon. Librarian.

THE CURATORS' REPORT.

The Curators report that the microscopes are in the same

state as they were at the time of their last report. They

would urf^ently request the Committee to sanction the purchase

of some lamps of a better kind than those which are now in

use, as those are very dirty and troublesome, and to some

extent dangerous.

The following presents have been made to the Society :

—

A collection of ninety dried specimens of Fungi, many new or'

rare, by Mr. C. B. Plowright; and a collection of fossd Hamp-

shire shells, by Mr. B. Dain-Hopwood, as executor of Mr.

C. Dain.

R. M. LLOYD,'
TT ^rxTT-Po ,

Hon. Curators.
H. MILLER,
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EEPOirr ON THE PENNATULIDA
COLLECTED IN THE OBAN DREDGING EXCURSION

OF THE BIRMINGHAM NATURAL HISTORY AND
MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY. JULY, 1881.

BY A. MILNES MARSHALL, M.D., D.SC, M.A., FELLOW OF

ST. John's college, Cambridge, beyer professor of zoology

IN OWEN'S college ; AND W. P. MARSHALL, M.I.C.E.

[Head before the Society, December 20, 1881.]

The specimens of Peunatulida or Sea-pens obtained in the Oban
dredging excui'sion, and placed in our hands for description, include

examples of three species, Pcnnatula pltosjjhon^i, Vircjularia mirahilis,

and FuniciiUna quadraiigitlaris, belongmg to three distinct genera and

even families. The following table, abridged from the scheme of

classitication proposed by Kolliker in his Report on the Peunatulida

collected by H. M. S. Challenger,* shows the relative positions and
affinities of the three genera:

—

Order.—Penxatulida.

Section I.

—

Pcnnatulece : polypes on leaves.

Family 1. Pteroeidida.

Family 2. Pennatulidce.

Genus, Pennatula.

Family 3. Virgidaridce.

Genus, Virgularia.

Family 4. Stylaiulida.

Sectiox II.

—

SpicatcB : polypes sessile.

Family 1. Funiculinidce.

Genus, Funiculina.

Section III.—Eenillece : rachis expanded in form of a leaf.

Section IV.

—

Veretilleee : polj^es arranged radially, not bilaterally.

Of the three genera with which we are concerned Fiaiicidina is the

rarest, and in many ways the most interesting, and we therefore

propose to deal with it first, reserving Pennatula and Virgularia for

subsequent consideration. An additional reason for adopting this course

is afforded by the fact that while the internal structure of Pennatula and
Virgularia has been described and figured by various writers, that of

Funiculina is known to us only through the very careful and elaborate

description given by Kolliker in his monograph on the Peunatulida ;f

and this description, though very full, is yet incomplete in some points

on which the opportunity of examining perfect specimens, either living

or recently preserved, has enabled us to throw some light.

We have devoted special attention to the figures illustrating this

report, all of which have either been drawn direct fiom the object with
the aid of a camera, or else, where— as in Plate I. Fig. 3—it was

* Kolliker: " Zoology of Challenger Expedition,'' Part II., 1680, pp. 33-35.
+ Kolliker : " Anatomisch-systematische Beschreibung der .\lcyouarien

;

Erste Abtheilung : Die Pennatuliden," 1872, pp. 250-261.
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impossible to obtain a direct view in the required position, have been
compiled from several camera drawings of the individual parts con-

cerned. We desire to lay some stress on this point, inasmuch as the

figures of FitnicuUna hitherto published* ai*e either very inaccurate,

or if cozTCct, as is the case with Kolliker's figures, are taken from

specimens with the tentacles completely retracted, and consequently

fail to express accurately the appearance of the living animal.

Pakt I.

FUNICULINA QUADEANGULARIS. Paixas.

Of this rare and interesting species the following specimens were

obtained :

—

(7. Four living specimens : one a remarkably large and perfect

example, thirty-nine inches in length ; a second, smaller and less

mature specimen, twenty inches in length ; and two much smaller ones

of ten and eight inches length respectively.

b. Three complete skeletons or calcareous stems, of twenty-four,

twenty, and sixteen inches length respectively; and sixteen fragments of

stems, varying in length from four to twenty inches. Some of these

are still encrusted with portions of the coenenchym. or fleshy body-

substance, and must, therefore, have belonged to specimens only

recently dead ; the majority, however, are quite clean and white, and

appear, therefore, to have been dead for some time.

The specimens of Fimiculina were dredged at two spots about a mile

apart ; one of these about three njiles N.W. of Oban, and midway
between the mainland and Lismore Point, the southern extremity of

Lismore Island; the other about half-a-mile S.E. of Lismore Point.

t

The depth of water in both cases was about twenty-two fathoms, and

the bottom mud.

The living specimens were kept in sea water for one to three days,

and then transferred to spirit. In order to study the anatomy of the

polypes a few have been removed from different portions of the colony ;

and of these sections, either transverse or longitudinal, were made,

which, when cleared with a mixture of creosote and turpentine and

mounted in balsam, made very satisfactory preparations. The
specimens proved to be in better histological condition than was
anticipated from the method of preservation, but cannot be relied on

to determine doubtful points of microscopic structure. It is highly

desirable that in future expeditions more attention should be paid to

this very important point.

The following description, which has been drawn up from the

* A full list of all the figures of Finuculina hithei-to published is Riven at
the end of this paper iu couuectiou with the literature of our subject.

i Fide " Geueral Report on the Dredging Expedition," by J. F. Goode and
W. P. Marshall, in which the first locality is marked Station III., the second,
Station -VI.
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preparations obtained in the above manner, applies, except when
otherwise specified, to the largest of the specimens obtained alive.

General Account.

Finiictilina is a compound or colonial Actinozoon, whose general

appearance is shown in Plate I., Fig. 1. It consists of a cylindrical,

fleshy axial portion, the lower ith of which is bare, forming the

stalk (Fig. 1. b), which in the natural condition is planted in the mud
of the sea bottom, while the upper ^ths, forming the racJiis (Fig. 1, a)

is thickly studded with the individual animals or polypes, each of

which is similar in structure to an ordinary sea-anemone.

The axial portion, which is gracefully curved as shown in the

figure, is traversed throughout its whole length by a solid calcareous

stem, quadrangular in section, and shown In Fig. 2 free from the

investing fleshy substance or ccenencliym.

At the bottom of the rachis the polypes are few and small ; but
passing upwards they gradually increase in both number and size,

attaining a maximum in the upper third. They are not placed all

round the rachis, but on three sides only, leaving the fourth bare. This,

which is the inner or conc.ive side of the curve formed by the whole
rachis, is referred to as the ventral surface (Figs. 3 and 5); the opposite

or convex face (Figs. 1, 3, audi) is the dorsal surface, while the sides are

referred to as rigid and left lateral surfaces respectively.

The whole pen is of an ivory-white colour* except the stalk,

which is yellowish brown. The surface is covered with a slimy mucus,

and is in the living animal, according to both Forbes and Thomson,

f

brilliantly phosphorescent.

The term feather, which is often used to designate the rachis and
poh"pes together, calls to mind the fanciful name Penna del pesce

pavone (feather of the peacock fish) given to FuuicuUna by the

Neapolitan fishermen, under which name it was described in 1757 by

Bohadsch, the discoverer of this very curious Sea-pen.

Anatomical Description.

I.—The Stalk and Puichis.—

The stalk in the large specimen measures six inches in length.

Along its gi'eater part it is cylindrical, with a diameter of 0'15 inch
;

toward the lower end it enlarges to 0-21 inch. The last f-in. is bent

rather sharply, nearly at right angles to the main axis (Fig. 1), and ends

in a blunt point. The upper part of the stalk diminishes gradually

in size, loses its cylindiucal form and becomes quadrangular, the lateral

diameter slightly exceeding the dorso-veutral one. At the junction

of stalk and rachis the actual measurements are—lateral diameter,

O-lSiu. ; dorso-veutral diameter, O'lOin.

The rachis gradually increases in thickness in passing upwards
from its junction with the stalk; it also loses its quadrangular form

* Both Forbes (" Jobuston's British Zoophytes." 2nd ed., 1S47, p 1G5)
Thomson (" Depths of the Sea," 1873, p, 149) describe the living Funiculina a
rose-coloured.

t Forbes, loc. cit. Thomson, op. cit.
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and becomes cylindrical. At about six inches from the top (Fig. 3),

at which point it attains its greatest size, the diameters are—lateral,

0"22iu. ; dorso-ventral, 0-20iu. ; above this point it tapers rapidly to the

top.

We have been unable to examine the internal structure of the

stalk and rachis, as the specimens were destined for museum purposes.

Kolliker* has shown, however, that they are travei-sed along their whole

length by four main longitudinal canals (Fig. 3, ti), one dorsal, one

ventral, and two lateral, from which smaller canals arise forming a

rich network of nutrient vessels traversing the coenenchym, and com-
municating, as we shall see shortly, with the body-cavities of the

polypes. We have been able to confirm the existence of these main
canals, though we have not had an opportunity of tracing them along

their whole length. The smaller canals, with their openings into the

cavities of the polypes are shown in Plate II., Figs. 10 and 15, i\

The integument of both stalk and rachis is, according to Kolliker,

thick, and closely studded with minute fusiform calcareous spicules.

t

In stating that the stalk is, in the natural condition, inserted in

the mud of the sea bottom, we rely mainly on the very definite state-

ment of Forbes, who says :* " It lives erect, its lower extremity, as it

were, rooted in slimy nmd.'" Additional evidence on the point is

yielded by the anatomical ai-raugement of the parts, especially of the

stem (as will be noticed immediately) ; and by the fact that the allied

genus Virgularia is known to live erect. § Sir AVyville Thomson'!

also speaks of " passing over a forest" of Funiculina. clearly implying

that they live erect.

2.—The Stem.—

The stem (Fig. 2) extends from the top of the rachis to within a

short distance of the lower end of the stalk. As shown in Fig. 3 c, it

is quadrangular in section, but the sides are not perfectly flat. The
dorsal surface is slightly convex (flat in some specimens) along the

greater part of its length, but becomes concave in the stalk : the ventral

surface is slightly concave ; while the lateral surfaces, which are

rather narrower than the dorsal and ventral ones, are decidedly concave.

The stem is thickest at the junction of the rachis and stalk,

where its transverse diameter is O'lO in., its dorso-ventral diameter 0'08 in.

From this point it tapers towards the upper end, at first very gradually,

then more rapidly ; its upper part being very slender and flexible

:

towards the lower end it tapers gradually for a short distance, and

then rapidly, ending in a fine flexible and imperfectly calcified point

which enters the bent portion of the stalk, and ends a very short

distance from its extremitv.

* Op. cit.. pp. 253-254. + Op. cit., p. 253, and Plate XVIII., Fig. 154.

i "Johnston's British Zoophytes." 2nd edition, 1847, Vol. i., p. 1G5. Cf. als(

Richiardi, " Monografia della Famiglia dei Pennatularii," p. 91.

§ Darwin, " Naturalist's Voyage Kound the World," 1860, p. 99,

il
Thomson, " Depths of the Sea," 1873, p. 149,
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It 13 thus seen that the thickest part of the stem is at the point

where the fleshy coenenchjm is thinnest; indeed, as is seen from the

measurements fjiveu above, the total thickness at this point—the

junction of rachis and stalk—is due almost entirely to the stem, which

is here covered by a layer of ccenenchym so thin that the quadrangular

shape of the stem is evident on mere inspection.

A point of much greater interest, and one on which we think some

stress should be laid, is that the proportions of the stem at various

points of its length are such as, mechanically considered, to adapt

it most perfectly to what we regard, for the i-easons stated above, as its

normal position, i.e., planted erect with the stalk buried in mud and

the rachis projecting freely above it into the water. In this position the

thickest and strongest portion of the stem is at the point where most

strength is needed, i.e., at the surface of the mud. The gradual

tapering downwards in the first part of the stalk gives a firm, rigid

support, wt ile the gradual and steady tapering towards the upper end

of the rachis provides the requisite strength in the lower part with

increasing flexibility in the upper. So marked, indeed, is this

adaptation of the shapa of the stem to the form of the whole Pen

that it would alone be an argument of no inconsiderable weight in

favour of the erect position being the natural one.

The lower part of the stem is very stiff, rigid, and brittle ; the

upper part is highly flexible, so that the two ends of the stem may be

brought together without the slightest danger of breaking.

The stem itself, when freed from the coenenchyin, preserves the

very graceful curve already referred to, and well shown in Fig. 2,

which is drawn from the largest of the three perfect specimens of

stems dredged up.

Of the sixteen fragments of stems obtained, one 12 ins. in length

and with scarcely any ciu'vature, must, from its size, have belonged to

a specimen at least as large as, and probably larger than, the big

living specimen. The other fragments belonged, so far as we can judge,

to specimens averaging from 18 ins. to 36 ins. in length. In the curva-

ture and relative proportions of its parts the stein of Funiculina offers a

marked contrast to that of Virgularia, which we shall describe in a

subsequent section of this report. The differences are important, as

they appear to be directly connected with certain very marked
differences in the habits of the two genera.

Transverse sections through the stem show that it consists of a

central core which is chitinous and only very imperfectly calcined, and

an outer very hard, and firmly calcified rind, with a smooth outer

surface, and made up of parallel lamellfe. As the stem grows in

thickness by the addition of successive lamellse on its exterior, and as

the proportions between the hard outer rind and the soft core are much
the same in both young and old specimens, it is clear that the process

of deposition of calcareous lamella) on the outside must be accom-

panied by absorption of the calcareous matter previously deposited in

the more central portion.
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3.

—

The Pohjpes and Zooich.—
As among Pennatulida generally* the individual animals com-

posing the colony are of two kinds, distinguished as pob/pe-s and zooids :

the polypes (Figs. 3 and 4, d) being distinguished by their greater size,

and by possessing tentacles and reproductive organs, while the zooids,

(Figs. 3 and -1 c), are smaller, and have ueitlier tentacles nor reproductive

organs.

In Funiculina, the zooids form an irregular row on the mid-dorsal

surface (Figs. 3 and 4), on either side of which the polypes are placed;

but the distinction between polypes and zooids is far less marked than
in the majority of Pennatulida, and it is very doubtful whether any
sharp line can be drawn between the two forms. In young specimens

especially the transition is a perfectly gradual one, and a complete

series of intermediate forms can be obtained between the largest

polypes and the smallest zooids.

Confining the term zooid to the small individuals destitute of

tentacles, the arrangement of the polypes and zooids on the rachis is as

follows:—At the lower end of the rachis there are no polypes at

all, and merely a single longitudinal row of small zooids, situated

along the ventro-lateral angle of the quadrangular rachis. Passing

upwards, the zooids increase in both size and number, and pass

obliquelj' across the side of the rachis to the dorso-lateral angle, which
they reach about 2 ins. above its commencement. Above this point

they gradually shift on to the dorsal surface, where they form an

interrupted and irregular longitudinal median row from three to five

zooids w'ide, extending to the extreme top of the rachis.

The first polypes are found about 2 ins. above the commencement of

the rachis, and on the middle of the lateral surfaces. They lie on the

ventral side of the zooid rows,and are at first in a single row on either side,

and at rather wide intervals apart. About an inch higher up the rows

become double, and beyond this point the polypes increase rapidly in

number and size. For a short distance they are clearly arranged in

oblique rows, ascending from the ventral side below to the dorsal side

above ; but along the greater part of the rachis they are clustered so

closely together that it isdilficulttomake out any definite arrangement

in rows, though a closer examination shows, as Kolliker has already

pointed out,t that they are really arranged in ill-defined, somewhat

triangular groups, the apices of the triangles bemg situated on the

ventro-lateral angles of the rachis and about ^ in. apart, while the

bases are on the dorsal surface in contact wath the median zooid tract.

The polypes cover the whole of the lateral surfaces of the rachis

and the marginal portion of the dorsal surface, but do not extend on

to the ventral face (Figs. 3, 4, 5). Throughout the whole length of

the rachis the polypes on the dorsal surface are the smallest, those on

the lateral surfaces gradually increase in size, and those along the

Kolliker, op. cit., p. 6. f Op. cit., p. 257.
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ventro-lateral angles are the largest of all (Fig. 3). These latter may,

as shown in Fig. 5, encroach somewhat on the ventral sui-face.

The polypes are largest and most closely placed in the uppermost

12 ins. of the rachis, where they form a thick heavy mass, completely

weighing down the top when taken out of water. The greatest width

of the feather, at 6 ins. from the top, is '^ ii/.

The ventral surface has an average width of U-11 in. It is not

perfectly straight throughout, but becomes curiously twisted at one or

moi-e points, the most marked of which is lOi ins. from the upper end,

and is indicated in Fig. 1. These twists are apparently due to some
irregularity in growth, though it is quite possible that the fleshy

coenenchym, as shown by Sir J. Dalyell to occur in VirriuUiria,*

may be able during life to twist itself round the calcareous stem, and

80 cause the distortion in question.

The largest polypes measure 0-30 in. in length, by 0-(J8 in. in width

;

the larger zooids are U-05 in. long, and the smallest ones are minute warts.

As already mentioned, it is impossible, in many cases, to distinguish

between the larger zooids and the smaller polypes, and we ai'e strongly

disposed to view the former as being, at any rate in many cases, only

polypes that have not \ et reached maturity. At the most crowded

part there are about fourteen rows of polypes per inch length of the

rachis, with nine polypes in each row. The total immber of polypes

may be estimated at about 3,000.f

The smaller specimens obtained living differ from the larger one

above described in the following points (Fig. 6) :—The general propor-

tions are very similar, but the actual size of the largest polypes is less

than those of the large specimen ; the polypes ai'e also far less closely

packed, considerable portions of the dorsal and lateral surfaces being

left bare between the bases of the polypes and zooids : the polypes

instead of being closely massed together in dense clusters are distinctly

arranged in oblique rows along the whole length of the rachis.

Furthermore the gradual transition from zooids to polypes is far more
evident than in the larger specinien.

These differences between the larger and smaller specimens of Fitni-

culina are of some zoological interest. A^errill,^ from a comparison

of sevei-al Scotch specimens with ones from the Mediterranean,

concluded that they belonged to distmct species, and proposed the

name Fuiiiculina Forbesii for the Scotch one. Concerning it he says

:

" It is much more slender than the latter (F. quadraiigularis, the

Mediterranean form) with far less numerous and crowded polypes

;

these are arranged in oblique series of two or three, instead of live
;

* Sir .Jehu Graham Dalyell, " Eare and Remarkable Animals of Scotland,"
184S, Vol. ii., p. 185.

t The above description of the largest of the Oban specimens will be found
to agree very closely with that given by Kulliker (oj). cit., pp. :257-25S) of a very
flue specimen o'.i ins. in length, obtained from the Danish coast, and now in the
Museum of Copenhagen.

I A. E. Verrill : List of the Polypes and Corals sent by the Museum of
Comparative Zoology to other Institutions in exchange, with annotations. Bul-
letin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology of Harvard Colic -c, 1864, p. 30.
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the outer ones are the largest, those occupying the central region

being rudimentary and papilliform, but all are disproportionately

smaller than those of F. quadrangularb:." Dr. Gray* adopts this

division, and assigns the name F. quadraiuntlaris to the Scandinavian

forms as well as to the Mediterranean ones, distinguishing the Scotch

ones, like Verrill, as F. Forbesii.

The validity of this distinction has been called in question by

Richiardi,t and by Kolliker,;]: both of whom distinctly state that

F. Forbesii is merely the young form of F. quadrangularii^, and that

they have seen specimens from the Mediterranean forming complete

gradational series between the two forms.

The Oban specimens set this question completely at rest, showing

that the Scotch forms are not, as Verrill and Gray supposed, all

F. Forbi'sii, but that perfectly typical F. quadranfjularia occur side by

side with them. The description given by VexTill applies perfectly to

the three smaller living specimens obtained by the Society at Oban,

but is contradicted on every point by the large specimen, which is in

all respects a perfectly typica.1 specimen of the form Funiculina

qjiadrangiilaris, erroneously supposed by Verrill and Gray to be confined

to the Mediterranean and Scandinavian seas. The point is, perhaps,

one of no very great importance, but, inasmuch as unnecessary

multiplication of species is a very definite evil, the Birmingham
Natural History Society may certainly be congratulated on having

established the fact that the Scotch Funiculina is identical with the

Mediterranean and Scandinavian forms, and is not a distinct species.

The large specimen from Oban thus acquires some historical im-

portance, as having been the means of proving this identity. Larger

specimens even than that dredged by the Society have indeed been

previously obtained from Oban, and there can be little doubt that

these fully agreed with the Society's specimen ; but of these no

complete description has ever appeared, nor are the specimens them-

selves preserved for reference, so that the Birmingham specimen,

which is now permanently deposited in the Zoological Museum of the

Mason College, may uudoulitedly claim the honour of being tlie typical

British example of Fuiiicnlina qnadnuigularis.

4.

—

Anatomy of the Polypes.—
The following description of the anatomical and microscopical

structure of the polypes is based on the examination of whole

specimens and of sections prepared in the manner already noticed.

The structure of a polype is shown in the series of figures on

Plate II. Fig. 10 sho\vs a polype bisected longitudinally along its

whole length ; Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15 represent transverse sections

taken at various points of the length ; and Fig. 11 is a more highly

magnified section of one of the tentacles.

* J. E. Gray: Catalogue of the Sea-pens or Peunatularida; in the collection
of the British Museum, 1870, pp., 1-2-13.

+ Kichiardi :
" Monoerafla rlella Famiglia dei Peouatularii," Bologna, 1869, p. 66.

; Kolliker: op. cit..-p.iol.
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The polype (Fig. 10) resembles in structure a somewhat elongated

Sea-anemone, consisting of a firm body-wall (k) continuous below

with the fleshy coenenchym (/) of the rachis, and forming above a calyx

(g), which surrounds the tentacles (/) and has its free margin produced

into a series of eight pointed processes (Plate I., Fig 7), alternating with

the tentacles. The tentacles, eight in number, are hollow (Fig. 10),

and are fringed on each side by a series of hollow pinnules.

The tentacles are arranged in a whorl round the mouth (Fig. 10, ?;(),

which loads into a short tubular stomach (n) with folded walls, and

opening below into the body-cavity. The stomach is connected with

the body-wall by a series of eight vertical mesenteries or septa (Figs.

10 and IH o), which extend below the stomach to the bottom of the

body-cavity (Figs. 10, 14, and 15). The free edges of these mesenteries

below the stomach are thickened, forming twisted cords—the

mesenterial filaments (Figs. 10 and 14, r, >,) ; of these two are slender

and extend the whole length of the body-cavity (Figs. 10, 14 and 15, s),

while the other six are thick and short, only extending part of the

way down the body-cavity (Figs. 10 and 14 r). The free edges of these

six mesenteries bear, below the mesenterial filaments, the reproductive

organs (Figs. 10 and 15 t).

We propose now to describe these several parts in more detail,

taking them in the order given above.

a. The Body-icaU.—This consists of a firm gelatinous mesoderm

(Figs. 10, 12, 13, and 14,.r), which forms the greater part of the thickness

of the wall, and is clothed on its outer and inner surfaces by thin

cellular membranes—the ectoderm (w) and endoderm (y ).

The ectoderm, which in our specimens is not in good histological

condition, appears to consist of a single layer of columnar cells, which
are often much vacuolated and contain, especially in their deeper

parts, very numerous, minute, highly-refractive particles of a dark

brown colour. So far as we have been able to determine, the ectoderm

of the body-wall contains no thread-cells; but on this, and on many
other points of interest involving histological determinations, we are

unable to speak with certainty, owing to the imperfect preservation

of the specimens.

Tlie mesoderm consists of a matrix of considerable thickness and

consistence, which in its outer part is hoinogeneous, but in its inner

portion is, in places, more or less distinctly fibrillated. Imbedded in

the matrix are cells of two kinds :— (1) Spherical nucleated cells,

closely resembling ordinary cartilage-cells in appearance
; (2) Fusiform

nucleated cells with long processes, which often brancli and become
connected with the processes of adjoining cells.

The mesoderm is traversed by a network of very fine canals, which

are less abundant and of less size in the upper part of the body-wall

than at the lower part, where they become continuous with the canal

system of the rachis, which has already been described. The finer

canals do not appear to have distinct walls, but seem to be mere
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channels in the matrix of the mesoderm ; in the larger canals, how-
ever, a vei-y evident epithelial lining is present, which becomes
continuous with the endoderm at the i^oiuts where the canals open into

the body-cavity (Figs. 10 and 15). This canal system probably serves

to convey nutrient matter from the body-cavity, where it is prepared,

to the various parts of the body-walls and ccsnenchym ; and inasmuch
as it communicates with the body-cavities of all the polypes it affords a

means by which food digested by one polype may be conveyed to

others, and so supply them with nutriment. The canal system forms
thus the great bond of union between the several individuals of the

colony, connecting them together into one organic whole. To what
extent the several members of the colony are actually, during life,

dependent on one another ; and whether the noi-mal duration of life

of the colony is or is not simply that of the oldest polypes, are

questions which, though of great interest, we cannot yet answer with any
certainty. Concerning the first of these we may, however, note that

the smallest zooids have no mouths, and therefore must be absolutely

dependent for nutriment on the supply brought to them by the canal

system from the polypes and the lai-ger zooids ; while as regards the

latter question it is certainly worth noticing that in each of the

specimens of Funiculina taken alive all the polypes and zooids were
living and healthy ; no dead or diseased individuals being seen.

The endoderm of the body-wall is a single layer of rather long

columnar cells. In many places these are distinctly ciliated, audit is

probable that the ciliation really extends over the whole surface. The
endoderm, as just noticed, lines the larger canals of the mesoderm,
passing into them at the points where they open into the body-cavity

;

here also it is ciliated, and it is probable that to these cilia are mainly
due the currents which in the living animal undoubtedly pass

along these canals.

Between the mesoderm and endoderm is, as usual among Actinozoa,

a system of muscular bands. These are, however, only very feebly

developed in the body-wall of Funiculina : they consist of— (1) longitu-

dinal jibres, whose direction corresponds with the length of the polype,

and which will be noticed again when the mesenteries are described,

and (2) circular fibres, which run transversely round the body-wall :

these are but slightly developed; they do not form a contmuous sheath

as in most Actinozoa, but occur as irregular bands, usually not extending

round more than three-fourths of the cix'cuiuference of the body-wall.

The body-wall is thickest below, at its junction with the rachis, and

gradually diminishes in thickness as it passes upwards, the alteration

affecting the mesoderm only. Owing to the stiffness of this semi-

cartilaginous mesoderm the polype body is non-retractile, a point that

distinguishes Funiculina from Favonaria and other allied genera, and

one which is clearly correlated with the very feeble development of

the muscular system just noticed.

b. The Calyx.—The calyx with its pointed processes forms a kind of

low wall surrounding the bases of the tentacles when these are
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fully expanded, as in Fij?. 7 ; but when the tentacles are retracted,

the pointed processes of the calyx are pulled in slightly towards

one another, as shown in some of the polypes of Fig. 3, and

so serve to partially close and protect the entrance to the polype-

cavity. The structure of the calyx is very similar to that of the

body-wall, of which indeed it is only the uppermost portion.

Each of the eight pointed processes into which it is pi'oduced

(Fig. 7) is hollow, its cavity (Figs. 10 and 12 Ji), which is lined

by endoderm, communicating somewhat obliquely with the body-

cavity. In their upper portions these cavities, like the processes in

which they are contained, are situated between the tentacles, as shown

in the transverse section drawn in Fig. 12 ; but the lower portions pass

obliquely downwards, so as to open opposite the cavities of the tentacles

into the chambers between the mesenteries. In Fig. 10 the plane of

section passes on the left side of the figure between two of the tentacles,

and therefore along the middle of one of the pointed processes of the calyx,

the cavit J' of which is seen in the upper part of the process ; on the right

hand side of the figure the section passes down the middle of a tentacle

and through the opening of the cavity of a calyx-process into the body-

cavity of the polype.

Each of the calyx-processes is stiffened by one or more calcareous

spicules of a very curious shape. These are shown in situ in Fig. 7 {i)

and in Fig. 12, in which latter they are seen cut transversely. Each
spicule is a calcareous rod (Fig. 8) about 0-02 inch long, and 0-0009 inch

diameter : in transverse section it is, as shown in Fig. 9, triradiate with

thickened edges. This triple-ribbed form, which is clearly shown in the

figures referred to, and which appears to have escaped notice hitherto,

is singularly appropriate from a mechanical point of view, forming

an admirable combination of lateral strength with lightness of

material. Similar spicules, though usually somewhat smaller, are

sometimes found in the uiaper part of the body-wall (Fig. 7).

The calyx and its processes are devoid of muscles, even the feeble

muscles of the body-wall ceasing below the calyx, so that the slight

approximation of the points which occurs when the tentacles are

retracted must be effected simply by the muscles attached to the bases

of the tentacles, the arrangement and mode of action of which we shall

notice when describing the mesenteries.

c. The Tentacles are eight hollow * prolongations of the body-wall

surrounding the mouth, and fringed on each side by a row of hollow

pinnules, usually nine or ten in number. The general characters of the

tentacles and their pinnules are shown in Plate I., Fig. 3, and Plate

II., Fig. 10, and the microscopic structure in Plate II., Fig. 11, the latter

figure representing a transverse section across a tentacle taken about

the middle of its length and passing through the base of one of the

pinnules.

* Forbes incorrectly describes the tentacles as solid. Vide Johnston :
" British

Zoophytes, " 2nd Ed., 18-17, p. 1G6.
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The tentacles and pinnules being, as before stated, prolongations of

the body-wall, consist, like it, of ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm
;

but the intimate structure and relative proportions of the three layers

differ very considerably from those we have found to obtain in the

body-wall.

The ectoderm (Fig. 11 w) is the thickest of the three layers : in it

the outlines of the component cells are very difficult to make out, and

it is only in the most favourable specimens that this can be done with

any certainty. The individual cells are long, thin, and columnar,

ciliated at their free ends, and arranged in a single layer, each cell

extending through the whole thickness of the ectoderm : in the deeper

parts of the ectoderm, between the bases of these columnar cells,

smaller cells of a spherical or fusiform shape occur, but in no great

number.

Imbedded in and between the ectoderm cells are very numerous
thread-cells or nematocysts (Fig. 11 z), the characteristic weapons of

the Calenterata. Each of these is a capsule of an elongated oval shape,

and about 0-0004 in. long, within which is contained a long spirally-

coiled hollow thread, visible in many of our specimens when
examined with sufficiently high powers (^th or ^t\\ in.) In the Sea-

auemones, and in the common fresh water Hydra, in which similar

thread-cells occur, any external irritation, such as contact with a

foreign body, causes the thread to be shot out from the capsule with

great force and I'apidity, penetrating the irritating body, and exercising

on it, if an animal, an instantaneous numbing or paralysing action.*

We had no opportunity of testing their action iu the living FunicuUna,

but there can be no doubt that it is the same as iu the anemones

and Hydra.

In the tentacles of Fiuiiculina the thread-cells (i'ig. 11) are most

abundant close to the surface, where they are closely packed side by

side, with their outer ends just beneath the surface, and their long

axes perpendicular to it ; large numbers also occur in the deeper parts

of the ectoderm. In shape and mode of arrangement the thread-cells of

Funiculina agree very closely with those of Sagartla troglodytes, as

described and figured by Heider,t and with those of the anemones

generally, as described by the brothers Hertwig I ; the thread-cells of

Hydra are larger and much more globular in shape.

The mesoderm, which is the thinnest layer of the three, consists

almost entirely of muscles ; a very powerful external layer of longi-

tudinal muscles, seen cut across in Fig. 11, and an inner less powerful

layer of circular muscles. By these muscles the movements of the

* For a very complete aucl admirable account of these thread-cells and then*
mode of action in sea-anemones, vide Gosse: "British Sea-anemoues and Corals,
18C0," pp. xxix-xl.

f Heider. Sagartia troglodytes. Sitzb. der K. Akad. der Wissensch. z. Wien.
Bd. Ixxv. 1877, pp. '2'Z-2i ; and Plates III., IV., and VII.

t Oscar mid Uichard Hertwig : Uic Actinieii. 1879.
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tentacles in the livinj^ animal are effected, and alRO, in part, the

retraction of the tentacles when disturbed.

The endoderni does not differ markedly from that of the body-

wall : it consists of a single layer of columnar cells, often swollen at

their inner ends. In the cavities of the tentacles, the size of which

varies much with the extent to which the tentacles are expanded, verj'

numerous spherical nucleated cells occur: these are always in close

contact with the endoderni cells, but whether they properly belong to

the endoderni or not we have been unable to determine. They may
perhaps be described as mucus cells.

The pinnules have the same structure as the tentacles. Each
is hollow, its cavity opening into that of the tentacle (Figs.

10 and 11), and its wall consisting of ectoderm, mesoderm, and
eudoderm, having the same structure and proportions as in the

tentacles, differing only in being of less thickness.

d. The Stomach.—The mouth is not circular, but, as in the majority

of Actinozoa* a transverse slit. The section drawn in Fig. 12, though
taken a short distance below the mouth, shows this character very well.

The direction of the axis of the mouth, which is a constant one, we
shall refer to after considering the arrangement of the mesenteries.

The mouth leads by a short cesophagus into the stomach (Fig. 10 n),

the walls of which are thrown into transverse folds, as shown in the

figure : these folds become much more marked when the tentacles are

retracted, the whole stomach being then shortened by the approxima-

tion of the folds, somewhat after the manner of a concertina, and thus

providing space within the calyx in which the retracted tentacles are

lodged. At its lower end the stomach opens into the b^ dy cavity by a

slit-like orifice, the direction of which corresponds to that of the

mouth.

The stomach-wall consists (Fig. 10) of (1) an inner lining membrane
which at the margin of the mouth becomes continuous with the

external ectoderm, and is therefore described as ectoderm
; (2) of a thiu

mesoderm ; and (3) of an outer laj-er or endoderin continuous with that

of the tentacles and of the bod\'-wall.

The ectoderm (Figs. 10 and 13, w) is a thick layer, consistmg' of

much elongated columnar ciliated cells, between which are other

elongated cells with a very granular appearance, and probably of a

glandular nature : at the inner or free surface are seen at intervals

what appear at first sight to be clear spaces, but which are almost

certainly cells similar to those described in Anemones by the Hertwigs

as mucous cells, f The deepest or outermost part of the ectoderm
contains fusiform and spherical cells imbedded between the bases of

the longer ciliated and glandular cells.

* Vide Gosse ; Heider, etc., op. cit.

+ O. imd R. Hertwig: Op. cit., pp. 58-60. and Taf. III., Fig. 6, where the two
kinds of gland-cells, viz., granular and raucous, are described and figured.
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The mesoderm of the stomach (Figs. 10 and 13, x) is a very thin

fibrillated layer of connective tissue, in which we have not detected any

detiuite muscular bands. We have found no traces of sphincter

muscles round either the mouth or the lower aperture of the stomach.

The endoderm (Figs. 10 and 13 ?/) is chiefly charactei-ised by

containing an enormous number of extremely minute and highly

refractive particles, which completely conceal the outlines of the

endoderm cells. These particles, seen singly, appear of a pale

yellowish-brown colour ; but, in quantity, impart a deep brown or even

black colour to the endoderm of the stomach, which is very evident in

all the specimens. Concerning the use of these granules we have no

evidence whatever. They appear to be the same things described by

Gosse,* in Acthioloba, Tealia, Peachia, etc., as "a nearly uniform mass

of yellow fat-cells." and as hepatic in function. We much doubt the

correctness of either of these statements. It has been shown that in

allied forms these granules are insoluble in ether, and are therefoi-e not

fat ; and concerning their supposed digestive functions, it must be noted

that they are confined to the endoderm cells, and never, so far as our

observations go, occur in either the mesoderm or ectoderm of the

stomach, so that they could only act on food not in the stomach, but

in the compartments of the body-cavity outside it, a position in which

it is very doubtful whether food is ever found. Moreover, we shall

find shortly that it is very doubtful whether digestion, at any

rate of animal matter, is really effected in the stomach at all, as

supposed by Gosse. And, finally, we would notice that the granules

in question are very closely similar to, if not indeed identical with,

the brown granules alreadj' described as occurring in the deeper parts

of the ectoderm cells of the bod}- wall.

e. The Mesenterirs.—These are the eight vertical partitions or

septa which connect the stomach to the body-wall, and so divide the

body-cavity round the stomach into a series of compartments ; below

the stomach they extend, as previously noticed, to the bottom of the

body-cavity.

Each mesentery consists (Figs. 10, 13, 16, and 15 o) of a thin central

mesodermal plate, clothed on each side by endoderm.

The endoderm (y) is very similar to, but slightly thinner than,

that lining the body-wall, with which it is directly continuous. It

consists of a single layer of short columnar cells, which contain,

especially near the stomach, granules of the same character as those

just described in the endoderm of the stomach.

The mesoderm is a thin connective tissue lamella, continuous on

the outer side with the mesoderm of the body- wall, and on the inner

side with that of the stomach. Between the connective tissue lamella

and the endoderm covering it, is a well-developed system of muscles,

the most powerful of which form the great retractor muscles of the

* Gosse : Op. cit., Introduction, i'. xvii.
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polype (Fif?. 10;)), by which tlie stomach can be drawn down, and the

tentacles pulled back within the calyx.

Each retractor muscle, as shown in Fig. 10, extends the whole

length of the septum to which it belongs. Arising from the body-

wall along the whole length of the base of attachment of the

septum, the fibres pass up in bundles in the substance of the septum,

and are inserted inaiuly into the walls of the stomach, especially its

upper part, and partly into the bases of the tentacles and the parts

immediately around the mouth. Below the stomach each retractor

muscle (Figs. 10 and l-ip) does not extend over the whole width of the

septum, but is confined to its outer half.

The transverse sections drawn in Figs. 13 and 14 show some
further points of importance concerning these muscles. They show,

firstly, that the retractor muscles, which lie between the mesoderm (x)

and endoderm {>j) do not lie on both sides of the septa, but only on

one side of each. A more important point, shown clearly in the

figures referred to, is that the muscles do not lie on the same side of

all the septa. Thus, on the left hand side of Figs. 13 and 14, is a

compartment of the body-cavitj-, bounded by two mesenteries in

which the retractor muscles face away from one another ; while on

the right hand side of the figures is one in which the retractor

muscles face towards one another. In the intermediate septa, whether
above or below the stomach in the figures, the retractor muscles are all

on the right hand side of the septa.

Owing to tliis arrangement it is seen at once that there is only one

possible bisecting plane that will divide the polype longitudinally into

two perfectly symmetrical halves, i.e., a plane passin ~[ through the

middle of both the right hand and the left hand com]uirtments ; or in

Plate II., a plane indicated by a horizontal line drawn across the

middle of the figures in qiteslion.

This plane of synimetri/, as is shown in Figs. 12 and 13, is also

the one which passes through the long axis of both the mouth and the

opening from the stomach to the body-cavity, and is the plane of

bisection adopted in Fig. 10.

A less important point, shown by the sections in Figs. 13 and 14, is

that the longitudinal muscles extend a short distance round the body-

wall on either side of the lines of attachment of the septa, forming,

by so doing, the system of longitudinal muscles of the body-wall

referred to on a preceding page.

Besides the large retractor muscles there is in the upper part of

the polype a second much weaker set of muscles crossing the former
at right angles, and having an antagonistic action. These protractor

muscles (Fig. 10 q) arise from the upper part of the body-wall, and
from the calyx, run downwards and inwards in the septa, and are

inserted into the mesoderm of the stomach wall. Their action is to

pull up the stomach after it has been drawn down by the retractors.
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/. The Mesenterial Filaments.—These, as stated above, are the

thickened convoluted free edges of the mesenteries below the stomach
(Figs. 10 and 14, ;• and s). They are of two kinds:— (1.) A set of

two (s), which are much more slender than the others, but much
longer, extending to the bottom of the body-cavity : these we shall

refer to as the long mese)iteriril filaments. (2.) A set of six (Figs. 10 and
14 r),which are much thicker and more convoluted,but also much shorter,

only extending about half-wa}' from the lower end of the stomach to the

bottom of the body-cavity : these are the sliort mesenterial filaments.

In the sections drawn in Figs. 13, 14, and 15, the septa bounding

the left hand compartments are those which bear the long mesenterial

filaments, so that the plane of symmetry, as defined above, passes

between them, and therefore divides the mesenterial filaments, as it

divides the retractor muscles and the stomach, into two perfectly

symmetrical halves.

The structure of the mesenterial filaments is shown in Figs. 10

and 14 : each is a single band, although, owing to its convolutions, it may
be cut more than once in a single transverse section (Fig. 14). Each
filament consists of a central mesodermal connective tissue lamella,

continuous with that of the septum, and clothed by a thick layer of

endodermal cells of a special character. These cells are of two chief

kinds:— (1.) Cohimnar ciliated cells ; and (2) large granular gland-cells.

These latter are very numerous, and give the special character to the

filaments. Numerous spherical nucleated cells, similar to those

described as occurring in the cavities of the tentacles, are found

lying in contact with the endoderm cells, and apparently belonging to

them (Fig. 14.)

The structure of the long mesenterial filaments is very similar to

that of the short ones ; the endoderm is, however, distinctly thinner,

and the gland cells not so numerous relatively to the ciliated cells.

Notwithstanding very careful examination, we have failed to

detect thread-cells in the mesenterial filaments of Funiculina. From
the descriptions of Gosse, Ileider, the Hertwigs, etc., thread-cells

appear to be present in the mesenterial filaments of all other Actinozoa

that have been examined hitherto, so that if they be really absent in

Funiculina the point would be imx^ortant. It is, however, a difficult

matter to establish a negative, especially in histology ; and bearing in

mind the facts that our specimens were neither examined perfectly

fresh, nor were prepared for the purpose of histological examination,

we can merely record that we have failed to find them. There is,

perhaps, no point on which we have more reason to regret the

imperfect histological condition of our specimens than the present

one, for the presence of thread-cells in the mesenterial filaments,

i.e., endoderm, of Actinozoa in general, has always been a great

difficulty to morphologists, who are inclined to view thread-cells as

belonging properly to the ectoderm only, so that their absence from

the endoderm of Ftmiculina, should it prove to be a real and constant

one. would l)ecome a point of much interest and imp< rtance.
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Gosse, in his account of the mesenterial filaments of the Sea-

anemones,* describes them as of two kinds, which he distinguishes by

the names of cra^peda and acontia, assigning the former name to the

thickened cord-like edges of the mesenteries, and the latter to certain

spirally-twisted threads similar in structure to the cmnpeda, and

attached to them by one end, but with the greater part of their

length lying freely in the body-cavity, and capable of being shot out

through special apertures [cinclides) in the body-wall. From the

description given above, it is evident that FunicuUua, to use Gosse's

nomenclature, has craspeda, but no acontia. Heiderf and others have

indeed doubted whether Gosse's acontia really exist in the Sea-

anemones.

Concerning the function of these mesenterial filaments there has

been so much dispute that a few words may not be out of place here,

although the subject is one which we havehad no opportunity of inves-

tigating physiologically in FunicuUna, and which, therefore, does not,

strictly speaking, fall within the limits of the present report.

By different writers all possible functions appear to have been

assigned to these organs. Contarini, Delle Chiaje, Spi.K, Johnston,

Wagner, and Owen, describe them as the male reproductive organs,

either essential or accessory; by Rapp, Cuvier, R. Jones, and Quatre-

faga, they were regarded either as ovaries or oviducts ; others have

considered them to be bile vessels ; while Frey, Leuckart, Schmarda,

and more recently Heider and the Hertwigs, are of opinion that as

they contain both gland-cells and thread-cells their main function is

probably that of digestive organs, the thread-cells serving to paralyse

or kill the prey after being swallowed alive, and the gland-cells to

digest it when dead.

By far the most important evidence on the subject, however, is

that submitted by Dr. KrukenbergJ: as the result of a direct physio-

logical investigation of the action of the mesenterial filaments of

Sea-anemones. He finds that the mesenterial filaments have a very

considerable power of digesting albuminous substances, such as raw
fibrin or raw pieces of flesh ; and by mixing portions of the fllainents

with small pieces of raw meat in a very finely-divided state, he was
able to watch the process of solution, i.e., digestion of the meat under
the microscope. Furthermore, by experimenting in a siinilar manner
with portions of the stomach, tentacles, body-wall, etc., of the

Anemone, he was led to the important conclusion—that not only have
the mesenterial filaments the power of digesting albuminous bodies,

but that they are the only portions of the body which possess this

power: that they are not only digestive organs, but the digestive

organs of the Anemone so far as proteid matters are concerned.

* Gosse, op. cit.. Introduction, pp. xxiii-xxix.
+ Heider, loc. cit.

I Krukenberg: " Vergleichend physiologische Studien an den Kiisten der
Adria." Erste Abtheilung, 1880, pp. 38-56. " Ueber den Verdauungsmodus der
Aetinien." For a knowledge of this interesting and important paper we are
indebted to Professor tlay Lankester.
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For digestion to take place it is necessary for there to be absolute

contact between the gland-cells of the filaments and the food ; from
which Dr. Krukenberg concludes that digestion is not effected by
means of a fluid secretion poured out over the food, but by the direct

action of the cells themselves. Watery or glycerine extracts of the

mesenterial filaments of Sarjartia or Antliea are found to digest fibrin

rapidly at a temperature of 100° -105° F.

From the above account, which we have quoted because it is the

only one based on direct physiological experiments, and also because

it appears to be as yet but little known in this country, there can no
longer be any doubt as to the function of these hitherto mysterious

mesenterial filaments.

p. The Reproductive Organs. The sexes among the Pennatulida are

distinct so far as is as yet known, the polypes of each individual Sea-pen

being either all male or all female.* Of the specimens of Funicnlina

obtained living at Oban the two larger ones, which alone have been

examined for the purpose, are both females, a circumstance we much
regret, inasmuch as no description of a male FunicuUna has yet

appeared ; the statement that the sexes are distinct resting merely

on the analogy furnished by allied genera such as Haliareptrum f and
PennatuJa,\ and on the fact that in the female specimens described, all

the polypes examined bore eggs. As we shall find when dealing with

the historical portion of our subject, only a very limited number of

specimens of FunicuUna have yet been examined with any care, so that

it is hardly safe to generalise concerning the apparent rarity of male

specimens ; but it may well be that the male pens are either really less

numerous than the female, or else that they are as a rule smaller, and.

therefore disregarded. We trust that the Society will on some future

occasion be able to determine this point.

The ovaries of FunicuUna (Figs. 10 and 15) are the free edges of

the six mesenteries which bear, higher up, the short mesenterial

filaments. The ova, or eggs (t), are developed as little prominences

attached by short stalks to the edges of the mesenteries, from which,

when ripe, they become detached, and then lie free in the body-cavity,

as shown in Fig. 10.

Each ovum is apparently a single endodermal cell, which becomes

bigger than its neighbours, and so projects above the surface of the

ovary : each is, from a very early period, enclosed in a thin

capsule, very similar in appearance and in behaviour with staining

fluids to the connective tissue mesodermal lamella of the mesentery
;

though whether it is actually developed from this lamella, as main-

tained by the Hertwigs § in the case of the Anemones, we have not

Kolliker : Op. cit.

i Kolliker : Op. cit., pp. 147-172, and Plate XI., Pig. 95, Plate XII., Fig. 94.

I An account of the male Fennatula, of which no description has hitherto
been published, is given in the second part of this Report.

§ O. und R. Hertwig : Op. cit.
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been ablo to determine. Later on each egg becomes invested by a

second outer capsule, which is much thicker than the first, is clearly

derived from the eudoderm cells surrounding the ovum, and contains

numerous minute pigment granules very similar in appearance to

those in the endoderm of the stomach. This outer capsule has its

surface, in the fully-developed egg, raised into a series of low ridges,

forming an irregular surface pattern.

Each egg has from its earliest appearance a very large and

conspicuous mtcleus or germinal vesicle, containing one and sometimes

two nucleoli or germinal spots. The germinal vesicle, which increases

greatly in size with the growth of the egg, consists of a tough, elastic,

and fairly thick membrane, with clear, apparently fluid, contents : it

lies adjacent to the stalk of attachment of the egg, and in many cases

projects into this stalk for a short distance. The nucleolus is spherical,

of a yellowish colour, aud distinctly granular.

The average diameter of the mature eggs is 0-014iu.,andthe thickness

of the capsule 0-001 in. : while the germinal vesicle, which is usually

oval, measures 0-003 in. by 0-002 in.

Whether fertilisation aud the early stages of development are, as

is most probable, effected within the body-cavity of the parent we
have had no opportunity of determining. In no case have the eggs in

our specimens commenced to develope ; indeed the germinal vesicle

is still present and unaltered in every one of the eggs we have

examined.

We have not observed a micropyle, though from the thickness and

toughness of the egg capsule it is not improbable that one exists.

Eggs sometimes occur within the coenenchymal canals, as is shown

in the lower part of Fig. 10. The eggs so found are usually either

fully developed ones, or else eggs that are very nearly mature. As we
have noticed several instances of this we are inclined to view it as a

normal condition, though how the eggs get into the canals, whose

diameter is much smaller than that of the mature eggs, and still more
how they get out again, is far from obvious. It may be that the eggs

are accidently dislodged when young and carried with the nutrient

matter into the canals, where they remain, and, receiving a plentiful

supply of food, grow.

Besides the sexual process of reproduction there can V)e but little

doubt that Funicidina can multiply asexually by gemmation or budding
;

this asexual process serving, as in other colonial Calenterata, to

increase the number of individuals in the colony, whilst it is by the

sexual process alone that new colonies can be started.

5. Anatomy of the Zooids.—
The only important points in which the zooids differ from the

polypes are the following :

—

1. They have no tentacles, and no distinct calyx.

2. They have only two mesenterial filaments, viz., those corres-

ponding to the two long filaments of the polypes : like thcbe latter they
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extend to the bottom of the body-cavity. The remaining six mesen-
teries are present, but their free edges below the stomach are not

thickened to form mesenterial filaments.

3. They have no reproductive organs.

Wliether these distinctions are absolute is, however, very uncertain.

In the younger specimens there appears to be a gradual passage from
zooids to polypes (Fig. 6), though whether zooids are in all cases

destined ultimately to grow up into polj'pes must be left for the present

undecided.

Polymorphism, i.e. the existence of structural differences between

individuals living together and fundamentally alike, is very widespread,

and attains a high degree of development among Hydrozoa, where we
commonly find in a single colony (a) nutritive individuals with mouths
and tentacles, which digest food not only for themselves, but for the

rest of the colony as well, but are often destitute of means for capturing

their prey
; (/;) prehensile individuals, richly provided with thread-cells,

capturing the prey and conveying it to the nutritive individuals to be

digested, biit themselves destitute of mouth or stomach
; (c)

reproductive individuals, often with no mouth or stomach. To these

may be added, in many cases, locomotive individuals, whose sole

function is to propel the colony through the water; protective indi-

viduals, and a variety of other forms.

Among Actinozoa, on the other hand, though we have an eqiially

marked tendency to the formation of colonies by budding, polyinor-

phism is exceedingly rare, all the individuals composing the colony

being as a rule alike : the most marked examples of polymorphism
are shown by the group with which we are now dealing—the

Pemiatulida—and even here we only meet with two kinds of individuals,

the polypes and the zooids, between which the distinction may be as

in Funiculina by no means an absolute one.

Zoological Position and Affinities.

The general zoological position of Funiculina is shown in the Table

given on page 1 of this Report. The generic characters, as given by
Kolliker, our greatest authority on the group, are as follows :

—

*

" Genus : Funiculina. Long slender Sea-feather ; stalk short, with

no conspicuous dilatations ; polypes inserted directly into rachis ; stem
quadrangular. Polypes protruding froin long cups whose margins are

produced into eight pointed processes, each of which contains in its

interior a prolongation of one of the body compartments surrounding the

stomach, and in its walls longitudinal series of long slender calcareous

needles which extend a certain distance down the cups and end in a

number of oblique and transversely placed needles. Polypes in

obliquely placed rows on the dorsal angles and adjoining sides of the

rachis : tentacles with no calcareous needles. Zooids of same form as

polypes lying on dorsal surface of rachis nearer the middle line than

Kollikor, op. cit., p. 250.
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the sexual animals : at the lowemaost end of the feather the zooids take

the place of the polypes and end in sinf»le rows on the lateral surfaces

of the rachis. Sexual organs iu the body-cavities of all adult polypes.

Radial nutrient canals not present. Integument of both I'achis and

stalk beset with calcareous needles, especially abundant in the stalk."

Kolliker only recognises a single species, viz., Funiriilhut q itadrangu-

laris. He gives the following list of synonyms and definition of the

species :
—

*

Synonynu.—Fenna thl pence pavoue. Bohadsch.

Pennatula quadrangularis. Pallas.

Pennatula anten)iina. Linn:eus, Ellis, and Solander.

Funiculina tHragona. Lamarck.
Pavonaria Antennina. Cuvier, Schweigger, Ehrenberg.

Pavonaria quadrangularis. Blainville, D. Chiaje, E. Forbes,

Johnston, M. Edwards.
FunicuJina antennina. V. D. Hoeven.

Funiculina Forbesii. Verrill.

Funiculina quadrangularis. Herklots.

Definition of Species.—" Colony up to 53 inches long, and at its

widest part 0'4 to 0"5 inch breadth. Feather five to six times as long as

stalk. Polype cups cylindrical, forming a conical pointed end when
closed, very numerous, arranged in oblique rows or clusters on the

dorsal angles and neighbouring parts of the dorsal and lateral surfaces ;

the larger polypes 0-2 to 0"-i inch long. The pointed processes of the

cup-border (calyx) up to 0-02 inch long. Prolongations of the body-

cavity into the cup-border (calyx) O'Oo to 0"06 inch long. Calcareous

needles of the cup up to 0-024 to 0'028 inch long."

By Verrill, as we have already seen, two species of Funiculina were

distinguished, the name Funiculina Forbesii being proposed for the

Scotch specimens, to distinguish them from the Mediterranean ones.

We have in a former section of this Report fully explained the reasons

which have led us to reject this division.

Dr. Gray describes three species of Funiculina :\—Funiculina

quadrangularis, F. Forbesii, and F. Philippinensis. Concerning the two
first of these species the distinction is that proposed by Verrill, which

we have found is not valid. Concerning the third species all that Dr.

Gray tells us is the following :

—

" 3. Funiculina Pliilippineiisis. B.M.
Axis quadrangular, about a foot long.

Hab. Philippines (Cuming)."

Kolliker makes no reference to it, although his monograph is of later

date than Dr. Gray's catalogue ; and on inquiry at the British Museum
we find that the specimens are no longer in existence.

* Kolliker, op. cit., p. 256.

+ Gray: "Catalogue of the Sea-Pens or Peunatulariidae in the collection of
the British Museum." 1870, pp. 12—13.
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If no mistake has been made, this species, concerning which, in the

absence of any specimens, we inust feel doubtful, is of considerable

interest as coming from an otherwise unrecorded locality.

History and Literature.

We propose under this heading to give as complete a list as we have

been able to compile of the descriptions and figures of Funiculina

published hitherto, arranged according to date of publication. We
have purposely omitted references to works on systematic zoology, in

which Funiculina is merely mentioned in its proper zoological position,

but have included all original works and papers bearing on the subject

with which we are acquainted. We have indicated by an asterisk all

works to which we have not been able to refer directly.

*1761.

—

Bohadscli :
" De quibusdam Animalihus Marinis," p. 112, and

Plate IX., Figs. 4 and 5. Contains description and two figures of

the first recorded specimen of Funiculina, discovered by himself
at Naples in 1757. This specimen was, according to Bohadsch,
34ins. long, but broken at the lower end. He notices the
quadrangular shape of the stem, also that the polypes cover three-

fourths of the upper part of the rachis, but leave the fourth side

bare. The polypes were 1,310 in number, and are noted as
being non-retractile.

1764.—Ellis :
" Philosophical Transactions," vol. liii. pp. 423-425.

Translates part of Bohadsch's description, and copies, on Plate
XX., Fig. 8, one of his figures on a scale one-third the natural
size. This figiire has also been copied by Blainville.

*1766.—-Pallas : " Elenchus Zoophytorum." Assigns the name Pennatula
quadrangularis to Bohadsch's hitherto un-named specimen.

1786.—Ellis and Solander :
" Natural History of Zoophytes," pp. 63-64.

Refer to Bohadsch's specimen, which appears to be the only one
described up to that date, under the name Pennatula antennina,

given it by LinuaBus.

1844.—-Edward Forbes :
" Annals and Magazine of Natural History,"

vol. xiv., pp. 413-414. Describes the capture of the first British

specimens of Funiculina ; the first indeed recorded from any
locality other than Naples. The specimens, which were dredged
by Mr. MacAndrew, were obtained, " both dead and alive, in

twenty fathoms water, off the island of Kerrera, near Oban, the
bottom being mud, in which it doubtless stands erect, after the
manner of Virgularia." One of the specimens, 30ins. in

length, was exhibited at the Natural History Section of the
British Association at the York Meeting in 1844.

1847.—Edward Forbes, in " Johnston's British Zoophytes," 2nd ed.,

vol. i., pp. 164-166, mentions obtaining specimens of Funiculina,

the largest of them 4ft. long, in twelve to fifteen fathoms of

water, " near Oban, but nowhere else :" describes them as rose-

coloured, when living, and brilliantly phosphorescent. In vol. ii.,

Plate XXXI., Figs. 1—7, he gives seven figures of Funiculina
from his own drawings. These, which are the only figures yet
published of British specimens, give a fair general idea of

Funiculina, but are in many respects exceedingly inaccurate.

1851.—KoUiker :
" Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Zoologie," Bd. iii.,

p. 91, in a letter to Siebold, mentions obtaining, while in

Scotland, a specimen, 3ft. long, which he took back with him to

Wiirzburg, and which, he remarks, was probably the first specimen
ever seen in Germauv.
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1855.—Gosse : " Manual of Marine Zoology," Part I., p. 35, Fig. 56.

Copies on a reduced scale two of Forbes' figures given in "Johnston's
Zoophytes."

185G.—Sars, Koren, and Danielssen :
" Fauna littoralia Norregice,"

Andet Hefte, pp. 73 and 92. Mention the capture of a specimen,
4ft. long, at Eisvaag, in the Fiord of Bergen, in 100 fathoms of

water, and note that this was the first, and up to the date of

publication, the only specimen obtained from the Scandinavian
shore.

*1858.— Herklots : "Notices pour survir a I'etude des Pennatulides,
Bijdragen, tot de Dierkunde, Amsterdam." p. 8. We have been
unable either to consult this work or even to obtain any second-
hand account of its contents as regards Funiculhia. As the
reference is merely to a single page, it can hardly contain any
anatomical account.

1860.—Gray : Revision of the family PennatuUdce. " Annals and
Magazine of Natural History," p. 20.

1864.—A. E. Yerrill : List of the Polypes and Corals sent by the
Museum of Comparative Zoology to other institutions in exchange,
with Annotations : published in the " Bulletin of the Museum
of Comparative Zoology," at Harvard College, Cambridge, Mass.,

p. 30. Describes Scotch specimens obtained from Mr. Stimpson
as of a distinct species {F. Forbesii) from the Mediterranean
one.

1869 —Eichiardi :
" Monografia della Famiglia dei Pennatularii

:

Bologna," pp. 89-9-5. Disputes the accuracy of Verrill's distinc-

tion, stating that he has obtained from the Mediterranean com-
plete series of specimens leading from Verrill's F. Forbesii, which
he considers merely a young form, to the typical 7''. quadraiujularis.

Gives on Plate XII., Figs. 95 and 96, a very impertect and greatly

reduced figure in two halves of the adult Funiculina.

1870.—Gray :
" Catalogue of the Sea-Pens or Pennatulariidse in the

Collection of the British Museum," pp. 12-13, adopts Verrill's

species [F. Forbesii), and proposes a classification of his own, which
has not met with acceptance.

1872.—Kolliker : "Anatomisch-systematische Beschreibung der Alcyo-
narien. Erste Abtheilung : Die Pennatuliden." In this extremely
important and copiously -illustrated work a very full description
of the anatomy of Funiculina, the only one that has yet appeared,
is given on pp. 250-261, and an excellent series of figures, all

original, on Plates XVI., XVII., and XVIII., Figs. 145, 148—154.
These figures show an entire young specimen of the natural size

;

enlarged views of various portions of the feather, showing the
arrangement of the polypes and zooids ; and more highly magni-
fied views of transverse sections of the whole rachis and of a portion
of the stalk. All the drawings are, however, unfortunately taken
from specimens in which the tentacles are completely retracted,

and consequently do not represent correctly the appearance of

the polypes in the living state. In the letterpress, besides the
anatomical description, there is a very complete bibliography,

and a list of all the specimens and localities known to exist at

the date of publication.

We are indebted to this work for many of the details incor-

porated in the present report.
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1873.—Sir C. Wyville Thomson :
" Depths of the Sea," pp. 149 and

178, describes dredginjj FunicuUna in about 100 fathoms of water
in Eaasay Sound, along the east coast of the Isle of Skye. The
specimens from this new locality were obtained on September
13th, 1869, during the third cruise of H.M.S. " Porcupine." Their
capture is described thus :

" The Pavonaricc {FunicuUna:) were
resplendent with a pale lilac phosphorescence like the flame of

cyanogen gas; not scintillating like the gi-een light of Ophiacantlta,

but almost constant ; sonaetimss flashing out at one point more
brightly, and then dying gradually into comparative dimness, but
always sufficiently bright to make every portion of a stem caught
in the tangles or sticking to the ropes distinctly visible. From
the number of specimens of Favonaria (FunicuUna ) brought up
at one haul we had evidently passed over a forest of them. The
stems were a metre (about B9ins.) long, fringed with hundreds of

polypes."

We learn from Professor Herdman that during the third cruise

of the '• 'Povcuinne" FunicuUna was dredged at one other locality

besides the one just mentioned. Among the " Porcupine " stores

is a bottle containing one specimen of Funi' iiUna, eight inches
long, and with the following label :

" Porcupine, Xo. 54, 19-8-69.

363 fathoms. Bottom, stony." From the map illustrating the
third cruise of the " Porcupine,"* and from the tables giving the
positions, etc., of the several dredging stations! we find that
station .54, this new locality for FunicuUna, is in latitude 59° 56

' N.,

and longitude 6'' 27 W., about midway between the island of Lewis
in the Hebrides, and Suderoe the southernmost of the Faroe Islands,

and in very nearly the same latitude as Bergen. This locality is of

considerable interest for many reasons : it is the most northerly
British locality recorded ; the depth (363 fathoms) is the greatest
from which living specimens have ever been obtained ; the bottom
temperature was very low, 31"o° F. ; and the bottom stony
instead of as in other localities mud. An additional point of

interest lies in the fact that while all other recorded localities are
either in land-locked channels, or else close to the mainland, this

is in the open ocean.

1880.—Kolliker :
" Report on the Pennatulida dredged by H.M.S.

' Challenger ' : Zoology of ' Challenger ' Expedition." Part II., p. 34.

Gives a new classification of the Pennatulida, in which the
zoological position and affinities of FunicuUna are determined.
No specimens of FunicuUna were obtained by the "Challenger "

during the whole of her three years' cruise ; but two new allied

genera were discovered, of which one genus, StaclujptiUim. is

represented by a single specimen from the west coast of New
Guinea ; while of the other genus, AnthoptiUnn, three species were
discovered, two in the South Atlantic Ocean, one of them near
Buenos Ayres, and the other near the oceanic Islands of Tristan
d'Acunha, and the third in the North Atlantic, near Halifax,
in Nova Scotia.

Geographical Distributiox.

FunicuUna has a very limited distribution indeed ; the only locali-

ties recoi'ded hitherto being the following :

—

A. —Mediterranean :

1. Naples, where it was first discovered in 1757.

Thomson :
" Depths ot the Sea," Plate IV., p. 106. + Ibid., p. 143. I
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2. Adriatic Sea. The canal of Novi in Dalmatia is mentioned by

Kiilliker as a locality from which the natural history dealer, Frio, of

Praj^ue, obtained several specimens, the lar<^est measurin" oOins. long.

B.

—

Srntldiiti :

3. Oban, off the Island of Kerrei'a. First discovered by MacAndrew
in 1844. Lai'-^est i-ecorded specimen mentioned by Forbes as 48ins.

long.

4. Raasay Sound. Discovered by Thomson during the dredging

cruise of the " Porcupine," 18G0. Loch Torridon, near Raasay Sound,

is mentioned as the locality whence the specimen, .53 ins. long, in

the Newcastle Museum (vide infra) was obtained.

5. A spot in the North Atlantic in lat. 59° 56' N., and long,

go 27' W.; Station 54 of the third cruise of the "Porcupine," 1869,

under Sir W. Thomson.
6. Hebrides. Mentioned, without further particulars, by Kolliker as

a locality whence MacAndrew obtained specimens.

C.

—

Scandinavian Shore."! :

7. Bohusliin, in the Kattegat. Largest specimen o3ins. long.

8. Eisvaeg, in the Fiord of Bergen.

9. Glaesvae, in the Fiord of Bergen. The largest recorded speci-

men, a dead stem upwards of 7ft. long, was obtained from here.

10. Danish Coast. Mentioned without fui-ther particulars by

Kolliker as a locality.

Not only is the geographical distribution of Funiculina a very

limited one, but wherever it does occur it seems to be confined to a

very small spot, m which it occurs fairly abundantly ; as we infer from
the facts that (1) in Raasay Sound, although Thomson found it once

only, yet he then dredged it "in quantity." (2) Th.BA, Funiculina is

included in the catalogues of duplicates for sale or exchange published

by both Dr. Dohm, of Naples, and Dr. Malm, of Goteborg in Sweden.

As to limits of depth we have no very certain knowledge.

The Oban specimens were found at depths from 12 fathoms
(Forbes) to 22 fathoms (Birmingham Natural History Society). The
Raasay Sound specimens were obtained (" Depths of the Sea,"

p. 149) in about 140 fathoms water, and the single specimen from
Station 54, of the "Porcupine" cruise, at a depth of 363 fathoms ; the

greatest recorded depth. The first Swedish specimen was obtained in

100 fathoms water, and the large dead stem from Glaesvae in 350

fathoms.

Notes ox Specimens in Other'Museums.

We conclude our account of Funiculina quadrangularis by a brief

notice of some of the larger and more important specimens preserved
in other museums. Though the genus has now been known for

considerably more than a century, yet the actual number of specimens
preserved in museums is very small. In drawing up the following list

our statements concerning the Continental specimens are taken from
KoUiker's monograph.
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A.

—

Great Britain :

1. London: British Museum. The specimens iu the British Museum
are the following :*

—

a. Seven specimens in spirit, lahelled Funiculina Forbesii,

Scotland, varying in length from 18ins. to 37ins.

b. One specimen dried and mounted on a card, -ilins. long, from

Sweden.

c. Two very fine specimens from Sweden, received in exchange

from the museum at Stockholm, 46ins. long. These specimens

agree iii their proportions very closely with the large Oban
specimen, differing only in their gi'eater size, and the

consequent greater number and closer crowding of the

polypes.

Other specimens in the British Museum labelled Funiculina do

not really belong to that genus, as defined by Kolliker.

2. Edinburgh. In the Natural History Museum there are no

specimens of Funiculi7ui ; but among the stores of the •' Porcupine "f are

eighteen specimens obtained by Sir W. Thomson, and varying in length

from Sins, to i3'2ins.

3. Glasgow. In the University Museum there is one specimen of

Funiculina in fragments ; no locality marked.

i. Newcastle-on-Tyne. In the Museum of the Natural History

Society of Northumberland, Durham, and Newoastle-on-Tyne, there

are two specimens of Funiculina, -53 and 42ins. long respectively,

which were obtained by Joshua Alder fi-om Loch Torridon in Ross-

shire, a locality not far from Raasay Sound, where Sir W. Thomson
obtained his specimens. The 53ins. specimen, which is equal iu

length to the largest living specimen recorded from any locality, is

divided into three portions, and the smaller one is doubled in the

middle, presumably for convenience of pi'eserviug in spirit.

With the exception of the Birmingham specimens the above are,

we believe, all the examples of the genus in this country.

B.

—

Continent

:

1. Paris : Jardin des Plantes. A specimen, ')2ins. long, from the

Kattegat.

2. Copenhagen. A very fine specimen, ,')3ins. long, from the

Kattegat.

3. Hamburg : Johanueum. Dead stem, 89ins. long, obtained

by HeiT Schilling in 350 fathoms of water, near Glassvae. in the

Bergen Fiord. By far the largest specimen yet discovered.

4. Wiirzburg. A number of specimens collected by Kolliker while

preparing his monograph. The largest of these, 50 ins. long, is from
the Adriatic.

* We desire to acknowledge the courtesy of Dr. Giinther, and of Mr. Kidley,
of the British Museum, in giving us free access to all the specimens in the
Museum, aud in affording us valuable aid in examining them.

+ We are indebte:! to Prof. Hcrlman. of University CoIle=:e, Liverpool, for
the details we give conceruiug these specimens.
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The following table shows the actual dimensions, in inches, of the

large Oban specimen, and of the larj^est specimens recorded from other

localities, together with the museums in which they are preserved :

—

[
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PART II.

PENNATULA PHOSPHOEEA.
LlNN^US.

Of this species two living specimens were obtained, of 5^ and 4J
inches' len'^th respectively. They were both found in the same locality

(Station I. of the General Report of the Dredging Excursion), two

miles N.W. of Oban, and about a mile from the shore, in twenty

fathoms water, one being brought up by the tangle and the other

inside the dredge-net. A third, smaller, specimen obtained from the

same locality was not preserved.

The two specimens prove on examination to be of different sexes, a

rare piece of good fortune, which has enabled us to make our report

far more complete than could otherwise have been the case, and

also to give an account of the structure and develo^Jment of the male

reproductive organs of Pennntula, of which no satisfactory description

has hitherto appeared.

In order to investigate the anatomical structure a pair of leaves with

the corresponding part of the rachis were removed from the male speci-

men, the less perfect of the two, and of these sections were made in

various planes. The knowledge obtained in this way, which was still

deficient in many important points, we have supplemented by an exami-

nation of specimens of Pciinatula pliosphorea in the Owens College

museum, originally obtained from Naples, and in this way have been

enabled to prepare a fairly complete account of the anatomy of

Pennatula. Concerning the histology we have been less successful

owing to the imperfect preservation of the specimens.

As in the case of FunicuUna, we have given special attention to the

figures on Plate III., all of which have either been drawn dii-ectly from

the objects themselves, or else constructed from camera drawings of

the several parts shown.

General Account.

The general appearance of Pennatula phospliorea is shown in Figs. 1

and 2, the former figure representing the dorsal and the latter the

opposite or ventral surface, both figures being drawn from the

female specimen.

As in FunicuUna there is a cylindrical axial portion, of which the

lower 2-5ths, forming the stalk (Figs. 1 and 2 b), are bare and in the

living animal probably planted in the sea-bottom, while the upper

.3-5ths, or rachis (Fig. 2 a), support the polypes.
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These polypes are arranged in transverse rows along each side of

the rachis, the several polypes of each i"ow being fused together along

nearly their whole length, so as to form broad horizontal leaven (Figs.

1, 2, and 3 dl), projecting out at right angles to the rachis. The
presence of these leaves forms the most marked point of difference

between Pemtatula and Fiiniculina, in which latter each polype is

quite free from its neighbours and inserted independently into the

rachis.

As in Fuiticulhia the polypes are placed along the dorsal and
lateral surfaces of the rachis, but not on the ventral surface (Figs. 2

and 8), which, however, unlike Funiculina, is thickly studded with

zooids (Figs. 2 and 8, c).

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2 the leaves are not all of equal length ;

the longest ones, in the female specimen, are at about one-third

of the length of the rachis above its commencement, from
which point they diminish gradually in length towards the upper

end of the rachis, and much more rapidly towards the lower end. The
number of polypes composing the leaves varies according to the length

of the leaf ; th 3 greatest number, found in the longest leaves, being

twelve in the fjmale specimen (Fig. 3 d), and in the male fifteen ; while

the topmost leaves consist of three or even only two polypes each.

The rachis and leaves are of a deep red colour, due, not to the

fleshy body-substance which is nearly colourless, but to red calcareous

spicules which are present in immense numbers throughout these

portions of the Pen (Figs. 8, 4, and -3 /). The stalk is much paler, the

spicules in it being colourless.

Anatomical Desckiptiox.

1.

—

The Stalk and RacJii^.—
Thestalk (Figs. 1, 2, 3) which forms about 2-5thsof the entire length

of the Pen, is cNiindrical. with a diameter in the female specimen of

0-21in. along the greater part of its length. The bottom third is

somewhat dilated and bulbous, and the upper end, just at the junction

of stalk and rachis, slightly constricted, forming as in Funiculina

the narrowest portion of the stalk.

As the Oban specimens were destined for museum purposes we
have been unable to investigate the structure of the stalk in them, and
the following account is based on a series of preparations made from
a couple of specimens in the Owens College Museum, obtained from
Naples.

The stalk is really a tube, being traversed along its whole length

by an axial canal, whose diameter along the greater part of the length

is about half that of the stalk itself, somewhat exceeding this in the

upper and lower thirds, and being rather smaller in the middle third. At
the bottom of the stalk this canal is said by KoUiker to open to the

exterior by a minute orifice, the existence of which we have, however,

been unable to confirm.
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The central caual is divided into two along the whole length of the

stalk by a longitudinal partition ; and in the upper half of the stalk,

owing to the presence of two other partitions, into four, whereof one

is dorsal, one ventral, and two lateral.

The walls of the stalk present the following structure :—On
the outer surface is an epidermis, which, although of some thickness,

consists of only a single layer of closely-packed columnar cells.

Beneath this is a thick connective-tissue layer, or dermis, forming

from J to ^ the total thickness of the wall. Imbedded in this dermis
are an immense number of calcareous spicules crossing one another at

every conceivable angle, and set so closely together that in many
places the connective tissue matrix is completely concealed by them.

These spicules which, unlike the spicules of the rachis and leaves, are

colourless, have an average length of O'OlSin., and width of 0-OOlin.,

the total thickness of the dermis, to which they give considerable

strength and toughness, being about 0-016in.

Beneath the dermis is a well-developed system of longitudinal

muscles, arranged so as to form not a simple ring round the stalk, but

an extremely sinuous or corrugated one, the loops being very deep and
close together, and the total thickness of the layer about J that of the

entire wall. Within the layer of longitudinal muscles is a connective

tissue layer of varying thickness in different parts, and traversed by

ill-defined bands of muscular fibre whose general direction is parallel

to the surface of the stalk, though not foi-ming a distinct system of

circular muscles. This layer forms also the basis of the septa or

partitions dividing the central canal. Finally, the central canals are

lined by a single layer of short columnar epithelial cells.

The walls of the stalk are farther traversed by an in-egular system

of canals or vessels of no great size, the largest of which have a longi-

tudinal direction and are situated in the loops formed by the layer of

longitudinal muscles.

The lower third of the stalk differs materially in appearance from

the upper two-thirds : its walls are softer and paler in colour, and

owing to the action of the spirit in which the specimens have been

preserved, are very distinctly wrinkled. This difference is due partly

to the wall of the lower third being somewhat thinner than that of

the upper part, but far more to the fact that in this portion the

dermis, which, owing to its calcareous spicules, is the most rigid la5'er

o the stalk, is barely half the thickness that it has above.

We have described the stalk as seen in our spirit-preserved

specimens, but before leaving it a point of some interest remains to

be noticed. The stalk of Pcimatula phosphorea is described and figured

by some writers as of very much greater thickness than we have

stated above, and is said to become inflated under certain circum-

stances or at certain times of the day. Thus Sir John Dalyell*

^ Dalvell :
" Rare and llcinarkable Animals of Scotland," Vol. ii., 1848, pp. 191-

:i)l, and I'latc XLIV.
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says that tlie whole Pen may distend itself with water, the

distension heinj^ most marked in the stalk. He remarks that " no one

could anticipate the effect of intumescence from its form in a con-

tracted state." Also, that " it enlarges remarkahly as evening comes

on," Pennatulii being, according to him, " strictly nocturnal," and, at

any rate in captivity, only expanding fully in the evening or at night.

Johnston* also notices that " when placed in a basin or plate of

sea-water, Pcnnatulce .... inflate the body until it becomes to

a considerable degree transparent, and only streaked with interrupted

lines of red."

On the otherhand, Pancerif, who has made careful obsei'vations on

living Prnnatuhr, holds that this state of distension is not a natural

one. He says, " When these zoophytes, living at a depth of 40 or 100

metres (22 to 54 fathoms), or more, are suddenly removed from thejr

natural resting place at the bottom of the sea, and transferred to an

aquarium, they undergo so great a change in the pressure, temper-

ature, degree of saltness of the water, and conditions of existence

generally, that they swell up gradually to an enormous extent—up to

double their natural size." He brings forward as further evidence that

this dropsical condition is an unnatural one, the fact that Pennatulce

in this state respond exceedingly feebly to stimuli, whether mechanical,

chemical, themial, or electrical, to which, in their natural undistended

condition they answer readily.

The above quotations suggest two points for consideration :—(1.) Is

this inflation of the stalk of Pennatula a constantly occurring or only

an exceptional phenomenon ? (2.) If constant, is it to be regarded as

a normal or as an abnormal occurrence, due, as Panceri suggests, to the

exceptional conditions under svhich the Pen is placed '?

Concerning the first point, the united testimony of Dalyell,

Johnston, and Panceri proves that at any rate this inflation is no rare

event under the conditions named; and through a valuable observa-

tion of Mr. J. F. Goode, who kept the log of the Oban excursion, we are

enabled to give some account of the process of inflation as it actually

occurred in one of the Oban specimens. We learn from Mr. Goode's

MS. notes and from a drawing made bj' him at the time, that when one

of the PennatuUe—the male specimen—was placed, immediately after

its capture, in a shallow pan of sea-water, the stalk was at first

cylindrical with a slightly bulbous extremity (very similar to Figs. 1

and 2) ; but that shortly afterwards " it was seen to undergo a gradual

change of form. A slight constriction took place near the extreme

end, driving the fluid contents forward towards the upper part (near

the rachis), which became much swollen, leaving only a small bulb at

the opposite end This form was not at all permanent,

* Johnston: "British Zoophytes," Second Edition, 1817, Vol. ii., pp. 160-lGl

;

also, Figure 35, p. 158, where Pennatula phosphorea is figured with tlie stalk thus
inflated.

+ Panceri :
'• Etudes sur la Phosphorescence des Auiuiaux Marins," .\nnales

des Sciences Naturelles, Cinquieme Spvie. tome IG, 1872, p. 15.
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continued change still going on, evidently with the object of regaining

its original form, the fluid seeming to oscillate from one end to the

other. The above changes took place in the first twenty minutes from

the time of capture."

With regard to the second point, which can, of course, only be

settled by direct observatious on living specimens, we will only

remark here that Mr. Goode's observation that at the moment of

capture the proportions of the stalk were those we have described and
figured froin spirit specimens, is important testimony in favour

of these proportions being the normal ones ; and further, that

Panceri's suggestion appears to us to be of much weight, and that

it is quite possible that it also gives the clue to Sir John
Dalyell's statement concerning the " nocturnal habits " of Peii-

natula. The bottom of the sea at twenty to forty fathoms

depth must be very dark indeed as compared with the surface, and it

seems to us very probable that a Pennatula "in a basiu or plate of

sea-water " does not expand its polypes fully until the evening, simply

because it is only then that the amount of light approxiinates to what
it is accustomed to receive in the day time at the bottom of the sea.

The rachis (Fig 2 «), or axial portion of the feather or polype-

bearing part of the Pen, is widest about the junction of its middle

and lower thirds. From this point, at which in the female specimen

it has a width of 0"29in., it tapers gradually in both directions. Its

dorsal surface (Fig. 1) is completely concealed by the polypes, and of

the lateral surfaces only small portions are visible between the bases of

the leaves. The ventral surface is, however, exposed along its whole

length (Figs. 2 and S) ; it is marked by a shallow median longitudinal

groove, more pronounced in the female than the male specimen, and
is studded all over with the zooids or rudimentary polypes. In colour

it contrasts strongly with the stalk, being of a bright red colour,

excepting the median groove which is pale yellow.

The internal structure of the rachis is shown in Fig 3. The central

canal, which is of very large size, is divided by the septa shown in

this figure into four ; a very large dorsal one, two large lateral ones,

and a small ventral one crescentic in transverse section. In the great

size of these canals, which do not appear to have been figured hitherto,

Pennatula phosphorea contrasts reinarkably with the allied species

Pennatula rubra, as described and figured by Kolliker,* in which the

dorsal canal is very small, and far removed from the others, which are

themselves much smaller than in P. pho^phorca.

The structure of the wall on the mid-dorsal and on the ventral

surfaces is, but for the presence of the zooids, much the same as that

of the stalk. A single-layered epidermis covers a thick dermis exceed-

ingly closely studded with calcareous spicules, packed 'together if

possible even more closely than in the stalk ; beneath the dermis is

* Kiilliker: Anatomische-systematische Beschi'eibung der Alcyonarieu.
Erste Abtheilung ; Die Peiuiatuliden, 1872, Plate VIII., fig. 7-2.
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II well-developed layer of lon^jitudinal muscles, having the same
arraugemeut as in the stalk ; and underneath this a connective-tissue

layer which differs considerably from that of the stalk, for instead of

forming a dense compact layer it has the character of a loose spongy

meshwork, traversed by large irregular canals and passages freely

opening into one another and into the canal system between the folds

of the longitudinal muscles.

At the sides the structure of the wall between the several pohpe-

leaves is much the same as that just described on the dorsal and

ventral surfaces, with the exception that the longitudinal muscle layer

is absent, and the spongy connective-tissue layer consequently thicker
;

but opposite the bases of attachment of the leaves it is very different.

As sliown on the left-hand side of Fig. S, the wall is here reduced to

a thin connective-tissue membrane, separating the bottoms of the

polype cavities from the main dorsal and lateral canals.

The partitions separating the main canals from one another are,

as in the stalk, formed by prolongations of the connective-tissue layer

;

the canals themselves being lined by a single layer of epithelial cells.

In the septum dividing the two lateral canals from one another is

contained, as will be described more fully below, the calcareous axial

rod or stem (Fig. 3, c).

The function of the whole canal system of Pennatulida is a matter

of much uncertainty. The meshes of the spongy connective-tissue

communicate freely with the cavities of both polypes and zooids, and
also, according to KoUiker, with the main canal system of the rachis

and stalk. The fluid in this system is probably a nutritive one, mixed
however very largely with sea-water ; and the well-developed

muscular system may be supposed to have for its main function the

maintaining, by compression of portions of the spongy connective-

tissue meshwork, of currents from one part of the Pen to another,

and in part to effect the slight movements of the leaves described by
many writers, notably by Dalyell, who says that " the animal has
also much control over the dimensions, reciprocal position, and
direction of the lobes,"* I.e., leaves.

2.—The Stem.—
As in FunicuUna, the stalk and rachis are traversed by a central

firmly-calcilied stem (Fig. 8), situated, as shown in Fig. 3 c, in the

middle of the septum dividing the two main lateral canals from one

another. We have investigated the structure and anatomical relations

of the stem in two of the specimens of Fcnnatula from Naples referred

to above.

The lirst of these specimens has a total length of 4iiu., whereof the

stalk forms the lower Igin., and the rachis the remainder. The rachis

bears twenty-seven leaves on each side, each of the larger ones being

composed of eleven polypes. The stem (Fig. 8 c) is thickest at the

point of junction of stalk and rachis, at which place it has a diameter

* Dalyell, op. cit., p. 19-2.
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of 0-044iii. A poiut of cousiderable interest is that at this spot the

stem is very distinctly quadrangular in trausvei'se section, the sides

being even slightly concave as in Funiculino. This quadrangular

shape of the stem of Pennatuhi appears to have been hitherto very

generally overlooked. From the point mentioned the stem extends

down to the bottom of the stalk, preserving its quadrangular character

until very close to the bottom where it becomes cylindrical. Its

diameter diminishes at first very gradually, but in the bottom half-

inch very rapidly. On reaching the bottomi of the stalk it is bent

back on itself, so as to form a hook, the loop of the hook being in

contact with the bottom of the stalk, and the upturned limb of the

hook, which is ^in long, being extremely slender and only very

imperfectly calcified. The extreme tip is bent back a second time

towai'ds the lower end of the stalk for a length of about iin.

In the rachis the stem loses its quadrangular character almost

immediately, becoming cylindrical ; its transverse section being

circular or somewhat oval (Fig. 3 c). It tapers gradually in passing

upwards, and on reaching a point fin. from the top of the rachis

bends back on itself for a length of about iin., ending in an extremely

slender and flexible thi'ead.

In the second specimen, which has a total length of o^ins., of which

the stalk foniis the lower 2ins., and which has thirty-one leaves on each

side of the rachis. each of the larger ones consisting of twelve polypes,

the general relations are very similar. The stem is again distinctly

quadrangular at the junction of stalk and rachis, its sides being even

more decidedly concave than in the former specimen ; and the quad-

rangular character is preserved until very near the bottom of the

stalk. As before, the stem diminishes in diameter very slowly at first,

but rapidly in the last half inch. It extends to the bottom of the

stalk, and then tiirns back on itself for a length of ^in., forming a hook

and ending in a very slender thread.

In the rachis the stem becomes cylindrical almost at once, and,

unlike the former specimen, slightly increases at first in size, its

greatest diameter, O-OiTin., being attained about iin. above the com-

mencement of the rachis ; from which point it tapers gradually to its

upper end. It extends up as far as the level of the eighth pair of

leaves, gin. from the top, and then bends back on itself, forming a

loop about ^in. long, and ending as before in an exceedingly slender

thread.

In the Oban specimens we have been able to confirm the above

description to a certain extent. Owing to the thinness of the wall of

the lower end of the stalk, it is easy to demonstrate that the stem

extends quite down to the bottom and then turns back on itself for a

certain distance ; also, that it is thin and flexible at this lower end.

In the rachis it is, as shown in Fig. 3 c, oval in transverse section

;

and concerning its extent upwards, it appeai-s, so far as can be deter-

mined by external manipulation, to stop about half an inch from the top.
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The stem consists of a dense fibrous matrix, in wliich the fibres

are mainly concentric, but partly radial, impregnated with calcareous

salts. Unlike Funicttlinii, the central part of the stem is as firmly

calcified as the exterior.

The (Quadrangular character of tho stem iu the stalk is of interest,

as it has hitherto been very generally considered diagnostic of

i'ltniculiim, which however, unlike PcnimtuJu, preserves the quad-

rangular form in the rachis as well.

Concerning the proportions of tho stem at different parts of its

length, the remarks that we have already made when considering

FunicuUna* apply also to Pcnnatuhi, the proportions being precisely

those which, mechanically considered, adapt it most pex'fectly to the

erect posture with the stalk planted in the mud of the sea bottom.

We shall return to this point subsequently.

3.

—

The Polypea and Zooids.—
The differences between the two kinds of individual animals,

polypes and zooids, composing the colony, are far more marked in

Pennatula than in FunicuUna, owing mainly to the fact that instead of

both polypes and zooids being inserted separately into the rachis, the

polypes are fused together to form the leaves, while the zooids, as in

FunicidiiM, are planted independently of one another.

The structure of one of these leaves is shown in Fig. 3. Each
leaf is triangular in shape, having a short base by which it is attached

to the side of the rachis, and long dorsal and ventral borders. The
leaf consists of a number of polypes placed side by side and fused

together along nearly the whole of their length, the oral ends

alone being free. It is important to realise this fully, and to

avoid the very common error of speaking of the polypes as "borne

on or by the leaves ;" the leaves simply consist of the polypes, each

one of which is directly attached to the rachis.

The free oral ends of the polypes are situated along the dorsal

border of the leaf : and each polype, as is clearly shown m Fig. 3,

extends down to the rachis and is separately inserted into it. The
consequence of this is that the several polypes composing a leaf are of

very different lengths, the ones whose mouths are ueai-est the median
plane of the whole Pennatula being very short, while those whose
mouths are at or near the apex of the leaf are of much greater length.

It will further be seen from Fig. 8 that while the base of the

triangular leaf is formed by the lower ends or bases of the several

polypes, and the dorsal border by their free oral ends, the ventral

border is formed exclusively by the most ventrally situated of the

component polypes, which is also the longest of the whole set. The
dorsal and ventral borders of the leaf are not quite straight but

curved as shown in the figure.

* Suj)ra, 11. 5.
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The number of leaves in the male specimen is thirty-six on either

side, and in the female thirty-four. The leaves are not arranged

strictly iu pairs on the opposite sides of the rachis ; at certain parts

they may be so paired, while iu others they alternate regularly. The
successive leaves are, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, placed very close

together, their bases being sepai'ated by only a thin strip of the side

of the rachis less than half the thickness of a leaf.

As already noticed, and as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the leaves are

not all of the same size; the largest, which have a length of ^in. in the

female specinaen, being situated in it a little below the middle of the

rachis, but in the male specimen a little above this point. This

difference in the position of the largest leaves causes a characteristic

difference in the general shape and appearance of the two specimens
;

a difference which may possibly prove to be an external sexual

distinction, though we have as yet no further evidence in support of

this suggestion.

The number of component polypes varies, as already noticed, with

the length of the leaf ; the maximum number, fifteen in the male and

twelve in the female specimen, being only found in the leaves about

the middle of the series.

The base of each leaf extends very nearly, but not quite, to the

mid-dorsal line of the rachis (Fig. 3). The most dorsally situated

polype of each leaf, which we have seen is also the shortest, usually

projects over towards the opposite side beyond the iniddle line (Fig. 3),

and these dorsal zooids projecting across the middle line alternately

from either side give rise to the zigzag appearance seen down the mid-

dorsal line in Fig. 1.

Concerning the mode of development of the leaves we have noticed

the following points :—The most dorsally situated polype of a leaf is

very often decidedly smaller than the other polypes, and this is especially

the case in small and apparently young specimens. Towards both top

and bottom of the rachis the leaves are smaller, and consist of fev/er

polypes than in the middle portion ; but between the top and bottom

leaves there is this difference,—in the top leaves all the polypes are

large, fully formed, and of equal size ; but in the leaves at the bottom

of the rachis all the polypes are below the average size, the dorsal ones

are the smallest of all and may be rudimentary, while the more
ventrally situated ones gradually increase iu size and the largest of all

is the most ventral one.

From these facts we conclude (1) that in the development of each

leaf the ventral polypes are formed first, and the others iu succession

one above the other, so that the ventral polype of a leaf is not

only always the longest but also always the oldest, while the most

dorsally situated one is both the shortest and the youngest. Each
polype is thus at the time of its first appearance the most dorsal

one of the leaf to which it belongs, and becomes subsequently pushed

down towards the ventral surface by the formation of younger ones
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still more dorsally situated, space being provided for these new
ones by the lateral growth of the rachis itself. This view also explains

the fact, noticed above, that the most dorsal polype of each leaf

projects across the middle line over to the opposite side, this being the

only direction in which its growth is not opposed by neighbouring

polypes. (2) That the uppermost leaves are the first-formed ones,

and therefore the oldest, and that new leaves are formed at the

bottom of the rachis below the previously-formed ones, the lowest

leaf being always the youngest.

These conclusions agree completely with what we have stated

already concerning Fuiiieulina, in which, as in Pennatnla, developinent

of the polypes appears to proceed from tlie dorsal towards the ventral

surface, and from below upwards, the ventral polypes being always the

largest and oldest, and the dorsal ones the smallest and youngest.

The zooids, or rudimentary asexual individuals, cover as already

noticed the whole ventral surface of the rachis excepting the median
groove, svhich is often barely perceptible in the upper half of the Pen.

They also extend up the sides of the rachis between the bases of the

leaves (Fig. 3 e), and form on the dorsal surface little clusters between

each pair of leaves. The zooids exactly reverse the arrangement we
have found to hold among the polypes, the ventral zooids being the

smallest and the dorsal clusters invariably the largest. In the case

of the younger leaves these dorsal zooids are not much smaller than

the youngest or most dorsal polypes, and it is possible that they may
develope into them, as we have siipposed to occur in Fitniculina. We
have not, however, had siifficient material at our disposal to enable ua

to determine this point.

i.—Anatomy of the Polypes.—
The polj'pes of PennatuJn agree iu all essential features with those

of Funiculina already described,* the differences, which are of merely

secondary importance, being due mainly to the fusion of the polypes

to form leaves in Pennatnla.

The structure of the polypes is shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 ; Fig. 3

representing a whole leaf, with its component polypes ; Fig. 4, a

longitudinal section through one polype taken along the line AA in

Fig. 3 vertically to the surface of the leaf ; whilst Fig. o represents a

transverse section of the leaf along the line BB iu Fig. 3, the section

cutting the six most ventrally-situated polypes of the leaf at different

points of their length.

We propose now to consider the several parts of the polype,

taking them in the same order as in the description of FuniculitKi.

a. The Body-wall consists, as in Funiculina, of a firm gelatinous

mesoderm (Fig. 5 .r), clothed on its outer and inner surfaces by
ectoderm (iv) and endoderm (;/) respectively. The mesoderm, and
therefore the body-wall of which it forms the greater part of the

* Supra, pp. 25—36
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substance, is thinner than in Funiciilina, from which it differs further

in being very closely beset with the characteristic red calcareous

spicules (Figs. 3, 4, 5 /). These spicules are of very various sizes and
placed in different directions, though usually with their long axes more
or less parallel to that of the polypes ; their shape and other characters

will be described farther on.

The partition walls between the several polypes of a leaf have the

same structure as the external body-wall, but are very much thinner,

the mesoderm being hardh' thicker than the cellular endoderm
clothing it ; they are also devoid of spicules (Fig. 5). These partitions

are, so far as we have been able to determine, imperforate, so that the

body cavities of the several polypes are completely separated from one

another, and in this respect our observations accord with those of

KoUiker on PcniwUila. though in the allied genus Pteroeides he has

shown that wide apertures exist in the septa, thus placing the polypes

in direct communication with one another.

The bottom of the polype cavity is separated from the dorsal or

lateral canal of the rachis by a very thin wall (Figs. 3 and 4), and the

cavities of the ventral polypes appear to communicate with the

meshes of the spongy connective-tissue of the rachis-wall.

The free oral ends of the polypes have thicker walls than the parts

which are fused to form the leaf ; and these free ends are strengthened

by numerous very large and stout spicules, whose direction is mainly

longitudinal.

The longitudinal muscles of the rachis are not prolonged into the

leaves, the muscular system of which is extremely feebly developed.

//. Hie CiiJij.v.—As in FunicuU)ui, the calyx (Figs. 8 and 4 fj h) is

produced into eight hollow processes, alternating with the tentacles.

These processes are longer and more pointed than in Funiculina, and

are stiffened by very numerous spicules, many of which are of very

large size ; indeed the spicules are both more abundant and of greater

size in the calyx than in any other part of the ^Dolype. In most of the

polypes the ends of the spicules project freely beyond the ends of the

processes for a short distance ; but this condition is almost certainly

to be ascribed to the action of the spirit in which the specimens are

preserved having caused the fleshy bodv substance to contract and so

leave the ends of the spicules bare.

When the polypes are retracted, the calyx processes are by the

action of the retractor muscles (Fig. 6 j)) pulled in towards one another,

and meeting in the middle form a pointed conical cover completely

protecting the entrance to the polype cavity (Fig. 3).

The calcareous spicules, which form so characteristic an element

in the structure of /'eyinatula, may be described here. They occur in

great numbers along the whole length of both upper and under surfaces

of the leaves, being more closely placed along the lines of division

between the component polypes (Fig. 5) than at the intervening

portions. In the free oral ends of the polypes, and especially in the
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calices, they are far more numerous than iu other parts of the polypes,

being set so close together as to be almost in contact with one another;

they are also, as we have seen, exceedingly abundant in the dermis

of both stalk and rachis.

The spicules, which are always mesodermal structures, vary much
in size in different places. They are straight rods, about twenty times

as long as they are wide : in the polypes the smallest spicules have a

length of about O-OOoin., while the largest ones measure O-O-tliiu. long

by 0"002in. wide, the average length being about O'OlSiu. The
transverse section varies in shape according to the size of the spicules

;

the smaller spicules are, as shown in Fig. 0, vei\y distinctly triradiate,

but of a heavier and less elegant pattern than in Fioiiculinci (r/, Plate

I., Fig. fl). In the larger spicules the grooves between the ribs are

filled up more or less completely, as shown in Fig. 7, while the largest

spicules of all have entirely lost the triradiate character and are

circular in section. This relation between the size of the spicules and
their shape in tranverse section appears to be a very constant one, so

that for each length of spicule there is a characteristic shape in

section, which is rarely departed from to any considerable extent.

The spicules are not unfrequently rather wider in the middle than
towards the ends, which latter are slightly rounded off. As already

stated, the spicules are bright red, the red colour of the leaves and
rachis being due entirely to them.

<. The Teiitacle-'i, as in Funiculina, are eight hollow processes of the

body-wall placed round the mouth, and bearing on each side a row of

from ten to fifteen hollow pinnules (Fig. 6, /). The tentacles are shown
in transverse section near to tlieir bases in the uppei'most section of

Fig. 5, which shows their structure at this part. Each consists of an

outer layer or ectoderm, with abundant thread-cells or nematocysts
;

an endoderm lining the central canal, and continuous with the

endodei-m of the body-cavity ; and a mesoderm, which at the sides

and inner surface of the tentacle is thin, as in Funiculina, and
consists of a layer of longitudinal muscles with an inner much
weaker layer of circular muscle-fibres. At the outer side of the

tentacle the mesoderm (Fig. 5) is very much thicker, and resembles in

structure the mesoderm of the body-wall, consisting, in addition to an

outer layer of longitudinal muscles, of a gelatinous connective-tissue

matrix in which are embedded a number of calcareous spicules

(Fig. 5, /).

The pinnules are at the lower end of the tentacle rather long,

thin, and some distance apart ; towards the upper end they become
thicker and more closely set together. Their cavities open into the

central cavity of the tentacle, and their structure is the same as that

of the tentacle itself : they may even contain small calcareous

spicules.

(I. The Stomacli, as seen in Figs. 4 and 5, is very similar to that of

I'uniculind. It is short, and is entirely contained in the free portion of
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the polype : its walls are thrown into transverse folds, which, when
the polype is retracted, are approximated like the folds of a concertina

so as to reduce the stomach to less than half its normal length.

The walls of the stomach agree in structure with those of Funiculina,

consisting of a thin glandular linmg membrane or ectoderm which is

distinctly ciliated, a thin connective-tissue mesodermal layer, and a

moderately thick outer or endodermal layer, containing numerous
spherical highly refractive granules similar to those described in

Finunulina.

e. Till' }fi'>:i'ntrrii'.'< (Figs. 4 and o o), eight in number, connect the

stomach with the body wall, and extend below the stomach the whole

length of the polype, as far down as the rachis. They may be divided

into a set of two, situated on the upper surface of the leaves, and
bearing below the stomach the long mesenterial filameuts s ; and a

set of six which bear the short mesenterial tilaments r, and of which

two are attached to the under surface of the leaf, two to the dorsal wall

of the polype, and two to the ventral wall.

Around the stoinach the eight mesenteries are arranged at nearly

equal intervals, as shown in the second section of Fig. 5 ; but even

here it will be noticed that the mesenteries are rather closer together

towai'd the right-hand side of the figure, corresponding to the lower

surface of the leaf, than they are on the left-hand side of the figure, or

upper surface of the leaf.

Below the stomach this asymmetry becomes still more marked,

the set of six mesenteries becoming crowded together towards the

under side of the leaf, while the two upper mesenteries, bearing the

long mesenterial filaments s, move slightly away from one another, and
become situated as shown in the lower section of Fig. 5 close to the

partitions dividing the polype from its neighbours on either side.

Still nearer the rachis, i.e., below the lower ends of the short mesen-

terial filaments, the six mesenteries become more irregularly arranged
;

they now form (vide Fig. 4 o and the three lower sections in Fig. o o)

very small longitudinal ridges, only projecting a verj' short way into

the cavity of the polype ; as a rule, three of the six are situated on the

under surface of the leaf, owing to one of the lateral ones shifting its

attachment from the side to the under surface. This arrangement,

which is acquired shortly below the lower ends of the short mesenterial

filaments (Fig. 4 r), persists down to the bottom of the polype-cavity.

The structure of the mesenteries and the arrangement of their

muscular system is the same as in Funicidimi. The retractor muscles

of the polype (Figs. 4 and 5 p) ariBe from the body wall and run up in

the mesenteries to be inserted into the mesodermal layer of the

stomach ; while the protractor muscles (Fig. 4 q) which are much
feebler, arise from the upper part of the sides of the body, and running

downwards and inwards in the mesenteries, are inserted like the

i-etractors into the stomach wall.
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As shown in the second section of Fiij. 5, the proti-actor muscles are

situated on one face only of the mesenteries, and a comparison of this

figure with Fijj. 13 of Plate II. will show that the actual arrangement
is the same as in Funiculiiia. The two upper mesenteries, which bear

below the stomach the long mesenterial filaments, and are situated on

the left-hand side of both the figures referred to, have the retractor

muscles on the sides facing away from one another ; the two opposite

mesenteries, those on the lower surface of the leaf and the right-hand

side of the figures, have the retractor muscles on the sides facing one
another, while the intermediate or dorsal and ventral mesenteries bear

the muscles on their right-hand sides in the figures.

It is clear therefore that, as in Funiciilina, there is only one bisecting

plane that will divide the polype into two perfectly symmetrical halves,

and it is also evident from Figs. 3 and 5, and from the description given

above that the platie of .fi/mmetrn is perpendicular to the flat surface of

the leaf, and is therefore the plane of section adopted in Fig. 4.

The retractor muscles pull back the bases of the tentacles, and at

the same time shorten the stomach, as described above, so as to make
room for them ; the completion of the retraction of the tentacles is

effected by their own intrinsic system of longitudinal muscles

;

and the final action of the great retractor muscles is by pulling on the

bases of the calyx processes to bring these towards one another and so

completely close the mouth of the polype cup.

/. The Mesenterial Filaments.—-The mesenterial filaments, which
are simply the thickened edges of the mesenteries below the stomach,

fall as already noticed into two groups ; a set of two situated on the

upper surface of the leaf and extending down to the bottom of the

polype cavities, the long mesenterial filaments (Figs. 4 and o s) ; and a set

of six, the short mesenterial jilami'nts, Figs. 4 and 5 r, which only

extend a short way below the stomach.

The long mesenterial filaments have the same character along the

whole of their length : they are straight, or very slightly convoluted,

and are in transverse section (Fig. 5 s) bifid, the filament and
mesentery together having the appearance of a letter Y with very
thick arms. Each arm consists of a thin stratum of connective tissue,

clothed on its upper surface—that towaz-ds the upper surface of the
leaf—by a thin layer of flat epithelial cells, and on its under surface by
a single layer of elongated columnar ciliated cells, which are granular
in appearance, and possibly in part of glandular natui-e. Concerning
the function of these long mesenterial filaments we know nothing.

The short mesenterial filaments, Figs. 4 and .5 r, are, like those of

Funiculina, thick and much convoluted. They are rather shorter than
those of Ftuiiculina, being not quite so long as the stomach in its ex-

panded condition, and their length is the same in all the polypes of

the leaf, however long or short these themselves may be. They com-
mence about the spot where the polypes become free from one another,

so that the greater part or the whole of their length is contained in

the leaf proper.
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The structure of the shoi-t mesenterial filaments is, as shown in Figs.

4 and y, the same as in Funiculina, each consisting of a connective

tissue lamella clothed on each side by a thick layer of special glandular

and ciliated endodermal cells. Concerning the function of these

filaments we have been able to make some observations whic'.i tend to

strongly confirm Dr. Krukeuberg's conclusions* that they are really

digestive organs.

In a number of the polypes we have observed solid bodies imbedded

either partially or completely in the mesenterial filaments ; examples of

this are shown in the third section in Fig. 5, to. These bodies are

cleai-ly of a foreign nature ; they are also evidently organised, and
appear to be undergoing decomposition. From the observations of Dr.

Krukenberg on the digestive properties of these mesenterial filaments

in Sea-anemones, there can be no doubt that these foreign bodies are

organisms or portions of organisms which have been swallowed

as food and are undergoing digestion. In this case it is of

great interest to notice the veiy marked power possessed by the fila-

ments of wrapping themselves around the food particle, so as to attack

it, as it were, from all sides at once. The importance of this operation

is seen at once from Dr. Krukenberg's account of the act of digestion

as being a surface action, only occurring where there is actual contact

between the filament and the food particle, and not effected by means
of a fluid secretion poured out over the food.

It is also important to notice that the endodermal cells of the

mesenterial filaments must in order to effect this enveloping of the

food, manifest active changes of form

—

i.e., must be amoeboid, and the

fact that those endoderm cells which are specially concerned in

digestion are amoeboid has now been established in a considerable

number of C(denteratn.

In the case of one of the polypes of which we have prepared

sections—the third section fi-om the top in Fig. o—an additional point

of interest has presented itself. Lodged within the polype with its

head just at the level of the bottom of the stomach, and its body lying

imbedded among the mesenterial filaments, is an Entomostracon,

apparently one of those parasitic or semi-parasitic Copcpoda in which

the jaws are retained in a well-developed condition, but the other

appendages are rudimentary. The ovaries of this Copepod are in a

condition of great activity, containing very numerous ova in various

stages of development. Many of the ripe ova have left the parent and

are either lying freely in the body-cavity of the polype or else are

embedded in the mesenterial filaments in the same manner as are the

food particles described above. An instance of this is shown in the

* Vide supra, v. 1".

\ For a summary of receut observations on the amoeboid condition of the
endoderm in Ccelenterata and other forms, and for important observations on
the process of di^'estion in the fresli-water Medusa Limnocodium, vide Lanliester
"On the Intracellular Digestion of Limnocodium," Quartcidy Journal of

Microscopic Scioiioe, -January, 1S81.
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third section of Fi<». 5 at or, which sliows also that the eg^ after

becoininsj completely embedded in tlie mesenterial lilameut has
commenced to develope, the stage tigured being that in which it has
divided into four equal segments. Other eggs from the same
specimen have proceeded considerably further in their development.

It is difficult in this case to determine whether, on the one hand,
the Copepod has been swallowed as food and has escaped digestion so

far owing to the thick cuticle covering and protecting its body, the

eggs being also destined ultimately to serve as food, and being
engulphed by the mesenterial lilameuts for that purpose, but having,

owing to their tirni investing membrane, not only escaped digestion,

but been enabled to develope up to a certain point ; or, on the other

hand, whether we are not dealing with a parasitic animal which has
planted itself at the bottom of the stomach, so as to intercept the food

supplies captured by the polype, and which has found in the mesen-
terial filaments a suitable nidus for the development of its eggs.

Although the general appearance of the Entomostracon, which we
have been uuablo to identify, suggests parasitic habits, and although
there is no sign of either the animal itself or its eggs undergoing
digestion, we au disposed, in the absence of any more definite

evidence, to adop: the former view, though fully recognising the possi-

bility that the latter one may prove to be correct.

;/. The Reproductive Organ,s. Concerning the reproductive organs of

Pennatula, we have been able to make some observations of interest,

owing to the fact that the two Oban specimens are of opposite sexes.

Lacaze-Duthiers * was apparently the first to show that in Pennatula
the male and female organs are borne on separate colonies. He
examined, however, only a very small number of specimens, and
merely records the fact that the sexes are distinct, without giving any
description or figiires of the reproductive organs.

Kollikerf also, though noticing that the sexes are distinct in

Peninitula, describes them very briefly, and gives no figures; indeed,

no satisfactory account appears to have been published hitherto.

Externally, there appears to be no definite or constant difference

between the two sexes ; a difference in shape between the two Oban
specimens has already been alluded to as a possible distinction, but
whether it is so or not could only be decided by an examination of a

far larger number of specimens than we have had an opportunity of

investigating.

In the female specimen, Figs. 1 and 2, the reproductive

organs are closely similar to those of FunicuUna. The edges of

the six mesenteries which bear higher up the short thick

filaments act as ovaries, and the ova appear as individual epithelial

cells, which grow rapidly, and are from the start invested by a thin

* Lacaze-Duthiers, " Des Sexes chez les Alcyouaires." Comptes Eeudus de
TAcademie Imperiale de Paris, 1865, tome 60, pp. 840—843.

^ Kolliker : op. cit., p. 125.
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membranous sheath, aud later ou by a second outer, very thick and
strong capsule, formed by the surrounding epithelial cells. During the
greater part of their development the ova are attached by short stalks

to the edges of the septa, and project freely into the body-cavity of the
polype.

When ripe the ova become detached from the stalks and lie freely

in the polype-cavity. Each ripe ovum is a spherical body about 0-015

in. diameter, consisting of a very dense pigmented outer capsule of

great strength and considerable thickness, with its surface marked as

in Funiculiiia by an irregular network of low ridges, and i^resentiug at

one spot a very conspicuous aperture or micropijle for admission of the

spermatozoa ; within this capsule is a second inner and much thinner

membrane, inside which is the ovum itself ; this consists of granular

protoplasm imbedded in which, iisually close to one side, is a very
large and evident germinal vesicle containing one or niore lai'ge spher-

ical gemiinal spots.

Ova occur in all the leaves of the female specimen except the very

youngest ones, those at the bottom of the rachis, aud as a rule in each

component polype of the leaf. They are far more abundant in all

stages of development at the lower or basal end of the polypes, where

they often form compact masses completeh' filling up the polype-

cavities, than at the upjDer ends.

The ripe eggs are found in small numbers near the upjier part of

the polypes, and, as Johnston has pointed out, •' by a little pressure

can be made to pass through the mouth."* Lacaze-Duthiei's holds

that fertilisation and the earliest stages of development are effected

within the body of the parent, the embrjo escaping as a ciliated

plauula, which, after swiiximing freely for a time, fixes itself, grows

up and developes by repeated budding into a Fennatula ; and Dalyell's

description of the process as observed by himself in Virrjularia strongly

supports this view.f

The male reproductive organs are very similar to the female ones.

They develope in exactly the same situation, and in a very similar

manner. When adult they are almost identically the same size as the

ova, and have very much the same appearance, even under moderately

high powers of the microscope. So close is the resemblance, and so com-

pletely do the spermatospheres or spherical masses of spermatozoa

(Figs. 3, 4, 5, ts) counterfeit the ova of the female, that nothing could

be easier than to mistake the males for females.

We ourselves fell into this error at first, and for some time were

under the impression that our male specimen was, from the apparently

obvious eggs that it contained in such large numbers, really a female

;

and it was only after cutting sections of these supposed eggs, and

* Johnston :
" British Zoophytes," vol. i., 2nd Ed., 1847, p. 159.

1 Dalyell "Karc and Remarkable .\uiuials of Scotland," 184ti vol. ii. p. 188.
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exaiuiuuiji them with high powers
(i^.

in. and jJ„ in.), that we discovered

their real nature.

Like the eggs iu the female, the male organs are developed on the

edges of the septa, which bear, higher up, the short thick mesenterial

tilameuts. So far as we have been able to determine only four of these

six septa bear these oi'gaus, namely, the dorsal and ventral pairs of

each polype-cavity, the pair belonging to the under surface of the leaf

being, as a rule, if not indeed constantly, sterile.

As in the female the reproductive organs are borne by all the leaves

except the very youngest, and by all the polypes of each leaf, being far

more abundant in all stages of development at the basal ends of the

polypes than towards their free extremities.

Iu the earliest stages of development that we have noticed, the

male orgaus (Figs. 4 and 5, ts) are small knobs composed of spherical

nucleated cells, surrounded by a capsule of flattened epithelial cells,

aud attached to the edge of the septum by a short stalk.

In the next stage, the spermatosphere, as we may call it, has

increased considerably iu size, aud the component sperm cells are

far more numerous though of smaller size than before. A little later a

ceuti'al space appears iu the middle of the spermatosphere, which has

now a radiately striated aspect. Soon after this the spermatosphere

becomes detached from its stalk and lies free iu the polype-cavity.

It is now a spherical body with an average diameter of 0'014in.,

aud consists of an outer cellular capsule much thinner and less tough

than that of the egg; withiu this is a very thin membranous coat,

inside which are an enormous number of miuute oval highly refractive

bodies, the heads of the spermatozoa, mauy of which have loug fila-

mentarj- tails attached to them. In the centre of the spermatosphere

is a clear space iu which no sperm cells or heads of spermatozoa are

present, but in which the thread-like tails of the spermatozoa cau be

clearly distinguished under high powers of the microscope.

Spermatospheres having this structure are found far forward

in the polypes close to the mouths through which they undoubtedly

escape ; but whether the spermatospheres break up on escaping from

the polype into their constituent spermatozoa, or remain for a time in

the condition described above, we have been unable to determine.

We have seen no indication of a tendency to break up in any of the

spermatospheres, and yet these have no inherent power of locomotion

for the epithelial capsule enclosing them is not ciliated.

In order to satisfy oui'selves as to whether the sexes are really

distinct, we have examined the reproductive organs from about a dozen

different leaves of each of the specimens, selecting leaves from both

sides and from very various parts, with the result that all the leaves

examined of the one specimen bear male organs and of the other female
;

from which we feel justified in concluding that Lacaze-Duthiers is

correct iu stating that the sexes iu Fennatula are distinct.
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We have also investigated for the same purpose aud in the same
manner four specimens of Peimatula in the Owens College Museum,
the result being to confirm the above conclusion in all cases.

Our account of the male Pennatuht will be found to agree very

closely with the description given by Kiilliker* of the male of

HaUsceptrum, a genus belonging to the same family as Pennatula and
differing from it mainly in possessing no calcareous spicules in the

leaves. Concerning the relative abundance of the two sexes, out of

six specimens of HalUcepirum examined by Kolliker five were females

and only one a male ; while of the six specimens of Pennatula we
have had an opportunity of studying, two are females and four males.

The close similarity, if not identity, in external form between the two
sexes, and also the close resemblance of the spermatospheres to the

ova, must make us very cautious about accepting statements concerning

the sexuality of specimens, unless it is explicitly stated that the

character of the genital products has been determined by the

microscope.

5.

—

Anatomy of the Zookh.—
The zooids of Pennatula, like those of Funicidina, differ from the

polypes in the following structural points, besides the differences in size

aud position alreadj- noticed :

—

1. Though there is a well-developed stomach, and as a rule a

mouth as well, there are no tentacles or calyx.

2. All eight mesenteries are present around and supporting the

stomach, but only two of the eight have their free edges below the

stomach thickened to form mesenterial filaments. The two mesen-

terial filaments present extend down to the bottom of the body cavity

of the zooid, and clearly correspond to the two long slender filaments

of the polypes.

3. The zooids have no reproductive organs. The walls of the

zooids are very thickly studded with calcareous spicules, aud the lower

ends of the zooid cavities communicate freely with the spongy canal

system of the wall of the rachis. At least two thirds of the length of

each zooid is embedded in the wall of the rachis, so that it is only by

making sections of the rachis that the anatomy of the zooids can be

ascertained. The smaller zooids have no mouths, and are therefore

dependent for their nutriment on the supply brought by the canal

system from the polypes.

6.

—

Zoological Position and Affinities.—
The general position of I'ennatula in the order Pennatulida is shown

in the table on page 1 of this report. The generic characters, as given

by Kolliker, t are as follows :

—

"Genus: I'ennatula—True Sea-pens, with well developed leaves, in

which there are no zooids and no very large calcareous rods t but a

' Kolliker : op. cit., pp. 161-167. t Kolliker : Op. cit. p. 122.

; As iu Pteroeides, e.(j.
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number of small spicules. Zooids situated aloiif,' the wliole ventral

surface of the rachis, and also on the lateral surfaces between the

leaves. Polypes in cups, beset with calcareous spicules ; calyx

processes variable in uumber."

Kolliker distinguishes four species of l'i>iinntid<i, whose leading

characters are as follow :—

r

1. I'eniHitula phoi>j)horea . Leaves formed of single rows of polypes,

eight to eighteen in number, eight calyx processes to eacli polype ;

reproductive organs contained in the leaves.

2. Pfiiniitulii nthni. Leaves formed of single rows of polypes,

twenty-five to forty-six in number, placed alternately, so as to give the

appearance of double rows. Calyx processes usually three or four to

each polype ; reproductive organs confined to the parts of the leaves

within the rachis.

3. Peniuitula borealis. Large pens, up to thirty-two inches long

leaves thick, formed of two to four rows of polypes.

4. Pciniatithi fimhriata. Leaves formed of two rows of polypes.

Of Pi'iinatula pho^phoreo, to which the Oban specimens clearly

belong, three chief varieties are mentioned by Kolliker :
—

a. P. phosphorea, var. anciiisti folio. Leaves long and narrow
;
polype

heads few in number, and wide apart.

b. P. pho'^phorea, var. InncifoUd. Leaves lanceolate
;
polype heads

numerous and placed close together. Of this variety, to which the

Oban specimens are to be refen-ed. Kolliker distingi;ishes four sub-

varieties.

c. P. phosphorea. var. aculeata. Leaves narrow and some distance

apart ; on ventral side of rachis are four to six rows of prominent spines

connected with the zooids.

1.—Habits.—
1. The Natural Position of Pennatula.—On this point the various

zoologists who have described Pennatula from living specimens differ

remarkably.

Ellis,* speaking of Pennatula, says :
—" This genus of animals diffei's

remarkablj' from all the other Zoophytes by their swimming freely

about in the sea, and many of them having a muscular

motion as they swim along. I know of none of them
that fix themselves by their base, notwithstanding what has
been wrote." Other anatomists have described Pennatula as having
the power of swimming freely, and Dr. Grant goes so far as to say

that " a more singular and beautiful spectacle could scarcely be

conceived than that of a deep purple P. phosphorea, with all its delicate

transparent polypi expanded and emitting their usual brilliant

phosphorescent light, sailing through the still and dark abyss by the

regular and synchronous pulsations of the minute fringed arms of the

whole polypi."

Ellis and Solander, Natural History of Zoophytes, 178G, p. 60.
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This is doubtless very beautiful, but unfortunately does not appear

to liave the smallest shred of dii'ect evidence in its support. It is

difficult to ^et to the oi'igin of these accounts, but this is apparently to

bb found in an observation of Bohadsch, whom we have already

mentioned as the first describer of FuiiiruUnn.

Bohadsch describes Pennatnla as a deep-sea animal, which is

sometimes cau.t^ht " with other fishes." He notes its phosphorescent

properties, to which we shall refer below, and then says * that on one

occasion, in the year 1749, while sailing in the Mediterranean, he

observed some phosphorescent body about four feet below the surface

of the water, and being at that time " in historia naturali miuiine

versatus '' he asked the sailor.s what it was, and they told him that it

was PeiDKi, i.e.. a sea-pen or sea-feather.

Now Ellis avowedly obtained the greater part of his information

concerning I'eniuiiula from Bohadsch, and there is much reason for

thinking that Dr. Grant's account is based on that of Ellis, so that it

would really seem as if Dr. Grant's glowing description rests merely on

a solitary observation made by a man who speaks of himself as

• knowing very little indeed about natural history at the time"; an

observation which consisted in looking over the side of a ship and

seeing something phosphorescent in the water, whose shape he was
unable to make out, but which the sailors told him was a Sea-pen.

We are accordingly of opinion that the statements concerning

Pennatnla swimming freely cannot be accepted unless fresh evidence

from direct observation is brought forward.

Assuming then that Pennatnla does not swim, there still remains

the question as to what is the natural position of the pen ; it un-

doubtedly dwells at the bottom of the sea, but is it planted upright or

does it lie horizontally on the bottom ?

Sir John Dalyell, a very careful observer, expresses an opinion,

though by no means a decided one, that the horizontal position is the

natural one. He is however much troubled by the stem, whose use on

his theory he is unable to understand. t A few other zoologists have

adopted this view, prominent among whom is again Dr. Grant,* who
says :

" The slow contraction of the Pennatnla pltosphorea coils up the

thin flexible extremities of its calcareous axis, and moves the

retroverted spines of its exterior surface so as to push the animal slowly

along a rough surface."

Our own opinion is very strongly in favour of the now generally

accepted view that Pennatnla lives erect, planted in the sea-bottom.

The absence of polypes on the stalk, the presence of the supporting

calcareous stem, and especially the proportions of this stem in

different parts of its length, and the pale colour of the stalk, speak

* Bohadsch "De quibusdam anhnalibus uiariniis," 1761, p. 107.

t Dalyell :
" Rare and Eemarkable Animals of Scotland," vol. ii., 18-)8.

; Grant :
" Outlines of Comparative .\uatoniy," 18J1, pp. 1.32-1.33.
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strongly in support of this view, to sa\ nothing of the evidence yielded

by the undoiibtecl fact that in Vivijuluria the stalk i« known to be

planted in the mud of the sea-bottom.

In connection with this question we would direct special attention

to the powerful system of longitudinal muscles present in the stalk of

Pennatula. These muscles, as previously noticed, are arranged round

the stalk, not in a simple ring, but in a deeply corrugated layer, and

the disposition of the muscular bands is such as to suggest the power

not only of a considerable longitudinal contraction, but also of a

partial lateral or spiral contraction. We are in fact disposed to view

these muscular bands as affording a means whereby a slight wriggling

movement of the stalk could be effected, such as would enable the

Pennatula to burrow down into the soft mud to a certain extent ; and

that the pen is probably possessed of such a power is supported by

the consideration that the mud in which it is planted must always be

liable to be washed away by currents and other causes, in which

case the Pennatula, if it had no power of burrowing, would fall

prostrate at once, in consequence of the small total depth of its

insertion in the mud. We shall return to this point when dealing with

Virgularia.

2. Phonphoi-c'scence.—The majority of the Pennatulida are phosphor-

escent, and P.'plio.-iphorea receives its specific name from the fact that

it exhibits this phenomenon in an exceptional degree.

This was well seen in the Oban specimens while living; the more
perfect female specimen when suspended in a jar of sea-water in the

dark, and irritated or excited by gently brushing the leaves, exhibited

a fine display of phosphorescence, the different polypes when touched

showing minute brilliant points of light which appeared to flash over

the whole surface of the feather in rapid irregular corruscatious.

Edward Forbes made some interesting obsei"vations on the phos-

phorescence of Pennatula, his main results being as follows:—The
pen is phosphorescent only when irritated by touch ; the phosphores-

cence appears at the place touched, and proceeds thence in an undulat-

ing wave to the extremity of the rachis, but never in the opposite

direction ; it is only the parts at and above the point of stimulation

that show phosphorescence ; the light is emitted for a longer time from

the point of stimulation than from the other luminous parts ; detached

portions may show phosphorescence. Forbes also says that " when
plunged in fresh water, the Pennatula scatters sparks about in all

directions—a most beautiful sight ; but when plunged in spirit it does

not do so, but remains phosphorescent for some time, the light dying

gradually away, and, last of all, from the uppermost polypes. One
remained phosphorescent for five minutes in spirit."

Dr. Wilson,* who, at the request of Forbes, made a direct investiga-

tion of the phosphorescent properties of Pennatula, came to the con-

clusion that the phosphorescence was not an electrical phenomenon, but

was probably due to some " spontaneously inflammable substance."

* Vide Johustou's "British Zoophytes," ^d Ed., 1847, vol. i., pp. 150—155.
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The most careful and systematic observations on the phosphorescence
of PennaUila are, however, those of Panceri,* who has arrived at several

results of great interest. He finds that the light emanates exclusively

from the polypes and zooids, and not from all parts of these but from
certain special phosphorescent organs. These " cordoni luminosi " as

he calls them are eight longitudinal bands of a fatty substance,

situated on the outer wall of the stomach, one baud in each of the

compartments of the body cavity formed by the mesenteries (Fig. 5,

second section) ; and that these phosphorescent organs retain their

luminosity after renaoval from the polype. Panceri states that if any

other portion of a polype exhibits phosphorescence it is merely due to the

special organs having been broken up, probably by the act of stimulation.

Panceri finds that phosphorescen<;e may be excited by very various

stimuli, mechanical, chemical, thermal, electrical, etc. He finds that

if any point in the rachis be stimulated, luminous currents starting

from the point of stimulation run both up and down the rachis and
along the leaves to their extremities ; and that if a leaf be stimulated the

current runs down the leaf to the rachis, then both up and down the

rachis and along all the other leaves to their extremities.

A further point of interest determined by Panceri is, that there is

always a distinct interval between the application of the stimulus

and the first appearance of phosphorescence, and that this latent

period has a very constant duration of 4-.5ths of a second.

It will be seen that these " phosphorescent organs " of Panceri are

the same things as the " hepatic cells " of Gosse, which have been

described above both in Peiuiatuld and Fiaiicitlhui. t

8.

—

Geographical DUtrihution.—
Fennatula plwsphorea is apparently a common species at various

places round the British shores : Ellis says that " great numbers have

been taken on the coast of Scotland, especially near Aberdeen : "'

Dr. Gray mentions the coast of England and the Hebrides ; and
Kolliker gives as localities, besides the coast of England and Scotland,

the Mediterranean, especially Naples and the Adriatic, the coast of

France, and the Kattegat; to which Sars adds the whole coast of

Norway, from Frederickshald to Christiansund.

* Panceri. " Etudes sur la Phosphorescence des Auimaux Marius." Annales
des Sciences Naturelles. Ciuquieme Series, Tome xvi, 1872, pp. 13-21.

t Hupra. pp. 17 and 42.
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PART III.

VIRGULAKIA MIRABILIS.

Lamarck.

Of Virgulaiia mirabilis there were obtained

—

a. Seven liviu« specimens, varying in length from six to ten inches.

b. Two bare stems, of three and six inches length respectively.

The specimens were dredged at four spots : (1) off Duuollie Castle

(Station I. of the General Report of the Dredging Excursion)
; (2) mid-

way between Lismore Point and the mainland (Station III.)
; (3) the

southern end of Kerrera Sound (Station IV.) ; and (i) off Lismore
Point (Station VI.). In the first of these localities Virgulnria was
taken in company with Pennatula ; and in the second and fourth with

FunicuUna. In all four cases the depth was about twenty fathoms,

and the bottom mud.
As with Pennatula and FunicuUna, so also with Virgularia, we have

foimd the existing descriptions and figures to be very incomplete and,

with few exceptions, inaccurate as well. English zoologists have
hitherto been specially culpable in this respect. Virgularia has long

been known to be abundant at many places along the Scotch coast,

and yet the stock figure of this genus given in English books at the

present day is not taken from a British specimen at all, but is copied

from a figure by O. F. Miiller in his " Zoologia Danica," published in

1776. This figure, the first ever published from a living specimen, and
which in its original form is imperfect and unsatisfactory, has been

copied and recopied, losing at each operation something of what
truthfulness it originally possessed, until it has culminated in the

absolutely unrecognisable travesty given in Gosse's "Marine Zoology,"

or, worse still, in Nicholson's " Manual of Zoology," a drawing which a

moment's glance at an actual specimen would have shown to be

absolutely false.

Partly in the hope of removing this national reproach, and partly

in the endeavour to utilise to the best advantage the specimens so

freely placed at our disposal by the Birmingham Natural History

Society, we have been led to attempt as complete a description of the

anatomy of Virgularia, as the imperfect histological preservation

of our material has permitted, and to illustrate our description by
figures drawn with the camera from the objects themselves.

General Account.

In general appearance, as shown in Plate IV., Fig. I., Virgularia is

in many respects intermediate between FunicuUna and Pennatula ; for
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wliile it has the slender shape and proportions of the former {cf. Plate I.,

Fig. 1.), it agrees with the latter in that the polypes, instead of being

inserted separately and independently into the rachis, are fused

together so as to form leaves (cf. Plate III., Fig. 1).

As in the other two genera, so also in Virfiularia, we distinguish a

cylindrical axial portion travei'sed by a central calcified stem, and
divisible into an upper part, the rachis (Fig. 1. a) beai'iug the polypes,

and a lower part or stalk (Fig. 1. Z>), which has no polypes, and is in the

natural condition planted in the sea bottom.

Concerning the stalk, however, the Oban specimens tell us nothing,

for they are all broken short either at the junction of the stalk and
rachis, or else some distance above this point. More than this, in

addition to this imperfection at the lower end, all the specimens are

imperfect at the upper end also.

All seven of the Oban specimens are, indeed, only fragments : in all

cases both the tops and the stalks are wanting ; in four specimens

the fracture at the lower end has taken place at the junction of stalk

and rachis ; while in the remaining three it has occurred somewhat
higher up, in the lower part of the rachis.

This mutilated condition of the specimens of I'irijuhiria is a very

interesting point. It might at first be thought that the Birmingham
Society had for some reason or other been exceptionally unlucky, but

this is not the case. The concurrent testimony of all naturalists who
have dredged or described Virgularia mirahilis agrees in showing that

this mutilation is not exceptional, but is on the contrary the almost

invariable rule. Dalyell, writing on this point, says :
— " Neither can

I certify from what I myself have seen, or from the narrative of others,

that in this country it has occurred entire and unmutilated on any

occasion whatever. I have not had the good fortune of finding a

representation of it in the perfect state ;" * and KoUiker, our greatest

authority on the whole group of Pennatulida, remarks, that of V. mirahilia

a perfect unmutilated specimen has never yet been seen.f

Specimens with the lower end or stalk complete are very rare, but

a certain number have been described and figured by Dalyell, KoUiker,

and others. No description has yet appeared, so far as we can

ascertain, of a specimen with the upper end perfect, and KoUiker ex-

pressly states that he has never seen one. We have had the good fortune

to find one such specimen in the Glasgow University Museum, believed

to have been dredged off the west coast of Scotland, but with the

exact locality and date of capture unrecorded. Though perfect at the

top, this specimen, which is nine inches in length, is only a partial

exception to the general rule concerning mutilation, for it is broken off

below at what appears to be the usual x^lace, the junction of rachis

and stalk.

* Dalyell :
" Rare and Keiiiarkable Animals of Scotland,'' 1848, Vol. ii., p. 181.

t Kiilliker: .\lcyonarien, 187:3, p. 190.
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From this Glasgow specimen, which will be more fully described

further on, the upper part of Fif». 1 has been drawn; i.e., tlie racliis

with its leaves of polypes. The stalk in this fij^ure is copied from a

figure given by Dalyell, and is indicated with dotted lines, as we have
not ourselves had an opportunity of seeing it.

The almost invariable mutilation which specimens of Virfiiilaria

undergo is certainly a point of great interest, more especially as it does

not appear to affect either of the two allied genera, FtaiicuUna and
Peniuitttht, which are found living side by side with it, and may be

brought up in the same haul of the dredge. We shall return to this

point further on.

The polypes, as already noticed, are fused together to form leaves,

and these leaves are placed in pairs along the whole length of the rachis

(Fig. 1) ; the leaves in the middle of the rachis being further apart,

and also rather larger than those at the two ends, but the difference in

size being altogether insignificant in comparison with what occurs in

Pennatida {cf. PI. IH., Fig. 1).

As in the two other genera, we distinguish in the I'achis dorsal and
ventral surfaces, the latter (Fig. 4) characterised by being bare and
free from polypes along its whole length.

Imbedded in the rachis at the bases of the leaves are the zooids or

rudimentary polypes, shown in Fig. 5 e.

The soft parts of ]'irguliiria, contrary to what occurs in Ftmiculina

and Pennatula, are completely destitute of spicules, calcification being

limited to the axial rod or stem.

Anatomical Description.

I.—The Stalk aiid Rachii<.—

The stalk (Fig. 1, b), as we have seen, is not present in any of the

Oban specimens. From the descriptions and figures given by Dalyell,*

K6lliker,f and Sars,J: it appears that in the few specimens in which it

has been preserved the stalk is cylindrical, with a slightly bulbous

extremity; the dilated part, asinPeH;;ff<i//a, having much thinnerwalls

than the rest.

The stalk is described as of considerable length, very much longer

relatively to the whole colony than is the case in Funiculina. Dalyell

figures a specimen in which the stalk is 8Jin. long ;
* and both Dalyell

and KbUiker agree in representing the lower end of the stalk as bent

up in the manner we have indicated in Fig. 1.

The longitudinal canals of the rachis are prolonged down the stalk,

according to KoUiker. In its upper part there are four main canals

—

dorsal, ventral, and two lateral ; but in the lower part the lateral canals

disappear, and the dorsal and ventral alone remain.

* Dalyell : oj). cit.. Plate XLIII., Fig. 7. t Kolliker : op. cit, Tat. XV., FiR. 101.

; Sars :
" Fauna littoralis Norvetjiie."
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The rachis is widest at its lower end, where the polype leaves are

either absent or very rudimentary (Figs. 1 and 6). As we pass upwards

and the leaves get bigger, the rachis at first diminishes in width some-

what rapidly (Fig. 1), but having attained a diameter of about 0-045in.

it preserves this tolerably uniformly along the greater part of its

length, tapering again gradually towards the upper end. It is traversed

throughout its length by four main longitudinal canals (Figs. 5 and 6 u),

one of which is dorsal, one ventral, and two lateral ; these canals, as

noticed above, extending down into the stalk.

The outer surface of the rachis is an epithelial layer forming

the ectoderm ; and the main canals have an epithelial endodermal

lining. The rest of the substance of the rachis consists of mesoderm :

this is very thin opposite the bases of the leaves, as seen in the

left-hand side of Fig. 5 ; but is of some thickness between the leaves,

as shown in the right-hand side of the same figure. It is traversed

by a network of very fine canals, and contains also definitely arranged

muscular fibres. These latter are chiefly longitudinal in direction

:

they form a well-defined layer, with a crenated outline when seen

in transverse section, running along the dorsal surface of the rachis a

short distance below the surface epithelium (Fig. 6, / in), and a similar

layer along the ventral surface, shown in the sanae figure. In the

stalk, according to K5lliker's descriptions and figures, there is a con-

tinuous sheath of muscle extending all round ; but in the rachis this

sheath is interrupted at the sides by the polypes, and so loses its

regular arrangement. The dorsal aad ventral portions remain, as we
have just seen, unaltered, but the lateral portions are much changed :

they persist in part as the px-otractor and retractor muscles of the

polypes (Fig. 6, j))-

A deeper set of longitudinal muscles is developed in the lower part

of the rachis in connection with the inner ends of the polype cavities

:

it is shown in Fig. 6.

The polype cavities communicate with the lateral canals, as shown

in the right-hand side of Fig. 6 ; but this connection appears only to

take place towards the bottom of the rachis. Through its means ova

are enabled to pass from the polypes into the lateral canals.

On the ventral side of the rachis, and along its whole length, there

is found a curious system of tubes, which we propose to speak of as the

radial canals. These form two lateral masses (Figs. 5 and 6, v c)

imbedded in the mesoderm on either side of the main ventral canal,

each mass consisting of a number of branching tubes of tolerably

uniform diameter, lined by a single layer of short columnar epithelial

cells, which stain very readily with logwood or other colouring reagents.

At intervals these tubes can be distinctly seen in transverse sections of

the rachis to open into the main ventral canal, and such openings are

shown in both Figs. 5 and 6.

Just before reaching the main canal tlie tubes are slightly con-

stricted, and their epithelial lining suddenly changes its character,

and becomes converted into the much flatter epithelium of the main
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canals. At their outer ends the radial canals can sometimes be traced

into continuity with a system of very fine canals with no distinct

epitheliiil lininf», which branch in an irrcfjnlar way throuf;h the meso-

derm of the rachis, and communicate both with the polype cavities and
with the main canals of the rachis, and which clearly correspond to the

fine nutrient canals traversing the mesoderm of both Funiculina and

Pennatuhi.

This system of ventral or radial canals has been described cai-efully

by Kolliker in the genus Halisceptnim,* in which its main characters

and relations appear to be the same as in Virgularia, though differing

in some points of detail. We are in much doubt concerning the

function of these canals. Kolliker says they are to be regarded as a

modification of the nutrient canals, and possibly subserving some
special function. The epithelium lining them has a very glandular

appearance, and, bearing in mind their position at the points of com-

munication between, on the one hand, the fine canal system which

penetrates the mesoderm in all directions, and is in communication

with the polype cavities, and, on the other hand, the main canal

system of the rachis and stalk, it has occurred to us that they may
very possibly be excretory organs and act as kidneys, separating eifete

matters from the fluid in the fine nutrient canals, and discharging it

into the main canal system. This view derives some slight support

from the fact that in more than one case we have seen small collections

of debris over the orifices from the radial canals into the main canal,

which were apparently being discharged from the former into the latter.

The chief difficulty in assigning this or indeed any other important

function to this system of canals, lies in the fact that they are found only

in certain members of the Pennatulida. They are present in Virgularia

and Halisceptrum ; but Pennatula and Funiculina have no trace of them.
They can have nothing to do with the ova, for they are far too small

to admit them ; neither, so far as our observations go, do ova ever

occur in the main ventral canal, though, as we have seen, they do pass

into the lateral canals.

2.—The Stem.—

The stem or calcai-eous axis of the rachis and stalk (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5,

and 6, c), is cylindrical, firmly calcified, and brittle. According to

Dalyell it contains as inuch as 85 per cent, of mineral matter, chiefly

carbonate and phosphate of lime, and only 15 per cent, of animal

matter.

Not only does the stem of Virgularia differ from that of Pennatula

or Funiculina in its greater brittleness, but the proportions at various

parts of its length are also very different. Both in Pennatula and
Funiculina the stem is thickest at or just above the junction of the stalk

and rachis, from which pomt it tapers both upwards and downwards,

ending at both ends in fine, imperfectly calcified, and very flexible points

* Kolliker : op. cit, pp. 169, 170,
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{videVl. I., Fig. 2, and PI. TIL, Fig. 8). In Funicidina the stem extends

the whole length of the colony, while in Pennatula the stem reaches the

bottom of the stalk, but stops short some distance from the top of the

rachis. In Pennatula it is also bent back on itself at both ends in the

form of a hook.

In Virgularia the stem (Fig. 2) extends the whole length of the

colony. In the stalk, according to Dalyell, Kolliker, and Koren and

Danielssen, the stem tapers gradually downwards, ending in a fine

flexible point, which reaches to the bottom of the bulbous termination

of the stalk, and then turns back on itself for a short distance, ending

in a small hook, much as in Pennatula. In the rachis, starting

from below at its junction with the stalk, the stem at first enlarges

slightly, attaining its maximum diameter at about the point marked c in

Fig. 2 ; above this point it diminishes in size, but very gradually,

remaining of considerable thicknsss throughout the length of the

rachis, and ending at its top in an abruptly truncated extremity.

In the Oban speciinens the diameter of the stem at its widest part

varies from 0-026in. to 0-050in. ; at its upper end, which, it must be

remembered, is imperfect in all the specimens, from 0-OlGin. to 0-039in.

The average taper from the widest part of the stem upwards is •002in.

per inch length of stem.

In the Glasgow specimen of Virriuhiria ntirahiUf;, in which the top is

perfect, the upper end of the stem projects above the top of the fleshy

rachis for a length aboiit equal to its own diameter ; and a similar

condition has been noticed by Herklots, Koren and Danielssen, and

others, in perfect specimens of allied species of Viryularia. The most

obvious explanation of this feature is that the fleshy coenosarc has,

owing to the action of the spirit in which the specimens are preserved,

contracted slightly and so left the end of the stem bare ; but there

appears to be some doubt as to whether this is the true one. Koren

and Danielssen speak on this point as follows :
—" Herklots and several

others have x^resumed that the reason of the axis being bare at the

upper end is to be sought for in a contraction of the sarcosoma under

the influence of the preserving liquid : this is, however, not the case ;

on the contrary, we are convinced that it is a natural state, and not

produced by any contraction of the coenosarc. As well in this species

[Virgularia affinis) as in many other genera and species, all the speci-

mens exhibited during life the same bare axis, and likewise the

sarcosoma connate with (attached by growth to) the axis at the place

where the axis begins to be bare. In one specimen we even saw

several serpuhe attached to the bare part." * This last statement is

certainly strong evidence in favour of the view advocated by the

Swedish naturalists, for the specimen in question was brought up

living, and the serpulce could not have attached themselves to the

stem unless it had been already bare while in the water.

* Sars, Koren and Danielssen: " Fauna Littoralis Norvegise," Part 3, J877,

p. 91, note.
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The present seems a suitable place to discuss further that curious

mutilation of the speciniena which we have seen to be so constant, nay
almost universal, a feature of museum specimens of Vinjuhiria mirahilis,

and which applies also, thoui^h apparently in rather less deforce, to

other species of the genus as well.

The facts on which all authorities are a<*reed are the followiuo :—

•

1.—The great majority of specimens of Viranlaria mirahilis as brought

to the surface by di-edging are broken short at both ends.

2.—The fracture at the upper end occurs at very variable situations,

but that at the lower end occi;rs very commonly at the junction of

stalk and rachis, and nearly always within a short distance of this point.

3.—Specimens with perfect stalks are very rare, but a certain

number have beeia obtained and described from various localities.

4.—Specimens with perfect tops appear, with the sole exception of

the Glasgow specimen drawn in Fig ] , to be absolutely unknown. At
any rate we have been unable to find any record of other specimens,

and KoUiker, who has made a special study of the whole group, ex-

pressly states that he does not know of the existence of any.

Of these facts, acknowledged by all, no explanation has, so far

as we can ascertain, been attempted hitherto. Under these cir-

cumstances we would venture to submit the following considerations.

In the first place it miist be borne in mind that Viiujularia is

found living alongside of two other closely allied and very similarly

constituted genera, viz., Funiculina and Pennatula, and may even be

brought up at the same haul with one or other of these ; and yet while

the specimens of Virgidaria are invariably broken, those of Funiculina

or Pennatula are as invariably unmutilated. The cause of the mutilation

is, therefore, to be sought for in some one or inore of tliose points in

which Virgularia differs from the other two genera, and which in some
way or other determine that it shall be broken, while the allied forms
remain entire.

Now the chief points of contrast, between Virgularia on the one
hand, and Funiculina and Pennatula on the other, are

—

1.—The great brittleness of the stem of Virgularia, and the fact

that, instead of tapering upwards to a fine flexible point, it remains of

considerable thickness up to the very top of the rachis.

2.—The length of the stalk in Virgularia, and its strongly marked
hook-like termination. The stalk is much longer relatively than that
of Fu)iiculina, and is much longer absolutely than that of Pennatula.

We know from the observations of Rumph and Darwin, to be
noticed further on, that Virgularia lives with the stalk planted in the
sea bottom, and the rachis freely projecting above it ; and from an
observation of Captain Lancaster's* it appears to require a tolerably

firm pull to draw out a Virgularia from its hole.

* KeiT's " Collectiou of Voyages," vol. viii., p. 119. Quoted in Darwin's
" Naturalist's Voyage round the World."
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We would therefore suggest that the fracture at the lower end is

caused at the time of capture, and is due partly to the brittleness of

the stem, and partly to the firm implanting of the stalk in the sea

bottom. The usual site of the fracture—at the junction of rachis and

stalk (vitle Fig. 1)—strongly supports this view, for while on the one

hand the dredge dragging along the bottom would snap off the stem

exactly at this point, on the other the tangles brushing against the

rachis higher up would bend and break it at the very same spot, i.e.,

its point of emergence from the ground. Knowing as we do that

Virpularia when living undisturbed not only has the stalk, which is

wanting in almost all dredged specimens, but also that the stalk is buried

completely in the sea bottom, this part of the explanation seems to us

entirely satisfactory.

Concerning the fracture of the upper end, however, the case is

different. The cause here must be an altogether different and inde-

pendent one. It is almost inconceivable that any influence at the time

of capture could invariably break off the tops of the specimens. Neither

the dredge, nor the rope,nor the tangles, could, so far as we can see, possibly

effect this fracture : their tendency would always be, as we have just

shown, to break the stem at its point of emergence from the ground.

We are, thei-efore, driven to the conclusion that the upper fracture is

not effected at the time of capture, but that Virfiularia, while living

undisturbed at the bottom of the sea, has already lost its top. This is

confirmed by an observation of Darwin,* who describes the Virgularia

(Stylatula Danclnil of Kolliker) seen by him living on the shores of

Patagonia as truncated at the upper end.

Having thus narrowed our problem and defined its limits more
precisely, we have now to determine, if possible, what are the causes

which, acting normally during the life of a Virgularia, and quite

independently of any influence exerted by man, lead to the almost

invariable truncation of its upper end.

The first explanation that suggested itself to us was, that in the

ordinary course of growth the top, after attaining its full development,

dies, withers up, and drops off, and in this way causes the truncation.

This is at first sight an attractive theory, and accords well with the fact

that the leaves at the bottom of the stalk are always small and
immature, and gradually increase in size and development as we pass

upwards ; i.e., that the development of leaves appears to proceed from
below upwards.

However, closer examination reveals fatal objections to this view.

In the first place the actual upper ends of the specimens as dredged,

show no sign whatever of disease, or of being about to perish. On
the contrary, in all the specimens examined the rachis is perfectly

healthy right up to the top. Secondly, the truncation does not occur

always at or about the same spot in different specimens, but at

' Darwin :
" Naturalist's Voyage Bound the World," 1860, p. 99.
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various points of their length. In some {cf. Fif». 1) it occurs above

the largest leaves, in others some way below them, and in others again

about the position of the largest leaves ; i.e., the widest part of the

rachis. This variability is certainly not what we should expect were

the truncation due to death from natural causes. Thirdly, even

though it were true that the polypes after living a certain time

died and withered away at the top of the rachis, tlu>f tcould not

account for the stem beinq invariahlij broken off at tJie junction of livinrj

and dead poliipen. This stem contains, as we have seen, as much
as 85 per cent, of mineral matter, and it could hardly be maintained

that the death of the polypes encrusting it would so affect the stem as

to cause it to continually break off at the exact boundary line between

living and dead polypes. The fact that the stems are frequently

dredged up of dead specimens, from which the whole of the animal

matter has been removed by decomposition, and which stems are very

slightly if at all more brittle than stems of living specimens, proves conclu-

sively that death of the polypes would not in any way cause or account

for truncation of the stem as well. We are therefore compelled to

reject this explanation altogether ; firstly, because it has not been

proped to be a true cause, for we have no evidence at all that the top

does actually die down as suggested ; and, secondly, even if a true

cause, it is an insulificient one, because it leaves completely unexplained

the truncation of the stem as well as of the soft parts.

If the cause of the truncation then does not lie in the Virgularia

itself, it must be some force acting on it from without. Fish or other

marine animals knocking up against the colonies, and so breaking

them off, could not account either for the invariable occurrence of the

truncation or for its situation, for lateral blows would tend to cause

fracture not high up the rachis, but, as already explained, at the point

of emergence from the ground ; i.e., junction of rachis and stalk.

The only other explanation that occurred to us, and the one we
advanced when presenting our report to the Birmingham Natural

History Society on June 20th, is that the truncation is due to the tops

being habitually bitten or nibbled oft" as food by some marine animals,

most probably fish. At the time of presenting our report, this expla-

nation was offered as a pure hypothesis, in support of which we had
no direct evidence, and to which we were driven simply from inability

to conceive of any other that would satisfy the conditions of the

problem. Since this time we have been fortunate enough to obtain

direct evidence of a very striking aud satisfactory nature in support

of our view.

Mr. R. D. Darbishire, of Manchester, to whom we mentioned the

difficulty, told us he remembered many years ago taking specimens of

Vir;iularia from the stomach of a haddock caught off Scarborough.

Fortunately these specimens, which bear the date of the 9th November,

1855, were preserved, and Mr. Dai'bishire has very kindly handed them
over to us for examination. Thev consist of five fragments of
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Virgithiria ynirahilis, from three quarters of an inch to three inches in

length, each fragment containing the portion of stem belonging to it,

and all five showing evident signs of having undergone partial digestion.

The most interesting point still remains to be noticed. Of these

five fragments no fewer than three are tojyg, i.e. actual perfect upper
ends, a point the significance of which is at once evident when we
remember that of the speciniens of Virgularia mirahilis dredged either

off our own coast or elsewhere, only one single specimen—the one in

the Glasgow Museum—is known to have a perfect top.

Mr. Darbishire's observation proves that fish do actually bite off

and swallow as food fragments of VinjuJaria ; also that they are able

to find specimens with perfect tops, for which tops they would appear
to have some special liking. It need hardly be pointed out that this

furnishes the strongest possible confirmation of the theory we had been

led to frame on purely independent grounds.*

Two points still require explanation. Firstly, why, if the fish bite

off the tops and swallow them as food, do they not devour the whole
of the rachis as well ? Secondly, why do the fish eat the tops off

Virgularia and leave imtouched the allied genera, Pennatula and
Funiculiiia, which are found growing alongside it, and of which the

latter, at all events, would appear to be far more tempting as food,

owing to the much greater bulk of fleshy substance it affords, and the

much smaller thickness of its stem in the upper part. If it be

supposed that the calcai'eous matter of the stem is the real attraction

lo the fish, it is difficult to understand why Peituattila, with its

innumerable calcareous spicules, is allowed to escape.

We shall return to both these points further on.

.S.

—

Thf Polypes and Zooiih.—
The general arrangement of the leaves is shown in Fig. 1 ; and the

leaves, together with the polypes of which they are formed, in Figs. 3,

4, and 5. In the Oban specimens each leaf is formed by the fusion of

seven to eight polypes, placed side by side, the number being constant

in all the leaves of any one specimen, but varying in different speci-

mens. The leaves are arranged strictly in pairs at the two ends of the

rachis, but about its middle often show slight irregularities, and may
even alternate with one another for some little distance.

At the bottom of the rachis there is no trace of leaves or polypes,

but about an eighth of an inch higher up the leaves begin to appear as

small transverse ridges : they are at first very close together, and the

component polypes very sntiall ; but passing upwards the polypes gradually
get larger and the leaves wider apart. Having reached their maximum
size and distance from one another, the leaves preserve these for some
distance, and then, towards the top of the rachis, begin gradually to

get smaller and closer together.

In the Glasgow specimen, which has the rachis perfect at both top

and bottom, we have been able to measure accurately the number of

' Professor M'Intosh also mentions flndiiiR T'. mirahilis '' occasionally in tlie

stomach of the cod."
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leaves in each inch length of the i-achis. In tlie foUowinf,' table these

numbers are shown, as well as the " pitch " of the leaves at different

parts of the lenjith. By " pitch " we mean the number of pairs of

leaves per inch length of rachis ; c.;/., if in a given inch there are nine

pairs of leaves, then the " pitch " at that part of the rachis is 9 ; or

again, if in a given quarter of an inch there are four pairs of leaves,

this is at the rate of sixteen pairs in an inch, which is expressed by
saying that the " pitch " at this part is 10.

The total length of the rachis in the Glasgow specimen is 'J inches,

and the pitch at different parts is as follows, commencing at the

upper end :

—

First inch—first ^ inch.. U pairs of leaves ;<.(?., pitch 72
second J ,, . . (J ,, ,, ,, ,, 18

second ^ ,, . . 4 ,, ,, ,, ,, 16
second ^ ,, . . 7 ,, ,, ,, ,, 14

Second ,, . . . . . . 9 ,, ,, ., ,,9
Third „ 8 „ „ „ „ 8
Fourth ,, 7i „ „ „ ,, 7i
Fifth „ 7| „ „ „ „ 7|
Sixth „ 8 „ „ ,, „ 8
Seventh ,, 11 ,, ,, ,, „ 11
Eighth 18 „ „ „ „ 18
Ninth ,, —first i inch .

.

12 ,, ,, „ ,, 24
third I „ .. 17 „ „ „ „ 68

Lower than this the leaves could not be accurately counted without
putting the specimen under the microscope, which we had no oppor-

tunity of doing. In Fig. 1, which is drawn from the Glasgow
specimen, the numbers along the left-hand side of the figure indicate

the pitch at the points opposite which they are placed ; the number
48, for instance, near the top of the figure, indicating that the pitch at

this point IS 48

—

i.e., that at this point the leaves are at the rate of 48

to the inch.

In the Oban specimens the tops are wanting, but the lower ends of

the rachis are, in four out of the seven specimens, perfect ; and in

these we have measured the pitch at different points, in order to

compare with the Glasgow specimen. In one specimen which we
select as apparently a fairly typical one, the total length of rachis is,

as in the Glasgow example, nine inches ; but as the top has gone, the
specimen when entire must have been considerably longer. The
measurements of this specimen are as follows, commencing at the

upper (truncated) end :

—

First
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A comparison of this with the other Oban specimens has led us to

a few general results of some interest. In the first place, we find that

in no one of the specimens is the pitch at any part less than 6 ; i.e., in

no part are there less than six pairs of leaves in an inch length of

rachis. We have already seen that the largest of the leaves are those

which are furthest apart, so that it would appear that, so far as the

Oban specimens are concerned, the limits of growth of the leaves are

reached when these have attained a distance from one another of J in.

In the table given above it will be seen that when this point has been

I'eached growth stops, and in the upper three inches the pitch remains
constant at the number 6 ; and the same thing applies to the other

specimens as well. Secondly, in five out of the seven specimens the

pitch at the upper end is 6, while in the remaining two specimens it is

8. If, as we have tried to show above, this number 6 is the limit,

and is only reached in those parts which have attained their full

growth ; i.e., in the parts at or about the middle of the entire colony

(c/. Fig. 1), then these facts would seem to show that the tops are usually

bitten off somewhere about, perhaps slightly above, the middle ; i.e.,

that in the Oban specimens at any rate, the rachis, if complete, would
be something like double its actual length. Couceruiug the growth of

the leaves it is clear that, as in Pennatula, the seat of development
of the leaves is at the lower end of the rachis.

Although the leaves get smaller and closer together towards both

upper and lower ends of the rachis, yet there is a great difference

between the two cases. At the upper end, just as in Peiinatulu, though

the leaves get smaller the polypes remain fully formed—a point we
have been able to confirm by an examination of the specimens taken

by Mr. Darbishire from the haddock's stomach. At the lower end of

the rachis ou the other hand, not only do the leaves get smaller, but their

component polypes get more and more imperfect, and at last (Fig. 6, dr)

become reduced to mere pit-like depressions of the surface.

We conclude, therefore, that the topmost leaves are the oldest, the

lowermost the youngest : that the seat of development of the leaves is

the lower end of the rachis ; and that each actual leaf takes its rise

at this point, and gradually travels upwards as new leaves are

developed in succession below it ; that the colony grows along its

entire length, but that the limit of growth is reached, as already

explained, when the distance between successive leaves amounts to

^ inch ; that this limit is never reached by the oldest or uppermost

leaves, which remain permanently sniall and close together, but that

as the colony gets older and older the pitch finally attained by the

leaves gradually diminishes until its final limit is reached.

It follows from this that all the part of a Virgularia above the point

at which this final pitch is first attained has ceased to grow : and the part

below it is still gi'owing, but will cease to do so as soon as this limit is

reached.

It will be seen that in many respects this mode of growth agrees

closely with that we have described in I'lnuaUda. In both cases the
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point of origiu of new leaves is the bottom of the rachis, and in both

we have the same arrest of development after reaching a certain

limit.

In Virfiuhiria, however, the successive leaves tend to separate from

one another to a far greater extent than they do in Peiiiiatula, while

in the latter the lateral growth of the individual leaves is very much
greater than in I'injularia. Another point of difference lies in the

fact that while in Pennatula the several polypes of a leaf are developed

successively, in Mrtiularia they appear simultaneously, the youngest

leaves having the same number of polypes as the oldest or most mature

oues.

Concerning the calcified stem it is clear that it also must grow so

as to keep pace with the whole colony. Frora its extremely dense

structure and the very large proportion of inorganic matter it contains,

it seems very improbable that it can grow iuterstitially along its whole

length ; indeed, it appears almost certain that growth only occurs by

the addition of new matter, either at the ends or on the outside of that

which is already formed. If it be also true, as noticed previously, that

the top of the stem normally projects bare for a short distance above

the top of the rachis, then it is clear that the stem can only grow in

length by addition to its lower end i.e., that it is continually being

pushed up, as it were, through the rachis from below, and that the

growth of the stem in length, though not in thickness, is independent

of that of the rachis. Increase in thickness is effected by the deposi-

tion of successive laminae one outside another by the soft tissues of

the rachis and stalk in contact with the stem.

Though the several polypes of each leaf come into existence simul-

taneously, and in the smallest leaves the number of polypes is the

same as that in the most fully developed ones, yet we find that from

the time of their very first appearance there is a gradual increase of size

as we pass from the most dorsal polype of a leaf towards the most
ventral one. This is shown clearly for the fully developed leaf in

Fig. 5, and for tlie early stages of development in Fig. 6.

This difference in size between the dorsal and ventral polypes of a

leaf might be explained, so far as the adult leaves are concerned, by
the greater freedom and range of action, and consequent greater chances

of obtaining food possessed by the ventral as contrasted with the

dorsal polypes ; but this explanation would hardly account for the

dift'erence in size being so marked in the very earliest stages of their

development. We are disposed to think that the true explanation is

that in the ancestral forms either of V irriularia itself, or from which
Virgidaiia was derived, the several polypes were, as in FiDiicuUna and
Fcnnutula at the present day, developed not simultaneously but

successively one above another, the ventral ones first ; and that though

Virgularia has lost this primitive character, and has acquired the habit

of developing all the pol}-pes of a leaf simultaneously, it has still

retained indications of its ancestral habits in the greater size of the

ventral polypes, e\en in their earliest stages. It is just possible that
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moi*e careful examiuation than we have had the opportunity of making
would show that the ventral polypes actually appear slightly before

the dorsal ones, which would completely prove our case. We shall

find further on additional evidence that Vir;iulana is less primitive

than either of the two other allied genera, Ftmiculina or Pennatula.

The dorsal polypes of each pair of leaves are (as shown in Figs. 3

and 5) separated from one another by a very short interval at their

bases, while the most ventral polypes (Figs. 4 and o) are separated by

the whole width of the ventral surface of the rachis. In this respect

Virrjularia agrees with both the other genera.

The Zooids in Viriiularia are exceedingly rudimentary ; more so

even than in Pennatula. They form small pit-like depressions on the

sides of the rachis, placed in somewhat obluj[ue rows at the bases of

the leaves (Fig. 5 c).

4.

—

Anatomy of the Polypes.—
The polypes of Virgularia as might be expected are essentially

similar to those of Funiciduia or Pennatula ; resembling, owing to their

fusion into leaves, those of the latter rather more closely than the

former genus.

The structure of the adult polypes is shown in Figs. 5 and 7, the

former figure representing the seven polypes composing a leaf in their

natural relation to one another and to the rachis ; while the latter figure

represents transverse sections of three polypes taken at different parts

of their length, the upper section passing through the stomach and

the base of the tentacles ; the middle section through the mesenterial

filaments immediately below the stomach ; and the bottom section

passing through the lower part of the body cavity, not far from the

rachis.

Taking the component parts of the polypes in the same order as in

the other two genera, we have to deal first with

a. The Body-wall : consisting of a firm gelatinous mesoderm (Fig.

7, .r) covered on its outer surface by the ectoderm, ir ; and on its inner

by the endoderm, y. Ectoderm and endoderm each consist of a single

layer of epithelial cells, while the mesoderm is traversed by branching

nucleated cells, and also by fine tubular channels, in connection with

those of the rachis.

This mesoderm is tough, and has considerable powers of resistance

to re-agents ; it gives their definite shape to the polypes ; and in speci-

mens of Virgularia taken from a haddock's stomach at Scarborough

in a partially digested condition, the mesoderm alone had escaped,

ectoderm, endoderm, and all the internal organs being in most cases

dissolved out completely.

At their lower ends the polype cavities (Fig. 5) are, as in Pennatula,

separated by only very thin partitions from the main dorsal and

lateral canals of the rachis ; while the curious system of radial

canals, (Fig. o, vc) as already noticed, communicates with the

body cavity of the most ventral polype of the leaf.
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We have not noticed any perforations in the walls separating the
several polypes of a leaf from one another, such as are described and
figured by Kiilliker as occurring in Halisceptrum and other genera.

The body-walls of Virgulnria, as already noticed, contain no
spicules ; differing in this respect most markedly from those of

Pennatuh

b. The Calij.r.—This forms (Fig. 5, g), a wall surrounding the

tentacles when these are either partially or wholly retracted. It

differs from the calyx both of FiniiotUna and Pennntula in several

respects. It has no strengthening spicules, and it is not produced at

its margin into pointed processes, alternating with the tentacles, as

is the case in the other two genera. The most important point of

difference, however, lies in the fact that while in FunicuUna and
Pennatula the calyx is a permanent fold of the body-wall, in Virgularia

it is only a temporary one and disappears altogether when the tentacles

are fully expanded. This will become clear at once from an
examination of Fig. 5, in which the several polypes of the leaf are

drawn in different stages of expansion or contraction. Thus the
second and seventh polypes, numbering them in order from the dorsal

to the ventral surface, are shown almost completely retracted, and in

these the calyx forms a deep fold of the body-wall surrounding the

whole length of the tentacles. In the third and fifth polypes the
tentacles have commenced to protrude, and it will be seen that as they
rise up the calyx wall unfolds with them. In the sixth polype the
tentacles are almost fully expanded, and the calyx is now reduced to a
very low wall surrounding their bases. The fourth polype is drawn in

a fully expanded condition, and it will be seen that the calyx (Fig. 5,^),

is completely unfolded, and has in fact ceased to exist ; its position

being indicated only by a slight wrinkling of the body-wall at the base
of the tentacles, and even this disappearing in extreme protrusion of

the tentacles.

If this figure be compared with those already given of FunicuUna
(Plate II., Fig. 10) and Pennatula (Plate III., Fig. 4), it will be seen
that the calyx is formed in exactly the same way in all three cases, by
an infolding or inversion of the upper end of the body-wall ; and that
the difference, which is clearly connected with the existence or non-
existence of spicules in the calyx, lies in the fact that in Virgularia

this calyx-fold is completely everted and straightened out when the

tentacles are fully expanded, while in the other two genera it is only

partially so, the fold being to a certain extent permanent, the calyx

still persisting even when the tentacles are protruded to their utmost
extent.

c. The Tentacles (Fig. 5) are very similar to those of the other two
genera. They form a whorl of eight hollow processes arranged round
the mouth, each bearing along its inner edge a double row of pinnules.

Each tentacle consists of an outer layer of ectoderm cells continuous
with those of the body-wall, a middle layer of mesoderm cells, con-

sisting chiefly of muscular fibres arranged in an outer longitudinal and
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an inner circular layer, and an inner lining of endoderm cells continuous,

as is seen in the fourth polype of Fig. 5, with the endoderm lining the

body-cavity of the polype.

Our specimens of Virgrdaria are in rather worse histological con-

dition than those of either Funiculina or PennatuJa, and we have been
unable to determine with cortainty whether thread-cells, the special

defensive and offensive weapons of Calenterata, are present or absent.

The point is one of some importance ; for should they prove to be

absent we might find in this the explanation of Virgularia being

habitually devoured as food, while Funiculina and Pennatula are

allowed to go unharmed.

This explanation is of course a pui-ely hypothetical one, resting

merely on our inability to find thread-cells in imperfectly preserved

specimens. We have thought it worth while to record it, however, as

it is one which the Society may have an opportunity at some future

time of testing directly, and also because there are certain other

facts which seem to make it not altogether improbable. Thus we
know from the observations of Kolliker, Koren and Danielssen, and
others, that the truncation of the upper end occurs normally in certain

species of Virgularia, but not in others ; i.e., according to our theory,

that certain species of T";r/7(/Za)v'rt are habitually eaten as food by fish or

other marine animals, while other species escape. We know also from
an observation of Rumph made more than a century ago, that some
species of Virgularia possess a very remarkable power of stinging, due

evidently to the possession of thread-cells, while in other species this

stinging power is not perceptible, at any rate to ourselves.

Rumph's observations are so important that we shall quote them
here. His specimens of Virgularia, of a species which has been since

named by Kolliker, in honour of its discoverer, Virgularia Ixumpliii,

were obtained at Amboyna, a small island in the Malay Archipelago,

east of Celebes. Concerning them, he says :*—" If one handles them
incautiously one experiences a burning sensation, and the hand
becomes red ; then ensues a violent itching, followed by the appearance

of blisters, as if one had been stung by nettles, lasting for three days."

Concerning another species, Virgularia juncea, Rumph remarks that he

has not noticed that it causes any distinct burning or itching in the hand,

although he had pulled them up by hundreds. Neither does Darwin, in

his account of the South American Virgularia, say anything concerning

it possessing a power of stinging, which he could hardly have failed to

notice had it been actually present. We know also that both of these

latter species are habitually truncated, so that there seems sufficient

evidence to warrant our making the suggestion that Virgularia viirabilis

may be devoured because it possesses no thread-cells, while Funiculina

escapes because it is i-ichly armed with these defensive weapons.

Bumph: "T' Amboin 'sche Eariteitkamer," p. 48, Amsterdam, 1741.
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d. The Stomach.—Tlie mouth, as shown iu Fig. 5, m, is situated on

the apex of a small papilla that rises up in the middle of the circle of

tentacles, the outer wall of the papilla being continuous with the bases

of the tentacles and the inner with the wall of the stomach. The
mouth is a transverse slit (Fig. 7), whose long axis is at right angles

to the flat surface of the leaf. The varying position of the mouth in

different conditions of protrusion or retraction of the polype is well

shown in the several polypes of Fig. 5. When the tentacles are

completely retracted, as in the second and seventh polypes, the mouth
is some considerable distance below the margin of the calyx, while in

the fully expanded fourth polype the mouth is seen to be some distance

above the calyx margin.

The mouth leads by a nari'ow cBsophageal passage into the thick-

walled stomach («), which is thrown into folds closely similar to those

of Funiculina or Pennutula. The concertina-like action of these folds

as the polype is expanded or retractel is well shown in Fig. 5 ; in the

retracted polype the folds of the stomach are closely pressed together,

and the whole stomach is very short : when, on the other hand, the

polype is protruded, the folds of the stomach-wall are pulled out, and
the whole organ becomes at least double its previous length.

As in the other two genera the stomach-wall consists of a thick

inner lining of ectoderm cells, a thin mesodermal layer, and a fairly

thick outer coat of endoderm cells continuous with those lining the

body-cavity.

e. The Mesenteries, like those of FunicttUna and PennatuJa, are eight

vertical partitions or septa, uniting the body-walls and stomach
together, and extending below the latter down to the bottom of the

polype-cavity.

Eound the stomach the mesenteries are arranged at nearly equal

intervals, two being attached to the upper surface of the leaf, two to

the lower, and two to each of the partition walls separating the polype

from its neighbours on either side. Below the stomach the arrange-

ment becomes asymmetrical, in the manner already described as

occurring in Pennutula ; i.e., the two mesenteries attached to the

upper surface of the leaf retain their position, or even move slightly

away from one another, while the lateral ones shift downwards
towards the lower surface. This change of position is well shown in

the two lower sections of Fig. 7, which show also that while the upper
two mesenteries remain of some width the whole way down the polype,

the other six become very soon reduced to mere ridges.

The arrangement of the muscles in the mesenteries is the same
as in the other two genera. The strong retractor muscles (j;), by which
the polype and tentacles are withdrawn into the calyx and the folds of

the stomach approximated to one another, are shown in the several

polj'TJes of Fig. 5.

/. The Mesenterial Filaments.—Here again the arrangement is

closely similar to that of Funiculina or Pennatuln ; as in these genera,

there are in each polype six short mesenterial jilanients (Figs. 5 and 7 ;),
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which are thickenings on the edges of the lateral and under pairs of

mesenteries, and which, commencing at the lower end of the stomach,

only extend a short way down the polype cavity ; and two long mesen-

terial filaments, formed on the edges of the upper pair of mesenteries

(Figs. 5 and 7 s), and extending down quite to the bottom of the polype

cavity. All the mesenterial filaments are much convoluted, and the

two long ones are much thicker than in either of the other two genera.

We have obtained evidence concerning the digestive function of

these mesenterial filaments of a precisely similar nature to that already

brought forward in the case of Pennatula ; i.e., we have found foreign

bodies, such as diatoms (Fig. 7, fo), imbedded in the filaments, and
clearly undergoing digestion. As these bodies become completely en-

veloped in and by the filaments, it is clear that these latter must have

the power of changing their shape and spreading round any body that

may come in contact with them, a power that is probably due to

amoeboid movements of the individual cells of the filaments.

We described in Pennatula the presence of an Entomostracon,

apparently a parasitic Copepod in the body-cavity of one of the

polypes ; and we noticed also that ripe ova had been discharged from
the Entomostracon and were lying in various parts of the polype, some
freely and some imbedded in the mesenterial filaments ; also, that

many of these ova had commenced to develop.

We have found ova precisely similar to these present in large

numbers in the polypes of Virgularia (Fig. 7, ov), and although we
have not found the Entomostracon itself, we have no doubt, from the

identical character of the eggs in the two cases, that those found in

Virgularia belong to the same animal as those found in Pe)inaiula,ov to

some very closely allied one.

We have also found, what we were not aware of when writing our

account of Pennatula, that Entomostraca very closely similar to this

one have already been discovered in corresponding situations in allied

animals.

In 1859 Bruzelius* described under the name of Lamlppe rubra a

parasitic crustacean which he found inhabiting specimens of Pennatula

rubra taken off the west coast of Sweden. Not long afterwards

Clapar^det found at Naples an allied form, which he called Lamippe

proteus, dwelling parasitically in specimens of Lobularia (Alcyonium)

digitata, and wrote a careful account with figures of both the male and
female.

Quite recently M. JolietJ has described and figured a third species

of tliis genus obtained from Paralcyonium elegans, and which he names
Lamippe Duthiersii. He notices, like Clapar^de, that the sexes are

distinct, and lays stress on the remarkable changes of shape which the

* Bruzelius: " Uober einenin der Pe?i?iaf«to 7'(t&ra lebeuden Schmarotzer."
(Archiv. f. Naturgescli, 1859, bd. i., p. 2SG.)

t Claparede: "Miscellanies Zoologiques," "Annalesdes Science Natiirelles,"
" Cinquieuie Serie," tome viii., 1867, p. ii3 seq.

* Lucien .Toliet :
" Observations snr quelques Crustacc's da la Mediterrance,"

' Arc'liives de Zoologie ex))eriin(nitnle ' tome x.. 1KS2. p. 101 seq.
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body undergoes, aud which led Clapiirede to name his species L. pivteus.

When at rest the animal is a somewhat cylindrical sac, about 0-04

inch in length, with two pairs of jointed antenuoe at its anterior end in

front of the mouth ; two small pairs of legs a short way behind the

mouth ; a caudal-fork armed with setsB ; and a straight alimentary

canal with a distinct anus.

The Eutomostracon we found, as described above, in Pennatula

clearly belongs to the same genus. Unfortunately we have as yet come
across only a single specimen, and as that one is in a series of transverse

sections it is impossible to make out all its characters. It, however,

does not agree with eitlier of the species already described, and is

probably an additional species of this curious genus, aud one which we
name provisionally Lamippe PcnnatuUe.

Concerning the relations of Lamippe to the polype it inhabits, we
were in doubt when describing Pennatula whether to regard it as a

parasite or as an animal swallowed as food : it would appear now,

from the additional evidence that has since come into our hands, that

it is a true parasite. "We have already mentioned that the eggs^ de-

velop up to a certain stage within the polype, and Joliet has shown
that they hatch in this situation and then escape as free swimming
NaupUi. We have found numerous empty egg-shells, but have seen

no free NaitpUi.

[/. The Reproductive Organs.—The eggs in Virgularia occupy a very

different position to that they hold in FunicuUna or Pennatula. They
are confined to the lower part of the rachis, and only occur in that

part of it in which the polypes are either absent or very immature.

In this lower part of the rachis, a transverse section across which is

represented in Fig. 6, the canal system of the mesoderm becomes very

greatly developed. In addition to the four main canals («) there are

large lateral chambers lined by endoderm, and from this endoderm at

certain places the ova {t) are formed, and when ripe fall into the

chambers, in which they lie free.

The actual development of the ova themselves is much the same as

in the other two genera. Each ovum is a single endoderm cell which

becomes bigger at the expense of its neighbours, rises up from the

surface to which it remains attached by a stalk or peduncle, developes

a firm protective capsule round itself, acquires a large germinal vesicle

with included germinal spot—the nucleus and nucleolus respectively

of the original eudodermal cell—aud having attained its full size

becomes detached from the stalk and lies free in the chamber of the

rachis. How the eggs get out ultimately we have been unable to

detemiiue with certainty ; most probably their exit is effected through

the mouths of the polypes higher up the rachis, whose body-cavities are

in connection with the large chambers of the lower or ovarian eud of

the rachis.

The essential difference between Virgularia on the one hand, and
FunicuUna and Pennatula on the other, so far as their reproductive

organs are concerned, lies in the fact that while in the latter two
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genera the reproductive elements, ova or spermatosplieres, are developed
within the polypes, in Vir(jularia they are formed independently of the

polypes, and in a part of the rachis where the polypes are either

altogether absent or at least very immature.

It will be remembered that in FunicuUna we described and figured

the occurrence of ova in the canal system of the rachis (Plate II., Fig.

10, t), and left it uncertain how these ova got into canals which,
except at the points where they lie, are much too small to admit them.
The condition of things in Virnularia renders it not improbable that

these ova have originated and been developed in the position in

which we find them within the canals.

All the four Oban specimens in which the lower end of the rachis is

perfect, prove on examination to be females, so that we have had no
opportunity of investigating the development and relations of the

male organs. We regret this the more because the descriptions we
possess of these organs are not in all respects satisfactory.

Young ova in the earlier stages of development are only found at

the very bottom of the rachis, or, at any rate, only where the polypes

are very immature ; they are also far more abundant in the ventral

than the dorsal half of the rachis, if, indeed, they are not confined to

the former. Mature ova

—

i.e., eggs which have reached their full size

and become detached from their stalks, are found extending much
higher up the rachis, and may occur in the body-cavities of fully-

developed polypes.

If it is borne in mind that each leaf commences its existence at the

bottom of the rachis, and is gradually forced upwards by the successive

development of new leaves below it, it will be seen that each leaf in

the early stages of its existence has fully-developed reproductive organs,

but no organs for digestion of food or capture of prey ; and that in the

later stages of its life it loses its reproductive organs and develops

prehensile and digestive organs. In other words, the two great functions

of nutrition and repz-oduction, which are carried on simultaneously in

the polypes of Fiiniculiiia and Pennatula, occupy in Virgularia different

phases of the life-history of the polypes, and strangely enough the

reproductive phase precedes the nutritive ; the polypes develop repro-

ductive organs and products while they are yet unable to catch or

digest food for themselves, and bj' the time they have acquired organs

for these latter purposes the reproductive organs have disappeared.

In presenting this separation of their life-history into two distinct

chapters, as it were, the polypes of Virgularia are less primitive, and
more specialised, than those of either of the other genera with which

we have been dealing.

None of the ova that we have examined from the Oban specimens

have even commenced to develop, so that we can give no account of

the processes of development from our own observations. Dalyell,

who kept Virgularia in captivity for some months, informs us * that

* Sir John Graham Dalyell: " Kara and Remarkable Animals of Scotland,"
vol. ii., p. 188, 1848.
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during May and June he found numbers of cgj^s at the bottoms of the

glasses in which he kept his specinions ; that from these egfjs larvse in

the form of free-swimming cihated planulae were developed, which after

a time attached themselves by one end and produced tentacles, a

stomach, and four septa, lie kept these young specimens for a month
without their undergoing any further change.

By means of fertilised ova and the free-swimming larvae to which

they give rise new colonies of Viraularia are started. Increase in size

of the colony, when once started, is effected by the formation of leaves

one below another, as already noticed. The actual process of formation

of the polypes is easier to study in Virgularia than in the other genera,

because by making a series of transverse sections through the lower

end of the rachis at different levels all the successive stages of develop-

ment can readily be obtained from a single specimen.

At the very bottom of the rachis there is no trace of polypes at all,

and at this part the fleshy substance of the rachis, which is here of

considerable thickness, is hollowed out to form the large lateral

chambers already described.

A little higher up we get the first rudiments of the polypes. These

appear as transverse rows of small pit-like depressions of the superficial

layer of ectoderm which clothes the whole rachis (Fig. 6 dv). Each pit

opens by its mouth on to the surface ; its inner end, which is closed,

projects somewhat into the lateral chanabers of the rachis, as shown in

the figure. Each of these pits will become the stomach of a polype,

the mouth of the pit remaining as the naouth of the polype.

We have already said that the pits are arranged in transverse rows

;

each row is situated on one of the slightly marked transverse ridges

which mark the commencing leaves at the bottom of the rachis ; and

in each row there are seven or eight polypes according to the number
present in the fully developed leaves of the same individual. In each

row, also, the polypes gradually increase in size from the dorsal to the

ventral surface.

A little higher up in the rachis, i.e., at a slightly later stage of

development, we find the pits somewhat deeper; we find, also (Fig. 6),

that the lateral chambers have become divided by radial partitions

into smaller chambers, one for each pit, which become the body-

cavities of the polypes. These body-cavities grow up round the pits,

leaving them attached to what are now the body-walls of the polypes

by the eight septa or mesenteries. Round the mouths of the pits a

series of small buds begins to appear, the rudiments of the tentacles.

The constrictions separating the leaves from one another become
more and more marked, so that the leaves gradually acquire indepen-

dence of one another ; the tentacles grow rapidly in size, and develop

along their inner borders the pinnules ; the walls of the pits, or the

stomachs of the polypes, become thrown into the folds characteristic

of the adult polypes, and the bottoms of the pits become perforated,

thus placing the stomach-cavities in communication with the body-
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cavities ; and then tlie extension of the mesenteries to the bottom of

the polype-cavities, and the thickening of their free edges to form the

mesenterial filaments, are all that is necessary to complete the develop-

ment of the polypes.

We shall only notice one other point : the great retractor miuscles

of the polypes appear at a very early stage, when the stomach cavities

are mere pits and no traces of the tentacles have yet appeared. They
are shown at about this period in Fig. 6, ^j. By studying the early

stages carefully it can be seen that these muscles are portions of the

great subcutaneous system of muscles which origmally extended all

round the rachis, and which persists comparatively unaltered on the

dorsal and ventral surfaces (Fig. 6, hn), portions the direction of

which has become changed by the pittings in of the surface which
fox'm the stomacli-cavities of the polypes.

From the mode of formation of the body-cavities of the polypes out

of parts of the canal system of the rachis, it is clear that the continuity

between these two systems which we have seen persists in the adult

is a primitive one, and not a secondary one acquired in the course of

development.

5.

—

Anatomy of tJie Zooidg.—
The zooids of Virguliria are simply arrested polypes, polypes which

have stopped short at the stage of development represented in Fig. 6.

They have no tentacles ; their stomach-cavities are merely blind

sacs, the walls of which are not thrown into folds ; and, in fact, they

resemble these rudimentary polypes in all points except in having no

reproductive organs developed in connection with them.

6.

—

Zoological Position and Ajfi)iities.—
The position of I'irgularia relatively to the other two genera is

shown in the table on page 1 of this report. The generic characters,

as stated by Kolliker,* are as follows :—

•

" Genus : ]'irgularia. Leaves small, attached to the rachis by
wide bases, ending below in a long series of undeveloped leaves.

Polype cells fused together along the greater part of their length,

either in a single row, or else alternating so as to give the appearance

of two rows. Tentacles cylindrical, with short pinnules. Reproductive

organs, as a rule, contained within the rachis at its lower end, and
only in a single species found in all the leaves. Zooids lateral, in

single or multiple rows between each pair of leaves. Eadial canals in

two longitudinal ridges along the ventral side of the rachis. A terminal

dilatation at the end of the stalk. Stems cylindrical. Calcareous

spicules absent in the rachis, but present in some cases in the stalk in

small numbers."

Of the nine species of this genus distinguished by Kolliker the

descriptions of five are based on the examination of single specimens

only ; and of the remaining four there is no doubt whatever that the

Kiilliker, " Alcyonarieu," p. 182-3.
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one to which the Oban specimens are to be referred is the typical

species of the genus, I'. )iiiriihilis, the definition of vvhicli is as follows :

—

]'. tnimbili.^.* "Whole colony up to fourteen inches in length;

feather two and a lialf to three times the length of the stalk ; leaves

half-moon shaped, smooth, placed laterally but slightly obliquely, the

ventral border being higher than the dorsal, overlapping one another

only slightly or not at all, attached by wide bases. Polypes six to

nine in each leaf, their cavities distinctly separated from one another.

Zooids lateral, in one or two rows. Reproductive organs only developed

in the lowermost leaves. Radial canals well developed along the whole
length of the rachis."

The species is a common but very variable one, different specimens

differing gi"eatly from one another in the pitch of the leaves

—

i.e., their

distance apart—-in the shape of the leaves, and in their breadth of

attachment to the rachis. In these points the seven Oban specimens

present a good deal of variety among themselves.

7.—Habits—

1. The Natural Position of Virgularia. We have already, when
speaking of FunicuUna and Pennatula, referred in anticipation to

Virgularia as affording positive proof of the erect position being the

natural one. It is apparently a very simple point to determine ; and
yet, so far as we can find out, only two, or at most three, observers

have recorded from actual observation the fact that Virgularia does

live planted erect in the sea bottom.

Rumphf in his work, to which we have already alluded, describes

both V. Ilumphii and T'. juncea as living erect with the stalk planted

in the mud and the rachis projecting up into the water. He speaks of

having pulled out hundreds, so that there can be no possibility of

mistake.

Darwin, in his " Naturalist's Voyage Round the World," also gives

us direct evidence on the point from observations made at Bahia
Blanca, on the south-east coast of South America, in lat. 39° S. He
says :\

—" I will only mention one other animal, a zoophyte (I believe

Vii gularia Patagonica § ;, a kind of sea-pen. It consists of a thin, straight,

fleshy stem with alternate rows of polypi on each side, and surround-

ing an elastic stony axis, varying in length from eight inches to two

feet. The stem at one extremity is truncate, but the other is termi-

nated by a vermiform fleshy appendage. The stony axis which gives

strength to the stem may be traced at this extremity into a mere
vessel filled with granular matter. At low water hundreds of these

zoophytes might be seen projecting like stubble, with the truncate end

upwards, a few inches above the surface of the muddy sand. When

* Kolliker's " Alcyonarien,'' p. 190.

+ Kumph. " T'Aniboin 'sche Rariteitkamer," p. 64, 1741.

I Darwiu : "Naturahst's Voyage round the World," p. 99, 1845.

§ Shice renamed by Knlliker Sti/Iatiila Darwinii Vide " Kulliker : Alcyo-
uarieu, p. :2-27.
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touched or pulled they suddeuly drew themselves in with force, so as

nearly or quite to disappear. By this action the highly elastic axis

must be bent at the lower extremity, where it is naturally slightly

curved ; and I imagine it is by this elasticity alone that the zoophyte

is enabled to rise again through the mud."
A little further on he says :—" It is always interesting to discover

the foundation of the strange tales of the old voyagers, and I have no
doubt but that the habits of the Virguhiria explain one such case.

Captain Lancaster, in his voyage in 1601, narrates that on the sea sands

of the island of Sombrero in the East Indies he found a small twig

growing up like a young tree, and on offering to pluck it up it shrinks

down to the ground, and sinks unless held very hard. On being plucked

up a great worm is found to be its root, and as the tree groweth in

greatness so doth the worm diminish ; and as soon as the worm is

entirely turned into a tree it rooteth in the earth, and so becomes

great. This transformation is one of the strangest wonders that I saw
in all my travels ; for if this tree is plucked up while young, and the

leaves and bark stripped off, it becomes a hard stone when dry, much
like white coral : thus is this worm twice transformed into different

natures. Of these we gathered and brought home many."
These accounts are of great importance, as they prove beyond

all possibility of doubt that the erect position is the normal one for

Virgularia, and if so, it follows with almost absolute certainty that

the same must be the case with other allied and similarly constituted

genera.

2.

—

Oil the Foicer of Retraction.—This, also, is a point of very consider-

able interest and importance. It will be noticed that both Darwin
himself and Captain Lancaster, in the accounts quoted above, state that

Virgularia has the power of retracting suddenly into the sand when
disturbed " so as nearly or quite to disappear." Humph says exactly

the same of V. juncea, which he describes as burying itself at low

water so far in the sand that only a bit of three or four fingers'

breadth projects.

We do not yet know whether V. viirabilis also possesses this power

of retracting partially or completely into the mud when disturbed, but

from analogy it would appear by no means improbable that it does so.

The possession of this retractile power is clearly very advantageous for

the sake of protection, and it will be an interesting point for future

observation to determine whether this power is in any way a compen-

sation for the loss of the more usual means of defence

—

i.e., thread-cells.

We have but little evidence on this point as yet. Rumph distinctly

states that V. juncea does not sting, but does retract forcibly when
disturbed : while V. Ilnriqyhii, which possess very marked stinging

powers, is not mentioned as retracting.

Supposing, which seems probable, that V. mirabili.i possesses this

power of retracting partially into the mud, it would help to explain

why the lower halves of the rachis escape, although the tops are so

constantly eaten off.
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Couceruiug the nieclianism of retraction it is difficult to form any
precise idea. From the descriptions it would appear to be a muscular

action effected probably by the powerful muscular system of the stalk

and rachis.

Some experiments made by Dalyell show well the efficiency of these

muscles. He found that in living specimens the muscles of the

rachis frequently cause the fleshy part to twist itself in a spiral

manner round the stem, and then sti'aighten out again. " A section,

six or eight inches long, standing inclined in a narrow jar, will be

found to have arranged itself in a single volute throughout, or into

two, three, or four between night and morning. The whole can relax

again into a straight line by their obliteration." *

KoUikerf suggests that the boring into the sand is effected by peri-

staltic waves of dilatation and contraction passing down the stalk and

rachis : the dilated parts acting as fulcra by completely filling up the

hole in which the stalk is planted, and so fixing it at one point, while

the wave of contraction, passing down below this fixed point, would

drive the end of the stalk deeper into the mud. The fixed point would

then relax, the terminal vesicle would dilate to act as a fulcrum, and

the longitudinal muscles would pull the whole colony down. It is,

however, not easj' to see how a rapid retraction could be effected in

this manner.

3.

—

Supposed Nocturnal Habits.—According to Dalyell, Virgularia

when in captivity " remains contracted during the greater part of the

day, and the organs are seldom displayed before five or six in the

afternoon." On this point we would refer to the observations made
when considering the saine statement concerning Pennatula. We have

there suggested that Pennatula appears to be "nocturnal" when
brought to the surface, simply because the amount of light it receives

in broad daylight is vastly in excess of what it receives normally at

the sea bottom, and that it is only towards evening that it is placed

under what to it are normal conditions as to amount of light.

8.

—

Geographical distribution.

V. mirabilis has been taken at a number of localities in different

parts of Europe. Like the Pennatulida generally it appears to be very

local, but to occur in large numbers where it is found at all.

It has been recorded from several places on the coast of Norway
and Denmark ; from Belfast Lough, Gairloch, Oban, the island of

Inchkeith, near to Ediuburgli, the Hebrides, and other Scotch

localities.

In 1879 the Birmingham Natural History Society added a new
locality to the list by dredging a single specimen off Falmouth ; and we
may cite also, on Mr. Darbishire's authority, the stomachs of haddock
off Scarborough, as a place where Virgularia has been found. The
uncertainty whether these last specimens had been found by the

* Dalyell : op. cit., p. ISo. t Kulliker : op. cit., p. 305.
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haddock near where they were caught, or had been brought from some
other locality, prevents our adding Scarborough definitely to the list

until the point has been determined.

General Observations on Fttniculina, Fennatula, and Virguhiria.—
All three genera are colonial forms, consisting of a number of

individual animals—the polypes—living organically connected together,

and to a greater or less extent dependent on one another. In all three

cases the colonies increase in size by the addition of new individuals

by the process of budding or gemmation, whilst new colonies are

started by means of eggs, which, when fei'tilised, give rise to free

swimming embryos, capable of passing from place to place.

Of the three forms, FunicuUna is the most primitive, and was there-

fore very properly taken first. Its more primitive nature is shown in the

irregular arrangement of the polypes ; in their independent insertion

into the rachis ; in the comparatively slight difference between the two

kinds of individuals—polypes and zooids—comprising the colony, for

these must be supposed to be primitively and fundamentally equiva-

lent to one another ; and also in the small length of stalk

—

i.e., of the

part of the colony devoid of polypes. A colony being merely an

aggregation of similar individuals, which, instead of becoming detached

and leading isolated and separate lives, remain organically connected

together, it is clear that the simplest or most primitive form of colony

will be that in which the polypes or individual animals are most

completely independent of one another, and in which the differences

between one polype and another are the least strongly marked, since

all are fundamentally alike, and equivalent to one another.

Fennatula is in all these respects a far less primitive form than

FunicuUna. This is shown by the fusion of the polypes into leaves,

clearly a secondary feature that could only have been acquired subse-

quently to the habit of forming colonies ; by the very great difference

in size between the component polypes of a leaf ; by the great ana-

tomical differences between the polypes and zooids ; and by the great

relative length of the stalk

—

i.e., of the part of the colony devoted to

purely colonial purposes.

Virguhiria, though at first sight presenting a closer resemblance to

FunicuUna than does Fennatula, is in reality the most modified, the

least primitive of the three genera, and has, therefore, very properly

been considered last m this report. This is especially shown by the

restriction of the reproductive organs to the imperfectly developed

polypes, and the consequent division of the life-history of the polype

into two physiologically and anatomically distinct portions—reproduc-

tive and nutritive. That the reproductive function should be thrown

on the immature instead of the adult individuals is a very remarkable

specialisation.

Again the modified character of Virgularia is shown by the

gi'eat difference between polypes and zooids ; by the simultaneous

instead of the successive development of the polypes of each leaf, a
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point already explained ; and lastly, by the development of the very
remarkable system of vessels we have called radial vessels, which,
whatever their function may ultimately prove to be, are structures

not present in the other two genera, and the possession of which
stamps ]'irgularia as a more highly specialised form than these.

In concluding our report, which various circumstances have com-
bined to render much more lengthy than we had anticipated when
commencing it, we desire to record our indebtedness to the members
of the Birmingham Natural History Society for the opportunity they
have afforded us of studying these rare and interesting forms ; and for

their liberality in placing the specimens at our disposal, and in

enabling us to illustrate ovir report in a manner that cannot fail to

greatly enhance its value.

We have been compelled to leave many points undetermined, but
have in all such cases clearly indicated the nature of these points, and
the difficulties by which we were baffled ; and we have done tliis in the

hope that we may thereby direct attention to the important work yet

to be effected, and may facilitate in some measure the work of the

Society in its future dredging excursions.



Description of thr Figitues ix Plate I.

Figures 1 and 2 are reduced from full-sized drawings made by tracing the

outline direct from the original objects. Pigs. 4-9 are drawn direct with the

camera from the objects themselves. Fig. 3 is constructed from sepai'ate camera
drawings of the dorsal, ventral, and lateral surfaces ; the four main canals,

indicated by the dotted lines, are filled in from one of Kolliker's figures (ojj. cit.

PI. xvii., Fig. 151). The magnifying power is indicated in diameters for each figure.

Figs. 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 are from the largest living specimen.

Alphabetical List of References.

a. Rachia. /. Tentacle.

6. Stalk.

c. Stem.
d. Polype.

e. Zooid.

g. Caly.x.

i. Spicule.

I. Ccenenchym, or fleshy body-substance.

u. Main canals of rachis.

Fig. 1.—Lateral view (right side) of the largest specimen, 39 ins. long, dredged

living, shown in its supposed natural position with the stalk planted in the

mud of the sea bottom, X l-6th.

Fig. 2.—Similar view of perfect bare stem, 24ins. long X l-3rd.

Fig. 3.—Transverse section of rachis at its widest part, showing zooids on
dorsal surface, and polypes gradually increasing in size from the dorsal towards

the ventral surface, leaving the actual ventral surface bare; also the quadrangular

stem, and the four main canals of the coenenchym, X 3§.

Fig. 4.—Portion of dorsal surface of largest living specimen at the widest

part of the rachis, about Gins, from top, showing arrangement of zooids and
polypes, X 2.

Fig. 5.—Ventral surface of the same portion, as in Fig. 4, x 2.

Fig. 6.—Portion of dorsal surface of younger specimen (20 ins. long) at widest

r)art of rachis, showing arrangement of zooids and polypes, x 3.

Fig. 7.—Head of a polype, showing calcareous spicules in the caly.x and its

processes, x 10.

Fig. 8—.One of the calcareous spicules from the calyx, x 60.

Fig. 9.—Transverse section of calcareous spicule at the middle of its length

X 400.
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Description or the Figures ix Platk II.

All the figures in this Plate are drawn from polypes taken from the largest

living specimen. Fig 10 is constructed from a series of camera drawings taken

from different specimens. Figs 11 to 15 are drawn with the camera from single

sections. The magnifying power is indicated in diameters for each figure.

Alphabetical List of References.

f. Tentacle.

g. Calyx.

h. Cavity in caly.x-process.

i. Spicule.

k. Body-wall.

l. Coenenchym, or fleshy body-

substance.

m. Mouth.
n. Stomach,
o. Mesentery.

23. Retractor muscle.

q. Protractor muscle.

r. Short mesenterial filament.

s. Long mesenterial filament.

t. Ovum.
V. Smaller canals of coenenchym.
^v. Ectoderm.
a*. Mesoderm.
y. Endoderm.
z. Thread-cell or nematocvst.

Fig. 10.—A single polyi^e, with the part of the rachis from which it springs,

bisected longitudinally along its whole length ; the plane of bisection adopted

being the plane of symmetry : shows the whole structure of one of the polypes,

and the communication of its body-cavity with the canal system of the rachis,

X22.

Fig. 11.—Transverse section through one of the tentacles at about the middle

of its length ; the section passing, on the right side, through the base of one of

the pinnules. Shows structure of tentacle and pinnule and arrangement of

thread-cells. X 70.

Fig. 12.—Transverse section through a polype at the line BB in Fig. 10
;
passing

through the calyx, the bases of the tentacles, and the mouth. X 22.

Fig. 13.—Transverse section through a polype at the line CC in Fig. 10, showing

the stomach and the mesenteries with their retractor muscles. X 22.

Fig. 14.—Transverse section through a polype at the line DD in Fig. 10, showing

the mesenteries with the retractor muscles, and the long and short mesenterial

filaments. X 22.

Fig. 15.—Transverse section through the lower part of a polype at the line EE
in Fig. 10, showing the ova in sitit, the long mesenterial filaments, and the open-

ings of the coenenchvmal canals into the body-cavity of the polype.



Description of the Figures in Plate III.

Figures 1 and 2, representing the female specimen, are drawn directly froin

the object. Figs. 3-7 are taken from the male specimen ; figs. H, 6, and 7

being drawn direct with tlie camera from tlie original objects, while figs. 4 and 5

are constructed from separate caniei'a drawings of the several pai-ts shown. Fig.

8 is taken from one of the specimens from Naples.

Aphabetical Lis

a. Racbis.

b. Stalk.

c. Stem.
d. Polype.

dl. Leaf.

e. Zooid.

/. Tentacle.

fo. Foreign body, swallowed as food.

gr. Calyx.

li. Cavity in calyx process.

i. Spicule.

L Cteoeuchym, or fleshy body
substance.

ni. Mouth.
n. Stomach.

t of Eeferences.

o. Mesentei-y.

01'. Egg of Entomostracon embedded
in mesenterial filament.

p. Retractor muscle.

q. Protractor muscle.

r. Short mesenterial filament,

.s. Long mesenterial filament.

t. Ovum.
ts. Spermatosphere.

u. Main canals of rachis.

V. Smaller canals.

w. Ectoderm.
X. Mesoderm.
y. Endoderm.

showing zooids on ventral

Fig. 1.—Dorsal view of the female specimen, x

Fig. 2.—Ventral view of the female specimen,

surface of rachis : also ova at bases of leaves, x |.

Pig. 3.—Transverse section through the rachis of the male siJecimeu, with the

whole of the 13th left leaf, and the base of the 13th right leaf. Shows mode of

formation of leaf by lateral fusion of polypes ; also arrangement of zooids on

rachis. On the right leaf the spicules are represented, but on the left they have
been omitted for the sake of clearness, x 3.

Fig 4.—Longitudinal section of a single ijolype along the line A.\ in Fig. 3 ; the

plane of section being the iJffinfl o/s!/)/i)?!.e(r(/, perpendicular to the flat surface

of the leaf : shows whole structure of a polype, x 17.

Fig. 5.—Transverse section through six contiguous polyjjes taken along

the line BB in Fig. 3, cutting the several polypes at different portions of their

lengths. The uppermost section jiasses through the calyx and base of the

tentacles. The second section passes tlirough the stomach, and shows the

mesenteries and the arrangement of the retractor muscles. The third section

passes through the mesenterial filaments below the stomach, and shows their

division into two small and six large ones : shows also food particles in the act

of being digested by the filaments, and a ripe spermatosphere. The fourth, fifth,

and sixth sections are below the lower ends of the short mesenterial filaments;

they show the long filaments, and the various stages of development of the male
reproductive organs, x 25.

Fig. 6.—Transverse section through one of the smaller spicules, x 400.

Fig. 7.—Transverse section through a large spicule, x 400,

Fig. 8.—Separate view of bare stem, x |.
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82 DEEDGING AT OBAN.

GENEKAL EEPORT ON THE DREDGING OPERATIONS
AT OBAN OF THE BIRMINGHAM NATURAL HISTORY
AND MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY, JULY 5th to 12th. 1«81.

BY JOHN F. GOODE AND WILLIAM P. MARSHALL.

J!r>i>I hrjnrr t/i>' Sorieti/, Mnnh •?Z.s^ 1882.

In this Dred<^in.!J Excursion of the Society the operation of dredging

was carried on from a small screw steam-yacht, the " Curlew," Capt.

Adam, engaged for a week for this purpose, of about 20 tons burthen,

50ft. length, and !)ft. beam; speed about 10 miles an hour. From
nine to twelve dredgings per day were obtained in depths of water
varying from 15 to 53 fathoms, and most generally about 20 fathoms

depth. This steamer was found to be smaller in size than was
desirable for convenience of working, and for speed in getting out to

the dredging ground.

The dredge-nets used were 2ft. wide and 2ft. long, with lOin.

opening between the steel-edged scrapers at the mouth ; a tangle, 16in.

long, was attached to each bottom corner of the net. Three dredges

were taken, two of them being genei'ally in use alternately with one

another. A length of 100 fathoms of 2^in. circumference rope was
taken out, and the whole length was required for the deepest dredging

taken, which was in 53 fathoms of water. One arm only of the dredge-

frame was made fast to the rope, the other arm being attached to the

rope by a lashing of small cord, calculated to break before any injurious

strain could come upon the rope ; and the utility of this provision was
experienced on one occasion when the dredge got jammed fast at the

bottom and the lashing parted, causing the dredge-frame to open, and

the net to come up empty but safe.

When the dredge was hauled up the contents were emptied out for

examination upon a working table 3ft. wide and 4^ft. long, covered

with white oil-cloth, fastened down smooth. This was convenient for

sorting out the specimens and washing off the mud that was brought

up with them, and the end of the table projected over the side of the

vessel for discharging the debris continuously direct into the water.

Glazed iron pans, 16in. diameter and 3in. deep, were used in sorting

and cleaning the specimens, which were then put into wide-mouthed

glass jars of three sizes—Gin. diameter by lOin. high, 3Jin. by 8in.,

and 2in. by 6in. The glass jars were kept in a box divided into

separate compartments for safe carriage, in which they were daily

brought to and from the steamer, and were finally packed for convey-

ing home the selected specimens transferred into spirit. Three

galvanised iron sieves were also used, having 1^, f, and ^\. inch

meshes respectively. Four tow-nets were taken, 1ft. diameter and 2ft.

long, one made of coarse muslin, and the others of fine muslin ; these

were used occasionally, either from the steamer or from a rowing boat.

When the dredge was lowered it was left each time from ten to
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twenty minutes at the bottom, beiu<i either towed very slowly by the

steamer, or allowed to drift with the current. The rope was hauled in

by hand over the side of the vessel in raisinjj the dredf,'e ; but a con-

siderable inconvenience was experienced in doiiif^ this, from the labour

of the work and the loss of time involved, about nine minutes being

generally required for hauling in the dredge, even from the moderate
depth of '2'2 fathoms. The provision of some simple hauling winch,

with a leading pulley for the rope where passing over the side of the

vessel (however rough in construction), will be an important advantage

in future dredging operations ; and these should be arranged so as to

admit of being readily shifted in position, as the circumstances of the

varying position of the dredge in the drifting of the vessel may render

desirable.

A sketch map is appended, showing the localities of the several

dredging stations ; and an abstract is added of the log that was kept of

the dredging operations, recording in each case the station, the time of

lowering the dredge, and the time of remaining at the bottom, with a

general note of the contents brought lap, and the nature of the bottom.

The most important point of experience gained from the dredging,

is the great value of the tanrjlef: as a means of securing good specimens;

the large Funiculina specimen was brought up by being caught

by a few of the hempen fibres of a tangle, and was secured by
this means in perfect and uninjured condition ; and one of the

two Peuuatula specimens was also caught by a tangle. A serious

defect, however, in the present tangles (which are attached one to

each bottom corner of the dredge-net), is that the dredge precedes the

tangles, and the heavy cutting edge at the mouth of the net conse-

quently scrapes over the whole of the ground that is passed afterwards

by the tangles, and is thus liable to break off and damage objects that

are growing upright at the bottom of the water. An important illus-

tration of this damage is given by the circumstance that all the

Virgularia specimens (which have a very brittle and rigid stem) were
broken off at the bottom, the point of fracture being at a quarter to

three-quarters of an inch below the lower extremity of the " feather"

or fleshy body, and most probably very near the surface of the ground
in which the objects were growing.

In the report of the "Challenger" Dredging Expedition special

value is assigned to the tangles, and as many as eight tangles were used
together in the dredging, carried by a transverse bar .5ft. long at the

bottom of the dredge-net. which was 4^ ft. wide. A light iron rod was
attached to each end of the tangle bar, extending to the mouth of the

dredge, as a provision for keeping the dredge-net always extended to

its full length, and for preventing any risk of the tangles or the end of

the net getting folded over the mouth of the net, and so causing the

dredge to come up empty. In the experience of the Oban dredging
such accidents occasionally happened, and the adoption of a similar

precaution in future is desirable.

Another point in which the working of the present dredge was not
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satisfactory is, that the dredge came up on several occasions only very

imperfectly filled, and appeared to have not been dragged properly

along the sea bottom, and to have been lifted off the bottom by the

oblique pull of the rope. In the " Challenger " deep-sea dredging,

where the difficulty from this cause was enormously increased by the

dredging being carried to a depth of from 2^ to 4J miles, a special con-

trivance was used for overcoming this difficulty, and a weight of 1 J cwt.

was attached to the rope at 200 to 500 fathoms' distance in advance of the

dredge (or a distance equal to about l-8th of the depth being dredged).

This "messenger" weight trailed along the sea bottom, and caused

the pull upon the dredge to be under all circumstances in a directitin

parallel to the bottom and close down upon the ground, tlius keeping

the dredge at all times in the best position for its work. As a con-

sequence of this arrangement, the risk was somewhat increased of the

dredge getting jammed by some obstruction at the bottom, and when-

ever that occurred it became necessary to ease the rope by letting it

slip for a certain distance, until the steamer could be backed over the

dredge in order to clear it from the obstruction. The circumstance of

the dredge becoming jammed was instantly ascertained by means of a

spring-tension apparatus in the hauling tackle, the guiding pulley over

which the rope was led to the dredge being suspended by a set of 80

strong india-rubber bands (similar to door springs), which were

capable of stretching as much as lift, before reaching the strain at

which the rope would break (2^ tons) ; and due warning was thus given

by a sudden increased stretch taking place whenever the dredge got

fast. In the Oban dredgmg this object was aimed at by feelmg the ten-

sion of the rope by hand from time to time, to detect any undue
resistance, and also to ascertain whether the resistance was sufficient

for indicating that the dredge was dragging properly on the ground.

In order to prevent the injury of the specimens by the scraping lip of

the net striking them before they can be caught by the tangles, it appears

requisite for the tangles to be fixed separately farther up the rope in ad-

vance of the net, so that when the dredge is dragged along, the bottom

shall be first liipitlt) nwept by the tangles before being scraped by the

dredge ; and it is also requisite that the cross-bar carrying the tangles

shall not itself drag upon the ground so as to cause similar mischief to

that previously done by the dredge scraper, but shall be propped up
sufficiently high above the ground to prevent this, but not so high as

to risk the tangles floating clear off the ground.

It is now suggested that the above objects, and also the other re-

quirement of a "messenger" weight in advance of the dredge for

ensuring a uniform horizontal pull upon the dredge, may be both con-

veniently effected by having a cross-bar carrying the tangles attached

to the rope in advance of the dredge (say three fathoms in advance for

twenty-four fathoms depth of dredging), and having a weight fixed to

each end of this bar, of such a form as to drag upon the ground whilst

holding up the bar at tlie required height above the ground ;—the

whole being made double-sided to provide for either side being upper-
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most when the dredije is lowered to the bottom. The present tangles

at the bottom of the dredge-net to be retained as an additional pro-

vision, and the new tan^jle-bar to be made as nuic-h wider tlnm the pre-

sent dredfie-net as may be practicable for convenient liandlinti on deck.

In the " Challeni^er " Dred^'inj^ it is wcrthy of note that the <;reater

portion of the work was done witli a wide tnncl-itct carried by a trans-

verse beam that was as much as 18ft. in width with 20ft. len<^th of net

;

and this was found so superior in results to the regular dredge-net of

l.tft. width and 4Aft. length, that the trawl-net was used for depths

even as great as 3,000 fathoms, or 3| miles. The two ends of the

trawl-beam were carried about a foot clear above the surface of the

ground by an iron-runner fixed to each end (like sledge-runners).

The trawl-net has an objection in the rather longer time required

for sinking it to the bottom, and it is not so suitable for rocky or

uneven ground as the narrow dredge ; but it was used almost con-

stantly during the latter part of the voyage of the " Challenger." In

the deep-sea dredging (generally about three miles depth), the time

required for lowering and hauling np the dredge was so great that only

a single dredging operation could be effected in each day ; the lowering

of the dredge took about 8 hours, it was then allowed to remain at

the bottom from 1^ to 2 hours, and 4 to 5 hours was taken for hauling

up, the average rate of hauling up being 1ft. per second, or 10 fathoms
per minute. The total number of dredgings effected in the 3^ years

that the " Challenger" voyage lasted was consequently not more than

504, these being nearly all deep-sea dredgings, extending to an extreme
depth of 3.950 fathoms, or 4§ miles.

In future dredging excursions of the Society it appears also desir-

able to consider the employment of a small-sized dredge in addition to

the ordinary dredge, and so small in size that it can be hauled in

readily by a single hand, and can be quickly and conveniently used as

a trial dredge without involving the delay and labour of lowering and
raising the large dredge. Such a dredge, of only seven inches width,

and requiring a rope only as large as a common lead pencil, has been
very successfulh' used down to a depth as great as 60 fathoms by Mr.
David Robertson, of Glasgow, in his important dredgings for Foramin-
ifera on the coasts of Scotland and Norway.

In reference to the preserving of specimens, it is very desirable that

on future occasions (as pointed out in the Report on the Penuatulida

from Oban) some few specimens of each object —fragments will suffice

—should be preserved at once in spirit directly they are captured, so as

to be in good and natural histological condition for subsequent detailed

examination with the mici'oscope. The want of such preparations has

been specially experienced in the microscopic examination of the

Pennatulida specimens for determining difficult points of histological

structure ; the change of circumstances in the exposure of a deep-

water object, even for a short time, to the higher temperature,

diminished pressure, and greater light of surface water, being un-

favourable to an accurate preservation of the microscopic details in

animal structure.
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THE MYX()MYCP:TES,

BY W, H, GROVE, 15. A.

nffi(l hft'nir ffif Societi/ .hinudnj :^4th, 1882.

The group of oi-ganisms named INIyxomycetes,* or Myxogastres,

constitntes a curious debatable land, concerning the nature of which

the most diverse opinions have been and continue to be expressed.

They form one of the groups which Haeckel united to form his new
sub-kingdom—the Protista—which was intended to embrace all those

simple forms of life in which the Animal and Vegetable Kingdoms
approach one another. His object in instituting this arrangement was
to get over the acknowledged difficulty of distinguishing between what
of these are animals and what are plants. But, as Saville Kent lately,

f

and long before him Professor Huxley, + pointed out, he gets over the

difficulty in a curious way. He proposes that, instead of having one

Hue of demarcation to puzzle over, we shall in future have two, namely,

that between undoubted animals and the Protista, and that between

the Protista and undoubted plants. This, however, would not be an
objection to his classification if it could be proved on other grounds to

be desii-able ; for the question is not solely what course will be the

easiest for us, but what will most truly represent the facts. Some of

his proposed Protista, as the Diatoms, the Sponges, the Rhizopoda,

the Noctilucae, have now had their position definitively settled one

way or the other. Others, such as Euglena, are still perhaps siibjudice,

and. since Saville Kent has made his recent and determined attack

upon them,>j the Myxomj-cetes must now be considered to belong to the

same doubtful categorv.

Description of the Figures in Platr IIa.

Fig. 1.

—

Crtiteriiim }^erh(ncitlatum, Trent.
Fig. -2.—Capillitium and spores of the same.
Fig. 3.

—

Trichia faUa.c. Pers.
Fig. 4.—Elater and spores of the same.
Fig. 5.—Diagram of portion of elater of the same, to show arrangement of

spirals.
Fig. 6.

—

a, b, c, e,f, spores of Physnrum cinercinii. (Batsch.l dehiscing in water;
d, less usual form, with the protoplasm divided into two masses.

Fig. 7.

—

Didymium squamulomim. (A. * S.), var. coxtatum.

All the figures are drawn from nature, except ftg. 5, which is diagrammatic.

* I.e., Slime-fungi.
t " Manual of the Infusoria," p. 4-1.

", " Quarterly .Journal of Microscopical Science," 1868, p. 127.

,S
" Manual of the Infusoria," pp. 41-3, 193, 470-2; and '-Popular Science

Review." .April. 1881.
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On inquiry into the facts known concerning this group, it will be

apparent that the settlement of the question is by no means easy when
all things are taken into consideration. There are, of course, three

possible conclusions open to us : We may decide that the Myxomycetes
are animals ; or that they are plants ; or that they are the foi-mer at

one period of their existence, and tlie latter at another. The last-

named possibility, however strange it may appear, must not be
overlooked, since it is evident that the belief in the fundamental
distinction of the two classes of living things, founded, as it was origi-

nally, upon an acquaintance only with the higher forms, has of late

years received many a rude and, it may be, fatal shock. It is easy to

denounce siach a conclusion as the refuge of timidity ; it is another

thing to prove that the dividing line in Nature is really an impassable

one. The mycologists of this country have long made up their minds
in favour of the truly vegetable nature of the group, and most of them
would be soi'ry to lose a class of Fungi in which some of the most
remarkable and beautiful species are to be found. But at the same
time it is quite certain that the particular position formerly assigned

to them among the Fungi is no longer tenable, being founded upon
a gross disregard of many of their characteristics.

There is one point which it seems to be essential to consider, but

which, so far as I have read, has not been introduced into the con-

troversy. If we believe that all animals and plants are genetically

connected, that is, are all descended alike from one or more primordial

forms of life, we should anticipate not only that there w'ould be a

point of contact between the two living kingdoms of Nature, but that

there would be several such, and these, perhaps, occurring at parts of

our classification far removed from one another. Botanists know that

no large group of plants can be arranged in a linear series so as to

display fully their mutual affinities. The species of a large genus, or

the genera of a large order, require to be grouped on a plane, or it may
be even in space of three dimensions, in order to show how they are

connected with one another. It is of course understood that in a

perfect arrangement the points of junction would really indicate

genetic descent. In the same degree, then, at least, or more probably

m a greater, ought we to find many points of junction between animal

and vegetable forms. While the Fungi merge insensibly in the Algse,

and the Algse in the Protozoa, yet there may be a point where the

Fungi are connected with the Protozoa immediately, and tliat is

through this group of Fungi, the Myxomycetes.

OUTLINE OF THE CONTROVEKSY.

It Will be well to give a short outline of the opinions about the

Myxomycetes before proceeding to describe them. Up to and including

the year 18o7, when Rev. M. J. Berkeley published his " Introduction

to Cryptogamic Botany," the Myxogastres, as they were then called,

were placed among the Gastromycetes, their nearest allies being the

Trichogastres or Puffballs. At this time nothing was known of their
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development. In 1859 Dr. de Bary, Professor of Botany at the

University of Freiberg, for the first time observed the germination of

the spores, and found that, instead of giving rise to a jointed hypha

or filament, as other Fungi do, they produced an actively locomotive

creature resembling a monad. After examining a number of the

Myxogastres, and finding the germination of the spores the same in

all, he considered that he had grounds for the opinion that these

organisms had more affinity with the Protozoa than with Fungi, and

proposed for them the name Mycetozoa.* These results were independ-

ently confirmed by a Polish observer, Cienkowski, and armed with this

confirmation, de Bary published, in 1864, a larger work, in which he

repeated his belief in the animal natui'e of these creatures.f About

1868, Haeckel proposed his idea of including these, as well as other

doubtful forms, in a distinct group, the Protista. In 1871 appeared

Cooke's " Hand-book of British Fungi," which is merely, as far as

concerns the larger divisions, a reprint of Berkeley's classification,

which is itself taken mainly from the great Swedish Botanist,

Fries. The Myxomycetes are consequently there placed among the

Gastromycetes, and this position has since been retained for the addi-

tional species recorded in " Grevillea " up to the present time.

In 1875, another Pole, Rostafinski, issued a Monograph of the

Mycetozoa, in which he appears, though not very clearly, to incline to

the animal side of the controversy. This is still the standard work

on this group of Fungi, and it is curious that the ambiguous definition

there given is invoked equally by each party to the controversy as

favouring his particular view.

In 1875 also the English edition of " Sachs' Botany" was published,

in which the Myxomycetes, as they are there called, were placed as a

supplement or appendix to the Fungi. In the same year appeared the

fourth German edition of Sachs', in which a change was made in the

classification. The Algae and Fungi are there arranged in two parallel

series, distinguished from one another solely in the fact that one series

produces chlorophyll and the other not. The Bacteria are placed, as

the lowefet Fungi, on a level with the unicellular Algse, and next

(passing over the small group of Saccharomycetes) we have the

Myxomycetes, paralleled in the other column by the Volvocineae among
the Algas. Professor Allman, in his Presidential Address to the British

Association in 1879, declares that, " though the alifinities of the

Myxomycetes with the Fungi are, perhaps, closer than with any other

plants, they differ from them in so many points, especially in their

development, as to render this association untenable."
J;

Saville Kent, in his '• Manual of the Infusoria," and more

recently in the " Popular Science Review," adopts the animal

hypothesis, and offers many new facts and parallels from the

Animal Kingdom in support of his belief. To this, at present, no reply

* I.e., Fungus-animals.
t This belief he has now changed ;

" he holds and teaches that they are
veritable plants."

; British Association Eeport, 1879, p. 14.
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has been given, except to tell Saville Kent that he " has gone out of

the way to meddle with a subject which he does not understand." It

is evident that a wider and deeper knowledge of the facts concerning

not only the Fungi, but the Protozoa, is needed, before the problem

can be completely settled. One writer has even suggested lately

" the abolition of the group, and the placing of their principal divisions

in the various orders of Fungi to which their fructification presents

the closest resemblance."* This method of treating them would be

similar to that which has been adopted so successfully by modern
cryptogamists with regard to the gi-oup of Mosses formerly named
Phasceae, though in that case leaf-structure formed the basis of the

distribution.

DESCRIPIION OF A MYXOMYCETE.

The following is a brief account of a fully-developed Myxomycete.

It consists mainly of a spore-case or sporangium, which assumes one or

other of two distinct forms : first, it may be definite in shape, spherical,

hemispherical, ovoid, lenticular or reniform, stalked or sessile ; or,

second, it may be without a very definite outline, forming merely an

extended cake-like or reticulated mass, which takes its shape for the

most part from the accidents of its position. The sporangia vary in

size, from a little rounded heap just visible to the naked eye, to a mass

two feet long and an inch or more thick. This sporangium may have

one or more walls, either of which may contain a deposit of lime

—

usually, it is said, in the form of oxalate—either in thinly-scattered

crystals or granules, or .forming the greater portion of its substance.

The walls of the sporangium and the stem ai'e destitute of proper

cells : the}' are often composed of a delicate homogeneous membrane,

or only bear a few thickenings on the surface in certain forms peculiar

to the different species. The stem often springs from a small patch of

a similar homogeneous substance, called the hypothallus, by which it

is attached to the matrix.

The contents of the sporangium most often consist of a vast number,

sometimes millions of millions, f of spores, amongst which there is

present, in addition, a structure called the capillitium ; in a few cases

the capillitium is apparently wanting. The capillitium is composed
of threads, sometimes simple, sometimes branched ; sometimes free,

sometimes combined ; in one species formed of delicate tubes with trans-

lucent walls, in another furnished with spiral markings or ridges or

spines projecting froin their outer surface ; sometimes containing air,

and at other times filled with lime. In many cases, also, the knots or

points of junction of the threads are enlarged, and these knots may,
or may not, contain lime. The mode of attachment of the capillitium

is also extremely varied. In Trichia the threads are perfectly free at

* Van Tieghem, " Bull. See. Bot. France," xxvii., p. 322.

t I have calculated, from measurements, the number of spores in one sporan-
gium of Comatricha ti/phina; there were at least one hundred millions. The
number in an ffthalium of Reticularia or Fuligo must be enoi'mously greater.
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both ends. In Prototricbia and Enertbenema they are attacbed to

tbe sporangium at one end only. In Didymiiim and allied genera they

are arranged radially. But in tbe majority of tbe species they form

a more or less complicated network, in which a few of the ends may be

free, while most of them are attacbed to the wall of the sporangium.

In Stemonitis and Comatricha the stem penetrates tbe sporangium,

forming an axis, called the columella ; in other species tbe columella

is the swollen summit of the stem, or merely a denser portion of the

capillitium ; in some it is altogether absent. The spores in all cases

densely till up the interstices of the capillitium. When mature tbe

sporangium dehisces either irregularly, as in Trichia, or radially,

forming segments which curl back like those of a Geaster, or the

petals of a flower, as in some species of Cboudrioderma, or longitu-

dinally, as in P}iij.<iiruin sijutositm. In Craterium a distinct lid or oper-

culum is formed, and in Perichasiia tbe wall of tbe sporangium splits in

a circurascissile manner, like the capsule of the Henbane or Field

Pimpernel. Oftentimes the upper portion of tbe wall of the sporan-

gium splits off in minute fragments, and the capillitium is left

exposed, and in tbe case of Arcyria its elasticity causes it to enlarge

to several times its original size. The spiral threads of Trichia twist

about like the elaters of tbe Hepaticas under the influence of alterna-

tions of beat and moisture. In these various ways tbe spores are

dispersed.

The spores are spherical, usually with a smooth, but frequently

with a ribbed or spiny coat. They fall into two groups as regards

colour : in one group the spores are dull-coloured, either brown or

brownish-violet, almost black ; in the other they are of a bx'igbt colour,

such as yellow, ochreous, red, purple, or pink. In this, as in many of

the lower plants, we find colour, which, in tbe higher groups, is so

untrustworthy, furnishing one of tbe primary bases of classification.

In a few genera, as Badbamia, tbe spores are at first collected in

groups, surrounded, according to Berkeley, by a hyaline sac ; but the

existence of this envelope is doubtful.

DEVELOPMENT OF A SPOKE.

Let us now trace the development of the spore of a typical Mj'xo-

mycete. When one of these is placed in suitable conditions, as in

water, it dehisces, and its contents pass out as a transparent, colourless

sphere of protoplasm, possessing sometimes a nucleus and a contractile

vacuole.* This remains for a time motionless, but soon we can perceive

little undulations of its contour, which gradually increase in extent

until the shape becomes elongate, and then suddenly there is developed

at tbe end next the nucleus a long flagellum, which flickers gently at

first, then more rapidly, and at last attains power enough to move tbe

body from its position. The object then resembles an ordinary free-

swimming flagellate monad. After swimming about for a few

hours or days it sinks to the bottom of the water, and there

See Plate III., Fig. 6.
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creeps about by throwing out pseudopodia, while it still retains

its flagellum, and in this state it resembles the Infusoria

known as Mastigamoeba and Reptomonas. The flagellum is then

absorbed, and the creature becomes extremely similar to an ordinary

amoeba. Both in this stage and the preceding it increases by fission,

and takes in solid particles of matter, and apparently extracts the

nutriment from them just as an amoeba does. This point seems to be

set at rest by the very definite observations that have been made, and

is acknowledged by Sachs, who places the Myxomycetes among the

Fungi, as much as by Saville Kent, who claims them for the Protozoa,

although some mycologists appear to regard the statement as incorrect.*

De Bary and Cienkowski both witnessed the ingestion of solid food.

Saville Kent fed his specimens upon carmine, and after a time found

the solid particles embedded in the protoplasm, just as we find diatoms

in an ordinary amoeba.

It may be as well to pause here for a while to point out the

significance of these facts. The capacity of taking in solid food

is usually considered the prerogative of animals
;

plants imbibe

their food in a liquid condition ; and Saville Kent, who insists

that the statement in this naked form furnishes a distinct line of

demai'cation between the Animal and Vegetable Kingdoms, considers

that this one point, well established, decides the question. But if we
consider the difference more deeply, I do not see that it affects the

controversy in any way. Why do plants usually imbibe their food in

a liquid form ? Because the protoplasm of plants has the habit of

surrounding itself with a wall of cellulose, in which are no pores

capable of admitting solid particles of even microscopically visible

size. Animals on the contrary have a mouth, by which they can take

in particles of various sizes according to the capacity of the opening,

or else, as in the Rhizopoda, their protoplasm is not surrounded by an

impermeable wall. In either case, however, the nutriment is reduced

to a liquid form, by digestion, before it actually enters and becomes a

part of the substance of the body.

If, then, we should meet with a plant in which the protoplasm was

naked, we should expect it to possess also the power of ingesting solid

food. It need not be said that naked protoplasm is inet with in the

Vegetable Kingdom, as in all kinds of spermatozoa or antherozoids, and

the zoospores of Algae, and you will remember the curious observations

of Francis Darwin upon the protrusion of naked protoplasmic filaments

from certain glands on the leaves of the Teasel, and also from the

cells of the stem of AijariciDi muscarius.i The real difficulty is

to explain why these fungi do not develop cellulose coats to their

protoplasm, not to account for their taking in solid food. The
flagellum, too, is nothing more than a minute thread of protoplasm

projected from the body, and is possessed alike by the gonidia of

Volvox, and most zoospores and antherozoids.

* Grevillea, ix., 43.

I " Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science," 1878, pp. 74-82.
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Again, the possession of a contractile vesicle is urged as a proof

that these creatures cannot be plants. Saville Kent says that,

according to his observations, a rhythmically pulsating vesicle is

possessed by none but members of the Animal Kingdom. But here

there is a great temptation to reason in a circle ; first, to make the

possession of a contractile vesicle the criterion of animality, and then

to declare that none except animals possess one. There are, no doubt,

a few difficulties in the way. Oar esteemed member, Mr. Wills,

quotes, though without actually approving it, the statement of Busk,

that the gonidia of Volvox, when young, possess one or more contractile

vesicles. Saville Kent tries to explain the origin of the state-

ment by the supposition that Uroglena was mistaken for Volvox.

But the zoospores of Peronospora, of Cystopus, of some Saprolegnieas,

of Ulothrix, of Chaetophora, of some Palmellaceae, of Microspora

Hoccosa, and of Stigeoclonium teniie, etc., have also been observed to be

furnished with contractile vacuoles.*

Lastly, it may be objected that the power of amoeboid movement
is characteristic of animal organisms. But, here again, the Volvocinese

come to our aid. Archer, in 1862, observed the primordial cells of

Stephanosphasra (an Alga allied to Volvox) leave the hyaline sphere in

which they are usually contained, and move about the field exactly in

the manner of a green Amoeba. f In fact, although they moved, like

Amoeba, by extensions and retractions of pseudopodia, they went so fast

that they might have given even Litltamip.bn discus fifty micro-milli-

meters start out of a hundred, and yet have won the race. Various other

cases of the same kind are recorded among mosses, algas, fungi, etc.,J: and
Sachs instances the amoeba-like movement of the protoplasm which

escapes from a ruptured cell of Vaucheria, as similar in its character§.

We left our Mj'xomycete in an amoeboid form, creeping over the

matrix upon which it grew, increasing by fission, and feeding perhaps

upon the bacteria and other organised substances in the fluid. In this

state it has received the name of Myxamoeba. Where one spore has

germinated there will probably be many more, and these, creeping

about, meet and unite with one another in gradually increasing

numbers, and at last form a mass, technically known as a plasmodium,

which is relatively of colossal size, and which creeps about in a

reticulate manner over the matrix. It sends out pseudopodia in

various directions, and retracts them again, just like a gigantic amoeba

or some species of Foraminifera.

Moreover, this plasmodium consists of an outer denser transparent

layer not cootaining granules, and an inner granular mass in which

* Huxley, "Science and Culture," pp. 164, 170, and 'Comptes Eendus," June 16,
1879.

f " Quarterly -Journal of Microscopical Science," 1865, pp. 116, 185.

t "Quarterly .Journal of Microscopical Science," 186-2, pp. 96-103.

§ Sachs' Botaiiy, p. 41.

!
I have seen a plasmodium of Physaruin cinereiun, forming a patch of jelly-

like substance nearly as large as one's hand, which roamed about the surface of a
rotten stump for three weeks, and finally retreating to the base formed its
sporangia iu a tew hours. In a day or two the sporangia were ripe and dehisced,
and in a w^eek nothing was left but their bleached and empty bases.
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are embedded a number of contractile vesicles derived from tbe units

of which the mass was formed. The plasmodium is continually

moving while the conditions are favourable : those of the larger species

can creep some distance and ascend bushes and plants. A distinct

circulation or cyclosis can be observed in the contents, a streaming

motion of the protoplasm, like that of Nitella, but more resembling

the motion of the I'eticulated protoplasm of the Foraminifera, as in

Gromia and Labyrinthula.

Should the conditions become unfavourable, this plasmodium will

pass into an encysted or resting stage, but if they continue suitable,

the net-work begins to contract and to put forth outgrowths iipwards

of the form of the fiiture sporangia. It then forms a tirm membrane
on the outside, usually without any trace of structure, while the

enclosed mass proceeds to resolve itself into spores by free cell

formation. If the sporangium is to contain threads, part of the

protoplasm collects into stringy filaments. The lime is crystallised

out, either in the wall of the sporangium or in the capillitium, or in

both, and the water is expelled or evaporates. This process takes

place very quickly, and thus the cycle of development is completed.

In a few instances, as in Enerthenema and Ophiotheca, the spores

are described as being attached to the threads, but it is probable that

this is a mistake, and that the spores are really always free, being

formed like those of the Ascomycetes. Certainly I could find no trace

of their attachment in any specimen of Enerthenema which I have

examined.* It will be seen that, in this formation of the spores by

endogenous division, the Myxomycetes differ essentially from the

Trichogastres and the Nidulariacei, between which they are placed in

Berkeley's classification, as well as frona the other Gastromycetes, in

which the spores are always borne upon sporophores, just as in the

higher gi'oup.

It is but just to say that the foregoing account of the germination

of the spores is not uncontradicted. Both Berkeley and Currey t

mention having observed the spore of a Myxomycete germinate in the

ordinary way by the emission of a hyphal filament ; but we maj' more
easily suppose that in these cases the spore of some extraneous species

was accidentally present than that all other observers are wrong, or

that both methods of germination are possible. Van Tieghem has

recently described a modification of the process related above, where

the myxamcebEe, instead of forming a plasmodium in which the units

of which it is composed are undistinguishable, remain completely

independent though aggregated together, each forming itself into

a single spore with a cellulose coat.j

* Dr. Quelet has recently asserted that the spores of all species are borne ou
the threads as sporophores, apparently on his own authority. But then he
also calls the plasmodium by the totally inappropriate name of mycelium —
-J. de Photo, et de Micro.," 1881, translated in " Northern JUicroscopist,"

March, 1882.

+ " Transactions of the Linnwau Society." xxiv., p. 156.

; Van Tieghem, " Bull. Soc. Bot. France," xxvii., pp. ai7—22.
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AFFIXITIKS OF TIIK MYXOMYCETES.

Wo are now prepared to consider what the affinities of the Myxo-
mycetes ui-e, and it becomes at once apparent that the question, so far

from beiutj capable of settlement off-hand, as some would treat it, is

really very complex ; for the analo<,'ies which we can perceive between

these organisms and other members of the animal and vegetable

world ai'e very numerous and far-reaching. It becomes a question,

then, which analogies indicate affinit^y, and which are merely those

apparently accidental i-esemblances which occur throughout everj"

department of Nature.

The sporangia bear a considerable likeness to those of some Gas-

tromycetous Fungi, especially in the fact that the interior, when
mature, is tilled with a dusty mass of threads and spores, but as aJi'eady

mentioned the origin of the spores is quite different in the two cases.

The sporangia resemble also more remotely the capsules of Mosses
and Hepaticas, while the spiral threads which are mixed with the

spores of Trichia remind us of the elaters of the Jungermanniese ; but

from these they differ in the fact that the elaters are cells, with a

separable spiral coiled within, while the Ti'ichia threads, even if it be

granted that they are cells, contain no spiral, the appearance being an
optical efl'ect produced merely by a rounded spirally-arranged eleva-

tion of the outer wall.* The spores also outwardly are like the spores

of many other Fungi, but the development of the spore is sui fieiieria,

and its contents, as soon as they have developed their flagellum,

resemble common free-swimming monads, and in their creeping stage,

first, the infusorian Mastigamceba, and, secondly, the rhizopod Amoeba.
Again, we can compare the huge plasniodium formed by their union
with the ramifications of the protruded protoplasm of the Foramini-
fera, in which also the same cyclosis or slow circulation of the contents

is observed. It may also be compared, according to Saville Kent, to

the homogeneous sarcode which forms the basis of sponge structure,

which in the same way is composed, if our authority be correct, by
the amalgamation of a vast number of amcsbiform vmits. Moreover,

the substance of the threads which occur with the spores, according

to the same author, bears some likeness to that of the keratose or

homy fibres of the order of Sponges called Cer«^/;(a, while still more
strangely the calcareous deposits in many species simulate those of

the order of Sponges called Calcaren, and in a few, he says, even

assume a regular six-rayed form, reminding one irresistibly of a sponge

spicule. But in these respects the author's enthusiasm seem to have
outrun his judgment ; the threads of the Myxomycetes are not of a

very homy natui'e, nor are the crystals by any means so regular as he
would imply.

But, even allowing these resemblances, and that the Sponges
belong to the Protozoa, can we find anything in the Protozoa at all

* " Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science," 1855, pp. 15-21. But the
opposite opinion has been maintained ;

" Transactions of the Linnaean Society,"
XXI., i^p. 221-3, where, however, the figure contradicts the text.
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comparable to the last spore-bearin*,' stage of the Myxomycetes ?

Saville Kent answers in the affirmative, and compares it with the

encystment of species of Monas and Heteromita, such as has been

revealed by the labours of Messrs. Dallinger and Drysdale, a process

similar to which, according to Saville Kent's own observations, is very

prevalent among the Protozoa, although unknown a few years ago.

The chief difference is one of degree, the sporangium in the Myxomy-
cete being formed by the union of a vast number of amoebiform units,

and in the Protozoan usually by the combination of a few only. But

this difference is bridged over by those species with aggregated Plasmo-

dium, described by M. Van Tieghem (supposing them to belong really

to the Myxomycetes), where the sporangium is formed at times by a

small number of myxamcebse only.*

The only real distinctionf between the Animal and the Vegetable

Kingdoms (if there be one at all) is founded upon their physiology.

Plants possess the power of building up organised substances out of

dead matter ; animals require ready organised material for their food.

Fungi, indeed, resemble animals in this respect, that they usually live

upon the nutriment already elaborated for them in vegetable cells, but

that they do possess the characteristic power of plants every yeast

cell thriving in Pasteur's solution is a living witness. The
Myxomycetes ingest solid particles within their protoplasm, but the

quantity of nutriment thus obtained must be very small, and the

huge masses, which are sometimes so quickly formed and in such

unlikely places, + must depend for their growth chiefly upon inorganic

material obtained from the water and the air surrounding them.

They are, therefore, plants. But it may be urged that, if so, many
monads must be plants also. This may be a "logical consequence,"

but logical consequences have no terror for the seeker after truth. In

the discussion of these questions there is no room for prejudices or

personalities; the mind must calmly weigh the evidence, and judge

without fear as without favour.

Reviewing then the whole question, we decide at once that the position

assigned to the Myxogastres by Fries is quite untenable. In fact,

nearly the whole of Berkeley's main classification (adopted in the Hand-

book) is now out of date, and does not represent the present state of

knowledge about the Fungi. Its chief recommendation is that it is

easy to understand and apply, but it is in many respects nearly as

artificial as was the system of LinnEeus in the Phanerogams.

Saville Kent's contention also, that these organisms belong to the

Protozoa, is as untenable. He lays the whole stress of his argument

upon their mode of development, but it is usually allowed that the

true position of any organism is determined by the af&nities of its

* Van Tieghem, " Bull. Soe. Bot. France," xxvii. pp. 317-22.

i Huxley's " Science and Culture," p. 162.

t The Myxomycetes are found usually on rotten wood or other decaying
substances, but thev seem to be indifferent as to the matrix on which they

gi-ow. One species was found on iron which had been heated only a few hours
before, another on a leaden tank, another on cinders. See Berkeley's " Intro-

duction to Cryptogamic Botany,' p. 310.
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adult condition. He says, that " with those mycolof^ists to whom
every spore-capsule is necessarily a funfjus, and whose visicju is sealed

to every organism beyond their special line of research, the Mycetozoa

will to the end of time be Funj^i still," and althoufih it is to be

feared that few mycologists will reco<,'nise themselves in that very

comprehensive detinition as those " to whom every spore-capsule is

necessarily a funjjus," yet they do for the present believe that they are

" Fungi still." But they must place them in a position like that

assigned to them in the fourth (German) edition of Sachs' Botany,

where they are considered as one of the lowest and most aberrant

groups of Fungi, forming equally with the lower Algae a point of

approach to the Protozoa.

FIRST LIST OF THK MYXOMYCETES OF THK NEIGHBOURHOOD OF

BIRMINGHAM.

The species are arranged according to the method of Kostalinski,

with the synonyms of the "Handbook" added.

1.

—

PJu/saruin ciiten'uin (Batsch.), Didijmium cinereum, Fr. Sutton, on a
decayed, polyporus-covered stump. (See page 92.) Feb.

2.—P. siuuosuni (Bull.), Aniiioridiinn siiiuosum, Grev. Sutton park, on a
dead holly leaf. Sep.

3.

—

Crateritini vuli/are, Ditm., C. pedunculatiun, Trent. Sutton Park
and Oltou Reservoir, on dead bramble twigs. *Oct.

4.—C leucocepJiahtin (Pers.) Sutton, on dead bark. Jan.
o.—TiliiuidocIie tiutnns (Pers.), Plnjsarum nutatis, Pers. Sutton and

in Sutton Park, on dead bark Oct., Nov.
6.

—

Leocarpus fraciilis (Dicks.), Diderma vcrnicosum, Pers. Sutton Park,
on leaves of grass and stems and leaves of bilberry. Sep.

7.

—

Didijmium squamidosiuii (A. and S.), var. costntum. Oscott, on dead
bark. Jan.

8.

—

Chondrioderma difforme (Pers.), Diderma cijanescens, Fr. Sutton
and Sutton Park, on dead bark. Oct., Nov.

9.

—

Spumaria alba (Bull.) Sutton, on petioles of coltsfoot. Sep., Oct.
10.

—

Stcmonitis ftisca (Roth.) Sutton, on dead wood. Sep.
11.

—

Comatricha Frie.iiiiiKi (D. By.), Stemuniti.'^ obtusata, Fr. Sutton,
on dead wood and decayed polyporus. Oct.—Jan.

12.

—

Enertkenema popiUata (Pers.), E. elegans. Bowman, not Cooke.
Sutton, on ratting wood. Feb.

13.

—

Reticuluria lycopevdon (Bull.), R. umbriim. Fr. Sutton and Oscott,
on logs. Oct., Nov.

14.

—

Tricltiafalliix, Pers. Sutton, on rotten wood. Oct.—Jan.
15.

—

T. varia, Pers. Sutton, on rotten wood. Aug.—Nov.
16.

—

T. varia (Pers.), var. )ii!iripet>, T. nigripes, Pers. Oscott and
Sutton, on rotten wood or bark. Nov.—Jan.

17.

—

PrototrichiajiaijeUifera (B. and Br.), Trichia (?) Jiageilifer, B. and
Br. Sutton, on rotten wood or bark. Sep., Feb.

18.

—

Hemiarcijria rubi/ormis (Pers.), Trichia rubiformis, Pers. Sutton,
on rotten wood. Sep., Oct.

19.

—

Arcyria punicea, Fevs. Sutton, on rotten wood. Aug.—Oct.
20.

—

A. cinerea (Bull.), A. cinerea, Schum. Sutton, on decorticated
branches. Nov.

21.

—

A. incarnata, Pers. Sutton, on rotten wood. Oct., Nov.
22.

—

Pericluena corticalia (Batsch), P. populina, Fr. Sutton and Sutton
Park, on the imier side of dead bark, often covering a large
area, Sep.—Nov.
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NOTES ON BEAVERS AND THE BUTE BEAVERY.

BY EGBERT DE HAMEL.

[lend heforc thr Sacirti/, Fehntiirii 14th, 1882.

Amongst the Mammalia is a most interestiug group of animals,

many species of which exist or have existed in Great Britain, whose

domestic economy is to a large extent unobserved owing to their

extreme timidity and consequent shy and nocturnal habits, albeit their

names ai-e for the most part familiar to us. I refer to the order

Rodentia, or gnawing animals, which includes the various genera of rat,

mouse, squirrel, hare, rabbit, porcupine, capybara, guinea-pig, and the

subject of my present paper, the beaver.

The chief characteristics of this order are the incisor teeth in the

centre of each jaw, the absence of canine teeth, and the wide space

between the incisor and molar teeth, an arrangement admirably

qualifying them for gnawing solid substances, to which end the

incisors are enamelled only on the front surface, so that the back part

being softer is by gnawing worn away fastest, and the cutting edge

kept sharp. To remedy the loss of substance a constant growth takes

place from the root ; they are, moreover, semicircular in form, three-

fourths of which being buried in the jaw adds enormously to their

power. The molar teeth are broad and calculated for masticating

vegetable food ; the articulation of the lower jaw works in a longi-

tudinal groove in the skull, affording great facilities for grinding their

food : the feet are furnished with toes and nails, and are more or less

webbed ; the fore paws are remarkably haudlike, the hind legs much
the longest.

I shall now confine my observations to the " species " Beaver, and

endeavour, first, to point out to you such of its life-history as I have

been able to gather from the many writers on the subject, following

these particulars with a description of what I witnessed on the occasion

of a special visit paid to the Marquis of Bute's beavery at Mount
Stuart, near Rothesay, in the island of Bute, at the latter end of

August, 1878.

The eai'liest notice we have of the beaver occurs during the 9th

century, where we find that whilst an otter's skin was only worth

twelve pence, that of the Llosdlydan or beaver was valued at one

hundred and twenty pence.

This animal was not uncommon in the rivers of Wales towards the

close of the 12th century. Giraldus Cambrensis informs us that the

species became extinct in 1188, but according to some historians it was

a native of Scotland and England until the 15th century. It has not

been found in Ireland, or any trace of its existence recorded there.
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There are two livinjj species of beavers, the one iiihahitiiifi Europe

and Asia (Castor Fiber) beiiif,' still found in Siberia on the river

Pelyin, five havinfj been captured there so recently as 187<") ; and a few

colonies exist on the banks of the Weser, Rhone, and Rhine. Lord
Clermont in his " Guide to European Quadrupeds," published in 1859,

stated, " it is found in c;reatly reduced numbers on the Danube, Rhine,

and Rhone, on which last it inflicts considerable injury to the willow

plantations." It is rare in Russia, except on the Dwina and Petchora,

but numerous in Tartary and the Caucasus.

The other variety ( Caxtor Canadc7^sig ) inhabits North America,

comprising in its range a district bounded on the south by California,

on the west and east by Vancouver's Island and Newfoundland, and
north by the limit of trees, some distance within the Arctic circle.

Along with these two species lived in Pre-Glacial times a gigantic

beaver known to science as Cuvier"s. It did not, however, survive the

Glacial period. The smaller and more recent species possibly with-

stood the intense cold by migrating to southern Europe. The com-
parison in size between these two beavers, at one time contemporaneous,

coupled with anatomical characters, seems to preclude the possibility

of the larger being a more highly developed race of the smaller.

The bones of beavei's have been dug up in the lower brick earths of

the Thames and under the streets of London ; and there can be no
doubt that at one time the beaver built its dam on this river and its

tributaxnes. Its remains were also found by Pengelly in Kent's Cavern,

near Torquay.

In appearance the beaver is like a great rat—about two feet long

and one foot high, its body thick and heavy, weighing about 341bs. ; the

head is compressed and somewhat arched at the front, the upper part

rather narrow, the snout much so; the eyes ai-e placed rather high on
the head, and the pupils are rounded ; the short ears are almost con-

cealed by the fur; the skins (a good one when dried weighs about

21bs.) are covered by two sorts of hair, of which one is long, rather

stiff, elastic, gray two-thirds of its length, the remainder being tipped

with shining reddish-browu points ; the other short, thick, tufted, and
soft, being of diiTereut shades of silver gray or light lead colour; the

hair is shortest on the head and feet ; the hind legs are longer than
the fore, and the hind feet only completely webbed ; there are five toes

on each foot ; the tail is ten or eleven inches long, and, except the part

nearest the body, entirely covered with hexagonal scales ; it is flattened

horizontally, and nearly oval in shape. From a habit the creature has
of giving self-satisfied slaps with this organ, the idea has been enter-

tained that it uses it for a trowel ; but this is now known to be an
error ; it is certainly employed as a means of alarm.

The incisor teeth are semicircular in shape, the enamel orange-

coloured and intensely hard. Before the introduction of iron the
Indians fixed them in handles and employed them as chisels for

carving wood and horn.

These animals secrete a peculiar substance known as castoreum.
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extensively used by the slave and dotj-rib tribes of Indiana in the

manufacture of medicine, and as a perfume for enticing both beaver

and lynx to the traps or snares laid for them.

The flesh and tail ai*e amongst the most prized dainties of Indian

epicures : the former when first smoked and then broiled is not at all

unwelcome food ; the latter when boiled is a noted article of trapper

luxury, though, forsooth, if the truth must be told, somewhat gristly

and fat, and rather too much for the stomach of anyone but a north-

western hunter or explorer. " He is a devil of a fellow," they say on

the Rocky Mountain slopes, " he can eat two beavers' tails."

The scrapings of the beaver's skin form one of the strongest

descriptions of glue, not aifected by water, and used by the Indians as

paint for their paddles.

Smellie, in his " Philosophy of Natural History," devotes a chapter

to the Society of animals, in which he reminds us that the associating

principle from which so many advantages are derived, is not confined

to the human species, but extends in some instances to evei*y class of

animals.

Man possesses a portion of the reasoning faculty highly superior to

that of any other animal. He alone enjoys the power of expressing

his ideas by articulate and artificial language. With its aid, and the

habit of association, the human intellect in the progress of time arrives

at a higher degree of perfection.

Society gives rise to virtue, honour, government, subordination, art,

science, order, happiness; under its auspices, as in a fertile climate,

human talents germinate and are expanded, the mechanical and

liberal aris flourish : poets, orators, historians, philosophers, lawyers,

physicists, "microscopists," and theologians are produced, and its

advantages are immense despite the inconveniences, hardships,

injustice, oppressions, and cruelties which too often originate from it.

Now Society may be divided into two kinds—1st, Proper Societies,

in which the individuals not only live together in numbers, but also

carry on operations having a direct tendency to promote the welfare of

the community ; and 2nd, Improper Societies, in which the individuals

merely herd together from the love of company, without carrying on

any common operation.

Next to the intelligence exhibited in human society, that of the

beavers is most conspicuous. Their operations in preparing, fashioning,

and trausportnig the heavy materials for building their winter

habitations are truly astonishing, and when we read their history we

are apt to think we are perusing the history of man in a period of

society not inconsiderably advanced.

It is only by the united strength and co-operation of numbers that

the beavers could be enabled to produce such wonderful effects ; for in

a solitary state, as they at present appear in some northern parts of

Europe, the beavers are timid and stupid animals ; they neither

associate, nor attempt to construct villages, but content themselves

with digging holes iu the earth.
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Like men undt'i- the oppression of despotic ^'overnments, the spirit

of the European beavers is depressed and their t;euius extint,'uished

by terror and a perpetual and necessary attention to individual

safety.

The northern parts of Europe are now so populous, and the

animals there are so perpetually hunted for the sake of their furs, that

they have no opportunity of associating, and of course those wonderful
marks of their sagacity, which they exhibit in the I'emote and unin-

habited regions of North America, are no longer to be found.

The society of beavers is one of peace and of affection. They
never quarrel or injure one another, except during the period of court-

ship, for even amongst beavers Eve is ever the cause of evil, but
live together in different numbers, according to the dimensions of

particular cabins, in the most perfect harmony.
The principle of their union is neither monarchical nor despotic, for

the inhabitants of the different cabins, as well as those of the whole
village, seem to acknowledge no chief or leader whatever. Their asso-

ciation presents to our observation a model of a pure and perfect

republic, the only basis of which is mutual and unequivocal attachment.
I have already drawn your attention to the difference that oppression

occasions in the animate works of nature, and this because I find in

reading numerous authors on the subject that their accounts of the
works and their opinions of the intelligence of these most interesting

mammals differ very cousiderabh', and at the same time with much
apparent truthfulness. I also note that the older observers, i.e., those

who studied these animals when their iurjirst came into great request,

and therefore at a time when persecution had not wrought its natural

result in the degradation of the species, give glowing accounts of their

wonderful villages; whilst living writers "pooh-pooh" all this as a
legend, and declare their structures, though parallel in idea, to be
slovenly and iudift'erent. I shall prefer those descriptions which best

illustrate the palmy days of the species.

In the fall of the year the beavers generally migrate up stream to

a more favourable situation for procuring a supply of winter food.

About January their tracks may be seen in the snow near the outlet

of the lakes, where young fir trees abound, their bai'k now being pre-

ferred, as the sap has not risen in the willow and alder ; some of the

beavers become torpid during January, especially those living near
lakes, swamps, or large sheets of water, which are frozen.

If February is open the beavers begin to come out of their retreats

and frequent any running water near them ; but it is generally March
before the bulk of them vacate their winter quarters. When they appear
they are lean, but their furs are still good, and continue so until the

middle of Ma^-.

About the end of March they begin to "call." Both males and
females "call and answer" one another. Sometimes on one "calling"

half-a-dozen will answer from different parts of the lake. They occa-

sionally " call " as late as August. Males fight during this season
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most fiercely ; hardly a skin is withmit scars, aud large pieces are

often bitten out of their tails.

The young are born about the end of June, and are about three or

four in number ; but whether produced in the houses, hovels, or

amongst the sedge, is not known for a certainty.

When this interesting event is expected, the old male takes the

young of last year (for sometimes as many as three generations will

remain around the paternal abode) and retires several miles up a river,

considerately remaining there as long as requisite.

The young at first are called " kittens ;
" when twelve months old,

" small medlars;" at two years, •' big medlars ;" and in the third year,

when they also have families, •' old beavers."'

A-bout the months of July and August the male beavers aud last

year's young, who have been enjoying the spring and summer amongst

the woods, collect in large numbers on the lakes and watercourses, on

which they had left their houses and females in the spring, for the

purpose of uniting into society, and of repairing or adding to their

villages.

These villages are very interesting, and consist of hovels, cabins, and

stores, with the addition, in the case of a watercourse, of a dam, which

is not required if the village is situated on a lake.

The following description will give you a good general idea of the

whole arrangement, to which I will afterwards add some further

details :—

•

In rivers or brooks where the water is subject to risings and fallings,

they build a bank, which traverses the watercourse from one side to

the other like a sluice, and is often 80 to 100 feet long by 10 or 12

feet broad at the base. One on the Metapediac in New Brunswick was
150 yards long, and by its aid the beavers had converted a stream about

15 or 20 feet wide into a pool an acre in extent and 8 feet deep in the

middle. This dam was semicircular and convex to the stream. The
spot for building it had been chosen with remarkable judgment, and
all natural features, such as little islands, rocks, and stumps of trees,

had been turned to good account. The centre of this dam was about

5 feet high, and so compact that it took two men with axes an hour to

cut a 6-feet aperture through it.

The camp was situated near the centre of the pool, on the original

bank of the stream ; it was about the size and shape of an ordinary

haystack, a little flattened down; rather more than two-thirds, about 8

feet, showed above the water ; internally it contained one large circular

apartment about 6 feet 6 inches in diameter ; the roof, which was
dome-shaped, being 2 feet 3 inches high in the centre, gradually sloping

downwards to the edge; the floor was 10 inches above water mark, and

contained four beds, made of chips of wood cut very fine; the walls

were from i to 5 feet thick, made altogether of earth and wood. There

were three entrances, all under water.

Close to the camp was the storehouse, an accumulation of fresh

logs and branches submerged in the water for winter use. There must
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have been half-a-dozen ordinary cart loads. They had been hauled

60 yards by land and twice as far by water. Trees of all sizes, from a

foot in diameter downwards, that had been felled by the beavers, lay

scattered all around the pond and in the water, some freshly cut,

others decayed aud covered with moss. The boughs of the lartjer ones

had been lopped off and carried to the storehouse, the bark of the

stems being eaten on the spot. Smaller trees had been felled, cut into

logs, and carried bodily off. Saplings the size of an axe handle had
been cut as with one slanting blow of an axe, but the larger trees were

gnawed all round, and dry sticks and roots that obstructed their

roads had been cut neatly off at the proper breadth and the pieces

thi'own aside.

In constructing a dam the beavers select a spot where two trees

grow opposite to one another on each bank. These they fell in such

a way that they meet in the bed of the stream, and are inclined

upwards. This done, more trees above are cut down, aud the pieces

dragged along the roads I have described to the water aud floated,

under the guidance of two or more beavers, who take advantage of all

side eddies as will suit the purpose, to the dam, against which they

are placed horizontally. The interstices are next most carefully filled

with grass, fibres, and tempered clay. Nature now lends her assistance

by accumulating against the upper side the debris which would other-

wise have travelled far beyond. Some of the boughs strike root, and
the dam becomes so strong as to be used as a bridge by man and
beast. Occasionally flood holes are made in it to permit the passage of

water after rain, and all damage to it from whatever cause is instantly

repaired.

The dam being complete, and the water above it having been raised

by its aid to a depth aud width in proportion to the size of the colouy,

the next business is to build the houses, the sites of which are generally,

but not always, chosen near the side. These are formed of water-logged

sticks placed horizontally in the water ; they have always two or more
entrances, and a small chamber ; the top of the house is very thick, to

guard against attacks by animals (chief amongst these being the pan-

ther, wolf, and wolverine), and as this roof is added to every season it

is sometimes eight feet through, and diuriug frost frozen as hard as

iron. Mud and roots are used to make the house solid, but no mud is

seen from the outside, as the top is covered with loose sticks left there

by the beavers after eating off the bark.

The " swell " houses have two flats, and may accommodate as

many as sixteen beavers. The lowest is on a level with the water ; the

upper one is used to sleep in, and has communication with the water
through the bottom ; the top one has also direct and covered communi-
cation with another chamber on the land. The entrances, two in

number, are subaqueous, and called angles, one being on the upper,

the other on the lower side of the house.

The beavers usually have two houses, a summer house and a winter

house (just as we have a town house and a country house). The former
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is generally situated near the mouth of the brook, as the food of the

beavers during the summer mouths consists in great measure of tlie

stems and roots of the pond lily (Nupliar advena), which is called

beaver-root by tlie settlers.

Wliilst the winter house is building the beavers often live in a deep

hole in the bank, which is called a " hovel " or " wash." The eutrance

to this hole is always under water, and when it has extended some
distance inland it rises to a chamber which is not only high and dry,

but has a ventilating hole for the admission of air.

Although birch and willow trees as large as a man's thigh are

frequently cut down, the beavers appear only to make use of the smaller

branches, which are cut into suitable lengths and carried to the house,

near which they are sunk by means of mud until a very considerable

pile of them is raised to some height above the water. The beavers

always draw their supply from the base of this stack, so as to feed on

the most sodden bark. Until winter compels them to consume this

store they feed upon the land or upon browse collected on the top

of the house. Their principal food, however, consists of the bark

of the aspen, willow, birch, poplar, and occasionally the alder. They
rarely resort to the pine tribe unless from severe necessity.

I will now proceed with my description of the Bute Beavert, so that

you may compare an account of their actual doings in free or

unmolested confinement with the review of the habits of the species I

have just concluded.

Having been favoured by Mr. Hughes, the great Birmingham
Naturalist, with a letter of introduction to Mr. Barker, of Rothesay,

and having also presented this letter and gained the latter gentleman's

cordial co-operation, we started from the Queen's Hotel on a very

beautiful morning, and after about an hour's drive stopped between
two of the Mount Stuart fir woods, whilst my friend summoned the

keeper. Black, from his cottage hard by, to show and explain the
" Beavery " to us.

Crossing a stile and plunging at once into the depths of the wood,

a sharp walk of some ten minutes found us close by a dwarf wall

surmounted by a light iron fence. Climbing over this we entered an

enclosure of some three acres, containing a valley whose banks were

clothed with fir and an undergrowth of bracken, whilst along the

bottom trickled a tiny burn. Within this space the Marquis of Bute,

about four yeai-s since, turned out two pairs of beavers ; but as he did not

know then that they required willow bai'k for their sustenance one pair

perished. On willow branches being furnished to the other two they

prospered, and at the present time {i.e., 1878) have increased to

sixteen ; and not only so, but curiously enough, the locally bred

beavers have adapted themselves to their environment and taken to

feeding on the fir bark, sooner than eat which their predecessors

succumbed.

The first thing that attracted my attention was a broad yellow ring

round the base of many of the trees, and as we got nearer I saw they
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had been beautifully cut by the teeth of these animals, the chips (of

which I brouf,'ht a few to show you) being profusely scattered around.

Then I observed that many trees were prostrate, and others quite

ready for the final cut to fell them. When engaged in this opera-

tion the beavers sit on their haunches, and, taking two horizontal cuts,

tear out the piece between them, exactly as a carpenter does when
reducing wood with his chisel ; and in order to cause the tree to fall in

the requii'ed direction (never failing in this unless an adverse wind
springs up at the critical moment) they cut the wood away most ou the

opposite side, leaving a slender support a little thicker, but not much
thicker, than one's wrist. At this stage the beavers retire a little

and inspect the tree, then all but one move to a safe distance, and that

one proceeds cautiously with the cutting until the tree, with a graceful

motion, obeys the will of its persecutor.

As soon as the tree is down, the beavers separate the branches close

to the stem and carry them away, then eat the bark off the butt, after

which an old beaver scores the latter at equal distances of about two
or three feet to indicate the spots at which it is to be divided into logs

by the others.

They had also been very busy tearing up the grass and turf in

search of " Tormeutil root." We followed their example, and on

tasting it recognised strongly the flavour of acorns.

At this point the keeper again drew my attention to the little brook,

whose top, so narrow was it, was often hidden with overhanging fei'ns,

and assured me it was originally exactly the same right through tht

enclosure. Guess my astonishment then, for I had not heard so much
about beavers at that time as you have to-night, when on

turning a little knoll we came in view of a decent sized pond with a

round island in the middle, and a dam at the lower end, making an

average depth of about three feet of water. Proceeding a short distance

farther we came upon a good fair pool, the size of which jou maj
judge from the enlarged sketch I have here, which was published in

the January, 1878, number of the " Animal World," and taken on the

spot by Mr. Walter Severn.

The dam at the lower end of this pool is semicircular, convex to

the stream, 62 feet long by 10 feet wide, the greater part being under

water and sloping to the pool. The top was about two feet wide, and

so strong that the three of us walked over without hesitation or

difficulty. One of the boughs used as a backing was as thick as a man's

leg. Black, who frequently spends a night at the top of a tree to watch

his charges at work (under the disadvantage of their doing most when the

nights are darkest), saw this log deposited. He said the beaver floated

it down stream to the dam, ou which it climbed and drew the log after

it ; then, placing the thin end against the back edge of the dam, it took

the butt in its paws, and raising itself to its full height pushed it with

such force and precision that it was at once so firmly fixed that

although we grasped it fairly no movement was perceptible. In another

spot a horizontal bough had been carefully wedged behind an upright fork.
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The sloping face of the dam was composed of clay and stones, the

original material of the present ponds. This clay they puddle with

their feet, make into balls, and pile in a heap in the middle of the

pool until required. In carrying it through the water they hold it

between the fore paws and the chin, swimming with the tail and webbed
hind feet. If alarmed, or when in the act of diving, they strike the

water with their tails, and thus occasion a loud report.

Their house, which is near the right bank, looking down stream,

is yft. high (5 of which are above water), 10ft. long, and 8ft. wide,

oval in shape, and difticult, in spite of its size, to recognise at fii'st,

owing to their having nearh- covered it with growing turf, boughs and

stems of fern, the leaves of which they had eaten. Along the top was
a backbone of boughs left open as a ventilator, and through which heat

was perceptibly rising from the chamber within. Close to the water on

the upper side was a narrow terrace, on which Black said the tenants

liked to sun themselves when all was quiet.

My friend climbed on the top of the house, to the consternation of

the inmates, who bolted in all directions, their hidden tracks being

marked by lines of rising bubbles. In stepping back to land he put his

foot on a tree stump, and instantly fell all his length. We found he

had gone through to the land chamber of the house. Black was horrified,

I was delighted, and at once commenced an inspection.

This chamber was as big as a wheel-barrow, and contained two

beds of wood shavings like spills (a few of which I brought away),

which are prepared by the beavers from the small boughs on the bark

of which they have fed. The house side of this chamber had been

built of boughs and sods, the projecting ends of the branches being

neatly dressed off, and the stump of the tree had been hollowed until

only a thin shell remained, which accounted for its having given

way so unexpectedly.

In the centre of the pool they collect their winter store of boughs,

which, when complete, stands high out of the water, and is used from

below.

Bound the sides of the pool they have made several burrows, or

" washes,'' or " hovels," as they are variously called, which penetrate

from 20 to 30 feet into the bank, where they rise above water-level and

form a small chamber, in the top of which an air hole, stuffed full of

sticks, is made from the inside for ventilation but not for egress.

Between the submerged entrances to these holes, and the equally

subaqueous approaches to the house (one being on the upper and the

other on its lower side), they have cut grooved channels in the bottom

of the pool, which conduct them safely when diving from one to the

other. Upon the bank they have numerous runs terminating in shallow

water, the sides of which are marked by the debris of ferns and twigs.

Their working hours are between 7 o'clock at night and 7 o'clock in

the morning. One beaver is always on duty at each dam, and what-

ever they do is achieved with great rapidity. Black thinks they breed

in January, but all authorities are against this opinion, which is
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probably owint; to the kittens first appeariiii; in piil)lic about tliat time

of the year.

One fault alone I had to find with my little friends, and that was
the apparent extravagance with which they had " ringed" a very high
percentage of the standing timber in the enclosure, without intending

to promptly finish the work, as evidenced by the stale appearance of

the chi[)s.

Beavers are captured either by ti-apping, drawing, or by storming

their fortresses.

In the first instance an iron trap is set close by the bank in shallow

water, but with chain enough to reach into a depth of at least four

feet. Upon the bank above a little castoreum, mixed with rum or

cinnamon, is spilt ; the beaver is attracted by the scent, and when
caught dives into deep water, whei-e the weight of the trap 'a >lds down
and drowns it. Should it, by reason of the river having fallen, not reach

the deep water, it will bite off its leg at a joint, draw the sinews out of

the shoulder, and escape.

The second method consists in noiselessly removing part of the

dam. As soon as the beavers find the water sinking they come out of

their houses and holes to repair the breach, and are then shot.

Thirdly, the Indians search round the beaver pools for the " washes,"
opposite each of which they make a hole in the ice ; the women then
break into the beaver-house, which affords the unfortunate animals
the choice of three evils—either to stay under the ice and get drowned,
or to stay in the house and be killed by the women, or bolt to their
" washes " and be killed by the men, who detect their entrance by the

i-ipple in the ice-liole as they pass under, when the aperture is imme-
diately staked, the " wash " opened from above, and the poorbeast caught,
either by hand or with a hook made for the purpose. Sometimes they
merely stake the two entrances to the house, break into it, and spear
or tomahawk the imprisoned beavers ; or, if it is a lake, simply fri^^hten

the beavers out of their houses and shoot them as they come to the
surface, as they cannot long exist without air.

In 1808 the Hudson's Bay Company imported 126,927 pelts, each
worth about 19s. ; in 1820 only about 50,000, showing how rapidly their

numbers were decreased.

The fur when shaved off the pelts with a sharp knife was winnowed
in a tube to separate the long hair from the wool ; the latter was then
kneaded into felt, through which it worked until it appeared as a
perfect surface on the other side, and was ready to make into hats.

As pets in coufinemeuL, beavers are most affectionate and enter-

taining. Did time permit I could give you numberless anecdotes of

their sagacity ; but the length my paper has already reached pre-

cludes any such extension. I trust that in what I have told you there
is sufficient to convince you that if we, lords and tyrants of creation

as we are, vacated the earth, the lower organisms of which the subject

of our paper to-night is a good example, would find their lives far

more agreeable, and a wider scope for the exercise of their intelligence.
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How far it rests with man to render the hves of animals more
endurable I leave with you, and in conclusion add

—

" The heart is bard in nature ^ * * *

* * * * '^^ * * that is not pleased
With sight of animals enjoying life,

Nor feels their happiness augment his own."
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NO^FAD FT'XrrI : THE RECLASSIFICATION OF THE
UEEDINE/E.

BY W. B. GROVE, B.A.

Rpaii hi'farp thr Sorifti/, Octohrr 17. 1882.

lu choosing the title '• Xomad Funt,n" for nay paper, I was thinking

chiefly of what are called the heteroecious species—that is, those

which wander during their annual life-cycle from one plant to

another, as will be afterwards detailed. But it occurred to me also

that the words would bear another and very apposite meaning in

reference to the travels of these fungi in their book-classification, for

the species of some genera have been handed about from one place in

the scheme to another in such a way as fully to justify their claim to

the name of experienced travellers. You will perceive that I shall

have again to treat of the subject of classification, which is generally

considered a very dry one. In the notes which I had the honour of

reading before this Society on the Myxomycetes, the central point of

interest was as to the position which those organisms should occupy

—

i.e., whether they should be placed in the animal or the vegetable

kingdom, and you may perhaps remember that, as might be expected,

I ventured finally to decide in favour of the latter. Now I think all

who have studied that particular point, and the evidence bearing upon
it, will admit that the question, though it be merely one of classifica-

tion, was of surpassing interest, partly derived no doubt from the fact

that the border-land between the animal and vegetable kingdoms,
though it has been the battle-ground of many a long-decided contro-

versy, is still as uncertain as that which separates Greece from

References to Plate IY.

Fig. 1.

—

(I. Section of two cups of CEcidinm grossularice, showing the spores
originatiug in chains beneath the epidermis, X ks ; b. thi-ee spores, X :%0—(from
nature).

Fig. 2,—Two uredo-spores of Puccinia ofominis, seated on their pedicels, or
basidia, X about 500—(after De Bary).

Fig. 3.—Group of teleuto-spores of Pitccinia flrrrt»n'Hi«, X 2.tO—(from nature .

Fig. 4.— Germinating spoi'e of (Ecidiiim iussilaginis, X about •240—(after
Plowright'.

Fig. .5.—Germinating teleuto-spore of Puccinia magnusiana; each segment of
the spore has thrown out a germ-tube, bearing three " sporidia," X about 400— after Plowrighti.

Fig. 6.—Spermogone of CEcidium tussilag i7iis. emittins. a tendril of minute
spermatia in water. X 240—(from nature ,
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Turkey. The scene is uow shifted ; we have to deal with a series of

fungi, about whose vegetable nature not even the most ardent

zoologist could doubt. But though the interest is different, it is, it

appears to me, even greater than before. At least, to one who has

not previously studied these leaf-fungi, the search reveals almost as

many surprises, as unexpected conclusions, as startling transforma-

tions as any other branch of Natural History could furnish.

Classification of the Group.

To make the subject of our discussion clear, it will be as well to

begin by giving an outline of the classification of this group in the

famous Friesian system, which has been hitherto adopted in England.

Of Fries's six great classes one is the Coniomycetes, or dust-fiDigi, so

called from the fact that the dust-like spores form its principal feature.

I have already pointed out on one occasion how artificial this system is

in some respects, and described one modification of it—in respect to

the Myxomycetes—which it is now undergoing in England. In this

much-needed reform English cryptogamists linger, I am sorry to say,

far behind their brethren of the Continent. We are now concerned

with another reform as pressing, and of course as hesitatingly accepted

on this side of the Channel, and it is safe to say that one still more
important will have to be made in the not distant future.

But, though most of these six classes appear to require revision,

there is not one which contains such a heterogeneous collection of

odds and ends as the Coniomj'cetes. It may truly be said that the

only point in which they agree is in the vast predominance of the

spores over the other parts of the fungus In any other point of view

they are widelj' and irreconcilably unlike. Some produce enormous
quantities of minute sperniatiform spores in receptacles, more or less

perfectly formed, in or upon dead or dying leaves and stems, or under-

neath the bark of twigs and branches, as, e.g., that army of obscure

species which form little dark spots on fading leaves, and which are

probably all mere phases in the life-history of a so-called higher

fungus, known under another name. Others produce their spores

freely on the outer surface of dead stalks, bark, and leaves ; such as

the common Torula, which—I may be excused for reminding you—
has nothing to do with what a mistaken analogy led us former!}' to

call the Torula or yeast-plant, and which is now called Saccharomyces.

This latter does not belong to the Coniomycetes.* The third and
last division—the one with which we have now to deal—grows upon
living plants, and includes the majority of those species which are

usually known under the name of leaf-fungi. It was divided into

three orders—the Pucciniacei, the Caeomacei, and the GEcidiacei; and

the following genera :

—

* The group of the Torulacei should be absorbed among the Hj'phoraycetes,
into which it passes insensibly. There will then be no Coniomycetes left.
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Xenouochns-..

Plini<'niicliuin.

Tilletia.

Ustilai,'o.

Thecaphora.
Tuburciuia.

PUCCINIACEI.
Triphi-af^miuiii.

Puccinia.

C^OMACEI.
Urocystis.
Uromyces.
Coleosporium.
Melampsora.

Gyiiiiiosporaii^iuiii.

Podinoma.

Cystopus.
Uredo.
Trichobasis.
Lecythea.

(ECIDIACEI.

Rcestelia. CEcidiiim. Graphiola.
Periderniiuni. Endophylluni.

The Pucciuiacei or "Brands" were distiuguished by haviujt; com-
poiiud spores—that is, spores divided by septa iuto two or more cells

;

the Cseomacei or " Sniuts and Rusts " were distinguished by the free

spores being mostly simple or one-celled ; while the fficidiacei or

" Cluster-cups " were characterised by their simple spores being con-

tained in a cellular envelope or peridium of various forms. A beauti-

fully simple plan, well adapted for the purpose which it has hitherto

served and will continue to serve, as a kind of Liunean system in

miniature, an index in which the names of one's finds may be readily

discovered, but not representing in any way the natural relations of

the objects. In the first place the system was broken—even in

England—by the admission of a large number of the Cseomacei among
the Pucciniacei, as when the " i-ust " of corn, Trichohasis nibi[io-vera, was
set down under I'uccinia rimiiiiiiis, the "corn mildew," of which it was
considered merely an early phase ; or again, when the round simple

spores of the early stage of Phragmidiuin are classed with the long

three to six-septate spores of the later form. But the condition of the

Cseomacei was worse. It included the bunt and smut of corn

which have simple spores ; the Buttercup smut and other allied

species (Urocystis) which have compound spores ; the Coleosporia and
Melampsorse, each of which produces spores of two distinct kinds,

just as Puccinia does, and demands, by every rule of classification, to

be ranked with it ; and, finally, it contains a genus (Cystopus) which
has absolutely nothing in cominon with the others, and is, in point of

fact, closely allied to a genus, Peronospora, the Potato-fungus, which
is itself classed with dissimilar species in another group, the Hypho-
mycetes. The CEcidiacei was the only order which approached the

requirements of a rational system.

It is true that a great deal of what is now known was unknown
fifty years ago, while some facts have only recently been discovered;

but it nevertheless remains that British mycologists must plead guilty

to clinging obstinately to an obsolete system, which has long been
abandoned on the Continent. The true interpretation of the facts

has been published for many years, but we in England have heard

nothing (at least among mycologists) but murmurs about " mad
fancies for change," " startling vagaries in vogue in certain quarters,"
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" pandering to the desire of novelty," etc., with an intimation that the

writer retained a preference for tlie steady old British jog-trot, though

it land him far in the rear of the rest of tlie world. To suppose that,

though a few hundreds of Continental physiologists all unite in testify-

ing to their helief, founded upon experiments,* in the necessitj' of a

total change in the classilication of the leaf-fungi, yet we in our island

shall continue to regard the facts as unproved, is conceited, not to say

absurd. What do we want ? Can we not trust biologists, other than

Englishmen, to make their experiments cai-efuUy and record their

conclusions truthfully ? The progress, and especially the manner of

the progress, of other branches of science certainly does not warrant

such a conviction. Are we to regard all their testimony as doubtful, and

possibly w(/OHf, until some British experimenter deigns to bestir him-

self.

Happily, the question need no longer be asked. The British

experimenter has bestirred himself, and to one of our leading mycolo-

gists, Mr. C. B. Plowright, of King's Lynn, belongs the high honour of

being the first to remove this stain from British science. His words

are, in the light of the past, so remarkable that I cannot do better

than quote them in full. '"So far as I know," he says, " no one in

this country has taken the trouble to put the matter to the test of

experiment. For my part, it may be said that, having conducted

upwards of a hundred cultures during the past two years, I have

no doubt whatever upon the subject. We are piittiug ourselves in a

hypercritical position if we refuse to believe what competent observers

assert, simply because we have not ourselves actually seen it."t And let

me add that the state of the case is not improved when the •' competent

observers " are of a foreign race, and the unbelieving spectators

belong to this favoured nation. We are often reproached for our

insularity, and it is certain that we have often fallen behind the

science of the age by incredulous contempt for foreign observers. I

rejoice, therefoi-e, to see Mr. Plowright strike the first blow at that

body of errors which has hitherto passed for knowledge about leaf fungi

in Britain—that house of cards which now, at the touch of Ithuriel's

spear, falls "like the baseless fabric of a vision."

The RKVisKi> Classification.

You will best appreciate the extent of the change if I place before

you Dr. Winter's revised classification, so far as it relates to British

species, and compare it with the one now obsolete :
—

USTILAGINE^.
Ustilago Tilletia Urocystis

Sorosporium Entyloma+

* See " Comptes Eendus," 1880, and " Botanlsche Zeitung," passim.

t
" Science Gossip," September, 188-2, p. 196.

; The species of tliisRenus discovei'crl in Britain are recorded in the paces of

trrevillea under the name of Protomyces.
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UREDINE^.
Uromvces Triphi-ai'mium ^ ,. i n

III. Uromvces I, Locvthea or t J'

Locythea

Puccinia "
II Urolo

II. Molampsora

I. CEcidiuiu III PhraRinidium •

Coleosponum

ji ( Uredo or Gvmuosporaii<<ium ,[• ,
^ en'lermniin

•
( Tnchobasis "

i Rd-stclia ,iM Coleosporiuin
III. Puccinia in Podisoma Endophyllum

The triple division, into Pucciiiiacei, Csoomacei, and fficidiacei, lias

ceased to exist, because these three orders typify only three stages in

the life-history of one and the same fungus. The Ustilagineas com-

prise such of the Caoomacei as are found to ditfer remarkably from the

others in the mode of germination of the spores ; with these we have

uothing further to do. The genera which enter into the other group,

the Uredinea3, are nearly all characterised by what is known as

Ph'omorplii.'on—that is, they pass in their annual cycle through several

distinct phases, which are so different that, prior to experiment and

extended observation, they were placed—-and rightly too—in distinct

genera or orders. An exactly similar case is well known to zoologists

in regard to the classification of the Entozoa. In the table given

above, the names placed underneath the genera, with I., II., or III.

prefixed, are the names of those pseudo-genera of the Handbook
which cow represent mere stages of growth.

Description of .\ XJEECiNOfs Fungus.

To show the position in which the problem stands, let as suppose

that we are a band of students just setting out on the study of the

leaf-fungi. Let us go into the country on some day in early spring,

and gather a few leaves of the common violet. We shall find some of

them marked with pale yellowish spots, and looking underneath the

affected leaves we shall see a slightly swollen roundish patch, on and

in which is seated a cluster of cup-like bodies, filled with orange

spoi'es. The fringe or brim of the cup consists of the ragged edges of

the covering (called a pseudo-pcridium) by which the spores were

enclosed, when the fungus was in a less advanced state. Similar

clusters of cups, only elongated in form, are found on the petioles and

stems, in fact on all the green parts of the plant. The spores are

roughly spherical or polygonal, orange-yellow, covered with fine warts,

and bounded by a very thin cellulose membrane. These spores are

given off in chains by a process of budding from the ends of delicate

threads, called lujplue, with which the bottom of the cup is clothed, in

such a manner that the spore which is at the free end of the chain is

the oldest, while that which is at the end of the hypha is the youngest,

and has in the process of its growth pushed the whole chain of those

previously formed up towards the mouth of the cup. A fungus, which

possessed characters similar to these used to be called an fficidium,

and the particular one of which we are speaking was called (J^cidiwm

violce. This (Ecidium is found on the violet in May and June.
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But, later ou iu the year, we find, on the leaves of the same plant

a fungus of a very different character. There is no cup, no chains of

spores ; the spores are collected in loose rounded heaps, resembling

the sori of ferns, apparently resting lightly on the epidermis of the

leaf, not usually combined in clusters, but scattered over the surface.

Instead of the beautiful white fringe which surrounds the CEcidiuni,

we have here merely the ragged edge of the ruptured epidermis,

showing that the fungus originated just beneath the epidermis, and in

its growth burst it open. The oval spores are brownish, and each is

formed singly by a constriction of the end of a hypha, but otherwise

they are very similar to those of the CEcidium. This fungus used to

be known as Trichobasis or Uredo violarum.

At the same time, or later, we can find on the same leaves still

another fungus of a different kind. In this case the spores grow, as

in the Uredo, from the ends of the branches of the hyphae, and
frequently, if not always, from the same mycelium which has hitherto

produced the Uredo-spores. The sori are surrounded, iu the same
way, only by the ruptured epidermis. But the spores are very

different in character. While the Uredo-spores are easily detached

from their support, these often remain firmly fixed to the

byphu from which they originated, which breaks oif with them as

a kind of stalk ; each spore consists of two cells, separated by a

transverse XDartition, or rather two spores are produced on each hypha,

for each cell of the compound spore is capable of independent germina-

tion. The greatest difference of all is, however, in the cuticle of the

spore, which iu these is greatly thickened and strengthened, in the

same way as the outer surface of the epidermal cells of many leaves

is cuticularised, iu order to enable it the better to resist the attacks

of the weather. This last form of fungus is called a Puccinia, and

our species is known as Puccinia violanan.

Now undoubtedly the first impulse of the student, on seeing these

various kinds of fungi, would be to class them as three distinct species,

belonging to thi'ee distinct genera, and placed respectively in the three

orders which have been mentioned above. But this impulse, though

natural, could not stand the test of a more careful examination. Our

student would find the same sequence of phenomena on other species

of plants. The common Epilobiums would provide him with three

fungi, successively making their appearance on the leaves, in the same

way and in the same order, viz., (Eciditim epilobii, Tricliohasis epilobii,

and Puccinia pulverulentu. The species of Allium, of Prinaula, of

Mentha, of Galium, of Sanicula, and many others, all tell the sarue tale.

This should have awakened suspicion, but at first apparently did not.

Moreover, the Uredo and Puccinia-forms appear, as I have said, often ou

the same leaves at the same time, and are obviously seen to spring from

the same mycelium, not only iu the species which I have mentioned,

but in very many others. This fact, when fuUy brought to light, was

so far conclusive ; and the phenomenon was known under the name of

Dimorphism. Those who have read Mr. Cooke's useful little book ou
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Microscopic Fungi will remember that he devotes a chapter to the

exposition of this theory of Dimorphism, and in his Handbook the

theory is practically followed up by the arraui^ement of the various

forms of Uredo with the species of Puccinia to which they belong, so

far as that was known. It is true that Cooke calls most of these

Uredos Tnchahmiis:, and professes to distinguish between the two
genera by assi<^ningto the spores of the latter the possession of afoot-

stalk, while the spores of Uredo, he says, " have no foot-stalk at any
stage of their existence." In fact, in the generic character of Uredo
he seems to assert that the spores of Uredo are developed by a kind

of segi-egatiou of the contents of certain hyphal cells, that is, bj' free

cell-formation. But this is untrue, unless Professor De Bary be totally

mistaken. The spores of Uredo are formed by constriction from the

end of a hyphal filament, which, when thus engaged, is called a

banidium. There is no difference between Uredo and Trichobasis,

except that in the latter case, in a few instances, a small fragment

of the basidium remains attached to the spore.

But while the Dimorphism of these fungi was admitted, the fact

which still remained behind, namely their Trimorphism, was as yet

undiscovered. If the case had been with all the Uredineae as with

those which I have mentioned above, no doubt the fact would soon

have forced itself upon the mind. No one could long contemplate the

orderly procession of the three forms on tha same plant without being

compelled to acknowledge the probability of their genetic connection.

But, unfortunately for the mycologists of the past, the case was l)y

no means so simple. Many species of CEcidium were, and still are,

known which are not succeeded by a Uredo or a Puccinia on the same
plant. Many Ui-edos were, and a few still are alone, unaccompanied
by either an fficidium or Puccinia ; while there is a considerable

number of species of Puccinia with which no CEcidium or Uredo was
or is even now known to be associated. Still another fact complicated

the matter. Allowing that a Puccinia is preceded by an CEcidium, it

seems that we must not always look for the CEcidium upon the same
or even upon an allicl plant. Sometimes we shall find the CEcidium
upon a Dicotyledon, while the Uredo and Puccinia luxuriate upon a

Monocotyledon. This, which is known as hetercecism, is a curious fact,

and is especially the case with those species such as Puccinia pramiiiis,

P. corontita, P. poaruin, P. magiiusiana, and P. caricig, which grow upon
grasses and sedges in their final stage. These are called hetprceciouif

species, and their CEcidia are found respectively upon Berberis,

Rhamnus, Tussilago, Rumex, and Urtica.

Life-History of a Heter(ecious Species.

It will illustrate this important phenomenon of hetercecism, as well

as confirm the whole theory, if I trace the annual cycle of Puccinia

graminis through its various forms; for, if it is once proved that P.

graminis is descended from (Ecidinm berberidis. no one can any longer
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conceive a doubt about the truth of the tlieory in the other or autcecionn

species, where the various forms appear on the same plant.

This Puccinia (viz.. fimmiiiis), then, begins its Hfe in sprin.ij as an

CEcidium, or cluster-cup, on the leaves of Berberis, usually ujion

BerherU rulfiaris, the common wild barberry, but also upon most of

the cultivated forms. If the spores of this, when ripe, be taken and

sown upon the leaves of a young wheat plant, which has never been

exposed to the risk of any accidental infection by other spores, it

germinates, throwing out a germ-tube. This germ-tube travels over

the leaf, searching for a stomate into which it may enter. As it

elongates it assumes a spiral form. Sometimes after making four or

five turns from left to right, it will reverse its motion, and make the

succeeding turns from right to left. It is obvious that by these means

it adds greatly to its chance of finding and entering a stomate ; in fact,

this motion, and the object of it, are very similar to that which Dr.

Darwin has so recently made known with reference to the growing

radicle of flowering plants. Mr. C. B. Plowright, to whose experiments

I am now referring, says that all the trouble he took in conducting his

experiments was fully repaid by the intense pleasure of watching this

germ-tube feeling its way over the epidermis of the wheat-leaf in

search of the opening by which alone it could enter in. Having
obtained an entrance, the tube, by repeated branching, forms a myce-

lium, which increases within the plant tissues, and at last the ends of

the hyphsB turn upwards towards ths surface, forming an hyraenmm
or layer of basidia. Each basidium, by constriction from its extremity,

forms a uredo-spore, which assumes a deep yellow or orange colour.

As the mycelium continues branching, and each branch produces a

spore, the increasing mass at last ruptures the epidermis, and the

spores escape. Now these spores, like those of the CEcidium, have

only a thin cellulose coat ; they are evidently adapted for germinating

immediately. This is in fact what they do ; each uredo-spore, if it

falls upon a leaf of the wheat-ialant, germinates at once, throws out a

germ-tube, which searches as before for a stomate by which it enters,

and forms a new inycelium. which produces again uredo-spores. By
repetition of this process, the fungus spreads itself fi-om plant to plant

over a large area. The spores are easily dispersed by wind and rain.

But these spores, though evidently adapted by their vast numbers,

their ready dispersion, and the ease with which they germinate, for

effecting their object, namely—the rapid diffusion of the fungus,

evidently do not furnish the best conditions for prolonging its life

through the trials of winter, and preserving it to afilict the agricul-

turist in another year. These thin-coated spores lose their power of

germination in a few weeks. Now see what the fungus does. Know-
ing what is coming, it takes the best means of ensuring its safety by
producing spores calculated to resist the adverse influences of winter

weather. Like a wise mother, it clothes its offspring in a warm great-

coat. In fact, it produces resting-spores, as do so many other organ-

isms well known to the microscopists in this room. The same
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myoeliiun, whicli lias produced iiredo-spores all the anmmer, begins in

autumn (influenced doubtless by the gradual ripening of the tissues of

the wheat) to give off the puccinia-spores, whicli are not only two-

celled—an unimportant circumstance *—but are distinguished by their

thick cuticle, that peculiar dense waxy layer whicli the external

lamina) of the cell-wall have the power of secreting if they wish to

protect themselves against heat or cold. It is this layer which gives

to a sorns of puccinia-spores its strikingly shiny aspect. Clothed in

this extra garment, they lie snugly ensconced in the half-decayed

tissues of their host, uiichilled liy wintry blasts, until the warnitli of

returning spring calls forth again the leaves upon which they are fitted

to grow. In the case which we are considering the leaves for which
they wait are those of the common barberry.

Here, however, is another difficulty. The puccinia spores are large

and heavy—the hoplites of the fungal army ; moreover, they are firmly

attached to the basidia from which they spring, and not readily

detached, as in the two other kinds. The wind and the rain can do
but little to effect the transference of such a heavy brigade of spores as

these from the surface of the ground to the young barberry leaves,

which alone can furnish the requisite nidus. If the fungus had not
still another resource in store, if it were now at its wit's end, the

farmer might breathe a sigh of relief, for perhaps his crops would
never be attacked by rust or mildew again. But all is not yet lost

:

the fungus is equal to the occasion. Each cell of a puccinia-spore.

germinating where it lies, sends out a short tube, forming at the end a
few branches (usually two to four), into which the protoplasmic con-

tents of the cell pass ; the ends of these branches are constricted off,

and we get two or three little round spores (the so-called sporidia),

which ai'e admirably adapted for being blown by the wind wheresoever
it listeth. Imagine one of these tiny spheres alighting on a barberry

leaf ; it germinates, sending out a germ-tube as before, but this time
the tube does not seek for a stomate, but bores its way straight through
the tender cuticle into the leaf. Here it forms a mycelium, from
which, after a week or two, the CEcidium is again produced.

Thus the life-cycle is complete, and I venture to say that we have
here as nice an instance of adaptation of means to ends, and as strange

a story of transformation, as any which biology can furnish. This
romantic tale is founded upon fact. Puccinia-spores have been sown
upon barberry leaves and observed to germinate, and from the myce-
lium thus produced an fficidium has been seen to grow; \ similarlv

the production of the UreJo from the cecidio-spores has been actually

watched, while the production of a Puccinia from the same mycelium
as the Uredo is a matter of easy observation. Thus, as in so many
other instances, a common belief of country people, after enduring

from so-called men of science the customary stages of incredulity and

This is shown by the fact that in the genus Uromyces, which is in every
respect analogous to Puccinia, these spores are one-celled.

t " Grevillea," .xi. pp. 54-6.
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laughter, has now become an article of science ; and in a few years the

man who dares to question it will be received with as much ridicule

as were those who formerly believed it. The Norfolk farmers, and
others, always held that the presence of barberry bushes in the hedges

of their cornfields had something to do with the rust and mildew of

their crops ; and this belief, though doubtless founded upon rough

reasoning only, turns out to be quite correct. Many other beliefs of

country bumpkins, now held up to scorn as instances of superstition,

will in future years become a part of the scientific creed.

A perfect Uredinous fungus has, then, three distinct stages—the

CEcidium, the Uredo, and the Puccinia, distinguished by Continental

mycologists as I., II., and III., as will be seen by referring to the table

of the revised classification on pages 112-8. The spores of these are

called, sometimes, protospores, stylospores, and teleutospores respec-

tively; but the number of species in which all the three stages have

been observed is comparatively few, and in the great majority either

two or only one stage is at present known.

It must not be supposed, however, that a Uredine which has all

three stages need pass through them every year. Just as in Phanero-

gams, a plant may have several modes of multiplication, of any of

which it may avail itself according to circumstances. For instance,

Mr. Plowright has shown that Puccinia i)oaru)n is a stage of (IJcidiian

tua.-iiliifiiiiis ; yet the Puccinia has been hitherto unknown in Britain,

while the CEcidium occurs in vast abundance everywhere. A similar,

but reversed, instance occurred in another of his experiments, where

he produced (Ecidium zonule {a, plant new to the British flora) by

sowing the spores of Uromi/ces jiiiici. Even if we grant that the newly-

discovered fungi did e.Kist before in Britain, it must be in small

quantity and in few places only. So Peridcrmium pini is a stage of

C'oleosporiuin scnecionis : the latter is very common iniles away from any

locality where the former can be found. Stages II. and III., or their

phijxiolofiical equicalentii, must indeed occur in most cases ; but the

oecidium-stage need perhaps only occasionally intervene. Vide infra.

In the genus Phragmidium the cecidium-stage has been hitherto

but little known (I might say, in England altogether unknown),* and

frequently confounded with the uredo-stage. In both cases the sori

are surrounded by a ring of paraphyses, but in the case of the CBcidium-

soi'us the spores are produced in chains ; in the uredo-sorus each spore

grows smgly. For Triphragmium no stage I. has yet been discovered,!

which is also the case with our species of Melampsora. In Melampsora

and Coleosporium, stage II. is the ordinary uredo-like form, in which

the spores occur in heaps like dust ; stage III. is that in which the spores

are closely compacted ; in Melampsora, 1 to 4-celled and with a

* Mr. Plowright has recently recorded it in "Science Gossip" for January,
1883, pp. 11-12.

t The uredo-stage has, however, two forms—the one appearing in spring,
physiologically, perhaps, but not morphologically representing the (Ecidium,
the other in summer being the true Uredo.
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thickened cutiole ; in Coleosporinm, mostly 4-celled and surrounded by
a tenacious gelatine. Gymuosporangiuni (with which Podisoma is

united) has for stage I. tlie various species of lla?stelia. Of Cronar-

tiuni, which has been discovered in Britain since the publication of the

Handbook.* only stages II. and III. are known. Peridennium is stated

to be the first stage tif Coleosporiuni, but concerning this it is, I think,

permissible to withhold one's opinion till further evidence is adduced.

Endophyllum is a curious genus, in which the spoi'es are produced in

chains, and surrounded by a pseudo-peridium, exactly as in CEcidiuni,

but nevertheless germinate like those of a Pucciuia, with the forma-

tion of a proniyceliunr and small round sporidia. It is found

embedded in the leaves of Kupliurbici (imyriduloidrs and species of

Sempervivum and Sedum. Dr. B. White has described (in " Scottish

Nat.," iv.. p. l()o) a new genus, Milesia, allied to Endophyllum, found

in the leaves of Pol
i/
podium luilfidre.

Of the genera included in the HauLlbook, which are not mentioned
in the foregoing list (p. 28), Xenodochus is absorbed in Phragmidium
(a change hardly to be recommended) ; Tilletia, Ustilago, Urocystis,

Thecaphora, and Tuburcinia are placed in the Ustilagiueae ; Cystopus

is removed to the Perouosporese ; Trichobasis is merely a synonym of

Uredo ; and Graphiola is not truly British. A number of species,

however, at present imperfectly known, must be arranged provision-

ally under the pseudo-genera Uredo, Cseoma, and fficidium ; such are

Uredo agrimoniie cuijatorue, U. lujdrocoUjles, U. quercuii, Ctcoma iiiercuria-

lis pereiinin, (Ecidiuiii qnadrijidum, (E. clematldis, and others, among
our British species.

Meaning of the (Ecidium Stage.

There is one point which strikes an attentive observer of the fore-

going phenomena very forcibly ; I mean, the apparent uselessness of

the oecidium-stage in the life-history of a Uredinous fungus. Why
should a puccinia-spore generate an Qicidium ? Why not produce the

Uredo at once ? Some Puccinias indeed have no Q3cidium, as P. malva-

cL'aruin, but why not all '? This is a question upon which I have seen

few attempts made to throw any light. We can see the object of the

Uredo and the Pucciuia, but not of the (Ecidium. There is only one
glimmer in the darkness, and that will be introduced by the point to

which I wish now to draw attention. I believe that in the life-history

of most plants there must occur, more or less frequently, a process

akin to the fertilisation of the phanerogams. There must be that

mysterious comniingling of the contents of two distinct cells, froin

which auimal and vegetable species alike derive a renewed lease of life.

Many facts point to the conclusion that a species which reproduces

itself only by budding has a tendency to degenerate continually, and
finally to become extinct. It is true that there are apparent (or real)

exceptions to this law, where a species maintains itself, so far as we

* See " Grevillea," iii., p. 124.
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know, by purely asexual means. But it seems to me that we
lose the significance of a whole body of facts if we refuse to

believe that the law is as I have said. We cannot forget in how
many instances the presence of an act of fertilisation has been

detected where it was formerly unknown, as in the Fucacese or

Bladder-wracks of our sea-coasts, and in Volvox, the Desmidiese,

the Diatomacese, and other Algre, not to speak of instances now so

well known as the Ferns and the Mosses. There are now several

groups of Fungi in which a true reproductive process is known to

occur, as in the Mucorini, the Peronosporeae, the Saprolegnieae, and some

of the Ascomycetes. We must remember that the reprodiictive pro-

cess is one of the chief means, on the Darwinian theory, by which new
species are produced ; a group of organisms, which has entirely lost

traces of a gamogenetic act, has thereby reduced itself to this

diificulty—that as the existing species disappear, under the influence

of competition, it can form no others of a more or less divergent

character to suit the changing circumstances, and so has doomed
itself to a sure, though lingering, death. It is true that, if it avail

itself of the sexual act to produce invigorated descendants, it per-

petuates itself under a changing form, which finally becomes what we
call a distinct species ; but still it does perpetuate itself, which is the

main point. I believe that the only cases, in which it may be conjec-

tured from our present knowledge, that gamogenesis is absent, are

found in organisms which inhabit water: such are, perhaps, the

Oscillatorieae. But it is conceivable that most species which live in

water are not subject to such changing conditions, do not require

therefore so great a power of adaptation to circumstances as do those

which live in the air. However this may be, a family of plants so

large and so varied as the Fungi are must have formerly possessed the

means of sexual reproduction, and probably in great part still retains

it : in no other way can the existence of numerous and closely-related

species be accounted for.

Now, if we were to look for a process of fertilisation in our leaf-

fungi, where should we probably expect it to occur ? Analogy will

help us to answer this question. A flowering plant usually produces

seed when the vigour of its growth is ceasing. I need only remind you

that a rapidly-growing fruit-tree, in which a superabundance of sap is

present, seldom fruits ; and that a gardener who wishes to make a

geranium flower stints its supply of water. It is true that there is a

seeming exception to this law in the case of trees which flower in

spring, before the leaves are out ; the common Coltsfoot (l'ussila()o)

would also seem to contradict the rule ; but really they obey it. In all

these cases the buds which are to develop into the flowers are formed

at the doge of growth in autumn and only wait till spring to complete

their development. Applying these considerations to the Uredinece,

we are naturally led to look for the sexual process in the production

either of the Puccinia or of the CEcidium. The probability is vastly

in favour of the latter, \iz : that fertilisation occurs in the mycelium
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produced by the germination of the sporidia, and that the CEcidium is

the product thereof. Curiously enough, it is liere that we meet with

the only known organs which suggest a sexual process in the Urcdineae,

the Kpennoiione.i. These are minute liask-shaped bodies, which are pro-

duced ou the same leaf that bears the G^cidium, usually a little

earlier, sometimes on the opposite side of the leaf, sometimes among
the CEcidia themselves. Thoy contain an enormous number of small

oblong cells, which are perfectly transparent, and enveloped in a

mucous secretion. Tliese were called .^pennatia, from a suspicion that

thej' represent the male element in a reproductive act ; this suspicion

was strengtliened by the difficulty of inducing them to germinate.

Recently, however, it is said that a well-known French biologist has

succeeded in compelling them to germinate, and thus produce a

mycelium ; but remembering how a pollen-grain may be said to

germinate, in a sense, when it sends out a pollen-tube, we may be ex-

cused for waiting for further investigation before we consider such a

statement" a bar to the truth of the supposed function of the spermatia.

It is at least probable, both from their size and character, their vast

numbers and their mode and time of growth, that these bodies are the

male organs, and that the female organs are produced and fertilised

on the spot where the QDcidia are subsequently formed. The CEcidia

would then be the true fruit of the fungus. The whole subject is at

present wrapped in mystery. I often think how the next generation,

after clearing up this and manj' similar difficulties, will look down upon
us as a crowd of bunglers, who did not know how to use our micro-

scopes. The subject is one of great interest to us from our present

point of view, because, if the reasoning just given should turn out to

represent the facts correctly, the whole scheme of arrangement

of these fungi must be remodelled. The fficidium-stage, and not the

Puccinia-stage, would then be the typical one, and our classification

must be founded upon that basis.

It may be asked whether, under these circumstances, it is right to

continue to give names to these stages of growth, as if they were
independent species, to talk, e.g., of (Ecidium violce as well as of

Puccinia viulaniin. To this question the answer must, at present, be

in the affirmative ; it is only when our knowledge is approximately

complete that we shall be able to decide finally what arrangement
should be adopted. "When we consider that many of these fungi are

often met with under one form only, we must admit the necessity of

having a provisional name for that form. At the same time it will be

possible to arrange the various stages of species, so fai* as they are

known, together, and not, as now, on widely separated pages ; and this

scheme would also meet the requirements of those who merely want to

discover the names of their finds, if a little typographical ingenuity be

exercised in placing them so that one may be able to glance through

all the cecidium-forms, for instance, without reading the descriptions

of the other stages.

Finally, I may remind you that I promised to treat of " Nomad
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Fungi," and ask you whether the title is not merited by those species,

of which one begins its existence upon the Dock, and terminates it

upon tlie Eeed ; another pitches its tent upon the Nettle, and trans-

fers it to the Sedge ; a third on the Coltsfoot, from which it passes to

the Meadow Grass ; a fourth travels from the Wood Spurge to the
Common Pea ; a fifth from the Fleabane to the Rush ; and a sixth

from the Barberry to the Corn.
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ON A DRAGON FLY.

By Silvands Wilkins.

lifdil hefinc till' Sor'tPtii, Xnreiiiher 22, 1881

.

In April last I bad the pleasure to win your kind attention to a

short jiaper on Fixh liearbifi, written in plain purpose to show that

some practical work can be done with little or no cruelty or waste

of life if your tools are of the rij^bt sort.

I mentioned at the readin.t,' that I had been led to do this to refute

a Statement I had seen " that there was nothing to interest the

naturalist in the Midlands, and that it was a district to be shunned."

The Stickleback, I hope, furnished to my companions a fair instance

of fish life-history, in, it would be thought, the least likely of regions.

I venture to fill up the allotted twenty minutes and space of five

or six pages this time on Insect Life, limiting it, as before, to what

anyone with patience may see or do, and as I am mildly indignant at

the above aspersion against the Black Country as a libel, it suggests

itself to me to choose the Libellulina for our notice, because it so

happens that this is quite as good a spot for watching the habits of

the Dragon-fly as it was for the fish, and perhaps that insect, having

all the parts in perfection that constitute a type insect, offers, take it

for all in all, from the egg to the imago, as quaint a series of pictures

as can be found in any one creature (excepting man, of course).

Space will limit me to mode of capture and life-habit mostly, and a

full description of the mask apparatus, with its double joints and
hinges, seems better suited to a mechanical magazine than one on

natural history ; but of its form and anatomy an excellent and full

account can be found in Kirby and Speuce's or Westwood's Entomology.

The larvae can be caught by sweeping against and through the

vegetation round the sides of pools with a strong net, or they may
be found in hollow pieces of old wood, into which they will crawl and

hide if placed in the shallows near the side ; another good plan is

to shovel up smartly some of the surface soil at the base of the

rushes, etc., and throw it on the sloping bank, then with a fine rose-

nozzle of a watering pot, wash out the mud steadily so that it drains

back, when the chances are you will see one of the larvse.

This strange being seems as ill-born as Caliban, and is the veriest

dragon from the beginning, for it would appear that it is the nature of

the embryo—of this alone of all embryos—to have the trick of always

taking an obverse position in the egg.

The respiration might not incorrectly, I think, be called a

perspiration only, and contains the principle of a patent to beat the

screw propeller, if one only knew how to apply it, and one is set

guessing if it is the inversion in the egg which has turned about the

action of the breathing so curiously. I hope this order of being is not

fated to be evil for ever because it had not the benefit of proper

inspiration at first.
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As for the larva, it is more masked or truly larva-like than any other

I know. Its form, in the parts of head, ti'mik, and abdomen, seems an

ensemble preserved to us in microed size, typical of life on the

malignant side that became dominant and monstrous through the

three great geological periods. In its jaws it has the faculty for

snapping possessed by the huge mollusc ; in its neck and body seg-

ments the writhing of the saurian ; in its legs the grip of the

cephalopod, and in the abdomen the vices that held to the mammalian.
In habit it has the stealth of a cat. It can prowl like a wolf, snatch

like a monkey, snap like a crocodile, and bite like a bull-dog.

In fact, in both its states of water and air it can do everything

wicked, except the one thing it popularly is supposed to do best

—

namely, sting, and it has a mean way of rarely seizing anything larger

or stronger than itself, choosing small fry and never tackling big folk.

A caddis-worm, after the covering is cut off, makes a good supper

for a dragon-fly larva ; but it is careful to seize the caddis in the rear

of the head for fear it would seem of the powerful mouth with which
the latter is armed. These greedy creatures will also take an ordinary

garden worm nearly every morning. One about their own length

suits them best, for if the worm be too long so that one end of it can

get a hold or purchase between two stones, it will draw away, dragging

the larva until its large roiind jutting eyes meet the obstruction, and
the enemy is peeled off to his amaze, if not to his damage. When a

worm disappears in this waj' the larvas will sometimes stay watching

the opening for a long time with their heads turned down, and a little

on one side, like a dog at a rat hole.

The snatch of their jaw-forceps is so quick it takes good eyesight

to see it ; but a worm by its quickened movements when di'opped into

the water in front of them often causes them to miss once or twice, and

the action repeated gives a good opportunity for catching sight of it.

The worm can be lowered and dangled in front of them, held by just

one turn of a fine silk thi-ead, out of which they will drag it. They
will gorge a worm their own length in two or three minutes, during

which time the movement up and down of the abdomen in breathing

is very marked, as if heaving to suck the food in. The gorging is helped

by the nippers, which take a fresh hold higher up before each piece

is bitten off by the jaws and passed into the gullet.

Although they will tackle a snail at times when hungry, with, how-

ever, the risk of being partly drawn into the mouth of the shell and held

there for a time, they will, very strangely, let a snail slowly crawl along

and over their body without starting away, as they mostly do when
touched by other moving things in the water. I have thought that per-

haps the sliding movement of the snail over them may groom or shampoo

them, as it were, and clean off parasites and other attached things.

In ordinary course, when no prey is in sight, their crawling

motion is very slow, as if their watery home made them stiff and

rheumatic ; but this is only their artfulness, for they no sooner sight

any choice food in motion at a short distance than their slow action
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is changed to one of ijreat alertness. They raise their head and forepart

of their hody by phintin<,' their first pair of lef^s Hke a carriaf^c horse, and

the action of the neck becomes grand, subtle, and free, as that of a

snake or lizard, for a moment or two. They then advance like a cat

after a bird, luitil within half an inch of their prey, when out shoot the

jaw-calipers, and the object is seized. They will, however, if surprised

with enticing prey, such as a young minnow, swim after it in rapid jerks,

and make a dash at it as it moves ; but they appear to think twice in

view of the spines of the Stickleback, and conclude him to be sour.

They are very careful, after a meal, to clean their face, removing all

particles of skin or harder stuff that has not been sucked in, and
which has got attached to their teeth and lips. This they do with

their jaw-forceps, and tliese they then sweep clean with their fore-legs

after the manner of a fly or a young rabbit cleaning his whiskers.

By means of its gluttony the larva stores up an energy for use in wing
power in its aerial state more marvellous that Faure's cell of condensed

electrical force, but only to be more dragonian. I notice the clergy

explain this voracity by kindly calling it the balance of nature.

Angels, however, are not perhaps so pink as they are painted, and if

evil be that which is out of harmony with the laws of man's nature,

one is bound to affirm at least in the Dragon-flies' favour that their

ways do no known harm to him or his.

They are fond of a stick about a half-inch square in the aquarium
to cling to, round which they will play bo-peep with you as you go

near, slipping from side to side out of sight as you show yourself, but

as if partly tamed with the regular feeding. They also prefer porous

tile to smooth stones to hide under, as they can cling more easily to

it. They refuse their food a day or two before each moult of skin, and
the time of fasting is increased to about a week or ten days, just before

they make the final change to the imago. During this period they

climb up the stick or auy stem to the surface, so as to expose their

mouth and eyes slightly, and it is, I think, during this stage that the

altered mode to breathing the common air is undergone. After this

amphibious interval, the first hot day is chosen by them for the change

to the higher life, the sight of which ought to be almost enough to

awaken faith in an agnostic.

I do not know how many times altogether they moult from the egg

to the imago, but I have seen that they shed the skin four times during

the last six months before the imago comes out. Throughout the

whole time and process of the larval state it is very necessary to keep

the water well aerated by balanced vegetation or a syringe.

We will, if you please, resume our loafing at the old centre, namely,

Edwards' Pools at Bilstou, and need not go far to see all we want, as

they can always be found here in summer in the winged state.

Choose the early hours of a fine day in July or August for a stroll

round the borders of the pools. Near the edges or corners where the

reeds, rushes, and flags are growing, you may soon find out by the

numbers flying to and fro where these dragon-flies are colonised.
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It adds much to your cliauces of observing if you first mark out

where they are located, for they are sliy, aud as symbolised by the

large development of eye-faculty they are correspondingly swift in

flight ; but the kind chiefly found here—the Agrion—is, luckily for

learners, the least active. The eye of this species seems a millenocular

stereoscope, and is a wonder under the magnifier, looking like the round
knob of the stopper of a glass decanter cut into ten thousand facets,

each one of which is said to receive a picture of the objects around.

What can the optic lobe of its microscopic brain be like ? This is a fine

point. The best mode I know of preserving specimens of this is never to

catch any, but to leave them to enjoy their existence. Some procure

them to cure them, but it is a ragged piece of business at the best, and
certainly is no longer necessary for anyone who will become a member
of the Birmingham Natural History Society, with access to the beauti-

ful works on their form and colour to be found in its library.

Don't make any attempt to chase or run them down, but seating

yourself very gently, where you can look about and have them for a

yard or two within reach, you leave them to their sports. They will

hawk around, but never go far afield, and by remaining in one spot

you are more likely to catch sight of a larva, like a Captain Boyton, or a

diver in his water-tight dress, coming up out of the water on to

the vegetation. The male in the winged fonn rather bears out the rule

of the gayer clothing, but mostly in primitive or simple colour, and is of

the two sexes a little more active. The females settle more frequently

on the vegetation.

Very soon you will descry a male on the wing, which you keep in

your eye as far as the range will admit without turning your head,

on the look out for a partner. This is done with an elan that a

Frenchman might admire, seizing her with such force, that sometimes,
like a harrier overrunning his game, they topple over together. This
brings their wings into such juxtaposition that their flight is impeded,
and after a time they settle. Of about '200 sorts in England, nearly

a tithe may be found here, mostly with blue about them, and to see

this action of seizure you cannot resist the simile of a policeman chasing

and securing a runaway.

The plan to keep them captured until the deposit of the eggs begins

is this : For catching the Stickleback without hurt, the best plan is the

open silk thread net which I suggested (" Midland Naturalist,"

1881, page 110). In this case, to make your work easy, you have ready

a glass shade about seven inches across and ten inches high, such as

is used to cover small chimney ornaments. Let it be white and thin,

with, if possible, a knob at the top, attached to about a foot of fine

wire or thread so as to hang it from the stout joint of a fishing rod or a

stick about five feet long. If it hasn't a knob you have to fix a lashing,

which is awkward. You also have ready a thin piece of cork or light

wood about nine or ten inches across. This is to slip under to stand the

shade upon. Keep these and a pair of scissors all ready within reach.

Having beforehand chosen a good spot and placed yourself where
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you mav sight them, which yon may soon do should the morning he a

hot one, you select those closest to the edge of the land or just over it,

and quietly bring round with your left hand the glass shade somewhat

above them, and gently lower it over them, then slipping the piece

of cork under it as a base, aud having the scissors handy to cut any

stems in the glass which you leave there for tiiem to cling to. The
open mesh of the net puzzles the fish, and you will find that the

transparency of the glass, in a similar way, puzzles the insect, so

that if it be carefully managed they will not be disturbed, and you

have them secured in a crystal palace.

This kind of glass shade, perforated with a hole through the knob

at the top to let the air escape, can sometimes be used for securing

water specimens by lowering it over them into the water. By
standing your cork base with your glass shade upon it in the centre

of a handkerchief, and tying the four corners over the top, you have a

capital mode of sheepishly carrying vour capture home.

I assume, as before, that your aquarium is well prepared ; but the

vegetation should be such that there may be several stems or floating

leaves on the surface. The more light and sun they get the better

;

so if you can work, as I was able to do, at a tank in a conservatoi-y

(Hawkesford's) it is a great help. Before removing the glass shade

and setting the cork afloat with your capture upon it, you need

some kind of cover inverted over the aquarium. If you have the Agrion

this may be a frame cover of leno lace, but if you have caught the

larger kind they will gnaw through this, so it is best to invert another

glass aquarium over them, turning in with them a good supply of flies,

gnats, or spiders, which they will seize as they come across them, if

they have not been hurt in transshipment. The full feeding is very

necessary both in the larval and imago state.

As it is well, however, to keep as near to natural conditions as

possible, your best plan, I think, is this : Having left them on the pond

side for an hour or two, you raise the glass shade and set the captives

free. If deftly done it is likely the gentleman will take part in assisting

his lady in the duty of egg depositing, which begins about mid-day and
goes on throughout the afternoon. Suspending her by his claspers

round her neck, he sails away and brings her poised a few inches over

the water, now and again lowering her with a sweeping stroke or dash

down to the surface, she at the same moment releasing an egg at each

dip. You may see this done to the number of twenty times or more
by any one pair. There is an easy dancing action in this, which leads

one to think that it is a great help to her in her efforts.

Should, however, the lady be left to herself, she no less faithfully

fulfils her duty to the future offspring she will never see ; but it is

manifestly a work of greater labour alone. She then alights on the

stems or leaves of plants near the surface, and you may see her bend
her long body into a curve until the ovipositor touches the plant,

and the eggs are laid there, one at a time, and may be found upon it.

As the leaf decavs it carries them to the bottom.
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Most of the names of this genus imply a malignant power which

is not inapt, and as I had my quirk last time at nomenclature

I should not wish any scientist to arch his eyebrow again at me. I

hope I regard all true science as the light of life and its laws.

It is more than half a score years since my spare time and walks

were given to observing in this district, but as I pass through it by

train or tram I can see from the windows many of the old haunts of

hydra and ento;coa, insect and fish, that I am sure woiald well repay

the visit of naturalists any fine day in summer.

Mr. M'Lennan, in his work on primitive marriage by theft or force,

traces the ceremonies and modes of seizure among the early traditions

of nearly every race. I fancy, liowever, he cannot well begin or stop

at primitive man or even vertebrates, but may carry the traces far

beyond all record, and spell out an exemplification of early wife capture

in the habits of the Dragon-fly.

Haeckel, Spencer, Darwin, Sir John Lubbock, Grant Allen, and

others try to show us by means of Biology, that every animal has been

slowly moulded through a wonderful series of metamorphoses into its

existing shape by surrounding conditions, and that each bears in its

parts or form the traces, when we can read them, of its development

or evolution, and that mankind, step by step, sums up into himself,

more or less, along an endless line of ancestors, all the antecedent life of

a small trifle of eons of old times.

We may ask ourselves what kind of life has each race of man for

the most part summed up into itself, and how much of the Dragon, for

instance, has evolved or devolved for each of us. The manners, habits,

and customs of a race, it has l)3en suggested, are the key to this

specialisation, and that running through the forms of lower life

preserved to us we see the vestiges of all the earlier stages and changes.

If you then will throw your fancy into the scene among the Dragon-

flies you may not be mistaken in finding many of the phases of wife

capture after the old order of things brought down to our own days, as

M'Lennan describes them.

Happily, with us, sweethearting has evolved from might into

manners, from capture into courtesy, as Coventry Patmoro depicts

in the '-Angel in the House":

—

" Lo ! how the woman once was woo'd—
Forth leapt the savage from his lair

And felled her I And to nuptials rude
He dragged her, bleeding, by the hair.

From that to Chloe's dainty wiles

And Portia's dignified consent

—

What distance ! But these Pagan styles,

How far below Time's fair intent.

Shall love where last I left hiin halt ?

Nay ; none can fancy or foresee

To how strange bliss may time exalt

This nursling of civility."
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A VISIT TO GLEN CLOVA AND CALLATER.

BY G. CLARIDGE DRUCE, K.L.S.

Read hefon' the Sncieti/ Doccinlwr 19th, 1882.

To the Botanist the name Clova is one of the most interesting

amonf; the many rich and fertile places which still remain in Britain,

and I derived such pleasure from a recent visit, that I thought it

probable some of the members of this Society interested in Botany
might care to hear the results of a few days" botanising in a district

discovered, I may say, by Don, a florist of Forfar, who began a rough
and hard life's labour by an apprenticeship to a watchmaker, after-

wards removing to Glasgow, where he obtained a situation as assistant

to the Professor of Botany. He then went to Edinburgh, where he
eventually made the acquaintance of Sir James E. Smith, who
frequently quotes him in his " English Botany ; " but, as with Murchi-
sou's friendship with Robert Dick, no pecuniary advantage acci'ued to

Don from it.

Don returned to Forfar and obtained a small piece of ground, which
he turned into a botanic garden, and in which he grew a great collection

of the rarer alpine plants : this garden he called Dovehill. To obtain

the plants he made long excursions over the country, his favourite

ground being the hills of Clova, and to these, some thirty miles from
Forfar, he would walk with no provisions besides some oatmeal or

bread and cheese, and no shelter save his plaid, loaded with his paper
and bag.

For living plants he would ransack the rocky glens and bleak moors
and spongy morasses, adding to our British flora that most lovely

willow Salix lanata, with its leaves covered with golden-coloured

down, the pretty little pink-flowered Li/chnis alpina on Cuh'aunoch,

the graceful alpine Cotton Grass at Restennet, the rare grass Calama-

fjrostis stricta, and Caltha radicaiis, near Carse, which, since 1790, when
he found it, had disappeared, till recently it has been refound in the

vicinity by my friend Mr. Peter Graham, who kindly showed it me
this summer.

Besides the above, Don added a willow, Salix Doniana, about which
there is some doubt as to its indigenity. With the mosses he was almost

equally fortunate, the little moss Gijiniiostomuvi Doniaitum, Sm., being

by found him, I am informed, when he was only fifteen years old,

Splachnum tenue, S. ampuUaceuiii, Didijmodon inclinatus, Weiis id nijirita,

Bryum trichodes, and other mosses being added to the Forfarshire flora

through his industry.

A life of privation and hard work at length told upon his

constitution, and a severe cold, caught on one of his excursions, turned

to a putrid sore throat, to which he eventually succumbed, leaving his

family in extreme poverty. From the enormous amount he collected,

and the few facilities he had for keeping his specimens in order, there
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is no doubt that occasional mistakes were made in his records ; but I do

not think he deserves the great contempt which some "arm-chair"

botanists, such as Arnott, cast wholesale upon him, since several

plants recorded by him and long treated as errors have eventually been

rediscovered : for instance, Uierochloe horealis was said by Don to be

found in Glen Cally,—now that glen, or at any rate the head of it

(the least likely part), has been searched unsuccessfully ; but then

possibly the search had been made too late in the year. At any rate,

the Uierochloe was treated as one of Don's reputed discoveries, till

another poor working botanist, Robert Dick (since rendered famous by

Smiles), discovered it near Thurso, thus showing there was no great

improbability in the Glen Cally record : and further search may
rediscover some of the other plants which now figure only in the list of

" ambiguities " or " impositions " in our British list. It is said that

his Moss records have all since been verified.

When I started for Clova it was just after revelling in the sylvan

glades and sphagnum bogs of the New Forest, gathering in the one the

splendid crimson spikes of Gladiolus, and the delicately lovely

flowers of Melittis, while in the other the tiny Orchis Mala.vis, the rare

Rhyncltosiwra fusca, the Isnardia, and other rarities offered a great con-

trast to the Gentiana verna, Potentilla fniticosa, Polyriala tiliginosa,

Ahiiie stricta, llelianthemum vineale, and Viola arenaria of that strange

sugar limestone district of Teesdale, which had tempted me to linger on

my northward journey, and perhaps dulled my appreciation for all but

he rarer plants
; yet, despite these rich treasures, I longed to get to

the little inn at Clova, where it is best to bespeak rooms a week
previously, and also to obtain a pass from the owner of Glen Dole—Mr.

Gurney, of Norwich—a permission obtainable, I am told, not later than

June, since the Dole is unfortunately now a deer forest, and the

generosity sometimes shown to botanists by landowners is not, I am
afraid, conspicuously developed in the present owner of the Dole.

After leaving the train at Kirriemuir, sixteen miles south of Clova,

a conveyance was hired, and a pleasant drive it was up to the kirktown

of Clova. Once there, the first walk was by the river side to gather

Carex aquatilis var. Watsoni, which occurs about half-a-mile from the

inn. Turning eastwards from the river the road is soon met with,

fringed here with that lovely Umbellifera Meinii atltamanticum, while the

turf is besprinkled, as in Teesdale, with the pretty T7()/(( hitea, varying from
the richest purple to the palest yellow. A short walk brings one to the

little stream that flows out of Loch Wharral, and following up this, at an
altitude of about 2,000 feet, the little Highland loch appears, bordered on
the north-east side by steep rocky corries, while its south side slopes into

green woodlands. Down the corrie a little stream runs into the lake,

and above this may be gathered Saxifrarja stellaris;, Kpilnhium alpinum,

Jinicus trifilumif, Ilieracium anglicnm, Veronica alpina, and the foliage, if

not the flower, of that rare grass Alopecurua <ilpiniis.

From the moorland (altitude 2,500 feet) a short walk brings one to

the top of the Green Hill (2,837 feet), whence a good view of the East
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Forfar Hills may be had. A descent from this of MOO feet, in a northerly

direction, brin-^s one to Loch Brandy, where, on skirting the soutli side,

(juautities of the cloudberry liitbus Chama-monts, in flower or fruit, will

be met with, as also of Arhutus uvd itni, and Kmpetnim nir/rum. In the

north-west corner of the lake grow Suhularid aquatica, Nitellti npacti,

Zo-o^Vi's. Lobelia Dortmuiini and a variety of lianiinculus Flammiila which

flowers under water ; this lake, like Wharral, has the same high cliffs

on the north and east, and on the stony debris may be found Lijcopo-

dium a II not i nil III, and a few plants of A.s2)idiiiin Loncliitis still survive the

depredations of Dundee excursionists, to whom this loch is the Mecca
of their pilgrimage. Higher up the corrie occur Hicraciuin argcntemn,

H. palliduiii, 11. exiiniiiin, H. melaiwcephaliiin, and lihodiola, while in the

water-course some fine plants of Cerastiuiii alpimiin may be gathered.

On the moorland near Lijcopodiiim complaiuttuiii, recently added to

the British flora, was obtained. On attaining the top of the corrie,

the summit of the Snub is reached (about 2,o00 feet), hei-e covered

with Loiseh'uria procumbent. The Snub itself is partially separated

from the corrie by a narrow rift a few feet wide and about seventy

deep, of recent origin, which the yearly frosts widen perceptibly.

Looking north-east Lochnagar may be plainly seen, while the

western sky is filled up with the summit of the Bassies and the

Driesh, which separate Glen Clova from Glen Prosen. Northwards is

the fine front of Craig Mellon, uoi-th-westvvardof which is the entrance

to the Dole, the north-eastward road leading up to Glen Muick or

Bachuagairn. A short walk takes one to Ben Eeda, whence the

descent may be made into the glen. On one of the many ruined

shielings (there being ninety-four in this glen alone) Gnaphaliuin mar-

garitaceum occurred, and ascending up the most southward turn from

Loch Brandy a strange variety of Gentiana cam2)estris was gathered,

with Habenaria albida, Polygonum viviparuiii and Veronica Iiumifusa.

The next day was of course spent in the Dole. I began my work at

Craig Maid, a high mass of rocks (about 2,250 feet) on the west side of

the Dole, about eight miles from the hotel, and on this historic rock,

magnificent in outline, a rich field for work presented itself : steep

rocky cliffs with grassy ledges, on whose rich micaceous soil grew at

some considerable height the rare Erigeron alpinus, the lovely perishable

flower of Drijas octopetala, the beautiful Veronica saxatilis, the rare

sedge Carcv rupcstris, and Gnaphalium norvegicuin. Still higher occurs

Mulgedium alpinum; and here too Professor Graham first found

Astragalus alpinus in Britain. By the stream sides grew Cerastium

alpestre, Jancus bigluinis, Hieracium Laicsoni, and H.calendulijioruiii; and
now again on the ledges, on one occasion so narrow that progress could

only be made crab-like (sideways) on one's knees, we gather Carex Leesii,

Hieracium exiinium, Uarex atrata, Salix reticulata, etc. All about the

Dole were splendid fronds of Aspidiuin Lonchitis varying from two inches

to two feet in length, \vhile Salix Lapponum, S. petrcea, S. Ander»oniana

,

Gnaphalium supinum, G.sijlraticuiiiY&r. alpestre, Juncus tri^fidus, SLudCarex

atrata were again and again met with. Coming to Craig Rennet, at about
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"2,000 feet a quantity of Linncea horealis was met with in fragrant

flower, growing near that lovely moss H. crista-castrensis. Ascending

again on to steep ledges Oxijtropis campestris was gathered, in its only

British locality, and close by this that rare British fern Woodsia

hyperborea, for which so many botanists have hazarded life or limb.

Close by grew Ai-ena alpina, Aira alpina, Aira brevifoUa, and other rare

alpine plants ; then, searching the rocks of Craig Rennet,which form the

north boundary of Glen Phee (itself a western prolongation of the

Dole), at the head of which a burn comes sprawling down some three or

four hiindred feet, and climbing up the wet shelving rocks on the south

side of the burn, another series of alpines was gathered, including the

sweet heliotrope scented Saussurea, white and pink flowered Saxifraga

ojyjiOsitifoUa, lar^e flowered .S'. hijpnoides and S.spoiiJtemica, Ejiilobhim alsin-

ifolium and E. anagallidifoUum, Cochlearia alpina, sweet-scented Pijiola

rotundifolia, large plants of Asplenium viride, Pseudnthyrium alpestre,

Salix hcrhacea, that smallest British shrub, S. reticulata, with abundant

capsules, S. Myrsinites, S. procumbeiis, S. arbutifolia, S. Stuartiana, Foa

alpina, Vaccinium ulifiinosiim, mimicking the willows in habit (here I saw

it for the first time in flower), Sayina saxatilis, Silene acaulis var. alba,

Carex vayinata, C. rigida, C. capillaris, C. flava, C. pallescens, large

C atrata, Rhodiola in profusion, Sibbaldia and Rttbiis saxatilis, while on

the moorland (above 2,600 feet) Carex aquatilis, C. ritilis, Caltlta minor,

Tofieldia, etc., occurred ; in fact, of all the plants recorded for the Dole

and Phee, I only missed Carex Grahami.

Another day was occupied in walking from the kirktowu up Glen

Clova to Braedownie, turning eastward by Craig Mellon, and on to

Bachnagairn shooting lodge (1,500 feet). Ascending moorland to

north-west up to Loch Esk (2,500 feet), thence ascending to western

ridge (2,750 feet), and descending to the White Water, I found Phleum

alpinum, Caltha minor, Carex aquatilis, C. vitilis, etc. Keep by the side

of White Water till it reaches the base of Tolmount, ascend it (3,1-40

feet), and then stretching out before is the tine Glen Callater, Lochua-

gar, and the Broad Cairn on the east, Carn-y-Glasha and Glas Mheal

to the west, while northwards, over Braemar, rise the Aberdeenshire

Alps, Ben Avon, etc., with the snow-fields shining on their southern

slopes, still unmelted by the August sun. Descending the cliffs of

Tolmount (about 500 feet), and then keeping on the west side of Glen

Callater, a gathering almost as rich as from the Dole was made, a list

of which I will not now detail, but simply enumerate some of the

special finds:

—

Salix lanata, in magnificent condition, overhung the

steep rock of a small waterfall (at about 2,500 feet), and near this a

single plant of Mulyedium alpinnm. Here too Carex vayinata, and

C. Leesii, the latter only an acute-glumed variety of pilulifera, with

Cerastium alpestre were gathered, Foa Balj'ourii,Aira alpina, and Juncus

castaneus, the latter nine inches high, J. biylumis, etc., were found.

Descending to Loch Callater (1,600 feet) Carex ampullacea, Subularia,

Isoetes, Callitriche aiitumnalis, etc., were gathered.

The next day was employed in walking up Glen Callater on the
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west side of the loch, where the rich profusion of l^arifraria aizoidrn and
stroiif^ly stunted ]'en»iica Bcccahininn were admired ; then ascendinf^

Tuhnount (3,140 feet), descend to Wliite Water, where Conine suecicd was
•gathered, ascend Tom-y-Buide (3,400 feet), descend to moorland (2,750

feet), and walk across to Little Culrannoch (3,200 feet). Here there was a

<jreat profusion of Lijchiii.-! aljyiiui in splendid flower, growinj^ with .-Irmena

duriuM'tihi, Cocltleaiia alpiiui, and Cerastiitni al2)c'stn'. A fine view was
had of Glen Caness and Glen Caenlochan, the white quartz veins at its

head markin<^ the locality of Gentiana nii'alis. Descending to the White
Water by the Fenlah bum Carex rarijiora was gathered, and then a

rough and toilsome journey was made up the valley of the White
Water to Carn-y-Glasha (3,484 feet), and thence to the corrie of Loch
Ceauder. From the rocks above a fine view was had of the east side of

Glen Callater, the polished rocks showing the glacial friction most
plainly. By the stream above the corrie grew Alopecurus alpimis,

Phlcum alpimnn, Equisetum nudum, etc., and in the corrie itself (from

2,600 down to 2,000 feet) a rich gathering was again made. In addition

to the plants before mentioned occurred Hleracium chnjsaiithum, H.

caxium, H. nigrescens, Carex ntpestris, Pseudathyriiirn alpestre, Salix ghiuca,

Carex raginata, Pohjgala grandiflora, etc., ; and then down came the

rain (which had been threatening all day) in thick sheets, while the mist

came rolling over the cliffs, shutting out rock after rock from vision,

till the descent became risky. But at last, one reached the boggy

ground at the foot of Loch Ceander, where Carex pauciflora was
gathered, and then a squashy walk was made down to Braemar with

little besides Nitella opaca, Chara fnigilis, Fgrola rot iindifolia, and
Listcra cordata to cheer the way.

The following day proved but little better, heavy clouds hanging

over the mountains, rendering the glen still more gloomy ; but still

Lochuagar had to be ascended, the intention being to descend by the

great precipice to the lake and thence to Balmoral and Ballater. Near
Braemar Hieracium prenanthoides, H. muronim, Salix phylicifolia. Cam-
panula rotundifolia var. montana were gathered. By Loch Phadrig

(2,000 feet) is a plentiful growth of Betula nana, and on the ascent to

Lochnagar Hieracium chrijs-anthum, and 'frientalis Europa:a, may be

gathered. On the moorland (3,2-50 feet) overlooking Loch Dhu is the

locality for Ca rex rarijiora and C. lagopina, but the latter this time I could

not see, for here the clouds came down so thick as to render anything

beyond ten yards invisible, distorting and magnifying objects till a

poor unforunate sheep became the size of a deer. Here in a ravine

underneath a snow ^vreath I sat sheltered from the rain for three hours,

and then was obliged to retrace my steps to Braemar.

The foregoing will show what a rich spoil of plants may be gathered

even in indifferent weather, and as I have already exceeded the space

I originally intended filling, I am obliged to omit any account of the

plants gathered at Loch Park, Deeside, and the sands of Barry, and of

my doings during a most interesting day occupied in dredging Lochs
Rescobie and Balgavies, and botanising in the bog of Resteunet.
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ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT,

Mr. T. H. WALLER, B.A., B.Sc.Lond.

DELn"ERED AT THE

ADJOURNED ANNUAL MEETING,

MARCH 4lh, 1884.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I find myseK called upon to deliver an addi-ess, altliougli

your flattering re-election of me to tbe lionoiu- of the Presidency

of the Society has made my retiring only a nominal per-

formance, and might have been supposed to have obviated the

necessity of your listening to anything fi-om me to-night.

As so many Presidents have clone, I have to acknowledge,

with gratitude, the kind consideration and assistance which 1

have received in the oflice, with tbe duties of which I was so

completely unfamiliar, fi-om tbe Committee and tbe members
generally, and remember with emotion that since tbe Annual

Meeting one to whom we then looked for the continuance during

this year of the kindly and courteous aid as Ciu-ator, which he

has afforded us in the past, has been removed fi-om among us.

In Mr. E. M. Lloyd's devotion to tbe duties be had imdertaken

we have each of us a lesson. Ever at his post at om- meetings,

as these recur we shall be constantly reminded of him, and

shall miss tbe assistance be was always so ready to give us.

From tbe change which we have recently made in the

subscription to the Society we all, I believe, look for the means

of increasing its usefulness to the members in the study of

Natural History, and of spreadmg more widely among them tbe

results attained by workers in otbei" Societies of the Lniou.
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Altliongh there are probably a certain number who either do

not approve of the change or doubt its expediency, I hope it

may be found that defections from our ranks on this account

will be few, and that, among the great body of the members,

the careful consideration which has been given to the objects

and means of the Society, in consequence of the alterations

made, has produced a stirring-up of activity, and an increase of

zeal for the purposes of study and mutual help, for which we

are associated together.

An old proverb speaks of the advisability of the cobbler

sticking to his last, and therefore I propose to limit my
remarks to a sketch of some of the subjects relating to Geology

which have given an interest to the past year. Into the details

of Stratigraphical Geology I cannot enter, and Palasontology I

cannot touch, but must confine myself to points which have a

bearing on the Chemical and Microscopic side of the science,

as being those with which I am personally more conversant.

The two great phcnomnut of the year may both be said to

be volcanic, and, therefore, suitable for some mention. The

calamitous earthquake which desolated the fair island of Ischia

last summer reduced, almost instantaneously, a great part of

the buildings on it to ruins, burying in them a multitude of the

unfortunate inhabitants and visitors, a full enumeration of

Avhom is, and probably ever will be, quite unattainable, since in

many cases the fallen masonry was too massive to be removed,

and remains the tomb of unknown numbers overwhelmed by

its ruin.

Those who attended our opening meeting in January, or

who were present at the Conversazione of the Midland Institute,

will remember the line series of photographs of the results of

the earthquake exhibited by Mr. Johnstone Lavis, and the

diagrams which accompanied them showing the theoretical

deductions from the observed facts.

The history of earthquakes, on the whole, points decidedly

to what we may call a volcanic origin, tliough here we may

seem to be explaining one name by another as little understood.
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Still, many observations prove a close relation between volcanoes

and earthquakes. I need not cite many examples, but will

merely recall the earthquakes wliicli wrought such havoc in

Central America just before the stupendous explosion of

Coseguina, ni Nicaragua, in 1835, and the carthrpuikes of

gradually increasing violence which preceded tlie famous

eruption of Vesuvius, in a.d. 70. It appears pretty certain that

the determining cause of a volcanic eruption is the access of

water to some mass of melted rock. The origin of the melted

matter, whether locally developed or a portion of the still fluid

interior mass of the earth, is immaterial to our present purpose.

But, given this heated mass, the access of the water would

produce violent explosions, which yet might not be enough to

do more than shake the superincumbent strata. By shaking

these, however, the cracks and channels by which the water

sinks into the earth would be enlarged, and the explosive

conversion into steam would go on till the force was sufficient to

burst the crust at some point of weakness, and so result in the

forcing up of the melted mass, either as so-called ashes or in a

stream as lava. The fact that in so many cases the judicious

examination of the movements produced by the shock, of the

siu'face, and of movable objects on it, especially as observed by

means of the instruments of precision now constructed for the

purpose, indicates that the focus or centre of disturbance is

situated at some depth below the surface, would seem to lend

some support to this supposition. Thus Mallet determined the

depth of the original shock of the earthquake in Calabria of

1857 as about 5 miles, and results varying in different cases

from 4 to 14^ miles have been obtained in the case of some of

the recent European shocks. One of the photographs referred

to above showed the direction of the blow in a very remarkable

manner, the corner of a building having been thrown off and

hurled across a street, wrecking the opposite houses. In

" Nature " for September 6th, 1883, p. 438, will be found a map

of the island of Ischia, showing lines along which the effects

were the same. The examination of these leads to the proba-
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bility of a focus of disturbance not accurately at a point, but

rather along a short line.

The exceedingly delicate instruments of various kinds which

modern science makes use of have brought to light the fact

that, even in what we are accustomed to think of as undisturbed

countries, the earth's crust is in an almost constant state of

tremor, and it is possible that some of these minor vibrations

may be due to other than strictly volcanic causes,—such, for

instance, as sudden fractures and slippings of rocks, or the

collapse of subterranean cavities, such as are very likely to be

produced by the secular cooling and contraction of the globe.

It is a remarkable fact, but one that appears to be borne out by

the examination of a large number of records of earthquakes,

that these are more frequent in winter than in summer, and

the local belief is that Stromboli is more active in stormy

weather, when the barometer is low, than at other times. It

would seem as if even such relatively small changes of pressure

as those of the atmosphere on the earth's surface are responded

to by the solid crust ; how much move are such responses likely

where great masses of material are being piled along the margin

of an ocean area—the land area being at the same time relieved

from the pressure.

The linear manner which volcanic phenomena so much

affect was strikingly shown in the other great phenomenon of

the year, the terrific explosion of Krakatoa, in the Straits of

Sunda. Java has always been noted for the altogether excep-

tional violence of its volcanic eruptions. It needs but to recall

those of Papandayang, Sumbawa, and Tomboro, to find parallels

to that which so much aroused our interest in September last.

The manner of them all is very similar. A momitain known

to be a volcano is suddenly either completely blown away or

enormously truncated. Little or no lava flows, but immense

tracts of country are buried in ashes. Torrents of rain cause

floods, which sweep away the terrified survivors of the explosion,

and complete the ruin by enabling the ashes to set hard like

cement. In addition to all this, mighty waves are raised in
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the sea which, invading' ihc land, sweep all before thoni, and

these, iu the recent case, were the most destructive of all.

We have here obviously very different conditions and

relations from those which bring about the tolerably regular

and gentle puffings of Stromboli, the almost constant, quiet out-

pouring of lava from the great mountains of the Sandwich

Islands, or even the usual paroxysms of Etna and Vesuvius.

The lava in the interior of the earth must be at a high tempera-

ture, and such large quantities of water must find their way at

intervals to it, that no gradual relief of pressure by the escape

of iluid lava is sufficient, but the whole superincumbent mass,

at any rate in the weak place—the volcano— is blown away at

once. It should be noted that the rapid access of water would

be facilitated by the melted matter coming nearer to the surface

than is usually the case, and this would also give less power of

resisting the sudden pressure of steam. In a paper on the ashes

from Krakatoa, the Abbe Kenard draws attention to the fact

that the numerous cavities of the glass and minerals of which

it is made up contain no water, but only gas or air ;* and this,

notwithstanding the essential part that steam evidently plays

in their eruption. He also points out that the fragments of the

dust are by no means such as would result from trituration of

a mass already solid to any great extent, but rather has the

appearance of being produced by the sudden relief of pressure

from a mass of molten rock containing, intimately mixed with

it, highly compressed gases. To use a homely illustration,

—

such a mass as is produced in the manufacture of the so-called

aerated bread, where the dough has been made with water,

highly charged with carbonic acid. On running this out of the

cylinder in which it has been prepared, the escape of the gas

gives the bread its spongy textm'e. Carried a step further, it is

easy to conceive it as actually bursting the mass into fragments.

Among the lavas which have been found in Sumatra, Java,

and the various volcanic islands of those seas, the group called

* But the glass of which the ashes are mainly composed seems to

coutaiu water. {See next note.)
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the Andesites is very common. They contain a Plagioclase

Felspar, Hornblende, Augite,and frequently a rhombic Pyroxene,

which from its dichroism is probably Ilypersthene, although it

shows none of the lamellar and acicular inclosures which aie

so characteristic of this mineral as found in larger masses and

which produce the peculiar metallic glance observable in it.

The dust ejected last August is exactly such as would result

from the, so to speak, internal explosion of a fluid mass con-

taining a few crystals of Felspar and of Pyroxenes, but the

sudden cooling of which has prcveiited general crystallization.

The quantity thus thrown out was prodigious and the depth to

which the country for many miles around was covered was very

great. At a distance of thirty miles it was constant employ-

ment for one man to keep the glass window of the compass-box

of a ship washed, so that the steersman might be able to keep

the course, and a specimen which I received through Mr. W. B.

Cooley, of Wolverhampton, is described as having been swept

up from the deck of a ship "500 miles out at sea from

Sumatra," and it is added that "the air was darkened and the sea

covered with floating pumice stone."*

* Since this was in print I have had the opportunity of examining

and analysing another specimen of the ashes and one of the floating

pumice collected on the ship " Berhice," which was within forty miles

of Krakatoa at the time of the eruption, kindly sent to the Society by
Captain Ross, whose steam yacht carried the dredgitg parties at Oban
last year. The slight difference in composition between the ashes and
the pnmice is noticeable. Both samples were dried at about steam heat,

but the pumice had previously been washed, as the salt contained in it

made it somewhat sticky.

Silica

Alumina
Peroxide of Iron .

.

Protoxide of Iron .

.

Lime
Magnesia .

.

Oxide of Manganese
Soda..
Potash
Loss on Ignition .

.

.\SHES.
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Whether some of the finer parts of the ejected dust were

carried up so far through the air as to produce the wonderful

effects of aerial glow which, during some months, made the

mornings and evenings all over the globe so marvellously

beautiful, and which are said to liavc seriously affected the

quantity of gas consumed in tliis country, may perhaps still ])c

held to be not proved. Many considerations go to show the

possibility, indeed almost the probability, of such a belief, and

an objection which appears on the face of it to be almost

msuperable, viz., the difficulty of imagining tlic possibility of

fine dust being driven for such a distance through the densest

part of the atmosphere, has been proved by some previous cases

to have less force than we might be disposed to allow to it. For

instances are recorded in which the fine ashes from a volcano

have been carried more than one thousand miles in the direction

/roni which the trade -winds were blowing, showing that they had

been forced through the lower stratum of air into that of the

upper currents, the return Trades.

The recently reported volcanic phenomena in Alaska make

it probable that if the particles producing the aerial glow were

really due to terrestrial sources we may owe a portion at any

rate of the atmospheric dust to the eruptions observed there.

Another effect of this great explosion was the enormous

sea-wave which it raised. This was reckoned at nearly 100 ft.

high, and affected the tide gauges at Panama, having traversed

nearly half the circumference of the earth by a somewhat

circuitous route. Unfortunately details appear deficient, or

there might have been some valuable hints gleaned as to the

average depth of the sea in various directions, similar to those

deduced for the Pacific Ocean from observations of the rate of

passage of the great wave raised by the Peruvian earthquake of

August 13tli, 1868, Avliich traversed the space from Arica to the

Sandwich Islands at the rate of 417 miles per hour, from

Avhich the average depth along that line was calculated to be

2,500 fathoms. The effect on the atmosphere, also, of the

disturbance is said to have been observed at very distant stations,
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but not many details have as yet been published. The

geographical effects were, as might be expected, very marked.

The whole charting of the Straits of Sunda, a very much

frequented highway for shipping, has been rendered useless,

islands have been thrown up, and others are partially removed,

shoals have formed, and others have disappeared.—(For a map

of the Straits, see "Nature," January 17th, 1884, p. 2G9.)

Among the interesting and important matters which have

been discussed among geologists, two, somewhat connected with

each other, stand prominently out. As is well known, Sir R. I.

Murchison recognized in the hornbleudic gneiss of N. W.

Sutherland and the Hebrides a possible equivalent of the great

masses of gneiss to which American geologists have given the

name of Laurentiau. At any rate he found that these masses

were separated from the strata above them by such discordance

and unconformity that he ranked them as Pre-Cambrian. On

the edges of the crumpled and highly inclined foliated gneisses

he supposed that Cambrian strata, sandstones, and limestones

were deposited. These are comparatively little altered, but

are succeeded by another series of gneissic rocks, which, as

they apparently overlie a certain limestone containing lower

Silurian fossils, were mapped as Silurian, and were considered

as a good case of the change by metamorphism of shales and

grits into crystalline rocks.

For some time past geologists have been coming to the

conclusion that the structure of the country is not so simple as

this account would imply. Many workers have given their

attention both to the relations of the rocks in the field and to

their minute structure, and during the past year both our

member, Prof. Lapworth, and our corresponding member,

Dr. Callaw^ay, of Wellington, who is already famous for his

researches among these old rocks, have published their con-

clusions. The ill-health which we all regret so much has

prevented the former from completing his papers in the " Geo-

logical Magazine " on " The Secret of the Highlands;'" but those

which have appeared, containing as they do the elementary
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general principles of eartli foldings and movings, are very

valuable to the student of the subject. He regards the High-

land regions, excluding the granite district of the Grampians,

as the worn-down stump of a great mountain mass, and points

out that many, if not all, of the dispositions of strata which

have been worked out by Heim for the chain of the Alps recur

in the Highlands, only, as is but natural, in a state somewhat

more difficult to recognize.

Dr. Callaway, taking the district of Assynt as his special

example, concludes that what has been considered the Silurian

gneiss is really an immensely older formation ; that, in fact, it is

Pre-Cambrian, though newer than the Hebridean gneiss. The

sedimentary rocks deposited on the upturned faulted and

denuded edges of these ancient gneisses are Sandstone, Quart-

zite, and Dolomite, but there is no evidence as yet as to their

age. The whole mass of rocks was then by great and wide-

spread earth movements folded back on itself, crumpled, faulted,

and denuded. The crumpling and faulting extends in some

places even to microscopic dimensions, and some slides which I

have prepared from specimens collected by Prof. Lapwortli in

the neighbourhood of Loch Erribol show the efiects of the

pressure to which thej' have been subjected in another most

interesting manner. A few felspar crystals are still recog-

nisable, and in some cases the twin lamellae are not straight

and tolerably parallel as in the undisturbed state, but are

contorted and twisted out of place. It is, perhaps, the most

interesting point in the purely petrological consideration of the

subject, that the evidences of the enormous pressure to which

the rocks have been subjected, and under which they have

apparently flowed like some viscous substance, are so marked.

The finer constituents are in many instances arranged in lines

round the larger quartz grains, in such a manner as to

perfectly simulate the so-called fluxion structure observed in

rocks which have flowed in a molten state. The enormous

extent of some of the great overthrows of the Highlands must

astonish us. Systems of strata have been thrown into folds a
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mile or more deep, and where these have, by the operation of

greater pj-essure, been still further thrown over, the amount of

dislocation may be imagined. As the mass which has under-

gone this process consisted of several series, the parts of which

were unconformable to each other, the confusion introduced at

the plane where with a little further movement a fault would

be produced is somewhat prodigious. Here the rocks are, as

it were, rolled out and laminated ; all go alike—gneiss, granite,

quartzite, limestone, and an examination, even cursory, of a

few slides cut from such specimens impresses upon us the

gigantic scale of earth forces more powerfully than, perhaps,

even the field phenomena can. The great foldings are always

accompanied by smaller folds, and these again by still smaller

ones, till a mere waviuess of the rock is the result. On the

supposition that pressure is the cause of the metamorphism of

rocks, we ought to hud some trace of it here, but Prof. Bonney

records that he has found no appearance of changes in that

direction ; that there is a certain deposition of quartz cementing

the original grains, but these are always more or less easily

determinable, and there is no structure approaching that of a

true gneiss or crystalline schist. If Dr. Callaway's views turn

out to be coirect, and such a careful and learned observer may

fairly be trusted till shown to be wrong, we have no hint in

the Northern Highlands of the origin of the gneisses, as was

the case when the upper series was supposed to be the meta-

morphosed equivalent of Silurian shales and grits. This

problem still remains to exercise the observation and deductive

genius of geologists, and we can only hope for a solution in the

future. I venture to think that a hopeful path of enquiry and

experiment is opened out by Daubree and others, who have

formed minerals by the action of certain substances, Avhich

hnally leave little or no trace of their presence in the product,

but the intermediary action of which has apparently enabled

the silicate to crystallize at a comparatively low temperature.

Many of the characteristic accessory constituents of the meta-

morphic rocks are among those which have been thus formed
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artificially, and we know that some of the compounds of

chlorine were present, while the frequent presence of tour-

maline and minerals containing lluorine in the contact zone

round granite masses is also suggestive in this light.

^Vhile the conclusions of the Government Geological Survey

have thus been hupugned in Scotland, and, as above stated,

observers have relegated what were considered to be metamor-

phosed Silurian to the Pre-Cambrian, or, as it is now usually

called, the Arclnean system, the present Director- General of the

Survey, Dr. Archibald Geikie, has made a counter-attack in

another district. Some years ago Dr. Hicks announced that he

had made observations which went to show that the granitoid

rock in the neighbjurhoad of St. David's, in Pembrokeshire, is

really a higlily metamorphosed sedimentary mass, still showing

obscure bedding planes, and including in the coarse-grained

gueissic rock bauds of impure limestone, schists, and dolerites.

Succeeding this is a great mass of volcanic rocks, felsites,

breccias, and tuffs ; and this again is followed by some com-

paratively unaltered slaty rocks. Over all these come tiie

Cambrian strata, recognisable by the fossils, which Dr. Hicks

himself has done so much to bring to light. The three great

formations first mentioned are, therefore, Pre-Cambrian or

Arcliffiau. A similar succession has been observed in several

other parts of our island ; crystalline gneisses or granitoid

rocks, schists, quartz-felsites, and volcanic tuffs, making up

such regions as that constituting the Wrekin area, Malvern,

parts of North Wales, and Anglesea. In fact, the St. David's

district has seemed to give the key to the structure of most of

the Archaean tracts of Britain. Although the exact correlation

of the formations is still undecided, it may be mentioned that

the researches of Prof. Lapworth and Mr. W. J. Harrison have

brought to light in oiir immediate neighbourhood, at Nuneaton,

quartz-felsites, and ash-beds, underlying, and apparently

supplying, the material for the quartzite which, it seems prob-

able, is, ni its turn, succeeded by shales containing Cambrian

fossils. In Leicestershire again there is a certainly very ancient.
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if not Archaean, series of rocks, principallj' composed of volcanic

materials, and among them some doubtful felsites.

It will therefore be evident how great a disturbance of our

ideas would be the result of the general acceptance of Dr.

Geikie's contention, as developed in his paper read to the

Geological Society last Spring, that the views held by the

last Director-General, Sir Alexander Eamsay, are, after all,

correct, and that there is no break of geological continuity such

as would justify us in separating any of the older strata from

the Cambrian system. Taking the St. David's district. Dr.

Geikie considers that there is a continuous series of mixed vol-

canic and ordinary sediments with lava flows, from the earliest

beds exposed to the upper members of the Cambrian system.

Afterwards the whole conformable series was thrown up into an

isoclinal fold with a general inclination to the north-west, during

which process there has been considerable foliation developed.

After this a great mass of granite rose through the south-east

side, throwing out dykes and tongues of quartz-felsites. During

this stage the various tuffs and shales have been changed in

character, and have become in many parts finely crystalline in

structure. Finally dykes of diabase have risen through the

granite, but invade the other series of rocks.

It is evident that, between this account and the hypothesis

of a Pre-Cambrian formation, there is no compromise possible.

Dr. Geikie adduces an instance of contact metamorphism due to

the Granite, which, on the other hand. Dr. Hicks denies, and

points out especially the absence of such phenomena. To

account for the rarity of such, it is asserted, in reply,

that the amount of change in a rock, due to the contact of

granite, varies very greatly according to its nature. A section

which I have exhibited to the Society is a case in point : the

granite has invaded a rather fine grit, and naturally there is

but little scope for metamorphic action, and, in point of fact,

very little has taken x^lace. That the granite is intrusive here

is nevertheless proved by the fact that at the junction line

there is a decided arrangement of the quartz and felspar
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cryHtfiln, vvlii(-li arc snuiowlifit, oloii^'atcd {iiid yit\\</h\y pfrpcii

(licular tf> tlio jimctioii, t'oniiiii^' a HOrt of friii^o. On tlw! oUmr

liaiul, a jniictioii of scliiHt and f^'ianito from IJrazil Wood, luiir

Lc.ic.o.Hior , shows a inoHt. curiously iiuhd.csrmiiiii.t.fi /oiki, wliicli,

althon^'li (licro is a vory inarkfid clian^^(! of colour and t,(!xf,iirc,

scemH difficult to assi^Mi definitely to (utlicr tli(! (i.ltci(;d or tlic

altoniif< inasM.

The discussion lias oidy hc<^'iiii, for wc may he siirc' tiifi.l the

fliipportors of the liy{)otlicsiH of an Arclifnan syHtcni will not 1)0

easily driven from their position, and will require much more

definite and nnmistakcahlc evidence of the intrusion of the fjrai I itoid

rock than has yet been adduced. The microscopic evidence is not

very certain. Unfortunately there seems no certain mr^tiiod at

present known of discritninatitif,' between what we may |)(^rlm.|)s l)e

allowed to call tniefjranites.and whatare now called ^'ni.nitoidites.

Prof. JJonney speaks of " a somethin,^' hard torlescrihe in words

tliat differentiated this Crystalline rock of Ht. David's from all

tlie undoubted fjranites with which lie was acquainted;" hut

acknowledges that tlie decision is most difficult; and that It is

HO we may Hee from the fact that, on the one luuifl, such practised

observers af^ Prof. Ptcnard, Prof. Zirk(!l, and Prof. Wichmann

report " tliat the so-called I)imetian n)ck of St. David's is

nnqncstionably a true f,'ranite," while, on tlie other, Mr. Davies

did not admit that some of the rocks cited were ^'ranites at all,

and said that, arnonf,' five hundrfid specimens from about four

hundred localities, he could find nothing rescmblin;^' tlic Ht.

David's rock, and added, that in the very heart of this supposed

intnisive mass was found a breccia with fi-afjments (some of

them water-woni) of the stratified rr)ck of the district. The

last sentence of Mr. Davies' remarks introduces fi, furthei- point

in dispute. Dr. flicks, and those who a^'re(! with him, tell us

that a great part oi the pebbles of the admittedly Cambrian

conglomerate is derived from the older volcanic and metamorphic

systems. On the otlier hand, the official geologists contend

that they are almost all quartz or quart/ite, and that there is

no indication of the older rock of which they arc fragments.
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Both sides admit a very great amount of folding and crumpling,

with subsequent denudation, but Dr. Geikic altogether denies

the very extensive faulting which Dr.. Hicks maps.

Passing now to another subject, I wish to mention the

remarkable experiments undertaken by MM. Fouque and Levy,

on the artificial formation of minerals and crystalline rocks, by

means of purely igneous fusion. The book which describes

their methods and the results obtained was published in 1882,

but has not, I believe, been much known in England. I am
the more disposed to speak of these experiments to-night because,

in Birmingham, there are many who can command high tem-

peratures, which are kept as nearly uniform as possible for

considerable lengths of time, affording great facilities for the

repetition of some, at any rate, of the experiments of the French

savants.

Premising that their experiments were only performed on

the basic rocks, on account of the much more infusible character

of those belonging to the acidic series, a short recapitulation

of the results they have obtained may help us in our attempts

to follow the course of formation of natural rocks.

The source of heat employed was a blast gas furnace, the

extreme temperature attainable being such that the platinum

crucibles ni which the fusions were performed were apt to be

melted unless carefully watched. I imagine Fletcher's Injector

furnace would answer the purpose admirably, as in his latest

paper on heating by gas he speaks of the only limit to the heat

obtainable being the resisting power of the fire-clay casings.

The blast should be supplied by some means which does not

require attention when once started ; such, for instance, as an

adaptation of those forms in which water rushing down a pipe

draws air down with it, and compresses it in a cylinder at the

bottom. The complete fusion of anorthite, leucite, and olivine

requires the utmost heat which can be attained to. The authors

state that the heat of a glass furnace is not sufficient for the

fusion of these minerals, but is about enough for the annealing-

process for them mentioned later on.
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The chief result of tlie experiments appears to me to be tlic

discovery that a melted mass which, if cooled at once, furnishes

a completely glassy mass, undergoes, when maintained for a

certain length of time at a somewhat lower temperature, such a

molecular re-arrangement that, on even rapid cooling, minerals

separate out. This is the case with all the minerals usually met

with in the basic rocks. When the mass has been kept in this

way, at a temperature slightly above the point at which the

glass softens, but below that at which the desired mineral

fuses, there may be no appearance whatever of any differentiation

of the parts ; but such a rapid cooling as would, before this

annealing process, have led simply to a glass, now gives rise to

a development of crystals, with glass only in the intei'stices.

It is evident that this is parallel with the well-known

method of producing Keaumur's porcelain from ordinary artificial

glass, and with the experience of Messrs. Chance Bros., in the

fusion of the Eowley Bag, for casting into ornamental facings

for windows, doors, &c. There it was ft)und that a prolonged

annealing resulted in the conversion of the mass, which before

was perfectly glassy, into one full of minute crystals, the first

stage being the formation of beautifully ]Derfect spherulites.

By this process MM. Fouque and Levy have been able

to reproduce both the chief types of the basic rocks—both that

in which the mass of the rock is made up of a great number of

crystals of felspar and augitc each independently crystallized,

and that in which the felspar crystals form a sort of

network, the interspaces of which are filled up wholly or

partially with augite, the outlines of which have therefore no

relation to the crystal planes of the mineral. The porphyritic

character is also obtained where the consolidation Las taken

place in two stages, the first being that in which the large

crystals of felspar, augite, and, where it is present, the olivine

have separated out, a stage which has evidently been of

considerable duration, and a second in which the mass,

prepared by the maintenance in a viscous state, was ready

to crystallize rapidly, though on a finer scale when erupted, and
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SO cooled with comparative rapidity. It is quite possible that

the differences observed in lavas as to the amount of crystalliza-

tion to which they have attained may be connected with

differences in the amount of this annealing process to which

they have been subjected. If the mass is erupted in a condition

of tolerably perfect fluidity it will more easily pass into the

glassy state than if by slow cooling in the interior of the earth

it has been elaborated and prepared to develop crystals on

eruption and consequent cooling. Thus on the one hand we

have the almost unique lavas of Mauna Loa, in the Sandwich

Islands, which solidify almost constantly as glass, and on the

other the lavas of Etna, which contain very little residual glass,

except such as is shut into the larger crystals.

It is also probable that somewhat similar differences have

determined, in the case of dykes, whether there shall be a

boundary band in a glassy state, or whether the whole shall be

crystallized. In the first case the injected mass must have been

quite fluid, while in the second we may either suppose that it

had already cooled to a viscous state, and had been maintained

in tliat state for some length of time, or else that the whole

mass of strata into which the eruption took place was at such a

high temperature, or was of such bad conducting character, that

the mere time necessary for the cooling allowed a sufficiently

prolonged viscous stage for crystals to form from the beginning

of the actual solidification.

The results which our authors have arrived at show that

taking a fused mass, of composition similar to that of one of

the basic rocks, we can, by making two stages of the cooling

process, reproduce even the most minute details of the natural

products. The examination of these show that the first stage

of the consolidation has generally resulted in the formation of

larger crystals than the second. Some minerals are found

only as products of the first stage, such as olivine, which is

never met with in actually microscopic grains. The leucite,

again, has always separated before the felspar and augite,

which often accompany it, though in this case the fact that
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axigite is sometimes contained enclosed in the lencitc is a

difficulty, the explanation of which one experiment showed to be

that tlie inclusions were shut in as liquid portions wliich, during

tlic later cooling, had time to ciystallize. In fact, the order of

scpjration out of a mass in purely igneous fusion appears to be

the natural one, viz., the inverse of the order of fusibility.

Hence, when two felspars occur in a rock, the larger crystals

are frequently of a different species from the crystals of the

ground mass. If the former are auorthite, the latter are frequently

labradorite or oligoclase, while the reverse order seems not

to have been observed.

Scarcely less interesting arc the failures. Neither quartz,

mica, orthoclase, nor hornblende could be reproduced, and it

would seem, therefore, that rocks containing these minerals were

formed under other conditions than that of simple igneous fusion.

A. crystalline form of silica was indeed obtained, but it was not

quartz, and had separated out from the mass before any other

constituent, and at a temperature near that of melting platinum.

Hornblende and oligoclase in about the proportions occurring

in hornblende andesites formed an augite andesite.

Very important, too, are the results obtained in attempts

to produce the various members of the felspar group inter-

mediate between albite and anorthite. Their value lies in the

fact that the true nature of these intermediate members is

disputed. On the one side Tschermak considers that albite the

pure soda felspar, and auorthite the pure lime felspar, are

isomorphous, and that the other members are mixtures of these

in varying proportions. The optical phenomena of a great

number of specimens have been observed, and the composition

determined on this supposition by Max Schuster. The other

view is that oligoclase and labradorite are independent mineral

species in exactly the same degree as the others, and this is the

conclusion to which the experiments referred to would seem to

point. Mixtures of albite and anorthite were taken in varying

proportions, but the only resulting felspars were oligoclase and

labradorite, with sharp distinctions in their optical characters.
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aucl no crystals showing inteimediate characters, while again

the passage to anorthite as the quantity of albite was

diminished was also quite abrupt.

In addition to those imitations of the natural minerals,

MM. Fouque and Levy produced the equivalents of oligoclase,

labradorite, and anorthite, when stroutia, baryta, and oxide of

lead were substituted for lime. These present some very

interesting peculiarities ; some are apparently orthorhombic,

while others are certainly triclinic, but do not present the

usual twinning on the albite plan.

I fear, ladies and gentlemen, that you will think that what

I have laid before j'ou this evening bears perhaps too great

marks of its essentially eJastic origin, and I should have been

glad to have been able to submit the materials to a more

thorough metamorphism, but I trust you will not have found

the subjects introduced to your notice quite devoid of interest,

and I think they somewhat indicate the path along which

geological inquu-y is just now travelling towards a solution of

some of the great chemical as well as stratigraphical problems

which are propounded to us in the present condition of the

earth's crust.



TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT
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BIRMINGHAM

NATURAL HISTORY AND MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY,

KEAU AT THE

ANNUAL MEETING, HELD FEBEUARY 5th. 1884.

The history of tlie Society during the past year has been
one of unusual interest and importance in relation to its probable
futui'e prosperity.

The Committee have to i-tport that the work of the
Society has proceeded successfully in the usual way. Durin»
the last few months, however, a change of gi'eat magnitude has
been made, necessitated by the circumstances in which the
Committee found themselves, the result of which cannot be at

once foreseen, but which the Committee hope and lielieve will

tend to place the Society upon a firm and lasting foundation.

The Committee have for a long time felt the want of

sufficient funds to carry on the work of the Society in the way
which they considered to be best. To meet this difficulty, the

voluntary Apparatus and Library Fund was created, but it was
found that this, while barely sufficient, threw upon a com-
paratively small number of members the burden of providing
advantages in which all shared. The authorities of the Mason
College have also raised the rent payable by this Society,

commencing with September last, from £16 to £50. Moreover,
in order to secure the continuance of the Midland Natttralist,

the loss of which the Committee believe would ba a great blow
to the progress of natural science in the Midlands, they have
been obliged to guarantee a large number of subscribers to that

magazine.
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The Committee determined therefore to recommend to the
members that the annual subscription be raised from Ten
Siiilbngs to One Guinea. They also proposed that a copy of the
Mi(U<tn(l Xdtundist be sent monthly to each member, as well

as two tickets for tlie Society's Soiree. By this means they
hope to get money enough to carry on the work of the Society
without appealing to a voluntary fund, and at the same time to

secure to the members much greater advantages than they have
hitherto enjoyed. The Committee have great pleasure in saying
that these recommendations were carried at a Special General
Meeting in January last.

By the exertions of Mr, W. E. H'.ighes and others, a new
Section has been added to the Society, called the Sociological

Section, for the study of Mr. Herbert Spencer's works. This
Section holds its meetings on Thursdays, and has been very
successful. Although it has struck out a path rather diverse

from the previous work of the Society, yet its object cannot be
considered an alien one, so long as the science of Anthropology
is a branch of Natural History.

No large Conversazione was held last year. The Winter
Session, however, was opened with a Soiree on a small scale,

which was a great success, and was given, by permission of the

authorities of the College, in the Examination Hall. The
ordinary weekly meetings are now held in a new and convenient

room on the first floor.

At the end of June, the Sixth Marine Excuroion of the

Society was made to Oban, and was much enjoyed by those who
took part in it. The results of the dredging were satisfactory,

and the new gear invented by Mr. W. P. IMarshall worked
admirably. A number of ladies took part in the excursion.

Reports of the results will be hereafter presented, when the

examination is completed.

One Day Excursion has been made to Oxford, which was
unusually interesting, owing to the kindness displayed by
Professor Westwood, Mr. G. C. Druce, and others, in conducting

the party. There was also an Excursion to visit the Fisheries

Exhibition, and Half-day Excursions to Earlswood, Nuneaton,
and Barnt Green, and two others (under the auspices of the

Sociological Section) to "George Eliot's Country" and " Shaks-

peare's Country " respectively.

The Meeting of the Midland Union of Natural History

Societies for 1883 was held at Tamworth, under the presidency

of ^Ir. Egbert de Hamel, at which the Darwin Gold Medal,
awarded in 1882, was presented to Professor A. Milnos Marshall

and Mr. W. P. Marshall for their paper on the Pennatulida.

At the end of 1882 the Society numbered 378 members,
including four honorary vice-presidents, thirty-one corresponding
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members, five life members, and ten associates. Tbirty-iiine

new members liave been elected. Tliree associates bave passed
tlio age fixed as tlie limit of tbeir privilege, and 111 bave
eitbcr died or resigned. Tbe total munber of members and
associates is now 300, sbowing a net decrease of 78.

Among tbe losses wbicli tbe Society lias sustained, tbe

Committee feel it tbeir sad duty to draw especial attention to

tbe deatb of two old and once active members. Dr. James
Hinds, President in tbe year 18G7, and Mr. William Willis,

Vice-President in 18G4, wbo made tbe beautiful drawings for

Ealf's i)esmidiea\ P)Otb tbese gentlemen rendered important
services to tbe Society in its early bistory, and belped to lay

tbe foundation of its subsequent success.

Tbere bave been cigbteen General Connuittee Meetings and
nine Sub-committee Meetings beld during tbe year, at wbicb
tbe attendance bas been as follows :

—

President—Mr. T. H. Waller .

.

^T. T. -I
, ( Mr. W. G. Blatch

{
Mr. K. W. Chase

I Mr. J. Levick .

.

,T T, • 1 X Mr. W. R. Hughes
ijX-Presidents - ,, -,,- ^,

Mr. \\ . Cteahaji

Sdmmoned.
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The British Species of Pilobolidre, with
a Synopsis of the European Species.

.

Vertebrate Egg-life

Recent Discoveries in Fresh-water and
Marine Life

Cremation .

.

New and Notewortliy Fungi, chiefly fronr

the Neighbourliood of Birmingham .

.

Our Marine Algas, with Notes on tlie

three Classes, Melanosperms, Ehodo-
sperms and Chlorosperms

On the Continuity of Protoplasm (Parti)

The Great K'mberley Diamond Mine .

.

The following Papers have been read at the meetings of

the Biological Section :

—

On the Study of Ornithology.

.

Re-classification of the Conjugate
Algic _._.

Note on CEcidium berberidis {com-

miDticated by Mr. J. E. BafiitaU)

Notes on some Plants collected in the
Lake District, bv Mr. W. R. Hughes,
F.L.S .. .".

The Recent Sunsets and Sunrises .

.

The following Papers have been read at the meetings of

the Geological Section :

—

Note on some Glacial Markings in the

Red Marls
Recent Investigations in the Glacial

Geology of the Midlands
The Ancient Life History of the

Earth (illustrated by lantern views)

The Felspars
The Geology of Scotland, with

especial reference to the neighbour-
hood of Oban .

.

Fossil Spiders and Scorpions .

.

Report on the Rocks and Minerals
collected during the Marine Excur-
sion to Oban T. H. Waller, B.A., B.Sc.

The following Papers have been read at the Meetings of

the Sociological Section :

—

Subject.
Education Essay, ch. I

Excursion to George Eliot's
Country

Education' Essay, ch II
ch. III.

ch. IV.
Principles of Biology, ch. I.

Excursion to Shakespeare's
Country Mb. Eabone.

Paper ou George Eliot's Country Mr. E. W, Badger.
Principles of Biology, ch. II. ..". Dr. Hlll, P.I.C.
Paper.—".-ouie Jottings about

Shakespeare and Sti'atlord " Mr. Raboxe.
Principles of Biology, ch. III.

and IV Me. F. J. Cullis.
ch. V. and VI. Mb. J. O. W.Babratt,

B.Sc.

W. B. Grove, B.A.
W. Grbathbed.

T. Bolton, F.R.M.S.
W. H. France.

W. B. Grove, B.A.

Rev. H. BoYDEN, B.A.
Professor W. Hillhouse, B.A.
W. P. Marsh.\ll, M.I.C.E.

R. W. Chase.

A. W. Wills.

M. C. CooKE, M.A.

J. E. Bagxall.
W. P. Marsh.\ll, M.I.C.E.

A. H. Atkins, B.Sc.

H. W. Crosskey, LL.D., F.G.S.

W. J. Harrison, F.G.S.
T. II. Waller, B.A., B.Sc.

Professor C. Lapworth, F.G.S.
Rev. P. B. Brodie, M.A., F.G.S.

1883.

May 3 .

June 2 .
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The follo\vin,2; were the chief specimens exhibited at tlie

General and Sectional Meetint^s throughout the year. Those
marked witli an asterisk (*) arc new to the district :

—

Mr. 8. AUport, pseudoniorphs of felspar-crystals.

Mr. J. E. Bagnall (Phanerogams):

—

\'iula hirta, from
Alveston Pastm-cs, and var. jlore-dlho (rare), from Wootton
Waweii ; Violn si/huitica var. Ju'ichen'inchuout, from Preston
Bagot ; Jh-omus mrcinosm, (Tidium trirornc, from Binton and
Bardon Hill; Mutricaria cliinnini)ill(i, from Middleton ; Prunus
ccrasius, from Oakley; (Knuntlu' fistnlosii, from Waring's Green;
Helosci(((Uuin inunddtinn, from Little Ladbrook ; *Bosa hihrac-

tcdtn (rare), ''\IuncHs obtiisifiorns, from Anstey ; Campamila
hitifitlia (rare), from Combe fields ; Geranium, pmtcnse, from
])rinklow ; Li/copsis vuhjaris, from Binley ; Campanula Tra-
cheliam, A;frostis nif/ra, Tilia parcifolia, Centaurea niiiva var.

rtidians, Juncus Geranli, Arundo Epijicjos, from Ragley ; Hiera-
cinm maculatum., from Hampton; Lemna poJiinhiza, Anthemh
arceims (rare), P<)h/(i<muin arcnastruni, Silaus pratcnsis, Arctium
minus, from Escole's Green; Paris quadrifolia (in fruit), from
Oldbury ; Druscra rotundifolia , Empetrum nigrum, and other
plants, from Milford ; Carex pracox, Manichia erccta, from Yar-
ningale Common ; Crattri/us oxi/acanthoidcs, from Lapworth

;

Salix Smithiana, from Seas Wood ; Equisetum. fluviatile,*' from
Seas Pool ; *Xitdla flexHis, *X. opaca, Chara frar/ilis, Bromus
commutatus, Littorella lacu^^tris, Plquisetum si/lvaticum, Genista

tinctoria, Helosciadium, inundatum, Scirpus acicularis, * Carex
elowjata, Festuca tenuifolia (all rare), and Carex curta (very rare

in the county), from Earlswood; Xardus stricta, from Baxterly
Common and Forshaw Heath; Jujuisetum maximum, from
Bentley Park ; Ceratop/njllum suhmersum, Acorns Calamus, Carex
pseudo-ci/perns, Salix alba var. ccrruica, S. pentandra, from near
Henfield and Temple Balsall ; Scirpus Tahermrmontani, Carex
distans, from Itchington ; liosa f/allicoides, B)-omus ei-ectus var.

rillosus, from Chesterton ; Pimpinella mai/na, Comarum jmlustre,

Malachium aquaticum, Meni/antlu's trifdiata, Potamo(/eto7i rufescens,

P. pohj(jonifalius, from Tile Hill ; Epilohium, tetraijonum , Chara
vuhjarvi var. louijibracteata , Lotus temiis, Carduus eriophorus,

Linaria Elatine, L. sjmria, Urtica urens, Chennpodium polyspermum,

Galeopsis Ladanum, *Bosa sti/losa, etc., from Drayton ; Iris

fa'tidissima, from Wilmcote ; *Sciri'Us maritimus, from Flecknoe
;

Orchis pi/ramidalis, from Stratford; Scahiosa columbaria, from
Bardon Hill ; Epipactis latifolia, from Stoneleigh ; Arundo
c(thimagrostis (very rare), from near Solihull; Xarthecium ossi-

frat/um (very rare), fi'om a new locality, near Marston Green
;

Plantaqo arenarut, from near Warwick ; and many rare plants

for Messrs. W. E. Hughes, C Bailey, F. Enock, S. Wilkins,

and J. B. Stone. (Cryptogams, Mosses)

—

Ulota intermedia,
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Funmin fd-scicidciris, Mnium rostratum (all rare), Pleuridmm
vitiduiii, and Camjii/lopm frrxjUis (in fniit, rare), from Hampton-
in-Arden ; Tortula viuralis var. rupestris (rare), T. conroluta,

T. rrrnluta, T. aloides, T. uni/uiculattf ''yav. (i/iiniUit/t, froii

Fillongley ; Knaih/ptu Htycptocdrpa (rare), from Arlcy ; I'^ontinnlis

mitijii/ritini, from Waring's Green ; *(Ti/iiino.st')}iiuin sintarru.'iUJii,

from Kingsbury ; Hiipnum prateme (rare), from Earlswood

;

OrthotricJnim ricithire, Tortula vnicronata (in fruit), and IJi/pnum

chri/soiiln/llwii, from Wootton Wawen ; Tortula latifolia (in fruit),

and T. iiiani'niata, from near Slierbourne ; Sphafinnw papillosum,

S. rulx'lluiii, iS. auriculatuw (all rare), from Marston Green
;

S. jimhriatum (in fruit), from Bentley Park ; (ji/mnostoiiium tenne

(very rare), from Shrewley Common : Dicranuin montanutn (new
to WorcestersLire), from Shrawley Wood; and * < h-thotrichum

sa.ratile (found by ]\Ir. Pi. Ptogers, and new to North Warwick-
shire), from Hampton-in-Arden. (Hepaticse):

—

Lunularia vul-

(/aris, from Hampton; Tari/ionia ln/pojihi/lla, Kantia <( rtpita , from.

Habberley Valley; Diplophj/llum albicans (hi fruit), from Chalcot;

*Scap(tnia irrigua, from Earlswood ; Jnthoeeros jninctatus (rare),

from Maxtoke ; Pellia opiphylla, Conocephalus coniciis (in fruit),

from Arley ; *Junfieniiannia injjata (rare), fi"om Baxterley ; and
many species of Mosses, etc., for Mr. J, B. Stone. (Fungi):

—

*Aiiarirus remits, Ag. leptocephalua, Ag. tenuis, Ag. galopus,

Lactarius deliciosus, L. glgciosnnis, Cortinaniis elatior, Boletiis

elegans, from Coleshill Heath ; Ag. squamusus, *Ag. tuherosus,

*Hmnula lutea, and 'Scleroderma Geaster, from Middleton;

Ag. iniypm, Ag. suldateritim *var. /3, from Packington ; Ag. sper-

maticu.t, *A. clarij>es, ''I'xdetus hovinus, U. scaher, J>. piperatus,

Cortinarius suhferrttginem,{vora Coleshill and Middleton; Boletu.'i

edidis, *Lactarius pgroiialus, *L. camjdioratufi, Ihissula Integra,

from Baddesley Clinton ; A. sphagnorum, from Hampton ; Auri-

cularia mesenteriea, from Upper Eatington ; L'ortinarim einna-

momeii-s, from Itchington ; Ag. chrysojdurus, from Eagley Park

;

Ilussula fastens, *Tactarius pergamenus, *L. cilicioides, L. cam-

phoratus, Cantharellus ciharins, from Hurley ; Ag. asterosporus,

Ag. pascuus, Ag. cerrinus, Ag. fusipes, Ag. conopileus, Cortinarius

oehroleucus, *C. decumhens, C. sanguineus, Faissula fellea, tl. rubra

(rare), *T.actarius pallidus, Foletus stritejies, and other Fungi,

from ]\Iiddlcton ; collected during a visit of Dr. Cooke ; Ag.

ndoru^, *Ag. prunulus, Ag. Jigdrojdiilus, *('o)tinarius torrus, from
Fillongley; ^Ilussula drimeia, from Packington; 'Ilgdmun auri.i-

seoljiium, from Hampton; *Ascobolus denudatu^, from Hands-
worth ; (TO)iiplndiiis glutinosus, from Marston Green ; Ag.

flaridus. from Eagley Woods ; *P}u/llosticta riohc, from Drayton.

(Lichens):

—

llamalina farinacea, 11. fraxinca, and *l\itigera

spuria (rare), from Hampton ; Usnea harbata var. *hirta, from
Arlcv ; ^Parwelia tdivarea, from Coleshill; J\ saxatilis, from
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Oakley Wood; Vsnot hiita, JUioiin/ns rufitfi, from Shrawluy and
Stoui'poit ; Lictinoiii atni, L. itliiiiaihi, L, r((ii)i, and l'crt}(siiri<(

coiiiimous, from tSlierbourne ; also for Dr. M. C. Cooke, Ci/at/iK.s

stri((tu.s, C. reDtiaisits, from Norfolk, and many other Fungi
;

and for ^Ir. C. ]>. Plowriglit, Ucoiilosaum olirdci'niii, Aij. iniibiistm,

and other Fungi from Hereford; Afj. huDiilis, J-h/(in>pft<nus h/tiis

Cnitinnrius )i!fen.t, C. pholidem, and other Fungi from Saudring-

liam ; Panus tonilomts, A;/, lanliuruis, Aij. fhtcu-bninncVN, I.kc

tdiius exsulsus, liunsuld (Irimeia, H. uchroleuca, Boletus hortnua,

I'dhljionis .yntiiU'Ks, lliidniun (luviacajjdum, Covtinanus tufindcihs,

Peziza nitilom, /'. eochleatu, and other rare Fmigi from near
King's Lyun.

Mr. Bernard Baker, a Tarantula spider and nest.

Mr. W. G. Blatch, *Cniptarcha strUjata, and *('. imperialis,

two beetles from Kuowle.

Mr. W. G. Blatch, jun., two linnet's eggs from the same
nest, one of the normal colour, the other paler and mimarked.

Mr. Thomas Bolton, Chilommias spiralis, a new Infnsorian,

discovered and named by himself; * I leiiiidininiH nasutum, from
Sutton Park (new to England) ; '^Pudoplnija Uwbata, from a

fresh-water habitat near Birmingham, only marine habitats

having been previously recorded; Cali'ius Stvomii, a parasite on
salmon, from Christchurch, Hants; a new capito-branchiatc

marine annelid, Haplobnincinis astuarinus, from the estuary of

the Thames; Foliaccus Cun'uoni, 5 and <?, a fish parasite, from
the Eoyal Aquarium, Westminster; Clathrulina de(jans (rave) and
Limnias nnnulatus, from the United States of North America.

Eev. H. Boyden, a small collection of plants from the

South of France and South of Portugal, made by Eev. F. H.
Thompson ; also a collection of sea-weeds.

Mr. E. W^. Chase. Cliaradrius vwiinellvs, from near Bristol

;

Lnlcdiius lapponicus, $ and J , in adult summer plumage,
Turdits pilaris (young), and T. iliacus (young), all fi-om Norway

;

Trini/a si'barqitata, in summer plumage, fi'om Breydon, Norfolk;

Phalaropus hyperborem, in winter plumage, fi"om near Boston,

and in the down from Unst, Shetland ; Somatcria vwllissima,

and Fratercula aretica, in the down, from the Fame Islands;

Stercorarius crepidatus, in the down, from Shetland ; Archibuteo

laijopus, the Eough-legged Buzzard, from St. Olive's ; a nest and
eggs of Uallus aijudticiis, the Water-rail, fi'om Horsey, Norfolk

;

fragments of gold-bearing quartz, from a mine near Dolgelly
;

and a specimen of basalt fi'om the Fame Islands.

Mr. Thomas Clarke, two microscopic slides of objects

mounted in spirits of wine, G4 over proof, in 1881, which did

not yet show any signs of leaking ; Leptudora Jnjdliud, and other

Entomostraca, mounted by this process, with the use of a
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peculiar cement ; and glass-slides with an etched ring (produced

by hydroiluoric acid) on the surface, for the purpose of obtaining

greater security for the adhesion of the cement.

Mr. F. J. CuUis, Limuni horailis and linbus arrticm, sent by

Miss Mickwitz, from Helsingfors, Finland.

Mr. It. W. Felton, Franklin Quail from Suffolk, and a

young Hobby from Herefordshire.

Mr. W. H. France, a quantity of MeniUm lacri/nians, the

dry-rot fungus, which had sapped and destroyed the greater

part of his dming-room floor, causing it to fall in.

Mr. J. F. Goode, ova of Cleanser Swimming Crab,

rortunus (Icpurtitor, and of Masked Crab, Cori/stes aissivi'laimns

;

a slide of Marine Entomostraca, taken in the tow-net, near

Oban ; CuUctonrma neohctuvi and Vaucheria ncinindUi, from

Handsworth ; and Cuccochloris Urebmonii, a minute species of

Algae.

Mr. W. Greatheed, a specimen of Timia Soliuin, twenty

feet long.

Mr. W. B. Grove, the following Fungi from this neighbour-

hood (Hymenomycetes):

—

Amanita vaijinata, fi-om Coleshill Pool

and Four Oaks Park; A. viappa, horn. Sutton Park, Coleshill

Pool, and Trickley Coppice; A. viusraria, from Sutton Park;

A. a.spera, from Coleshill Pool; Lcpiota procera, from Edgbaston

Park; *TricJioI(»iia stans, from Edgbaston Park; *T. riniatHin,

Colesliill Pool and Edgbaston Park ; T. hrevipes, from Sutton
;

('litocyhe victachma, from Trickley Coppice ; *C. ditopm, from

Edgbaston Park ; C. fra</r<ins, from Hints Wood ; Colh/bia

/ila(i/i>In/Ua, ivom Sutton Park; ('. viaculata, irom Sutton Park

and Coleshill Pool ; C. dnjaphila, from Coleshill Pool and Four

Oaks Park; *Mi/ce)ta jistnido-jiurti, hoin New Park, Middleton
;

M. mn<iuinol('nta, M. i/nlo/iiis *viir. vKJuJida, and M. tencrrivia,

from Four Oaks Wood; Oiajdialia pijxidata, from Harborne
;

*0. fihida, from Warley Woods; *rieurotus fimbriatm, from

HandsAvorth ; *P. applicatus, from Four Oaks Park ; Plutcm

nanm, from Sutton and Four Oaks Park; *EntoIowa ^cricnim,

from Rubery Hill ; Xolanca pascna, from Four Oaks and Sutton

Park; ''(lauddpus variabilis, ivoui Sutton Park; Flailiota squar-

rosa, from Sutton Park and Hints W^)od ; F. spcctabilis, from

Coleshill Pool ; Invcijbe riwofsa, from Sutton Park and Cleave

Priors; 7. (tutcrospora, from Four Oaks Park; 1. geophijUa, from

Coleshill Pool ; ''Hehcloma rcrsipcllc, from Sutton ; *Xaitcona

cuciwiis, from Sutton ; '•Stropharia melasperma, from Four Oaks

Park ; S. squamosa and Hypholoma epixanthum, from Sutton

;

*H. pyrotrichwn, ivom Langley ; H. Candolleamim, from Hints

Wood; J\nlocybc %ida and *var. polytrichi, from the Lickey Hills
;

Fanaolus campanidatus, Coprinus niveus, and Bolbitius titubavs,

from Four Oaks Park; ('ortinarius clatior, from Hints Wood;

\
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*(.\ sarufuineu.t, from Stitioii Paik ;
('. cinnnmomena, ('. rastonmx,

and ^T. (tn)iHUttHs, from Colosliill Pool; *C. licmitnchus, from
Snttoii Park ; I li/fird/i/iorm /mittnisis, from Colcsliill Pool

;

//. viriiini'us, from Four Oaks Park; L. cilicididffi, from Ijanr^loy;

/.. turpis, from Sutton Park, l^klgbastou Park, Four Oaks Park,
and Coleshill Pool; L. ////.sv//7/?/.v (rare), from Edf,'baston Park;
L. iividm, from Four Oaks Park and Colcsliill Pool ; /.. pjiroijdlm,

from New Park, Middletou ; Ij. trllercm, from New Park and
Edgbaston Park ; L. dcliciosm, from Sutton Park ; L. paliidu.f,

from Four Oaks Park ; L. nb/ciosinm, from Colcsliill Pool

;

L. mitissinms, from Four Oaks Park ; liu.ssuld ni;iricam, from
Sutton Park and Solihull ; *1L dcjxdh'u.s and *7.'. f<dha, from
Edgbaston Park ; li. ci/anoxdnt/ui , from Colcsliill Pool ; B.
emetica and //. ochndenca, from Four Oaks Park ; 11. frrifiilis,

from Colcsliill Pool and Solihull ; Ft. intci/ni, from Colcsliill

Pool and Four Oaks Park ; B. depallms, from Edgbaston Park,
It. alutacca, from Sutton and Four Oaks Parks; It. drimeia,

from Sutton Park (very rare) ; Xyctalh parasitica, on Bussnla
atlnsta, from Solihull; *Maras)niiifi ranicalis, from near Coleshill

Pool ; Lejitinus cochleatus, from New Park, Middletou ; Lenzites

hetidinn, from Marston Green; *L. sepiaria, from Sutton;
Boletus Ji<(ni,<i, from Earlswood, Sutton Park, and Coleshill

Pool ; B. hadius, from Edgbaston Park ; B. chri/senteron, from
Fom- Oaks Park ; B. mbtomentosus, from Coleshill Pool

;

B. edulis, from Sutton Park ; B. luridns, from Langley

;

I), scaher, fi'om Sutton Park ; "'Buh/ponis rufesccns, from Solihull

Park (collected by Mr. W. H. Wilkinson) ; -r. (/it/anteus, from
Edgbaston Park ; P. hi>!2.iidus, from Sutton Park and Hints
Wood ; P. spumem, from Sutton ; /'. dn/adcKs, from Stone-
bridge and Barton Green ; P. hetulinus, from Coleshill Pool

;

P. fomcntarim, from Salford Priors ; P. annosus, from Sutton
Park and Coleshill Pool ; P. ahietinus, from Hints Wood

;

P. ohducens, from Harborne ; P. nioUuscns, from Coleshill Pool

;

P. saniiuiwdentfiis, from Sutton ; Ptijchoi/aster allnis, the conidial

stage of Pohjporus Pti/clioijaster, from Sutton Park ; Trnmetes

(jihhom, from Sutton and Sutton Park; *T. serpens, from Sutton;
Hijdnwn ferrugini>siu}}, from Sutton ; Vhh'hia vierisnioides, and
*var. albo-marr/inata, Phillips, both from Sutton; Thelephora

lacinidta, from Warley Woods; T. puteana, from Edgbaston
(collected by Mr. C. B.Caswell; Hymcnochaie rubitfinosa, irova

Sutton; Auricularia mesenterica , ivoiw Sutton; *Corticiuw erol-

vens, from Warley Woods ; *C'. <ji(ianteum, from Sutton Park
;

C. quercinum (on beech) and C. cinereuui, from Warley Woods
;

C. incarnatum and C. samhuci, from Sutton ; Cyphella villosa,

from Warley Woods ; *C. Currei/i, irom. Erdington ; *Clararia

coraUoides and C. cinerea, from New Park, ]\liddleton; (7. ciistata,

from Coleshill Pool; C. riujosa, from Trickley Coppice; *C. stricta.
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from Haiidswortli ; ('. inaqualls, from Sutton ;
-''€. jmtilho-is,

from New Park, Middleton ; ''Culocerd viscosa, from Colcslnll

Pool; Ti//i/nil(i (ivcviUei, from Harborne ; * PiHtiUmia viiains,

from Solihull; /'. (juisijuilidiis, from Trickley Coppice; Treinella

fdiidcrd and T. indccorata , from Sutton ; I'lxidid i/Ianilulosd, from

New Park, Middleton ; Ddcyijowj/ces dcliqucscens and ''•'-l)itiol((

nuUcatd, from Sutton. (Gastromycetes):

—

Lijcopenhn f/ii/miteum,

from Wixford. (HypodermejB):

—

*Xeno(IocJiiis cdibondrius (rare),

from Water Orton; P/ini(/uiidltua 7iiucron(ititm,ivora Stonebridge;
/'. vi(d<iceum, from Solihull and Barton Green; P. obtmuin, from
Hampton- in-Ardcn ; TripIirdipiiiHiii uhnarid:, from Hampton and
Solihull; '*Puccinid Baiiji (very rare), from Harborne; /'.

Imuhi' (rare), from Edgbaston ;
7^. vioUtrum, from Hampton;

/'. pnlrcndcnld, from Hampton and Solihull ; P. f/dlionnn, from
Hampton, Solihull, and Barton Green; P. sudvcolcns, from
Water Orton; *P. corundtd, from Berkswell ; P. stiiold, from
Barton Green; *P. strdviin is, from. Solihull; Uronii/ccs fimn'tr,

from Marston Green ; '^L'^. 2)0(e, from Harborne; Urcdu bi/rojis,

from Marston Green; Mehiinpsora hctulhui, from Stonebridge;

^1/. fidlicina, from Coleshill ; ^L treiiiuhf, from Coleshill Pool;

Pui'stelid hicerdta, from Water Orton ; (Kcidium depdiijicirins,

from Perry Barr ; Uroci/stis pump]iuhj<jodes, from Solihull.

(Hyphomycetes) :

—

*Fusidiniii ci/lindriciuji, Corda, from Edgbas-
ton Park ; PLelicomyces roseim and Oidium chaitdnoii, from
Sutton ; PenicilUum cdndldimt, from Edgbaston ; '^JJatri/tis

coccotrichd (new to Britain), from Kenilworth ; ''])((ctiiliuiii

obovatum, from Sutton, showing a very probable transition to

/). ivsctiin ; '''Tondu pidceidctd, from Marston Green ; *T. urali-

sjiord, T. sporendunema, Bispurd vioniUoides, Sporodesmuan Lcp-

vdrid, ''Speira tonduides, Coniuthcciiun (/loinerdtion , from Sutton
;

''Monotospoya mcgdlu.spora, from Coleshill Pool; Pohjthrinrhuii

trij'olii, from Earlswood and Salford Priors ; ''Ilcliiiinthosporiuni

stnnpliylioidcs (very rare), ''H. ohchivatum (new to Britain), and
*//. fdUicidatum var. brei-ijdlwii, from Sutton; Acruthcciuiii

simplex, from Harborne; Dendrijphiwii cumoswii, from Water
Orton ; ^Hclicusporium riridc, and ''Tripospomun ch'/ians, from

Sutton; Mdcrosporiuiu cheinrntlti, from Harborne; Isttrid luubiina,

from Sutton Park; ''Udctridiwii hclvdl<r, from Sutton; *Kpi-

roccum piirpHrdsccns (new to Britain), from Edgbaston Park
;

Mnmpora cUidta, from Sutton. (Melanconiefe) :

—

*Si<'<jdn(>-

sporium ccllulosiun, from Sparkhiil. ( Spliceropsideie) :

—

Plnjllos-

tii-td vnhjdris var. luniccrcr, from Water Orton ; ''•'Lhirluca _/ilu)ii,

from Harborne ; ^Dinoiuifiporiwn ImpidnJuut from Sutton

;

*]). i/rdminioii, from Edgbaston. ( Ascomycetes) :

—

Spha-rotlwca

CusUd/nei, Uncinula bicornis, * Erysiphc tortilis, and PL Martii,

from Barton Green ; Erijsiplie commmm, on Trifolium, from
Solihull ; •Hclvidld crisjxi, from New Park, Middleton ; PJiizina
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luululdtd, from Sutton Park and Colesliill Pool; Pcziza nirlilfiitu,

']\ omphalodt'.s, */', nnihraUi, Fries, not Cooke, from Button;
P. stercoira , from Quinton ;

/'. iiirr<(, from Berkswell and
Sutton; *P. hijuUno, ''I', ('luivctur, I', fusca, */'. ci/fithoidcd,

'P. coroHdtd, fvoni Sutton; I', rini'rca and '''I', palcdrnm, from
Edgbaston ; llelotinm dctcnldrc, from Four Oaks Park ; //.

dri((ii))osuin (mycelium only), from Cracklcy Wood, Kcnihvortli

;

*J1. Iiitcscois, H. pdlh'scens, H. vhirnfldi-niii, *ll. i>n(i)i(isi(i)i, from
Sutton ; Aaroholm fuifurdceus, from Edgbaston and Sutton

;

*A. i/ldhcr, from Sutton ; rii/stcriuin rurrdtuDi, from Berkswell

;

Ili/poini/ccs (ninintiiis, Xcrtrid sduifumcd, '''X. jldcidd, X. dqnifoJid,

•'X. mdininuidca, from Sutton ; X. Pczizd, from. Barton Green
;

H. CDCcinenm , from Sutton Park; H, J'nsctini, from Solihull;

n. inhojinumm and H. iiiuJtifoyine, from Sutton ; 'J'hUi//iii

V('h(tinu, *E. scdbrosd and J'J. lata, from Marston Green

;

Dothidea (/rdiiiinis, from Berkswell; Didtrmw vcrnicqfonnis and
J). ferru</i)Ud , from Marston Green ; D. stinma, with its

customary parasites Xectrid epi.sjjhwria and Helotium pruinosiun,

from Earlswood ; ''Melduronh dceris, Plowright, and Cucnrhi-

tarid cupuIdiiN, from Marston Green ; ''Uoscllinia H/piidria, from
Sutton ; SjJi<rrid dquUa, from Siitton and Water Orton ; S.

dcHiiiiniitd and ^S. doliolum, from Solihull ; .S. ]n(Icts-j>ijriHs, from
Halesowen; S. dcutd and S'. r uhella, fvom. Sutton; *Sord((ria

hirrisi'td, from W^ater Orton ; '''-S. finieti, from Quinton; Sti;/-

vtdti'd Uobcrtidni, from Hanipton-in-Arden and Barton Green.
(Phycomycetes) :

—

Peroiiuspova (/risen, from Bidford, Marston
Green, and Solihull; ''P. di-horesccns, from Wixford ; P. ejfmd,

frcmi Solihull; /'. nivcd and *P. Jica rid', from Sutton; Ci/stajnia

rdiididus, from Earlswood; Pilobuhis Kleinii and *P. ccdipm (new
to Britain), from Sutton ; 'Mueor mdcrocdrpus (new to Britain),

from Sutton and Four Oaks Parks; '''-M. fmijier, horn. Edgbas-
ton Park; the zygospores of M. muccdo, from Edgbaston;
*Sj>orodinid (/rdudis, from Colesliill Pool, on Cortinarius ; ''Pip-

tocc'jihdlis Fresenidna (new to Britain), from Edgbaston.
(Myxomycetes) :

—

yEthdliuin septicitni, from Colesliill Pool;

* llddJtdiiiia hi/dlind, from Edgbaston Park; ^Cfumdrioderma
jihijsarioides, from Sutton; Steiiionitis fused, from Barton Green;
*Tiibidind ci/iindricd (for Mr. E. ]\I. Lloyd), from Birmingham;
'•'Cribrdria durantiacd, *Tric]iid cJirijsospc'niid, T. jnjriforDny,,

Hemvtrcijrid rubiformis, -'H. clavatn, Ueticularid xwibrina, Lijcu-

;/((hi epidendron, and *Perichicna depressa, from Sutton. Also

J//. atroaUms, Ji/. dsterosporus, liussula fellea, CanthareUus

durantidcHs, Didtnjpe discifurmis, from the Wrekin ; also (for

Mr. T. Bolton) Puccinid betunicw, from Yorkshire; (for Mr.
H. T. Soppitt) P. chundrillfc, P. elujsosploiii, (lu'idinin jirenanthis,

Ustildijo KuJiniiOUi, l\ browirord, lUictrodesjiiiuDi abrujitwii, and
other Fungi, from Yorkshire; (for Mr. T. Birks) (Eridnnii
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thalwtri and Puecmia Mamudana , from Goole
;

(for Mr.
Bodger) Clararia fraijUis, from Peterborough

;
(for Mr. J. A.

Wheldon) Fcziza dtrata, from Cambridge, and Sphceria UreUa,

from Scarborough
;

(for Mr, W. H. Wilkinson) Coleospnrium

pctasitis, from Arley ; and (for Mrs. Dalton, of Peterborough) a

large number of exquisite water-colour drawings of Fungi,
especially of the Hymenomycetes.

Mr. W. J. Harrison, belemnites from the Upper Lias of

East Leicestershire ; fossil wood from Sheppey ; Coal Measure
shale, glacially striated, from Acocks Green ; a tooth of Car-

cliarodon, from Malta; tlie quartz crystals known as "Isle of

Wight diamonds " ; agate nodules from North Wales ; and a

series of rock specimens from Sweden, China, and Charmvood
Forest.

Mr. W. J. Harrison, jun., rocks from Criccieth, and
quartz crystals from Beddgelert, North Wales ; Auniiunitcs

cordatus from the Oolite of Desborough ; and spines of Echino-
dermata, in chalk, from Grays, Essex.

Mr. David Hooper, Arlmtus Uredo, Mijrica Gale, Narthe-

cmin ossifrnr/utii , and other plants from Killarney ; Ciithmmn
maritbmim, from County Cork.

Mr. W. R. Hughes, Zoantlms CnucJtii var. liher, Saiiuvtia

ridiKita, VennatuJa }>Jtusiih()rca, and Antcdun rosaceus from Oban
;

a series of slides, prepared by Mr. F. W. Sharpus, illustrating

the development and structure of the Cephalopoda.
Mr. J. Levick, Mimnlm luteua, wild, from the banks of the

Rother, near Midhurst, Sussex.

Mr. W. P. Marshall, Aacna inicrojdii/lld, a small and
curious rock plant ; the apparatus prepared for the Oban
Excursion, 1883, especially that invented with a view to obtain

perfect specimens of Funiculiua.

Mr. C. H. Matley, fossiliferous quartzite pebbles, from
Castle Bromwich, containing species of Phacops, Orthis, Lin-

gula, and Riberia.

Mr. J. Morley, a section of llippuris cuhiaris; (Jer<iiiiiuiii

crhiiuitnm ; the rare white variety of Lamiuni purpurcum, from
a garden ; HeUehurm fa'tidus, H. viridis, and Daphne Laureola,

for Mr. T. Clarke, from Tanfield, Yorkshire.

Mr. C. Pumphrey, a number of Swiss, Italian, and Channel
Island plants, in flower, from his garden ; spiral fibres of root

of lily; the seeds of Pamnssia vulgaris; and Pyrula rutundij'olia,

from Southport.

Mr. W. Southall, Gentiana Pneumonanthe.

Mr. E. H. Wagstaff, Triarthra lontjiseta, from near Quin-

ton ; Argulua foliaceus, the fish parasite; Lophopus crystallinm

;

a large colony of Dendrosoma radians; and Nassula aiiihitjua,

from Sniethwick.
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Mr. T. H. Waller, an inlorestiii^' specimen of " slickcnsidcs'"

of qnarlzite, from C'aldecoti' Quarry, near Nuneaton
;

.<,dobular

l)h()spliato of lime, from South llussia ; a section of foi'amini-

feral carboniferous limestone, from North Wales ; a section of

precarhoniferous lava, from the Cheviot Hills, contann'ng hyper-

sthene ; a slide of the volcanic dust ejected in the late eruption

of Krakatoa, in Java, and of a lava from Montserrat, the

trituration of which would produce such dust.

Mr. 8. Walliker, a humming bird and a leaf insect from
the East Indies ; a species of Lepisma, found in cotton-wool
from Cyprus, about three or four times as large as the ordinary

species.

Mr. C. J. Watson, crystals of selenite, from Shotover
Hill, Oxford; minerals from J^armouth ; and a large number of

photographs of Welsh scenery, taken by himself,

Mr. W. H. Wilkinson, Lodoicea SeijchdlanDii, a double

cocoa-nut, found only in the Seychelles ; Lee-chee nuts, the

fruit of Nephelium lAtvhi, from China ; (.'actus triaw/ulariN, the

prickly pear, from the West Indies ; models of an orange and a
lemon formed by coating the fruit with copper, and then
burning ; a number of foliaceous roses, in which the ordinary

pink petals were of a green colour; a Canterbury bell, in which
the sepals were enlarged and petaloid (blue); the following

Lichens from the Highlands of Scotland :

—

Clndonia nini/i/erinu,

C extensd, C. eiuliriai'olid, C. (jracilis, C. viacilenUi, (J. pyxiddUi,

C. uncinlu, Sjihwroiihorun cotnpri'n.siuii (rare), I'ariiwlid ])Jtywdes

var. pldti/pliylla (in fruit, rare), P. saxntilis var. oniplialodes,

var. sulcata (in fruit, rare), P. olivacea, Fertusaria cuimnunis,

Lecanora tartarca, L. parella var. pallescens, P/n/scia pulvendenta,

P. parietina, P. Jurfuracea, P. prunastri, Usnea barbata, Punna-

lina J'arinacea, li. fraxinea,—vars. avipUata, fastigiata, and canali-

culata, R. cali/calis, and Stictn pulmonaria; Ricasolia amplissima,

from Oban ; the following Lichens, growing on trees, from
Blockley, Worcestershire :

—

Fiainalinu Jnixinea var. ampliatu,—
var. fastujKita, Pi, fa rinacca, Phi/seia prunastri, P. ciUaris, Pur-

melia pulverulejita , P. caperata, and P. parietina; and apiece of

conglomerate, brought by Mr. S. Walliker from the north of

Ireland, on which were growing the following Lichens :

—

Ramalina scopulorum, Plujscia parietina, Lecanora suhfusca, and
]'t'rrucaria )naura.

J. MORLEY, ) XT q
W. B. GROVE, B.A. j

^°"- ^^^''-
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BIOLOGICAL SECTION.

There have been ten meetings of this Section during the
year, under the presidency of the Chairman, Mr. A. W. Wills,

at which there has been an average attendance of 18-8, showing
a falling off compared with last year,

Five papers have been read, tlie titles of which will be
found on page xxii.

A large number of specimens has been exhibited, princi-

pally botanical, and the meetings have been especially notice-

able for the large and interesting displays of fungi, most of

wliich were contributed by our indefatigable friends, Messrs.
J. E. Bagnall and W. B. Grove, wlio have added several new
species to both the British and local floras. Mr. Bagnall has
also exhibited a number of mosses, lichens, and hepaticfe, some
rare and new to the district.

In the zoological department Mr. T. Bolton has exhibited a

now capito-branchiate annelid, Hajtlohranrhus astnarinits, and
Ml-, li. W. Chase some interesting birds.

JOHxN F. GOODE, Secretary.

GEOLOGICAL SECTION.

Ten meetings of this Section have been held during the

year, with an average attendance of 27.

With the exception of the summer months, papers have
been read at every meeting, many of them being very valuable

and the result of recent and original investigation ; the titles

will be found on page xxii.

There has been a decrease in the number of geological

exhibits, the principal exhibitors being Messrs. W. J. Harrison,

C. A. Matley, and T. H. Waller.

Two geological excursions have been made during the

year—on August 18th to Nuneaton, leader, Mr. T. H. Waller

;

and on September loth to the Lickey, under the guidance of

Mr. W. J. Harrison.

A. H. ATKINS, B.Sc, Hon. Sec.

SOCIOLOGICAL SECTION.

This Section was established on March 20th, 1883, in

accordance with Law X., on a formal requisition signed by
fifteen members of the Society. It may be pointed out that the

intention of the Section is philosophical, rather than distinctly

sociological, and that the choice of the name was made to avoid

confusion with anv other Societv.
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Mr. Hcrb(ut Spencer, who was already an Honorary Vice-

President of the Society, expressed his cordial approval of the

course of work proposed to be done by the Section, adding
some valuable suggestions. It is hoped in time to go through
the whole of his works, discussing special points as they arise,

and, where practicable, giving illustrations.

At the first meeting Mr. W. 11. Hughes was elected Chair-

man, and Mr. Alfred Hayes Hon. Sec. ; but Mr. Hayes, in

consequence of pressure of engagements, resigned his office, and
on October 4th last ^Ir. W. Greatheed was appointed to fill the

vacancy. The Section has held eight ordinary meetings and
four special meetings, the average attendance at the ordinary

meetings being 19'2, which has always included several ladies.

The enumeration of the work done by the section will be found

on page xxii. of this report.

The first meeting was opened by an address from the

Chairman. The discussion of Mr. Herbert Spencer's " Essay
on Education" was then formally introduced, and was continued

during the months of June and July.

Mr. Herbert Spencer's "Principles of Biology" was the

next work selected for examination. It was felt that this work
was the one most likely to be congenial to the members of the

Society. The first chapter, " On Organic Matter," in part I. of

the Data of Biology, was ably introduced at the October
meeting by Dr. Alfi-ed Hill, and the subject was continued at

subsequent meetings by other members. Many interesting

microscopical and other illustrations have been kindly given

by Mr. J. 0. W. Barratt. B.Sc, Mr. W. H. Cox, Mr. W. H.
France, Mr. J. Levick, F.E.M.S., Mr. W. P. Marshall, M.I.C.E.,

and Mr. Kabone, at the various meetings.

A special feature of the Section has been that of the

excursions made to local spots rendered famous by great minds.

The first of these was made to " George Eliot's Country," on
the afternoon of Saturday, 2nd June, under tlie guidance of

Mr. E. W. Badger, when, by the kindness of Mr. C. N.

Newdegate, M.P., the fine hall and grounds of Arbury (the

Cheverel Manor of " Mr. Gilfil's Love Story") were thrown
open to the members. A paper on "George Eliot" was
subsequently read at a special meeting of the Section by Mr,
Badger, to which friends were invited.

An excursion was also made to " Shakespeare's Country,"

on Saturday, October 6th, under the guidance of Mr. Eaboue,
who subsequently read, at a special meeting of the Section, a

paper entitled " Some Jottings about Shakespeare and Strat-

ford."

The attendance at these excursions and special meetings

was large, averaging nearly fifty members and friends. In the
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Cbairmau's receut interview with Mr. Herbert Spencer lie was
pleased to approve of the iitihty of these " outings'" in brighten-

ing the necessary dryness of an abstract study.

Correspondence has taken place with Mr. M. J. Savage, of

Boston, the author of " Evolution and Religion," and of the

"Morals of Evolution," which may perhaps tend to a closer

union of English and American Spencerians.

In the communications of the Section the embellishment

wliicli is familiar to all readers of " Synthetic Philosophy," ?nd
which symbolizes the connection of organic and inorganic

matter, has been used, by tlie kind permission of Mr. Spencer,

the cost of the woodblock having been defrayed by the Chair-

man. The Section has received several presents, including a

paper on the " Classification of Statistics and its Results,'" by
Mr. Patrick Geddes. It is hoped that during the coming year

Excursions may be made to the countries associated with the

names of Darwin, Bvron, Shenstone, or Landor.
W. GREATHEED, Hon. Sec.

THE LIBRARIAN'S REPORT.

The Librarian is able to report that the Library is in

fairly good condition. There is, however, one valuable work

missing fi'om the shelves—viz., Yarrell's "Fishes,"" vol. 1.

The following books have been issued during the year :

—

Botany, 67; Entomology, 12; Geology, 30; Microscopical, 53;

Miscellaneous, 112; Ornithology, IG ; Zoology, 55 ; total, 315.

This is an increase of 3U volumes in excess of the issue of last-

year. The number of members borroAving books during the'

year has been G9.

The additions to the Library have not been numerous, the

funds of the Society being low. The following have been

purchased :

—
Challenger Report, vol. vii., 4to.

Topographical BotaDy,2!icl Edition, 188;3,Hewett C.Watson, 1 vol.,8vo.

The Colours of Flowers, Grant Allen, 1 vol., 12mo.
History of British Birds, part iii., Seebohn.
Ray Society's vol. for 1882.

Palseontogi'aphical Society's vol. for 188.3.

Illustrations of British Fungi, parts xi.—xix., M. C. Cooke.
British Fresh-water Algse, parts iv.—vi., M. C. Cooke.
British Moss Flora, E. Braithwaite, part vii.

Journal of Botanv, 1883.

Nature, 1883.

Geological IMagazine, 1883.

Annals of Natural History, 1883.

Zoologist, 1883.

Midland Naturalist, 1883.

Entomologist, 1883.

Entomologists' Monthly. 1883.

Science Gossip, 1883.
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Tlic I'ollo-wing works have been pivst'iilcd to llio Library:

List of Specimeus of Crustacea in the Collection of the British

Museum ; 12ino. Presented by Mr. R. W. Chase.
The Age of the Gneissic Eocks of the Northern Ilif^hlands. C.

Callaway. By the Author.
Smithconian Report for ISSl, by the Washington Government.
Vignettes from the luvisbl,^ World. J. Badcock. By the Authox*.

Catalogue of Serials in the Library of the Mason College. By the

College.

Fruits of all Countries. By Jlr. F. Mott. Presented by Mr. !•:. ^^.

Badger.

Presented by the respective Societies :

—

Transactions of the Essex Field Club, vol. iii., 1888.

Report of the Peterborough Natural History Society.

Journal of the Northampton Natural History Societv and Field

Club. Parts
Proceedings of the Birmingham Philosophical Society. Vol. .iii.,

part "2.

List of Animals in the Gardens of the Zoological Society. 18P.S.

Report of the Marlborough College, 1882.

J. E. BAGNALL, Hon. Librarian.

CUEATOKS' EEPOET.
The Curators report that the microscopes are in much the

same state as they were at the hist Eeport, with the exception

that cue of the Colhus Microscopes has been overhauled by the

maker and has just been returned. They recommend to the

consideration of the Committee the desirabiHty of purchasing

stand condensers for four more of the microscopes.

The suggestion mentioned in their last Eeport—viz., that

new lamps be purchased, has been carried into effect, and the

Society is now possessed of suitable lamps.

Two side reflectors have also been added during the past

year to the accessories belonging to the Crouch and Swift

Microscopes.

They have pleasure to record that the following slides have

been presented to the Society during tli^ past year :

—

One sHde of volcanic dust from Krakatoa, by ]\Ir. T. H.
Waller ; six slides, four of Echinoderms, and two of the Entozoa,

by Mr. W. F. Sharpus, of London ; also four slides, made
from rocks collected at Oban, by Mr. T. H. Waller.

Mr. C. Pumphrey has also most generously presented to

the Society a new oxy-hydrogen lantern, in place of the old one,

which is now somewhat the worse for wear.

The Curators v/ish, in conclusion, to remind the ^lembers

of the various Sections of the Society that they are open to

receive further contributions of slides towards furnishing the

cabinet with microscopic objects.

E. M. LLOYD,
I

TT p .

HEEBEET MILLEE,/ ^°'^- '-"i^^^^^-
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GLACIAL MARKINGS IN THE EED MAEL.

By a. II. Atkins, B.Sc.

Ilcdil hrforc the Sncicti/ Jdnutdi/ '^Snl, 1S83.

' For some time past the atteution of local fjeologists has hecii

directed to the marks of Glacial action in the IMidlaiid Countii^s.

Their efforts tend to prove that the traces of the Glacial epoch extend

as far south as Birmin^^ham at least, and that either a sheet of ice

covered this nei^hhourhood, or else a number of ice-covered islands

lay in the midst of an extensive Glacial sea. As is well known, the

most common traces of ice action consist otroches moutouuecs, acvatches

on the rocks, and boulder clay containing striated and polished pebbles

and boulders. The former evidences are scarcely possible near Bir-

mingham, where all the rocks are too soft to receive or retain such

markings. At the Eowley Hills, however, Dr. Crosskey has discovered

large blocks of basalt striated in a manner which points to the actiou

of ice.

Of the latter traces—viz., Boulder Clay, etc.—the best section in

this locality is to be seen at California, near Harborue, w'here there is a

thick bed of tenacious clay, containing fragments of all sizes most
perfectly scratched and polished, which also show in which direc-

tion they have travelled, for among them may be found fragments of

basalt, limestone coal-shale, limestone, slate, and in fact almost ail

the rocks which occur in situ between here and North Wales. Patches

of a similar clay may be met with in other localities, as, for instance,

Washwood Heath and TysuU. In almost every case it is accompanied

aud interbedded with masses of Drift, and there seems no doubt that

these latter beds were deposited at about the same period.

This paper, however, as the title intimates, bears more especially

on the traces found iu the Red Marl, the uppermost division of the

Trias formation.

This bed extends southward from Birmingham to Warwick aud
Stratford, aud consists of marl iuterstratified with characteristic layers

of brown saudstoue aud white or grey shale. These bauds contain iu

abundance ripple markings, rain-drop impressious, aud pseudomorphs
of salt crystals, which, together with the beds of rock salt and
gypsum which occur in this formation, show that it was deposited in

a great continental salt lake, like the Dead Sea of the present era.

The Boulder Clay is not, at first" sight, easily distinguishable from

the Red Marl, but a close iuvestigatiou will show that there is ofteu a

top layer of clay of very much better quality, commercially speaking,

than the Red Marl below ; a fact of which the brickma.kers of the district

are well aware. Mr. W. J. Harrison, F.G.S., first called attention to

a section at Small Heaih, where the white bands of the Red Marl were
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contorted iu a remarkable manner, as if they had been subjected to

an intense grinding action, and this pecuUarity I liave noticed to be

very common in the neighbourhood.

The section, however, to which I especially wish to call attention

occurs near Small Heath, at Mr. Sames's brickworks, situated at the

junction of Garrison Lane and Cattell Road. When I first saw the

pit I put it down as merely a section of red marl, but a closer inspec-

tion revealed many points of interest, and that the lower part only

is red marl, with the usual bands of white shale. Above this is a layer

about three feet in thickness of an unusually hard shale or sand-

stone, called by the brickmakers rocJie, and surmounting all a bed of

very tenacious clay which varies iu thickness according to the

surface, but in its deepest part is about thirty feet, including about

four or five feet of soil and gravel. The dip of the beds is about
5° S.S.E., and they are faulted shortly afterwards against the

waterstones, the next lower division of the Trias formation. The
fault runs right through the town, extending in fact from Barnt

Green to Sutton Coldfield. The hard baud is not found else-

where in the neighbourhood, which is probably owing to the

slight dip and the fact that this clay pit is situated on the

highest point in the immediate locality. The height is in fact -ISOft.

above mean sea-level, w'liile the next elevation near is only -i'iOft., the

hard band indeed determining the escarpment which runs for some
distance as a steep hill overlooking the whole town of Birmingham.
The clay above the hard band contains some of the grey bauds, but

much twisted and broken. It is of a very diiferent quality from the red

marl, and bricks made from it fetch twice the price of those made
from the latter.

Dr. A. Hill has very kindly made for me a chemical analysis of the

different beds, which I reproduce here :

—
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a sinjjle analysis, but I think if more analyses of tlio rocks in the

district were made, and the results compai'ed, considerahlc lit,'ht

would be thrown ou the mode of their formation and the altera-

tions they have underi^one. The most remarkable fact connected

with the section, however, is found at the top of the hard band. In

removinj» the top layer of clay the workmen made a sort of platform,

which Mr. Harper, the manaj^er, pointed out to me, and kindly had

left for my inspection. When the clay is removed the surface of the

rock is found to be beautifully smoothed and polished, wliich appears

to me to point very strongly to glacier action. The only other probable

cause is the slipping of the clay above, but the very slight angle of

dip seems to preclude this. On the whole the diffei'ence in the

composition of the layers, the contorted strata, and the polishing of

the rock surface, indicate the action of ice, and I think a more rigid

investigation of the whole district would tend to confirm this theory.

I have brought the subject forward thus early, and in a rather

crude form, iu the hope that some of the I'eaders of the " Midland

Naturalist " may give the results of their researches, or be induced to

pay a little attention to the matter. The field is a wide one, and it is

probable that many more data may be obtained not only on the Red
Marl, but throughout the district, which will help us to complete the

history of the Great Ice Age, especially as it affects the Midland

Counties.

In conclusion, I may mention that in another neighbouring clay

pit, at the Adderley Park Brick "Works, the clay above the marl is very

tenacious and of good quality, but it contains numerous pockets of sand

and pebbles. At this pit also is a curious little fracture in the Red
!Marl which has raised the grej- bands in a sort of pucker about six

inches high.
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THE FELSPAKS.

BY T. H. WALLER, K.A., 15. SC, LOND., PRESIDENT OF THE SOCIETY.

Haul hrf'ore tlic Suricti/, Mki/ 22nd, 18S3.

Among the minerals of which the so-called igneous or crystalline

rocks are made np there appear certain which are distinguished from
the others by their hardness, colour, and specific gravity, and which
go by the general name of the Felspars. I have, however, found it

impossible to formulate a definition which would include them all

without giving it such wide limits as to destroy its value. Thus there

are silicates of alumina and potash, or of alumina and lime, or of

alumina and soda, or of alumina with any two of the other oxides.

The ratios of the silica to the bases vary greatly, and the crN'stalline

form is either monoclinic or triclinic, and the specific gravity varies

between 2-57 and 2'75.

I have, therefore, ventured to risk the charge of unsystematic

procedure, hoping that even if we cannot exactly express in words

the definition of the whole group, the differences between the various

members of it, and some of the more striking characteristics, may
profitably employ half-au-hour this evening, especially as there is, so

far as I know, nothing in the case of minerals which answers to the

natural system in Botany, and we have therefore tu fall back on what
we may call a Linnsean system of description.

Beginning, then, with a concrete example, and taking a coarse

granite,* such as there is on the table before you, we pass over the

black mica scales and the transparent glassy quartz grains, and fix

our attention upon the opaque white crystalline constituent of which
there is so much in the specimen. We observe first of all that some
of the fractures are smooth and shining, evidently such as are familiar

to i;s as cleavage planes, and examining them a little more closely we
find in any one crystal two sets of them meeting in an edge, so that

the crystal can easily be broken up into prisms. The goniometer tells

us that the angles of these fragments are right angles, and from this

circumstance the mineral has received the name of Orthoclase, as

cleaving at right angles. If now we can obtain a crystal separate from

the rock and examine its shape more accurately, it becomes evident

that the crystallographic system to which we must refer it is the

monoclinic ; that is, there is only one plane along which we could

divide it and have the two parts similar

—

i.e., only 0)ie plane of

symmetry. If we take a rectangular block of wood and ))lace it on a

looking-glass, the reflected image will appear simply a continuation of

the l)lock, and the same would be the case whichever of the faces of

the block was placed on the glass. There are, therefore, three planes

* From Lamorua, near Penzance. The granite contains very large white
crystals of Felspar.
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of symmetry parallel to the tlirco pairs of faces. But supposing' that

in preparing our hlock one pair of sides hail, while still at ri^lit angles

to the secoiul pair, been inclined at some other angle to the third pair,

a little consideration will show that placing the block on the glass

again we shall have the reflection as a continuation of the object in

only two of the six possible positions—that, therefore, there is only ohc

plane of symmetry, and with the block worked to a proper angle this

would be a model of our Felspar crystal.

If now wo cut slices thin enough to see through, parallel to the two
cleavage planes, we shall lind some differences between them as to

their relation to polarised light. In both cases we find double refrac-

tion—that is, if the polarising and analysing prisms are so placed that

the field of the microscope is dark (if the prisms are crosxed, as it is

called), the film of crystal will, in both cases, enable light to pass

through the second prism. But, now, keeping the prisms crossed,

rotate the specimens on the stage. Four positions will be found in

which they no longer do this, but become dark like the rest of the field

of view. If now these four '• extinction " positions are accurately com-
pared with the positions of the Nicols prisms, it will be found that the

edge formed by the two cleavages is parallel to the principal planes, as

they are called, of these (that is, to the shorter diagonal of the face of

the prism) in one case, and inclined to them at an angle in the other.

The first of these will be found to coiTespond with the most perfect

cleavage, the other with that in the plane of symmetry. Some of the

larger crystals, when examined on the best (or basal) cleavage, will be

found to be divided into two parts, shown by the fact that the cleavage

on the one side makes a considerable angle with that on the other; and
where detached specimens can be observed it will be seen that the

appearance is that of two thin individuals, one of them turned round
half way with respect to the other, and partly penetrating each other.

This is called twinning, and this particular form is the most usual in

Orthoclase, and is termei the Carlsbad twin, from a locality where
good examples are found. It will be seen that the rotation is not

round an axis perpendicular to the faces in contact, but round one

lying in it. The laws governing the twinning of crystals show that

that plane, being the plane of symmetry, could not be the twinning

plane, as it is called, in contradistinction to the plane of composition.

It will be seen at once that merely tiirning these two rough models
round on that plane produces no difference in shape, and neither can

there be any in physical properties, seeing that these also are the

same on both sides of the plane in question.

In thin slices this twinning shows very strikingly by the different

appearance of the two halves in polarised light, produced by the

different distribution of the optical properties in them. If the section

is accurately perpendicular to the plane of composition, although there

will be differences of colour in most positions, still both halves will

become dark at the same time. This, however, will happen but

rarely, but it is important, in view of what we shall find afterwards,
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to observe that when they do not become dark at the same time the

two parts do not extinguish when the dividing line makes equal angles

on each side with the principal sections of the Nicols.

We shall often find in these sections a very indefinite extinction

—

i.e., the whole surface does not become equally dark all over at any
possible position of the section, but takes a curious mottled look. The
cause of this is not certainly known-, but it has been suggested that it

is owing to the crystal being compound instead of simple, built up of

an extremely large number of very minute ones of another of the

group, a potash felspar, but differing from Orthoclase in some impor-

tant particulars.

Now we shall probably soon find among the colourless, but often

rather cloudy grains, which we are inclined, at the first glance, to

take for the mineral we have been studying, some which, under the

searching test of polarised light, show themselves to be made up of a

vei'y large number of fine bands, alternately light and dark, or if the

section is thick enough, alternately differently coloured. On rotating

this section between crossed prisms alternate bands will be found to

extingui-^h together and at a considerable angle at times from the

position of extinction of the other ones, and this, even when the lines

of junction make at the extinctions equal angles with the principal

planes of the prisms. This shows that we have to do with a mineral

which is not symmetrical (physically) with regard to the plane of

composition of the twinning ; in fact it will be found that we have
here a crystal of what is called the Trlcliiiic system, in which, that is,

the three axes are all inclined to each other, in which, therefore, no

plane can be found wliichwill divide the form into two exactly similar

parts—no plane of symmetry, in fact. If the block of which I spoke

earlier had not had any of its edges rectangular, it would be seen that

it was impossible to find any position in which there was not an

apparent break between the object and its reflected image when it was
placed on the looking glass.

The mineral which we have thus detected is one of the Tricliuic or

Plagioclase felspars, so called because if we examine the cleavages in

a crystal of one of them we shall find that these are no longer at

right angles to each other, but enclose an angle, measured over the

edge in which they meet, of about 86^°, varying slightly with the

different sorts.

The rough models before you are attempts to give visible proof of

some of the exterior properties of these minerals, especially in regard to

that by which we have detected them in the rock, the multiple twinning.

In the first place, we find that, seeing that no face of the crystal is a

plane of symmetry, we may, by simply turning one component through

half a circle, keeping the corresponding planes together, produce a

twinning possible according to the laws of crystals ; and, indeed, this

IS the commonest of all among the Triclinic felspars, and fi'om its

prevalence in Albite is called the Alhite twinning. In most cases this

is repeated very many times, and the models show that the result is
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the production on the surface (it is no lon<,'C'r truly ii plane) of easy

cleavaj^e of a number of ridijes and furrows. These are the cause of

the striations visible even to the uaked eye on broken surfaces of these

felspars which make them frequently easy to distin<^uish from Ortlio-

clase. In the lai'j,'e crystal in Granite on the table an included t,'rain

of slightly different lustre is visible, and a little further observation

shows the striae on it, proving that it is an inclusion of one of the

Plagioclases. It is, however, to the more basic rocks, such as Basalts,

Dolerites, and Gabbros, that we must go for the most extended
presence of these minerals, in contradistinction to the presence of

Orthoclase in the acid rocks, such as Granite, Obsidian, and Porphyry.
It must not, however, be for one instant supposed that the separation

between what we may call Orthoclase and Plagioclase rocks is a sharp

one. Almost all rocks which contain felspar contain a triclinic one to

a greater or less extent—even Granite, as meutioned above ; and ou the

other hand, Orthoclase is by no nieaus unknown, even in those rocks in

which the prevailiug felspar is triclinic.

As to the composition of the different species which make up this

group, they are naturally divided into three sections : the pure Soda
felspar Albite, the pure Lime felspar Anorthite, and the mixed
felspars OUgoclase, Andesine, and Labradorite. It is still a disputed

point whether these last three are really definite minerals, or

only mixtures in various proportions of the other two. Szabo is

convinced, by the examination of many thousands of specimens,

by means of their flame I'eactious, that the series from Albite to

Anorthite is a perfectly coutinous one. On the other hand, other

observers consider that the compounds named are definite and
invariable, and that differences of composition are at any rate, to a

considerable extent, due to the interlamination of felspars of different

species. Dana adduces in favour of the latter view, the fact that

different felspars are frequently found iutercrystallised ; that in these

cases there is no appearance of indefinite shading of one into the

other, but that both keep perfectly and sharply distinct. I exhibit a

specimen, showing this in a striking manner. Ou the other hand, it is

quite certain that some of them

—

e.g., Oligoclase—have definite optical

I)roperties, and a tolerably definite composition. But we must confess

that variations are decidedly more common and larger than can be

very easily accounted for. I may perhaps give an instance—Professor

Heddle, in his analysis of Scotch felspars, gives one of an Oligoclase

from Lairg in Sutherland. I have made one of a specimen collected

by Professor Lapworth, in Sutherland, and find a very complete

accordance, except that the potash is a trifle higher and the lime

correspondingly lower. On cutting a thin slice parallel to the basal

cleavage, the reason becomes pretty certain. The greater part of the

mass is Oligoclase, extinguishing at the low angle from the twinning

plane which is characteristic of it but interlaminated with it is another

felspar, which by its angle of extinction is shown to be Microline.

Now this latter is a potash felspar, so that its presence would
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necessarily tend to increase the percentage of that alkali, and

correspondingly diminish the lime. It is much to be regi'etted that

Professor Heddle has not made (or published, if he has made)
observations on the microscopical and optical properties of the grand

series of felspars analysed by him. They would almost certainly have

afforded an immensely improved point of departure for argument as

to the actual chemistry of the group.

To determine what felspar we have in a rock is, unfortunately, a

very difficult task, at any rate where it occurs in but small-sized

crystals. Chemical analysis is very difficult in the case of such

small quantities of material as are usually available, and is

frequently but uncertain on account of the almost unavoidable

admixture of other minerals. But two or three methods have been

proposed, and of them I propose to speak, though only very briefly,

seeing that to properly elucidate the subject I should have to make
more experiments before you than there is time and opportunity for

to-night. I the less regret this, as some time ago I read a paper, and

showed experiments, on one of the methods mentioned.

This, which is the one elaborated by Dr. Szabo, professor in the

Uuiverisity of Buda-Pesth, is, in essence, a carefully arranged deter-

mination of the fusibility in different parts of a Buusen burner flame

of particular (or at least invariable) dimensions, the same operations

also serving for the estimation of the percentage of the alkalis by the

intensity of the flame-colouration. This method, which can be com-

pletely carried out in about a quarter of an hour, if all goes fortunately,

enables us to decide at once and easily between Orthoclase, Albite,

Oligoclase, Labradorite, and Auorthite, but requires more practice

and more careful observation to determine accurately the varying

proportions of soda in Orthoclase (in eighteen analyses of Scotch

felspar, by Dr. Heddle, this varies between 0-53 and 5-5%), the division

of Audesine between Oligoclase and Labradorite, and the occurrences

between this last and Auorthite, which have been called Bytownite.

The best way is to compare the specimen with fragments of known
composition, one on one side of the flame, the other on the other.

Another plan is that of Dr. E. Boricky, depending on the facts that

a dilute solution of fluosilicic acid decoinposes silicates, and that the

fluosilicates of several of the bases which occur most frequently in

minerals crystallise iu characteristic forms, and so can be detected,

after the drying up of the drop of reagent, by means of the microscope.

Thus Orthoclase leaves beautiful cubic and octohedral crystals of the

Potash salt, and a few hexagonal prisms of the soda one. In the case

of Albite the x^roportion of the two sorts of crystals is reversed.

For the purpose of separating portions of felspar for trial by either

of these methods it is very convenient to use the heavy solution of

iodide of Hg. in iodide of K. which Soustedt proposed, and which is

now being much used, especially in Germany, to get out the various

constituents of a rock for purposes of analysis. The solution can be

got of a sp. gr. of just over three, so that felspars and quartz float
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while aii^ite sinks. By careful dilutioii (lUiirlz and felspars can be

then separated, and even Ortlioclase, from the Triclinic ones. This is

also proposed by Goldschmidt* as a very convenient and very accurate

means of obtainin<,' the sp. gr. of the constituent minerals of a rock

even when only one or two j^rains can be detached, for if the dilution

be carried so far that the fragment remains suspanded anywhere

indifferently in the fluid the sp. gr. of the solid and that of fluid must
be e<]ual, and ma\' be easily determined in the case of the latter by

means of the sp. gr. bottle.

The optical method of determiuin what is the particular felspar

in a rock is founded on the fact that the position of the optic axes

with respect to those of form varies in the different species. Of
course Ortlioclase is distinguished from the Plagioclases by its mono-
clinic symmetry

—

i.e., iu a section of a rock some crystal sections will

probably be found iu which " extinction " happens when the com-

position line of the twin structure is parallel to the principal plane of

one of the Nicols. It is, however, the discrimination of the Triclinic

specifics which is so difficult, and in many cases quite impossible. We
have to pick out in the section those cr3'stal sections which extinguish

at ejual angles ou both sides the Nicol plaue, and then measure this

angle in as many cases as we cau find. Now symmetrical extiuctious

only show that the plane of section has accidentally passed through the

crystal perpendicular to the twinning plaue, and therefore the

extinction angle may vary within wide limits, and it is only by noticing

the maximum angle that we cau form any conclusion whatever; f e.fj.,

in trying to determine a felspar a short time ago I found an extinction

of 10° on one side and 17^° on the other

—

i.e., 33i° from one to the other.

Now if I had only been able to find this one tolerably symmetrical

extinction I could not have told which felspar it was. It would

probably not have been Albite, seeing that the angle in that case

should not have exceeded 31^", but I could have gone no further.

When, however, I found further angles of 44°, 48°, 53J°, 54°, 56°, 58°,

66°, 71°, 73°, there was enough to assure me of the presence of a very

basic Livie felspar, and the observation of one grain showing the zonal

structure to be presently mentioned with an extinction angle of 48° iu

some parts and of 82° in others, made the presence of both Labradorite and

Anorthite almost a certainty. Iu this case a large number of observa-

tions could be made, and therefore such a degree of probability

produced that I was not at all surprised tj find the observations quite

confirmed by Szabo's flame reactions, some of the grains which I

was able to detach being much more fusible than others, and all

* Neues Jahrbuch I., 18S1. Beilage Band, p. 179.

t The followius table of the ansle between the extiuctiou positions of two
Twin Lamellffi in the various Felspars may be of service. The section is

supposed perpendicular to the plaue of twin' composition, aud the auglo given
is the maximum observable for each species:—Ortlioclase, 0"; Microcline, 3G°;

Albite, 314-
; OliKoclase, 37-; Labradorite, Glr'; Auorthite, 74*-aud upwards.

Iu sections parallel to the Basal cleavage :—Microcliue, 30 —32-
: Albite, 7^—S-"

Oligoclase, -2,°—3^
; Labradorite, 10-^—14*-

; Auorthite, 57-'—74^.
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showing a low alkali percentage

—

i.e., the presence of the two most

basic Lime felspars. But the essential condition of obtaining any

satisfactory result is the possibility of finding many symmetrical

extinctions, and even then Dr. Becke, who has studied this a good

deal, says that the division and discrimination leaves much to be

desired, and should only be relied on in default of more certain

methods.

The optical method, however, is quite trustworthy and accurate

when it can be applied to fragments obtained by cleavage and placed

in definite directions in the field of the microscope. But this naturally

demands a certain size in the crystals, so that manageable pieces may
be detached. As an example, I may mention that in a north country

dyke large clear glassy felspar crystals occur, which my friend Mr.

Teall determined optically as Anorthite, the determination being fully

borne out by a subsequent chemical analysis.

Passing now to the general features, common to all the different

species of Felspar, there is not much that is characteristic, at any rate

microscopically. According to the rock in which they occur, they are

found to enclose the various minerals associated with them, and, in

addition, portions of the ground mass or glassy base, where this occurs,

and sometimes, though rarely, the so-called water cavities

—

i.e., little

drops of water shut in by the growing crystal. These inclusions are

very frequently arranged in bands round the outline of the section of

the crystal, showing that during the time it was forming changes of

condition took place, and this is also strikingly shown by the Zonal

structure, as it is called, even when there are no inclosures to

accentuate it and make it visible without polarised light. A crystal

showing this typically does not extinguish all over its extent in any

one position between crossed prisms, but bands, more or less nearly

following the outline of the grain, become dark, and on continuing the

rotation, the extinction passes to other bands, showing, according to

the optical method mentioned just now, a difference of composition

from band to band.

Some felspars are particularly beautiful minerals, on account of

the play of colours they exhibit. In addition to the beautiful green

amazon stone from various localities, which is remarkable as being a

pure Potash felspar, and yet Trirlinic, we have the Aventurine or

Sun Stone of Norway ; Oligoclase, with extraordinarily delicate ilakes of

a mineral which is probably Hematite, and the well-known Labradorite

from Paul Island, Labrador, with its exquisite play of blues and

greens, which is also due to inclusions in its substance, though the

nature of them is at present quite a matter of dispute. Those who

went to Oxford the other day saw in the new schools a beautiful piece

set in amongst the marbles of the staircase, and in the Museum is a

fine slab of considerably larger dimensions. I am sorry that I can

show you to-night only small specimens, but there is a case of

beautiful polished specimens in the Corporation Art Gallery which

will well repay a visit and examination.
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The course of the decomposition of these minerals is most
generally by the washinj^ out of the alkaline silicates, and the

consequent formation of Kaolin when pure, or of Clay when less so.

The China Clay industry of Devon and Cornwall is, as you are well

aware, an extremely important one, and the processes of washing',

settling, and drying are very interesting to witness, not least perhaps

as proving the great length of time that fine particles may remain

suspended in water, and tlie beautiful green colour which is produced

by the multitudinous reflections from them while so suspended. lu

some other cases the decomposition of felspar seems to have resulted

in its complete removal

—

e.f/., in tho s3-called Serpentine of Clicker

Tor, by Menheniot, near Liskeard, the original presence of felspar is

proved by its still existing where it was completely inclosed by the

Augite, which is very little, if at all, changed, and by the forms of

the spaces where it indented this mineral, but in the Serpentine of the

rock there is no trace of it at all. In the change of the Olivine to

Serpentine the felspar has utterly disappeared.

In other cases Zeolites and Potash Mica, with the Tridymite form

of Silica, result from the decomposition of Orthoclase, while in the

case of the Lime felspars, as Labradorite and Anorthite, the curious

aggregate called Saussurite, or False Jade, is perhaps as common as

any form of alteration product. The analyses show that there is

very often a percentage of ferrous oxide or magnesia, which can only

be accounted for by supposing a simultaneous alteration of the

Pyroxene or Hornebleude associated with it, and a mixture of the
products.

I have omitted a good many points which would have been

of interest if they could have been properly exhibited to you. In

particular, I should have liked to have spoken rather more of the

different twinning systems prevalent, and of the compound twinnings

which produce such curious appearances of gratings in polarised light.

The minute crystals, too, in some Obsidians, which have some claim to

be thought incipient Orthoclase, and the curious structural peculiarities

of some of the massive forms, but this paper, although but superficial

and cursory in the treatment of the subject, has already extended to

quite as great a length as I can reasonably ask you to listen to, so I

will conclude by referring those who wish to inquire further into the

subject to

—

Geikie's Text-book of Geology.

Green's Physical Geology, where there is a good resume of the optical

properties of the various felspars.

Rutley's Study of Rocks.

Bauermau's Systematic Mineralogy, for some information on the

crystallography and twinning.

Zirkel's Die Mikroskopische Beschaffenheit der Mineralien und
Gesteine.

Eoseubusch's Mikroskopische Physiographic der petrographisch

wichtigen Mineralien.
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Sziibo's Eine ncno Methodo die Felspathe audi in Gesteinen zu

bestiiinnen.

Boricky's Pamphlet on the method of discrimiuation by the use of

Hydrofluosihcic Acid.

(Tlie last four in German.)

Fouquc and Levy's grand book on Microscopic Petrology " Lcs Koches

Eruptives de la France."
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SOCIOLOGY. *

A few remarks seem called for by me
on this the interesting occasion of the first

mcetinj^ of " The Sociolof^ical Section," for

the study of Mr. Herbert Spencer's system

of philosophy. My difficulty is absence of

ability and presence of responsibility in

introducin<5 so large a subject, and especi-

ally tlie want of necessary time for con-

densation and co-ordination. In enthusiasm

I am second to few.

The raisoii iVrtre of the Section may bo

best gathered from the following letter that

was addressed unofficially to Mr. Herbert

Sp'.'ncer.

Wood House, Haiidsworth Wood,
near Birmiugham,

19th March, 1883.

Sir,—I hope that you will pardon this intrusion

at a time when all your energies are devoted to

your oinis magnum. Any interruption, however
trivial, must iu many cases be simply an annoyance.

But I trust that the exceptional circumstances
under which I write may not be uninteresting to

you, and my letter shall be as brief as I can make it.

A few gentlemen, several of whom are members of The Birmingham Natural
History and Microscopical Society—among the Honorary Vice-Presidents of

which we have already the advantage of including your name—have resolved,

with the approval of the Society, to form a section to be called " The Sociological
Section, for the study of Mr. Herbert Spencer's system."

The proposed Section will consist chiefly of Naturalists and professional

men, all of whom ai'o interested in the Synthetic Philosophy, and siucei'e

admirers of its author.

We feel that as the Natural History Society has a very good Biological Library,
iucluding your works, together with Blicroscopes, Specimens, etc., and as its

objects are cognate it is the most fitting home for us.

We believe that new members will be drawn to the parent Society on the
formation of the new Section, out of which our ranks will bo recruited, and that
altogether the arrangement is a satisfactory one on both sides.

We hope to make our Section attractive to thinkers who recognise the
doctrine of Evolution, and we want to make it successful. If, however, the
meetings only give us " a wave of pleasure," that will be something.

Our proposed plan is to meet monthly for eight or nine months in the 3'ear,

to go through iu turn all your writings—reading up, of course, privately in the

'iitcrim—holding discussions, and having pai>ers thereon.

Not to begin with too abstruse a subject, wc think that the consideration of

the "Education" may profitably occupy us for May and June, and in the early

autumn we hope to commence with "First Principles."

* Abstract of an Address delivered to the Sociological Section of The
Birmingham Natural History and Microscopical Society by W. R. Hughes,
F.L.S., President of the Section, at its first meeting at the Mason College,
Birmingham.—Thursday, 3rd May, 1683.
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My object iu addressing you is to ask the great favour of your informing me
wlu'ther you think vrell of our intention, and if so, can you. if you think fit,

kindly give us—at any time that may be convenient to you—the benefit of any
suggestions?

We are modest in expecting any marked practical results from the establish-

ment of our now Section, but we all feel " tliat the character of the aggregate is

determined by the characters of tlie units," and we are content "to see how
comparatively little can be done, and yet to find it worth while to do that
little."

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your faithful and obedient Servant,
(Signed) William B. Hughes.

Herbert Spencer, Esquire.

The very valuable and iuteresting reply received from Mr. Herbert

Speucer is as follows :

—

38, Queen's Gardens, Bayswater, W., March 20th, 1883.

Dear Sir,—I wish that others who write to me would all assign as good a
reason as that given in your letter of the 19th.

The contents of it give mo great satisfaction. My aims from the beginning
have been directed towards the application of philosophy to the guidance of

life, individual and social ; and I rejoice to perceive at length a practical

recognition of the truth that Sociology must be studied from the evolutionary
point of view, and that political conduct can be rightly guided only when a
ritioual theory of Society has been established. I wish you all success in your
undertaking, which cannot but result in some good, even if but little.

In respect of suggestions which you invite, I will say only tnat I think the
growth and prosperity of any organisation is bound up with the doing of work
of some kind or other. Mere receptivity will not sutHce: there must be inde-

pendent activity. In this case, where the aim is the diffusion of a doctrine, the
work may properly take the form of further elaboration of its component
truths by furtiier investigation of evidence. Particular points should be taken
up by individual members or groups of members, with the view of gatheiing

together evidence bearing on them, and setting forth the conclusions. As you

indicate " Education" as one of tlie first objects to be dealt with, you might, iu

connection with it take up the alleged relations between ignorance and crime,

and education and morality. There is the evidence afforded by the different com-
munities of Europe and America. There is tlie evidence afforded by different

classes in the same community. There is the evidence afforded by different

localities in the same community. In each of these inquii-ies there is ample
scope for effort, and gi'eat need for it. Various special questions, with the accom-
panying suggested investigations, will arise in the course of your reading ; and
my belief is both that you will succeed best as a Society, and will unquestionably

do most good, if, along with the discussion of principles, you carry on inquiries

concerning the results of conformity and nonconformity to them.

I am, faithfully yours,

(Signed) HERBERT Spencer.
William B. Hughes, Esq.

P.S.—It occurs to me that for a Biological Society there is a class of questions

specially appropriate to be taken up in connection with Sociology—I mean the

modification of men's natures consequent upon social conditions. There is a

large groujj of inquiries to be made respecting the effects produced upon the

physique by this or that kind of treatment, now tending to kill the feeble, now
to preserve the feeble; tending to check this or that disease, or to leave it its

free course. There is another large class of questions concerning the mental
effects of legislation of this or that kind—the fostering or the repression of this

or that sentiment, and this or that intellectual power, aud the consequent
changes of character and cajiacity produced in nations by political causes.
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Whatever may come of the establishment of this Section, I think

you will all agree with me that it is a subject of great gratification to

those moinbor.i who constitute its nucleus that they have been

honoured by the approval of Mr. Herbert Spencer in the course that

they liave taken. It is uo small matter that in the midst of most
important and absorbing work he should have recognised and
encouraged us so warmly and kindly. His letter is in truth an

important and original essay. It is very interesting also to state that

Mr. Herbert Spencer in a subsequent letter requested to be furnished

with a few copies of our formation Circular, which was addressed to

the members of the Society. He says, " Some of my American
friends have taken like steps over there ; and it would be encouraging

to them to tind this manifestation of sympathy in their aims here

also."

Need I say anything of the master himself to those who are his

admiring students'? Need I say anything of the eminent Englishman
living among us at this time, modestly, unselfishly, antl devotedly

labouring, without State aid or grants from learned Societies, at the

gigantic task he has set himself, of working out and co-ordinating a

system of philosophy which " he alone of British thinkers has ever

attempted "—he who has been recognised by Darwin as " our gi'eat

philosopher"—by Professor Tyndall as "the apostle of the under-

standing "—by Professor Huxley as " one of the profoundest of living

English philosophers "—and of whom George Henry Lewes " con-

sidered it questionable whether any thinker of finer calibre had
appeared in our country." Nor are opinions less warm abroad.

Professor John Fi'ske, of Harvard University, the talented author of

" Outlines of Cosmic Philosophy, based on the Doctrine of Evolution,"

states in that work " that in power of psychological analysis Herbert

Spencer has been surpassed by no thinker that ever lived, and has

been rivalled only by Aristotle, Berkeley, and Kant." Surely these

encomiums are sufficient to entitle the author of the Synthetic

Philosophy to the profound admiration and respect of all Naturalists

who acknowledge the doctrine of evolution, and follow at a distance

in the steps of his friend and co-worker, the illustrious Darwin.

But a higher practical tribute to the genius of Mr. Herbert Spencer

was paid by the French nation, when not long since the Minister of

Instruction had his fanaous " Essay on Education "—on which alone

his claim to fame might fairly rest—translated into French for

gratuitous public distribution. Nor must the great American people

be forgotten, for they have, I believe, expressed in a more substantial

manner their recognition of the value of his writings. The enthusi-

astic and hearty reception recently accorded to Mr. Herbert Spencer

in New York is evidence of the high opinion which the Americans
entertain of his worth.

Why do I refer to these matters ? Matters which are perfectly

well known to, and rejoiced in, by all Spencerians. Simply because I

fancy that many who from want of opportunity or inclination or
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other accidental causes have no made acquaiutauca with Mr. Herbert

Spencer's writings, have sometimes acquired a prejudice against them.

Was noble man but made ignoble talk.

He makes uo friend who never made a foe.

—

Tennyson.

To use an illustration of his own :
" While yet in its nurse's arms,

the infant, by hiding its face and crying at the sight of a stranger,

shows the dawning instinct to attain safety by flying from that which

is unknown and may be dangerous." That illustration, which is

doubtless very applicable to later life, is, as you are aware, from the

" Education," and I venture to think that if we followed the example

of our French neighbours and printed that Essay alone for gratuitous

distribution many lives would be annually saved, and that there is not

a single person of average intelligence who reads it but would in some

way derive benefit from it. Whether we admit it or reject it, it cannot

be doubted that Mr. Herbert Spencer's writings are acquiring a

wonderful influence in this country, on the Continent, and in America.

Scarcely a newspaper or magazine can be taken up but there appears

an article which borrows force from his deductions or quotes one of

his aphorisms on the doctrine of evolution. " The adaptation of

the organism to its environment ' —the " egoism and the altruism "

—that wonderful description which he gives of life as " the definite

combination of heterogeneous changes, both simultaneous and

successive, in correspondence with external co-existences and

sequences"—or simpler, "the adjustment of internal to external

relations —are familiar in our mouths as household words. If time

were not important I should be glad to quote from " First Principles
"'

Mr. Herbert Spencer's views on Keligion and Science—from the

" Social Statics " his views on progi-ess, and from the " Study of

Sociology " his views on government. But these are, of course, well

known to most of the members of this Section.

Of the Synthetic Philosophy, that vast system which, com-

mencing with " first principles"—the knowable and the unknowable

—

carries its students through the principles of Biology, Psychology,

Sociology, and Morality (which last and greatest work of all—

a portion of which only, " The Data of Ethics," has as yet

been published—we most fervently trust its learned and gifted

author may live to accomplish), gives a rational conception

of the Cosmos, and applies the doctrine of evolution to all

the phenomena, organic and inorganic, which go to build up our

planet, time also allows me only just to allude to generally ; but

I think I may paraphrase the words of Mr. Alfred Russel Wallace

applied to the author of the " Origin of Species," and say, "that if

other principles should hereafter be discovered, or if it be proved

that some of his subsidiary theories are wholly or partially erroneous,

this very discovery can only be made by following in his (Mr. Herbert

Spencer's) steps, by adopting the method of research which he has

taught us, and by largely using the rich store of material which he

has collected."* _^^_
* " Tropical Nature and other Essays," by Alfred Bussel Wallace, p. 2.53.

Loudou : Macmillan and Co., 3879.
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Perhaps the most effective and appreciative criticism that has ever

appeared of Mr. Herbert Spencer's system was th-it given by the hite

Professor W. Stanley Jevons, whose untimely death is still fresh in

our memories. In an article entitled "John Stuart Mill's Philosophy
Tested" iuthe "Contemporary Review" for November. 1879, he said :

—

" To me the Spenceriau Philosophy presents itself in its main features

as unquestionably true ; indeed it is already difficult to look back and
imagine how philosophers could have denied of the human mind and
actions what is obviously true of the animal races generally

Paley pointed out how many beautiful contrivances there are in the
human form tending to our benefit. Spencer has pointed out that the

Universe is one deep-laid framework for the production of such
beneficent contrivances. Paley called upon us to admire such
exquisite inventions as a hand or an eye. Spencer calls upon us

to admire a machine, which is the most comprehensive of all

machines, because it is ever engaged in inventing beneficial inven-

tions ad iiijinitum. According to Mill we are little self-dependent

gods fighting with a malignant and murderous power called Nature,

sure one would think to bo worsted in the struggle According

to Spencer, as I venture to interpret his theory, we are the latest

manifestation of an all-prevailing towards the good,—the happy.

Creation is not yet concluded, and there is no one of us who may not

become conscious in his heart that he is no automaton, no mere lump
of protoplasm, but the Creature of a Creator."*

" To Monsieur Comte," the author of the " Positive Philosophy,"

says Mr. Herbert Spencer, " is due the credit of having set forth, with

comparative defiuiteness, the connection between the science of life and
the science of society." He maintained that a knowledge of all the

facts connected with the growth and development of individual man
must be understood before the facts of the growth and development of

aggregates of men—in other words, of societies—could be correctly

understood. In his classification of the sciences he therefore placed

Biology before Sociology.

For a very admirable opinion of the value of the teaching of Soci-

ology under many of its aspects, I cannot resist quoting the observations

of one of the most distinguished of living philosophers and exponents of

the Doctrine of Evolution. In that memorable Address, which many
of us had the good fortune to listen to, from Professor Huxley in the

Town Hall on the occasion of the opening of this noble College on the

1st of October, 1880, he said at the conclusion :
—" Within these walls

the future employer and the future artizan may sojourn together for

awhile, and carry through all their lives the stamp of the influence

then brought to bear on them. Hence, it is not beside the mark to

remind you that the prosperity of industry depends, not merely upon
the ennobling of the individual character, but upon a third condition,

namely, a clear understanding of the conditions of social life on the

* "Contemporary Review," November, 1879. 'John Stuart Mill's Philosophy
Tested, by Professor W. Stanley Jevous,' pp. 537-8.
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part of both the capitalist and the operative, and their agreement

upon common principles of social action. They must learn that social

phenomena are as much the expression of natural laws as any others

;

that no social arrangements can be permament unless they hannouise

with the requirements of social statics and dynamics ; and that in the

nature of things there is an arbiter whose decisions execute themselves.

" But this knowledge is only to be obtained by the application of the

methods of investigation adopted in physical researches to the investi-

gation of the phenomena of society. Hence, I confess I should like to

sec one addition made to the excellent scheme of education propounded

for the College, in the shape of provision for the teaching of Sociology.

For though we are all agreed that party politics are to have no place

in the instruction of the College, yet in this country, practically

governed as it is now by universal suffrage, every man who docs his

duty must exei'cise political functions ; and if the evils which are

inseparable from the good of political liberty are to be checked—if the

perpetual oscillation of nations between anarchy and despotism is to

be replaced by the steady march of self-restraining freedom—it will

be because men will gradually bring themselves to deal with political as

they now deal with scientific questions ; to be as ashamed of undue haste

and partisan prejudice in the one case as in the other, and to believe

that the machinery of society is at least as delicate as that of a

spinning-jenny, and not more likely to be improved by tlie meddling

of those who have not taken the trouble to master the principles of

its action."

The recurrence of the word politics in Mr. Herbert Spencer's

letter and its postscript, and in the preceding reference to it, may
possibly lead some to suspect that we are in some sense a political

society. Such, of course, is not the case. We are all students of

Sociology, and the basis of our formation is as expressed in our circular.

"The Section originated in a wish to unite, for the purpose of

mutual help, those who were already students of Mr. Herbert Spencer's

system, but were unknown to each other, and to introduce to the

Synthetic Philosophy those already engaged in some special biological

study, but as yet unfamiliar with the principles common to all

departments of Natural History."

The Science of Society admits of very wide generalisations which

no other science offers, and it cannot be doubted that perhaps among
the many interesting questions arising out of that study. Education,

Religion, Politics, Art, Science, and Literature, will all have a share

of attention. Apropos of this I venture to quote a few of the conclud-

ing words of Mr. Herbert Silencer to his work on the study of

Sociology. He says :
—" And here let me point out distinctly the

truth already implied, that studying Sociology scientifically leads to

fairer appreciations of different parties, political, religious, and other.

The conception initiated and developed by Social Science is at the

same time Ra-lical and Conservative—Radical to a degree beyond
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anything which ciuTout Radicalism conceives; Conservative to a

degree beyond anything conceived by presont Conservatism."'

And he goes on t:) point ont at length—which I must not stay to

trouble you with—that when there has been grasped the truth that

Societies are products of evolution, then there will be realised a

proper conception of such Societies, and that as Mr. Herbert Spencer
says, " thus the theory of progress, disclosed by the study of

Sociology as science, is one which moderates the hopes and the fears

of extreme parties."

Mr. Herbert Spencer has over and over again insisted on the

necessity of scientific culture in general as a preparation for the study

of Sociology, and above all culture of the Science of Life. He says :

" This IS more particularly requisite because the conceptions of

continuity, complexity, and contingency of causation, as well as the

conception of fructifying causation, are conceptions common to it

and to the Science of Society. It affords a sj)ecially fit discipline, for

the reason that it alone among the sciences produces familiarity with

these cardinal ideas—it alone presents the data for them in forms
easily grasped, and so prepares the mind to recognise the data for

them in the Social Science where they are less easily grasped though
no less constantly presented The Science of Life yields

to the Science of Society certain great generalisjatious, without which
there can be no Science of Society at all."t

It seems to me most appropriate that in Birmingham—whose motto
is " Forward'' and whose progress has ever been in harmony with it

—

once the home of Priestley, the discoverer of oxygen, one of the early

pioneers of Evolution, and that in connection with a Natural History

Society like ours, the oldest scientific society in the town, which has

made Biology one of its principal studies, and which offers certain

special facilities as regards its Library and appliances, there should be

established a Section for the study of Sociology.

(1.) As regards the town, I submit from numerous circumstances

which I will proceed to set out: its special suitability as a centre for

the study of a somewhat advanced type of Society. From its peculiar

topographical position in almost the central part of England, situated

on the New Red Sandstone, at an average altitude of 4;50f t. above the

mean sea-level (a) of undulating surface, covering a large area, and not

(a.» According to Dr. Hill, F.I.C., the Medical Officer of Health for Birmingham,
iu his Report of the Health of the Borough for 1831:—"The elevation of the

borough, that is its height above the mean level of the sea, varies betwoou 31()

and GOO feet, the lowest poiut being at Saltley, and the highest at Edgbaston.

This lofty position is iu many respects a considerable advantage, especially

when associate 1, as it is in the case of Birmingham, with a porous soil consisting

of the upper division of the Buuter or Mottled Beds of the Trias or Upper New
Eed Sandstone."

* " The Study of Sociology," ninth edition, p. 394, 1880.

t " The Study of Sociology," ninth edition, p. 322, 1880.
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Seuerally ovei'crowled (b)

,

salubrious (c), and enjoying an immunity from

any serious and persistent class of epidemics ;—contiguous to a

geological field of exceptional interest, and to a country remarkable for

its beautiful and varied scenery, its botanical richness, and its fertile

agricultural produce ;—in a county rendered famous by one of the

greatest poets that any age has ever witnessed ;— in a scene of develop-

ments in mechanical science with which are associated the names of

James Watt, Matthew Boultou, and other worthies who have laid

the foundation of the world's prosperity ;—in a scene of art manu-
factures and industries, of beauty and utility, made everywhere

famous by the works of Chance, and Elkiugtou, and Gillott, and

Hardman, and Mason, and Tangye, and Winfield, and hosts of

others ;—from the town being independent of any specific forms

of trade such as cotton, woollen, etc., and not subject to recurrtzit

panics or waves of depression arising out of or common to those

specific forms of trade ;—fx'om the many and varied lands of manu-

factures and trades which the town possesses, involving commer-

cial relations with all parts of the globe ;—from the facilities that

these several maniafactures and trades give for acquiring independence

of position, and with it independence of character and thought ;—from

the town being within easy access of the Metropolis, but not in

any way overshadowed by it, and particularly from its constituting

the centre of an elaborate plexus of railway ramification, afford-

ing free and rapid communication with all parts of the Kingdom,

and as a consequence bringing with it a varied and abundant food

supply (rf) ; from the drainage of the town being good (e);—
from its local water supply being both wholesome and plentiful ;

—

(b.) Mr. Hughes submitted a table showing the average number of persons per

acre iu four large towns, as follows, lor the year 1881 :—Birmingham, liucori orated

1838)47-78; Leeds, (ICCDU'SS; Liverpool, (9th King John 106-4 ; Manchester (1838),

parliamentary limits, Cl-QO. Mean, 57-ul.

(r.) Mr. Hughes submitted a table, compiled from Dr. Hill's Eeport above
referred to, exhibiting the mean death-rate per 1,(X)0 persons living in nine largo

towns for the nine years from 187-2 to !8si, both inclusive, as under :—London,
22-50; Liverpool, 27-77; Birmingham, 23-18; Manchester, 28-07; Leeds, 24-34;

Sheffield, 23-57 ; Salford, 27-37 ; Newcastle, 24-01 ; Norwich, 22-57. Blean of twenty
large towns for the same period, 23-72.

'd.) A single illustration will suffice. Before the railway system was
inaugurated, fish, as au article of diet, must have been except to the wealthy;

comparatively rare in Birmingham. Now, from its central position, the town
has one of the most abundantly and variedly-supplied fish markets iu the

kingdom. At a recent public enquiry before an inspsctor from the Local

Government Board, the Chairman of the Markets and Fairs Committee of the

Corporation (Mr. Councillor M. J. Hart) stated that the estimated annual
quantity of fish passing through the hands of the wholesale dealers iu Bir-

mingham was about 100,000 tons, and its estimated value about £1,000,000.

(c.) The method of treating the sewage not only of Birmingham but also of

the surrounding districts within the water-shed of the Biver Tame, including

au area of about 47,000 acres, by precipitation by lime in tanks, coupled with

purification by passing the elllueut through the land appears to be the best yet

devised. About thirteen million gallons of sewage is so treated daily.
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from frequent imraif;ratioii from other ami distant localities ;

—

from the town being umlemoralised by antiquities or obsolete

cliarities ;—from the number, vai'iety, and excellence of its

educational, scientific, and literary institutions (/") ;—from the

perfect freedom which all religious communities possess, and the

vitality displayed by them ;—from the active and energetic political

and civic life which has always characterised its citizens ;—from the

remarkable development in almost every direction which the town has

exhibited during the present century {g);—from the number and variety

of its annual exhibitions (/i) inducing a healthy spirit of emulation

both local and distant (witness the Exhibitions of Paintings and
Industrial Arts, the Agricultural Exhibition, and the Exhibitions of

Domesticated Animals ;—the Horticultural Exhibitions, including

specialities in certain flowers, some of which Exhibitions originated

here, or are of acknowledged excellence);—from the large spirit of volun-

tary beneficence displayed by its inhabitants of all creeds and classes

(witness the annual Hospital Sunday and Saturday collections ( i ) for

the Charities of the town, both of which originated in Birmingham)
;

—from the recreations of the people being both intellectual (witness

if.' The lirmiugham and Midland Institute was established iu the year 851,

since which period upwards of 40,000 students have attended its Scientific,

Literary, and Educational Classes, exclusive of the attendance at the Weekly
Lectures iu Session. The Mason ^cionce College, which was founded by the
generosity of the late Sir Josiah Mason so recently as the year 1880, has now
(!883i more than liOO students. Both these institutions are open to male and
female students.

(fir.) Mr. Hughes submitted a table showing that the population, which was
4,000 iu 1690, had grown to 73,070 in 1801, and had increased at an average rate of

about 24 per cent, iu each decennial period from 1801 to 1881. At 1851 it stood at

232,811, and at 1-81 it stood at 402,296. Speaking generally, the population had
increased about a hundred-fold iu two hundred years.

(Ti.i Mr. W. P. Marshall, M.I.C.E.,has called my attention to the fact that "The
Bingley Hall Exhibition of Manufactures," which was organised by the Local
Committee of the British Association at Birmingham in '819, as a special local

attraction for the members of the Association, was the parent of the Great
Exhibition of 1851. Prince Albert, who had then the subject of an International

Exhibition actively in his mind, having heard of this Birmingham Exhibition,

made a special visit to the E.xhibitiou, 12th November, 1819 travelling down
from London by a special train in 2i hours , and he exiircssel himself greatly

pleased and interested, making a close inspection and questioning the manu-
facturers about the work exhibited. It was understood ho was greatly struck by
the successful accomplishment of the exhibition, and that the result gave aid

of importance in reference to the suggested Great International Exliibition of

1851.

cJ.) The " Hospital Sunday " Annual Collections,—for the suggestion which
led to their establishment the town is indebted to the late Mr. Thomas
Barber Wright,—were commenced in the year 1859, since which period
the sum of £109,564 has been paid over (subject to a nominal -deduction for

expenses) by the Committee towards the support of the medical charities of

the town. The "Hospital Saturday" Annual Collections were subsequently
established, on the suggestion of Mr. J. Samson Gamgee, F.R.S.E., in the year

1873, since which period the sum of £44,112 has been paid over by the
Committee for the same purposes.
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the triennial Musical Festivals (j) of European celebrity, the Free
Libraries, and the Art School) and physical (h) (witness the numerous
athletic and similar clubs) ;—from the fact that the extremes of wealth
and poverty are not so marked as in many large towns, but that the
number of thriving artizans is more numerous (witness the large

number of voters on the register as compared with other large towns) ( / );

—most especially from the conspicuously-characteristic earnestness

with which work of all kind is undertaken in Birmingham ;—and from
a number of analogous factors all of which have their influence, I

cannot help—after eliminating to the best of my ability all necessary

bias—arriving at a conclusion that, while possessing greater differen-

tiation in its inhabitants as regards trades and occupations than those

of many other towns, Birmingham also presents unusual advantages
for the physical, intellectual, and moral development of its citizens.

Its development is of a type peculiar to a large industrial organization,

and is in marked contrast to that kind of development which would
obtain under a military, or ecclesiastical, or agricultural organisation.

In other words, the progress of the town is quite in accordance with

the laws of evolution. It illustrates in a large sense the adaptation of

the organism to the environment. Many Sociological generalizations

made here may, I think, therefore be regarded as typical and unique.

And as many of the factors that I have enumerated act and re-act, it

follows that Birmingham has most important influence in the work

—

both immediate and remote—to which it puts its hand.

It would take up too much of your time for me to mention many
illustrations. I just allude to one or two that occur to me. From an
educational point of view Birmingliam, by its Education League,

ij.) The Birmingliam Musical Festivals (held trionnially) were established in

the year 170S for the benefit of the General Hospital, iu aid of which noble
charity the managers had paid over up to tlie year 1882 the sum of £116,570.

From a musical-art point of view their influence has been considerable. The
"?t. Paul" and the "Lobgesaug" of Mendelssohn were given in 1837 and 1840,

and the immortal "Elijah" was specially written for Birmingham, and
produced at the Festival of 181G, under the couductorship of its author. The
"Eli" and "Naaman" of Costa iu 1855 and 18G4, and the "Kedemption" of

Gounod iu 1882, were specially written for these Festivals, and produced
under the couductorship of their respective authors. Numerous minor works
of importance have also been written for or first produced at these Festivals.

(k.) The Volunteer movement, which has always been well supported iu

Birmingham and the surrounding districts, would seem to be a " co-ordination of
the antagonistic elements. The volunteer in time of peace follows his duties
as a citizen, but iu the event of war is prepared to take up arms and defend his
country.

(I.) Mr. Hughes submitted a table showing the average number of Pailia-

mentary and Municipal Electors iu four large towns for the three years ended
1883, as under : Parliamentary Electors—Birmingham, G3,C93 ; Leeds, 50,179 ;

Liverpool, 02,898 ; Manchester, 54,861 ;—mean, 57,'. OS. Municipal Electors—Bir-
mingham, 74,392: Leeds, 58,422 ; Liverpool, 70,075; Manchester, 58,899;—mean,
65,597. Percentage of Parliamentary Electors to population—Birmingham 15'83

;

Leeds, 1623; Liverpool, 11-40
; Manchester, 13'93 ;—mean, 14-35. Percentages of

Municipal Electors to population—Birmingham, 18'49 ; Leeds, 1B'90 ; Liverpool,
12-79 ; Manchester, 14-96 ;—mean, 16-29.
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was, for the su<^fiestioii from which originated this movement, in

advance in obtaining the establishment of Board Schools ; from a

political point of viev/ the action of Birmingham on the passing of the

Reform Bill of 1832 was most important, and must not be overlooked

;

nor its action subsequently iu political matters. The example of

beueficeuce in Birmingham as regards the Hospital Sunday Collec-

tions has spread to other large towns, and even to the Metropolis.

The action of its Corporation as to the issue of a funded stock, and in

many other forms of its work, has been adopted as a model by other

Corporations. In any movement having for its object the advance-

ment of the civil and religious freedom of the people, Birmingham has

usually been in advance.

Since the foregoing was written, my friend Mr. Greathecd has

called my attention to a recent most interesting lecture by Professor

Lapworth, F.G.S., of the Mason College, entitled " The Geology of the

Midlands." After pointing out the advantages resulting from the

insular position of England, and the " perfect mine of wealth " con-

tained in her rocks, he further showed the contrast between the

scenery and strata of the Eastern and Western Counties, the peaceful

nature of tlie former, and the harsh and rugged character of the

latter, and finally pointed out that " iu the Midland District we stood

midway between these two types—half-way down the great geological

scale—that there was one district where these two kinds of rocks were
to be met together, and therewas only one large town where theycould be

seen. Thedistrict was the Midland District—the towuwasBirmiugham."

Apropos of the same generalization, Mr. Greatheed has dii-ected my
attention to two recent articles iu the Revue des deux Moiules* attri-

buting George Eliofs powers partly to her Midland sympathies.

Indeed George Eliot herself, in reply to some questions of au American
lady, writes:—"It is interesting, I think, to know whether a writer

was born in a central or border district—a condition which always has

a strongly determining influence. I was born iu Warwickshire, but

certain family traditions connected with more northerly districts made
these districts a region of poetiy to me in my early childhood. "f

I feel that I have only touched on the foregoing points very crudely

and roughly, but I think Sociological students will accept some of

the conclusions, and that they will probably agree with me that no

more generally interesting field for the study of Sociology exists than

the town in which we live.

(2). As regards the Natural History and Microscopical Society, of

which our Section is now a unit, I question very much if there aio

many local Societies like it which have held their own for something

like a quarter of a century, and have had their influence, as ours has,

in disseminating a taste for Botany, Zoology, Geology, and Microscopy.

' Revue des deux Mondes, Mar. 1, 15, 188.S, Art. " George Eliot," par M. Einile
Moutegut.

+ Matbilde Blind's Life of George Eliot, 1883, page 12.
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Here at our meetings, irrespective of class distinction, the professional

man, the merchant, the manufacturer, the clerk, and the working-

man gather together on common ground—that common ground being

the study of Nature. There is no distinction, either of politics or of

religion, or even of sex! I well remember the time when, except

among the medical profession, a microscope was a rarity in the town,

and now at the Annual Conversaziones of this Society alone we can

number a hundred

!

The growth and development of our Society has been remarkable.

Originally consisting of a few enthusiastic naturalists, who met in a

small back room m the Midland Institute—by the courtesy of the Council

of that body—it now numbers nearly four hundred members, and has

acc^uired a distinction of which we may be justly proud. The annual

contribution to its funds is almost nominal, but by united eiforts our

Library numbers on its shelves the most important works in Natural

History and Microscopy. Our Microscopes are of the best that can be

acquired. By our exertions tlie Midland Union of Natural History

Societies was established in 1878, comprising nearly thirty local Societies

within a radius of sixty miles, and an aggregate of 2,500 members,

having a Journal of its own—" The Midland Naturalist." The annual

gatherings in neighbauring towns have been highly successful, and the

foundation of the " Darwin Medal "—in honour of the distinguished

Naturalist who favoured our Society by accepting the office of an

Honorary Vice-President, given annually for the best original Essay or

Paper in Biology, Geology, or Arcateology—is a noteworthy feature.

The last medal was awarded to two of our Members, Professor A. Milnes

Marshall, D.Sc, and Mr. W. P. Marshall, M.I.C.E., for researches on

the PeiinatuUdn (Sea Pens, etc.) obtained at Oban during the Dredging

Excursion of 1881. And here I should like to remark that we are

proud to have reckoned among the early Members of our Society

Mr. Grant Allen, who has since risen to fame as an evolutionist.

On all these grounds I submit that our Society is a Sociological

factor of importance, that its influence acts and interacts, and that

the establishment of a Sociological Section as part of its organization

is a step in the right direction.

The highly suggestive and valuable letter with which Mr. Herbert

Spencer has favoured us makes it almost presumption in me to offer

any suggestion as to the work of the Section, but reverting for a

moment to that passage in his letter in which he says:—"As you

indicate Education as one of the first objects to be dealt with, you

might in connection with it take up the alleged relations between

ignorance and crime, and education and morality "—I would venture

to suggest in connection with this subject that- it would be most

interesting and valuable to compare the classified results of Criminal

Statistics for a given period of years before the working of the School

Board in Birmingham and in other towns with the corresponding

period since the School Board has been in existence. And with it I

would also suggest the taking note of the recent labours of the Health
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Committee of our town, resulting in a diminished death-rate, as com-

pared with that of other hirge towns, and concurrently with it a

possibly higher standard of general health. The labours of the Baths

and Parks Coniniittce in opening additional baths, parks, and recrea-

tion grounds would also tell as factors. In one of his works (I forget

which, at this time) Mr. Herbert Spencer suggests that it would be most

interesting to ascertain among the criminals in a gaol how many of

them had been in the habit of taking a bath! The opening of a public

park or recreation ground in a district would not only have remote

influence in diminishing crime in that district, but immediate

mfluence in adding to the health of that district. Morally and

intellectually the opening of a Free Library in a district would be a

most important factor of progress. The labours of the Improvement

Committee of our town having charge of the Artizaus' Dwellings

Scheme in removing unfit and unsanitary dwellings, and opening up

spaces for oxygenation and freedom of transit, are all interesting

factors. Probably, also, the closing of unnecessary houses for the sale

of intoxicating drinks, and the opening of coffee houses in a district,

act as Sociological factors of progi-ess.

We all remember the fatnous illustration in the " Origin of

Species" (showing the complex relations of all animals and plants to

each other in the struggle for existence), of the large and extremely

barren heath, part of an estate of a relative of the author, in Stafford-

shire, of which several hundred acres, of exactly the same nature, had
been enclosed twenty-five years previously, and planted with Scotch

fir. "The change in the native vegetation of the planted part of the

heath was most remarkable, more than is generally seen in passing

from one quite different soil to another, not only the proportional

numbers of the heath-plants were wholly changed, but twelve species

of plants (not counting grasses and carices) flourished in the planta-

tions, which could not be found on the heath. The effect on the

insects must have been still greater, for six insectivorous birds were

very common in the plantations, which were not to be seen on the

heath ; and the heath was frequented by two or three distinct

insectivorous birds. Here we see how potent has been the effect of

the introduction of a single tree, nothing whatever else having been

done, with the exception that the land had been enclosed, so that

cattle could not enter."*

Another wonderful instance of the relation between cause and

effect is mentioned in the "Data of Ethics," and proved by direct

experiment. "Making such arrangements that the bile-duct of a dog

delivered its product outside the body, Claude Bernard observed

that so long as he petted the dog and kept him in good spirits

secretion went on at its normal rate ; but on speaking angrily, and for

a time so treating him as to produce depression, the flow of bile was

* " The Origin of Species," by Charles Darwin, M.A., F.E.S., etc., 4th ed., 1860,

pp.81, 82.
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arrested."* And the talented author, further illustrating the relation

between cause and effect, mentions that " In the normal order, pleasures

great and small are stimulants to the processes by which life is main-
tained. Among the sensations may be instanced those produced by
bright light. Sunshine is enlivening in comparison with gloom—even
a gleam excites a wave of pleasure ; and experiments have shown that

sunshine raises the rate of respiration : raised respiration being an
index of raised vital activities in general." t

I feel sure you will all agree witli me that if instances of the kind

adduced—and their number might be increased to an almost illimitable

extent- -have weight from a Biological point of view, the factors of

progress I have previously alluded to must have weight from a

Psychological and Sociological point of view in the question under

consideration.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I feel that I have exhausted too much of

your time and trespassed too much on the ground of my colleagues

in this evening's work. Permit me to express the hope that the

interest and kindly feeling which has characterised the establishment

of our new Section may continue and develop, and that the Section

itself may do good work, bearing in mind Mr. Herbert Spencer's precept

" that the growth and prosperity of any organization is bound up with

the doing of work of some kind or other. Mere i-eceptivity will not

suffice, there must be independent activity ;" and that it may benefit

the parent Society by an increase of new members who may be

attracted by the opportunity thus afforded of discussing any object that

may arise in connection with the Doctrine of Evolution as illustrated

in Mr. Herbert Spencer's writings. I am sure the Society is to be

congratulated on having secured the co-operation of our talented and

devoted hon. sec, Mr. Alfred Hayes, B.A., and of the friends whom
he has introduced. We shall endeavour to make our meetings

interesting, and where practicable there will be illustrations. The
excursions " to local spots rendered famous by great minds " will be a

relief to harder work, as well as a means of bringing together those of

us who think alike. In his famous address to the Americans on the

occasion of the farewell banquet, Mr. Herbert Spencer wisely says:—
" In brief I may say that we have had somewhat too much of the

gospel of work. It is time to preach the gospel of relaxation."

I have to express our warmest thanks to those who have taken

an interest in the new Section, and especially I would mention the

support we have received from distant localities, notably Wolver-

hampton, a most important town, possessing many of the charac-

teristics belonging to Birmingham, and yet differing from it in some
respects.

A few words of caution may be necessary for us in our progress, and

here again I must quote from Mr. Herbert Spencer. " It is (he says)

* " The Data of Ethics," by Herbert Spencer, 1879, p. 89.

t
" The Data of Ethics, ' by Herbert Spencer, 1879, p. 89.
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alwavs the tendency of discipleship to magnify the effect of the

master's teachings; and to credit the master with all the doctrines he
teaches."* And further—" The advocates of a cause usually overstate

their case." One of tlio chief teachings of " The Study of Sociology"

is to eliminate the various forms of bias that afifect accurate Sociolo-

gical generalizations. To members of this Section, the mere mention
of these aphorisms of the Author of the Synthetic Philosophy—on
whose rich stores I have drawn so largely—will suffice, for they,

happily, do not come within the category of those of whom Mr.
Herbert Spencer says that "only by varied iteration can alien

conception be forced ou rehictant minds." f

Of the Doctrine of Evolution as set forth iu Mr. Herbert Spencer's

writings, and in the works of Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall, Ernst
Haeckel, and others, I need say nothing to an assembly of Naturalists.

So far back as 1873 the late Sir Wyville Thomson, whoso name will

ever be associated with the origin and development of the "Challenger"

work, wrote, " I do not think that I am speaking too strongly when I say

that there is now scarcely a single competent genoi-al Naturalist who
is not prepared to accept some form of the doctrine of evolution."J
Able writers, such as the late Mr. Walter Bagehot in his " Physics

and Politics," have applied it in other directions, and others are following

the example.

Its most bright, encouraging, impressive, hopeful, and even sublime

aspect is that the " process of moditication upon modification which
has brought life to its present height must raise it still higher,"§ and
that the most particular ways "in which this moving equilibrium, this

further evolution, this higher life, this greater co-ordination of actions,

may be expected to show itself, will be in intelligence and morality."

Regarding intelligence, Mr. Herbert Spencer says :
" There is ample

room for advance iu this direction, and ample demand for it. Our
lives are universally shortened by our ignorance. In attaining com-

plete knowledge of our own natures and of the natures of surrounding

things—iu ascertaining the conditions of existence to which we must
conform, and in discovering meaus of conforming to them under all

variations of seasons and ciicumstances—we have abundant scope for

intellectual progress."**

Regarding morality—that is, in greater power of self regulation

—

Mr. Herbert Speucer says :
" Right conduct is usually come short of

more from defect of will thau defect of knowledge. To the due

co-ordination of those complex actions whicli constitute human life

in its civilised form, there goes not only the pre-requisite—recoguition

* " The Data of Ethics." by Herbert Spencer, 1879, p. G.

+ " Essays," 2ud series, page CO.

:
" The Depths of tlie Sea," by C. Wyville Thomsou, F.E.S., 1873, p. 9.

§ Herbert Speucer. ' Postscript to American Address.' " Couteinporary

Review," Januarj-, 188;i.

** " Principles of Biology," vol. ii., p. 49C.
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of the proper course ; but the further pre-requisite—a due impulse to

pursue that course. And on calling to mind our daily failures to fulfil

often-repeated resolutions, we shall perceive that lack of the needful
desire, rather than lack of the needful insight, is the chief cause of faulty

action. A further endowment of those feelings which civilisation is

developing in us—sentimentsrespondingto the requirements of the social

state—emotive faculties that find their gratifications in the duties

devolving on us—must be acquired before the crimes, excesses, diseases,

improvidences, dishonesties, and cruelties, that now so greatly diminish
the duration of life, can cease." *

A gifted poet of our day, who is essentially the Poet of Evolution

—the author of the "Light of Asia"—has caught the spii-it of the

naaster, and has given in that remarkable and beautiful work a picture

of evolution in lines that cannot fail to be appreciated by all who
recognise its operations :

—

Marking—behind all modes, above all spheres,

Beyond the burning impulse of each orb

—

That fixed decree at silent work which wills

Evolve the dark to light, the dead to life,

To fulness void, to form the yot unformed,
Good unto better, better unto best,

By wordless edict ; having none to bid.

None to forbid ; for this is past all gods
Immutable, unspeakable, supreme,
A Bower which builds, unbuilds, and builds again,

lluling all things accordant to the rule

Of virtue, which is beauty, truth, and use.

Bo that all things do well which serve the Bower,
And ill which hinder; nay, the worm does well

Obedient to its kind ; the hawk does well

Which carries bleeding quarries to its young;
The dew-drop and the star shine sisterly,

Globing together in the common work
;

And man who lives to die, dies to live well

So if he guide his ways by blamelessuess

And earnest will to hinder not but nelp

All things both great and small which suffer lifo.l

Note.—By the kind permission of Mr. Herbert Spencer, the Sociological
Section is allowed to use on its Broceedings the Device at the head of this
Address, which has been impressed at the side of the binding of the volumes
of the Synthetic Bhilosophy since their first issue. The Device apiJears to indi-

cate the evolution of life. Beneath are the crystals of the volcanic rocks which
underlie all creation. Superimposed is the alluvial soil and rscent mould.
Springing from the latter are two forms of vegetable life—a Cryptogam (uon
flowering) and a Bhenogam (flowering) plant respectively. The last is a
Dicotyledon, the highest form of vegetable life. This appears in bud, leaf,

flower, and fruit. Creeping up and feeding upon the flowering plant is a larval
form of invertebrate life (caterpillar) ; susiJeuded from the central portion is

the pupa (chrysalis), and resting upon and crowning the flower is the imago
(perfect insect .—W. B. H.

* "Brinciples of Biology," vol. ii., p. 497.

•1- The " Light of Asia." By Edwin Arnold, C.S.I. 9th ed., 1882, pp. 1G9, 170.
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CREMATION.

HY W. H. I'KANCE.

Read before the Society October IGtb, 1883.

We have it on very old authority that " there is nothing' new under

the sun ;" and thouf,'h from liis ability to re-arrange the foriuH and
combinations of matter, presumptuous man is frequently tempted to

exclaim, " Here is something new," all he can do is to ti-anspose

substances into new forms, as by the transposition of the alphabet,

words of endless variety are produced. Though he use the earth

as a ball on which to wind his telegraphs and railways, he works

with nothing new, or which did not exist before his own form was
evolved from pre-existent matter. He can facilitate, and in some
ways he can also retard, that which Nature is constantly doing,

namely, changing the forms of matter by decomposition, )iot

destntctiou.

What is decomposition ? What is the agency which commences
the operation and completes the process ?

The popular meaning attached to the word is an erroneous one, or

at best is very remote from that of the word hurning or combustion as

applied to the consumption of fuel in our dwellings and manufactories

;

yet decomposition and combustion are one and the same thing,

varying only in degree, or rapidity, or both. It is the result of heat,

without which nothing can live ; nothing which, when dead, can again

become food for the living ; without which those arteries of the earth

—the rivers, circulating the blood of the earth, would cease to flow.

But for it evex'ything containing moisture would be locked in the

rigidity of ice
;
perfect cold being the normal condition of matter not

subject to active heat.

This is well illustrated iu the Arctic regions, where, owing to the

equatorial fulness of the earth's form, the sun's rays are intercepted
;

and in proportion to such interception is the increase of cold, and a

consequent decrease in the rapidity of decomposition or combustion of

organic substances, so as almost to cease at times, as in the case of

Arctic animals, which are occasionally found on thawing to be good

food, though possibly they have been dead for many years. An arti-

ficial application of this law of nature is now in regular use in the

Paris Morgue, or temporary receptacle of the unknown dead, by

which means there is a valuable suspension of natural decay or disso-

ciation of the substances of the body.

Where a perpetual state of ice does not exist, there decomposition

fills up the intervals, the increase of the one being accompanied by

the decrease of the other, until, as iu the Tropics, decomposition reigns

supreme, and there, as a consequence, life is more abundant.
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Those elements no longer required by the dead are quickly set at

liberty in gaseous form, ascending like aerial springs into the sea of

the atmosphere, thence to be absorbed by animal and vegetable life,

just as the ocean receives the polluted waters of rivers, only to purify

and send them back, to run again in ceaseless circles, a never-ending

journey.

Decomposition of the dead must surely be one of the most merciful

of the Creator's provisions for the living. But for it, it would only be

a question of time as to how long life could be sustained ; for,

sujiposing life to have commenced and continued its course by draw-

ing upon a fixed and uurenewable quantity of matter, it would long

since have shown signs of local, if not general exhaustion, resulting

in a final extinction of living forms.

In all countries plants and animals have in vast numbers, and
endless variety, become extinct, whilst of those still surviving many
show indisputable signs of an extinction more or less remote.

Bide by side with these, other forms have arisen in apparently

undiminished numbers and variety, destined, like those which have

gone before, to make room for others, which posterity must be left to

study. However this may be, the huinan race does not yet excite a

widespread interest on the score of extinction.

Man's extraordinary and unique power of adaptability to his

environment, in nearly every climate which his insatiable curiosity

leads him to explore, appears to ensure for him an endless succession

of descendants, each possessing some modification of that which gave

him birth, a constant modification being associated with the greatest

vitality.

Go to the mountain stream, and, where it issues forth in all its

sparkling freshness, ask it whence it cometh and whitlier it goeth ?

What will it say, and truly say, to the student of Nature? " I come
from the avalanche ; an iceberg I have been ; I flooded the Ganges
with its freight of dead and dying ; I come from the swamp, and the

ocean spray ; I moistened the grape, bedewed the grass, rode here on

the storm. I go to wait on life ; to search out the haunts of man,
whose pollution I will bear in my bosom to the sea of forgiveness,

burying myself in its fulness, only to rise again pure and free to visit

every clime !"

In like manner question the human body.

Listen, student of Nature ; and, like the river, it says, " I know no

rest. No rest is mine till the sun has ceased to work. I come from

the inland grave, and the salt sea wave. In the countless forms in

which I have borne a part, I have long since lost all trace of my origin.

The form of man is not new to me. I have shared in ail his glories,

all his crimes. The Mastodon, and greater than he have used my
substance, sharing it with all other forms of life, animal and vegetable.

Fire is not new to me. Heat is at once my jailer and my liberator.

When by its action I am freed from the bonds of one, I go to wait on

other forms of life."
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If, then, heat is the instrument ordained for the reproduction of

livinjj from dead forms, l)y natural or artificial combustion, advocates

of the hitter should doubtless be expected to prove its superiority to

the former. It may be su<,'i;osted that as Nature, when artificial aids

are absent, is determined to burn the dead in her own silent mode of

slow, so-called spontaneous combustion, why trouble ourselves about

such work? Why not leave it to Nature? Certainly her patience

is wonderful. She is still at work on the ancient mummies. The
cunninfi of the embalmer only retards, it does not absolutely suspend
disintegration. If our sense of smell did not inform us of the fact, the

gradual loss of weight is clear proof.

Sanitary science, the pages of which book we are constantly cutting,

is teaching us, lesson by lesson, that the production of diseases, of the

Zymotic class at any rate, is as dependent upon seeds of " their kind "

as is the husbandman for his harvest upon seeds previously buried.

Following the simile a little further, we know that if grain be sub-

jected to but a moderately high temperature, its germinating power is

permanently destroyed.

We are but slowly realising or appreciating the fact that Nature

has selected a co le of laws which, with a glorious impartiality, are

as much in favour of one form of life as another. We are learning

that the world was not made for us aIo:ie, or indeed more for us than
other forms of life. Tliat struggle for existenc3 which is so universal

seems most severe for man. However that may be, Nature does not

hesitate to use and sacrifice its noblest and loveliest forms, as hot-beds

for the production of life, in forms so minute, and, so far as we can at

present perceive, so utterly valueless and superfluous to Natural

Economy, as to excite our bewilderment, and wound our self-esteem.

Self-preservation, the first law of nature, a constant iucontive to

animal and vegetable action, is exercised most by man. His superior

iutelligeuce bast enables him to destroy or circumvent antagonistic

forces. Slaying his fellow-men often calls forth his utmost energy

and secures his most anxious consideration. He fosters the lives of

many animals only to destroy them for food.

The advent of a little beetle from America has more than once

sent a thrill of alarm through the country, involving considerable

exercise of thought and means in order to secure its living absence.

Whilst thus exercising our intelligence, we are fairly chargeable with
being inconsistent to an extraordinary degree. The man who could

be guilty of purposely introducing a plague of such insects would
certainly deserve the worst possible fate ; and yet in a perfectly legal,

and publicly approved method we are perpetuating forms infinitely

more destructive to hunaan life.

Germatologists, if I may, so far as I know, coin a word whereby to

distinguish the Tyndalls and Pasteurs of science, have clearly proved

that those diseases which are classed as preventable are due to the

presence in the body of the patient of organic forms of extraordinary

minuteness, and in nunil)er.3 beyond computation. The death of the
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patient is favourable to the further developeraent of such bacterial

life. In some virulent cases of infectious and contagious diseases

certain articles which have been used by the patient are burnt with a

view to render them harmless. In those cases where the patients

recover there is a lamentable want of efficient and sufficient isolation.

Where death ensues matters are much worse. The body is in most
cases treated as if it had lost its power to injure the living. Much
unnecessary and purely conventional treatment ensues. I pass by the

hideous proceedings conducted by the undertaker, as also the " correct

thing" in black ganuents. Both are in a state of transition, the

result of which may be left to the influence of universal education.

If in the country, the corpse will in most cases be carried to the

highest point of the hamlet, where stands the village church. The
building itself has in most cases been used as a receptacle for the

deceased members of influential families. Over the tombs of these

decomposing bodies the living assemble more or less frequently.

Many of the vaults are during wet seasons partly iilled with

water. There is no mistaking the odours often perceived in such

charnel houses. It is of course impossible to hazard a guess as to

how many lives have been sacrificed as a result of such association

with the dead on the part of the living. That they have been

numerous cannot reasonably be doubted. Outside the building

matters are worse. Here the rainfall has full play to percolate

through and distribute the contents of the graves into the neighbour-

ing wells, whence is drawn the drinking water for the living, who, in

numberless cases, literally drink the dead in solution.

The normal increase of our population may be taken to be about a

quarter of a million a year. With such a rapid increase of out resident

population, the difficulty of obtaining water free from organic impuri-

ties is increasing to a serious extent, involving the outlay of vast sums
of money. If, as we know it to be the case, water flowing from lime-

stone ranges is, as a rule, highly charged with carbonate of lime,

whilst that obtained from soils containing but small quantities of iron

is found to be a solution of iron, how much more easily must the

decomposing substance of the dead body be borne through the pores

of the earth by the circulation of water? Just as surely as poison,

when injected into the blood, is rapidly distributed through the whole

system, so do the poisons of disease circulate in water round the

dwellings of the living.

At the base of a hill within a few miles of this building flows a

spring of ordinarily clear water, prized for drinking purposes. Some
time ago a heap of farm yard manure was placed on high ground, a

considerable distance from the spring. The hill is mainly composed

of sand and sandstone. Shortly after the manure was so placed the

water assumed the colour of pale tea, with an odour not to be mis-

taken, and obviously due to the manure heap.

In the case of suburban cemeteries the results are such as must ere

long necessitate a radical change in the disposal of the dead. To
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economise area, gi-aves are dug 15 to 20 feet deep. These are filled

by piling the iload to within a few inches of the Hurface. Were an
inquiry held, such as would bo instituted by a Royal or a Parliamentary
Commission, into the internal economy of our public cemeteries, the

result would probably startle the public into dcmuiidiiig an imnuvliate

change.

A local paper I'ecently stated that—"Some terrible discoveries

as to the causes of the rapid spread and lengthened stay of epidemic
diseases in places where the principles of sanitary sepulture are imper-
fectly understood or not acted upon, have just been made by Dr. Freor,

an eminent physician of llio de Janeiro. That city is just recovering

from the ravages of a very deadly visitation of yellow fever, and Dr.

Freor, in his imjuirics into the causes of the epidemic, came upon
a dreadful fact that the soil of the cemeteries in which the victims

of the outbreak were buried was positively alive with microbian

organisms, exactly identical with those found in the vomitings and
blood of those who had died in the hospitals of yellow fever. From
a foot under the ground he gathered a sample of the earth overlying

the remains of a person who had died of the fever and had been

buried about a year before, and though it showed nothing remarkable
at first appearance, he found to his horror when he placed it under
the microscope, that it was thickly charged with these disease germs.

Many of the organisms were making spontaneous movements ; in

efi'ect, therefore, the cemeteries were so many nurseries of yellow

fever. Every shower of rain washes the soil and the fever seed which
is so thickly sown in it into the water-courses, and distributes

the poisonous germs all over the town and neighbourhood. ' Each
corpse,' says the doctor, ' is the bearer of millions of millions of

organisms that are specifics of ill. Imagine what a cemetery must
be in which the new foci are forming around each body.' How
terribly fatal these germs are is proved by the fact that the blood

of a patient injected into a rabbit killed the animal in less than

an hour, and the rabbit's blood injected into a. guinea-pig killed

it in about the same time, and the guinea-pig's blood injected into

another rabbit was also fatal, so that the chain of destruction is

apparently endless."

Round these spaces devoted to the dead, the living accumulate,

until only the greater area distinguishes them from the surcharged

burial-grounds of town churches. By submitting the dead body to a

much higher temperature than that which Nature finds sufficient for

her purposes, it is rendered perfectly harmless to the living, presenting

hygienic advantages which must make its adoption only a question of

time.

Burning the dead formed a part of that wonderful civilisation of

ancient Greece, to which we owe so much, and which will long hence

be viewed with undiminished admiration. Excepting in the case of

overheated haystacks and such artificial conditions, natural decom-

position rarely occurs at a temperature high enough to destroy animal
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or vegetable life-germs. Hence the necessity for artificial treatment.

There are so many methods by which the process could be successfully

conducted that I will not enter on that branch of the subject. There
would certainly be little difficulty in framing such regulations as

should be a distinct improvement upon those which are at present in

use for the disposal of the dead.

The only objection to Cremation which is really of such a

character as to call for serious consideration, and to remove which,

special precautions must undoubtedly be taken, is the fact that the

operation would entirely destroy all trace of foul means as the cause

of death. It occasionally happens that after burial circumstances

arise which render it desirable to exhume bodies for purposes

of examination. Although exhumation seldom results in anything

very definite or valuable, public opinion is not likely to be in

favour of abandoning it until it is satisfied that a good substitute

is ready.

All regulations are more or less liable to abuse. People have been

hung for offences they have had no part in. Society is occasionally

shocked to find that an innocent person has undergone imprisonment
or penal servitude (which by the bye are now synonymous terms), and
endeavours to make such atnends as are suggested by the circumstances.

But it would not for a moment be contended that such unfortunate

exceptions offer any inducement to abolish such punishments. It

m'lst also be admitted that under present conditions there are

probably many persons buried whose deaths have been hastened by

foul means, never suspected or questioned before or after burial, and
with such precautions as are possible, I think it could be made much
more difficult to dispose of such bodies than is now the case.

Certainly it would not be difficult to improve upon the coroner's

inquiry as at present conducted. One cannot repress astonishment

that such a cumbersome and unqualified piece of administration has

not succumbed to the want of confidence its decisions excite in

the minds of those intimately acquainted with such courts.

Since the public mind has ceased to be satisfied with verdicts

attributing deaths to the "Act of God" it is manifestly unfair to

expect juries, as at present constituted, to elucidate mysteries too

deep for the coroner or themselves.

The legal profession never fails to supply the Judicial Bench with

occupants who deservedly possess the fullest confidence of the public.

Is it too much to say that the medical profession is equally well

able to supply any required number of trained experts, in every sense

qualified to give the public absolute facts respecting deaths calling

for inquiry?

With such safeguards as medical men are well able to furnish,

I will remind my hearers that the difficuJty already referred to as

presenting the most serious practical obstacle to cremation, does not

apply to cases in which cremation is most necessary, i.e., where deaths

have arisen from diseases of an infectious nature, and which are those
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indeed which especially require to be dealt with in the manner
proposed. Perhaps it will be desirable, at first at any rate, to limit

cremation to such cases. Much would certainly be f^ained to the

public health. The permanent extinction of any one of such diseases

as are admitted to be preventable, would alone confer inestimable

advanta,i,'es on the human race.

Of course many will e.xclaim, " Oh ! the idea of bein^ burnt after

death is horrible !
" Is not a dead body a horrible mystery, and the

disposal of it by any method a horrible duty ?

Suppose for a moment that burial in the earth were a new custom,

previous to which the dead were collected and deposited in the sea

—

which would have much to recommend it from a sanitary point of

view—how horrified would many be at the proposal to dig a hole in

the ground, iu which to place their friends, with the knowledge that

those first buried would in time be disturbed by the sexton's spade,

and mixed up in inextricable confusion to make room for later comers.

And though the proposal would be opposed to the teachings of true

science, that would not be the cause of the opposition it would meet

with, any more than the approval of cremation by science convinces

those guided by sentiment rather than knowledge.

It is only a question of time. As the pages of the book of

knowledge are unfolded, our stupendous ignorance is reduced, in spite

of sentiment—sentiment which is unfortunately so rarely allied to truth.

Far be it from me, however, to despise sentiment. Life would

indeed be dull without it. It may indeed be said that fact and fiction,

truth and falsehood, are necessary to each other's existence. Truth

shines brightest in a setting of fiction. But whilst disclaiming any

inclination to repress sentiment or the healthy exercise of that

imaginative power with which mankind is blessed, and by the aid of

which so many of the burdens ai:d toils of life are lessened, I make a

clear distinction between it and prejudice, the child of ignorance and
superstition, prolific parents, from whom it behoves us, to the best of

our ability, to free ourselves and our children.

Civilisation is ever calling for and initiating measures intended to

prolong human life. More, a nation's desire to extend the average

life of its subjects is undoubtedly a measure of its civilisation, and is

one of the first duties of statesmanship. The increasing density of

our population is prompting us to adopt measures of a sanitary nature

which have been too long delayed. The results so far, are such as

ought to encourage us to the adoption of more general and consistent

fulfilment of recognised sanitary principles. Hitherto legislation in

sanitary, as in other matters, has been the result of a desire to cure

rather than to prevent. Only when a nuisance has become so great

as to be no longer bearable, are steps taken to alleviate if not remove

it altogether.

Universal education will doubtless develop a more logical public

opinion, which must insist upon a policy of prevention, as superior to

cure, not only in matters of bodily health, but of crime also. It is
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solely as a preventive measure of a sanitary nature that burning the

dead, in the opinion of so many, ah-eady calls for serious consideration;

and in the hope that the subject will be received by this influential

Society as one worthy of debate, I have ventured to bring it before

you, that your thoughts may, as Matthew Arnold says, " play freely

round it," untrammelled by prejudices unworthy of philosophers.
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